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Unit shown is 
actual size.6V6 
tube shown 
for comparison 
only. 

COMPACT 
HIGH 

FIDELITY EQUIPMENTUltra 

eight, 

audio 
units are ideal 

for 
con 

and 
te 

ldsto amplifier 

similar 
all egvipent,New 

design 
methods 

highfidelity 
in all individual 

20,000 
There 

no 
to 

resonate 
unit 

an 
to 

cva¡iie 

being 
2 D8 from 

30toensafor 

drop of another 
unit. All units, 

except those 
carrying 

in 

employ 
a true hum balancing 

coil structure 
which,c° 

combined 
with 

high 

outer 
cos, 

effects good indh/eldinº. 

Maxfmvm'/?deep 

x ct°Aerating 

level 

Weight --.8 
ounces. Dimensions, 

oTh- 

ctive 

10 DB. 

i I wide 
x 

FOR 

HERMETICALLY SEALED 

On special order, we can supply any of the Ultra 

Compacts hermetically sealed per Jan T-27 Grade 

1 Class A in our RC 50 case as illustrated. 

Dimensions: Height 2/", Base 1 ;°6" ;.V 

Primary 
Impedance 50,000 ohms 

Type APPlication 2001250, 5p_10 000 
1251150, ohms 

No 
Low imP 

mike, Pickup, 50' 5001600 50,000 ohms multiple alloy 

edance 
333, 

A-10 to 50, 200, 500 shield for 

or multiple line 
m keaPickup, 

extremely low 

Low impedonce hum pickup 

A-11 or line to 1 or 2 grids 

50, 1251150, 
2001250. 

80,000 ohms 
overall 

30-20,000 

in two sections 

pickup, 

383,300' 

5001600 
ohms 30-20,000 

Low impedance 
mike, Pohms overall, 

A-12 12 or multiple line to push pull80,000 verall 
15,000 ohms 3:1 turn ratio 0 

50-20,000 
grids lit 

0 to overall, 
two grids split 80,000 ohms 

Iole to turn ratio overall 

A-18 
Single P 

15,000 ohms 30-20,000 
primary rids 8 MA 50 1 rn ra, e 1250, 

Single plate to two 9 
8000 to 15,000 ohms 333, 5001600 ohms 5p-12 000 

unbalanced D.C. 2001250, 

lote to multiple line 50, 1251150, ohms 
Single P 15,000 ohms 333, 500/600 

A-24 
le line 150, 2001250, 

late to multiple 50, 1251 ohms 
Single P D.C. 8,000 to 15,000 ohms 333, 500/600 

A-25 
8 

MA 

multiple 

need 
4 MA 1500 ohms D.C, inductance 

Push pull low level plates 
to 

each side 

p-26 doline 2 MA 6000 ohms D.C., 75 henrys @ 

Audio choke, 300 
henrys o 

A -3p henrys of the many Ultra 
with no D.C. 450 

only a few catalog. 

The above listing includes Write for our new 

Compact Audio Units available . 

List 
Price 

FIDELITY AUpIG UNITS 
MPACT % IGH 

ULTRA C Secondary 
Impedance 

2 from 

30-20,000 

NEW 
Y 

VARICK STREET YORK 16, N.Y.. Y.. 

EXPORT 
DIVISION: 

13 ERST 40th STREET. NEW 

$15.00 

16.00 

50.20,000 

14.00 

18.00 

15.00 

14.00 

15.00 

10.00 
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Invisible defects within rails are located electronically by this Sperry Products detector car, pictured on Canadian Pa 
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Mobile laboratory tests tracks at the rate of 12 miles per hour 
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Agreement reached on aspect ratio, interlace and desirability of power -line independence 
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MANUFACTURERS OF 

HERMETICALLY 

SEALED METERS 

SINCE 1944 

help you... 
... seal components hermetically 

... speed up sub -assemblies 

Marion portable, 
bench -type induction 

soldering unit .... 
SMALL 
COMPACT 
ADAPTABLE 
EFFICIENT 
ECONOMICAL 
EASY -TO -USE 

A PRODUCTION TOOL This unit was designed to simplify and improve 

both the quality and quantity of production of many different 

assemblies in the electronic and electrical fields. It has been used 

successfully for many years in the manufacture of Marion her- 

metically sealed instruments. Assembly applications include 

magnet assemblies, relay armatures, connectors, capacitors and 

transformer cans and germanium diode assemblies; also jewelry, 

watches, toys, automotive parts, household fixtures, etc. 

HERMETICALLY SEALED COMPONENTS Because of the present intense 

interest in hermetically sealed components, Marion offers the 

benefit of its experience in true glass -to -metal hermetic sealing 

with the Marion Induction Soldering Unit and Marion metalized 

(platinum film) glass. Marion platinum film base glass has been 

developed to permit higher sealing temperatures, greater thermal 

shock range and resoldering if necessary. 

PROFIT FROM EXPERIENCE Investigate now. Submit your requirements. 

We will be glad to supply samples and quotations. Ask for 

bulletin. 

ME1 
MARION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY 

MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Export Division, 458 Broadway, New York 13, U. S. A., Cables MORHANEX 

IN CANADA: THE ASTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. SCARBORO BLUFFS. ONTARIO 
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WillY SOT iluliTE A DOZEN 

R. F. ATT E N U ATO R TYPE D 239 

DESIGNED for work on coaxial cables and for 

DELIVERY 

testing at video frequencies - arranged 

to work between finite impedances - conventional gain and loss measuring technique 

may be used up to 20 Mc. 

UNLIKE MOST PRECISION INSTRUMENTS, IF YOU WANT A DOZEN, THE COST NEED NOT DETER YOU 

SPECIFICATION 
NETWORK : 

ATTENUATION RANGE : 

TERMINAL IMPEDANCE : 

TERMINATIONS : 

ACCURACY: 

"T" Section 
D-239. 61.5 db in 0.5 db steps 
D-239-8 80db in I db steps 

Both Types 75 ohms 
Coaxial Connectors 

Better than 0.5 db at 10 Mc 

MAXIMUM INPUT: 3 volts 

DIMENSIONS : 65" x 2p" x 51" (16.5 cm x 6 cm x 13 5 cm) 

WEIGHT: 2' lbs. (1 13 kg) 

MOUNTING : Equally suitable for bench or panel use 

PRICE : $50.00 

YOU MAY REMIT TO US BY YOUR OWN DOLLAR CHECK 

MUIRHEAD & CO. LTD. 
PRECISION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS 

BECKENHAM KENT ENGLAND 
Telegrams and Cables: MUIRHEADS ELMERS-END 

ELECTRONICS - October, 1949 
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Regardless of the song you sing, from Opera to Bop 
-cord set to automotive harness-the most economical, 
dependable and uniform performers have repeatedly 
proved to be ESSEX WIRE ASSEMBLIES. 

No matter how complex your harness problem, 
Essex experts can solve it and save you time and 
trouble. The Essex Wire combined staffs of specialists 
completely engineer and outfit your assemblies with all 
of their electrical components, making a completely 
integrated unit to Essex high standards. 

The Essex network of 20 plants develops, manufac- 
tures and controls these custom-tailorar àssemblies 
from wire bar to your appliance. Because of Essex in- 
tense specialization, complete control of overall 
operation and long experience (dating back to the days 
of the early automobiles) you are safeguarded 
against an electrical failure that can turn your "master- 
piece" into a dead duck. 

IR 

BUILT TO PERFECTION 

W 

PROVED BY INDUSTRY 

WIRE ASSEMBLY AND ODU CORD SET DIVISION i 

One sample of an assembly built 
to your specifications will 
prove why Essex leads. Ask for 

one. Call our representative 

today, or send your specifico 

tions to the factory. 

ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION MONTICELLO, INDIANA 

4 
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Ar- HOW THESE 9 FACTORS AFFECT 

THE QUALITY OF DISC REPRODUCTION? 

1 
UNTERMODULATION 

DISTORTION? 

2 
TRANSLATION 

LOSS? 

3 
STYLUS 

FORCE? 

4 
MECHANICAL 

IMPEDANCE? 

5 
UNWANTED 

OUTPUT? 

6 
ARM 

RESONANCE? 

Intermodulation distortion-present in mans 
types of record reproducers to a far greater degrr.- 
than suspected-causes "fuzziness' in reproduc- 
tion, particularly at the higher frequencies. Lon 
intermodulation distortion is essential for clean 
reproduction. 

'When record groove velocity decreases (as the 
stylus moves closer to the center pin) a loss in 
high frequency reproduction occurs. To keep this 
"translation loss" to a minimum, stylus tip 
radius, stylus force and mechanical reactance 
must be in correct balance. 

While low stylus force is desirable to lengthen life 
of records, too low a force frequently results in 
inability of the reproducer to track properly at 
high frequencies. This, in turn, produces high 
intermodulation distortion. Stylus force should 
be kept to the lowest value consistent with proper 
tracking. 

Fora given stylus force, low mechanical impedance 
in the reproducer stylus improves tracking at 
both low and high frequencies. Both ends of the 
recorded spectrum arc therefore reproduced with 
less distortion. 

7 
FREQUENCY 

COMPENSATION? 

8 
SCRATCH 

EQUALIZATION? 

9 
NOISE 

PICK-UP? 

On lateral recordings, the pick-up unit should not 
reproduce the unwanted vertical output which 
can result from surface irregularities, turntable 
vibrations and riding up of stylus on groove walls. 
Conversely, on vertical recordings, the pick-up 
unit should not reproduce the unwanted output 
caused by lateral stylus motion. 

The reproducer arm should not have resonant 
points within the spectrum of frequencies norm- 
ally reproduced. If the resonant frequency of the 
arm is within the range of frequencies on the 
transcription or record, the resonant vibration 
of the arm will cause a spurious response. 

The reproducing equipment must provide the 
correct frequency compensation for the recording 
characteristics most commonly used. Since differ- 
ent recording companies use widely varying char- 
acteristics, a correspondingly wide choice of 
equalization characteristics must be available. 

A choice of scratch equalization is also necessary 
to meet the surface noise conditions of all records. 
"R°Hoff" of reproducing curves must permit 
maximum scratch reduction while retaining as 
much as possible of the original material on the 
record. 

The signal-to-noise ratio must not be impaired by 
induced noise pick-up in the reproducer or equal- 
izing circuits. Design of the equalizer and repeat- 
ing coil should minimize hum pick-up from motor 
fields or other sources. 

How does the 109 Type Group stack up 

against these reproducer requirements? 
Western Electric has just issued a 12 -page bulletin 
explaining in greater detail the importance of these 
nine factors in high -quality reproduction-and showing 
just why the design of the 109 Type Reproducer Group 
results in outstanding performance. You'll want to have 
all these facts when you select reproducing equipment! 

CALL YOUR LOCAL GRAYBAR 
REPRESENTATIVE 
FOR A COPY OF 
THIS NEW BULLETIN- 
OR MAIL COUPON 
BELOW IN 

Western Electric 
- QUALITY COUNTS - 

DISTRIBUTORS: IN TILE V.S.A.-Graybar Electric Co. 
IN CANADA-Northern Electric Company, Ltd. 

L 

Graybar Electric Co. 
420 Lexington Avenue, 
New York 17, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: Please send me a copy of Bulletin 
T2551, "109 Reproducer Group." 
Name 
Title 
Company 
Street Address 
City State_. 

t -as 
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Pin point accuracy is 

And IRC provides it. Witness leading 

manufacturers who specify IRC resistors 

for advanced electronic circuits. In 

instrumentation and industrial 

applications, IRC resistors excel in 

every important characteristic. 

a 
« a w a a 

a a a ¡* 
,.1f r . 

IN CRITIC:L INSTRUMENTATION, IRC Pre- 
cision Wire Wounds offer a fine balance of 
accuracy aid dependability. Tolerances of 
1% are standard, but 1/2%, 14% and 1/10% 
are available.. MC Precisions also afford maxi- 
mum tempercture coefficient of .002% per ° C. 
at no extra co;t- And in addition, their design 
and construcicr assure stability-even where 
recurring su -ges are encountered. Labels are 
acetate. May we send you complete technical 
data? Just d -e:1 the coupon. 



essentia 

ACCURACY AND ECONOMY in close tolerance 

applications make IRC Deposited Carbon 
PRECISTORS ideal for television and similar cir- 

cuits. They are outstanding in their ability to 

provide dependable performance in circuits where 

the characteristics of carbon composition resistors 

are unsuitable and wire -wound precisions too 

expensive. Manufactured in two sizes, 200 ohms 

to 20 megohms in 1%, 2% and 5% tolerance. 

Coupon brings full details. 

INTERNATIONAL 
RESISTANCE COMPANY 
401 M. Broad Street, Philadelphia 8, Pa. 

In Con :A: International Resistance Co., Ltd., Toronto, Licensee 

SEALED PRECISION Voltmeter Multipliers find 

many critical applications such as are encountered 

in marine service because of absolute dependa- 
bility under the most severe humidity conditions. 

Type MF's are compact, rugged, stable, fully 
moisture proof and easy to install. They consist of 

individual wire wound precision resistors, mounted, 

interconnected and encased in glazed ceramic 

tubes-and these may be either inductive or 

non -inductive, for use on AC as well as DC. Send 

coupon for technical data bulletin. 

MATCHED PAIR Resistors afford a low-cost solution to 

many close tolerance requirements. They are widely 

used as dependable meter multipliers. Two insulated 

IRC resistors are matched in series or parallel to as 

close as 1% initial accuracy. Both JAN -R-11 approved 

Advanced BT resistors and low -range BW insulated 

wire wounds are available in Matched Pairs. Use the 

coupon to send for Bulletin B-3. 

For fast, local service on standard IRC resistors, 
simply phone your IRC Distributor. IRC's 
Industrial Service Plan keeps him well supplied 
with the most popular types and ranges- 
enables him to give you prompt, round -the - 
corner delivery. We'll be glad to send you his 
name and address. 

(AMA, tie Cuttit Sa Jvv- 

Power Resistors V oltmeter Multipliers 
Insulated Composition Resistors Low 

Wattage Wire Wounds Controls 
Rheostats Voltage Dividers ' 

Precisions Deposited Carbon 
Precistors HF cnd High Voltage 
Resistors Insulated Chokes 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. 

403 N. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA 8, PA. 

Please send me complete information on the items checked below: 

Precision Wire Wounds Deposited Carbon Precistors 

Wire Wound Controls Voltmeter Multipliers 

Matched Pair Resistors Name of Local IRC Distributor 

NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

4101 

J. F. AANOT l CO.. ADV. AOCIVeN 



a formula for 

Let us start by saying that there may 
be a price advantage to you in ordering 
electronic parts or equipment directly from 
the manufacturer. Against this, however, 
weigh these advantages of working with 
your local NEDA Distributor: 

1. You avoid costly, time-consuming 
delays when, for example, you schedule 
a pilot run or production samples and 
have your NEDA Distributor expedite 
delivery of your electronic needs. 

2. You get additional assistance 
through the NEDA Distributor's experi- 
ence and knowledge. 

needs ... 

3. You have your choice of more than 
one manufacturer's line in ordering for 
experimental needs and determining 
what is best. 

You can add a valuable "extension" to 
your own engineering and research facili- 
ties by giving your NEDA Distributor the 
opportunity to develop as a service depot 
for you. Look into it! You'll find that both 
top management and the purchasing de- 
partment will agree, when they compare 
small savings on small quantity orders with 
the NEDA formula for better research 
and production. 

Call on your L111 Distributor 
PRONOUNCED NEED A 

Consult the list of NEDA members on the opposite page. 

NATIONAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION 
INCORPORATED 

2214 LaSALLE-WACKER BUILDING, 221 N. LaSALLE ST., CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS 

8 October, 1949 - ELECTRONICS 



ALABAMA 

BIRMINGHAM 
James W. Clary Co. 

MOBILE 
Nelson Radio & Supply Co. 

TUSCALOOSA 
Allen & Jemison Co. 

ARIZONA 

PHOENIX 
Radio Parts of Arizona 

ARKANSAS 
FORT SMITH 

Wise Radio Supply 
LITTLE ROCK 

Southern Radio Supply 
TEXARKANA 

Lavender Radio Supply Co. 

CALIFORNIA 

GLENDALE 
R. V. Weatherford Co. 

LONG BEACH 
Scott Radio Supply 

LOS ANGELES 
Radio Products Sales, Inc. 

Universal Radio Supply Co. 
OAKLAND 

W. D. Brill Co. 
Electric Supply Co. 
Wave Miller & Co. 
E. C. Wenger Co. 

SAN BERNADINO 
Inland Electronic Supply 

SAN DIEGO 
Coast Electric Co. 

Electronic Equipment Distr. 
SAN FRANCISCO 

Associated Radio Distrs. 
C. C. Brown Co. 

Kaemper-Barrett Dealers 
Supply Co. 

San Francisco Radio & 
Supply Co. 

Wholesale Radio & Electric 
Supply Co. 

Zack Radio Supply Co. 
SAN JOSE 

Frank Quement, Inc. 
STOCKTON 

Carter W. Dunlap Wholesale 
Radio Co. 

COLORADO 

PUEBLO 
L. B. Walker Radio Co. 

CONNECTICUT 

BRIDGEPORT 
Hatry & Young 

HARTFORD 
Hatry & Young, Inc. 

NEW BRITAIN 
United Radio Supply 

NEW HAVEN 
Hatry & Young 

Thomas H. Brown Co. 
NEW LONDON 
Hairy & Young 

STAMFORD 
Hairy & Young 
WATERBURY 

Hairy & Young 
The Bond Radio Supply 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

WASHINGTON 
Kenyon Radio Supply Co. 
Rucker Radio Wholesalers 
Silberne Radio & Elec. Co. 

FLORIDA 

MIAMI 
Herman Radio Supply Co. 

Walder Radio & Appliance 
GEORGIA 

AUGUSTA 
Prestwood Electronics Co. 

COLUMBUS 
Radio Sales & Service Co. 

IDAHO 

BOISE 
Craddock's Radio Supply 

Kopke Electronics Co. 

ILLINOIS 

BELLEVILLE 
Lurtz Electric Co. 
BLOOMINGTON 
Alverson Sales Co. 

CHICAGO 
Allied Radio Corp. 

J. G. Bowman & Co. 
Chauncey's, Inc. 

The Lukko Sales Corp. 

WHEN YOU NEED A DISTRIBUTOR -CONSULT THIS 

CHICAGO 
Pilgrim Distributing Co. 

Radio Parts Co. 
Walker-Jimieson, Inc. 

MOLINE 
Lofgren Distributing Co. 

PEORIA 
Herberger Radio Supply 

ROCK ISLAND 
Tri -City Radio Supply 

SPRINGFIELD 
Wilson Supply Co. 

INDIANA 

CROWN POINT 
Hub Appliance & Supply Co. 

FORT WAYNE 
Pembleton Laboratories 

INDIANAPOLIS 
Van Sickle Radio Supply Co. 

IOWA 

COUNCIL BLUFFS 
World Radio Laboratories 

DAVENPORT 
Midwest -Timmerman Co. 

DES MOINES 
Gifford -Brown, Inc. 

Iowa Radio Corp. 
Radio Trade Supply Co. 

DUBUQUE 
Boe Distributing Co. 

FORT DODGE 
Ken-Els Radio Supply Co. 

SIOUX CITY 
Duke's Radio Co. 

WATERLOO 
Ray -Mac Radio Supply 

KANSAS 

TOPEKA 
The Overton Electric Co. 

WICHITA 
Excel Distributors 

Interstate Distributors, Inc. 

KENTUCKY 

LEXINGTON 
Radio Equipment Co. 

LOUISVILLE 
Peerless Electronic 

Equipment Co. 
Universal Radio Supply Co. 

LOUISIANA 

ALEXANDRIA 
Central Radio Supply 

LAFAYETTE 
Radio Electronic Supply 
LAKE PROVIDENCE 

F. H. Schneider & Sons 
MONROE 

Hale & McNeil 
NEW ORLEANS 

Wm. B. Allen Supply Co. 
Columbia Radio & Supply Co. 

Shuler Supply Co. 
Southern Radio Supply Co. 

SHREVEPORT 
Koelemay Sales Co. 

MAINE 

AUBURN 
Radio Supply Co., Inc. 

PORTLAND 
Maine Electronic Supply 

MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE 

Kann-Ellert Electronics, Inc. 
Radio Electric Service Co. 

Wholesale Radio Parts 
HAGERSTOWN 

Zimmerman Wholesalers 

MASSACHUSETTS 

BOSTON 
De Mambro Radio Supply Co. 
Hatry & Young of Mass., Inc. 

A. W. Mayer Co. 
The Radio Shack Corp. 

BROCKTON 
Ware Radio Supply Co. 

CAMBRIDGE 
Electrical Supply Corp. 

LAWRENCE 
Hatry & Young 

MELROSE 
Melrose Sales Co. 

NATICK 
Willett Radio Supply, Inc. 

NEW BEDFORD 
C E. Beckman Co. 

PITTSFIELD 
Pittsfield Radio Co. 

ROXBURY 
Gerber Radio Supply Co. 

SPRINGFIELD 
Hairy & Young 

T. F. Cushing 
Springfield Radio Co., Inc. 

Springfield Sound Co. 
WORCESTER 

Radio Electronic Sales Co. 
Radio Maintenance Supply 

MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR 
Wedemeyer Electronic 

Supply Co. 
BATTLE CREEK 

Electronic Supply Corp. 
DETROIT 

M. N. Duffy & Co. 
Ferguson Radio Supply Co. 

K -L -A Laboratories 
of Detroit 

Radio Electronic Supply Co. 
Radio Specialties 

FLINT 
Lifsey Distributing Co. 

Radio Tube Merchandising 
Shand Radio Specialties 

JACKSON 
Fulton Radio Supply Co. 

LANSING 
Electric Products Sales Co. 

Offenhauer Co. 
LAURIUM 

Northwest Radio of Michigan 
MUSKEGON 

Industrial Electric Supply 
PONTIAC 

Electronic Supply Co. 

MINNESOTA 

DULUTH 
Northwest Radio 
MINNEAPOLIS 
Bauman Company 

Lew Bonn Co. 
Northwest Radio & 

Electronic Supply Co. 
Radio Maintenance Co. 

The Stark Radio Supply Co. 
ST. PAUL 

Electronic Distributing Co. 
Hall Electric Co. 

MISSISSIPPI 

JACKSON 
Cabell Electric Co. 

MISSOURI 

CAPE GIRARDEAU 
Suedekum Electronic 

Supply Co. 
JEFFERSON CITY 

Central Missouri Distrib. 
JOPLIN 

M. Brotherson 
Four State Radio & Supply 

KANSAS CITY 
Burstein-Applebee 

Manhattan Radio & 
Equipment, Inc. 
McGee Radio Co. 

ST. LOUIS 
Walter Ashe Radio Co. 

Ebinger Radio & Supply Co. 
Interstate Supply Co. 

Radonics 
Van Sickle Radio Co. 

SPRINGFIELD 
Harry Reed Radio & Supply 

NEBRASKA 

LINCOLN 
Hicks Radio Co. 

Leuck Radio Supply Co. 
OMAHA 

J B Distributing Co. 
Radio Equipment Co. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

CONCORD 
Evans Radio 

DOVER 
American Radio Corp. 

MANCHESTER 
Radio Service Laboratory 

NEW JERSEY 

BRIDGETON 
Joe's Radio Shop 

NEWARK 
Continental Sales Co. 
Krich-Radisco, Inc. 

Aaron Lippman & Co. 
PHILLIPSBURG 

Carl B. Williams Co. 

NEW YORK 

ALBANY 
Fort Orange Radio 
Distributing Co. 
E. E. Taylor Co. 
AMSTERDAM 

Adirondack Radio Supply 
AUBURN 

Dare's Radio Service 
BINGHAMTON 

Federal Radio Supply Co. 
BROOKLYN 

Green Radio Distributors 
National Radio 

Parts Distributing Co. 
BUFFALO 

Dymac, Inc. 
Genesee Radio & Parts Co. 

ELMIRA 
Fred C. Harrison 
GLEN FALLS 

Ray Distributing Co. 
HEMPSTEAD 

Davis Electronics Corp. 
Standard Parts Corp. 

ITHACA 
Stallman of Ithaca 

JAMAICA 
Chanrose Radio Stores, Inc. 
Norman Radio Distrs., Inc. 

KINGSTON 
Arace Brothers 

MOUNT VERNON 
Davis Radio Distributing Co. 

NEW YORK 
Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
Bruno -New York, Inc. 

H. L. Dalis, Inc. 
Federated Purchaser, Inc. 

Fischer Distributing Co., Inc. 
Milo Radio & Electronics 

National Radio Distributors 
0 & W Radio Co. 

Powell Radio Supply 
Sanford Electronics Corp. 

Slate & Co. 
Stan -Burn Radio & 

Electronics Co. 
Sylvan -Wellington Co. 
Terminal Radio Corp. 

United Radio & Electric Co. 
Wilco Radio Distributors 

POUGHKEEPSIE 
Chief Electronics 

ROCHESTER 
Rochester Radio Supply Co. 

SCHENECTADY 
Electric City Radio Supply 

SYRACUSE 
Roberts & O'Brien 

Stewart W. Smith, Inc. 
Syracuse Radio Supply, Inc. 

TROY 
Trojan Radio Co., Inc. 

UTICA 
Beacon Electronics, Inc. 

Electronic Laboratories & 
Supply Co. 

WHITE PLAINS 
Westchester Electronic 

Supply Co. 

NORTH CAROLINA 

ASHEVILLE 
Freck Radio & Supply Co. 
Long's Distributing Co. 

CHARLOTTE 
Radiotronic Distr., Inc. 

GREENSBORO 
Johannesen Electric Co., Inc. 

GOLDSBORO 
Signal Radio Supply 

RALEIGH 
Carolina Radio Equipment 
Southeastern Radio Supply 

WILMINGTON 
French Radio Co. 

WINSTON-SALEM 
Dalton -Hege Radio Supply 

Lambeth Electric Supply Co. 

NORTH DAKOTA 

FARGO 
Dakota Electric Supply Co. 

OHIO 
AKRON 

The Sun Radio Co. 
ASHTABULA 

Morrison's Radio Supply 
CINCINNATI 

Chambers Electronic Supply 
Herrlinger Distributing Co. 

Radio & Refrigeration 
Supply Co. 

The Schuster Electric Co. 
Steinberg's, Inc. 

United Radio, Inc. 

CLEVELAND 
Radio & Electronic 

Parts Corp. 
Winteradio, Inc. 

COLUMBUS 
Electronic Supply Co. 
Hughes -Peters, Inc. 

Thompson Radio Supplies 
Whitehead Radio Co. 

DAYTON 
Srepco, Inc. 

LIMA 
Lima Radio Parts Co. 

TOLEDO 
Toledo Radio Specialties 

Warren Radio Co. 
YOUNGSTOWN 

Ross Radio Co. 

OKLAHOMA 

OKLAHOMA CITY 
Miller Jackson Co., Inc. 

Radio Supply, Inc. 
TULSA 

Patterson Radio Supply Co. 
Radio, Inc. 

S & S Radio Supply 

OREGON 

EUGENE 
Carlson, Hatton & Hay, Inc. 

MEDFORD 
Verl G. Walker Co. 

PORTLAND 
Appliance Wholesalers 

Bargelt Supply 
Portland Radio Supply Co. 

Stubbs Electric Co. 
Tracey & Co., Inc. 

United Radio Supply, Inc. 

PENNSYLVANIA 

ALTOONA 
Hollenback's Radio Supply 

BETHLEHEM 
Buss Electric Supply 

ERIE 
J. V. Duncombe Co. 

Jordan Electronic Co. 
Warren Radio, Inc. 

HARRISBURG 
Radio Distributing Co. 

JOHNSTOWN 
Cambria Equipment Co. 

PHILADELPHIA 
A. C. Radio Supply Co. 

Allied Electric Appliance 
Parts, Inc. 

Almo Radio Co. 
Barnett Brothers Radio Co. 

Consolidated Radio Co. 
Emerson Radio of Pa., Inc. 
Herbach & Rademan, Inc. 

Nat Lazar Radio Co. 
M & H Sporting Goods Co. 
Radio Electric Service Co. 

of Pa., Inc. 
Raymond Rosen & Co. 

Albert Steinberg & Co. 
Eugene G. Wile 
PITTSBURGH 
Cameradio Co. 

John Marshall Co. 
Radio Parts Co. 

Tydings Co. 
ST. MARYS 

B & R Electric Co. 
SCRANTON 

Scranton Radio & Televison 
WILLIAMSPORT 

Williamsport Radio Supply 
YORK 

J. R. S. Distributors 
York Radio & 

Refrigeration Parts 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
COLUMBIA 

Dixie Radio Supply Co. 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
SIOUX FALLS 

Power City Radio Co. 
Warren Radio Supply 

WATERTOWN 
Burghardt Radio Supply 

TENNESSEE 

CHATTANOOGA 
Curie Radio Supply 

JACKSON 
L. K. Rush Co. 

KNOXVILLE 
Chemcity Radio & Electric 

Roden Electrical Supply Co. 

NEDA LIST 

MEMPHIS 
Bluff City Distr. Co., Inc 

Boyd Electronic Supply 
NASHVILLE 

Electra Distributing Co. 

TEXAS 

ABILENE 
R & R Electronic Co. 

AMARILLO 
R & R Electronic Co. 

West Texas Radio Supply 
AUSTIN 

The Hargis Co. 
BEAUMONT 

Montague Radio Distr. Co. 

CORPUS CHRISTI 
Electronic Equipment & 

Eng. Co. 
Wicks-DeVilbiss Co. 

DALLAS 
All -State Distributing Co. 

Crabtree's Wholesale Radio 
Ra -Tel, Inc. 

Wilkinson Brothers 
FORT WORTH 

Electronic Equipment Co. 
Fort Worth Radio Supply Co. 

"Scooter's" Radio Supply 
Bill Sutton's 

Wholesale Electronics 
HOUSTON 

R. C. & L. F. Hall, Inc. 
Sterling Radio Products Co. 

LUBBOCK 
R. & R. Supply Co., Inc. 

SAN ANTONIO 
Mission Radio, Inc. 

WACO 
The Hargis Co., Inc. 
WICHITA FALLS 

Clark & Gose Radio Supply 
Mooney Radio Supply Co. 

VIRGINIA 

DANVILLE 
Womack Electric & Supply 

NORFOLK 
Ashman Distributing Co. 

Radio Equipment Co. 
Radio Parts Distributing Co. 

Radio Supply Co. 
RICHMOND 

Johnston -Gasser Co. 
Radio Supply Co. 
Winfree Supply Co. 

ROANOKE 
H. C. Baker Sales Co., Inc. 

Leonard Electronic 
Supply Co. 

WASHINGTON 
SEATTLE 

General Radio Inc. 
Harper-Meggee, Inc. 

Seattle Radio Supply, Inc. 
Herb E. Zobrist Co. 

TACOMA 
C & G Radio Supply Co. 
Wible Radio Supply Co. 

WEST VIRGINIA 
BLUEFIELD 

Whitehead Radio Co., Inc. 
CHARLESTON 

Chemcity Radio & Electric 
HUNTINGTON 

Electronic Supply, Inc. 
King & Irwin, Inc. 
PARKERSBURG 

Randle & Hornbrook 

WISCONSIN 
GREEN BAY 

Northern Electrical Dist. 
MADISON 

Radio Distributors 
Satterfield Radio Supply 

MANITOWOC 
Harris Radio Corp. 

MILWAUKEE 
Acme Radio Supply Corp. 
Central Radio Parts Co. 
Electro-Pliance Distrib. 
Marsh Radio Supply Co. 
Radio Parts Co., Inc. 

RACINE 
Standard Radio Parts Co. 

WAUSAU 
Radio Service & Supply 

WYOMING 
CHEYENNE 

Houge Radio & Supply 
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ARNOLD can supply REMALLOY 
in the form of BARS and CASTINGS 

or SINTERED TO SPECIAL SHAPES 

REMALLOY generally may be used 
instead of 36-41% Cobalt Permanent 
Magnet Steel-replacing it without 
design changes, and at a cost saving. 

The first issue of the contains 
"Magnet íe finical infor- 
complete Remalloy- 
lnation on 
write for your copy. 

In addition to our customary production of all types of ALNICO and 
other permanent magnet materials, we now produce REMALLOY. 
The various forms in which it is available-bars, castings or sintered 
shapes-are all produced under the Arnold methods of 100% quality - 

control; and can be supplied to you either in rough or semi -finished 

condition, or as completely finished units ready for assembly. Let 

us help you secure the cost -saving advantages of REMALLOY in your 
designs. Call or write for further data, or for engineering assistance. 

DIE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY 

SUBSIDIARY OF ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION 

147 EAST ONTARIO STREET, CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS 

SPECIALISTS AND LEADERS IN THE DESIGN, ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURE OF 

PERMANENT MAGNETS 

ro October, 1949 - ELECTRON ICS 



ITurn it on. ìß= Turn it off. 4(Do this 25,000 times or more and 

skilled CRL engineers *_-_ g 

Centralab 

switches must be able to withstand. Day 

e and specially designed testing 

machines put Centralab switches through torture tests 

no switch a is ever asked to undergo in ordinary operation. What does this mean 

to you? ,? Just this. You can be sure that Centralab___ gives you the 

smooth operation 

7h. 

ADVENTURES IN ELECTRONIC DESIGN 

TORTURE TESTS PROVE SWITCH PERFORMANCE 

ti 

positive indexingand accurate positioning 

you want in the switches , you buy. What's more, you can be sure 

CRL ' ` - switches will continue to provide these advantages 

for a long, long time. 

Constant checking makes sure CRI, switches 
give you desirable uniform low contact re- 
sistance. Here an engineer tests resistance by 
running l ampere through contacts. 

Accelerated life test machine rotates through 
fixed number of positions at lono cycles per 
hour . . proves switch springs, clips and 
contacts stand up under long, hard use. 

Resistance of switch insulation to atmospheric 
change is tested in controlled temperature 
and humidity chamber. Test helps avoid 
breakdown or leakage. 

DEVELOPMENTS THAT CAN HELP YOU 

you'll get a good idea of the terrific punishment 

Division of GLOBE -UNION INC. Milwaukee 



Centralab reports to 

Up to 24 insulated clips on each section - an exclusive 
CRL feature - assures great variety of switching combina- 
tions ... cuts size and cost of units. No rotor rivets used. 
Where it's not necessary to connect contacts on opposite side 

of rotor, contacts are held by legs formed on contact. Stator and 
rc.tor constructed in only the highest grades of laminated phenolic 

. clips are of silver-plated brass or silver alloy for better contact. 
Offset inter -element construction in both rotating contacts and 

back-to-back terminals provides lower electrostatic capacities. 
Choose from many types in this double -wipe style switch. One or more 
sections-a versatile multiple -section switch built to your specifications. 

Ratings: 71/2 amperes at 115 volts. Used up to 20 megacycles. 

2 
Great step forward in switching is 
CRUs New Rotary, Coil, Spring and 
Cam Index Switch. It gives you 
smoother action, longer life. 

Up to 18 insulated clips on each section cuts tacit size and cost. 
Snug -fitting square rotor shaft plus individually al:gned and adjusted 
contacts assure accurate positioning. Multiple -gang design pro- 
vides variety of switching combinations. Torque adjustable to suit 
individual needs. Twenty -degree roller indexin,:, solid silver con- 
tacts, and Grade L-5 steatite stator and rotor giv: 25.000 cycles or 
more of positive indexing without contact failure Lug -type ter- 
minals assure strong solid electrical -mechanical cc.anections; single - 
hole bushing facilitates mounting. One or more sections - a ver- 
satile multiple -section switch built to your specifiG.tions. Ratings: 
71/2 amperes at 115 volts, 60 cycles. Voltage breakdown to ground, 
3000 volts RMS 60 cycles. 

Centralab's development of a revolutionary, new Slide Switch vastly facilitates AM 
and FM set design! Flat, horizontal design saves valuable space, allows short leads, 
convenient location to coils, reduced lead inductances for increase.] efficiency in low 
and high frequencies. CRI. Slide Suitchet arc rugged and dependable. 



9nic Industry 
V 

4 
For by-pass or coupling applications, 
check Centralab's original line of ce- 
ramic disc Hi -Kaps. Disc Hi -Kaps are 
smaller than a dime. 

7 
CRL's new high quality Model 2 
Radiohm Controls specifically designed 
for TV, radio, other electronic equip- 
ment. Lower noise level, longer life. 

9 
Centralab's Ampec. above, is an inte- 
gral assembly of tube sockets, capaci- 
tors, resistors and wiring combined 
into one miniature amplifier unit. 1 

Hi -Vo -Kaps are filter and by-pass 
capacitors combining high voltage, 
small size and variety of terminal con- 
nections to fit most TV needs. 6 

Ceramic Trimmers are made in five 
basic types. Full capacity change with- 
in 180° rotation. Spring pressure 
maintains constant rotor balance. 

8 
Let Centralab's complete Radiohm line take care of your special needs. Wide range 
of variations: Model "R" - wire wound. 3 watts; or composition type, 1 watt. 
Model "E" - composition type, 14 watt. Direct contact, 6 resistance tapers. Model 
"M" - composition type, 1/2 watt. 

Cou plate consists of plate and grid 
resistors, plate by-pass and coupling 
capacitors. Minimum soldered connec- 
tions speed production. 11 

This is the new CRL Vertical In- 
tegrator Network used in TV sets. 
Variations of this Centralab Network 
are available on special order. 
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ROTARY SWITCH 
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LEVER SWITCH 

OpROQVCt PREVIEW 

PENTUDE CUUPLATE 

Choose 
Centralab Printed Electronic Circuits 

973 - AMPEC - three -tube P. E. C. amplifier. 
42-6 - CouPLATE - P. E. C. interstage coupling plate. 
999 - PENTODE COUPLATE - specialized P. E. C. coupling 

plate. 
42-9 - FILPEC - Printed Electronic Circuit filter. 

Centralab Capacitors 
42-3 - BC TUBULAR HI-KAPS - capacitors for use where 

temperature compensation is unimportant. 
42-4 - BC Disc HI-KAPs-miniature ceramic BC capacitors. 

42-10 - HI -Vo -KAPS - high voltage capacitors for TV appli- 
cation. 

695 - CERAMIC TRIMMERS - CRL trimmer catalog. 
981 - 1-11-Vo-KAPs - capacitors for TV application. For 

jobbers. 
42-18 - TC CAPACITORS - temperature compensating capaci- 

tors. 
814 - CAPACITORS - high -voltage capacitors. 
975 - FT HI-KAPS - feed-thru capacitors. 

THEY'RE FREE! 

From This List! 
Centralab Switches 

953 - SLIDE SWITCH - applies to AM and FM switching cir- 
cuits. 

970 - LEVER SWITCH - shows indexing combinations. 
995 - ROTARY SWITCH - schematic application diagrams. 
722 - SWITCH CATALOG - facts on CRL's complete line of 

switches. 

Centralab Controls 
42-7 - MODEL "1" RADIOHM - world's smallest commercially 

produced control. 
697 - VARIABLE RESISTORS - full facts on CRL Variable 

Resistors. 
Centralab Ceramics 

967 - - CERAMIC CAPACITOR DIELECTRIC MATERIALS. 
720 - CERAMIC CATALOG - CRL steatite, ceramic products. 

General 
26 - GENERAL CATALOG - Combines Centralab's line of 

products for jobber, ham, experimenter, serviceman or 
industrial user. 

Look to CENTRALAB 1n 1949! First in component research that means lower costs for the electronic 
industry. If you're planning new equipment, let Centralab's sales and engineering service work with you. For 
complete information on all CRL products, get in touch with your Centralab Representative. Or write direct. 

CENTRALAB 
Division of Globe -Union Inc. 
900 East Keefe Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

203 

Yes-I would like to have the CRL bulletins, checked below, for my technical library! 

D 973 42-9 3 42-18 953 42-10 722 

D 42-6 42-3 695 814 970 42-7 

D 999 E 42-4 981 975 995 697 

720 

26 

D 967 

Name 

Address 

City State 

TEAR OUT COUPON 
for the Bulletins you want 

Division of GLOBE -UNION INC. MWwaukee 



A SQUARE DEAL 
YOU GETTABE ODUR ROUND 

When you bring your sheet metal fabrication problems to 

KARP, you immediately set in motion a "round table" board of 
experts whose combined specialized skill and experience is 

without an equal in the field. This group includes the president, 

chief engineer, chief draftsman -designer, chief toolmaker, plant 
superintendent, production manager and cost accountant. 

These men make a detailed study of your special require- 
ments. They plan, design and engineer the job with your needs 

and uses in mind. They determine the best manner of producing 
it, utilizing KARP'S superior equipment and facilities to your 
greatest advantage. 

When your job is finished, it will be correctly designed for its 

application, handsome, rugged and built for long service life. 
You will have no costly problem of assembly ... no need to 
spend additional time and labor on finishing touches. The job 
will be COMPLETE, ready for the installation of your electrical 
or mechanical operating parts with ease and simplicity. No 
matter how many units you order, every last detail will be 

absolutely uniform. 
This custom service not only gives your product added value, 

but under KARP methods may often save you money. 
Consult us for cabinets, housings, chassis, racks, boxes, 

enclosures or any type of sheet metal fabrication. 

Karp METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC. 
,Gr(///iiiie » .;«; (YI /44i7. . . 

215 - 63rd STREET, BROOKLYN 20, N. Y. 
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NEW PRESTO 
Portable Tape Recorder PT -900 
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Complete in two easily portable cases- 
one containing the recorder, the other 
the amplifying equipment. 

RECORDING CORPORATION 
Paramus, New Jersey 

MANY OUTSTANDING FEATURES: 

"Three separate heads for superior performance 
( and for monitoring direct from tape). One head each 
to erase, record and play back. 

3 microphone channels with master gain control 
in recording amplifier. 

Large V.U. meter with illuminated dial to indicate 
recording level, playback output level, bias current 
and erase current, and level for telephone line. 

2 -speed, single motor drive system. Toggle switch to 
change tape speeds from 71/2" to 15" per second. 

Don't choose your tape recorder until you see the new 
Presto Portable Tape Recorder. Write for complete 
details today. 

Write today to be put on our mailing list for "The 
Presto Recorder," new house organ of practical ideas 
for anyone in the recording and broadcasting field. 

Mailing Address: P. O. Box 500, Hackensack, N. J. 

In Canada WALTER P. DOWNS, Ltd., Dominion Square Building, Montreal 

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF INSTANTANEOUS SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT AND DISCS 

16 October, 1949-ELECTRONICS 
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Importance of d -c amplifier is 
seen from comparison of this 
oscillogram with Figure 2, both of 
which show oscillating neon bulb. 
Here signal is applied to d -c am- 
plifier. Note that d -c voltage may 
be measured directly (base line 
represents zero volts). 

Here, the wave form, similar to 
that of Figure 1, has been passed 
through the a -c amplifier. Note 
tilt due to time constant of coupl- 
ing circuit, and shift of reference 
axis 

Oscillogram showing the voltage 
in the vicinity of a fluorescent 
lamp, displayed with no expan- 
sion of trace. 
Compare this with Figure 4. 

Portion of the trace indicated by 
circle on Figure 3, expanded to 5 

times full -screen diameter. Even at 
maximum expansion, no on -screen 
distortion is present. 

Intensity modulation of troce is 

accomplished by applying modula- 
tion signal to Z-axis input ter- 
minal on front panel. Here o 

10 -cycle square wave is modu- 
lated by a 100 -cycle signal. 

Stabilized synchronization of Type 
304 is illustrated by this multiple 
exposure of a sinewave at 3 set- 
tings of vertical gain. Note how 
both sweep length and synchroniz- 
ation are unchanged at various 
settings of signal level. 

Indication of variation in volume 
of liquid in a retort. Signal was 
applied through d -c amplifier 
channel of the Type 304, and was 
displayed on a 10 -second sweep 
obtained by attaching a 10-1.f 
capacitor to X-axis input terminals. 

A relatively high-speed transient 
in the form of a damped oscilla- 
tion. Note how portion of trace 
is lost where the spot moves most 
rapidly. 

A wave form identical to that of 
Figure 8, recorded on single sweep 
from a Type 304-H. The increased 
accelerating potential of the Type 
304-H has rendered the entire pat- 
tern visible. 

The New TYPES 304 and 304-H Have All the 
Features That Made the Type 208 the Most Popular 
Oscillograph in the World ... PLUS MANY MORE ... AT NO EXTRA COST! 

HIGH -GAIN A -C & D -C AMPLIFIERS FOR BOTH X- & Y-AXES 

Sensitivity: 
Y -Axis - 10 millivolts rms per inch (ac and dc) 
X -Axis - 50 millivolts rms per inch (ac and dc) 

Frequency Response: 
D -C amp. X- and Y-axes - 0-100,000 cps within ± 10% 

0-300.000 cps within ± 50% 
A -C amp. X- and Y-axes - 20-100,000 cps within ± 10% 

20-300,000 cps within ± 50% 
No pattern "bop," even with high -gain amplifier.. 
Excellent stability and minimum microphonics and drift. 
Provision for applying signals directly to deflection plates. 

EXPANSION OF DETAILS 

Due to the fact that deflection of over 5 times full screen diameter is 
available on both the X and Y Axes, performance equivalent to that 
of a 25 -inch cathode-ray tube is possible, with the high resolution of 
a 5 -inch screen. Full positioning is available over this entire range on 
both axes, with no on -screen distortion present. (See Figures 3 and 4). 

i:iXyi1Nm*1imit]:ii+Iiyf.flii 

Recurrent and driven sweeps variable from 2 to 30.000 cps. 
Sweep speeds faster than 0.75 inch /Sec. with fully expanded time base. 
Provision incorporated for sweeps of 10 seconds and slower through the 

use of external capacitors at front -panel terminals. (See Figure 7). 
Sync amplifier with sync polarity selection is provided. 

STABILIZED SYNCHRONIZATION 

Sync limiting provided so that sweep length and synchronization are 
maintained as signal level varies. (See Figure 6). 

INTENSITY MODULATION 

Z -Axis input terminal on the front panel capacitively coupled to the grid 
of the cathode-ray tube. (See Figure 5). 

15 volts peak will blank trace fully at normal intensity. 

INCREASED ACCELERATING POTENTIAL 

Du Mont Type 5CP-A Cathode-ray Tube operated at an accelerating 
potential of 1780 volts. 380 volts higher than that of the Type 208. 

also available with an overall accelerating potential of 
3000 volts. This higher accelerating potential facilitates 

the use of long -persistence screens so that fullest possible advantage 
may be taken of the low -frequency sweeps, the fast driven sweeps, 
and the d -c amplifiers. (See Figures 8 and 9(. 

TYPE 304-H 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES 

An engraved, permanently mounted, calibrated scale greatly facilitates 
quantitative measurements. 

Mu -Metal magnetic shield affords maximum protection of the cathode-ray 
tube from the effects of external magnetic fields. 

Du Mont Type 2501 Bezel incorporated for attaching such accessories as 
the Du Mont Type 271-A or 314-A Oscillograph-record Camera. 

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

In all dimensions, the Type 304 is smaller than the Type 208. 
Height - 13,2 inches Depth - 19 inches 
Width -- 8$13 inches Weight - 50 pounds 
The instrument is housed in a metal cabinet with gray wrinkle finish. 

Panel is reverse -etched, white on gray. 

TRIED AND PROVED 

The NEW Du Mont Type 304 Cathode-ray Oscillograph has undergone 
a most rigid field test, both in Du Mont Laboratories and in selected 
laboratories and institutions throughout the country. Here in a great 
variety of applications, every feature of the Type 304 was given a 
thorough workout. Thus, Du Mont presents the Type 304, not as a new 
instrument of unknown quality, but as an oscillograph of TRIED AND 
PROVED EXCELLENCE! 

PRICES 
Type 304 $285.00 
Type 304-H ..- $307.50 

For additional information concerning the Du Mont Types 304 and 304-H, 
request Bulletin 3-304 from the Instrument Division. 

Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc. 
1000 Main Avenue, Clifton, N. J. 



Turner Model 25 Microphones 
Widely Accepted 
Since its introduction in April, the 
Turner Model 25 Microphone has re- 
ceived wide acceptance as an outstand- 
ing dollar for dollar value. In six months 
time it has become one of the most 
wanted microphones in the entire Turner 
line. This new unit was designed for 
general sound work, amateur communica- 
tions, paging and call systems, and also 
for commercial broadcast work. 

Tait Cummins, sports director of Radio 
Station WMT, using a Turner Model 
25D Dynamic. 

Tait Cummins, sports director of 
WMT, is a familiar and popular per- 
sonality in every cross roads, village and 
town in Eastern Iowa. His pipe, his 
grin in a round face topped with a strag- 
gling forelock are trademarks of "The 
Taiter". At any affair the prospect of 
Tait and his microphone are sure fire 
drawing cards. As a speaker or master 
of ceremonies he spices his remarks with 
the sports lore he has accumulated dur- 
ing more years than he cares to re- 
member as a newsman and sportscaster. 

Exceptionally rugged 
Radio Station WMT, CBS outlet for 
eastern Iowa, has been using the Turner 
Model 25D Dynamic in remote recording 
and broadcast work. Many of these 
programs originate out in the country, 
in barns, feed lots, fields, and at fair 
grounds. The microphone is proving ex- 
ceptionally rugged in being able to take 
unusually rough treatment and still give 
faithful service. The unit is easily 
handled in interview type programs and 
its small size does not hide the faces of 
persons being interviewed. 

Two-tone gray or deluxe 
chrome finish 
The microphone case is of two-piece 
construction with front section finished in 
deep gray and the rear body in a lighter 
shade of gray. The grille is chrome 
plated and blends with the two-tone gray 
of the case to produce a pleasing over-all 
effect. A deluxe model is offered com- 
pletely finished in satin chrome. 
Complete information on the Model 25 
Microphones may be obtained by writing 
to The Turner Company, 905 17th Street 
N. E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

Advertisement 

*Wievieltat 

O tNe 
v("EA8 

MODERATELY PRICED 

O 

r 

HIGH 
OtiuT 

LEVEL 

WIDE RANGE RESPONSE 

THE eat 
TURNER 

MODEL 25X-250 
CRYSTAL OR DYNAMIC 

PRACTICAL FOR ALL SOUND APPLICATIONS 

If you need a microphone for studio or record- 
ing work, call system, public address, or amateur 
communications-you want a Turner Model 
25X -25D. It's an all around unit for all around 
performance. You'll praise its smooth, wide 
range response and high output level. And 
you'll like the full 90 degree tilting head and 
convenient removable cable set. Finished in 
two tone umber gray with chrome plated grill 
or bright chrome at slight additional cost. 
,Turner Engineers went all out in designing the 
25X -25D. See it at your dealer. 

Write for Complete Microphone Literature 

THE TURNER COMPANY 
905 17th Street N. E. Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
IN CANADA 
Canadian Marconi Co., Ltd. 
Montreal, P. Q., and branches 

EXPORT 

Ad. Auriema, Inc. 
89 Broad St., New York 4, N. Y. 

Licensed under U. S. patents of the American Telephone and Tele- 
graph Company, and Western Electric Company, Incorporated. 
Crystals licensed under patents of the Brush Development Company. 

25X CRYSTAL 
52 db below 1 volt/dyne/sq.cm. 
Flat from 50-9,000 c.p.s. 
List price $27 50 

25D DYNAMIC 
54 db below 1 volt/dyne/sq.cm. 

at high impedance 
Flat from 50-10,000 c.p.s. 
30, 200, 500 ohms-wired for bal- 

anced line 
List price $40.00 
High impedance-wired single 

ended 
List price $4000 

All models In bright chrome ftrdsh at 
$2.50 List additional. 

Push -to -talk switch, $2.50 List additional. 
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litektiütakItiCA 
all channels are clear! 

The tuning "channel" on Translucent LAMICOID 

dials for TV is always highly legible. Lighted 
from behind, its printed numerals stand out 
bright and clear without glare. 

Translucent LAMICOID won't "brown out" or 
warp. This thermosetting laminated plastic is 

tough, stable, moisture -resistant, attractive, color- 

ful, easy to clean, economical to fabricate-all the 
things you want in a material for dials, signs, 

Translucent LAMICOID dials mean clear, accurate 
tuning on Dumont Television Sets. Lighted from 
behind, numerals stand out sharply without glare. 

DIALS 

charts, nameplates or similar products. 

For visual devices of all kinds, you have a choice 
of three different gracies of Decorative LAMICOID 

-Graphic, Translucent or Engra ng. In addition, 
we offer a complete line of ele trical insulating 
materials-perfected through ur experience of 
more than a half century. C ntact our nearest 
branch office or fabricator for rther information. 

*Registered Trade Mark 

MICA e COMPANY 
Schenectady 1, New York 

Offices in /'rrur rial (:ilis 
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The HAYDU Electron Gun 
For C. R.T. Tubes 

Because no television picture tube can be better than 
the electron gun which goes into it, more and more 
tube manufacturers are turning to the Haydu gun to 
do the job for them - and rightly so! 

For Haydu Brothers' experience in the successful manu- 
facture of thousands upon thousands of electron guns 
(as well as millions of other precision electronic 
components) is a solid guarantee of complete depend- 
ability under all conditions! Rugged three -pillar con- 
struction coupled with rigidly controlled production 
processes mean a greatly prolonged life of the gun, at 
higher over-all efficiency. 

In this way, Haydu Brothers has established its reputa- 
tion throughout the industry-by building good business, 
good will, and component parts upon which many 
reputations depend. The Haydu electron gun is one 
of those parts. 

We also make complete glassworking equipment. 

See the Haydu Brothers display at the 
Electronics Show, Sept. 26-29, Booth 59, 
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, Illinois 

HAYDU BROTHERS 
PLAINFIELD NEW JERSEY 

ELECTRON ICS - October, 1949 
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It took nearly SEVEN years 
for this job to materialize! 

Station engineers at WLW, Cincinnati, replacing two Federal F -342-A tubes after more 
than 50,000 hours service in the RF driver stage of WLW's redesigned 50 -KW transmitter. 

WLW retires two Federal F -342-A tubes 

AFTER MORE THAN 50,000 HOURS 

OF OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE 

FROM THE WLW LOG BOOK: 
Life Cause of Failure 

Federal Tube X21,473 54,665 hrs. Open Filament 

Federal Tube 121,277 57,083 hrs. Open Filament 

Cost per hour per tube...less than one cent! 

111 

See what can happen wLen you use the finest tubes available... 
in properly engineered transmitter circuits. 

"It is obvious," says R. J. Rockwell, Vice President in charge of En- 
gineering, Station WLW, Cincinnati, "that properly coordinated tube 
and circuit engineering definitely pays off. These two Federal tubes 
were placed in operation almost seven years ago, and performed very 
satisfactorily for over 50,000 hours each. We expect to obtain approxi- 
mately 15 years service from the two sets of tubes (one operating, one 
spare) now on hand." 

WLW is no stranger to the phenomenal life of Federal tubes. Mr. 
Rockwell reports similar outstanding service life from Federal tubes in 
WLW's shortwave transmitters operating in excess of 200 KW. 

Federal tubes ... backed by 39 years of development and manufac- 
ture ... are precision -made, checked and double checked for mechanical 
perfection and finest electrical performance. For information write to 
Dept. K-313. 

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation 
FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION LA80. 
RATORIES Nutley, N. 1.... a und of 

I T & T's' world-wide research and 
engineering organization. 

100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 

In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q. 

Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N. Y. 
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REDESIGN TRIMS LENGTH 5V4 INCHES, 
CUTS UNIT COST 5.7O 

Series D Wayne water pump uses machined shoulders to position bear- 
ings on shaft, 2 Truarc rings hold bearings in housing. Locknut holds 
screw -type stuffing box that requires periodic tightening. 

Redesign with Truarc Rings helps save $5.70 per 
unit for Wayne Home Equipment Company, Inc., Fort 
Wayne, Ind. It gives them a more compact product, 
eliminates a separate bearing pedestal and a skilled - 
labor grinding operation. It facilitates use of mainte- 
nance -free mechanical seal instead of old type 
stuffing box. 

Redesign with Truarc Rings and you too will cut 
costs. Wherever you use machined shoulders, nuts, 
bolts, snap rings, cotter pins, there's a Truarc Ring 
that does a better job of holding parts together. 

Truarc Rings are precision engineered. Quick and 
easy to assemble, disassemble. Always circular to 
give a never -failing grip. They can be used over and 
over again. 

Find out what Truarc Rings can do for you. Send 
your blueprints to Waldes Truarc engineers for indi- 
vidual attention, without obligation. 

REG U.5. PAT OFF 

RETAINING RINGS 

New design uses 4 Truarc Inverted rings (2 external, 2 internal) to posi- 

tion shaft, retain bearings. Inverted rings provide shoulders of uniform 
section height. 1 Standard ring secures maintenance -free mechanical seal. 

REDESIGN WITH 5 TRUARC RINGS 

GIVES THESE BIG SAVINGS 

Cuts length 51/4 inches 
Cuts total labor 15.3% 
Eliminates skilled -labor 
grinding operation 
Saves 38.3% materials 
Allows use of stock -size 
shaft, smaller bearings 
Eliminates separate 
bearing pedestal 

TOTAL UNIT SAVING ... $57O 

'7AIDES KOHINOOR, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY I, NEW YORK 
. ..i igUn.:.nEl.rvirvuMlrvua.HEPNUTECTrD6v F.i9..,r..i.e,.,,.c..., ,.r6,6:t AND girrrnPAT6.PEND. 

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc., 47.16 Austel Place 

Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

Please send 28 -page Data Book on Waldes Truarc 

Retaining Rings. 

Name 

Title 

E-101 

Company 

Business Address 

City Zone State *.1 
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4 

2 

Divides Divides a second 

into 1,6U0,000 p arts - 

1.6 MEGACYCLE 
COUNTER.GPH CHR01I*O 

1)- conn P 

APPLICATIONS: 
PROJECTILE VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS 

CAMERA SHUTTER TIMING 
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS 

PRECISION TACHOMETER 

RELAY CONTACT TIMING 
GEOPHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS 

GAS TUBE MEASUREMENTS 

DECADE 
COUNTERS 

B 0 0 0 0 0 
O 0 0 0 0 
O O O O O 00000 O 0 

4 I 

BINARY 
COUNTERS 

8 2 

U 4 1616 

U GATE 

ELECT. 
16 16/ SW. 

REGISTERS UP REGISTERS UP TO 
TO I SEC. IN 10 11 SECS. IN 
100000 STEPS 16 STEPS OF 
OF IO /.1. SECS. 0.625 U. SEC. 

1.6 MEGACYCLE 
CRYSTAL 

OSCILLATOR 

START PULSE 

STOP PULSE 

FEATURES: 

High Resolution and Accuracy -1/1,600,000 
second. 

Direct Indication of intervals up to one second - recycling of counter can be observed or 
recorded for longer intervals. 

Retains Indication of measurement until reset. 

Easy to actuate - pulses from common or 
separate sources can be used. 

Dependable and stable - no adjustments 
required. 

Accepted standard in practically all govern- 
ment proving grounds. 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION: 

A quartz crystal, continuously oscillating at 1.6 me 
is used as a time base. During the time interval to 
be measured the cycles are gated into four binary 
counting stages having a capacity of 16 counts. 
The neon indicator lights of these stages are 
numbered 1/16, 2/16, 4/16, and 8/16 (sixteenths 
of 10 microseconds or 0.625 microsecond). Fol- 
lowing the binary stages are five decade counting 
units having a capacity of 100,000 counts. Each 
count entering the decades from the binary stages 
represents 10 microseconds. Therefore, the time 
interval between 10 microseconds and 1 second is 
registered in the decades and the remainder is 
registered in the binary stages. For instance a 
time interval of .5374825 second would be indicated 
as follows: .53748 on the decade indicators plus 
4/16 (of 10 microseconds) on the binary indicators. 

HIGH SPEED ELECTRONIC COUNTERS, COMPUTERS AND PRECISION IN- 
TERVAL TIMERS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS-ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO DEPT. 6-H 

POTTER INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
I N C O R P O R A TED 

136-56 ROOSEVELT AVENUE FLUSHING NEW YORK 
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\-\\c\1 
wire artist preses 

H. I. Walker says, "I no longer get shocked 
when lightning strikes my high wire. G -E Texto - 
fite shoe soles give me complete protection." 

If you haven't as yet used nonmetallic G -E Textolite lami- 
nated plastics in your products, you should give it a try. Versatile 
General Electric Textolite may be your solution to lower costs 
and product improvement ... it has excellent electrical prop- 
erties. Then too, its mechanical, thermal, and chemical charac- 
teristics are outstanding. 

Although the story about the aerial artist may be a slight 
exaggeration, it does point up an important fact-G-E Textolite 
is continually solving difficult problems. Why not fully investi- 
gate this proven material. You'll profit. Plastics Division, 
Chemical Department, General Electric Company, One Plastics 
Avenue, Pittsfield, Mass. 

G -E TEXTOLITE LAMINATED PLASTICS IS SUPPLIED IN: 

LOW-PRESSURE 
MOLDED PARTS 

MOLDED -LAMINATED 
PARTS 

GENERAL 

GENERAL 34 

TEXTOLITE* L 

It's the excellent electrical 
properties that enable G -E 
Textolite to perform this 
insulating feat. If it weren't 
for General Electric Tex - 
tolite, high -wire artistry 
would be mighty uncom- 
fortable . .. even deadly 
during electrical storms. 

SEND FOR THIS HELPFUL BULLETIN TODAY- 
IT'S FREE 

Write for your copy of "G -E Tex- 
tolité Laminated Plastics." It lists 
grades, properties, fabricating in- 
structions, and detailed information 
about Textolite industrial laminates. 

General Electric Company 
Chemical Department (9-10) 
One Plastics Ave., 
Pittsfield, Mass. 
Please send me the new G -E Textolite 

FABRICATED SHEETS, TUBES ' laminated plastics bulletin 
PARTS RODS Name 

Firm 

ELECTRIC Address 

G1J49-J:1 Cicy State 
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G.A.& F. Carbonyl 
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AKE the case of Radio Cores, Inc., a relative new- 

comer among manufacturers of quality cores. Already 

in the top rank of its field, this Illinois core maker 

cites Carbonyl Iron Powders as "a major factor in the 

success of our Company." 
There's a reason for the success of Carbonyl Iron 

Powder cores made by Radio Cores, Inc., just as 

factor in the success of our Company" 
there's a reason for the success of Carbonyl Iron 

Powders wherever they are used in electronics. 
Carbonyl Iron Powders are high quality uniform 

products with low loss characteristics - superior in 

every way because this quality is achieved by strict 

control in processing. 
Carbonyl Iron Powders may be the success factor 

you are looking for in your high frequency applica- 

tions. For the complete story o erform- 

auce with economy from these 'gh "Q" r uterials, 

writeur core maker today, outlining the ulie you es 
have in mind. 

ANTARA PRODUCTS 
ENERAL 

ANILINE & FILM CORPORATION 

444 MADISON AVENUE 

NEW YORK 22, N. Y. 

Iron Powders MEMBER 

EIRE POWDER 

ASSOCIATION 
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Typical of the C -D line of 
capacitors with built-in 
quality characteristics is the 

TYPE UP 
for TV applications 

Tested and proved in thousands 
of television receivers,the type U P 

electrolytic capacitors ore avail- 
able in capacities from 4 mfd. to 
2,000 mfd. in any capacity corn 
bination. Voltages range from 6 

volts to 500 volts. Standard am 
bient temperature range is -25` 
C to -I-85° C. Special, exclusive 
C -D design and constructiotr as- 
sures maximum capacity stability 
in operation. A better capacitor 
for more difficult TV applications. 

Cornell-Dubilier 

capacitors 

might look like 

others... 

but differ 
where 

it counts! 

That there s more than meets the eye-when it 
comes to capacitors - is a fact well known to 
radio engineers for many years. Anyone who 
knows his way around in the industry, as you 
do, is not fooled for a moment by external ap- 
pearance: It's what's inside that counts-which 
is why you can count on Cornell-Dubilier. 

Engineers specify C -D because over a period 
of 40 years they have learned they can count 
on C -D capacitors for complete dependability, 
for long years of trouble -free performance, for 
really genuine economy. Perhaps that's why 
an impressive percentage make it a point to 
specify C -D's. Inquiries cordially invited. Cat- 
alog available on request. 

Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation, South Plain- 
field New Jersey, Dept. K109. Other plants in New 
Bedford, Brookline and Worcester, Mass,; Provi- 
dence, R. I.; Indianapolis, Ind., and 
subsidiary, The Radiart Corp., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

COecs7,6y 7i'e/A/Tsri/ 

REG. U. S. PAT. Off. 
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16 CO/V PLETELY NEN MODELS 

15 -inch Coaxlals, 1 12 -inch Coaxial 

11 á-in:h to 15 -inch Single Radiator models 

Now music can come to lite for e'etyone - 'or in 'he new Jensen 

Gerru ne Wide Range Loudspeaker serie:, there is a choice of 

cost, sin an[ degree-of-aerformance to meet every requirement 

for th.ildng, realistic reFrcductior. Whetaer it be a 5" loud- 

spea.se- i' $5 list . . . a 12" Coax.ol at $32.40 l'st .. . or o 

15" Cm:icJ with the nex Jensen Wide -Angle Acoustic Lens 

listing a' S135 .. you wilr íìíd tota.ly new -cncepts of perform- 

ance, wcy diecd of convent anal s?ccker -eprcdudion, brilli- 

antly encireere!' and painnta:i.igly :c.nstruc ed into these new 

products 

Write nos, 'or Data Sheer No. 15: describing ali the new 

'oudspeaice-s i2 t -re Jensen 3enuine Wide -Range series, and 

booklet "ire Ma -Sic Come to Life!' 

ELECTRONICS-October, 1949 

NEW - WIDE ANGLE ACOUSTIC LENS 
Typical of Jensen lcadeesF ip in loudspeaker erg'nea ing is the 

acoustic diverging .ens rsed on Jte H-510 C mat illustrated 
ibove. Adapting opú_al pr nciples to acoustics, is s lens acts in 

conjunction with the h f hcrr to distribute h -f rac infon rniformly 
over a wide angle ... insures cons ant oalance end Fgh qual - 

it., reproduction throug,hou 0te who e room. 

This trademark identifies as advanced -des, 'oudspeaker . s th per 
formnnce to meet today's ,.acting requireneets for fait&A.l 
musi- reproduction . . . acieved 'hrough he most moiler, 1 
apply ations of acoustics. - 1 

.EVSEN MfG CO.CM CAC D 

WIDE RANGE 
L'ivisiwn of the Mut -sr Company 

6607 SOUTH LARAMIE AVEYLE CHICAGO 38, I. LJNO4S 

In Canada: Copper Wire Praducte, Id., 351 _c slaw Avenue, lº -or o 
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IRCON 
Zirconium Silicate 
67% ZrO2 + 33% SA 

POINT, 
HEAT SHOCK RESIS-ANC 

ANSION, 
AND CORROSION RESISTA NC 

4tCAL STRENGTH, 
GOOD ELEC-R9CAL RESISTIVITY. 

U, THERMAL, CHEMICAL AND 
lYSICAL PTOPERTIES 

Tetragonal 

iS lbs./cu. ft. 0 101 lbs./cu. in. 
}tan lbs./cu. ft. 0 059 lbs./cu. in. 

<17 lbs /cu. ft. 0.125 lbs./cu. in. 
5.3 lbs./cu.ft. 0.134 lbs./cu.in. 

ity cal/" C/secicm/:et 
3.031 BTU/F/sec/iNesc /1 = 0.0258 

.at (21-51''C) 0.132 cal/gram/ C 

3452 F (19000) 
.,tus of Rupture Rammed body -1600-2600 psi'. 

Slip Cast Sody-7000-8000 psi 
Melting Point . . . . (2200-22a0'C' 4000-4100 F 

Thermal Expansion (mean reversible 4.5 x 10-6/`C 
20'-1000' C) 2.5 x 10-6/'F 

lesoluble in aqueous alkaline sauelana,And in oh acids 

EtECiRICAL PRDPER..IE 

Dielectric Constart E . . . . . 

Resistivity at 'F in Mega -ins in.; 

TAM is c registered irademcrk 

12f >t 

. 1100 170 
1200 120 
1300' 70 
1400'- .25--!- 

1500'': 
1600 

IN NIGH TEMPERATURE 
APPL'.CATIONS 

Such as pyrometer tubes-gas 
turbsne combcstion chambers- 
cyaramide processing containers 
-a'uminuo resmelting-phos- 
phote, sul.heric acid and silica 
ge proce.siig furnaces, Zircon 
ofers definite advantages. Its 
p opertie. nuke it an ideal body 
c.nstituen in certain electrical 
norcelai,s. As a mold and core 
wash irgredient, it is in increas- 
ing dens td and is receiving con- 
siderabl_ attention as a mold 
materal in predsion alloy casting. 

Growler and milled zircon of 
voricus purities are available also 
in aid tion to zircon refractories, 
rarr m ng mixes and cements. 
Du ing years of research and 
prect cal experience, a fund of in- 
formation on the properties, appl - 

cetiens and potentials of zircen 
can -pounds has been built up. 

iptcific data and practical s ig- 
gestions may be obtained thro.tgh 
or field eng;neers or by wrting 
our New York office direct. 

TITANIUM ALLOY MFG. DIVISION 
NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY 

Executive and Sales Of:ire:: 11l BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. General Offices and Works: NIAGAilA FALLS, N. Y. 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY pioneered the broad- 
band gas switching tube for microwave appli- 

cations. From G -E research laboratories and draw- 
ing -boards came the original plans for these r -f 
"traffic sentinels" whose instant and automatic oper- 
ation makes possible modern radar for military 
purposes-forelectronic navigation in fog and dark- 
ness-for airway scanning, airport traffic control, 
and cloud and weather study. 

Now G.E. offers to equipment designers and users 
a group of highly developed TR, ATR, and PRE -TR 
types which reflect intensive effort to achieve still 

more efficient tube -switching in microwave work. 
Key ratings are given below. Complete character- 

istics and performance data gladly will be supplied 
at your request, covering any or all of the tubes 
listed. Announcement of still other types later, may 
be expected in view of General Electric's continuing 
program in the field. 

For information, prices, and the help of specialist 
tube engineers who gladly will cooperate in choos- 
ing the right tubes for your microwave circuits, wire 
or write General Electric Company, Electronics De- 
partment, Schenectady 5, New York. 

RATINGS 
Group Type No. Freq. range Max peak power Leakage power Recovery time, max 
TF Gt.-1 863-A 8490-9578 me 250 kw 30 new max 4 mu sec 

at --3 db 

Min tiring power Loadad Q, typical 
ATR GL -1 B35 9000-9600 mc 250 kw 5 kw 4 

GL -1B37 8500-9000 mc 250 kw 5 kw 4 
GL -1844 2680-2830 mc 1000 kw 20 kw 4 
GL -1B56 2783-2922 mc 1000 kw 20 kw 4 

Leakage energy 
PRE -TR GL -1838 2700-2910 me 1000 kw 100 kw .0002 joules 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
neu.ee 

FIRST AND GREATEST NAME IN ELECTRONICS 
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To he sure of 
eze 

from wire -wound components 

STANDAR 
FIXED RESISTORS 

from 5 to 200 Watts 

FERRULE 
RESISTORS 

for 

connection 
through tuse1-c 

ioser- 

installaUons 
where raP 

tino and removal rs a tactor- 

trom 12 to 200 Watts. 

RESISTORS SroadePtoorder 
APPLICATIONS 

e 

I-T-E poower tolerance 
10ar 

with a o and less are 

Tolerances °t to order. made 

Now you can secure modern electronic 
products, specially designed to meet the 
exacting and changing needs of the elec- 
tronics industry. All I -T -E wire -wound com- 
ponents are engineered for quality - given 
the same thought in design, the same care in 
fabrication that the most complicated I -T -E 
Switchgear devices receive. 

Whatever your wire -wound needs, it will 
pay you to investigate I -T -E precision - 
built products. For complete information 
on any of these products - or for informa- 
tion on special wire -wound fabrications - 
write us specifying your needs. 

I -T -E STANDARD AND OVAL POWER RESISTORS 

All I -T -E Standard and Oval Power Re- 
sistors are ruggedly constructed, fully capable 
of meeting the most critical conditions of 
heavy usage. Bases are made of best, non - 
hygroscopic ceramics. Terminals are tinned, 
double -leaf tabs, securely fastened to ceramic 
base tube. Resistance wires are purest ob- 
tainable; and are uniformly wound, mechani- 
cally tied, and silver -soldered for permanent, 
solid connections. The glazed, moisture -repel- 
lent surface is made of blue -black vitreous 
enamel or organic coating, if specially ordered, 
which locks and insulates the wire winding, 
and provides fast heat dissipation. 

^ 

1w 1111, 
P IR' 

E C I S I O 13 1 7 1 1, 
1 -T -E CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY 

RESISTOR DIVISION, 19th & HAMILTON STS. DELPHIA 30, P - 
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de" 
Colloidal 
Graphite 
in 
Television 

r 

The NEW "dag" CRT Interior Wall Coating, a colloidal graphite 
dispersion, is widely used to improve the performance of television 

viewing tubes. 

Specifically developed by Acheson Colloids engineers for CRT interior 
surface coating, this dispersion provides a colloidal graphite film which 

serves as a final high voltage anode, and improves screen contrast by 

absorbing reflected light. 

"dag" CRT Wall Coating sticks fast to all types of glass. A simple 

adjustable applicator gives a uniform coating from tube face to tube 

neck while the envelope is turned in a lathe. 

Electrical and electronic manufacturers use "dag" colloidal graphite 
because it is opaque, electrically conductive, chemically inactive, diamag- 

netic, resistant to electron bombardment, low in photoelectric sensitivity and 

a gas adsorbent. Can this unique combination of properties be helpful to 

you? Mail coupon TODAY for more information. 

ACHESON COLLOIDS CORPORATION 

PORT HURON, MICHIGAN 

Send me more information on "dag" colloidal graphite in 

electronics. 

Send an Acheson Colloids engineer at my convenience. 

Name 

Company Name 

Address 

City 
L 

Zone State 
K-5 

ACHESON 

COLLOIDS 

CORPORATION 
Port Huron, 

Michigan 

da. o REO U 5 PAT. OEE. 

COLLOIDS 
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* SUBMINIATURE IN SIZE 

* GLASSTO-METAL HERMETIC SEALS 

* STANDARD RATING3(T0 600 V. D -C 

SUBMINIATURE PAPER CAPACITORS 
Hermetically Sealed in Metal Cases 

Sprague Subminiature Paper Capacitors represent the latest development in 
the trend toward smaller components with characteristics that are at least 
equal and often superior to their larger counterparts. 

The unusually small size of these paper capacitors is a direct result of new 
techniques, materials and processes developed through painstaking research. 

Sprague Subminiature Paper Capacitors give trouble -free performance 
under the most exacting electrical, temperature and humidity conditions. 

Glass -to -metal solder -sealed terminals assure positive hermetic closure 
with maximum arc -over clearance to metal cases. Subminiature capacitors are 
available with either grounded or insulated sections using various capacitor 
impregnants, so as to best meet your individual circuit requirements for 
physical size, insulation resistance, operating temperature and other factors. 

Complete details of Sprague Subminiature Paper Capacitors are given in 
Bulletin No. 213. Please write for your copy on company letterhead. 

I I I 
I 

PIONEERS IN 
u E SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COIi1PADY 

North Adams, Massachusetts 

ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT 
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TUNG-S0L 

Full input to 
100 megacycles. 

No neutralization 
required in class C 

amplifiers. 

DIRECT INTERELECTRODE 
CAPACITANCES 

Grid to plate (GI to p) max. 
Input: G1 to (F+G2+G3) 
Output: P to (F+G2+G3) 

With 
Shield 

0.10 
8.5 
9.5 

Without 
Shield 

0.15 µµf 
8.5 µµf 

6 µµf 

RATINGS 
Interpreted According to RMA Standard M8-210 

CLASS B OR CLASS C AMPLIFIER 

Filament Voltage (±15%) 2.5 
Maximum Plate Voltage 
Maximum Grid #3 Voltage 
Maximum Grid #2 Voltage 
Maximum Negative Grid #1 Voltage 
Maximum Plate Dissipation 
Maximum Grid #2 Power Input 
Maximum Plate Current 
Maximum Grid #1 Current 
Maximum Frequency for Maximum Plate 

Input Power 

150 
0 

150 
-75 

5 

2 

40 

TUNG-SOL 
ELECTRON TUBES 

5.0 VOLTS 
VOLTS 
VOLTS 
VOLTS 
VOLTS 
WATTS 
WATTS 
MA. 

3 MA. 

THE TUNG-SOL 5A6 was designed to fill a definite 
void in the transmitter tube range. It is a medium 

power tube engineered to operate at low supply 

voltages. This tube is ideal for equipment in the 25-50 
and 72-76 megacycle bands, now permanently 
assigned for mobile units by the FCC. Laboratory con- 

ditions surround every step in the manufacture of 5A6. 
Through the succession of individual inspections, tests 

and assembly operations, the highest standards are 
maintained to assure uniformity and dependability. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Typical Operating Conditions and Characteristics 

RF AMPLIFIER AT 70 MC 

CLASS B CLASS C 

Filament Voltage 2.5 
Filament Current 460 
DC Plate Voltage 
Grid #3 Voltage 
DC Grid #2 Voltage 
DC Grid #1 Voltage 
Peak RF Grid #1 Voltage 
Grid #2 Resistor 
Grid #1 Resistor 
DC Plate Current 
DC Grid #2 Current 
DC Grid #1 Current 
Grid #1 Driving Power (Approx.) 60 
Useful Power Output 2.8 
Triode Amplification Factor 

(Approx. at lb = 30 ma.) 

5.0 
230 

150 
0 

150 
-15 

23 
1500 

15000 
40 

7 
1 

2.5 5.0 VOLTS 
460 230 MA. 

150 VOLTS 
0 VOLTS 

150 VOLTS 
-24 VOLTS 

35 VOLTS 
0 OHMS 

20000 OHMS 
40 MA. 
11 MA. 

1.2 MA. 
100 MW. 
3.1 WATTS 

For more complete information about the 5A6 write for these bulletin_ 

TUNG-SOL engineers are consta-itly at work on a multi- 

tude of special electron tube developments for industry. 

Many exceptionally efficient general and special purpose 

tubes have resulted. For information about types in which 

you are interested write to Tung -Sol, Commercial Engi- 

neering Department. Let us know your specific requirements. 

TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS INC., NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY 
SALES OFFICES: ATLANTA CHICAGO DALLAS DENVER DETROIT LOS ANGELES NEWARK 

Also Mfrs. of, RECEIVING TUBES, MINIATURE INCANCESCENT LAMPS, ALI -GLASS SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHT LAMPS and CURRENT INTERMITTORS 
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transmitter tube 
vith all the 

advantages of 
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construction 

see other side jor additional information 



INSUROK 
y 

RICHARD S ON 

°s 
4y¢S 

A RECORD OF SERVICE-The Richardson 

Company is proud of the contribution Laminated and 

Molded INSUROK have made to industrial progress. 

INSUROK has become a symbol of quality wherever 

plastics are used, and Richardson laboratory, engi- 

neering and production skills have written important 
chapters in the development of many products, both 
for military and peace -time use. 

We mention past accomplishments only because 

they may help you understand that Richardson can 

offer experienced help in every phase of the planning 
and production of plastics parts. 

Why not send us specifications today ... and learn 

how Richardson experience and facilities can work 

for you? 

,'e RICHARDSON COMPANY 
GENERAL OFFICES: LOCKLAND. OHIO FOUNDED IN 1858 

Sales Headquarters: MELROSE PARK, ILLINOIS 

CLEVELAND DETROIT INDIANAPOLIS - MILWAUKEE - NEW BRUNSWICK. (N. J.) NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA ROCHESTER ST. LOUIS 
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eoze_e_fol;reeive azie, 
in RESISTORS DEFLECTION 

FOCUS COILS 

I -T -E "METCLADS" (Metal -Clad Resistors) 

These precision built metal -clad resistors are made of high 
grade resistance wire, wound on a special heat resistant bake - 
lite strip, insulated by special phenolic insulation. The re- 

sistance element is completely enclosed in a metal case of 
either brass or zinc plated steel to provide an efficient path 
to dissipate heat to the chassis. The brass terminals are 
securely anchored to the wire wound bakelite strip and are 
tinned for easy soldering. I -T -E "Metclad" resistors are 
available in length from 2" to 12"; in wattage from 7 to 42. 

They may be had in various mountings to customer's 
specifications. 

fi 

b 
cr _ seaseemmakazzomMäiäo 

a @ a 

I -T- E DEFLECTION YOKES 

Deflection yokes are built with uniform characteristics; wire 
size and quality is constantly checked. The coils are im- 
pregnated in a special moisture resistant thermo plastic 
material properly cured to insure a firm coil with the minimum 
of losses. Deflection yokes may be obtained complete with 
wire leads, resistors and capacitors to customer's specifications. 

a 

I -T- E FOCUS COILS 

I -T -E Focus Coils are available in two types: The first type 
utilizes an electro -magnet. The second type combines a per- 
manent magnet with an adjustable electro -magnet. Both are 
wound of finest enameled uniform -cross-section copper wire. 
Leads are securely anchored, and the entire wound assembly is 
enclosed in a pressed -steel case, which is zinc -plated to resist 
corrosion. PM -EM construction makes possible the use 
of smaller and less expensive power supply, retains proper 
focusing longer, and minimizes temperature rise. I -T -E Focus 
Coils are made for use with tubes 10", 12', and 16" in size. 
Information required to manufacture: Type of tube; second 
anode voltage; focusing current. Mountings and leads are 
made to specifications. 

efF 
BE WOUND PRODUCTS ..:; .,.. , , . 

.11:'. 

PM -EM 

SWITCHGEAR UNIT SUBSTATIONS ISOLATED PHASE BUS STRUCTURES 

AUTOMATIC RECLOSING CIRCUIT BREAKERS RESISTORS SPECIAL PRODUCTS 
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It PAYS to work with 

an MB Vibration Exciter 
You can save time, eliminate tedious calculations, and improve your 
product with the help of an MB electromagnetic shaker. Note how 
these benefits add up in the following typical applications - just 
three of many uses for this quality -control and research "tool." 

MODEL SA VIBRATION EXCITER Delivers a 
pounds force from 20 to 1.000 c.p.s., 
usable to 20,000 c.p.s. 

INDEFATIGABLE FATIGUE TESTER -Here 
is the endurance tester to show up 
quickly those faults which often re- 
sult in failures under dynamic 
stresses. Why risk trouble reports? 
You can shake such parts as axles, 
brackets, complete assemblies, hous- 
ings, castings and make improve- 
ments before full scale production 
before the remedy becomes costly. 

NOISE LOCATER - Operating silently, 
the MB Exciter reveals sources of 
noise in equipment of all types. Be- 
cause you "an "scan" a product's 
operating frequency range, you can 
put your finger right on resonant 

MODEL S3 VIBRATION EXCITER Delivers controlled force up to 
200 pounds, in frequency range of 3 to 500 c.p.s. 

Testing of small turbine blades (encircled) mounted on an MB 
Model C-1 Exciter which delivers 25 pounds force in range of 
4 to 500 c.p.s. (and higher). Using stroboscopic lighting, 
resonances and deflections are studied visually - and any 
need for corrections determined quickly. A stronger, stiffer 
blade is sure to result. 

DO YOU HAVE OUR 
NEW BULLETIN ON FILE? 
It contains helpful design data 
on vibration control, plus more 
information on the line of MB 
Exciters. Write for your copy 
today. Ask for bulletin No. 410-G5. 

THE 

trouble areas. Less noise means 
more customer satisfaction. 
SHAKE OUT THE "BUGS"- Electrical and 
sensitive components can he 
checked for ability to withstand 
severe vibratory service condit_ons. 
Reproduce the effect of years of 
vibration on your product within 
hours! 
You'll find MB Vibration Exciters 
at work for many leading compan- 
ies recognized fcr the quality of 
their engineering. Would you like to 
know how to apply one to your own 
problems? An MB engineer will he 
glad to show you-without obligation. 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Inc. 
1060 State St., New Hlaven 11, Conn. 
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AMERICAN PHILLIPS SCREWS 
Play "close harmony" with musical 

instrument makers in both these vital ways... 

4AIDIGED DRIVER 
CAW1 SLIP OUT 

Of PHP-L"PS 
TAPERED 

RECESS 

L "Sweet Music" in Production: Never a "sour note" of spoilage, delay 

or accident where these automatically straight -driving American Phillips 

Screws are used in assembly. Costly materials and hours of skilled work- 

manship are never wasted or lost. To the contrary, American Phillips 

Screws combine speed with precision so that fastening time is cut 50%, even 

on the fussiest work. 

2. "Sweet Music" in Promotion: American Phillips Screws are "grace 

notes in their clean, modern appearance on musical instruments and all 

other products ... a signature of quality on the surface that certifies the 

quality within. Wherever you find American Phillips Screws, you find 

a product that sells well and stays sold. Write. 

AMERICAN SCREW COMPANY, PROVIDENCE 1, RHODE ISLAND 

Chicago 11: 589 E. Illinois St. Norristown, Pa. Detroit 2: 502 Stephenson Building 

AMERICAN 
PHILLIPS 

1 
ALL TYPES 

5 ALL METALS: Steel, 
Brass, Bronze, Stain- 
less Steel, Aluminum, 
Monet, Everdur (sili- 
con bronze) 
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If it's a problem calling for PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS 

For many years The HELIPOT Corporation has been a 
leader in the developmert of advanced types of potentiom- 
eters h pioneered tie helical potentiometer-the potentiom- 
eter now so widely used in computer circuits, radar equip- 
ment, aviation devices and other military and industrial 
applications. It pioneered the DUODIAL' '-the turns -indicat- 
ing dial: that greatly simplifies the control of multiple -turn 
poterutietmeters and other similar devices. And it has also 
pioneered in the development of many other unique po- 
tentiomletric advancements where highest skill coupled with 
ability to mass-produce to close tolerances have been im- 
perative 
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MODELS F AND G PRECISION 
SINGLE -TURN POTENTIOMETERS 
Feature both continuous and limited me- 
chanical rotation, with maximum effective 
electrical rotation. Versatility of designs per- 
mit a wide variety of special features. 
F-3-5/16" dia., 5 watts, electrical rotation 
359°-resistances 10 to 100,000 ohms. 
G-1-5/16" dia., 2 watts, electrical rotation 
356°-resistances 5 to 20,000 ohms. 

-Ask for Bulletin '05- 

THE e ipo 

A B 

In order to meet rigid government specifications on 
these developments -and at the same time produce them 
economically-HELIPOT'' has perfected unique manufactur- 
ing facilities, including high speed machines capcble of wind- 
ing extreme lengths of resistance elements employing wire 
even less than .001" diameter. These winding machines are 
further supplemented by special testing facilities and po- 
tentiometer "know-how" unsurpassed in the industry. 

So if you have a problem requiring precision potentiom- 
eters your best bet is to bring it to The Hïiu or Corporation. 
A call or letter outlining your problem will receive im- 
mediate attention! 

C 

MODELS A, B, & C HELIPOTS 
A-10 turns, 46" coil, 1-13/16" dia., 5 watts- 
resistances from 10 to 300,000 ohms. 
B-15 turns, 140" coil, 3.5/16" dia., 10 watts 
-resistances from 50 to 500,000 ohms. 
C-3 turns, 13-1/2" coil, 1.13/16" dia., 3 
watts-resistances from 5 to 50,000 ohms. 

-Ask for Bulletin 104- 

LABORATORY 
MODEL HELIPOT 
The ideal resistance 
unit for use in labora- 
tory and experi- 
mental applications. 
Also helpful in cali- 
brating and checking 
test equipment. Com- 
bines high accuracy 
and wide range of 
10 -turn HELIPOT with 
precision adjustability of DUODIAL. Avail- 
able in eight stock resistance values from 
100 to 100,000 ohms, and other values on 
special order. 

-Ask for Bulletin 106- 

3 -GANGED MODEL A HELIPOT AND 
DOUBLE SHAFT MODEL C HELIPOT 
All HELIPOTS, and the Model F Potentiometer, 
can be furnished with shaft extensions and 
mounting bushings at each end to facilitate 
coupling to other equipment. 
The Model F, and the A, B, and C HELIPOTS 
are ovai able in multiple assemblies, ganged 
at the fcstory on common shafts, for the con- 
trol of associated circuits. 

D L 

MODELS D AND E HELIPOTS 
Provide extreme accuracy of control and ad- 
justment, with 9,000 and 14,400 degrees of 
shaft rotation. 
D-25 turns, 234" coil, 3.5/16" dia., 15 watts 
-resistances from 100 to 750,000 ohms. 
E-40 turns, 373" coil, 3.5/16" dia., 20 watts 
-resistances from 200 ohms to one megohm. 

-Ask for Bulletin 104- 

MODELS R AND W DUODIALS 
Each model available in standard turns -ratios 
of 10, 15, 25 and 40 to 1. Inner scale in 
dicates angular position of HELIPOT sliding 
contact, and outer scale the helical turn on 
which it is located. Can be driven from knob 
or shaft end. 
R-2" diameter, exclusive of index. 
W-4-3/4" diameter, exclusive of index. Fea 
tures finger hole in knob to speed rotation. 

-Ask for Bulletins 104 and 114- 

MULTITAPPED MODEL B HELIPOT M'ID 
4 -GANGED TAPPED MODEL F 

This Model B HELIPOT contains 28 taps, placed 
as required at specified points on coil. The 
Four -Gang Model F Potententiometer contains 
10 taps on each section. Such taps permit use 
of padding resistors to create des red non- 
linear potentiometer functions, vita advantage 
of flexibility, in that curves can be cltered as 
required. 

CORPORATION, SOUTH PASADENA 2, CALIFORNIA 
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VARNISHED TUBING PRODUCTS 

DIEFLEX PRODUCTS LIST 

MADE WITH BRAIDED COTTON SLEEVING BASE 

Grade A-1 Magneto Grade Varnished Tubings 

Grade B-1 Standard Grade Varnished Tubings 

Grades C-1 and C2 Heavily Coated Saturated Sleevings 

Grade C-3 Lightly Coated Saturated Sleevings 

Heavy Wall Varnished Tubings and Saturated Sleevings 

MADE WITH BRAIDED GLASS SLEEVING BASE 

Grade A-1 Magneto Grade Varnished Glass Tubings 

Grade C-1 Extra Heavily Saturated Glass Sleevings 
Grade C-2 Heavily Saturated Glass Sleevings 

Grade C-3 Lightly Saturated Glass Sleevings 

Silicone -Treated Glass Varnished Tubings and Sleevings 

FREE 
TECHNICAL 
LITERATURE 

Send for your free copy of the 
Dieflex technical folder which 
describes the different types 
and grades of Dieflex Varnish- 
ed Tubings and Saturated 
Sleevings. Easy -to -read charts 
help you to select the right 
tubing or sleeving for your par- 
ticular application. 

SURE, you have to put on the heat 
for greater productivity with today's 
more competitive market. 

But, you don't have to work harder 
to turn out more goods-not when you 
let Dieflex Varnished Tubing Products 
take the extra load .. and Dieflex will! 
The secret lies in easier handling, greater 
flexibility, non -fraying ends. No time is 

wasted struggling with hard -to -assemble 
pieces; slow -down causes are eliminated, 
production is greater...with no increase 
in effort! And the smooth inside bore 
of Dieflex prevents snagging, guarantees 
a rapid, even flow of production. 

Arrange now to get test -run samples 
and prove to your own satisfaction that 
Dieflex increases production. Contact 
your nearest Dieflex sales office, today. 

INSULATION 
MANUFACTURERS CORPORATION 

Chicago 6 565 W. Washington Blvd. 

MILWAUKEE 2 
312 E. Wisconsin Ave. 

DETROIT 2 

15 Lawrence Ave. 

CLEVELAND 14 
1231 Superior Ave., N. E. 

DAYTON 2 
120 W. Second St. 

IMC Representatives 
W. C. JOHNSON-PEORIA 5-101 Heinz Court 

H. A. HOLDEN-MINNEAPOLIS 3-1208 Harmon Place 
H. R. BRETHEN-DETROIT 2-15 Lawrence Ave. 

Authorized Distributors 
INSULATION and WIRES INCORPORATED 

St. Louis 3, Mo. Atlanta, Ga. Boston 20, Mass. 
Detroit 2, Mich. Houston 2, Tex. Hillside, N. J. 

and other cities. 
TRI -STATE SUPPLY CORPORATIONS 

Los Angeles 13, Cal. San Francisco 7, Cal. Seattle 4, Wash. 
SUFLEX CORPORATION 

33 -11 -57th St., Woodside, N. Y. 
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LLACVE* 

CONSTANT VOLTAGE 

POWER SUPPLY TRANSFORMER 

The SOLA "CVE" Transformer deliv- 
ers filament and plate voltages 
regulated within ± 3% or less, 
with line voltage variations of 100- 
130 volts. (See chart for typical 
regulation curve.) 

SOLA CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER- 
CONVENTIONAL POWER TRANSFORMER - 

520 
500 
480 
460 

J 440 
0 420 
> 400 

380 
360 
340 
320 
300 
280 

90 100 110 110 130 

6.8 

66 
6.4 
6.2 

60 
5.6 

5.6 

5.4 

5.2 

5.0 
48 

4.6 

44 
90 

PRIMARY VOLTAGE 
100 110 110 130 

Now you con enjoy the benefits of a constant voltage power supply 
transformer at lower costs with the SOLA "CVE". This modification of 
the famous SOLA "CV" precision constant voltage transformers pro- 
vides a compact regulated source of plate and filament windings on 

the same core. 
Your local electronic distributor has each of the three sizes in stock, 

or can readily supply you with them. We welcome any inquiries you 

may have concerning the SOLA "CVE" and its specific application to 

your requirements. 

SS 

Write if you would like to receive mailings of the latest 
technical data on the many SOLA developments. 

'LA TRANSFORMERS 
";V" for high precision voltage regulation. "`CVE" for regulated electronic power supplies. 

"CVA" for constant voltage appliance application. 

MADE UNDER ONE OR MORE O. 
FOLLOWING PATENTS N0., 

2.143.745 2.212.190 2.344.62. 
ANO PATENTS PENDING 

e00 V IRAS 

385 V D C TO 

2 CONDENSER . 
INPUT FILTER á 

no MA -oc 

Schernatic of the "CVE" 

Catalog x:105 
275 volt, 3.C. @ SO M.A. Mau 

to Olt., 
6.3 volts C.T ta 2.5 amps 
5.0 volts. 1.0 amps. 
Capacity 2 J A. 
eight-a. 3, 16" 
idth-3-1./8 
pth-3-34' I t.' 

eight -44-3,W' 

'Catalog 710e 
o volts C.0 á 

Catalog z7,o6 
5 volts C a 110 M.A. I 
put to 9Y.r 

.3 volts :.f. â 3.0 amps. 

.0 volts, 2 imps. 
opacity t V.A. 

idth-3- /8" 
epth-3-15'It" 

put to 51.er 
6.3 volts Cm Le omPs am,11 

ulated 

5.0 voltt Ca 3-0 avMs 
Capacity 213 V A 

'Nominal vapes. Voltage regulated unless 

otherwise specified. 

Transformers for: Constant Voltage Cold Cothode Lighting Airport Lighting Series Lighting Fluorescert Lighting Luminous Tube Signs 

Oil Burner Ignition X -Ray Power Controls Signal System etc. SOLA ELECTRIC COMPANY, 4633 W. 16eú Street, Chicago S0, Illinois 

Mans,artared under licence by: ADVANCE COMPONENTS LTD., Walthamstow, E., England ENDURANCE ELECTRIC CO.. Concord West, N. S. W.. Australia 

M. C. B. & VERITABLE ALTER- Courbevoie (Seine). France UCOA RADIO S.A., Buenos Aires. Argentina 
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MITCHELL -RAND 

1 

the one dependable source 
of supply for everything in 

electrical insulation ... . 

% Woven of Fiberglas Yarn 

14 
EEC,R 

CAL 

INSULApaTERS 
HEAD 

60 YEARS 
FOR 

TAPES *MIRAGLAS-MICA COMBINATIONS 

COTTON 

VARNISHED 

VARNISHES 

TAPES 

SLEEVINGS 

WAXES 

TAPES 

COMPOUNDS 

MITCHELL -RAND INSULATION CO. Inc. 
51 MURRAY STREET COrtlandt 7-9264 NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

A PARTIAL LIST OF M -R PRODUCTS: FIBERGLAS VARNISHED TUBING, TAPE AND CLOTH INSULATING PAPERS A AND. TWINES CABLE FILLING AND POTHEAD COMPOUNDS FRICTION TAPE AND SPLICE TRANSFORMER COM. 
POUNDS FIBERGLAS SATURATED SLEEVING ASBESTOS SLEEVING AND TAPE VARNISHED CAMBRIC CLOTH AND 

Ile TAPE MICA PLATE, TAPE, PAPER, CLOTH, TUBING FIBERGLAS BRAIDED SLEEVING COTTON TAPES, WEBBINGS AND L SLEEVINGS IMPREGNATED VARNISH. TUBING INSULATED VARNISHES OF ALL TYPES EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBING 
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Follow the Leaders to 

Pyrovac plate . . . for long life 
and to withstand momentary 
overloads. 

Eimac non -emitting grid ... for 
stability of operation. 

Component materials are 
chemically stable . . . insuring 
long filament life. 

Mechanical design of internal 
structures produces a high degree 
of rigidity and resistance to 
physical abuse. 

Trade -marked "Eimac" ... your 
assurance of superior performance 
and continuing service. 

Tungsten leads 
resistance. 

. for low R -F 

Eimac moulded glass base and 
precision aligned base pins. 

A NEW 592 
Developed and built by Eimac, the new 3-200A3/592 is directly interchangeable with 
existing tubes marked 592 without equipment modification. 

The structural features indicated above impart to this new triode a long life span and 
rugged contruction customarily associated with Eimac tubes. 

Further information may be had by writing the Application Engineering Department of: 

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC. SAN BRUNO, CALIFORNIA 
Export Agents: Frazer & Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco, California 
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MUCH ELECTRICAL 

MANUFACTURING MAGIC 
BEGINS HERE 

One of the best known manufacturers 
of air circuit breakers in the country is the 
I -T -E Circuit Breaker Company, located 
at 19th and Hamilton Streets in Phila- 
delphia. From its inception the company 
has displayed unusual receptiveness to 
new ideas, whether from within or with- 
out; hence it has done its share of pio- 
neering, and perhaps more. Revere is 
proud to play a part in its progress, 
through close collaboration with I -T -E 
engineers, production men, and the 
purchasing department. The extensive 
use of Revere Extruded Shapes is but one 
result of our mutual attack upon I -T -E 
problems, which the company is good 
enough to say has saved a great deal of 
money, as well as made possible a better 
product ... Perhaps similar results would 
be obtained if you gave us the oppor- 
tunity to place our knowledge as well as 
our metals at your disposal. Why not 
inquire? 

REMERE 
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED 

Founded by Paul Revere in 1801 

230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. 

Mills: Baltimore, Md.: Chicago, Ill.; 
Detroit, Mich.; Los Angeles and Riverside, Calif.; 

New Bedford, Mass.; Rome, N. Y.- 
Sales Offices in Principal Cities, 

Distributors Everywhere. 

This is but a part of the I -T -E Stock of Revere Extruded Shapes in copper, 
brass, manganese bronze, and aluminum. I -T -E is a great advocate of extruded 
shapes, from long experience finding them markedly superior. in uniformity, 
strength, and economy due to the fact that a great deal of machinist is avoided. 

(Left) I -T -E Contact Block made from an extruded shape. This 
was formerly extruded in electrolytic copper; changing to 
Revere Free -Cutting Copper resulted in a saving of 30% in 
machining time. (Right) I -T -E "K" Breaker, Main Contact 
Assembly in open position. This is an especially interesting 
assembly, since it shows no less than eight extruded shapes in 
copper and bronze. Use of these shapes makes she assembly 
more compact, stronger, lighter, and considerably more eco- 
nomical to produce. The contacts are silver alloy, and the unit 
is silver plated.... In addition to supplying I -T -E with extruded 
shapes, and strip, Revere furnishes rolls, bar, rod, sheets, in a 
wide range of non-ferrous alloys, and seamless brass tube. 

(Left) Main movable Contacts and Flexible Connectors in an 
I -T -E "K" Type Circuit Breaker. The two contacts are made 
from Revere Extruded Shapes., Revere and I -T -E collaborated 
closely on the specifications for the thin -gauge copper strip for 
the pigtails, working out the correct gauge and temper to avoid 
notch effects and cracking of the connection at the braze. 
(Right) Main Separable Contacts from an I -T -E Type "LG" 
Circuit Breaker. These are stamped from Revere Copper Strip 
with the temper specially controlled to eliminate a de -burring 
operation previously found necessary to obtain edge surface 
suitable for electrical contacts. (Inset) Back view of "K" type 
Breaker showing a similar type of contact. 
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less than 3 cy Arts, damage 

to them 

have no moving parts, 
withoutapproximately 

load or short 
short-tcircuit 

to app 
rt circuit cur current. 

automatic 
voltage 

will limit rated full-load 
current. 

200 percent information 
on 

E Apparatus Department;r 
For general 

inform 
k your Apparatus 

Off 

stabilizers, °-36343. Or address 
App 5 N. Y. 

stab GEA- Schenectady 
Sullet' Company Requests should 

Address General Electric special units. 
and load Add 

invited of circuit a Co.,s 

Inquiries description General Electric 

data and Sales Division, 
include TransformerWayne, Indiana. SpecialtyFort 
1635 Broadway, 
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MOUNTING: End mounting for back 
of panel or under -chassis wiring. Inter- 
changeable with standard "Strowger" 
type mounting. 

COIL POWER: From 40 milliwatts 
to 7 watts D.C. 

CONTACTS: Standard 2 amperes, 
special up to 5 amperes. 2 amperes up 
to 6 P.D.T. 5 ampere contacts (low volt- 
age) up to 4 P.D.T. Special 20 ampere 
power contacts S.P.S.T., normally open, 
paralleled. 

15/8" HIGH, 27/32" LONG, 

13/32" WIDE 

These are the dimensions 
for the 6 pole relay. 

Will meet Army and Navy 
aircraft specifications 
as a component unit. 

Can be furnished 
hermetically 
sealed with 

solder terminals. 
PLUG-IN MOUNTING - 

SPECIAL. 

MOUNTING: Front of panel mount 
ing and wiring. 

COIL POWER: From 100 milliwatts 
to 4.5 watts D.C. 

CONTACTS: Same as "LW'. 

DIMENSIONS: 11/2" HIGH, 19/16" 
LONG, 31/32" WIDE. 

These are the dimensions 
for the 4 pole relay. 

Will meet Army and Navy 
aircraft specifications 
as a component unit. 
CAN ALSO BE FURNISHED 

HERMETICALLY SEALED 
WITH SOLDER TERMINALS. 

PLUG-IN-SPECIAL. 

ALLIED CONTROL CO. INC 2 EAST END AVE., NEW YORK 21, N. Y. 
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NEW 460A WIDE BAND AMPLIFI 

Figure 1 

Actual photo of oscillograph trace showing .01 µsec 
pulse (left) applied direct to CRT plates; (right) through 
-hp- 460A. 

tt 
TYPICAL RESPONSE CURVES -MODEL 460A WIDE BAND AMPLIFIER 

t 

A 

e 

a- 

100 KC 1 MC 10 MC 100 MC 
1 000 MC 

FREOUENCY 

Figure 2 

Typical response curves. Line A, with -hp- 410A VTVM. 
Lina B, into 200 ohm load. Line C, Gaussian curve. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Frequency Response : High frequency-closely 

matches Gaussian curve when operating into 
a 200 ohm resistive load. 3 db point is 140 mc. 

Low frequency-when operating from a 200 
ohm source and .01 blocking condenser, re- 
sponse off 3 db at 3 kc into an open circuit or 
succeeding amplifier. When operating into a 
200 ohm load, off 3 db at 100 kc. 

With -hp- 410A VTVM: ±1 db, 200 kc to 
200 mc. 

Gain: Approx. 20 db into 200 ohm load, with tubes 
of Gm 5,000 micromhos. (When operating into 
200 ohm load.) Gain control has range of 6 
db. 5 or more amplifiers may be cascaded. 

Output: Approx. 8 v. peak open circuit. Output im- 
pedance, 330 ohms. 

Input Impedance: 200 ohms. 

Delay Characteristics: Approx..012 µsec. 

Rise Time: Approximately .0026 sec (10% to 90% 
amplitude). No appreciable overshoot. 

Mounting: Relay rack, 5'4"x 19" x 6" deep. 

Power Supply: 115 v. 50/60 cps, self-contained. 

Data subject to change without notice. 

SETTING A NEW STANDARD FOR 
FAITHFUL PULSE AMPLIFICATION! 

True amplification of very short pulses. Rise time .0026 mi- 
croseconds; 20 db gain; can be cascaded. For oscilloscope, 
TV, UHF, nuclear or general laboratory work. Increases 
voltmeter sensitivity 10 times over 200 mc band. 

The new -hp- 460A Wide Band Am- 
plifier is the first instrument of its 
kind to offer you faithful amplification 
of very short pulses without objec- 
tionable ringing or overshoot. The 
rise time of the amplifier itself is 
only .0026 microseconds; and its re- 
sponse matches the Gaussian curve 
(transmission ideal) more closely 
than any other instrument yet offered. 
The exactness with which the new 
-hp- 460A amplifies very short pul- 
ses can be seen in Fig. 1. Left: 
shows a .01 µsec pulse applied direct 
to plates of a 5XP11A cathode ray 
tube. Right: same pulse after passing 
through the -hp- 460A. Note the 
very short rise time and the absence 
of ringing or overshoot. Fig. 2, il- 
lustrates how closely the -hp- 460A 
conforms to the Gaussian ideal. As 
many as 5 amplifiers can be cascad- 
ed when high gain is necessary. 

GENERAL AMPLIFIER 
Fig. 2 also illustrates the wide fre- 

quency response of this instrument. 
It offers flat response up to 200 mc 
when used with the -hp- 410A Vac- 
uum Tube Voltmeter. Sensitivity is 
increased 10 times. The -hp- 460A 
may also be used as a general pur- 
pose laboratory amplifier. 

ACCESSORIES 
Since the -hp- 460A Amplifier oper- 
ates best at impedances of 200 ohms, 
-hp- has designed a 200 ohm coaxial 
system of connectors and cables. 
These accessories include leads with 
fittings, panel jacks and plugs, adapt- 
ers to connect into a 50 ohm Type 
N system; and a special adapter for 
use with the -hp- 410A Voltmeter. 

Get complete information now! See 
your nearest -hp- representative or 
write to factory. 

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO. 
1936-A Page Mill Rood, Palo Alto, California 

Export: FRAZAR & HANSEN, LTD. 
301 Clay Street, San Francisco, Calif., U. S. A. 
Offices: New York, N.Y.; Los Angeles, Calif. 

laborator instruments 
FOR S P E D A N D ACCURACY 
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Si..`" WHEN Sanborn CompL r ' big name in recording 

""" on the design and construction 
Recorder, they ran into a magnet prob en. 

This recorder makes available permanent simultaneous n- 
on one piece of paper of four different kinds of information which, 

for the first time, are directly written, in rectangular coordinates. 

That meant that Sanborn needed four separate but compact galvan- 

ometers. Crucible was called in, and here's the way Crucible magnet 

specialists solved the problem: 

After careful study of the limits of the equipment, a master 

magnet was designed that consisted of four pairs of magnetic poles 

cast on a single base. This eliminated the need for bolting four 

magnets together, and reduced the amount of space required by the 

galvanometer assembly. An added feature of this special magnet 

assembly is a unique and exclusive Crucible method of strengthening 

the pole pieces of the individual magnets so as to retain maximum 

field strength. This also adds to the sensitivity of the galvanometer 

assembly. 

The Sanborn "Poly -Viso" Recorder is used in both the bio- 

physical and industrial fields for the measurement of pressure, flow, 

temperature, strain, values of AC or DC voltage or current, and the 

like. Because such quantities are directly recorded, immediate anal- 

ysis can be made of many problems. Also, records can be run at any 

one of eight selectable speeds. 

Crucible's part in Sanborn's far-reaching development is but one 

example why Crucible has maintained, for half a century, a position 

of leadership in the specialty steel field. Your permanent magnet 

problem will receive the same experienced consideration from 

Crucible's unsurpassed staff of metallurgists and production special- 

ists. Please give full details. 

CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY OF AMERICA 

Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y. 

Branches, Warehouses and Distributors in Principal Cities 

CRUCIBLE 
first name in special purpose steels 

PERMANENT ALNICO MAGNETS 
STAINLESS HIGH SPEED TOOL ALLOY MACHINERY SPECIAL PURPOSE STEELS 
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NEXT BEST THING 
TO A 

SKY-HOOKI 
"Sky -hooks" being expensive and some- 
what impractical, why not start from the 
ground up with a Blaw-Knox tower to 
obtain support for your high -riding FM 
and TV antennas? 
Blaw-Knox, having built towers since 
spark -gap days, makes available to elec- 
tronic engineers a degree of practical ex- 
perience unequalled in this field. So, when 
you want the next best thing to a sky - 
hook, call Blaw-Knox. 

Shown here is a Blaw-Knox special 
417 ft. Type H-40 Heavy Duty 
tower for Station WHIO, Dayton, 
Ohio. This tower was designed to sup- 
port an RCA combination 4 -section 
pylon, plus a 6 -section TV antenna 
and station call letters. 

BLAW-KNOX DIVISION 
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY 

2(177 FARMERS BANK BUILDING PITTSBURGH 22, PA. 

BLAW KNOX 
ANTENNA 
TOWERS 
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The unmatched smoothness of action you feel when 
turning the knob of an Ohmite Rheostat indicates more 
than good operating characteristics. It means you have the 
kind of close, evenly graduated control once associated on 
with special laboratory -type rheostats. And it means you 
Ohmite Rheostat has been engineered and built to give 
and years of trouble -free service. 

No wonder more Ohmite Power Rheostats are pur 
than all other makes combined. Manufacturers have found they 
can easily select the exact rheostat for their needs from Ohmite's 
extensive series of ten sizes ranging from 25 to 1000 watts. 
They have found Ohmite Rheostats can be depended on f 
unfailing performance under the toughest operating conditio 

That's why Ohmite is first among industrial buyers . . 

and why it pays you to standardize on Ohmite Rheostats 
for your products. 

ny of Cambridge, Massachusetts, 

equipment, first started working 
of their new "Poly -Viso" 

`'^ C1ngS 

OHMITE RHEOSTATS 

THESE COMPONENTS CONTRIBUTE TO THE 

GLIDIN THNESS OF OHMITE RHEOSTATS 

Even, Uniform Windings wound on 
a solid ceramic core, are locked 
against shifting by special 
vitreous enamel. 

Floating Brush of metal -graphite, 
has a pivoted action that constantly 
keeps it in flush contact 
with windings. 

Tempered Steel Contact Arm forms 
a long steel spring which assures 
uniform contact pressure 
at all times. 

Brass Bushing provides a wear - 
resistant, wobble -free bearing 
for effortless shaft 
rotation. 



tire RESIST rJ 

Standard Types and Sizes 
To Meet Every Nee 

Write on 
Company 

Letterhead 
for Catalog 

40 

The extensive range of Ohmite types and sizes makes possible an almost endless variety of standard 

Ohmite resistors to meet each individual need. Ohmite offers resistors in more than 60 core sizes, 

in a wide range of wattage and resistance values. There are also 18 types of resistor terminals 

available. Included in the Ohmite line are fixed, adjustable, tapped, non -inductive, and precision units. 

These rugged resistors have proved their worth under the toughest operating conditions. Specially 

developed vitreous enamel holds the winding rigidly in place and protects it from mechanical 

damage, shock, vibration, cold, heat, fumes, and humidity-providing years of unfailing perform- 

ance. Ohmite engineers will be pleased to help you in selecting the right resistors for your job. 

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
4817 Flournoy St., Chicago 44, III. 

zeg. 
v 

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

RHEOSTATS 
RESISTORS 

TAP SWITCHES 

9«44ipte,'d 7e,ta &mice 
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Announcing a eu com!p;Yt3etO 
at 

a 

BH 
Here is a new Fiberglas Tubing and Sleeving with superior physical and 
dielectric properties at a price comparable to ordinary cotton -base or rayon - 
base insulations. 

BH "649" is non -burning, non -fraying, non -stiffening ... but above all it's 
the toughest insulation we have ever made. No varnish to crack or flake off. 
Toughened against the rough treatment encountered in assembly or product 
use. It is no longer necessary to specify an insulation grade with a rated 
dielectric strength substantially in excess of voltage requirements to insure 
against expected dielectric loss in assembly and service. Test the ability of 
BH "649" to maintain its rated dielectric strength and save the extra cost. 

Production samples in any size, grade or color are available on request. Use 
coupon below.. 

BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO., CONSHOHOCKEN, PA. 

COUPON 

KNOT IT . Take a length 
of BH "649". Knot it. Pull 
it as tight as you can. Twist it. 
Then loosen the knot. There is 
no cracking. No change in the 
dielectric strength. 

RUB IT Take 
a length of BH "649". 
Hold the ends firmly. Then 
rub the sample up and down 
briskly in a sawing motion 
against the edge of a desk or 
chair. See how difficult it is to 
damage the coating. 

HOLD A MATCH UNDER IT 
. Take a length of BH "649". 

Hold a lighted match under it. 
BH "649" will not support 
combustion. 

Bentley, Harris Mfg. Co., Dept. E-36, Conshohocken, Pa. 

I am interested in BH "649" Fiberglas Tubing and Sleeving. Send samples for production 
testing of Grade in sizes as follows for operating at tem- 

(size or I.D.) (product) 
peratures of °F at volts. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

ELECTRONICS - October, 1949 

Send samples, pamphlets and prices 
on other BH Products as follows: 

Cotton or Rayon -base Sleeving and 
Tubing 

BH non -fraying Fiberglas Sleeving 
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Here's a new Irvington insulating material that's 
important to investigate now. Important because 
it makes possible the use of Fiberglas (Class B 
Insulation) at a cost substantially lower than 
formerly. Important because it provides in a 
standard product the combination of higher dielec- 
tric strength, greater flexibility and high mechani- 
cal strength desired in many specific applications. 

In making Varnished Fiberglas Style OW, 

Irvington employs base cloth woven by a new 
principle that permits the woven fiberglas to carry 
more insulating varnish. Not only test results, but 
actual applications have proved its advantages in 

such services as core wrappings, field coils and 
punchings. It is available in black or yellow, in 
thicknesses of .007', .010", .012"; in rolls 25 and 
50 yards long; approximately 36" wide; tape in 
widths from 1 " up. Write today for test reports, 
further details, and samples. 

'T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. OR. by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. 

Irvington 11, New Jersey 

Authorized distributors in Atlanta; Baltimore; Berkeley; Bluefield, W. Va.; Boston; Charlotte; Chicago; Cleveland; Dallas; Denver; Detroit; Los Angeles; 

Milwaukee; Minneapolis; New Hartford, N.Y.; New Orleans; Philadelphia; Pittsburgh; Portland, Ore.; St. Louis; Seattle; Hamilton, Ont., Canada. 
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3 Nev Time -Saving, Profit -Building 

G -E TELEVISION SERVICE INSTRUMENTS 

Now - with this new G -E equipment - you can check 
TV receivers under conditions varying from fringe 

areas to "under the tower" and predict operation of 
the sets anywhere in the service area-at a glance! 

VARIABLE Permeability Sweep Generator! Crys- 
tal Controlled Marker Generator! Cathode Ray 

Oscilloscope! Put them all together in one group 
and you have what manufacturers and servicing 
dealers have acclaimed the fastest, most accurate 
answer to television receiver testing problems ever 
offered ! 

Here's why- 
Variable Permeability Sweep Generator can be 

set quickly to any desired frequency, supplying high 
output and exceptionally wide linear sweep- 

OLG La/!L/ez/3o//lL eoy(ace ?/!L 

Because of low leakage, complete over-all re- 

sponse from antenna terminals to picture detector 
can be viewed with contrast at maximum settings. 

All desired markers for complete alignment are 
obtained by one initial setting of the master dial on 
the marker generator. 

High quality general purpose oscilloscope pre- 
sents accurate picture of wide range of phenom- 
ena from response 
curves to composite 
signal. 

Specialty Division-Room 107 
Electronics Park 

Syracuse, New York 

lk Send me specifications, pictures, and prices on the 
IL new G -E Television Test Equipment Package. 

GENERAL $¢ ELECTRIC VAANZRESS- 
X CITY. STATE 
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No matter what your panel instrument problem 
is, Simpson Electric Company engineers will 
be glad to help you solve it. Every day they are 
confronted with individual design problems. 

Behind every Simpson instrument is a world-wide 

reputation for quality. Simpson movements have greater rug- 

gedness and accuracy, because of the full bridge -type construc- 

tion and soft iron pole pieces. 

When Simpson helps you with your problem, you benefit 

from this world-wide reputation and the years of experience 

of Simpson engineers. 

Let Simpson engineers help you with your next instrument 

problem and for your standard instrument requirements take 

advantage of our large stock, available for immediate delivery. 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 5200-18 CAGO 44, ILLINOIS 
IN CANADA: SBACH-SIMPSON,LTDT 

KINZIE STREET, 
.! LONDON, ONTARIO 
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OUTPUT ...THE PROBLEM 
eil Hi -Q engineers were recently asked 

to design a component which would 
replace the 4 standard components 
called for in the schematic drawing 
illustrated at left. The problem was 
one of space saving without affect- 
ing the operation of the circuit. 

PROBLEM OF SPACE SAVING AND REDUCED COST 

THE SOLUTION 
Hi -Q engineers designed a printed cir- 
cuit known as the Hi -Q P. C. 100. This 
component replaced all 4 of the stand- 
ard sized units formerly used, thus re- 

ducing the physical proportions of the space 
formerly required. In addition, this new com- 

% I ponent eliminated 25% of soldering time as 
I ; well as eliminating 75% of the unit handling 

Cost. The result of this customer's foresight in 
placing his problem before Hi -Q engineers is 
that a new component was designed which 
saved our customer space, labor and time. 

WHAT'S YOUR PROBLEM? 
Our engineering department will gladly work 
with you on any problems you might have. 
Consult with us and ask for our suggestions 
regarding your specifications before your de- 
sign has gone too far. Perhaps we can work 
out savings. in space, time and labor for you. 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 
JOBBERS-ADDRESS: ROOM 1332, 101 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 

FRANKLINVILLE, N. Y. 

Plants: Fronklinville, N. Y.-Jessup, Pa.-Myrtle Beach, S. C. 
Sales Offices: New York, Philadelphia, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles 
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APPROVED 
BY 

UNDERWRITERS 
LABORATORIES 

AT 

Beat the Heat 
specify 

"NOFLAME-COR" 
the TELEVISION hookup wire 

by 

CENTIGRADE 600 VOLTS 

Preferred more and more by particular manufacturers of television, F -M, quality radio and 

all exacting electronic equipment. Available in all sizes, solid and stranded; over 200 color 

combinations. 
PRODUCTION ENGINEERS: Specify "NOFLAME-COR" for maximum output and minimum re- 

jects. This is not an extruded plastic and therefore losses from "blobbing" under heat 

of soldering iron are avoided. 

J Flame Resistant J High Insulation Resistance 

J High Dielectric J Facilitates Positive Soldering 

J Heat Resistant 
J Easy Stripping 

J Also unaffected by the heat of impregnation- 
therefore, ideal for coil and transformer leads 

RUBBER 750 

PLASTIC 80° 

"NIOFLAME-COR" 90° 

"made by engineers for engineers" 

CORNISH W COMPANY,Inc. 
605 North Michigan Avenue, 15 Park Row, New York 7, N.Y. 1237 Public Ledger Bldg., 

Chicago 11 Philadelphia 6 

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY WIRES AND CABLES FOR THE ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES I 

54 
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2 new metal "Big Picture" 
tubes by Rauland! 

AVAILABLE WITH NEW HIGH -CONTRAST LUXIDE SCREEN 
Gives 60% greater contrast! Reduces glare! Gives sharper, easier -to -view pictures! 

50% LIGHTER WEIGHT 
Can be safely shipped installed in sets, reducing field installation costs. 

LARGER SCREEN 
105 square inches useful screen area 

LOWER PRICE 
Lower bulb cost permits lower prices 

BETTER FACE QUALITY 
Optical quality of metal tube faces is superior 
to the pressed faces of all -glass tubes. 

SHORTER LENGTH 
25/a" shorter than the 16AP4 

USES AVAILABLE OPERATING COMPONENTS 
Same focus and deflection coils as 
used with the 16AP4 

ALLOWS IMPROVED CABINET DESIGN 
AND LOWER CABINET COST 

Because of reduced cabinet depth requirement 

Other Available Types-10BP4, 10FP4, 12LP4, 12KP4, 16AP4 

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL BULLETINS 

"P#fe, WzzetifiAeage% 
THE Rauland CORPORATION 

4245 N. Knox Avenue Chicago 41, Illinois 
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New process for depositing selenium gives rectifier 
stacks greater uniformity, higher efficiency and 
longer useful life. 

Here's real news for rectifier users. G.E.'s new 18 -volt selenium 
cells, made by a special evaporation process which deposits 
selenium on the aluminum base with greater uniformity than 
otherwise possible, give you these advantages: 

GREATER OUTPUT-With 50% more output than the standard 
12 -volt cells, the new design can be used for any application 
except those few which demand 24 -hour, year -around service. 

HIGHER EFFICIENCY-Not only is the initial efficiency higher, 
but more uniform coating keeps it high during the life of the stack. 

SAVING IN SPACE-About one -quarter less space is required 
for the same output. 

LOWER COST-Depending on the voltage across the stack, 
the 18 -volt cells can save 25% in cost compared to standard 12 - 

volt cells. 

Selenium stacks are available in several standard sizes. Output in d -c 
voltage ranges from 18 to 126; applied a -c voltage, from 26 to 161. 

Bulletin GEA -5258 will give you detailed information. Send for it today! 

STYLED FOR READABILITY 
BUILT FOR RELIABILITY 

This brand-new line of 2 J -inch thin 
panel instruments has streamlined fea- 
tures which will give your panels a "new 
look." Arc lines have been eliminacec!, 

GENERA j LECTRi 
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leaving only the upright scale divisions. 
New tapered pointer helps eye focus only 
on the reading. All but essential mark- 
ings are masked by attractive case. 

Internal mechanism is designed for 
extra reliability. High coercive Alnico 
magnet assures proper alignment, even 
under severe operating conditions. Large 
air gap reduces danger of stickiness 
caused by foreign particles. A variety of 
types and ratings in round or square 
cases are available for use in radio, tele- 
vision or testing equipment. Get com- 
plete details from Bulletin GEC -368. 

DESIGNED FOR 

YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

General Electric pulse transformers 
for radar and associated applications are 
designed to perform dependably in ex- 
tremes of operating conditions. Many 
ratings in current production are of a 
special nature-designed to keep pace 
with rapidly changing requirements of 
the industry. However, for certain appli- 
cations, they can be built to the specifi- 
cations of electronic equipment manu- 
facturers. Types available include inter - 
stage transformers, blocking oscillator 
transformers, charging chokes, current 
transformers, and pulse thyratron grid 
transformers. For a listing of available 
designs and ratings, send for bulletin 
GEC -481. 

TIMELY HIGHLIGHTS 

ON GE COMPONENTS 

THEY'RE SMALL 
BUT THEY CAN TAKE IT 

Cast -glass bushings with sealed -in 
nickel -steel hardware can be readily 
welded, soldered, or brazed directly to 
the apparatus, thus eliminating gaskets 
and providing a better seal. Small, com- 
pact structure often makes possible re- 
duction of over-all size and weight of 
equipment. Practically unaffected by 
weathering, micro-organisms, and ther- 
mal shock, they're particularly well 
suited for use in' electronic equipment 
and in installations where operating 
conditions are severe. Available in rat- 
ings up to 8.6 kv and for currents to 
1200 amperes. Check Bul. GEA -5093. 

RELY ON THESE 

FOR STABILITY 

Fixed paper -dielectric capacitors are 
manufactured in accordance with joint 
Army -Navy specification JAN -C-25. 
They're constructed with thin Kraft 
paper, oil or Pyranol* impregnated, for 
stable characteristics and high dielectric 
strength. Plates are aluminum foil; 
special bushing construction provides 
for short internal leads, prevents possi- 
ble grounds and short circuits. Cases 
have permanent hermetic seal. 

r- 

4 
1tes. 

Case style CP 63 (shown above) is 
rated 0.1-0.1 muf and 1000 volts. 
Other ratings range from .01 muf to 
15 muf and from 100 to 12,500 volts. 
Write for detailed description and oper- 
ating data in bulletin GEA -4357A. 
*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

DOES A BIG JOB 

IN CLOSE QUARTERS 

G.E.'s midget soldering iron can do 
a big job with only one-fourth the watt- 
age usually used. This handy 6 -volt, 
25 -watt iron is only 8 inches long with 
%" or %" tips and weighs but 134 
ounces. Designed for close -quarter, pin- 
point precision soldering, the "midget" 
offers you all these advantages: low cost 
soldering; "finger-tip" operation; quick, 
continuous heat; easy renewal; long life; 
low maintenance. A real aid in designing 
radios, instruments, meters, electric ap- 
pliances, and many other products re- 
quiring precision soldering. Available 
from stock. Check bulletin GEA -4519. 

1 General Electric Company, Section J667-2 / Apparatus Department, Schenectady, N. Y. 

Please send me the following bulletins: 
GEA4357A D -C Capacitors 

GEA -4519 Midget Soldering Iron / J GEA -5093 Glass Bushings [ GEA -5258 Selenium Stacks / 1 GEC -368 Panel Instruments 

NAME 

O GEC -481 Pulse Transformers 

/ COMPANY 

111 
ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

7 
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RELAYS 

In Automatic Electric's 
complete line of relays, 

there are over forty 
basic types-offering 
spring and coil combi- 
nations in almost infi- 

nite number. They are 
dependable and proved 
products of an organi- 
zation that has made 

electrical remote con- 
trol its business for 
more than fifty years. 

} 

SWITCHES 
Automatic Electric 
Stepping Switches are 
designed and built to 
assure exceptionally 
long life. A complete 
range of Automatic 
Electric Switches is 
available for all remote 
control applications. 

AUTOMATIC 

New Class "B" Relays 
The newest and most outstanding member 
of Automatic Electric's relay family is the 
Class "B"-even better than the widely 
used, widely copied Class "A" Relay. De- 
signed for ordinary relay service-open- 
ing, closing or switching circuits-and 
for extremely high-speed operation. Inde- 
pendently operating twin contacts assure 
perfect contact operation. Contact points 
are dome -shaped to maintain uniformly 
low contact resistance. May be arranged 
in one or two pileups with maximum of 
16 contacts on 13 springs in each pile. 

Hermetic Sealing 
Available To Maintain 
Automatic Electric Quality 
All Automatic Electric Relays can be ob- 
tained in hermetically sealed housings to 
maintain the high quality for which these 
relays are famed. The "sealed -in" con- 
trolled atmosphere protects them from 
electrical or mechanical failure resulting 
from varying conditions of temperature, 
dust, humidity, acid, fungus or air pressure 
-and makes them completely tamper- 
proof. 

The New Type 45 Switch 
Here, for example, is a rotary switch that's 
new and better! Faster... 70 steps a second. 
Greater capacity ... up to 10 (or more) 
25 -point bank levels, with single -ended 
wipers available for 50 -point operation. 
Simpler... only one field adjustment. 

Compact rotary and re -set type switches 
are also available with 10 -point bank 
levels and speeds of 35 steps a second for 
automatic or remote -control operations. 

And there's the famous "Two -Motion 
Switch" that selects one circuit from 
among two hundred in just 2 seconds or 
less. It's a re -set type switch adaptable to 
either automatic or remote control. 

For help in the field of remote control, call in an 
Automatic Electric field engineer. Meanwhile, send 
for helpful literature. Address AUTOMATIC ELEC- 
TRIC SALES CORPORATION, Chicago 7,111. In 
Canada: Automatic Electric (Canada) Ltd., Toronto. 

RELAYS 

ELECTRIC 

CHICAGO 

AUTOMATIC m 
CHICAGO 

SWITCHES 

ELE [TR I[ 
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FEWEST LAB 

New Model 051 Hevi Duty Muffle Furnace 

Standard for use on 115 v. or 
230 v., 50 ro 60 cycles, A:C. 
linput: 1150 watts. Maximum 
operating temperature: 1850°F. 
ì6 -step contrt-1 down to approxi- 
inately 900` F. Heating elements: 
22 gauge Nichrome V aire. 

FUlk. 
Hevi Duty Electric Company has introduced 

a revolutionary new development in laborato,: ur- 
race equipment-for requirements such as drying of 

precipitates, ash determinations, fusions; 'gnitions, 
heat treating, enameling and ceramic firing, and gen- 

eral laboratory work. 

Housed in a cylindrical shell, the furnace is mounted 

with practically line contact on a base containing instru- 

ments and controls-a type of construction that permits 

the base to re-ncin at amost room temperature, with instru- 

ments and controls easily accessible at all times. 

Operating temperatures from 900 F. to 1850°F. are obtainable 
-precisely controlled b' mean; c= a manually operated 

36 -step, tap -changing transfo mer. 

Outstanding cha-acteristics of this new type furnace are rapid 
heating (about 85 minares from cold to maximum temperature:, and 

quick response to derrand for tempera ure change. 

To assure heating elements that will "stand the gaff" and give 

top-level performance under such punishirg conditions, 1 -evi Duty 

Electric Company uses high heat- and corrosion -resistant Nichrome V. 

The absolute un fornriT of this superior alloy assures even heat 

distribution; its retentior of physicu'' and electrical properties at high 

temperatures, enables critical adjustments lo be made and rrcintained, 
its resistance to tu er-ral shock assures long life, completely depend- 

able and economical service. 

Whatever your electrical: resistance problem, consult with us. In addi- 

tion to world-famous Nichrome V and Nichromme, we make over BC alloys 

íor the electrical and elec-ronic industries --he most compiere lme of 

electrical resistance alloys in the world. 

Heating un! ts, top and 
bottom, are interchange- 
able; likewise, the two 
side units. All units are 
easily replaceable and re- 
versible (permätting the 
coiled Nichrome V wire 
to be exposed or muffled). 

I rom?. e eme s are arsd úsë rri's an 
and model. industrial Hey Duty furnaces designed 

*Nichrome is manufactured only by 

Driver -Harris Company 
HARRISON, NEW JERSEY 

N Y 

J O OpeS[ AnOrjl 

tl 
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BRANCHES Chicago Detro't, Cleveland, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle 
Manufactured and sold in Canada by 

The B. GREENING WIRE COMPANY, LTD., Hamilton, Ontario, Canada T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 



 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LITERATURE 

Representatives and Distributors 

Throughout the U.S.A. and Canada 

PYRAMID 
CAPACITORS 

i. 

PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY 

155 Oxford Street 

Paterson, N. J., U.S. A. 

TELEGRAMS WUx Paterson, N. J. 
CABLE ADDRESS Pyromidusa 

BUSINESS BRIEFS 
By W. W. MacDONALD 

We Should Be Able to interpret 
Citizens Radio Band regulations 
and answer in simple unequivocal 
language such inquiries as "Do I 
have to have approved equipment 
before applying for a license?" 
and "Is a converted BC -645 ap- 
proved?" but we can't. Nor do we 
think local FCC offices can do it. 

Because the Commission is over- 
loaded with work, or because Citi- 
zens Radio regulations have not 
been worked out in detail, or both, 
the' best advice we can give pros- 
pective applicants at the moment 
is to write to Washington and then 
keep writing until all necessary de- 
tails are cleaned up. 

Survey among 78 members of the 
Association of Electronic Parts 
and Equipment Manufacturers in- 
dicated the following prevailing 
terms of sale as of early this year: 

2% 10th & 25th net 30 
days 

2% 10 days net 30 
days 

1% 10 days net 30 
days 

1% 10th & 25th net 
30 days 

2% 10th prox 
Sight draft 
Net 30 days 
1% 10th prox 
Net 10 days 
C.O D 
Cash in advance 
1/4% 10th prox 
2% 15th & E.O.M 

Letter 

of credit 1 
5% 10th & 25th prox 1 
3% 10 days net 30 

days 1 

Job- 
ber 

In- 
(tus - 
trial 

15 12 

14 5 

11 16 

11 12 
10 1 

5 
4 6 
2 2 
1 2 
1 
1 

1 
1 

For- 
eign 

1 

4 

5 

3 

Of the manufacturers reporting, 
55 said they strictly enforced dis- 
count dates. 

Tit -Tat -Toe Machine designed 
by Bob Haufe of Cal Tech exhibits 
a nice understanding of human 
nature. It lets its human opponent 
start the game. It beats him or 
draws every game, but is equipped 
with a switch that permits a really 
skilful player to win. And Bob 
has held the machine's speed down 
to five seconds per move so that the 
relative slowness of its opponent's 
mind is not made too obvious. 

President LeBel of the Audio 
Engineering Society, speaking in- 
formally to the press at a party 

held to give the society's Audio 
Fair (see p 136) a sendoff, made a 
very refreshing remark. He said 
that all exhibited audio apparatus 
would be in operation and that for 
him "it would have to sound right 
to be right, regardless of what any 
instruments said." 

Latest Data compiled by NBC 
indicates that there were 2,010,000 
television receivers in use in the 
country as of July 1, and almost 
20 million families within a 40 - 
mile radius of the 72 stations then 
on the air. 

By Focussing attention on the 
living room as the center of family 
life and hospitality, television 
affords the furniture industry an 
opportunity to stimulate markets 
which can be made to yield mil- 
lions of additional dollars worth of 
new and replacement furniture 
sales, thinks Joseph B. Elliott of 
RCA. 

Two Months Ago We Said (p 60 
August) that too many companies 
were counting on development con- 
tracts in general and government 
business in particular to support 
their still war -expanded facilities. 
Exception to the rule is a large 
West Coast plant that asks us to 
keep an eye open for promising 
electronic products they might 
manufacture, with particular em- 
phasis upon sequence -control, 
industrial -control, measurements 
and industrial television appa- 
ratus. 

Subscriber Bill Stewart of Phil- 
adelphia notes that picture i-f's of 
many television receivers are 
essentially the same, wonders why 
some components manufacturer 
doesn't put them out as a standard, 
pre -tuned package for sale to set 
makers. 

Most Mail this column has re - 
received since its inception re- 
sulted from an item in June noting 
that we knew a man who had devel- 
oped an electronic converter having 
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TERMINALS - 
rr, PROTECT PRODUCT 

9 PERFORMANCE v l Q 
yER 4 

CARTHAGE AT 

TERMINAL ILLUSTRATED: 008TH 
Typical of turret head series. Avcillable in 

2 to 9 electrodes. 
Numbering identification standard feature. 

THE FUS TE CORPORATION 
HANNAFORD, NORWOOD, CINCINNATI 12, OHIO 
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THE STORY OF THE 

ND ITS MRC-15 
RAILROAD A 

In the interest of safety, this railroad had appro- 

priated money to rebuild a bridge suspected 

being too weak to withstand the and 

shock of modern high -speed trains.an 

could be computed, but vibrational stresses pre- 

sented an unanswerable 
problem. 

The Hathaway MRC-15 equipment proved 

bridge did not need replacing. Instead, 

it was strengthened 
that the at points shown to be weak, 

and the resulting saving paid for the testing 

equipment many times over. Control 

The Hathaway MRC-15 Strain 9 strain 

today's standard instrument 
strain rain 

Unit -system, 
analysis will answer your 

to the sy 

prob- 

lems. It provides regulated power 

and amplifies the output t 
calibrates the record,Interchangable ampli- 

fiers 

12 gages at onCe from 0 to 1500 cps 

give accurate response 

and 3 to 6000 cps. 

The Hathaway 
Type MRC-15 

Strain Gage 

Control Und 

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL BULLETIN SP -195IÆ 

INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
1315 SO. CLARKSON STREET DENVER 10, COLORADO 

BUSINESS BRIEFS (continued) 

no moving parts and useful as a 
power source for such things as 
aircraft, mobile and portable 
radios. Scads of manufacturers 
asked to be placed in touch with 
him, and we relayed their requests 
along. 

Association of American Rail- 
roads reports the following per- 
centage increases in radio -station 
authorizations from May 1948 to 
May 1949: 

Train (base) 
Train (mobile) 
Yard, terminal and utility (base) 
Yard, terminal and utility (moble) 

184% 
94 
47 
78 

In the same period inductive - 
carrier equipment installations by 
railroads increased: 
Train (base) 
Train (mobile) 

2.8% 
23.6 

Yard, terminal (base) 4.8 
Yard, terminal (mobile) 12.5 

Exhibiting Our Ignorance con- 
cerning double -entry bookkeeping, 
we are always intrigued by the 
nice balance of assets and liabil- 
ities in reports to stockholders that 
come across our desk. Take one 
totalling $28,824,677 for example. 
We find patents and trademarks 
listed under assets at $3 and can't 
for the life of us see where its 
balancing counterpart is fitted in 
on the liabilities side of the ledger. 
Also, we wonder what the patents 
and trademarks are that are worth 
only $3. 

Marine Radar is used by about 
187 ships operating on the Great 
Lakes. Most of them are ore car- 
riers. The Lakes have about 266 
ore carriers and 334 bulk carriers. 

Quote: "In 20 years your radio 
cabinet will be as obsolete as a 
wood -burning cook -stove" says 
Howard C. Hardy of Illinois Tech. 
You won't have to wait that long, 
judging from some of them we 
have seen for the past 20. 

Dr. Hardy thinks most radio 
equipment will be built into walls 
of homes in the future. We don't. 

Reading Our Own Ads, we 
notice that: 

Many manufacturers are selling 
their engineering service just as 
hard as their products. 

Technical bulletins and/or sam- 
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pies are offered by a preponderance 
of advertisers. 

Random -noise -source instruments 
are being made by more and more 
companies (imagine paying for 
noise in the old days!). 

Toroids seem to be experiencing 
a renaissance. 

Screws now come like bullets on a 
machine-gun belt, and soldering 
lugs are available in continuous 
strips. 

Transformer makers now offer 
types for communications, for in- 
dustrial applications and a third, 
rock -bottom -price variety for ama- 
teur and similar use. 

It took us, incidentally, just three 
hours to read quickly through the 
September ads. And it was worth 
it in product -knowledge that was 
gained. 

1950 Census questionnaires have 
already been drawn up and funds 
for tabulation allocated. So it will 
not be easy to throw in an addi- 
tional question at this late date. 
We have it on good authority, how- 
ever, that the number of television 
receivers in use in the country, as 
well as the number of radios, will 
be checked if the Bureau can 
swing the extra work within its 
budget. 

Television Designers have done 
an effective job of getting receiver 
prices down without sacrificing 
picture quality. They have, how- 
ever, permitted the sound quality 
to drop off and we are receiving 
reports from the field that the 
public is aware of it. Newsstand 
radio magazines are beginning to 
run articles telling owners of sets 
how to improve tv -set audio re- 
sponse. 

Nostalgic Note: Editor Fink 
spent his vacation with the Hen- 
ney's in New Hampshire, the 
writer sailed a sloop to Block Is- 
land, Markus went home to 
Minn -e -sota, Zeluff went to Ber- 
muda to duck the heat, McKenzie 
broke ground for a summer shack 
in the White Mountains, O'Brien 
worried the crabs on the south 
shore of Long Island and Fahne - 
stock took in the Cleveland Air 
Races. 

Improved 2 KVA STABILINE 
Automatic Voltage Regulator 
by THE SUPERIOR ELECTRIC COMPANY 

BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT 

In this compact regulated A.C. supply an electronic circuit monitors the output 
voltage and makes corrections by motor control of a variable autotransformer. It 
has the advantages of relative simplicity, zero waveform distortion, and response 
time fast enough for most purposes. 

Assisting in achievement of fast response is the high power gain supplied between 
the electronic circuit and the motor by means of two fast, long life SIGMA relays, 
adaptations of the standard type 41R. 

Within certain limitations of frequency response, the use of relays as amplifiers 
or power modulators gives tremendous gain, and performance otherwise achievable 
only with much more expensive and high powered electronic components. 

Two-way positioning may be achieved, as in this equipment, by a pair of fast 
single pole relays, one in each plate circuit of a push pull output stage. SIGMA Type 41 

relays are excellent in this service. Where variation in the total plate current of the 

push pull stage cannot be controlled, the relay stage must respond only to differential 
plate current. Here a 3 position or null seeking differential relay is usually necessary. 

Two such types are made by SIGMA. Both are polarized, both have positive detent 

centering. Series 6 operates at sensitivities from 5 to 100 milliwatts differential power, 

switching up to 4 poles. Series 7, faster and more sensitive, is single pole and operates 
in the range of 2 to 10 milliwatts differential power. 

See more complete description of these relays 

given in bulletins available on request. 

Sew Instruments, INC. 

Cje RELAYS 
62 CEYLON ST., BOSTON 21, MASS. 
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The Spotlight's On 

MALLORY' 

Midgetrol The little BIG addition to the 
Mallory Line of Television Controls. 

Mallory has done it again. Here is an all -new, revolutionary control that is 

perfect for television application. Only 1W in diameter, it is Mallory's 

answer to the designer's cry for smaller and smaller controls. 

Don't be deceived by its compact size. It's all Mallory through and through. 
For instance: Shaft is completely insulated from chassis. Good for higher 

voltage applications-can't get a shock. The insulated shaft is knurled 
for easy adjustment-has screw -driver slot for back panel applications. 
Thoroughly tested, the Mallory Midgetrol has come through with flying 

colors for television applications. 

The Mallory Midgetrol is typical of Mallory superiority in controls. Today, 

Mallory has a control, carbon or wire -wound, required for any specific 

usage, for every television application. 

The dependability of today's television receivers which is responsible for 
the great public demand has as one of its bases the precision performance 
built into Mallory controls by special skills, long experience and devotion 
to quality ideals. 

And with all this superiority, Mallory offers service-quick delivery for both 
standard and special applications-and low price. 

Precision Electronic 

MALLORY CONTROLS 
FOR 

TELEVISION APPLICATION 

1. For volume 
2. For focusing 
3. For height of picture 
4. For linearity 
5. For centering picture on tube, 

horizontal or vertical 
6. For contrast or brightness 
T. For horizontal and vertical 

"hold" controls 
8. For audio tone control 

You Expect More 
And Get More 
From Mallory 

Parts-Switches, Controls, Resistors 

MALLORY 
P. R. MALLORY 8 CO.. Inc. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH 

Capacitors 

Contacts 

Controls 

Rectifiers 

Switches 

Vibrators 

Power Supplies 

Resistance Welding Materials 
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McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATIONS 

Show You 

How To Get 

tvt 

CAMPAIGN . . . It is always 
gratifying when the parent takes 
up the cudgel where the child has 
fought. We speak of our parent, 
the McGraw-Hill Publishing Com- 
pany, which is undertaking in 
some thirty publications a cam- 
paign to promote techniques for 
keeping production costs down 
while maintaining and improving 
the quality and quantity of the 
product. This is the vineyard in 
which ELECTRONICS has been labor- 
ing for nigh unto twenty years. 

This magazine has published 
more than 15,000 pages of editorial 
material since 1930, nearly 4,000 
of which have dealt with indus- 
trial applications of vacuum tubes 
to process controls, automatic 
measurements, and protection of 
property and personnel. In this 
issue we present 16 more pages, 
two articles dealing with plans for 

CROSS 

TALK 

process control, and costs in radio 
receiver manufacture. 

Our participation in the higher - 
productivity, lower -cost campaign 
involves no fanfare. But we can 
hardly fail to underscore its im- 
portance. If our half of the world 
doesn't adopt techniques to get 
costs down and push productivity 
up, we shall surely run into a stone 
wall, as the other half of the world 
so freely predicts. 

STANDARD I -F ... JTAC, in 
a report made to the FCC August 
26th, recommends that the Com- 
mission arrange for the adoption 
of standard television intermedi- 
ate frequencies (41.25 and 45.75 
mc for sound and picture respec- 
tively). Time was when the radio 
manufacturing industry would 
have screamed that receiver de- 
sign was no part of the govern- 
ment's responsibility; and the FCC 
would have agreed. But the 
climate seems to have changed. 
The problems of the tv spectrum 
and the control of oscillation 
radiation interference loom so 
large that government -coordinated 
standardization is actively sought 
by a joint committee of the RMA 
and the IRE. Coordination be- 
tween channel allocations and re- 
ceiver design has always been a 
good idea. But the legal founda- 
tion for enforcement has been lack- 
ing, or so the lawyer said. We 
hope the Commission will accept 
the responsibility and that the 
industry will cooperate whole- 
heartedly. 

PICKUP ... Readers will recall 
that the FCC has set up a channel 
centering on 27.12 mc for the ex- 
clusive use of medical diathermy 
and similar electronic heating 
equipment. The rules pertaining 
to this allocation provide that any 
interference caused by such equip- 
ment to authorized radio services 
shall be remedied forthwith. Sub- 
sequent to the making of this rule 
it was realized that the picture 
i -f passband of the majority of 
television receivers includes or 
borders on the 27.12 -mc frequency. 
Moreover, it was soon found that 
most tv receivers of current design 
display an alarming susceptibility 
to direct pickup of interference 
at intermediate frequencies. The 
question then arose whether dia- 
thermy and other heating -equip- 
ment manufacturers were required 
to ameliorate such interference. 
We are happy to report that the 
FCC proposes no such thing. The 
Commission proposes, in fact, to 
exempt the diathermy equipment 
manufacturers from such respon- 
sibility, when the interference is 
caused by direct i -f pickup. This 
puts the shoe on the foot of the tv 
designer, where it belongs. There 
are plenty of forms of interference 
from which the television service 
must be protected by regulation, 
but direct i -f pickup is surely not 
one of them. The cure lies in 
proper shielding of i -f components. 
The alternative is to shut down all 
radio transmissions of substantial 
power in the range from 20 to 30 
mc. 
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RAILROAD TRACK 

Rail flaw detector car inspects track at a rate of about 12 mph. 
Detector coils and current -carrying brushes are mounted on 

rear carriage 

Transverse rail fracture of the type which 
is now prevented by early detection 

Operator, sitting at rear of car, directs engineer by means of 

intercom system. Operators work in one -hour shifts to avoid 
fatigue 

By ROBERT D. WALKER, Jr. 
Sperry Rail Service Division 

Sperry Products, Inc. 
Danbury, Connecticut 

ELIMINATION of accidents caused 
by shortcomings of track con- 

struction or upkeep depends largely 
on the operating railroad's ability 
to locate rails which have become 
potentially unsafe through the de- 
velopment of internal fissures. 
Known to metallurgists as sub - 
molecular disintegration within the 
steel, these fissures are attributed 
to fatigue failure of the steel form- 
ing the head of the rail. 

The transverse fissúre, potentially 
the most dangerous of the various 
types of defects, generally grows 
slowly in a plane normal to the 
length of the rail and spreads out- 
ward from a nucleus until it attains 

a size sufficient to weaken the ef- 
fective strength of the rail and 
cause complete rupture. The rate 
of growth of such defects is unpre- 
dictable. Large or small, a trans- 
verse fissure is always a potential 
danger since it may grow suddenly 
to a size which will cause the rail 
to break under load as easily as a 
brittle iron casting. 

Detection Methods 

Years ago railroads relied upon 
track -walkers to inspect the track 
visually for signs of defective rails. 
This method was successful in de- 
tecting some of the defects which 
had grown large enough to break 
through the surface of the rail, or 
to cause an external deformation of 
the rail head. It was completely 
useless in the detection of defects 
which were wholly internal. 

In 1911 the United States Bureau 
of Standards conducted a series of 
experiments culminating in the de- 
velopment of the magnetic system 
of rail testing. The principle ap- 
peared to be sound in theory and 
was successful in laboratory tests, 
but in actual trials on track it was 
found that the equipment was un- 
able to differentiate between dan- 
gerous true defects and the strains 
caused by slipping locomotive 
wheels, surface irregularities, cold 
working by car wheels, and residual 
magnetic spots. 

An electric contact method was 
tried but soon abandoned when it 
was found that rust, dirt or surface 
irregularities on the running sur- 
face of the rail prevented good con- 
tact and resulted in more false than 
true indications. 

The method developed by E. A. 
Sperry proved to be the solution to 
the problem. The testing car passes 
a heavy low -voltage current through 
the rail, thereby setting up a strong 
magnetic field around the head of 
the rail. A series of searching coils 
suspended at a constant distance 
above the head of the rail detects 
any deflection or variation in the 
magnetic field caused by the pres- 
ence of fissures within the railhead. 
A defect in the rail deflects the cur- 
rent in the rail head at the location 
of the defect and thus causes a cor- 
responding distortion of the mag- 
netic field at the defect. When the 
searching coils are passed through 
the distorted magnetic field, a volt- 
age is induced within them. This 
voltage is used to actuate the indi- 
cating components of the detection 
equipment aboard the car. 

Detector Details 

Since the detector car tests both 
rails of the track simultaneously, it 
is necessary to have two complete 
sets of testing equipment' on each 
car, one for each rail of the track. 
The main rail current system con - 
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INSPECTION CAR 

Testing rail by hand with more sensitive equipment. A paint 
spot near the operator's hand marks a flaw detected by the 

moving car 

Closeup view of rail flaw -detecting system, showing pick- 
up coil assembly at center and brushes contacting rail on 

each side 

Self-propelled mobile laboratory permits nondestructive inspection of railroad tracks. 
Special generator passes large currents through rails, and search coils detect internal flaws 
which are accompanied by nonuniformities in the magnetic field surrounding the railhead 

sists of a homopolar generator with 
a rated output of 8,000 amperes at 
1.8 volts, to provide non -fluctuating 
direct current, the associated con- 
trols, and the main brush carriages. 

The output of the generator is 
introduced to the rail through a 
cluster of alloy brushes at the rear 
end of the main brush carriage. 
The current flows forward to the 
brushes at the front end of the car- 
riage to complete the circuit. In 
this manner a strong, constant mag- 
netic field is set up around the por- 
tion of the rail between the front 
and the rear brush clusters of the 
main brush carriage. The strength 
of the field can be adjusted by the 
operator through rheostats wired in 
series with the field windings of the 
homopolar generator. 

The searching unit, containing a 
number of variously wound and 
spaced pairs of coils, is suspended 
in a constant -position carriage mid- 
way between the front and rear 
brush clusters of the brush car- 
riage. In this position it is moving 
through a magnetic field of constant 
strength and is not affected by 
variations in the transmission of 

current from the brushes to the 
railhead. Each of the various sets 
of coils consists of a pair of coils 
wound with opposing outputs. This 
arrangement prevents the genera- 
tion of a signal due to fluctuations 
in the rail current which affect the 
entire field around the rail. The 
spacing of each pair is such that a 
local variation in field strength due 
to a defect will affect each coil of 
the pair unequally and thus gener- 
ate the signal needed for indication. 

A pre -energizing current, sup- 
plied by a twin generator, is passed 
into the rail, prior to the passage of 
the searching unit, through the for- 
ward brushes of the main brush 
carriage and through the brushes 
of the pre -energizing brush car- 
riage which is mounted on the rear 
end of the drive truck of the car. 
The function of this current is to 
provide improved detection by 
better energizing of the rail. 

The signal amplifiers are de- 
signed to respond to the unusual 
characteristic signal generated in 
the presence of a rail defect. They 
incorporate several novel features 
such as resonant circuit elements 

Tope printer and puller are mounted so the 
tape moves across the table toward the 

inspecting operator 
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which serve to peak the signal for 
maximum defect detection effi- 

ciency, high inherent stability to 
maintain critical calibration, and 
unusual interlocking connections 
with other equipment to present im- 
mediate tape and meter indications 
of any malfunctioning equipment. 
The power supply for the amplifier 
is regulated to prevent any serious 
drift which might occur between 
calibration periods. 

Indicating System 

The output of each amplifier con- 
trols the action of one or more pens 
at the pen unit, plus one paint -gun 
relay. A defect in the rail will cause 
the appropriate recording pen to 
deflect momentarily from the 
normal line on the recording tape. 
Simultaneously the paint gun will 
fire a spot of paint onto the rail web 
at the precise location of the defect. 

The magnitude of the signal in- 
duced in the searching unit coils is 
proportional to the size of the 
causative defect. In order to control 
the minimum size of the defect de- 
tected, the sensitivity of each ampli- 
fication channel is adjusted so that 
it will react only to signals above a 
predetermined level. To maintain 
the amplifiers at the proper sensi- 
tivity level, a signal -generator 
calibrator is employed. By switch- 
ing this calibrator into the lines 
leading from each searching unit 
channel and sending a standard 
signal to the amplifier channel, the 
unit can be calibrated to the desired 
value. This value, which is based on 

Double pips on A and B (right rail) of the recording tape indicate a rail flaw. The chan- 

nels are: A, coil on field side of rail; B, coil on gage side of rail; C, center of rail; 
Cr, insensitive range for C coils for extra large flaws; D, rail burns and transverse 

defects; and t showing five -second timing intervals and landmarks which are 
recorded by pressing a button at the operating position. Actual tape is 3% inches wide 

percent size of the minimum defects 
to be detected, will vary with differ- 
ent weiights and types of rail. 

The record drawn on the tape by 
the recording pens is not in itself 
sufficient for complete determina- 
tion of the type and size of the 
defect. The operator may verify a 
defect by identifying the character- 
istic deformation or discoloration of 
the railhead. If the visual examina- 
tion does not permit classification 
of the defect, a hand test is made. 

In hand testing, the running sur- 
face of the rail is thoroughly 
cleaned with abrasives and a heavy 
current passed through the suspect 
length of rail. A hand contactor 

Three -channel amplifier of the type used in the flaw detector car for amplifying the 

signals picked up by the search coils so they may be used to actuate recording pen 
and paint -gun relays 

consisting of two spaced metal con- 
tacts connected to a sensitive milli - 
voltmeter is then slid along the rail. 
If a defect exists, when the two 
contacts are spanning the defect, it 
will be visually indicated by a meas- 
urement of potential drop on the 
millivoltmeter. In the case of trans- 
verse defects, the potential drop is 
a measure of the area size of the 
separation within the rail. 

Car Details 

The detector cars operated by 
Sperry Rail Service are self-pro- 
pelled, utilizing a gasoline -electric 
drive system. 

Complete living quarters are sup- 
plied for the operating crew. A 
bedroom contains four bunks with 
adequate storage space for clothing 
and personal effects. A complete 
dining salon, with a separate galley, 
is used for meals and for after hour 
recreation. A steward is employed 
on each car for cooking and main- 
tenance of the living quarters. 

A fleet of twenty detector cars 
tests almost 200,000 track miles an- 
nually (at a rate of about 12 mph), 
this mileage including the majority 
of the main line trackage in the 
country. Track submitted to excep- 
tionally heavy service may be tested 
as often as six times yearly in order 
to make fully certain that no trans- 
verse defect is given a chance to 
grow to dangerous size before de- 
tection and removal of the rail. 
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Progress Toward 
INTERN. ATIONAL 
TV STANgIARDS 

First meeting of Eleventh Study Group of C.C.I.R. at Zurich comes to agreement on aspect 
ratio, interlace, and power frequency independence. Nations favoring 405, 525 and 625 
lines agree to conduct further study looking toward eventual regional or worldwide 

standards 

TO EXPLORE the possibility of 
international agreement on 

television standards, representa- 
tives of 11 nations met in Zurich, 
Switzerland, July 4th to 14th, 1949. 
The conference was called by the 
International Radio Consultative 
Committee following instructions 
issued by the C.C.I.R. at Stockholm 
last year. 

A Study Group (number 11 in 
the C.C.I.R. roster) was set up and 
requested to formulate recom- 
mendations on standards which 
might be acted upon by the C.C.I.R. 
Plenary Session scheduled to meet 
in Prague in 1951. The study was 
instituted by Dr. Balthasar van der 
Pol, Director of the C.C.I.R., who 
sent a questionnaire to all the na- 
tions and organizations connected 
with the C.C.I.R. This question- 
naire asked that preferences be 
stated on nine points : 

(1) Should standards be agreed 
upon regionally or on a worldwide 
basis. 

(2) Should a television system 
operate independently of the fre- 
quency of the power system. 

(3) The optimum number of 
frames per second. 

(4) Optimum number of lines per 
frame. 

(5) The aspect ratio. 
(6) Interlace and interlace ratio. 
(7) Positive or negative modula- 

tion. 

By DONALD G. FINK 
Editor, ELEcrRONICs ; Technical Adviser 
to U. S Delegation, C. C. I. R. Television 

Study Conference 

(8) Horizontal or vertical polar- 
ization, and 

(9) F -M or a -m for sound trans- 
mission. 

The answers to these questions, 
as of the conclusion of the confer- 
ence, are given in Table I. 

Agreements Reached 

As Table I shows, substantially 
unanimous agreement was reached 
on three points. In the first place, 
the aspect ratio (question 5) was 
adopted as 4 units horizontally to 
3 units vertically. This conforms 
to the U.S.A. standard. At present 
the British standard is 5 by 4 units, 
but the BBC plans to change to the 
4 by 3 ratio in the near future. The 
basis of the choice was the fact that 
the aspect ratio of commercial 
35 -mm and 16 -mm films is very 
close to the 4 by 3 value. 

The second agreement was on 
interlacing (question 6). It was 
agreed that interlacing should be 
adopted, using the 2 -to -1 odd -line 
method. 

The third point of agreement was 
on the independence of vertical 
scanning and the power -system fre- 
quency (question 2). When the 
conference opened, the vote was 6 
in favor of independent operation 

to 5 against it. At the conclusion 
of the meeting the vote had changed 
to 12 to 1 in favor of the inde- 
pendent method. This change of 
opinion represented one of the im- 
portant accomplishments of the 
meeting. 

Most television stations operate 
with the vertical synchronizing 
pulses rigidly synchronized with the 
a -c power source to which the stat- 
tion is connected. This is done to 
minimize the effect of a -c hum in 
the filament and B -supply voltages 
within the transmitter and to per- 
mit motion -picture projectors to 
be synchronized simply with the 
scanning process. Similar advan- 
tages accrue at the receiver, pro- 
vided the power system supplying 
the receiver is rigidly tied in with 
that supplying the transmitter. But 
if the two power systems are not 
tied together, stray fields and hum 
components in the system make 
themselves evident as geometric -or 
tonal distortions in the received 
image. 

In voting affirmatively on ques- 
tion 2, the conference put itself on 
record that transmitters and re- 
ceivers should be so designed that 
distortions would not be evident, 
whether or not the two power sys- 
tems were synchronized. Two reas- 
ons lay behind this decision. First, 
it was recognized that the power 
system of various countries would 
not usually be interconnected. Thus 
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the interchange of programs be- 
tween nations would be facilitated 
by the independent type of opera- 
tion. Moreover, power systems 
serving different cities in the same 
country are often not connected and 
the advantage in such countries 
would apply to domestic as well as 
to international programs. 

In the second place, independence 
of the vertical scanning frequency 
from the power -system frequency 
would permit changes in the verti- 
cal scanning rate to be made at 
some future date, should such a 
change be desired. The European 
nations favor a vertical scanning 
rate of 50 fields per second as 
against the American value of 60. 
These nations argue that this value 
is high enough to avoid flicker and 
allows additional horizontal resolu- 

tion for a given bandwidth. The 
American delegation pointed out 
that the 60 -field rate allows the re- 
ceived picture to be 5 to 10 times 
as bright, without visible flicker, 
and that this additional brightness 
might be demanded by the public 
at a future date. If this demand 
should arise, the scanning rate 
might be changed, provided only 
that the scanning system were set 
up, initially, independent of the 
power -system frequency. It was 
recognized that additional costs 
would be incurred in the inde- 
pendent method of operation, and 
studies of the costs of various 
methods were to be undertaken 
prior to the next meeting of the 
conference. 

One further agreement was 
reached concerning the polarization 

Table I-Summary of Answers to Questionnaire 
(July 14, 1949) 

Question 
(see text) 

Austria 
1" o 6 

yes 
2/1 

Belgium 
Czechoslovakia yes 25/50 625 4/3 yes 

2/1 
Denmark yes 25/50 625 4/3 yes 

2/1 
France yesd 25/50 405. 4/3 yes 

and 2/1 
819 

Hungary yes 25/50 625 not yes 
im- 2/1 

port- 
ant 

Italy yes 25/50 - 4/3 yes 
2/1 

\etherlands yes 25/50 625 4/3 yes 
2/1 

Sweden yes 25/50 625 4/3 yes 
2/1 

Switzerland yes 25/50 625 4/3 yes 
United yesd 25/50 405e 4/3 yes 

Kingdom and 2/1 
819f 

United States - yesd 30/60 525b 4/3 yes 
- of America 2/1 

Comp. Gen. de no 25/50 405. 
T. S. F. and 

819 
L. M. Ericsson yes 25/50 625 4/3 ,ves 

2/1 
R. C. A. yes 30/60 525b 4/3 yes 

2/1 

7 8 

negative if horizontal 
a -m sound 
positive if 
f -m sound 

negative horizontal f -in 

positive 
positive 

negative 

9 

LIi 

f -m 
horizontal a -m 
but not 
important 
horizontal f -m 

horizontal f -m 

negative vertical but f -m 
not import- 
ant 

positive 

negative 

vertical but a -m 
not neces- 
sary to 
standardize 
horizontal f -m 

negative horizont'zl -m 

a Deferred to a later meeting. 
b The figures 30 and 525 are compatible with 25 and 625 if question 2 is answered affirmatively. 

405 is intended for frequency band 41 to 68 mc, higher frequency bands to be used for 819 lines 
or for color. 

Provided the price of receivers is not increased and the picture quality is not deteriorated in any 
case. 

To avoid misunderstanding on the significance of the answers listed under question 4 it is necessary 
to point out that the number of lines only is not sufficient to define the quality of any television system. 
The number of picture elements, the bandwidth effectively used and the fidelity of transmission pro- 
vided within this bandwidth should also be indicated. 

f It is to be noted that the band of frequencies from 174.-216 mc is not available for broadcasting 
in the United Kingdom and there is no intention at present of starting a television service on 819 lines 
on these or higher frequencies. 

of the radiated waves. The confer- 
ence decided that it was not neces- 
sary to standardize on this point. 

Controversial Issues 

No agreement was reached on the 
remaining items of the question- 
naire. 

In the final vote, negative modu- 
lation (question 7) was supported 
by 5 votes and positive by 3, the re- 
maining nations showing no dis- 
tinct preference. F -M sound was 
favored by 8 groups (question 9), 
against 2 for a -m. These two ques- 
tions were actively discussed in re- 
lation to the intercarrier method of 
sound reception, which requires f -m 
for the sound and has thus far been 
used only with negative modulation. 
The British delegation pointed out 
that the intercarrier system could 
be used with positive modulation if 
the synchronizing pulses were pre- 
vented from reaching the zero - 
carrier level. It was stated that 
the sync pulses in the British trans- 
missions do not, in fact, reach zero 
carrier. The British delegates 
stated they intended to experiment 
with the intercarrier system, using 
positive modulation, and would re- 
port the results at the next meeting 
of the Study Group. 

The principal subject of contro- 
versy had to do with the scanning 
standards, that is, the number of 
lines per picture (question 4) and 
the number of frames and fields 
per second (question 3). Three 
camps of opinion appeared : the 
Americans favored the 525 -line, 30 - 
frame, 60 -field values. The Anglo- 
French coalition supported 405 
lines at 25 frames, 50 fields, for 
channels in the 41 to 68 -mc band. 
The remaining nations constituted 
a 625 -line bloc, favoring 625 -line 
images at 25 frames, 50 fields. 

The arguments behind these posi- 
tions were as follows: The United 
States delegation stated that the 30 - 
frame value was necessary, regard- 
less of the power -system frequency, 
to allow picture brightness higher 
than 20 foot -lamberts without ob- 
jectionable flicker, and that the six - 
megacycle channel is the optimum 
compromise between picture quality 
and spectrum economy. Finally, 
525 is the proper number of lines 
for a 30 -frame image and a 6 -mc 
channel. 
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The British position, to which the 
French agreed during the course of 
the meeting, was that 405 lines and 
25 frames provided an adequate 
service and occupied a channel only 
5 me wide (using vestigial-sideband 
transmission, the standard in Great 
Britain for all new stations). The 
British government is committed to 
providing service on these stand- 
ards for a number of years. There- 
fore, if neighboring European na- 
tions desire to exchange programs 
with Great Britain, they must 
necessarily employ the 405 -line 
standard. 

The other nations stated that 
they did not desire to start a new 
public service on as low a number 
of lines as 405. Moreover, they be- 
leved that the 30 -frame rate of the 
U.S.A. system was unnecessarily 
high and that even if the system 
were divorced from the European 
50 -cps power rate the 25 -frame rate 
should be retained because it al- 
lows about 20 percent additional 
resolution for the same bandwidth. 
These nations believed that a chan- 
nel width between 6 and 7 mega- 
cycles is optimum and that the 
proper number of lines for such a 
channel, at 25 frames, is 625. 

During the discussion of these 
points, the American delegation 
pointed out that the 525-30 stand- 
ard and the 625-25 standard had 
an interesting relationship, namely 
that the line scanning frequencies 
of the two systems are the same 
within one percent (see line 6 in 
Table II). Moreover, substantially 
all receivers in service have suffic- 
ient range in the vertical hold con- 
trol that either 25 or 30 frames can 
be accommodated. It is thus pos- 
sible that a receiver designed to 
operate at 525 lines and 30 frames 
would operate equally well on 
625 lines and 25 frames. If the 
synchronizing signals were not syn- 
chronized with the power -system 
frequency a receiver designed for 
one set of standards could receive, 
without degradation, programs 
transmitted for the other set. This 
would, however, be possible only if 
the polarity of modulation, type of 
sound modulation and carrier spac- 
ings were the same in both sys- 
tems. Such a system of operation 
offers a possibility of world-wide 

Table II -Comparative Specifications and Performance of American, 
British and Proposed Television Standards 

American British Proposed 
1. Lines per frame (total) 525 405 625 
2. Active lines per frame 490 385 583 

(93.5 percent or 95 percent 
of 1) 

3. Vertical resolution 353 lines 277 lines 420 lines 
(72 percent of 2) 

4. Frames per second 30 25 25 
5. Picture bandwidth 4.25 me 2.75 me 4.75 me 
6. Line scanning frequency 15,750 cps 10,125 cps 15,625 cps 

(product of 1 and 4) 
7. Line scan time (total) 63.5 µsec 98.7 sec 64.0 sec 

(inverse of 6) 
8. Active line scan time 52.8 µsec 88.8 sec 53.1 psec 

(7 less approx. 10 µsec) 
9. Picture elements per line 449 488 505 

(twice 5 times 8) 
10. Horizontal resolution 336 lines 390 lines 379 lines 

(3/4th or 4/5ths 9) 
11. Picture elements per frame 158,000 130,000 212,000 

(product of 3 and 9) 
12. Resolution ratio 0.95 1.40 0.9 

(ratio of 10 to 3) 
13. Aspect ratio 4/3 5/4 4/3 
14. Screen area utilized 61 percent 62 percent 61 percent 

(percent of circumscribed 
circular area) 

15. Maximum highlight brightness 100 ft- 20 ft- 20 ft - 
for flicker -free images lamberts lamberts lamber t - 

16. Peak power output, at maxi- 5 kw 3.7 kw 5 kw 
mum power output, of trans- 
mitter (anode -dissipation limit) 

17. Channel width 6.0 me 5.0 me 6.75 me 
18. Modulation polarity negative positive negative 
19. Sound Modulation F -M A -M F -M 

agreement on dual standards which 
would embrace both systems. 

Proposals 

Table II provides a comparison 
between the proposals made by the 
Americans and the British, together 
with a third group of proposed 
standards representing the major- 
ity opinions in the replies to the 
questionnaire. This table was pre- 
pared by the U. S. delegation. 

The principal differences in per- 
formance appear in connection with 
vertical resolution, horizontal reso- 
lution, picture elements per frame, 
maximum highlight brightness and 
channelwidth. The 625-25 system 
exceeds the others in vertical reso- 
lution and in total number of pic- 
ture elements per frame. Its hori- 
zontal resolution is intermediate to 
the American and British systems. 
The 25 -frame systems (British and 
proposed) are limited in brightness. 
Finally, the 625 -line system occu- 
pies the widest channel width. 

The conference concluded that 
several important questions re- 
quired further study by the vari- 
ous delegations before agreement 
could be reached on controversial 

points. The first study would in- 
quire into the methods and costs of 
divorcing the vertical scanning rate 
from dependence on the power -sys- 
tem frequency. A second study 
would deal with the relative flicker - 
free picture brightnesses obtainable 
at 50 and 60 fields per second. Two 
other studies would investigate the 
resolving power required in tele- 
vision systems and would compare 
television image quality with that 
of motion pictures. Positive and 
negative modulation would be stud- 
ied with particular reference to the 
effect of noise on synchronization 
and picture quality, and its relation 
to age and intercarrier systems. 
Geographic separation between sta- 
tions as a means of controlling in- 
terference was also to be examined. 
Finally, the standardization of mo- 
tion -picture films for television 
transcriptions was to be studied. 

The next meeting of the Study 
Group, scheduled for the fall of 
1949 or the spring of 1950, may 
consist of a tour of the television 
systems of the world. Invitations 
to view the various systems were 
extended by the American, British, 
French and Dutch governments. 
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TEXTILE INDUSTRY Amount of moisture in yarn is 
measured and recorded continuously with resistance -type 
detector roll on top of yarn and associated Brown electronic 

measuring and recording instrument in cabinet at right. Instru- 
mentation like this often pays for itself in a few months. Addi- 
tion of automatic control promises still further eccnomies 

Planning for AUTOMATIC 
Factors to consider when adding modern elemtronic, electrical or other instrumentation to 
a machine or process, starting with the error -sensing element and going on through avail- 

able ready -to -use types of recorders and controllers to the final correcting device 

McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATIONS 

Show You 
How To Get lid 
Higher 

: I I 

Protluctivi 

Lower_ 
III 

Costs 
Ili 

IN THE BEGINNING of industrial 
processing as it is known today, 

control was crude. The human 
senses of the operator, varying 
widely with mood and health, were 
the only indicators used to monitor 
the process. In hundreds of plants 
these human indicators are still in 
use, controlling processes involving 
hundreds of thousands of dollars 
worth of materials a day. 

The indicator era for industrial 
processing begins when a mercury - 
in -glass thermometer is installed to 
show temperature, a meter is 
hooked up to indicate an electrical 
quantity, or some other mechanical 
or electrical device is put in to re- 
place fickle human senses. An im- 

mediate improvement in product 
quality is obtained. 

In one instance, installation of a 
moisture indicator on a drying ma- 
chine in a textile factory revealed 
extreme overdrying,. Operation ac- 
cording to indicator readings re- 
duced drying power consumption 
and speeded up the machine, giving 
lower production cost and several 
hundred percent increase in output. 

There is much of a sameness to 
the stories of early indicator instal- 
lations in plants. After an appro- 
priate period of showing off results 
to top brass, the plant engineer ex- 
plains the indicator to the machine 
operator and considers his job done. 
Passing by the machine a few 
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CHEMICAL INDUSTRY Temperature of synthetic 
resin in processing vessel at right is automatically maintained 
by Leeds and Northrup controller on storage tank 

PAPER INDUSTRY Measuring gloss of finished 
paper output of calender stack. Phototube unit for sensing 
gloss, near man on balcony, feeds circular -chart recorder 

PROCESS CONTROL 
weeks later, he all too often finds 
the new indicator covered with dust 
or even disconnected, with the oper- 
ator controlling by guess and by 
golly just as he always did. The 
reason-man is inherently opposed 
to change. 

Thus is created a need for record- 
ers, to show exactly how well an 
operator maintains required condi- 
tions over periods of hours, days or 
weeks. Modern units are available 
with either circular or strip charts, 
for producing permanent printed or 
inked records of up to 16 different 
variables per chart. When the 
operator of a machine is feeling un- 
cooperative, however, the odds are 
that even the recorder will be ig- 
nored. The next logical step tech- 
nologically, then, is to complete the 
path of action from the recorder to 
the controlled element in such a way 
that corrections are made automati- 
cally. 

Despite man's shortcomings, it 

takes a heap of thinking and de- 
signing to build a device that will 
replace him. Using the textile dry- 
ing application again, there are ad- 
mittedly a few men who can keep 
moisture content within half a per- 
cent of a predetermined value just 
by feeling the dried cloth occasion- 
ally with the fingers and varying 
the speed of the machine accord- 
ingly. These men seem able to an- 
ticipate changes and make correc- 
tions in advance so deviations do 

not occur. Automatic controllers 
must do this also, even though the 
process has long time lags between 
correction and result. 

Automatic Controllers 

Practically anything that can be 
measured today can be controlled. 
Some idea of the great variety of 
sensing elements now available com- 
mercially for measuring process 
variables is given by the first 
column in Table 1. Controllers and 

TRENDS 

Productivity per man -day is being increased significantly, in many industries using 
continuous or batch processing, by changeover to automatic control 

Elimination of the costly human element from quality control is lowering production 
costs as required by buyer attitudes in today's market 

Electronic measuring circuits are expanding the list of measurable variables clear 
across the board, to include even such elusive quality factors as chemical composition 

The ratio of electronic to other types of controllers is increasing in monthly reports 
of new installations 
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TABLE I-Equipment Available Commercially for Automatic Process Control 

DETECTION 
OF ERROR 

C - z 

PROCESS, MILL OR MACHINE BEING CONTROLLED 

SENSING ELEMENT D} AUTOMATIC CONTROLLER 

Representative Types of Sensing and Measuring Elements 

Thermometer - Bulb filled 
with mercury, connected to 
pneumatic controller with capil- 
lary tubing. Range-minus 40 

to 1,000 F. Other liquids and gas also used 

Thermocouple-Heat at junc- 
tion of two dissimilar metal 
wires produces voltage propor- 
tional to difference in tempera- 
ture between junction and free 
ends of the wires. Fast re- 

sponse when exposed to heat source, slower 
when enclosed in protecting well. Copper- 
Constantan used for -300 to 600 F; iron- 
Constantan up to 1,600 F; Chromel-Alumel 
up to 2,100 F; platinum -platinum rhodium 
for higher ranges 

Radiation pyrometer - Lens 
focuses heat rays on thermo- 
couples or thermopile. Range - 
75 to 3,200 F. Gives temperat 

tore inside furnace or of hot moving objects 

COIL Resistance thermometer - 
Depends on change in resist- 
ance of coil of pure nickel wire 
with temperature. Slower in re- 

sponse than bare thermocouple. Generally 
in protecting well. Range -20 to 300 F 

Photocell or phototube - Resistance 
varies with intensity of light given off by 
hot body. Range -850 to 3,000 F 

Electric hygrometer - Conductivity of 
moisture -sensitive compound on dual wire 
winding varies with moisture absorbed 

Bourdon -tube gage-Arc of 
thin -walled tubing straightens 
out when pressure is applied 
to open end, moving pointer 
through linkage. For 30 to 
10,000 psi 

Spring -opposed bellows gage 
-Pressure being measured acts 
on outside of bellows enclosed 
in shell, compressing it against 
spring action to move pen or 
pointer linkage. Range 15 psi 

down to vacuum 

Inverted bell gage-Inverted 
bell suspended in oil from bal- 
ance. Pressure to be measured 
is applied to inside of bell so 
increasing pressure raises bell. 
Other end of balance beam may 

have counterweight or another inverted bell 
for measuring difference in pressure be - 
to en Imo sources 

Differential pressure or head 
meter - Constricting orifice 
plate, venturi tube or flow noz- 
zle in flow line creates artificial 

pressure drop related to rate of flow, and 
measured with U-tube manometer. In elec- 
tric version, soft iron armature attached to 
float in manometer moves through two 
coils to unbalance a -c bridge circuit 

Area -type flow meter-Piston lifted by 
upstream pressure varies size of orifice in 
line to maintain constant differential pres- 
sure. Armature attached to piston actuates 
induction -bridge transmitter 

AIR Air purge liquid level meth- 
od-Air line is immersed in 
liquid below minimum level and -- regulated to give slow bubbling 

when vessel is filled. Pressure in air line, 
equal to back pressure exerted by head of 
liquid, is then measured 

Mercury manometer liquid level 
method-One end of mercury -filled U-tube 
goes below minimum level of open vessel, 
other is open to air. Level of float on mer- 
cury, proportional to head of liquid, is 
transmitted electrically or pneumatically to 
controller 

Electrodes - For control of 
liquid level at one specific 
point. Uses electrical conduc- 
tivity of solution. Two elec- 

trodes give stability in turbulent liquids 

pH-Glass electrodes immersed in process 
liquor form electrolytic cell with output 
voltage proportional to hydrogen -ion con- 
centration 

MATERIAL Moisture-With resistance -type tc<5. detector, fabric or other mate- 
rial passes between metal de- 
tector roll and grounded metal 

idler roll on machine. Resistance between 
two rolls, varying with moisture content, 
is connected into one leg of self -balancing 
Wheatstone bridge in controller. With 
capacitance -type detector, material moves 
between metal -plate electrodes, and change 
in dielectric constant of material with 
moisture is measured with special elec- 
tronic bridge circuit 

Chemical composition-Gas analyzer us- 
ing sensitized filament measures concentra- 
tion of any combustible gas within lower 
explosive limits. Gas analyzer using ther- 
mal conductivity measures concentration of 
inert gases when controlling purity or 
proportioning one gas to another 

Automatic Controllers 

Two-position-Places control 
element in either high or low 
position, which may be on and 
off. Electric version uses move- 

ment of galvanometer pointer to actuate 
output relay; galvanometer pointer is peri- 
odically clamped to determine its position 

Proportional - Produces defi- 
DROOP nite position of control element 

for variable being controlled. 
Throttling range adjustment de- 

termines amount of error that will move 
valve or other control element through en- 
tire operating range. Recognizes amount, 
direction and speed of change in variable 
and provides continuous corrective action 

Typical electric version has null -balance 
Wheatstone bridge circuit to provide in- 
termediate positioning of control motor. 
Controller has slidewire resistor over which 
contact moves in direct relation to pen. 
Electric motor on control valve drives 
similar contact over its own slidewire. Bal- 
ancing relay detects unbalance in bridge 
containing both slidewires and closes proper 
motor winding to maintain balance of 
bridge resistances or voltages 

Typical electronic version uses vibrating - 
reed converter to change sensing element 
output to a -c for amplification to drive two- 
phase balancing mbtor that rebalances 
slidewire bridge 

NO 
Proportional-reset-Same as 

DROOP Proportional except returns pen 
to control point after each cor- 
rection, so there is no droop 

or permanent drift in value being main- 
tained. Can handle all combinations of 
process characteristics, even the most un- 
favorable, except for a few special types 
requiring rate action 

Floating-Final control element is moved 
gradually at constant rate toward open or 
closed position in response to sensing ele- 
ment, and floats or remains stationary at 
position it has when variable gets, back 
into neutral zone around desired control 
point. Similar to two -position control ex- 
cept for slower movement of control ele- 
ment and intermediate positioning. Ideal 
for processes that respond very fast to cor- 
rections, such as speed control. Electric 
only 

Proportional -reset plus rate action- 
For any amount of process capacitance, 
transfer lag or dead time and process load 
changes. Used when it takes a process 
longer than two minutes or so to respond 
to a correction 
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CORRECTION 
OF ERROR 

CORRECTING 
DEVICE 

Correcting Devices 

Geared electric motors-For 
operating valves, dampers and 
other mechanical control ele- 
ments. Two -position operation is 
obtained directly from contacts. 
Positioning action is obtained 
with balancing potentiometers 

Solenoid electric power units 
-Used with two -position elec- 
tric controllers for operating 
sliding -stem control valves in 
smaller sizes. Has only two 
positions, full -open or full - 
closed 

Stalled -motor electric control valve- 
Used chiefly for low-pressure gas lines. 
Motor opens valve by driving gear train. 
At full -open position, mechanical stop stalls 
motor and gears. When power is cut off, 
spring action drives gear train and motor 
backward to close valve 

AIR Pneumatic diaphragm mo- 
tor-Air pressure from pneu- 
matic controller (2 to 15 psi) is 
applied to one side of dia- 
phragm and spring pushes 
other side, so diaphragm posi- 
tion varies with air pressure 
for driving valve or damper 

directly or through lever. Fast -acting for 
two -position control. For proportional con- 
trol, generally used with valve positioner 
to overcome friction and get closer control 

Valve positioner-Auxiliary air pilot sys- 
tem using separate 15 or 30 psi air supply 
applies full air pressure on diaphragm or 
exhausts air until stem of valve is at exact 
position called for by controller output air 
pressure 

Spningless pneumatic diaphragm mo- 
tor-Fixed air pressure used in place of 
spring on valve side of diaphragm. Position- 
ing is by differential air pressure on either 
side of diaphragm. Provides greater forces 
for sensitive positioning of heavy dampers, 
loin res and large control valves 

AIR Pneumatic power cylinder- 
Gives more power and longer 
stroke than diaphragm motor, 
as required for dampers and 

n special control elements. Air 
power is used in both direc- 
tions of travel. Intermediate 
positioning obtained with device 

similar to valve positioner. Available with 
strokes up to 32 inches and internal di- 
ameters up to 12 inches to give forces up 
to 11,000 lb 

process -correcting devices are also 
listed, to give a birds -eye view of 
the entire field of modern instru- 
mentation. 

The number of possible combina- 
tions of existing manufactured ele- 
ments for controllers is not quite 
infinite, but nearly so. At least one 
manufacturer can produce from 
standard design items over 2 mil- 
lion distinctly different models and 
ranges of controllers for industrial 
use. 

Practically all controllers have 
some form of pointer -type indicator 
for telling the operator what is go- 
ing on. Many have recorders, for 
checking on operators and control 
equipment, providing data for cost 
accounting, providing clues to pro- 
duction difficulties, and providing a 
means of reproducing quality from 
batch to batch. 

Automatic control does more than 
improve quality and lower costs- 
it increases the output of a given 
plant. For example, a petroleum 
plant built today may appear no 
larger than one erected fifteen years 
ago, yet have a capacity many times 
that of the older unit. This is 
achieved largely by stepping up the 
velocity of fluid throughout and re- 
ducing the amount of stored liquid 
capacity, all because every stage of 
the process is under rigid automatic 
control. 

By bringing down percentage of 
rejects, automatic controllers keep 
production costs at the absolute 
minimum. An excellent example of 
this is the plastics molding busi- 
ness. When molds are too cold the 
plastie does not flow to all extremi- 
ties and a reject drops out. When 
molds are too hot the required cool- 
ing time goes up and the press slows 
down. Automatic temperature con- 
trol of the dies on injection and 
compression -molding machines is 
thus becoming 'a must for those in 
the business. 

Types of Control Systems 

The four basic types of control 
systems are two -position, propor- 
tional, proportional -reset and float- 
ing. The first three are available 
in both electric and pneumatic 
forms, while the lesser -used floating 
system is available only for electric 
operation. Under comparable con- 
ditions, performance characteristics 

of a controller are the same regard- 
less of whether it operates from 
electric power or from a compressed 
air line. 

The choice between electric and 
pneumatic controllers is governed 
by the availability of an air supply, 
the existence of explosive or in- 
flammable conditions that preclude 
electric operation, and the nature of 
the final device to be controlled. 
Electric switches and relays are 
best controlled electrically, while 
valves are easier to control with air - 
actuated diaphragms. 

Personal preference of plant en- 
gineers in various fields also enters 
into the final choice. Chemical, pe- 
troleum and rubber industries favor 
pneumatic controllers since they are 
used to handling piping and gener- 
ally have air supplies available. 

The choice of the basic type of 
control depends upon the nature of 
the process and the required accu- 
racy of control. For some processes 
the simple and relatively inexpen- 
sive two -position controller will 
perform just as well as the more 
complex types. For other processes 
the controller must have capabili- 
ties approaching those of a mind 
reader. Here the past experience of 
instrument engineers with similar 
problems becomes highly essential 
to the planning of a successful in- 
stallation. 

The characteristics of each basic 
type of controller will now be taken 
up in turn, with advantages and 
drawbacks of each, as a starting 
point for planning an industrial 
process control system. 

Two -Position Controller 

The two -position controller moves 
the final control device back and 
forth between two fixed positions of 
travel in response to changes de- 
tected by the sensing element. 
These two positions may correspond 
to open and shut or on -off action or 
to partly open and partly shut set- 
tings of the valve, damper, or other 
controlling means. 

Two -position control is popular 
because of its simplicity, and is 
generally satisfactory for processes 
that respond quickly to the valve 
or other control device. It is not 
perfect when there are large or sud- 
den changes in the load being con- 
trolled, as it permits considerable 
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FOOD INDUSTRY Banana -ripening temperature is 
regulated by electronic controller on back wall, using vacuum - 
tube action to position steam valves accurately. This type of 
device indicates but does not record 

deviation before settling down to 
even cycling. It is ideally suited, 
however, for such applications as 
temperature control of a cooking 
kettle, where the only load is that of 
maintaining a heat balance against 
radiation losses. 

Proportional Controllers 

When the position of the valve or 
other final control element varies 
proportionally with the position of 
the indicating pointer or pen, we 
have a proportional controller. This 
is sometimes called a throttling con- 
troller, because the valve or damper 
is throttled continuously and 
smoothly over its range as re- 
quired to maintain the desired con- 
stant conditions. Corrective action 
for an error is provided almost im- 
mediately, with a rate and magni- 
tude directly proportioned to the 
error. A triode vacuum tube pro- 
viding linear amplification of the 
input signal is a perfect analogy for 
this proportioning action. 

Proportional control is ideally 
suited for pneumatic installations, 
because air -actuated motors are 
available in a wide variety of sizes 
and designs to move valves and 
dampers smoothly between their 
limits of travel and provide inter- 
mediate positioning of these con- 
trol elements. Electric applications 
of proportional controllers require 
more costly installations of revers - 

DRUG INDUSTRY Oven temperature of machine 
for applying and baking decoration onto collapsible metal 
tubes is controlled electronically by unit in center. Blank 
tubes enter on conveyor at lower left 

ing geared -down electric motors to 
provide this same gradual and 
closely controlled positioning of a 
valve. 

Proportional controllers have a 
throttling range adjustment which 
determines how much the control 
valve will move for a given change 
in the measured variable. For ex- 
ample, on a temperature controller 
for a highly critical whiskey distil- 
lation process a one -degree change 
in temperature could be so serious 
that full -open action of a valve 
would be called for. In monitoring 
a bath of molten glass at several 
thousand degrees F, however, this 
same one -degree drift would be 
negligible and the throttling range 
would therefore be set so it caused 
very little movement of the control 
valve. 

The taste of blended whiskey is 
actually being controlled by some 
manufacturers today through use 
of proportional controllers on the 
stills. This instrumentation permits 
duplicating a given taste from year 
to year without reliance on the 
tongues of tasters. 

In normal operation a propor- 
tional controller develops a certain 
amount of droop or permanent drift 
from the control point. As a result, 
the value that should presumably 
be held constant is slowly drifting 
around either above or below the de- 
sired condition. For some applica- 

tions this is permissible, but in 
others it must be eliminated by 
automatically resetting the control 
to the correct point after each cor- 
rection. 

Proportional -Reset Controllers 

The proportional controller may 
be equipped with an automatic reset 
feature that returns the indicator 
or pen to the control point after 
each and every load change. The 
resulting instrument is more com- 
plex since its throttling and reset 
actions occur simultaneously, but is 
used when precise control under the 
most adverse conditions is essen- 
tial. 

As the representative applica- 
tions in Tables II and III indicate, 
proportional -reset controllers are 
used more than any other type in 
continuous industrial process con- 
trol. This is natural, because most 
processes require the maintaining 
of a fixed temperature or other con- 
dition rather than a rough elimi- 
nation of wide fluctuations in con- 
ditions. 

Floating Controllers 

Floating control is like two -posi- 
tion control except that the final 
control device moves gradually 
rather than suddenly between its 
open and closed positions whenever 
the controlled variable gets outside 
the neutral zone. When the variable 
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TABLE II-Examples of Process -Control Applications in Four Major Heavy -Industry Markets 

Mar- 
ket 

Process Factor Controlled Type of Equipment Typical Installations 

Oxidation of sulphur to 
sulphur dioxide in 
burner for manufactur- 
big sulphuric acid 

Process reaction heat, 
by varying air input to 
burner 

Thermocouple in combustion chamber outlet; 
proportional reset controller with diaphragm 
motor for damper in air intake 

AIR SUPPLY 

.. 
PROPORTIONAL - 
RESET CONTROLLER 

Cooking of synthetic T e m p e r a t u r e and Thermocouple in bottom of kettle; proportional- W 

resins for varnishes pressure of batch in 
kettle 

reset controller; diaphragm -operated valves in 
cooling water line and air lines to gas burners; 
burner flame -failure detector 

WASTE HEAT 
BOILER '' 

BURNER ,FURNACE 

of P 
WITH VA 
POSITI 

8 

n 

Sewage sludge digester Temperature of heat- 
ing water, by varying 

Thermocouple; proportional controller; dia- 
phragm-operated valve 

i 

Íi 
sw 

) 
_ 

F 

a ratio of warm to coolTO 
water _ I CONVER = jER I, 

X 
Purification of water pH pH electrodes in raw water; pli amplifier with 

reset action; proportional controller; electronic TWO -POSITION CONTROLLER 
w 

Ú 

motor control; feed motor for dry corrective 
chemical 

AIR 
1 

AIR 
4 -` ^1 'MOTOR AND 

Fractional precipita- 
lion of blood 

Temperature of pro- 
ceasing room 

Resistance thermometer; proportional -reset con- 
troller; diaphragm -operated mixing valve in re- 

+ 

1 

+ Tall 
I A.REDUCER SPEED 

plasma 
frigerant supply line IÌI 

CABLE,HOPPER 
Electroplating Temperature of heat- 

ing water flowin 
through jacket around 

Mercury -filled stainless steel thermal system; 
proportional pneumatic controller; diaphragm- 
operated valves in steam and cold water lines CLEANING RAKE 

p 
plating tank I 331°/Ig,i 11 

Operation of sludge 
screen cleaning rakes 

Differential in liquid 
level on upstream and 

Air purge type differential liquid level detector; 
two -position controller; rake motor 

%%/ !/ui 
in sewerage treatment 
plant 

downstream size of 
clogged stream 

Fractional distillation 
of crude petroleum in 
refineries 

Rate of feed of crude 
oil into refractionating 
column 

Orifice -type flowmeter; proportional controller; 
diaphragmoperated valve in feed line TEMPERATURE-_-,-_ 

CONTROLLERS 
PRESSURE 

r - 
CONDENSER 

Composition of over- 
head product with -direct 

Thermocouple in top of column (temperature is 
measure of composition); proportional- 

RECORDER 

REACTION 
CHAMBER ,;, TO PUMP 

drawn, by varying reset controller; diaphragm -operated valve in 
GAS OIL rate product line 

VALVE ! -FRACTIONATOR 

Level bottom Liquid level detector in bottom liquid; 
FLASH 
CHAMBER of pro- 

duct in kettle section 
pro- 

portional controller; diaphragm -operated valve ~ 
GsATS4c7, 

COOLER 

of column in pumping -out line VALVE , FLOW 
' 

Gas pressure in reflux Pressure -sensitive element near top of column; 
diaphragm -oper- 

CRACKING PLANT .--, CONTROLLER 

X condenser proportional -reset controller; 
ated vent valve 

o-7 

0 
Partial vaporization of 
fluid by 

Outlet temperature of 
fluid, by 

Thermometer bulb at still outlet; proportional- 
reset diaphragm -operated valve in 

GAMMA RAY COUNTER 
CONTROLLER , 

14 
adding heat in Processed 

fuel burner 
controller; gas 
fuel line F tube still varying to or oil 

n Use of catalysts for Temperature of ceta- Thermocouple in salt inlet line to catalyst cases; Ili - 
conversion of heavy 
petroleum fractions 
into gasoline 

lysta, by control of cir- 
culating molten salt 

proportional -reset suppressed -range controller; 
diaphragm -operated valve in salt by-pass line 

GAMMA 

= AIR 

INLET 

Manufacture of avia- 
tion $ a so line and 
butadiene 

Product composition, 
by controlling intensity 
of infrared radiation at 
a fixed wavelength 

Infrared spectrophotometer with output product 
flowing through absorption cell; controller; dia- 
phragmoperated valves at appropriate corrective 
locations 

RAYS - -, 

: 

FLOAT 
'GUIDES 

mot,, ̀  
CONTROL 

VALVE 

Storage of explosive or 
liquids in 

Liquid level, by moni- 
taring tong gamma radia- 
tion from 

Geiger --Muller tube; gamma ray counter; con- 
troller; diaphragm -operated valve in tank inlet 
line 

- _ 
- - - __ _ 

FLOAT WITH 
GAMMA RAY 

" SOURCE 
tanks radium -bear- 

ing float inside 

Rub- 
ber 

Conversion of prepared 
latex to crumb form of 
synthetic rubber 

pH value, by control- 
g addition of acid to 

coagulation tank 

pH electrodes; proportional controller; dia - 
phragm-actuated valve in acid feed line TWO -POSITION 

CONTROLLER 
'PROPORTIONAL 

ONTROLLER 

Hot -dip tinning of 
sheet steel 

Quality of tin plate, by 
maintaining constant 
temperature of molten 

Thermocouple in tin bath; proportional con- 
troller; electric motorized throttling valve in fuel 
line to burner. Thermocouple in oil; two - 

BALANCING 
RELAY 

tin and palm oil in gas- 
fired pots through 
which steel sheets are 

position controller; electric motor driving pump TO,OIL- 
that circulates oil from pot through water-cooled pump 1 

heat exchanger 

TO BRAN 
MILL 
t TIN- 

ELECTRIC 
MOVATORIZED IZED 

I 

11.111 

- = I 

PLATEL 

Gas carburizing of steel 
in electrically heated 

Temperature of each 
heating zone 

Thermocouple; two -position controller; relay and 
contactor for eadh zone PALM M 

! . --e 
i í f 

UNCOATED 
SHEET sm, 

., ,. 

FUEL furnaces 
3 C _ /i3;45 -C7 

Open-hearth furnace 
for melting metal 

Roof temperature and 
rate of fuel flow 

Radiant heat -sensing element in furnace roof and 
flowmeter in fuel line; two interlocked pro- 
portional controllers, arranged so roof -tempera- 

-= 
MOLTEN 

COOL 
Iture 

-' _ 
MOLTEN 

TI 
N 

TIN : / i 
controller takes over control of fuel valve WATER 

t 
OIL RETURN 

safe 
only when roof temperature approaches preset 

maximum; electric -pneumatic relay feeding 
diaphragm fuel 

__ TO POT 
`, 7 OIL PUMP BURNER 

W 
-operated valve 

HEAT EXCHANGER 

Blast furnace for pro- 
during pig iron 

Temperature of hot 
blast, by varying ratio 

Thermocouple in hot blast line near bustle pipe; 
controller; air -actuated power cylinder linked 

of hot and cold air with mixing valve in cold blast line 

Gas -fired soaking Temperature of soak- Thermocouple in pit; proportional -reset con - pits 
for bringing ingots to 
correct temperature for 

ing pit, by varying air- 
fuel ratio and input to 

troller; electric drive unit for gas valve in fuel line 
TIN STRIP - - OIL 

FOG 
R -W 

rolling mills furnace 
, 

TO REEL 

Temperature fur- For thermocouple in furnace; - Heat treating of steel 
products in continuous 
gas -fired furnace 

of 
nace, by varying air- 
fuel ratio to burners 

pre -heat zone: pro 
portaonal controller; diaphragm -operated mixer 
valve in air line. For final zone, same except 
proportional -reset controller 

TACHOMETER' 

f 1'' 
OIL__ VALVE 

_. DRIVE 

Lubrication of electro- 
lytic tin strip with oil 
fog 

Amount of oil on strip, 
by varyingó volume 

pew mill 

i Tachometer coupled to mill; pro-portional con- 
troller; electric drive unit for oil valve PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER 
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TABLE III-Examples of Process -Control Applications in Five Major Light -Industry Markets 

Mar- 
ket 

Process Factor Controlled Type of Equipment Typical Installations 

Drying f paper with 
tW cylinders 

Moisture in sheet, by 
controlling steam flow 
to dryer 

Resistance -type moisture detector roll; pro- 
portional-reset controller; diaphragm -operated 
steam valve esoeoRnDNaL- 

poor) LEVEL RECORDERS 
ROLLER 

Preparation GONE 
of bleach 

liquor for pulp making 
pH of liquor, by ad- 
Dusting input of liquid 
chlorine 

pH electrode assembly in bleach storage tank; 
amplifier; proportional -reset controller; dia- 
phragm-operated valve in chlorine input line 

oO -" : , 

Reclamation of turpen- 
tine from digester relief 

of alkaline pulp 
mill 

Flow of cooling water 
to condensers 

Temperature -sensitive bulb in condenser water 
output line; proportional controller; diaphragm- 
operated valve in cooling water input line 

AIR - -- 
WATER 

- AIR--- 
CHLORINE-" 

' 
" 

. u 

- A R 

ÉLEC- T . . , 

of heating steam 
to turpentine still 

Temperature -sensitive bulb in turpentine vapor 
output line of still; proportional -reset controller; 
diapll[agm-Operated 

L M ;__ 
I 

WATER I 

- -- 

TOFlow 

BLEACH 

steam valve I - - TANKAGE 

Digesting of pulp Amounts of black and 
white liquor used to 

Two of each, for white and black liquor measuring 
tanks respectively: air purge type liquid level Gly ? -? 

gg 
W 

charge digester, by 
controlling liquid levels 
in measuring tanks 

detector; two -position controller; electric motor 
driving pump 

SLAKING M LK OF 
TANK D LUTION 

LIME BLEACH 
TANK MAKING 

LIQUOR 
TANK 

Oa, 
Applying uniform coat- Level of coating mix- Two stainless steel electrodes spaced about ing to paper ture in supply pan 1/2 inch vertically in mixture; conductivity- 

detecting relay; electrical -pneumatic rela ; dia- y 
phragm-operated valve in mixture supply Iine 

CONDUCTIVITY 
DETECTING --- 
RELAY 

AIR 

ELECTRIC- . 
Viscosity of coating 
mixture, by holding 

Mercury -filled thermometer bulb in mixture; pro- 
controller; diaphragm -operated TO IIO VOLT 

PNEUMATIC-- 
RELAY 

temperature constant 
portional valve 
in steam valve to heating coils of coating pan LINE 

DIAPHRAGM 

Recovery of chemicals 
by disc evaporator in 

Liquid level in evapo- 
rator 

Thermometer bulb at desired liquid level so bulb 
is uncovered and senses decrease in temperature STAINLESS 

MOTOR VALVE--- 

STEEL 

;it 

sulfate mill when level of hot black liquor drops; proportional 
controller; diaphragm -operated valve in black 

input line 

ELECTRODES, 

*I t 
1 

I 

leg 
COATINGliquor 

MIXTURE 
SUPPLY 

Recovery of lime in Baume of lime mud Baume 
U 

soda or sulfate water leaving storage tanks, 
by diluting lime mud 
at rotary titter 

measuring element at storage tank output; 
proportional controller; dilutibn valve in lime 
mud line of rotary filter PAN-- 

COATING 
ROLL 

Batch cooking of jams 
jellies 

Temperature of batch, Thermocouple immersed in batch; two -position STEAM PRESSURE and by varying steam input controller; solenoid valve in steam line PROPORTIONAL 
RESET CONTROLLER 

Flashpasteurizingof 
fruit juices 

SterilizingtemperatureCONTROLLER- 
juice, by 

Thermocouple in juice output line; proportional- 'í ' 
1AIR 

J of varying 
steam input 

reset controller; diaphragm -operated valve in 
steam input line; steam pressure controller TEMPERATURE 

AIR 
STEAM 

A o 
0 

Retort cooking of small 
cans of foods 

Cooking time and tam- 
perature, by varying 
steam input and blow- inedrain retort at end of 

Thermometer bulb in retort; r0 rtional con- proportional 
troller with built-in timer; air -actuated throttling 
valve in steam input line; diaphragm -operated 

-off in line 

CONTROL 
VALVE `., 

= 
SANITARY 
THERMO-e 

PRESSURE 
CONTROL VALVE 

_ 
STEAM LT4COUPLE on valve ,9,, f 

Baking of soda crack- 
ers and cookies on 
traveling mesh in tun- 

oven 

Baking temperature in 
oven, by regulating gas 
flow to burners 

Thermometer bulb in oven; proportional con- 
troller; diaphragm -operated gas valve -= 

HEATED 
JUICE 

e - w 'I- 
]_ 

JUICE STERILIZER 

i 
OUT 

' Blanching of fruit and 
vegetables for deacti- 

Temperature of water 
in rotary blancher, by 

Thermometer bulb in hot water; on -off controller; 
solenoid valve in steam line 

JUICE 
IN 11 ÿ I ' 

vation of enzymes regulating steam input . 
Application of size 
solution to yarn before 
weaving 

Level of solution, to 
give uniform yarn im- 
mersing time 

Two level -sensing electrodes; electric relay; 
electric -pneumatic relay; diaphragm -operated 
valve in size solution inlet line 

Continuous bleaching 
of cloth 

Temperature of cloth 
as it enters storage 

Thermocouple pressing against moving cloth; 
proportional reset controller; diaphragm-oper- 

WARP 
- CABLE 

DRAW ROLLS 
MOISTURE 

chamber ated steam valve in input line to J -box / _/ LARGE \ , 

SPLIT 
DETECTOR 

ROLL W 
zi 
F 

Dyeing of piece goods Temperature of dye 
liquor and time 

Thermometer bulb in dyeing machine; pro- 
portional controller;time-pattern transmitter J 

- CYLIN. 

+. 

RODS 
I SIZED 

WARP 

M W W 

schedule, by con- 
trolling steam input 

using scissor -cut aluminum cam; diaphragm- 
operated valve in steam input line 1 / yen¡¡ 

7 _! & tad41 ; 

F 
Warp sizing operation Percent regain of mois- Resistance -type moisture detector roll bearing I`v 'ird X00 

_ liirj 

on cotton slasher lure in sized warp, by against yarn at delivery end; proportional con- óM 
adj usting speed of 
slasher 

troller; speed -changing mechanism PROPORTIONAL 
CONTROLLER CABLE 

VARIABLE 

come BEAM 

-SPEED 

Neutralizing of wool pH of neutralizing 
solution, to hold it 
neutral by adding di - 
lude alkali 

pH electrodes; controller; air -actuated valve in 
alkali line 

(ELECTRONIC)riaa DRIVE UNIT 

Firing of vitrified clay 
pipe in kiln 

Kiln temperature, by 
adjusting oil flow to 
burner 

Thermocouple in kiln; proportional controller; 
air -actuated valve in oil line to burner 

Melting of glass for 
automatic 

Temperature of molten 
in feeder 

Thermocouple immersed in molten glass; pro- 
PNEUMATIC -MANUAL 

DIAPHRAGM 
CONTROL SWITCH 

PROPORTIONAL 
CONTROLLER 

() 
glass -blow- 

mg machines 
glass portional controller; diaphragm -operated valve in 

air or gas line to burner 
MOTORS FOR-. 
DAMPERS `, IBC' F r 

6 

Ú 

Melting ting of refractory 
materials and fluxes in 
smelter to produce 
enamel frit 

Melt temperature, by 
varying combustion air 
to burners 

Radiation pyrometer aimed at bath; proportional 
controller; diaphragm -operated valve in com- 
bastion air line to burner 

EXHAUST \`, 

:I 

INLET 
aiR 

or 

AR 
+ 

III 

High -temperature 24- 
hour curing of concrete 
blocks 

Kiln temperature 
during steaming period 
by varying steam input 
and during hot-air dry- 

Thermometer bulb; proportioning controller; 
diaphragm -operated steam valve; two diaphragmBULB - 
operated dampers 

THERMOMETER, 
- 

CONCRETE BLOCK .I. RIN KILN ai. n - ing by adjusting IM ffMi - 

dampers ST AM 
DIAPHRAGM -OPERATED 

Plas- 
tics 

Injection molding of 
polystyrene 

Temperature of die, by Thermocouple inserted in drilled hole in dieI 
varying water feed to on -off controllers; solenoid valve in water feed 
die block line to die block 

VALVE 
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enters the neutral zone again, the 
valve stays put or floats at whatever 
position it happens to have then. 

Floating control is relatively 
Iittle used except for fast -acting 
processes such as those involving 
speed control, because it is appli- 
cable only to processes having lim- 
ited time lags and is available only 
as an electric controller. Any ap- 
preciable time lag in the process 
causes excessive overshooting and 
wide cycling. 

Other Types of Control Action 

A number of special modes of 
control are also available, for less 
common applications that generally 
call for consulting services of ex- 
perienced instrument application 
engineers. As an example, ratio ac- 
tion might be added to a propor- 
tional or proportional -reset control- 
ler when a process takes several 
minutes to respond to a corrective 
action. Ratio action provides a cor- 
rection based on how fast the proc- 
ess is drifting away from the con- 
trol point, on the theory that a fast 
drift calls for a bigger correction. 

Final Process -Correcting Device 

The valve, damper, motor or 
other device that makes the re- 
quired correction on a process or 
machine is just as important to the 
success of an automatic control sys- 
tem as the sensing element and the 
controller. 

Valves of all types are generally 

operated by pneumatic rather than 
electric power units. Diaphragm 
motors and variations thereof are 
the most common type of pneumatic 
power unit for valves. A dia- 
phragm motor has a flexible dia- 
phragm with a pressure -type cham- 
ber on one side to which the air 
output line of the pneumatic con- 
troller is connected. On the other 
side of the diaphragm is a com- 
pression spring and a rigidly fas- 
tened rod that is directly attached 
to the valve stem or lever. Air 
pressure applied to the top of the 
diaphragm moves it down, com- 
pressing the spring further until a 
balance is reached between air 
pressure and spring pressure. Each 
change in air pressure results in 
a new position of the diaphragm, 
hence the diaphragm motor is a 
sensitive means for intermediate 
positioning of the final control ele- 
ment. 

Diaphragm motors are also used 
for two -position control. Here the 
control air pressure from the con- 
troller is either maximum or mini- 
mum, to position the valve in either 
of its two extremes of travel. 

Electric process -correcting de- 
vices employ either electric motors 
or solenoids as power units. The 
motors are geared down, and gener- 
ally use either a lever arm or cam 
for converting the final rotary mo- 
tion to the required linear motion 
for operation of valves, dampers 
and the like. In a few instances, 

METALS INDUSTRY Newest application of electronic control in this major 
market for instrumentation maintains surface temperature of gears accurately to 
within 5 degrees F of required red -heat temperature, for selective surface hardening 
in Cincinnati Flamatic hardening machine. Sensitive radiation thermopile in overhead 
housing is focused onto work 

CYBERNETICS vs CONTROL 

"The first industrial revolution de- 

valued human labor. No pick -and - 
shovel ditchdigger can sell his services 

at any price in competition with a 

steamshovel. The second industrial 
revolution of electronic robots is here. 

The completely automatic factory 
without a human operator is on its 
way. 

"We already have something very 

close to it in the electric power plants 
and the chemical industries, where 
gauges not only report the condition of 
the process but take executive action 
to keep it going right and check up to 
see that their orders have been carried 
out. Such machines will make it very 
difficult for the human being to sell a 

service that consists of making rou- 
tine, stereotyped decisions. The elec- 
tronic brain will make these logical 
decisions more cheaply, more reliably, 
and, of course, more quickly." 

Dr. Norbert Weiner, 
N. Y. Times, Apr. 10, 1949 

direct drives are used for rotary 
valves. The motors are invariably 
reversible, and have built-in limit 
switches. 

Looking Ahead 

The trend in instrumentation and 
control today is definitely toward 
electronics. Already machines and 
processes are being controlled with 
gamma -ray and x-ray equipment 
that is monitoring specific gravity, 
density, thickness and other factors 
related to selective absorption of 
radiation. Already Geiger -Muller 
tubes and their associated electronic 
counters are permitting precise con- 
trol of inaccessible processes 
through thick steel walls, monitor- 
ing chemical composition to new 
degrees of accuracy through their 
response to radioactive isotopes, 
and doing a host of other still - 
secret control jobs in connection 
with the processing of U-235. In 
addition, electronics has made pos- 
sible the use of dropping -mercury 
electrodes, hygrometers, and infra- 
red and ultraviolet spectrometers 
as sensing elements for process con- 
trol. 

But the trend is not a landslide. 
There are still, and will be for 
countless years, simple control jobs 
that can be done more cheaply and 
just as well with simpler instru- 
mentation.-J.M. 
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Crystal-Tetrode Mixer 

By ROWLAND W. HAEGELE 
Physics Laboratries 

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. 
Bayside, New York 

CRYSTAL DEVICES have been used 
for many years as demodula- 

tors and mixers. Of more recent 
interest' is the crystal -triode ampli- 
fier or transistor employing two 
closely -spaced whiskers and a ger- 
manium crystal. This device can 
also be used as a mixer and will 
show a conversion gain in a manner 
analogous to that of the thermionic 
triode. 

A crystal mixer using three whis- 
kers offers certain advantages over 
the crystal diode or triode mixer, 
though the use of such a tetrode is 
by no means limited to mixers. The 
crystal-tetrode mixer provides the 
advantages of good conversion gain 
with accompanying high conversion 
transconductance, low interaction 
between input circuits and useful- 
ness at input frequencies which are 
much higher than can be amplified 
in the germanium triode. 

The construction of a crystal tet- 
rode suitable for use as a mixer 

is shown in Fig. 1. This construc- 
tion is particularly adaptable to 
experimental use since either the 
whiskers or the crystal semicon- 
ductor can readily be changed, 
though a simpler construction 
might be more suitable for produc- 
tion. The three whiskers are ar- 
ranged in a triangle spaced about 
0.002 inch. In most of the tetrodes 
thus far made in the laboratory, 
germanium crystals of the type 
commonly used in 1N34 diodes were 
used. These are given the same 
processing as crystals used in tri- 
odes. 

Performance 

The input voltages are applied to 
the emitter electrodes 1 and 2 in 
the manner indicated in Fig. 2. 
Usually, emitter I. connected to the 
local oscillator requires no bias 
since, bÿ adjusting the local oscil- 
lator voltage to the proper level, a 
self -biasing action can be obtained. 
A resonant circuit tuned to the 
intermediate frequency, or a fre- 
quency equal to f, -f,, is used for 
a load in the collector circuit. 

One of the usual ways for de- 
scribing the effectiveness of a mixer 
is by the conversion transconduct- 
ance. The range of conversion 

transconductance obtainable from 
vacuum -tube mixers is from 200 to 
600 µmhos. As as example for com- 
parison with the crystal mixer, a 
6SA7 pentagrid converter has a g, 
of 425 mhos at a plate voltage of 
100 volts and a cathode current of 
12.3 ma. Typical operating values 
of the crystal mixer include a col- 
lector voltage of 30 volts, a col- 
lector current of 2 ma and a value 
of g, of 300 µmhos. Values as high 
as 1,100 µmhos and conversion 
power gain of +1 db have been 
observed. 

Typical of the manner in which 
g, varies with collector current in 
the crystal mixer is the curve shown 
in Fig. 3. For voltages and cur- 
rents below those required for 
vacuum -tube mixers, the crystal- 
tetrode mixer gives a conversion 
transconductance quite comparable 
to that from common tube types. 

An important feature of the 
crystal tetrode is the degree of iso- 
lation that can be achieved between 
the emitter circuits. From inspec- 
tion of Fig. 4 it is evident that ex- 
cellent signal isolation can be ob- 
tained so that the signal impressed 
on each emitter does not tend to be 
transmitted to the other to a great 
extent nor does the heterodyne fre- 
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in the germanium triode 

quency appear in large measure in 
either emitter circuit. 

Further evidence that there is 
good isolation between emitters 
can be found in the static interac- 
tion transconductance curve in Fig. 
5, which shows the dependence of 
current in one emitter on the volt- 
age applied to the other. A typical 
operating point indicated on the 
curve has an interaction transcon- 
ductance of 570 µmhos. When com- 
pared to the usual input conduct- 
ance of either emitter, which is of 
the order of 10' µmhos, it is evident 
that signal interaction will be small. 

Another important feature of the 
crystal-tetrode mixer is the fre- 
quency range over which it may be 
used. The crystal triode as an am- 
plifier is ordinarily limited to fre- 
quencies less than about 5 mc, usu- 
ally because of transit -time losses. 
The same is true for the tetrode 
when either emitter is used with the 
collector to form an amplifier cir- 
cuit. However, if the i -f frequency 
used in the mixer is kept within 
the useful range of the device as an 
amplifier, the two input frequencies 
can be extended far beyond the 5 -mc 
limit with no loss in conversion 
efficiency. Crystal tetrodes have 
been operated at an i -f of 500 kc and 

input signals beyond 100 me with 
conversion transconductance actu- 
ally higher than that obtained at 
much lower frequencies. As an 
example, a typical mixer with an i -f 
of 600 kc showed a conversion volt- 
age gain of 2.5 and a corresponding 
conversion transconductance of 430 
µmhos at a frequency of. 150 mc. 
Figure 6 shows more completely the 
frequency characteristic of the 
crystal-tetrode mixer. 

Experiments indicate that the 
noise in the collector circuit is at 
least no greater than in the crystal 
triode. By way of example, the 
signal and noise outputs in some 
units were about equal with the 
input signal reduced to 2 microvolts. 

Conclusion 

It should be mentioned that the 
crystal triode gives good results as 
a mixer at some frequencies with 
somewhat higher values of g, than 
have been obtained with the tetrode. 
However, due to the complete lack 
of isolation between the signal and 
local -oscillator circuits, and the 
difficulty of matching two signals 
into the same low impedance, the 
crystal tetrode offers considerable 
advantage over the triode as a 
mixer. 

A device as new as the crystal- 
tetrode mixer cannot be fully evalu- 
ated in one short paper. Such 
important details as an equivalent - 
circuit analysis, a more thorough 
study of its frequency character- 
istic and a measure of its noise 
figure are necessary before the 
complete picture of its useful- 
ness can be known. However, the 
fact that it has a conversion trans - 
conductance equal to that of ordi- 
nary tube mixers but requires less 
power, is physically very small, and 
operated with input signals at 
least up to 200 mc, should make 
further investigation very much 
worth while. 

The excellent isolation of the in- 
put circuits is an important ad- 
vantage over diode or triode mixers. 
The maximum intermediate fre- 
quency at which it may be used 
seems to be about the same as the 
maximum frequency for crystal -tri- 
ode amplifier operation, which is 
to say that the input frequencies 
may be much higher. 

The writer wishes to acknowledge 
the experimental help given by 
E. W. Burke and Frieda A. Stahl. 
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Technique for 
Data taken in the New York area indicate that field strengths measured on radials at 

10 -feet antenna height are not truly representative of actual service rendered. Traverse 

measurements are suggested and measured height factors reported 

WHEN a field -strength survey 
of a television station is 

made, two purposes are usually in 
mind. The first is to satisfy the 
FCC that the station performs in 
accordance with the specifications 
of the construction permit, the 
second to assure the management 
of the station that a satisfactory 
signal is available to the majority 
of the population lying within the 
service area. 

These two purposes are not 
necessarily served by the same set 
of measurements. In fact, the pur- 
pose of this article is to point out 
that measurements made along 
radials in accordance with FCC 
standard proof -of -performance pro- 

cedure may give too optimistic a 
picture of coverage. 

Standard survey procedure has 
recently been described in detail'. 
Briefly, the procedure is as follows : 

At least eight radials are drawn 
from the station, either at 45 -de- 
gree intervals, or following roads at 
approximately 45 -degree intervals. 
Profile graphs are drawn along 
these radials and the average ele- 
vation over the 8 -mile distance from 
2 to 10 miles is calculated. The 
height of the transmitting antenna 
above this elevation is taken as a 
reference and the expected field 
strength, for the given value of 
radiated power, is computed by ref- 
erence to FCC coverage charts. 
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t 

80pí 

FIG. I Four radials and two traverses employed in making the measurements 
for the survey 

Contours are drawn through the 
500 -microvolt points on the radials. 
It is presumed that the 500 -micro- 
volt signal is available throughout 
the area enclosed by this contour. 

After the station is in operation, 
measurements of actual field 
strength must be made, and the 
values shown to agree within 
reasonable limits, with the pre- 
dicted values. The FCC recom- 
mends that mobile measuring 
equipment be used, with an omni- 
directional receiving antenna about 
10 feet above the ground. The field 
values so measured must be cor- 
rected to represent the actual field 
strength 30 feet above the ground, 
the latter value being the nominal 
height of antennas installed in 
homes. Simple theory, acceptable 
to the Commission for this pur- 
pose, states that the field strength 
should increase linearly with 
height. Thus, if field -strength 
measurements are made at 10 feet 
the stated values for 30 feet would 
be three times as great. 

When the terrain between the 
station and the point of reception 
is flat and free from obstructions 
the measured and predicted values 
are usually found to be in reason- 
able agreement. But when rough 
terrain or massive obstructions are 
encountered, two discrepancies ap- 
pear. First, the field increases at a 
rate less than proportional to the 
antenna height. Second, the values 

FIG. 2-Height factors on channels 7 and 
11, along Jamaica and Huntington radials 
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TV Field Surveys 
By JOHN F. DREYER, Jr. 

Crosby Laboratories 
Mineola, N. Y. 

of field strength measured along 
the radials are generally higher 
than those measured at locations 
between the radials. The latter ef- 
fect probably is accounted for by 
the fact that roads along radials 
generally follow the gaps and val- 
leys in the terrain, hence the ob- 
structions between the station and 
the points of measurement on rad- 
ials are generally smaller than 
those at other points. 

Figure 1 is a map of a portion 
of the New York metropolitan area. 
Five television stations in Manhat- 
tan lie within the center circle. 
Station WATV, on channel 13, is 
located just off the map, 16 miles 
west of the center point. Four 
radials are shown and are referred 
to as the Jamaica radial, the Hunt- 
ington radial, the Mamaroneck 
radial and the Alpine radial. 

At the FCC hearing held in 
Washington Dec. 1, 1948, the 
writer submitted an analysis of 66 
measurements made on the two 
Long Island radials. These meas- 
urements were made on channels 7 
and 11 by the cluster method'. At 
each point, the signals at 10 ft and 
30 ft were observed. The ratio of 
the signal strengths at these 
heights are plotted in Fig. 2. The 
ratios cover a wide range. At one 
point, the signal at 30 ft was 0.7 
of that at 10 ft while at the other 
extreme, the 30 -ft signal exceeded 
the 10 -ft value by 12 to 1. When 
analyzed on probability paper, the 
distribution seems to be random, 
with a median value of 2.2. 

Very Flat Country 

In an attempt to arrive at a 
more comprehensive understanding 
of the height factor several other 
areas were investigated by a simi- 
lar method, namely readings of 
signals recorded on tape in a mov- 
ing vehicle. In a given area, a re - 

Survey car, showing antennas at 10 and 30 feet 

cording was made while the vehicle 
moved slowly around a closed course 
with the antenna at 10 ft. This 
procedure was then immediately 
repeated with the antenna at 30 ft. 

A section of the Meadowbrook 
Causeway, about 2,500 feet long, 
was selected. Referring to Fig. 1, 
this location is near the end of the 
Jamaica radial in the center of a 
coastal marsh with no hills, houses 
or overhead wires, located 22i miles 
from a transmitter operating on 
channel 11. The car was operated 
at approximately 2 miles per hour, 
or 3 feet per second. The time con- 
stant of the recording system was 
3.5 seconds. 

Checks were made at the be- 
ginning and end of each run to de- 
termine if the station output had 
changed appreciably. Most meas- 
urements were made on the sound 
signal of the station in question, 

f 

since the picture signal is appar- 
ently subject to variation when 
cameras are switched. Otherwise, 
the behavior of the sound and pic- 
ture signals is very similar. 

The recording tape was divided 
into 20 sections and the average 
value of each section plotted, as 
shown in Fig. 3. Twenty-one sig- 
nal ratios were calculated. It was 
found that 50 percent of these 
ratios exceeded 2.94 (the median 
value). This is in very close agree- 
ment with the theoretical value of 
3.0. With the car stationary, at the 
center of the run, measurements 
were made of the signal at 15, 20, 
25 and 30 ft, on channels 4 and 11. 
(The results are plotted in Fig. 
6A.) It is interesting to note how 
precisely linear is the height factor 
for this flat type of terrain. An- 
other height vs signal measure- 
ment was made in very similar ter - 
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median value of the 30 10 ratio is only 1.05 in this case. reflecting the fact that 
the observation point (Thomaston) is well shadowed 

rain at Heckscher Park, 30 miles 
further east. The distance of over 
50 miles puts the Manhattan sta- 
tions well below the horizon. These 
measurements (Fig. 6B) would in- 
dicate that the height factor is de- 
termined principally by the terrain 
in the vicinity of the receiver. 

The same procedure was followed 
at Thomaston, 14 miles out on the 
Huntington radial. As may be seen 
from the contour, Fig. 4, this re- 
gion is at the bottom of a fairly 
deep valley. It is, however, not an 
"impossible" region, since many 
television installations could be seen 
on nearby buildings. 

A run of 500 ft was obtainable 
-free of overhead wires. To obtain 
:a better average, a complete closed 

circuit was made twice, giving a 
total travel of 2,000 ft. The tape 
was divided into 20 sections and the 
values plotted. The signals in this 
case at 30 ft were hardly different 
from those at 10 ft, the median 
value of the ratio being 1.05. 

Observation of the signals on the 
video channel was made on a re- 
ceiver and no special multipath 
conditions were noted. The signal 
quality was good except for noise 
and ignition interference. The di- 
rection of arrival was noted to be 
very closely the azimuth of the 
transmitter. The signal path ap- 
parently was one of refraction over 
the top of the hill. 

Measurements were also made in 
a cluster with the car stationary 

and antenna heights of 10, 15, 20, 
25 and 30 ft on channels 4 and 11. 

(One typical location is illustrated 
in Fig. 6C.) 

Another location, 18 miles out in 
a residential part of Manhasset was 
checked. This point lies on rela- 
tively high ground but the terrain 
is covered with trees (no foliage 
at the time) and detached frame 
dwelling of approximately 30 ft 
height. 

No recorder run was possible be- 
cause of overhead branches and 
wires but the cluster measurements 
indicated conditions not very dif- 
ferent from those in the valley. (A 
typical position is illustrated in 
Fig. 6D) . 

Residential Flat Country 

On the Jamaica radial at 22 
miles, a residential development in 
Baldwin was investigated. This 
seemed representative of suburban 
communities. The streets are wind- 
ing, lined on both sides with two- 
story frame dwellings, with trees 
of about 25 -ft height (no foliage 
when the measurements were 
made.) A recorder run around a 
closed circuit of 3,000 ft without 
overhead obstructions was feasible. 
When the recordings were analyzed, 
the median value of the ratio was 
2.4, as shown in Fig. 5. 

A recorder run of about 100 ft 
length was made in the vicinity of 
Oceanside. This is only about 1t 
miles from the Baldwin location and 
the neighborhood is very much the 
same. The 30 to 10 ft ratio was 
2.25. 

Figures 6E and 6F illustrate the 
signal -versus -height factor at the 
Oceanside location on New York 
stations (peak video signals were 
used in this case). 

Radial vs. Peripheral Measurements 

During the course of several sur- 
veys in the New York area during 

FIG. 5-At Baldwin. on the Jamaica 
radial, the median signal ratio was 2.4 

(see position on profile in Fig. 3B) 
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the past year, it has been observed 
that, in built-up regions, the signal 
on radial avenues is much greater 
than on cross streets. It seemed 
likely that this condition might also 
occur in hilly rural areas, because 
vehicle surveys following radial 
roads naturally follow valleys, 
rivers, and notches in hills. To in- 
vestigate this possibility, measure- 
ments were made on portions of 
the Alpine and Mamaroneck radials 
straddling the Bronx, nearby New 
Jersey and Westchester regions 
(See Fig. 1). 

The Alpine radial (principally 
along route US 9W) lies on top of 
the Palisades and has a clear signal 
path. The Mamaroneck radial tra- 
verses flat country in the Bronx and 
follows the Boston Post Road fairly 
close to Long Island Sound. It en- 

counters some hills at its outer end. 
Recorder measurements taken on 
these radials are presented in Fig. 
7. The readings are given as Wiper 
m at 10 ft in db above 100 µv per m. 

For comparison, portions of two 
traverses (peripheral paths) were 
measured, one on roads approxi- 
mating an arc at 9 miles radius and 
the other at about 19 miles radius. 
The measurements on the traverses 
are presented in Fig. 8. In this 
figure, the straight lines represent 
the signal level as judged from the 
values on the two radials. 

On the Mamaroneck -Dobbs Ferry 
traverse, through the center of su- 
burban Westchester, the measured 
signals fell substantially below 
those predicted by the radials by 
12 to 18 db, rising only on high 
ground near the center of the 
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county. The same is true of the 
181st St traverse. The signal rises 
to the predicted line only on a high 
bridge across the Harlem River. 

The writer favors use of a mov- 
ing vehicle with 10 -ft antenna 
height. For the high -band televi- 
sion channels (7-13), the height 
factors to change readings made 
at 10 feet to the value at 30 feet, 
should probably be as follows: 3.0 
in very flat country with no houses, 
trees or other obstructions; 2.3 in 
very flat country occupied by small 
buildings and trees; 1.1 in regions 
deeply shadowed by hills; interme- 
diate values between 1.1 and 2.3 for 
hilly country occupied by buildings. 

To investigate off -radial cover- 
age, it is suggested that two peri- 
pherals be run, one at approxi- 
mately 7 miles, the other at 20 
miles, and that the recorder tapes 
be analyzed in the arcs between 
radials. These analyses should be 
used in correcting the signal values 
obtained on the radials. 

The survey car should include a 
collapsible 30 -ft. antenna for spot 
checks of the height factor. Multi - 
path transmission should be inves- 
tigated photographically at appro- 
priate points on the peripherals. 
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Reducing Costs in 

By SPENCER A. TUCKER 
Chief Engineer 

Tucker d Co., Management Engineers 
New York, N. Y. 

THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY, espe- 
cially that branch which serves 

the consumer levels, has recently 
experienced a transition from a 
seller's to a buyer's market. 

Many companies, operating with- 
out the benefit of accurately deter- 
mined costs and with no plans for 
reducing costs, have found the 
transition difficult. Others attacked 
the problem with vigor, installed 
wage incentives, reorganized, ana- 
lyzed the market for new products, 
and maintained the positions they 
had earned during the war. 

Increase of productivity, along 
with reduction of costs, is essential 
for most companies at this time, 
and it is to, help such companies 
solve this twin problem that this 
article has been written. 

A sound cost -reduction program 
should be all-inclusive, with each 
function of the company contribut- 
ing its share. This includes the 
sales and financial functions as well 
as the engineering and production 
ends of the company. 

Cost reduction is accomplished by 
many methods and manifests itself 
in many ways, each effective within 
its own sphere of influence. The 
twelve basic elements of a cost -re- 
duction program are given in 
Table I. 

Incentive Plans 

A wage incentive plan, if prop- 
erly installed, is highly effective and 
equitable. By paying off directly on 
the basis of productivity it virtually 
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puts each worker in business for 
himself. 

In most electronic plants on day 
work it is believed that productivity 
averages 65 percent of a full day's 
work at this writing. A good in- 
centive plan requires that 100 per- 
cent must be reached before in- 
centive payoffs commence. After 
100 percent, the plan should pay off 
about a 1 -percent increase in wages 
for each 1 -percent increase in 
productivity. 

In upgrading workers from 65 
percent to 100 percent a productiv- 
ity increase of 48 percent has taken 
place, which is a direct labor cost 
reduction. After 100 percent, direct - 
labor costs remain fixed but direct - 
overhead costs reduce as produc- 
tivity increases. 

In most cases it is difficult to ef- 
fect the upgrade from the daywork 
65 percent to the 100 -percent stand- 
ard for incentives. Upgrading 
slowly by paying minor incentives 
before 100 percent appears to be the 
most effective way. A plan may be 
used which asks the worker to in- 
crease productivity to 80 percent, 
at which point management starts 
paying off. The payoff between 80 
percent and 100 percent is about 
one-half for one; after 100 percent 
the one -for -one payoffs are re- 
sumed, as indicated in Fig. 1. 

In one radio plant, girl solderers 
were producing an average of 300 
soldered joints per hour. Three 
weeks after an incentive plan was 
installed, they were producing 430 
an hour. After a month, with the 
assurance that rates would not be 
cut and that they alone were mas - 
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Receiver Manufacturing 

Suggestions for setting up a comprehensive cost -reduction program include sales and 
management as well as production ideas. Case histories of successful applications of the 

methods and fixtures recommended for assembling radio equipment are given 

ters of their payroll check, average 
productivity rose to 120 percent, or 
520 joints per hour. After methods 
improvements, to be discussed later, 
productivity rose to 900 joints per 
hour. 

Reducing labor costs by methods 
improvements in operations can be 

executed by simple expedients. In 
many instances in the electronic in- 
dustry jigs and fixtures can sharply 
cut costs by increasing productivity. 
These simple tools eliminate unnec- 
essary handling and positioning yet 
do not require costly new equipment 
or expensive changes in existing 

equipment in most radio plants. 
It is usually much more effective 

economically to concentrate efforts 
upon plant hourly -productive -poten- 
tial and use existing plant equip- 
ment. Sometimes by a change in the 
operation sequence, equipment may 
be used as is. In other cases it may 

Production lines in a typical receiver assembly plant, illustrating use of overhead trolley -duct wiring, rail -guided chassis cradle, 
soldering -iron fixture and other cost -reducing methods and fixtures described in this article 
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FIG. 1 -Eficct of incentive pay on unit 
cost when payoff is started at 80 percent 

of standard output 

be necessary to make a simple 
change or addition to produce 
greater operational productivity. 

The allocation of funds for expen- 
sive machinery, elaborate jigs and 
tools should be reduced to a mini- 
mum, except in cases where the 
sales order covers such cost or the 
plant equipment has deteriorated to 
such an extent as to make pur- 
chase of the items mandatory. 

On the other hand, simple devices 
made in the toolroom are frequently 
justified in terms of the savings 
they create and by the high rate of 
amortization. 

Process Studies 

The following example proves 
that it doesn't always take money 
to make savings in the direct -labor 
cost. A Brooklyn manufacturer of 
home radios was thinking of de- 
signing a new riveting machine to 
rivet five sockets to the chassis at 
one time, instead of riveting them 
separately. The scheme was orig- 
inally promoted on the basis that 
when five were riveted at once the 
cost should be less than five times 
the cost of the single riveting 
operation. 

Upon analysis it was revealed 
that the cost to rivet the five at 
once was more than five times the 
single riveting cost, in addition to 
the cost of constructing the jig and 
machine. The excessive cost was 
due to the delicate positioning re- 
quired and the dropping out of some 
of the rivets in clamping the jig. 

Statistically, the jig and machine 
did five sockets at the cost of doing 
seven individually. Methods anal- 
ysis here produced a negative sav- 
ing since it served to spot and 

FIG. 2-Example of parts that can be 
assembled on feeder line before riveting 

socket to chassis 

negate a cost -provoking device. 
While on this project, manage- 

ment was questioned as to why they 
would want to place five sockets on 
the chassis at the same time, or why 
they had to assemble all of anything 
at the same time. They put on five 
sockets at the beginning of the line, 
then the variable capacitor assem- 
bly, dial bracket, i -f transformers 
and volume control. But when were 
these items actually needed in the 
assembly sequence? One was wired 
one -quarter of the way up the line, 
some half -way up, and others almost 
at the end of the line. Why weren't 
these parts assembled into the 
chassis at the point at which they 
were to be used? 

The advantages are obvious: 
Under the conventional sequence, 
each person on the line was working 
with the chassis at its maximum 
weight, since wire, solder and small 
components hardly affect weight. 
However, by changing the sequence 
slightly to accommodate this new 
theory, the maximum weight was 
apparent only toward the end of the 
line. The handling of 1,000 such 
units per day, on a half -minute 
cycle, definitely makes the fatigue 
element important. By restudy and 
allocation of a lower fatigue allow- 
ance, the direct labor cost dropped 7 
percent, at no cash disbursement. 

A questioning attitude is a tool 
of methods improvement. Equally 
important is the ability to remain 
objective and open-minded in the 
light of what analysis reveals. Here 
is where many inquiring minds fail 
to function fully. 

While many managements are 
objective and advanced in terms of 
a new piece of equipment, they 

sometimes miss the boat on ideas 
that threaten the security of their 
ivory towers of tradition. They 
cling to the concept of operation 
efficiency based purely on the expe- 
rience factor: "We and the entire 
industry have done it this way for 
twenty years and have made money. 
Why should we change it now?" 

Savings from Specialization 

This same assembly -line project 
was continued further, effecting 
large direct -labor savings without 
any expenditure. 

After relocation of mechanical 
operations on the receiver line 
under discussion, the degree of 
specialization present at each opera- 
tion was analyzed. It was dis- 
covered that similar specialities 
such as wiring -in wires and com- 
ponents and soldering were widely 
scattered along the line, making the 
element of repetition important. It 
was reasoned that if a wireman had 
nothing to do but wire, just using 
long -nose pliers and diagonal cut- 
ters, and if a solderer did nothing 
but solder, a higher productivity 
would result due to the greater 
skills which could develop from con- 
stant repetition. Actually, however, 
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FIG. 3-Three-iron apron for a soldering 
position, allowing workers to change 
irons quickly when they cool during maxi- 

mum production periods 
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Table I-Elements of an Effective Industrial Cost -Reduction Program 

(A) Reducing Direct Labor and Direct Overhead Costs 

1. By wage incentives that increase hourly productivity, thus 
reducing unit labor cost until standard is reached, and con- 
stantly reducing unit overhead cost proportionately as produc- 
tivity increases. 

2. By improving and redesigning existing manufacturing meth- 
ods and processes, and by the use of more modern equipment. 

(B) Reducing Factory Overhead Costs 

1. By budgeted cost systems, and through incentives to fore- 
men and supervisors, in order to maintain an economical ratio 
between department direct and indirect costs. 

2. By control of indirect expenses through on analysis of cost 
of such items as repairs, scrap and reprocessed parts, and by re- 
placement of cost -provoking equipment. 

(C) Reducing Materials Cost 

1. By installing statistical quality -control plans to minimize 
scrap, rejection and reprocessing losses. 

2. By substituting less costly materials, fabricated differently. 

(D) Reducing Plant Space and Process Costs 

1. By proper plant layout to minimize manufacturing -cycle time 
and linear travel of all parts. 

2. By proper scheduling to minimize floor space by reducing 
work -in -process, thereby releasing space. 

3. By designing a flexible layout which is easily adaptable to 
changes in sales requirements and current consumer demands. 

(E) Reducing Non -Operational Labor Costs 

1. By making transportation or movement of parts machine - 
performed instead of man -performed, and handling materials by 
conveyors, trucks or bins. 

2. By eliminating labor duplication through proper raw parts 
feeding to the line, and by using proper preparation techniques. 

(F) Reducing Inventory Loss Costs 

1. By proper stock control, purchasing and production control, 
keyed to sales forecasts and requirements. 

2. By considering financial position of company in terms of 
working -capital ratios. Selected level of inventory should reflect 
capital position as well as current market and overall business 

conditions. 

(G) Reducing Administrative Overhead Costs 

1. By relating administrative labor to some yardstick in pro- 

duction such as units shipped or direct factory hours. 

2. By designing entire organization to act as an accordion hav- 

ing the flexibility to expand and retrench in accordance with any 

given economic condition. 

(H) Reducing Personnel Training Costs 

1. By installing a personnel evaluation and selection plan. This 
includes aptitude and psychological testing for higher levels. 

(I) Reducing Mortality Rate of Bids 

1. By an accurate determination of all costs to allow consistent 
bidding. This eliminates bids which are overestimated for safety 
and those which try to make up for a guessed previous underbid. 

(J) Reducing Engineering Costs 

1. By complete and thorough liaison between all engineers and 

the production department for cost-conscious and cost -economic 
design. 

2. By scheduling and planning individual engineering assign- 
ments and posting cumulative time to each job for control pur- 
poses. 

3. By reducing quantity of equipment stocked and purchased by 

department, limiting purchases to necessary items. 

(K) Reducing Selling Costs 

1. By selecting salesmen on a scientific basis to ascertain their 
sales aptitudes. 

2. By selective selling through determination of most profitable 
items and paying higher commissions for them, while restricting 
rewards on least profitable lines. 

(L) Reducing Money Costs 

1. By limiting borrowing of working capital by a proper align- 
ment among the elements of market potentials, sales forecasts, 
production budget and purchasing policies. 

the wireman had to take a compo- 
nent not already in the set, such as 
a paper or mica capacitor or a re- 
sistor, and bend and cut its leads to 
size before wiring it into the set. 
Having other people prepare leads 
of parts in advance helped a great 
deal, but this was not the final 
answer. 

On the theory that wiremen 
should wire and solderers should 
solder, feeder lines were established 
near each major wiring position. 
On these lines, components were 
wired and soldered to loose sockets, 
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Then, in- 
stead of riveting an empty socket 
into the chassis, a socket assembly 

consisting of the socket with previ- 
ously wired and soldered compo- 
nents was riveted. 

Wiremen on the main line never 
put down their pliers. They did 
nothing but complete wiring con- 
nections within the set, never hav- 
ing to locate and fuss with outside 
component parts. In addition to 
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cutting wiring costs, this procedure 
decreased over-all soldering time. 
Where formerly a joint consisting 
of five wire ends required two 
passes with the iron, at different 

stages in the sequence, it now re- 
quired just one pass. Concern over 
parts falling out in transport had 
necessitated a first pass with the 
iron before. 

All in all, feeder lines and spe- 
cialization cut direct -labor costs 
another 28 percent. It worked in 

practice as well as in theory, even 
including the somewhat inflated 
time of the riveter because of the 
extra positioning element due to 
components hanging from the 
sockets he had to handle. 

Soldering Iron Techniques 

In another plant, solderers on in- 
centive were working like wildfire, 
doing 800 joints per hour under 

iron were blamed. One remedy tried 
was to provide 200 -watt irons. This 
did not help since the heavier iron 

contributed to fatigue and lowered 
productivity. Management in the 
plant felt the problem was insoluble. 
They were attempting to solve it in 
terms of what other radio manufac- 
turers did, however, instead of 

opening their minds to possible new 
solutions. 

After much wrangling, it was 
decided to let outside engineers use 

an unprejudiced and fresh approach 
to the problem. The result was the 
design of a soldering "apron" made 
of asbestos and sheet metal, 
mounted to the right and below each 
soldering operator. The apron con- 
sisted of three metal troughs to ac- 
commodate three irons, as shown in 
Fig. 3. The asbestos was used to 
prevent burning the operator's leg. 
On the front of each apron next to 
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FIG. 4-Use of conveyor to speed moving of cabinets from stockroom to receiver 
production line 

certain conditions, then dropping 
back severely due to "some trouble 
with the irons". The only trouble 
with the irons was that as the girls 
approached 800 joints per hour, 
more heat was pulled out of the 
iron than the heating element could 
replace. This insufficient heat 
melted the solder slowly, with a 
consequent decrease in the number 
of joints per hour. 

The high production was always 
evident during the first hour or so 
in the morning, so that the oper- 
ator's fatigue and the quality of the 

each trough were three plugs into 
which all three irons were plugged 
at all times. A soldering girl took 
one iron and used it until it was too 
cold, then replaced it in the trough 
and used another iron for awhile. 
Lighter irons were used, which 
minimized operator fatigue and 
lowered power consumption. 

With three irons per girl, produc- 
tion increased and remained at a 
constant average of 900 joints per 
hour. The savings amortized the 
inexpensive soldering aprons in a 
matter of weeks, then gave to man- 

agement a reducton of 63 percent 
in labor and unit overhead costs. 

With the bottleneck eliminated 
that had previously prevented full 
productivity from operations fol- 
lowing soldering, production per 
hour practically doubled. 

Cabinet Bottlenecks 

In the plant of a prominent man- 
ufacturer there was a huge pile-up 
of radio cabinets all over the final 
assembly area, occupying almost 
400 square feet. A casual look 
could convince the most skeptical 
that something was wrong and 
could be improved, yet the foreman 
and others would trip over the mess 
every day with little or no reaction. 

These cabinets were empty, being 
rejected from the line because of 
scratches, dents and other defects. 
The situation was costing this plant 
about $7,000 a year because of 
plant space the rejects were occupy- 
ing, additional time used by the 
final assembly operator to reject a 
cabinet, and full time of two stock 
hands carrying the cabinets back to 
the stockroom. 

Starting with the last point first, 
any simple materials handling ex- 
pedient such as a hand -lift truck 
could be used to return the rejects 
to the stockroom. While that would 
be some help, it wouldn't remedy 
the first two points. 

The method finally adopted solved 
all three problems. It consisted of 
an overhead conveyor running from 
inside the stockroom over the fenc- 
ing to the terminus of the assembly 
line. No plant space had to be pro- 
vided or wasted for rejects, since 
inspection was made in the stock- 
room and only good cabinets were 
placed on the conveyor for delivery 
to the line. The final assembly -oper- 
ator's time was completely devoted 
to his job and nothing else, which 
increased his continuity of work 
and consequently his productivity. 
The two stock hands were not 
needed. 

The conveyor was a motor -driven 
cleated -belt type which paced the 
main assembly line by delivering a 
good cabinet to the final position at 
the same time that a completed 
chassis arrived there. The conveyor 
and its relation to the rest of the 
assembly floor are shown in Fig. 4. 
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The cost of the entire installation 
was amortized within four months. 

Trolley Ducts Give Flexibility 

In this same project a new plant 
had to be laid out. The items to be 
manufactured were the usual table 
model a -c/d -c radios and larger 
a -m, f -m and television sets. Before 
proceeding, it was agreed that the 
layout should be as flexible as pos- 
sible to permit inexpensive changes 
in set-up wherever style, design or 
sales trends demanded. 

At the time of this layout, small 
sets were at the height of their 
demand. This management decided 
to make 1,000 five -tube sets per day 
and 500 seven -tube sets daily. How- 
ever, they realized that this ratio 
could be changed overnight. Flexi- 
bility and minimum investment in 
fixed items were therefore para- 
mount. 

The largest items of expense in 
this plant were the lighting and 
electrical installation. Fixed light- 
ing was undesirable since it limited 
the location of assembly lines to 
the fixed lights. Fixed electrical 
installations, such as overhead or 
underfloor conduit, also limited 
flexibility of assembly. 

The most practical solution was 
the use of trolley -duct electrical in- 
stallation throughout for both light- 
ing and power. This type of duct is 
shown in Fig. 5. It was installed in 
parallel lines 10 feet apart over the 
entire assembly floor, so that indus- 
trial fluorescent fixtures could 
either be hung on a duct parallel 
and below it, or at right angles be- 
tween two ducts. In that way, every 
inch of the 16,000-sq-ft assembly 
area received an average illumina- 
tion of 45 foot-candles. 

Avoiding assembly operations at soldering positions is one example of specialization 
that cuts costs 

The cost of the trolley -duct in- 
stallation was one-third that of a 
permanent installation. The end 
cost was even less, for when the 
manufacturer left this plant after 
realizing his market potential, he 
took the trolley system out with him 
and sold it for a large percentage of 
the original cost. 

Portable Test Booths 

For flexibility, in receiver pro- 
duction lines, each r -f and i -f align- 
ment booth should be movable, 
should permit a belt conveyor to run 
through, and should be small 
enough so other lines can be set up 
parallel to it. Technical require - 
meats were double copper -mesh 
shielding plus room for a signal 
generator and output meter. 

An inexpensive portable test 
booth design meeting these require- 
ments is shown in Fig. 6. It was 
built on a single -faced wooden pallet 
which makes it easy to move by 
hand lift truck. Side openings 
admit the belt conveyor which runs 
through the booth. In use, the oper- 
ator takes a chassis off the conveyor 
and places it on the small shelf 
before him for alignment, then re- 
turns the chassis to the conveyor. 

Instead of equipping each booth 
with individual signal generators, a 
master signal -generating source fed 
to strategic points throughout the 
plant could be used. Coaxial cable 
tapped by T coax connectors would 
provide ready plug-in points for 
booths. The same cable could be 
used for carrying more than one 
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signal at a time, by proper filtering. 
With i -f signals of 455 kc and 10.7 
mc, filtering would not be manda- 
tory at the booth, since the Q of 
both circuits and the harmonic at- 
tenuation of the 455-kc signal would 
be sufficient to prevent difficulties. 
In very large plants where many 
people would be using the same fre- 
quency at the same time, r -f equal- 
ization of the line would be needed 
at all the used frequencies to pre- 
vent interaction due to lowered line 
impedance. 

Chassis Cradle 

Some method of easily moving 
a chassis from one position to the 
next on the line is highly desirable 
in receiver assembly. Push -along 
methods generally involve too much 
friction, since up to five chassis 
units are usually found between 
operators to cushion against wait- 
ing for work or being overburdened. 

A solution is found in the bench 
and chassis cradle design of Fig. 7, 
where the cradle rides on an angle - 
iron rail. The cradle is constructed 
from sheet metal. By a simple stud 
and spring arrangement the chassis 
can be rotated and indexed at any 
position for maximum accessibility. 
Four wheels on the cradle are roller 
or ball bearing. 

At the rear of each cradle is a 
lever which is gravity operated and 
which automatically engages in a 
notch at each operating position. 
When an operator finishes a certain 
set she depresses the lever, disen- 
gaging the cradle from the stop, and 
rolls the cradle toward the next 
operator. 

The cost of the cradle was about 
$4.00. At the operation prior to the 
insertion of the tubes for heater 
test, a cradle -return system pro- 
vides for return of empty cradles to 
the starting point, while the com- 
pleted chassis is placed on a belt 
conveyor which goes through the 
portable test booth and on to the 
end of the line. 

Besides savings in fatigue, opera- 
tional time was considerably re- 
duced, which increased productiv- 
ity. The cost of the cradle system 
was amortized in about two months. 
Direct labor savings amounted to 
43 percent of an already lowered 
total cost. 

For larger sets the cradle was 
made larger, but the rails on which 
the cradle traveled were the same. 
This made the workbenches highly 
flexible and standardized at the 
same time. 

The soldering iron apron and the 
rail are easily moved by loosening a 
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few screws, when benches 'are 
moved to other positions. 

Custom Building 

One unending discussion in radio 
and television assembly plants con- 
cerns custom building larger sets 
versus specialization and break- 
down of operations. Those in favor 
of custom building claim better 
technical accuracy as regards such 
things as critical lead dress, plus 
the advantage of being able to fix 
responsibility, which may yield 
fewer rejects. Advocates of special- 
ization claim increased productivity 
because of the higher skills ac- 
quired on repetitive jobs. 

There are elements of validity in 
both arguments. It is possible to 
combine the advantages of both 
methods by preparing and cabling a 
large group of wires beforehand, 
using a wooden jig with nails as 
pegs. The cabling operation is done 
on a feeder line by operators who 
develop great skills in this opera- 
tion. A large set may have two or 
three cable assemblies. Only non- 
critical leads are selected for 
cabling. In a plant making 12 and 
15 -tube sets, cabling doubled custom 
productivity. Including the cost of 
external cabling, direct labor was 
cut 40 percent. 

Telescoping Stud Jig 

In a plant manufacturing inter- 
communicating equipment, consid- 
erable direct labor was being used 
in testing the completed units, espe- 
cially in the switching circuits from 
the master station to each call posi- 
tion. The wiring at the multi -con- 
nection terminal strip in the rear 
of the unit had to correspond with 
the station markings on the front 
of the master station and had to 
work at each station. 

The method of testing was to con- 
nect 42 spade lugs to each of the 42 
terminals by unscrewing each and 
then tightening each connection and 
feeding it into a mock-up for visual 
check of output at each position. In 
connecting the spade lugs, care had 
to be exercised to prevent the lugs 
from touching and shorting out a 
circuit. It took about 15 minutes to 
test each unit, and that operation 
became the bottleneck of the plant. 

A new method solved the prob - 
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lem. A jig containing 42 spring 
telescoping studs, simulating the 
same mechanical layout of the ter- 
minal strip, was built. The terminal 
strip of the unit was placed in this 
jig and clamped so that each of the 
studs made contact with each of the 
terminal screws on the strip. The 
springs compensated for screws 
which were not screwed all in. 

The studs were connected to an 
external selector switch that fed 
each station in turn into the master 
unit. The station's dynamic 
speaker, used as a microphone, was 
placed in front of the master sta- 
tion speaker, and the external 
selector switch was rotated through 
each of the individual station posi- 
tions. If the wiring was OK, acous- 
tic feedback was heard at each posi- 
tion. This insured communication 
from individual stations back to the 
master. To insure communication 
from the master station to each of 
the individual stations, the master 
station speaker was switched to use 
as a microphone, and the selector 
switch was rotated back through 
each of the positions. If the same 
feedback was heard, the entire sys- 
tem was functioning. 

The entire new procedure took 
approximately one minute. 

Quantity Amortization 

In making small metal parts for 
electronic devices, methods -con- 
scious managements often look for 
the most modern and fastest meth- 
ods of fabrication without duly 
considering their real cost in terms 
of quantity amortization. 

In making small flat chassis 
pieces and brackets, most progres- 
sive factories think of stamping 
dies and neglect simpler, less ex- 
pensive methods on the basis that 
they are old-fashioned. For small - 
run production, the lower labor cost 
induced by the dies, for example, 
may still not be truly representative 
of the end cost, since it takes a cer- 
tain minimum amount of produc- 
tion to pay for the die. If there is 
no possibility of reaching this mini- 
mum, which is high for dies, then 
management had better use a 
cheaper first -cost tool, even though 
it means higher direct -labor cost. 

In other words, management 
should not use direct labor cost as 
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FIG. 7-Design of standard workbench for receiver assembly, and details of chassis 
cradle that rolls along bench guided by rail in center. Back of bench is used for storage 

of parts and for preparatory operations like cutting and bending wires 

the sole criterion. Before a new 
piece of equipment is purchased, a 
comparison of both methods should 
be made by plotting the information 
on a break-even chart to show the 
amortizing quantity required for 
the proposed new machine or proc- 
ess. The data to make such a chart 
is taken from a tabulation like the 
following : 

SAWING vs. STAMPINGPres- 
Cost per M ent 

Method 

Pro- 
posed 
Method 

(1) Labor $3.72 $.94 
(2) Power .08 .19 
(3) Maintenance and re- 

pairs .11 .41 
(4) General plant ex- 

pense .04 .07 
(5) General overhead .03 .02 
(6) Supervision .28 .12 
(7) Scrap cost .42 .02 
(8) Cost of new equip- 

ment 0.00 3,500.00 

Total cost, first 1,000 
pieces $4.68 $3,501.77 

Where this sort of tabulation is 
not made, the decision to buy gen- 
erally hinges on the labor item, 
which here is clearly favorable for 
the proposed method. But the cost 
for the first 1,000 pieces is out of 
line for the new method, if 1,000 is 
the total expected production. From 
a break-even chart it can be seen 
that the new equipment is feasible 
only when the expected production 
exceeds 1,202,700 pieces. 

If management uses or will use 
up pieces at the rate of 100,000 per 
year, then the proposed method will 

pay for itself in 12 years. This may 
be a poor financial policy since it 
ties up working capital for a long 
period. Therefore, another factor 
should be used in evaluating a new 
proposal-the loss to the firm from 
a lowered working capital. This 
can be done by estimating interest 
charges on loans which ordinarily 
might not be required. 

Capital equipment changes can- 
not be decided unilaterally. The 
sales department must be involved 
for market and sales forecasts. The 
financial functions must state and 
fix financial policies, and the oper- 
ating departments must evaluate 
direct savings. 

In this same situation, even if the 
past and expected production was 
better than one million pieces per 
year, making the amortization pe- 
riod one year instead of twelve, the 
capital and operating character- 
istics of the company may veto the 
proposal. If a company is under- 
capitalized any large expenditure 
jeopardizes the meeting of weekly 
payrolls and immediate material 
purchases. 

The only answer to this problem 
and all the others brought up in this 
article is the ability to remain ob- 
jective, to think and to have an 
open mind. 
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Compliance Meter 

Compliance meter with a universal tone arm 

SINCE THE ADVENT of the one - 
mil stylus, and the low needle 

force required to prevent excessive 
wear on stylus point and record 
groove, it has been necessary to 
design pickups with greater compli- 
ance than was heretofore necessary. 
There have been several types of 
compliance meters' and mechanical 
impedance bridges' used which have 
been very useful for determining 
the value of the compliance of a 
phonograph pickup. Some of the 
instruments used in the past, how- 
ever, have been strictly laboratory 
instruments and involve time-con- 
suming labor to make a measure- 
ment or to calculate the compliance. 

The compliance meter illustrated 
is simple to construct and easy to 
use. The compliance in centimeters 
per dyne may be read directly from 
a specially calibrated vacuum -tube 
voltmeter by merely placing the 
stylus of the pickup on the vibrat- 
ing element. 

The effective mass of a tone arm 
may also be determined from the 
data obtained. 

The vibrating system of the com- 
pliance meter is composed of a 
cantilever reed which serves as the 
armature of a magnetic driving 
system. A piezoelectric ceramic 
slab is cemented to this reed in such 
a manner that a voltage is developed 
which is proportional to the dis- 
placement of the reed. Machined 
into the top of the reed are V slots 
to facilitate the application of the 

By A. M. WIGGINS 
E ngineering Director 

Electro -Voice Inc. 
Buchanan, Michigan 

stylus point to the reed. A sche- 
matic drawing of the vibrating sys- 
tem is shown in Fig. 1. 

When an alternating force is ap- 
plied to the reed by sending a cur- 
rent through the driving coil, the 
reed will vibrate with a velocity of 

v = f/Z,, (1) 

where y is the velocity in centime- 
ters per second, f the force in dynes 
and Z, the mechanical impedance 
in mechanical ohms. 

The mechanical circuit of such 
a system is simply a series circuit 
composed of the mass M of the reed, 
the compliance CR of the reed, and 
the mechanical resistance R of the 
reed, as shown in Fig. 2. The force 
required to overcome the reactance 
of the compliance is f,,. 

When a lateral stiffness load such 
as the stylus of a phonograph pick- 
up is applied to the reed as shown 
in Fig. 1, the stiffness at the stylus 
point will be added to the stiffness 
of the reed, and the reed will vibrate 
with a different amplitude due to 
the added stiffness of the stylus. 
The mechanical circuit of the sys- 
tem is shown in Fig. 3. The resist- 
ance of the system is neglected as it 
is quite small. 

When the system is vibrating 
with no load applied, the compliance 
to be measured, C,, is shorted in 
the circuit diagram. When the load 
is applied the short is removed from 
Cs. From the mechanical circuit 
under no load conditions 

1 

f jWCR 
(2) 

jcoM -I 
.7WCR 

where f, is the force required to 
overcome the stiffness of the reed 
under no-load conditions, CR is the 
compliance of the reed, M is the 
equivalent mass of the reed, and o 

= 2,4 (where f is the frequency). 
Under loaded conditions 

fjWCR f 
jWM + 1 +, 1 

(3) 

jWCR jWC: 

where f,,' is the force required to 
overcome the stiffness of the reed 
under loaded conditions. Combin- 
ing these two equations, 

1 

jWC= 

C: - 

= WM 
+.1 

11 
f. - f'. 

3WCRJ f'e 

f'e CR 
1 - W2 MC] 

For frequencies well below the 
resonant frequency 

1 » W2 MC (6) 

and the equation reduces to 

(4) 

Cs- feCR 
f. -J. 

The ceramic generates a volt- 
age proportional to the displace- 
ment, and the displacement is pro- 
portional to fo and f, 

eo a f,, and eL ac f,, 

(5) 

(7) 

(8) 

FIG. 1-Components of the vibrating sys- 
tem 
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For Pickups 
Stylus point is placed on a vibrating reed on which is cemented a piezoelectric ceramic 

slab whose output voltage is indicated on a vacuum -tube voltmeter that may be calibrated 

in centimeters per dyne of compliance 

where e0 is the voltage generated 
under no-load conditions and er, is 
the voltage generated under loaded 
conditions. The unknown compli- 
ance Cs may now be written as 

Cr = eL CR (9) 
eo - eL 

The compliance CR of the reed may 
be determined by applying a known 
compliance such as a cantilever reed 
as a load. The compliance of a 
cantilever reed may be calculated by 

4 L3 

C Eb co 
(10) 

where C is the compliance in centi- 
meters per dyne, L is the length in 
centimeters, b is the width in centi- 
meters, c is the thickness in centi- 
meters, and E is the modulus. The 
compliance CR of the reed can now 
be determined by 

FIG. 2-Mechanical circuit of the vibrat- 
ing system 

f _ 

I 

CR M 

111 

FIG. 3 --Stiffness load added to the 
mechanical circuit 

CR[ eQ-ey (11) 

To measure compliance, the driv- 
ing coil of the compliance meter is 
connected to an oscillator. The 
measurement should be made at a 
frequency above the tone arm reso- 
nance of the pickup and well below 
the resonance of the vibrating reed 
of the compliance meter. 

The terminals of the piezoelectric 
ceramic are connected across a 
vacuum -tube voltmeter of at least 
0.5-megohm input impedance. The 
output of the oscillator may be set 
so that the vacuum -tube voltmeter 
reads full scale when no load is 
applied. 

When a stiffness load is applied 
the meter will read less than full 
scale by an amount depending on 
the ratio of the stiffness of the load 
to the stiffness of the reed. By 
the use of Eq. 9 the meter may be 
calibrated in centimeters per dyne. 

When a measurement is desired 
at a frequency above about one 
third the resonant frequency of the 
reed, the mass of the reed must be 
considered and Eq. 5 used. A 
measurement should never be made 
It a frequency within 100 cycles of 
the resonance of the reed, as the 
resistance of the system would then 
have to be considered. 

The effective mass of a tone arm 
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FIG. 4 Typical chart of compliance ver 
sus loaded voltage 

may be determined by placing the 
tone arm on the vibrating system 
so that the point of contact is at the 
same position as the stylus would be 
and measuring the resonant fre- 
quency of the system by observing 
the voltage maximum on the meter. 
The effective mass of the tone arm 
may then be calculated from 

1 12 M =42f2 
CrR 

) 

where M is the effective mass of the 
tone arm and f is the resonant fre- 
quency of the system. 

Care should be taken that the 
vibrating reed is parallel to the axis 
of the pickup cartridge when a 
measurement is made. The reed 
should not be driven at a displace- 
ment high enough to produce rattles 
or too great nonlinear distortion. 

The tone arm should be quite 
rigid and massive enough to have 
a low tone arm resonance with the 
lowest -compliance cartridge to be 
measured. 

In the compliance meter illus- 
trated the resonance of the reed was 
800 cycles per second with a compli- 
ance of 0.32 x 10-8 centimeter per 
dyne. The no-load voltage output 
of the ceramic slab is set at 0.1 volt 
without producing appreciable non- 
linear distortion. 

A chart of compliance versus the 
loaded voltage output of the cera- 
mic slab, when the no-load voltage 
is set at 0.1 volt, is shown in Fig. 4. 

For rapid measurements, the cali- 
bration of a vacuum -tube voltmeter 
to read in centimeters per dyne with 
a full-scale setting of the no-load 
voltage is recommended over the 
use of a chart. 
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Properties of 

CONDUCTIVE PLASTICS 
New conductive materials can be molded like ordinary plastic,' yet have electrical re- 
sistivities approaching that of mercury. Many can be soldered or electroplated directly. 
Promising applications include shielding, molded circuits, resistors and commutators 

AN INCREASING NUMBER of engi- 
neering problems require for 

their solution structural assemblies 
having selected properties of both 
metals and plastics. 

Efforts to secure desired com- 
binations of metallic and plastic 
properties usually depend upon such 
methods as incorporating metal in- 
serts in plastic bodies at the time 
of molding, coating formed metal 
parts with plastic insulator mate- 
rials and metal -cladding molded 
plastic objects. The most exten- 
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FIG. 1-Resistivity spectrum, showing 
range covered by new conductive plastic 

materials 

sively employed method of metalliz- 
ing plastics is electroplating. How- 
ever, since all ordinary plastics are 
good insulators, it is necessary to 
first render the surface conductive 
in order that plating can take place. 
This is accomplished by such means 
as applying a conductive undercoat 
such as a silver mirror deposit, 
graphite -wax layers or conductive 
bronzing lacquers. 

For many purposes, the above 
procedures are partially or wholly 
unsatisfactory. Thus, metal -to - 
plastic bonds may be subject to 
severe stresses and may fail at ex- 
tremes of temperature due to the 
great disparity in thermal ex- 
pansion coefficients of the two mate- 
rials. Similarly, the use of a con- 
ductive undercoat as a base for 
metal plating introduces other 
processing operations with attend- 
ant expenses and sources of rejects; 
deep recesses and isolated flat areas 
involve special difficulties. 

Electrically conductive materials 

which can be molded like ordinary 
plastics and can be directly plated 
offer a solution to many of these 
problems. Quite apart from serv- 
ing as a base for electroplating, the 
materials have other useful and 
unique applications as engineering 
materials. Thermosetting, therm- 
oplastic and elastomeric variants 
have been produced, many of which 
exhibit enhanced thermal conduc- 
tivity and heat stability. 

As indicated in Fig. 1, Markite 
conductive plastics have been pre- 
pared which encompass a fairly ex- 
tensive range of resistivity values. 
Appearances vary from dark, opa- 
que, semimetallic-looking materials 
to completely transparent ones. 
Most of these materials may be 
classified as organic plastics and 
seem to depend chiefly on high poly- 
meric carbon -carbon chains and net- 
works for their plastic structure. 

Current costs are of the order of 
several dollars per pound. Since 
the molding operations are normally 
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FIG. 2 - Twelve properties of MS -S01, a representative 
conductive plastic material, shown in relation to corresponding 
properties of general-purpose phenolics (shaded areas). Speci- 

mens of one typical general-purpose phenolic were used as 
test controls. In general, conductive properties are obtained 
in the new materials with no sacrifice of other desirable prop - 
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Samples of typical thermosetting, thermoplastic and elastomeric 
conductive plastics. Rods at left have less than 1 ohm resist- 
ance between ends. Leads are soldered directly to ends of 

resistor section at right. Disc sample with four terminals was 
used to check homogeneity of material, by measuring resist- 

ance between various pairs of terminals in turn 

not conventional and special pre- 
cautions must be observed, present 
arrangements are designed to furn- 
ish parts molded to the user's speci- 
fications rather than molding 
powders. 

More detailed properties of a 
representative conductive plastic 
are indicated in the bar graphs of 
Fig. 2, which also provide a refer- 
ence comparison with the familiar 
general-purpose phenolics. In order 
to have a more specific yardstick 
and a cross-check on the test meth- 
ods, specimens of a single typical 
general-purpose phenolic were in- 
cluded as test controls. Control 
samples were molded, stored and 
tested under the same conditions as 
the conductive plastic samples. 

Mechanical Properties 

Test observations and compari- 
sons with respect to specific gravity, 
ultimate tensile strength, elonga- 
tion, tensile modulus of elasticity, 
ultimate flexural strength, compres- 

sive strength, impact strength and 
hardness show that the new conduc- 
tive material behaves like the refer- 
ence phenolics with respect to all of 
the general and mechanical proper- 
ties examined, as indicated in Fig. 
2A, B, C, D, E, F and G. Acceler- 
ated weathering tests showed sub- 
stantially the same weathering re- 
sistance as the general-purpose 
phenolic control, with both exhibit- 
ing little or no deterioration of 
these mechanical properties under 
the conditions of test. Incidentally, 
in most applications involving use 
as an electrical conductor, insulator 
coatings or envelopes would prob- 
ably be employed for electrical pur- 
poses; bare specimens were em- 
ployed in the above tests without 
benefit of such supplemental pro- 
tection. 

Thermal Properties 

The specific heat (Fig. 2H) falls 
in the range of the typical plastic 
materials. The heat distortion 

temperature (Fig. 2I) is distinctly 
on the high side of the general- 
purpose range. Irrespective of the 
electrical properties, a high heat 
distortion temperature is definitely 
advantageous when a molded part is 
to serve as a structural member at 
elevated temperature. 

The enhanced heat distortion re- 
sistance may be at least in part a 
result of the comparatively high 
thermal conductivity, shown in Fig. 
2J as being approximately four 
times that of the average general- 
purpose phenolic. High thermal 
conductivity favors more even cur- 
ing of large masses. 

Many applications require com- 
posite structures made up of insu- 
lators and conductors. Conductive 
metallic inserts mounted in non- 
conductive plastic masses are exten- 
sively used in the electrical indus- 
tries. Difficulties often arise due 
to the differences in thermal expan- 
sion coefficients; thus, general- 
purpose phenolics have coefficients 
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of the order of 2.5 times that of 
copper. These difficulties are natur- 
ally accentuated at extreme temper- 
atures and may result in loose -fit- 
ting parts or splitting and deforma- 
tion on shrinkage. 

The thermal expansion coefficient 
(Fig. 2K) of the conductive plastic 
is squarely in the range of the gen- 
eral-purpose materials, permitting 
the combining of the two particular 
plastic materials (which happen to 
be comoldable) without shrinkage 
difficulties. The thermal expansion 
of both materials is the same over a 
temperature range extending from 
below -50 to 80 C (-60 to 180F). 
Comoldings of both materials ex- 
hibit good integral bonding char- 
acteristics. 

Electrical Properties 

Conductivity (Fig. 2L) is of the 
order of a trillion times that of the 
reference general-purpose plastics, 
and definitely in the range of the 
substantial electrical conductors. 
However, low resistivity is in itself 
of little value for most electrical ap- 
plications unless reasonable pre- 
dictability and reproducibility of 
behavior with respect to the chief 
operating variables can be expected. 
Important variables include temper- 
ature, current density, duration of 
loading and frequency. 

The resistivity increases in a 
simple and essentially linear man- 
ner with increasing temperature as 
indicated in Fig. 3. The tempera- 
ture coefficient of resistivity of ap- 
proximately + 0.2 percent per 
degree C is, for many purposes, de- 
sirably low. The value is roughly 
one half that of the most familiar 
conductor materials-copper, silver 
and aluminum. 

The effect of current density on 
resistivity is indicated in Fig. 4. 
For current densities up to about 16 
amp/cm2, the resistivity is inde- 
pendent of the current density and 
the material follows the simple 
Ohm's Law relation. In the neigh- 
borhood of 30 amp/cm' destructive 
pyrolysis appears to take place. At 
lower current densities the be- 
havior is reversible and resistivity 
values check on repeated testing 
cycles. The increase of resistivity 
in the 10-30 amp/cm2 band is 
primarily a temperature effect. 

At moderate and low current 

densities, the resistivity is stable 
and apparently exhibits no tendency 
to drift or vary significantly after 
an appreciable number of hours of 
continuous loading. 

For the range from d -c to 40 mc, 
resistivity appears to be inde- 
pendent of frequency. 

A number of these conductive 
plastics are compatible with each 
other and can also be blended with 
certain conventional insulator plas- 
tics to yield materials of intermedi- 
ate resistivities. Predictable and 
reproducible variations can also be 
secured, within limits, by the in- 
corporation of different fillers and 
plasticizers and modifications of the 
processing methods. It is thus pos- 
sible to produce plastics of preas- 
signed resistivities over a substan- 
tially continuous range of values. 
The extent of this range has been 
indicated in Fig. 1. 

Future Possibilities 

Roughly summarized, it is feas- 
ible to design materials having any 
desired resistivity from approxi- 
mately one megohm-cm to less than 
one milliohm-cm. There is evidence 
that the range may be extended up- 
ward to at least 1,000,000 megohms 
and probably may be extended 
downward to values approaching 10 
microhms. The present conductive 
plastic materials have resistivities 
which span the range of the moder- 
ate and semiconducting metals and 
the high -conductivity rubbers. This 
range includes all of the common 
aqueous solutions of electrolytes 
such as acids, bases and salts. The 
present band is approximately 
bracketed between multiply -distilled 
water and mercury. 

Resistivity values for a number 
of specific conductive materials are 
given in Fig. 5. Of those listed, 
MP -401-8, MP -401-11, E-473 and 
M-485 are thermoplastic; the others 
are thermosetting. Lower -resistiv- 
ity thermosetting and higher -re- 
sistivity thermoplastic materials 
have also been produced. 

A unique member of the series is 
E-473, which has distinct rubber- 
like properties. Strips of this elas- 
tomeric material have been revers- 
ibly bent and twisted through arcs 
of more than 180 degrees without 
undergoing major changes in con- 
ductivity during or subsequent to 

deformation. This material has over 
1,000 times the conductivity of the 
highly conductive rubbers. 

Applications 

In many applications, such as de- 
vices intended for aircraft use, a 
special premium is placed on low 
total weight. Similarly, low density 
is often desired of parts which are 
to be rotated at high speeds in order 
to minimize centrifugal stresses. 
The favorable conductivity -weight 
ratios of a number of conductive 
plastics commend them for such 
purposes. The strength -weight 
ratios also compare favorably with 
those of the metals. 

The wide range of resistivities 
available and the desirable loading 
and temperature characteristics na- 
turally suggest the use of these 
materials as resistors. There ap- 
pears to be a serious need for rela- 
tively inexpensive low ohmic value 
(0.5-0.01) resistors suitable for a 
frequency range in the neighbor- 
hood of 100 mc. The present mate- 
rials are promising for such 
purposes. 

For a given material, a wide 
range of resistances may be secured 
by merely varying the path length 
and cross-section. It is intrinsic- 
ally just as easy to mold a tapered 
resistor or the key member of a 
tangent potentiometer as it is to 
mold a plain uniform linear re- 
sistor. Cooling fins can be molded 
integrally. 

Many devices such as certain 
wave guide auxiliaries, attenuators 
and pads require high surface con- 
ductivity; the conductivity of the 
interior structural material may not 

Sample of true elastomeric conductive 
plastic, being twisted 
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be as important. Often, intricate 
shapes are involved which demand 
elaborate machining and close toler- 
ances. Conductive plastic parts 
precisely molded and directly plated 
with silver are inherently promising 
for such applications. 

Protective devices which depend 
upon destructive action of prede- 
termined overload currents may be 
directly molded. 

There is evidence that wide but 
controllable variations of resistivity 
with temperature may be designed 
into these conductive plastic mate- 
rials. 

Irrespective of electrical func- 
tions, it is often desirable to have 
parts which can be fabricated with 
the ease and speed of ordinary plas- 
tics but which possess higher heat 
distortion temperatures and greater 
flame resistances. Several of these 
conductive plastics are superior in 
these respects, partly because of 
their relatively higher thermal con- 
ductivities. 

Static electricity is a frequent 
source of annoyance. In the hand- 
ling of explosives and in surgical 
procedures involving the use of 
anaesthetics, it has been a cause of 
many recorded deaths. Storage 
containers, casters, handles, fun- 
nels and laboratory appliances, in 
general, molded from conductive 
plastic materials will not build up 
undesirable static charges. 

Cabinets, instrument cases and 
related members may be simultane- 
ously furnished with shielding 
properties at the time that they are 
being molded on a mass -production 
basis. In addition, the enhanced 
thermal conductivity will tend to 
minimize overheating effects. 

Molded Circuits 

By comolding compatible conduc- 
tive and ordinary plastics of 
matched temperature coefficients, 
composite assemblies may be fabri- 
cated in which the joints and inter- 
faces are liquid -tight and gas -tight 
and will remain so over a wide 
temperature range. 

Two and three-dimensional elec- 
tric circuits can also be molded. In- 
stead of requiring a panel on which 
to mount wires and terminal equip- 
ment (or to print a circuit with 
conductive ink) the wiring itself 
may be molded, threaded, tapped 
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and heat -bonded to provide a com- 
pact and adequate support for 
tubes, capacitors and other parts. 
Soldered connections and awkward 
lead wires may often be reduced in 
number or eliminated completely. 
Certain conductive plastics may be 
soldered to directly. 

Such molded circuits may be used 
by themselves or in cooperation 
with printed and other circuits. In 
common with printed circuits, they 
would possess the inherent advan- 
tages of mass-producibility and lend 
themselves to uniform and compara- 
tively foolproof manufacture since 
the correctness of most connections 
would be fixed by the master dies. 
Stocks of many miscellaneous parts 
and supplies would be replaced by 
a few molding powders and corres- 
ponding molded sections. 

Three-dimensional configurations 
will permit the utilization of 
corners and other irregular, incon- 
venient and frequently wasted re- 
gions, thus further favoring minia- 
turization of equipment and allow- 
ing more space for other items such 
as batteries. 

Plastic commutators are special 
examples of molded three-dimen- 
sional circuits. Apart from simpli- 
fied fabricating procedures, possible 
advantages include the natural 
tendency for matched plastic con- 
ductors and plastic insulators to 
wear down together more uni- 
formly. By similar matching of 
thermal expansion coefficients, close 
relative dimensional tolerances may 
be preserved over a wide tempera- 
ture range. 

Elements may be made to develop 
heat by both ordinary resistance 
and induction effects. Rubber -like 
as well as rigid types may be fabri- 
cated to form jackets, panels and 
immersion units. Complex curved 
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compared with familiar conductors 

shapes which will conform to preas- 
signed contours may be built up in 
sections and often as a single unit. 

It is implied in the above ex- 
amples that no one type or grade of 
conductive plastic can be expected 
to serve all purposes efficiently. 
However, there is a fair chance of 
satisfying almost any reasonable 
specification. 
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VHF Dummy Antennas 
By B. E. PARKER 

Engineering Head 
F -M Department 

Gates Radio Company 
Quincy, Illinois 

FIG. 1-Low-power dummy antenna con- 
sists of a debased 32 -volt bulb and a 

variable capacitor 

THE INCREASING NUMBER of vhf 
stations has accented the need 

for revision of test techniques and 
equipment designed for operation 
on the lower frequencies. 

At 100 megacycles, a load used as 
a dummy antenna on the low fre- 
quencies may have a reactance sev- 
eral times its d -c resistance, with 
consequent introduction of a high 
standing -wave ratio. Standing - 
wave ratios which do not exceed a 
ratio of 1:1.5 are generally consid- 
ered acceptable in the industry and 
the three dummy antennas illus- 
trated meet this requirement. 

The 25 -watt unit shown in Fig. 1 

handles 25 watts up to 160 mc with 
a standing -wave ratio under 1:1.3 
when properly adjusted. 

The 1,000 -watt unit, Fig. 2, 
handles slightly over 1,000 watts at 
any frequency in the f -m broadcast 
band with a standing -wave ratio 

which does not exceed 1:1.3 after 
the initial adjustment. With reas- 
onable care in building and adjust- 
ment it may be adjusted to give a 
standing -wave ratio under 1 :1.1 at 
any given frequency in the f -m 
band. 

The 5,000 -watt unit is illustrated 
in Fig. 3. It presents a nonreactive 
resistive load well beyond 160 mc. 
Standing -wave ratios under 1 :1.1 
will be obtained up to 160 mc with- 
out any kind of adjustment. This is 
a marked advantage in laboratory 
applications and in factories for 
testing high -power transmitters. 

Each of the dummy loads de- 
scribed has been used by the final 
test engineers in our f -m depart- 
ment. For 10 -watt f -m campus 
transmitters and communications 
transmitters, the 25 -watt load has 
proven popular, due largely to com- 
pactness and ease in connecting to 
the transmitter under test. 

25 -Watt Load 

The only parts required for con- 
struction of the 25 -watt dummy load 
are a 25 -watt, 32 -volt light bulb, an 
Amphenol type 83-1SP plug, and a 
Hammarlund type APC25, 25-µµf 
capacitor. The 32 -volt light bulb 
is of the popular rural -lighting - 
system type and is readily available 
from electrical supply houses in 
most localities. 

The base of the bulb must be re- 
moved. A hacksaw, a soldering iron 
and a pair of diagonal cutters will 
do the job nicely without breaking 
off the two wires. One side of the 
bulb is soldered directly to the 
center conductor of the plug. The 
capacitor is soldered in series with 
the plug shell and the remaining 
bulb wire. The rotor connection 
of the capacitor should connect to 
the shell. The 25 -watt dummy load 
shown in Fig. 1 has a one -inch 
length of polyethylene dielectric 
pushed over the center lead to make 
the bulb self-supporting. The poly- 

ethylene was obtained from a piece 
of RG8/U coaxial cable. 

1,000 -Watt Load 

The 1,000 -watt dummy load has 
been of real value in field -engi- 
neering use and should prove popu- 
lar because of its portability to sta- 
tions that experience difficulty in 
the transmission system from the 
transmitter up to and including the 
antenna. When excessive standing - 
wave ratios are experienced in the 
transmission -line system, the trans- 
mission line may be pulled apart 
and terminated with the dummy, 
thus isolating the difficulty to the 
antenna, isolating unit, or section 
of coax causing the difficulty. 

FIG. 2-Ten 100 -watt bulbs and a variable 
capacitor form the 1.000 -watt load 

While the dissipation or power - 
handling capabilities of this partic- 
ular dummy load is limited to a 
little over 1,000 watts, this does not 
limit its uses to stations of 1,000 
watts or less. Most 3 -kw f -m trans- 
mitters can be reduced in power to 
a kilowatt by means of transformer 
taps for the isolation procedure. 

To make the 1,000 watt dummy 
load, ten 100 -watt, 120 -volt Sylvania 
light bulbs are connected in parallel 
by means of three twelve -inch 
lengths of No. 8 or No. 10 tinned 
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Three dummy loads for transmitter powers ranging from 25 to 5,000 watts and frequencies 
up to 160 megacycles are easily constructed. Voltage standing wave ratios are well under 

1:1.5 for all types described 

copper bus wire. The bulb shells 
are all soldered to the middle length, 
with five on each side. The second 
length of bus is laid across the bulb 
center -contact point of one row of 
bulbs and soldered, joining the five 
bulbs together. The remaining 
length of bus is laid across the 
center contacts of the other row 
of bulbs and likewise soldered. 

The two outer rows of bus are 
joined by a short length of copper 
strap at least } inch wide. This 
copper strap serves as the connec- 
tion point for the inner conductor 
of the coax. A Cardwell variable 
capacitor is connected, by means of 
a copper strap, in series with the 
shells of the bulbs and the outer 
conductor of the coax. It is para- 
mount that connections be kept 
short. 

The 1,000 -watt dummy shown in 
Fig. 2 has a ten -foot length of 
RG8/U coax with various adapters 
attached to assist in connecting to 
different types of fittings. 

5,000 -Watt Load 

The materials for the 5,000 -watt 
unit are an IRC type LP 51.5 -ohm 
dummy resistor unit and a short 
length (approximately 14 inches) 
of 3k -inch coaxial cable with end 
flange attached. Cooling is done 
by a filtered water flow of five gal- 
lons per minute. A rubber hose for 
carrying the water and the neces- 
sary hose fittings and clamps for 
attaching it to the dummy and the 
water supply are also required as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

The type LP resistor slides down 
into the 3k -inch coax with the 
flange fingers gripping the outer 
conductor. The lower end of the 
resistance element is attached to 
the inner conductor of the coax by 
means of a 10-32 screw. 

The hose carrying the incoming 
filtered water is connected to the 
resistor fitting marked INLET. The 
outgoing heated water is carried 

off by an additional length of hose 
to the plumbing drainage system. 
A fine -screen wire filter unit may be 
obtained from a plumbing supply 
house for insertion in the intake 
line. The filter prevents abrasive 
material, practically always present 
in water mains, from wearing away 
the thin carbon film constituting 
the resistive element. Cost of the 
element is around $70 and the com- 
pleted dummy should be under $100. 

This type dummy load may be 
increased to 10 kw by using a 3 - 
inch T plumbing fitting and paral- 
leling two 103 -ohm type LP units. 

Bulb Loads 

It would appear that the number 
of bulbs could be reduced by using 
bulbs of greater wattage but this 
has not been found practical. The 
larger -wattage bulbs develop hot 
spots on the filament, destroying it 
before it can be brought up to bril- 
liance. Also, a type of fluorescence 
occurs, often accompanied by in- 
ternal arcing. 

FIG. 3-Complete 5,000 -watt dummy an- 
tenna is shown at left. The resistive 

element is at right 

FIG. 4-Basic representation of R, L and 
C is shown at A. Complexities created 
by bulb shell and mount are shown at B 

The d -c resistance of the bulbs 
when paralleled and operating at 
full brilliance figures out to be 14.4 
ohms. This is far from the 51.5 
ohms desired. Apparently the act- 
ual resistance is raised to 51.5 ohms 
at vhf due to the predominance of 
skin effect. 

Figure 4A is an over -simplified 
schematic representation of the 
complex inductance, capacitance and 
resistance present in bulb -type 
dummy loads. Resistance R, repre- 
sents the 51.5 -ohm resistance in 
which we are primarily interested; 
L, represents the series inductance 
due to the filament structure and 
length; C, is the external capaci- 
tance added to series -resonate L, to 
the operating frequency and make 
the load appear purely resistive. 

In practice, the complex react- 
ances are more nearly represented 
by Fig. 4B. Capacitance Cs repre- 
sents the shell and lead capacitance 
in the base of the bulb; R2 repre- 
sents the insulating material used 
in the base of the bulb as well as 
the losses of the glass filament -sup- 
porting structure due to the high 
lead content used in the glass; LY 

represents the inherent inductance 
present in even the short external 
lead lengths used as connections as 
well as unavoidable inductance 
present in the capacitor construc- 
tion. 
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Anastigmatic Yoke 
Loss of picture detail in the corners of large tubes is caused primarily by spot or deflection 
refocusing and can be corrected by means of a deflection yoke that provides nonuniform 

deflecting fields that restore the spot to its proper size 

TWO TYPES OF DISTORTION fre- 
quently encountered in televi- 

sion pictures are pattern distortion 
and spot distortion. 

Pattern distortion is a deviation 
from the desired rectangular frame 
and appears in the form of barrel 
or pin -cushion geometry. Non -line- 
arity of the scanning presentation 
is a by-product of these geometric 
distortions. 

Spot distortion, also known as 
deflection defocusing, causes a loss 
of picture detail in the corners of 
the picture. This effect has passed 
almost unnoticed in the smaller pic- 
ture tubes. However, with the ad- 
vent of large screens, such as the 
16 -inch tube, deflection defocusing 
becomes quite noticeable since these 
tubes are subject to viewing at 
relatively close range. 

In Fig. 1, the top photo shows a 
picture exhibiting deflection distor- 
tion, giving an idea of the magni- 
tude of the defects involved. This 
picture was obtained from a local 
monoscope generator, using a 
standard commercial deflection yoke 
and a 16 -inch tube. The bottom 
photo shows the same picture taken 
with an anastigmatic yoke in use. 

Spot defocusing can be compen- 
sated by the use of nonuniform 
deflecting fields which have a suit- 
able and controlled amount of in- 
herent field distortion. In so doing, 
a slight amount of pattern distor- 
tion is traded for spot defocusing 
and the deflected spot is restored to 
its original size. A deflection yoke 
with this quality has been tenta- 
tively termed anastigmatic yoke. 

Practical tests with commercial 
picture tubes have shown that the 

FIG. 1-Top pattern obtained with uncorrected yoke and bottom pattern with anastig- presented at IRE National Convention, matic yoke New York, March 1919. 
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for Picture Tubes 
By K. SCHLESINGER 

Motorola Inc. 
Chicago, Illinois 

pattern distortion introduced by an 
anastigmatic yoke is so small that 
it may not be noticed, whereas the 
original deflection defocusing is 
easily detected. It is further found 
that the adjustment of the yoke for 
minimum astigmatism often coin- 
cides with good rectangular geom- 
etry. One reason for this may be 
that the field distortion in the yoke 
as required for focus correction is 
of a type which, by itself, would 
produce barrel distortion on the 
screen. On the other hand, mag- 
netic deflection from an undistorted 
sawtooth current tends to project, 
on a flat -face screen, a pattern of 
pin -cushion geometry. Both effects 
are small and of opposite sign, so 
that they tend to cancel. 

Astigmatism of Electron Beam 

It is widely believed that a uni- 
form field of deflection is all that is 
needed to maintain proper focus, 
even on a flat screen.' However, this 
holds only for very small angles. It 
may be shown, and has been con- 
firmed by experiment, that mag- 
netic deflection is inherently astig- 
matic even in a uniform field. This 
is due to the circular nature of 
electron trajectories in a magnetic 
deflection field. 

Figure 2 illustrates this in a 
somewhat simplified manner. It 
shows a pencil of cathode rays, rep- 
resented by an axial ray 1 and a 
meridial ray 2. Both rays are 
brought to a point focus on the axis 
at P. If a magnetic field Hr is ap- 
plied over a region L, both rays will 
describe circles of radii ro and r5, 
in the field, and leave it in the direc- 
tion of the tangents at B, and B2, 

with no change in velocity along 
their path. The sagittal2 focus P 
will therefore move in a circle with 

FIG. 2-Actlgmai;sm of a focused beam with magnetic deflection 
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radius C1 -P around a center of 
deflection C1 which coincides very 
closely with the center of the mag- 
netic field. (The deviation is less 
than 10 percent for angles up to 
±30 degrees). The meridial ray 2, 
however, is deflected too much, so 
that the meridial focus Q moves in- 
ward along ray 1. Simple analysis 
shows that the focus Q for meridial 
rays 2 moves on a surface whose 
curvature at the apex P is three 
times that for the sagittal rays 1. 

Accordingly, a spot focus at P will 
be distorted, by deflection, into a 
line focus Q'Q", and produce radial 
astigmatism. 

This condition cannot be cor- 
rected by variations of the axial 
focusing system. It can be cured, 
however, by introducing a con- 
trolled amount of nonuniformity 
into the deflecting field. What is 
needed is a change of the field in- 
tensity Hs in the direction of deflec- 
tion and in such a way that the field 
becomes stronger with increasing 
distance off axis. This will then 
deflect beam 1 more and beam 2 less 
than shown in Fig. 2. Such a field 
introduces some degree of barrel 
distortion, but it restores the spot 
to its original shape and size at 
wide angles of deflection. 

Theoretically, the spot in Fig. 2 
would stay focused on a plane 
screen through P if the trajectories 
were parabolas rather than circles. 
This seems to suggest that electro- 
static deflection is in a more favor- 
able position than magnetic deflec- 
tion as far as astigmatism is con- 

ANASTIGMAT WITH 
ALTERNATE WINDING 

FIG. 6-Eight-coil yoke with mount and focus coil 

cerned. Unfortunately, this is not 
so in practice since the idealized 
setup of Fig. 2 cannot be realized 
with electrostatic deflectors without 
introducing troublesome chromatic 
aberration due to electron accelera- 
tion in the fringe fields. 

In practice, electrostatic deflec- 
tion lends itself less well to wide- 
angle operation than magnetic de- 
flection.' It is practical only for 
angles below 30 degrees, while mag- 
netic deflection handles almost twice 
that angle. 

For a given angle of deflection, 
the magnitude of astigmatism on 
the screen depends on the beam 
diameter within the field. Present 
tubes like the 16LP4 have a meas- 
ured beam spread of only about two 
degrees, which means a beam diam- 
eter of approximately inch inside 
the yoke. The astigmatic aberra- 
tion is less than half of that value, 
or about two lines. This is tolerable, 
and hence it follows that astigma- 
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FIG. 5-Anastigmcic deflection yoke with alternate winding 

tism in a uniform field is only partly 
responsible for the much greater 
aberrations observed in practice. 
The main cause for deflection de- 
focusing lies in the nonuniformity 
of the deflecting fields themselves. 

Astigmatism of Deflection Coils 

We have considered the inherent 
astigmatism of the electron beam 
in a uniform magnetic field of de- 
flection. This astigmatism of the 
beam may be corrected by some 
controlled nonuniformity of the 
field. 

We are, therefore, interested in 
a simple and workable theory of 
nonuniform fields inside the deflec- 
tion yokes. Such a theory should 
demonstrate the relationship be- 
tween field distortion and ampere - 
turn distribution, so that it may be 
possible to control the one by the 
other. The following theoretical 
approach is based on a number of 
simplifying assumptions. The prob- 
lem is considered as two-dimen- 
sional and the effects of fringe 
fields are neglected. The results of 
the theory apply therefore only to 
cylindrical deflection coils of the 
parallel -wire type. However, those 
coils yield the highest deflection 
sensitivity for given volume.' 

As a further simplification, the 
electron trajectories through the 
yoke have not been calculated. In- 
stead, characteristics of deflection 
are predicted from the field config- 
uration in the plane of reference, 
which is a cross section through the 
center of the yoke. This procedure 
is permissible as long as the yoke 
may be considered thin as com- 
pared to the total pencil length. 
This, and the other simplifications, 
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FIG. 7-Arrangement of test equipment for control of deflection distortion and defocusing 

are best justified by the success of 
the theory in its practical applica- 
tions. 

Figure 3 shows the theoretical 
procedure used to study the field 
problem in yokes. Figure 3A shows 
some arbitrary distribution of 
wires on the surface of the cylinder, 
all being energized by the same cur- 
rent. Fig. 3B shows the application, 
to this problem, of Ampere's theo- 
rem of the equivalent magnetic 
sheath. The rule states that the 
magnetic field inside the cylinder 
may as well stem from a magnetic 
double layer on the surface, with a 
specific dipole moment, per unit 
area, of I/c. Here, I is the current 
bounding the surface element in 
question. Since the double layers 
are piling up on top of each other, 
the equivalent dipole moment at any 
point on the surface is proportional 
to the sum total of ampere -turns 
between this point of reference and 
the nearest pole (a = 0). 

By the next step (Fig. 3C), the 
problem becomes very similar to an 
equivalent boundary problem of 
electrostatics. The magnetic field 
inside the cylinder may be consid- 
ered as the gradient of a scalar 
magnetic potential ear, a, which in 
turn is uniquely determined by a 
potential distribution ¢ ,S, a, at the 
surface. The latter follows from 
the magnetic double layer and is, 
to a good approximation, propor- 
tional to its dipole -moment, the 
enclosed ampere -turns. 

a 
¡.' f n (a) da 
a = 

Considering the conditions of 
symmetry in our problem, the mag- 
netic potential then appears in the 

following form 

{o = ai r sin a + as r3 sin (3a) 
-I as rs sin (5a) + ... (1) 

The coefficients ak in this form are 
actually the Fourier coefficients of 
the potential distribution 4) , a, on 
the boundary 

4 a/2 
ak = - f ß . sin (k a) da (2) 

TT 0 

Hence, we have control over the 
coefficients ak in Eq. 1, by control- 
ling the ampere -turn distribution 
on the surface. One well-known ar- 
rangement is the deflection coil with 
cosine distribution 

n (cc = cos a 4' (a) = sin a (3) 

Within such a coil, the field is en- 
tirely uniform: 

= a1 r sin a 
as=as=...=0 (4) 

All terms of higher order than the 
first cancel out. 

In practice, the ideal cosine 
distribution has been approxi- 
mated by the so-called semi -dis- 
tributed type of windings, which 
consists of several sections, usually 
from three to six in number. Such 
yokes are expensive to make and 
are worth while only in cases where 
beams of very large cross section 
are to be handled, such as in the 
orthicon, the image dissector tube. 
and the like. 

We have found that for ordinary 
television picture tubes it is un- 
necessary to use field correction of 
higher than the third order. Mathe- 
matically speaking, it is necessary 
and sufficient to cancel the third - 
order coefficient a, in Eq. 2, but 
none of the higher terms. In prac- 
tice, this does not require a distrib- 

uted winding, but may be accom- 
plished by simpler means as will 

be shown below (Fig. 5 and 10). 
Figure 4 shows the results of the 

theory if terms of higher order than 
the third are neglected. Listed are 
expressions for potential, field in- 
tensity, and the force differential 
across the beam diameter. It is 
apparent that the third -order co- 
efficient a, is equally responsible for 
pattern distortion, nonlinearity of 
deflection and spot distortion. The 
diagrams of Fig. 4 and the table 
show more specifically how these 
aberrations are correlated. 

The shape of the equipotential 
lines is indicative of the picture dis- 
tortion, since they are at right 
angles to both the flux lines and the 
beam and hence coincident with the 
lines of force of magnetic deflection. 
On the basis of Fig. 4, we expect 
barrel distortion to be associated 
with radial astigmatism, while pin- 
cushion distortion brings with it 
tangential astigmatism. 

If the third order term is made to 
vanish, rectangular geometry ob- 
tains over most of the field. How - 

FIG. 8-Relationship between pattern and 
spot distortion. Anastigmatic adjustment 

is shown in center 
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FIG. 9 --Detail at wide angles for various stages of yoke correction 

ever, the inherent astigmatism of 
the beam (Fig. 2) requires for its 
correction some slight radial de- 
focusing. This may be brought 
about by allowing a slight degree of 
barrel distortion to remain in the 
yoke (a3 slightly positive). The ab- 
sence of serious defocusing in some 
commercial yokes is probably due to 
the fact that many of them exhibit 
some degree of barrel distortion, 
which has helped, more or less ac- 
cidentally, to correct for the astig- 
matism of the beam. 

Alternate Winding 

On the basis of the above theory, 
it has been possible to develop suc- 
cessfully some special arrangements 
of windings suitable for obtaining 
anastigmatic deflection. One such 
form is shown in Fig. 5. This is 
an alternate winding. Each com- 
ponent of defection consists of two 
pairs of coils, so that there is a 
total of eight coils on the yoke. 
Each pair of coils is composed of 
one main or field coil, and one auxil- 
iary or corrector coil. Hence the 
surface of the cylinder is alter- 
nately, and completely, covered with 
vertical and horizontal coils. 

Figure 6 shows the appearance of 
this yoke complete with focus coil in 
a common mounting. 

To make this system anastig- 
matic, it is necessary to adjust a 
critical ampere -turn ratio for each 
pair of field and corrector coils. The 
design procedure for the yoke is 
based on the preceding theory and 
is indicated (Fig. 5) in several 
steps. The winding distribution 
n,, is plotted for the first quadrant 

of the cylinder, and is integrated to 
obtain the equivalent surface -po- 
tential function. This is theytmulti- 
plied by the third harmonic of the 
angle and the product is integrated. 

The yoke will become anastig- 
matic if this integral vanishes, that 
is, if the shaded areas above and 
below the axis are equal. This con- 
dition obtains if the main coil pro- 
vides 58 percent of the total mmf 
of the pair. The turns ratio of 
both coils in series connection then 
comes close to 1/1.5. 

To prove this theory an experi- 
mental test was set up as shown in 
Fig. 7. Corrector and field wind- 
ings were separated and each was 
fed sawtooth current from a sepa- 
rate amplifier. The ratio of these 
current amplitudes and the sign of 
the corrector current could be con- 
trolled along a potentiometer in- 
cluded in the circuit. 

The resulting pattern and spot 
distortion is shown in Fig. 8. On 
top and bottom are the two extreme 
cases of barrel and pin -cushion dis- 
tortion, while the anastigmatic cor- 
rection is shown at the center. The 
results confirm the above theory; 
radial defocusing occurs along with 
barrel geometry, and tangential de- 
focusing with pin -cushion geometry. 
The anastigmatic adjustment, for 
which there is no noticeable spot - 
distortion, is found to be also re- 
markably free from pattern distor- 
tions. This condition occurs at an 
ampere -turn ratio of 0.60, in good 
agreement with the calculated ratio 
of 0.58. 

Figure 1 shows the picture im - 
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FIG. 10-Design procedure for a slotted -yoke winding 
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provement obtained with this type 
of yoke. The upper part was done 
with a -conventional 4 -coil yoke. The 
bottom picture was obtained with 
the anastigmatic yoke. Note the 
slight residual barrel distortion, 
and the improvement of detail at 
wide angles of deflection. 

In Fig. 9, a portion of the pic- 
tures shown in Fig. 1 have been 
repeated. The center view shows 
more clearly the improvement in 
definition as obtained by the ana- 
stigmatic correction. The two com- 
panion pictures show how barrel 
distortion (bottom) impairs ver- 
tical definition, while horizontal 
definition (top view) is reduced by 
pin -cushion distortion. The anastig- 
matic yoke preserves full definition 
for deflection angles of more than 
50 degrees. 

The 8 -coil yoke is remarkably 
sensitive, due to the absence of 
dead -angles of winding. Its power - 
efficiency lies between 25 and 30 per- 
cent.' It is more expensive than the 
standard four -coil yoke, but its 
higher sensitivity makes it possible 
to use simple circuits so that the 
total cost of a receiver using this 
yoke is not prohibitive. 

Slotted Winding 

There is still another way to ob- 
tain third -order correction in a 
cylindrical deflection coil. This al- 
ternative method has only 4 coils, 
but it makes use of their angular 
position to obtain anastigmatic 
correction. 

Figure 10 shows the structure 
and design of a slotted yoke. This 
is a one -layer, four -coil arrange- 
ment, which differs from the con- 
ventional deflection yoke by the 
existence of four dead -angles, or 
slots around the poles. By proper 
design of these slots, it is possible 
to make this yoke anastigmatic. 

The procedure for finding the 
critical slot width is similar to that 
used on the alternate winding. The 
angle a., for the start of each coil is 
left variable and its value is deter- 
mined by the condition that the 
third -order term should cancel. It 
is found that this happens if the coil 
extends from 15 to 45 degrees. The 
slots then subtend an angle of 30 
degrees at the center. At this set- 
ting we get pattern correction. 

To obtain spot correction it is 

necessary, as outlined above, to 
move somewhat further in the di- 
rection toward barrel distortion. 
This requires the slots to be nar- 
rowed down to about 20 degrees. 
At this point wide-angle definition 
is practically restored. If the slots 
are narrowed down still further, 
excessive barrel distortion results 
and the astigmatism returns. 

Figure 11 shows the coil form for 
a slotted winding, complete with 
focus coil. Figure 12 is a dot pat- 
tern, taken from an experimental 
yoke of this kind, which had slot 
correction at the vertical poles but 
no slots at the horizontal poles. The 
picture shows strong radial astig- 
matism in the horizontal direction 
but practically no defocusing with 
vertical deflection. The slotted 
winding is somewhat less sensitive 
than the alternate winding, since 
only two thirds of the available 
winding space is used. This slight 
disadvantage may be outweighed, 
however, by its greater simplicity 
and lower cost. The electron -optical 
performance of the two types of 
yokes is equally good. The slotted 
yoke of Fig. 10 is employed in one 
of the latest television receivers 
produced by this company. 

Circuit Technique 

The high deflection sensitivity of 
the anastigmatic yokes, especially 
of the eight -coil type, has made it 
possible to use relatively simple de- 
flection circuits. No sweep trans- 
formers are necessary for either 

FIG. 11-Winding form for a slotted yoke 

FIG. 12-Slotted-yoke pattern with verti- 
cal deflection corrected and horizontal 

deflection uncorrected 

direction, which more than makes 
up for the cost of the yokes. In 
addition, it was found practical to 
use the flyback energy of the yoke 
to operate, through a rectifier, the 
focus coil of the picture tube. This 
method may be developed to a point 
where the focus stays fixed over a 
wide voltage range. 

In a sweep -focus circuit of this 
type the focus coil is removed from 
its customary connection in series 
with the B -supply. This avoids a 
considerable voltage drop and makes 
it possible to operate the receiver 
from a low -voltage power supply, 
using, for example, a simple voltage 
doubler directly off the power line 
but no power transformer. A re- 
ceiver of this type combines the 
benefits of anastigmatic deflection 
with economy of cost and operation. 

The author is grateful to D. E. 
Noble, vice-president and director 
of research at Motorola, whose in- 
terest and encouragement made this 
work possible. He is also indebted 
to V. Graziano, for his work on 
pulse equipment to test the yokes, 
and to Messrs. Costello and Grigg, 
who built them. 
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FIG. 1-Conventional phototube circuit 
using shielded cable 

FIG. 2-Low-output-impedance photo - 
tube amplifier 

FIG. 3-Equivalent circuit of Fig. 2 for 
voltage analysis 

Phototube Amplifier With 

Both amplification and low -impedance output are obtained from a single -stage cathode - 
loaded phototube amplifier. Circuit analysis and development are given to show advan- 

tages over a conventional cathode follower 

By NORMAN ALPERT* 
Senior Development Engineer 
Hillyer Instrument Company 

New York, N. Y. 

THE PROBLEM of coupling to a 
remotely located phototube has 

been solved in the past by employ- 
ing several feet of low -loss shielded 
cable in a circuit such as that in 
Fig. 1. 

To obtain a low output impedance 
and at the same time amplification 
of signal, the circuit of Fig. 2 has 
been successfully employed. The 
phototube is considered to be a con- 
stant -current device since it has a 
very high internal impedance (of 
the order of 100 megohms). This 
is a valid assumption for a vacuum 
phototube like the 934 when the 
plate voltage is kept between 50 and 

Now with Servo Corp. of America, 
New Hyde Park, N. Y. 

250 volts. Under these conditions, 
the phototube current Ira can be ex- 
pressed as follows: 

'pH = KF (1) 
where F = light flux in lumens 

K = proportionality constant 
(30µa per lumen for the 934) 

Voltage Gain 

The equivalent circuit of Fig. 2 
is shown in Fig. 3. By Kirchhoff's 
Voltage Law, 

-µ EKG +IRi+(I-IPH) R2 
+ I ri, = 0 (2) 

(3) EKG = - Ii R1 - 'pH R, 
Combining Eq. 2 and 3 and rear- 
ranging, 

- IPH (µ Ru - R2) 
( ) I 

_ 
µRi+Ri+R2+ra 4 

The output voltage drop will be de- 
fined as 

Vo = -I (RI + R2) 

The input voltage drop is 

V;=IPHR, 

Thus, the voltage gain G can be 
written as 

G = Vo - I (R2 + R2) 
V; IPH Ro 

Combining Eq. 4 and 5 produces 

G 
µRo - R2 

(RI +R2+1+R1+R2) ' 
Usually µR, is much greater than 
R, and Eq. 6 becomes 

G = (7) 
µRl r, +1 

(5) 

RK 

(6) 

where 
RK=R1+R2 
This result could also be obtained 

by considering the triode as a feed- 
back amplifier where 

$ = feedback factor = Rl 
Rl + R2 

Go = gain without feedback = 

µ (R1 + R2) 
r5+Rl+R2 
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FIG. 4-Equivalent circuit for determin- 
ing output impedance 
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FIG. 5-Output voltage and impedance 
for circuit of Fig. 2 
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FIG. 6-Practical circuit developed from 
that shown in Fig. 2 

Low Output Impedance 
Hence 6 = 

µ (R1 -r R2) 

R,+ R2 

1 + G°ß II (RI + R2) R1 
1 +t.p+R,+R2XR, 

-i- Rr. 

RK 
This result is the same as Eq. 7. 

µR,+r'p+l (8) 

Output Impedance 

To calculate the output impedance 
of the circuit of Fig. 2, impress a 
voltage E across the output and 
set 1,. equal to zero as shown in Fig. 
4. By Kirchhoff's Voltage Law, 

- E+(h+I2) (Ri +R2)=1) (9) 

(10) 

(11) 

- µ EKG +E+ 12 r,, O 

EKG = - (Ii + Iz) R1 

From Eq. 9, 10 and 11, 

E rpRK 
I, µRi+RK+'' 
The output impedance is there- 

fore 
rD RK 

Z° II µR,+RK+rr- 
1 

µRi+Rx 1 r RK + RK 

(12) 

The circuit of Fig. 2 can thus be 
replaced by a box as shown in Fig. 
5, where the minus sign in the ex- 
pression for E, indicates that E, 
decreases as I,2, increases. 

It should be noted that although 
the output impedance is larger than 
that obtained from a conventional 
cathode follower, it is considerably 
smaller than that obtained from a 
one -stage conventional degenerative 
amplifier. In addition, while the 
gain of a cathode follower is always 
less than unity, the gain of the cir- 
cuit of Fig. 2 is of the order of µ, 
the amplification factor of the tube. 
This is due to the fact that R, is 
not grounded, and the input voltage 
is not considered from grid to 
ground, but as that across R,. 

The circuit may also be consid- 
ered as a device for effectively in- 
creasing the phototube load resis- 

10 
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FIG. 7-Plot of ouput voltage versus 
phototube current 

tance R, to a value GR,, thus giving 
a higher output voltage and at the 
same time presenting an output 
impedance which is very much 
smaller than R,. 

Experimental Results 

The circuit of Fig. 6 is a practical 
illustration of Fig. 2. Resistors R, 
and R, were chosen on the basis of 
linearity and favorable operating 
point considerations. By means of 
Eq. 8 and 12, the gain was calcu- 
lated to be 9 and the output re- 
sistance was 7,500 ohms. The volt- 
ages listed on the diagram were 
those for IP = 0. Noise measure- 
ments indicated that this circuit 
(all resistors were carbon type) 
had approximately 100 microvolts 
rms of noise. 

Figure 7 is a plot of the output 
voltage variations V° as a function 
of phototube current I,.,, and it may 
be seen that the curve is quite linear 
and is in close agreement with the 
theoretical curve. 

If it is desired to pass high -fre- 
quency signals a pentode could be 
used instead of a triode. By this 
means, advantage is taken of the 
inherently low grid -to -plate inter - 
electrode capacitance of the pen- 
tode tube. 
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FIG. 1-Energy spectrum of beta -ray 
particles (A). showing significance of 
maximum energy rating, and material 
density required to stop beta rays with 
various maximum energies (B). Absorp- 
tion of beta rays by a material is de- 
pendent only on density, hence is inde- 

pendent of the nature of the material 

By J. R. CARLIN 
Tracerlab, Inc. 
Boston, Mass. 

Radioactive 
Thickness Gage 

MANY MANUFACTURING proc- 
esses require a method of 

continuously measuring the thick- 
ness of material in one or more 
stages of production. It is usually 
preferable to accomplish the meas- 
urement without physically con- 
tacting the specimen, in order not 
to interfere with production or 
cause material damage. The ad- 
vantages derived from the utiliza- 
tion of such a thickness gage are 
improved quality control, elimina- 
tion of material wastes, time sav- 
ings and the removal of manufac- 
turing uncertainties. 

Several methods of thickness 
measurement have been proposed 
which have achieved varying de- 
grees of success. One arrangement 
is to have the material under in- 
vestigation flow between the plates 
of a capacitor, whose capacitance is 
affected by the mass and nature of 
the dielectric between the , plates. 
A simple relation, however, between 
thickness and capacitance is hardly 
possible because the contribution 

to capacitance made by some mate- 
rials is completely out of pro- 
portion to their concentration in 
the specimen. Consider, for ex- 
ample, the inaccuracies introduced 
by the presence of water of dielec- 
tric constant 81 in paper of dielec- 
tric constant 2.0 to 2.5. 

Other methods involve the meas- 
urement of absorption, reflection or 
scattering of a radiation by the 
material being measured. When the 
specimen is accessible from two 
sides the absorption method is usu- 
ally employed because of the gross 
and easily measured changes occur- 
ring in the radiation upon penetra- 
tion of matter. 

Thickness -measuring ins t r u - 

m e n t s employing x-rays have been 
used successfully for some time. 
They are limited, however, by their 
inability to measure thin materials 
accurately because of the pene- 
trating nature of the radiation. 
Even very low energy x-rays suffer 
little or no change upon transmis- 
sion through thin sheets of plastic, 
fabric or paper. The high cost of 
x-ray equipment and the appreci- 
able replacement cost of an x-ray 
tube, whose useful life rarely ex- 
ceeds one thousand hours, have re- 
duced the applicability of this type 
of radiation. 

Nuclear radiations, on the other 
hand, have become readily available 
with various energy and penetrat- 
ing characteristics from an impos- 
ing list of pile -produced radioiso- 
topes, some at almost nominal cost. 
Their applicability has been proved 
and a line of thickness gages em- 
ploying radioisotopes is now com- 
mercially available. These instru- 
ments etre based on the principle 
that radiations from radioactive 
substances undergo reductions in 
intensity upon penetration of mat- 
ter. The degree of absorption of a 

nuclear radiation is a function of 
the total mass between the radia- 
tion source and detector. 

Geiger counter tubes and ioniza- 
tion chambers are at present the 
only radiation -sensitive devices that 
appear to be suitably reliable for 
commercial application. The stabil- 
ity of Geiger tubes is frequently 
questionable and their life is in- 
herently short, hence ionization 
chambers were chosen as the radia- 
tion -sensitive elements. 

An ion chamber is simply a cav- 
ity containing some ionizable medi- 
um, in this case air at atmospheric 
pressure. Contained within the 
medium are two electrodes across 
which a voltage is applied. Upon 
irradiation, the ions drift to the 
collecting electrodes, establishing a 
small current which can be meas- 
ured directly by an electrometer or 
amplified and used to operate a cur- 
rent meter or recorder. 

Choice of Radiation 

Consider now several important 
aspects of nuclear radiations. Alpha 
particles, or positively charged 
helium nuclei, ionize profusely and 
are stopped completely by only sev- 
eral milligrams per sq cm of ab- 
sorber. For practical use, however, 

Gaging thickness of paper at Continental 
Paper Co.. Ridgefield Park. N. J. 
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Material moving between ionization chamber and radioisotope source absorbs' beta or 
- 

4 

gamma Palliation in proportion to thickness. Meter in basic electrometer amplifier circuit 
can be calibrated to read thickness directly. Recorder is easily added 

for Moving Materials 
alpha particles possess too limited 
a range and are applicable only to 
very thin thickness measurements 
which can be accomplished with 
low -energy beta radiation. 

Beta rays are composed of high- 
energy electrons originating in the 
nuclei of atoms undergoing radio- 
active transformation. The wide 
range of beta -ray energies provided 
by available emitters makes pos- 
sible thickness measurements from 
0.000015 in. aluminum to approxi- 
mately 0.1 in. steel, corresponding 
to a density range of 0.0001 to 2 gm 
per sq cm. 

Gamma rays, which are electro- 
magnetic in nature like light or 
x-rays, are far more penetrating 
and are suitable to the measure- 
ment of considerably more ponder- 
ous masses or thicknesses up to 
several inches of steel or concrete. 

Radioisotopes are obtainable 
which emit beta or gamma rays 
only of one or more energies, or any 
combination of the two. Where 
there is a choice between a beta 
and gamma emitter, the beta -ray 
isotope is usually more desirable 
because its greater ionizing ability 
requires less activity for equal 
chamber response. 

Beta rays emerging from a radio - 

Installation of indicating radioactive thickness gage on machine producing thin 
plastic sheets at Dewey-Almy Chemical Co. plant in Lockport, New York. Ionization 
chamber is over plastic sheet at top of machine and radioisotope housing is directly 
under it beneath moving sheet material. Calibration chart is on rack at right, 

below indicating meter 

active source are not monoenergetic 
but rather possess a continuous 
spectrum of energies, as shown in 
Fig. 1A. In describing the beta rays 
from a source, the maximum energy 
usually is stated; the average beta 
particle energy is appreciably less 
than this maximum. Figure 1B pro- 
vides an indication of the total 
weight per unit area of absorber 
material required to stop completely 
the beta radiation whose maximum 

energy is plotted as abscissa. The 
range of weights indicated repre- 
sents a wide variety of industrial 
thickness measur`.ng applications of 
beta -ray absorption, such as paper, 
cardboard, textiles, plastic films and 
metallic sheets. 

The process of absorption of beta 
rays by matter is due to the electro- 
static interaction between the high - 
velocity electron and the electrons 
present in the absorber. The beta 

Fully automatic recorder -type radioactive thickness gage (left) and model providing meter indication only. Both models are for 
continuous production measurements 
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particle -iinparts its initial energy 
to residual electrons during inelas- 
tic collisions with absorber atoms. 
The thickness of absorber required 
to stop completely a beta ray de- 
pends obviously upon its energy at 
incidence and upon the density of 
electrons present in -the absorber. 
If the weight per unit area instead 
of thickness of absorber is consid- 
ered the mass required to stop a 
beta ray is independent of the na- 
ture of the absorber since the num- 
ber of electrons in a specific mass 
of material is substantially inde- 
pendent of the nature of the 
material. 

For each particular application 
the choice of isotope depends pri- 
marily upon the maximum weight 
per area to be measured by the in- 
strument, remembering that the 
most ideal isotope is that which gen- 
erates greatest ionization in the 
chamber and provides the steepest 
and most linear section of its ab- 
sorption characteristic over the 
range of weight per area to be cov- 
ered. In addition, cost considera- 
tion and convenience require that 
the radioisotope be reasonably long 
lived. 

Circuit Details 

A complete instrument design 
including a basic electrometer 
amplifier arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 2. The small direct ionization 
currents developed in the chamber 
produce a measurable voltage drop 
across a high -value resistor R, in 
the grid circuit of the amplifier 
tube. The Raytheon CK571AX 
electrometer tube used has a grid 
current of the order of 10' ampere 
and a transconductance of approxi- 
mately 120 µmhos. A high -imped- 
ance circuit of this type necessi- 
tates careful shielding and good 
insulation technique. These diffi- 
culties can be reduced by increasing 
the magnitude of the chamber cur- 
rent by raising the level of radia- 
tion to which the chamber is 
exposed. 

The maximum amount of activity 
which can be incorporated in the 
source is of course limited by the 
associated health hazard. One milli - 
curie of a beta emitter like Sr90 can 
be, with relative ease, safely 
shielded to prevent any likelihood 
of overexposure to nearby personnel 

and yet will produce in a chamber 5 

liters in volume a current of the 
order of magnitude of 10-' ampere. 
The exact value of ionization cur- 
rent developed is dependent on the 
solid angle subtended by the cham- 
ber at the source and the percent- 
age of the total path lengths of the 
primary beta rays spent in the 
chamber volume. 

The zero -signal plate current is 
balanced to zero in the meter by 
the auxiliary circuit loop containing 
E, and Rº. One method of calibrat- 
ing such a thickness gage is to 
allow the source S to irradiate the 
chamber after first inserting a 

standard absorber A between the 
two. The meter in this case is true 
zero centered, and the voltage im- 
pressed across R, by the chamber 
current is counterbalanced by 
potentiometer R, to provide a zero 
meter reading. Any subsequent 
changes in the weight per unit area 
of A will produce a positive or 
negative meter deviation from zero. 

To establish a scale range of, 
for example, ±10 percent, the meter 
is first zero -adjusted by R, with A 
interposed between the source and 
chamber. Absorber A is then re- 
placed by another A', differing from 
A within the limits ±10 percent. 
The meter shunt rheostat Ra is then 
adjusted so that the deviation 100 
(A' - A)/A appears as the meter 
reading whose scale ends are ±10 
percent of the value represented by 
the meter zero at center scale, in 
this case, A. 

Calibration of Instrument 

A complete calibration chart can 
be provided giving settings of R, 
and Rs for various values of weight 
per area represented by center 
scale. It is necessary for the meter 
sensitivity to be altered by adjust- 
ments of R, for different center 
scale values to compensate for the 
changing slope of the absorption 
characteristics at various values 
of absorber weight per area. 

The calibration chart need not be 
repeated once carried out. When 
the specific gravity of a particular 
material is known, the calibration 
can be put in terms of units of 
thickness instead of weight per unit 
area. The operator, after consult- 
ing the calibration chart, adjusts 
the settings of R, and Rs for a par - 

Radioactive thickness gage as designed 
for single measurements in laboratories 

titular thickness of material being 
produced. If exactly that thick- 
ness of material passes between the 
source and chamber, the meter 
reading will indicate zero deviation. 
Subsequent changes in thickness 
from this value will be evidenced by 
changes in meter reading up to 
±10 percent or almost any other 
desirable limits. if only one mate- 
rial is used and one thickness range 
is adequate, the meter may be cali- 
brated to read thickness directly. 

By locating the absorber closer 
to the detector than to the source, 
the effect of flutter associated with 
moving absorber materials can be 
diminished. If the flutter is so 
great that fluctuations in the output 
meter are still observable, an inte- 
grating circuit is necessary to pro- 
vide a smoothing action. The aver- 
aging effect of such an integrating 
circuit is advantageous when meas- 
uring nonuniform or inhomogene- 
ous materials in motion. 

Laboratory Test Model 

A small laboratory model gage 
has been used for measuring thin 
sheets of mica in a Geiger tube pro- 
duction plant. The ionization cham- 
ber and source of radiation are 
contained within the instrument 
cabinet. The samples are placed on a 
slide that is moved manually to in- 
troduce the specimen into measur- 
ing position within the cabinet. 
Profiles of a wide sheet of material 
can be studied by cutting off a strip 
along the width of a sheet and run- 
ning the strip at a constant speed 
through the instrument. This in- 
strument is also suitable for labor- 
atory measurements of sheet mate - 
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FIG. 2-Basic electrometer circuit used with indicating type 
radioactive thickness gage 

rials like paper, plastic film, metal 
foil, mica and textile yarn roving. 

Gage for Moving Materials 

Another form of the gage, de- 
signed for continuous production 
measurements, employs the circuit 
shown in Fig. 3. The ionization 
chamber and source are supported 
on a U-shaped bracket which in 
turn is mounted on or near a ma- 
chine engaged in sheet production. 
The material under study flows be- 
tween the source and chamber and 
the desired information appears on 
a large front -panel meter which can 
be set several hundred feet away 
from the pick-up head. Tolerance 
limits can be set on a supersensitive 
relay so that a flashing red or green 
light will appear if thickness toler- 
ances are exceeded. Terminals are 
also provided for accommodating 
any auxiliary warning or control 
equipment. 

In most industrial installations 
of thickness gages for measuring 
moving sheets of materials it is de- 
sirable to have the results appear on 
a recorder chart. In addition, the 
use of a self -balancing potentio- 
meter -type recorder makes possible 
a method of automatic standardiza- 
tion, suggested by W. C. Peacock. 
The recorders should be equipped 
with the feature for automatically 
standardizing slide wire potentials. 

In normal operation a portion of 
the potentiometer voltage opposes 
the input voltage signal. When 
these two voltages are equal their 
sum is zero and the potentiometer 
contactor is at the balance position. 
The contactor is coupled to a pointer 
which indicates the magnitude of 
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FIG. 3-Electrometer circuit with automatic standardization, for 
use with selfbalancing potentiometer -type recorder 

the applied potential. If the two 
voltages are not equal the instru- 
ment determines the magnitude and 
direction of the unbalance and ad- 
justs the postion of the potentio- 
meter contactor to rebalance the 
system. 

The balancing operation is fre- 
quently accomplished by converting 
the d -c signal voltage to a -c and 
after amplification applying the 
voltage to two poles of a four -pole 
induction motor. Since the other 
two poles are actuated by line 
voltage, the phase relationship be- 
tween the two alternating voltages 
determines the direction in which 
the balancing motor rotates to re- 
establish balance. 

In application, the potentiometer 
voltage R, in Fig. 3 is placed in 
series with the voltage developed 
by the current from the ion cham- 
ber flowing across the grid resistor 
R, of the first amplifier stage. The 
input to the recorder amplifier is in 
the plate circuit of the electrometer 
amplifier tube whose zero -signal 
plate current is balanced to zero by 
the auxiliary bucking loop. Varia- 
tions in ion current change the 
voltage developed across R, and up- 
set the null condition between the 
recorder amplifier's input terminals 
in the plate circuit. The potentiome- 
ter readjusts itself so that it devel- 
ops a voltage to equalize the new 
potential across R9. In normal op- 
eration the switch SW is in position 
N. 

When standardizing, the main 
radiation source S becomes momen- 
tarily blocked by a heavy absorber 
so that it cannot affect the ioniza- 
tion chamber. At the same time, a 

small standard source, identical in 
nature to S, is automatically per- 
mitted to energize the chamber 
from within. Simultaneous with 
this operation SW is switched from 
the normal position N to the stand- 
ardized position ST. Potentiometer 
R, is initially adjusted so that the 
voltage developed across R due to 
the irradiation of the chamber by 
the standard source, is equalized by 
the R, voltage. The null condition 
between recorder amplifier input 
terminals remains unaffected. ,.Any 
deviation from the null condition 
will upset this balance and the 
standardizing rheostat, which dur- 
ing standardization becomes cou- 
pled to the balancing motor, rotates 
to restore the null condition at the 
amplifier input. By this operation, 
which occurs approximately once 
every half hour for a period of,sev- 
eral seconds, the instrument auto- 
matically corrects for variations in 
battery voltage, sourc strength 
and electronic components. 

The ionization chamber, situated 
above the source mount, is equipped 
with a flag indicating the presence 
of radiation. In order to exceed 
radiation tolerance limits, it would 
be necessary for a man to stay 
within six inches of the source for 
8 hours per day. 
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MEASURING PHASE 
at Audio and 

ERIODIC SIGNALS are character- 
ized by the parameters of 

amplitude, frequency and phase 
relative to some time reference. 

Measurement of amplitude and 
frequency, at audio and ultrasonic 
frequencies, can be carried out 
rather easily, but accurate measure- 
ment of phase has proved much 
more difficult and has consequently 
been neglected in many applications 
where it could provide useful in- 
formation. In contrast to amplitude 
and frequency, phase is a relative 
concept-that is, one is generally 
interested in the phase difference 
between two periodic signals. 

A variety of methods has been 
used to measure phase difference. 
The most familiar of these is the 
display of Lissajous figures on the 
screen of a cathode-ray oscilloscope. 
These patterns, obtained by apply- 
ing one signal to the horizontal de- 
flection plates, the other to the 
vertical deflection plates of the cro, 
indicate the phase difference be- 
tween the two signals; for example, 
a straight line indicates 0 or 180 
degrees, while a circle indicates 90 
deg. Another method, also using a 
cro as an indicating device, employs 
an electronic switch to produce a 

* Now with Bell Telephone Laboratories, 
Murray Hill, N. J. 

A commercial phase meter embodying the circuits shown in Fig. 5 

superposition of the two signals on 
the screen, so that the phase differ- 
ence can be scaled off directly. 

Other cro methods, not so widely 
known but capable of greater ac- 
curacy, make use of a circular 
sweep derived from one of the two 
signals. One such scheme, devised 
by K. S. Lion', is illustrated. The 
circular sweep, ordinarily of very 
small diameter, is expanded momen- 
tarily by each of the two signals 
being compared ; the geometrical 
angle between the two spikes thus 
produced is the unknown phase 
angle. More than two signals can 
have their relative phases displayed 
simultaneously. 
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FIG. 1-Direct-reading methods of phase measurement 

Schemes not requiring a cathode- 
ray oscilloscope fall into two classi- 
fications : null methods, requiring a 
balancing operation, and direct - 
reading methods that produce a 
direct phase -angle indication on a 
meter. As an example of the former, 
amplitude and phase of one of the 
two signals can be changed until it 
completely cancels the other. The 
required phase shift is then read 
from a calibrated dial. The use of 
ordinary phase -shift networks 
would render the calibration fre- 
quency -sensitive, but by adding a 
quadrature component to one of the 
signals it is possible to obtain the 
necessary phase shift independently 
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Ultrasonic Frequencies 
By ERNEST R. KRETZMER* 

Research Laboratory of Electronics 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Phase difference between two periodic signals is compared in a flip-flop circuit. The average 
current is read directly in degrees of phase on a calibrated meter. Possible applications 
include measurement of phase shift in feedb ack amplifiers, from screen -grid degeneration 

in a pentode stage, and in simulated antenna arrays 

of frequency, over a finite fre- 
quency range.' Apart from the 
inconvenience of the balancing 
operation, this null method has the 
disadvantage of requiring sinus- 
oidal signals. 

Two practical methods that give 
direct meter indications of the 
phase difference between two sig- 
nals X and Y are illustrated in Fig. 
1. The signals (which need not have 
sinusoidal waveforms or equal 
magnitudes) are converted to 
square waves whose edges coincide 
with the zero -axis crossings of the 
original signals. In Fig. 1A, these 
two square waves are fed to a gate 
tube that produces a current pro- 
portional to the fractional overlap 
of the positive portions of the 
square waves. Similarly, the over- 
lap between the positive portions of 
square wave x and the negative por- 

tions of square wave y, or vice 
versa, can be measured by means of 
a diode and a d -c meter. In any 
case, the meter reading is propor- 
tional to the magnitude of the phase 
difference, or its supplement, and 
is ambiguous to the extent that one 
cannot distinguish between the 
angles O and 360 - O. 

The ambiguity of the overlap 
method is avoided in the case of the 
flip-flop method, illustrated in Fig. 
1B. Here, the two square waves 
X and Y are used to form pulse 
trains X and Y, respectively. Each 
X pulse triggers a flip-flop circuit 
into the flip position, for a time 
interval T, until the next Y pulse 
arrives and triggers the circuit into 
the flop position, for a period T,, 
and so on. It is clear that the angle 
by which signal X leads signal Y is 
directly proportional to the fraction 

Oscillograms showing a method of phase measurement employing a circular sweep 

T,/ (T, + T,) , and hence to the 
average current through the X side 
of the trigger circuit. Conversely, 
the angle by which Y leads X cor- 
responds to the fraction T,/(T, -- 
T2) and hence to the average cur- 
rent through the Y side of the trig- 
ger circuit. The remainder of this 
paper will be devoted to this flip- 
flop method. It was patented . in 
1945', and other workers have since 
experimented with this as well as 

FIG. 3-Cathode-coupled clipper circuits 
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FIG. 4 -Simplified circuit diagram of the direct -reading phase meter 

with the overlap method.' 

The Flip -Flop Method 

Figure 2 shows a block diagram 
of an instrument employing the flip- 
flop method for measuring the 
phase difference between two peri- 
odic voltages. Two identical chan- 
nels, X and Y, handle the two sig- 
nals, X and Y, respectively. The 
principal operation performed in 
each channel is the limiting -ampli- 
fying process by which the signals 
are converted into square waves. 
The first three stages serve this pur- 
pose. The second stage is, in addi- 
tion, a phase inverter that makes it 
possible to reverse the signal polar- 
ity. If the signal has evenly spaced 
zero -axis crossings, such a reversal 
represents a phase shift of 180 de- 
grees. The square wave in each 
channel is fed to a pulse former, 
which, in effect, differentiates the 
positive -going edges. The resulting 
pips are fed to a flip-flop circuit. A 
d -c meter measures the average 
current through either side of the 
circuit, allowing the meter to read 
either the angle O or the angle 360 
- O. This switching arrangement, 
together with the phase -reversing 
switches, permits any angle to be 
transposed into the first quadrant 
(0 to 90 deg), so that the meter 
scale can be expanded by a factor of 
four if increased meter sensitivity 
is desired. 

Although the block diagram of 
Fig. 2 appears straightforward, 
severe problems are encountered in 
the design of an instrument com- 

bining simplicity with accurate 
readings that are independent of 
input amplitude and frequency over 
wide ranges. 

Square -Wave Generation 

The most difficult operation is the 
formation of square waves from the 
original signals, since the square - 
wave edges must coincide exactly 
with the zero -axis crossings, re- 
gardless of signal amplitude and 
frequency. Most instruments con- 
structed in the past have made 
use of cascaded pentode -diode com- 
binations. Such extensive amplifier - 
limiter stages are neither simple, 
nor do they answer the require- 
ments of wide frequency band 
and large amplitude range as well 
as might be expected. A circuit 
that appears better suited for the 
present application is the cathode - 
coupled clipper,« the basic form 
of which is shown in Fig. 3A. 
The grid of the right-hand triode is 
returned to a fixed positive voltage, 
V2. The signal is applied to the 
grid of the left-hand triode that is 
also returned through a high re- 
sistance to a fixed positive voltage, 
V1. For small input signals, the 
circuit acts as a linear amplifier. 
However, if the instantaneous sig- 
nal voltage goes below a certain 
value (a few volts below V,), the 
left-hand triode cuts off, and above 
a certain value (a few volts above 
V,), the right-hand triode cuts off. 
Thus, both the positive and nega- 
tive limiting results from one or the 

other tube's being cut off, and very 
good limiting symmetry can there- 
fore be attained. Like a cathode 
follower, the cathode -coupled circuit 
has high input impedance and can 
handle a large range of input volt- 
ages without drawing grid current. 
It has other useful advantages, il- 
lustrated in Fig. 3B. First, by insert- 
ing the resistor R1 in the plate line 
of the input triode, one obtains a 
phase inverter, the usefulness of 
which was pointed out in the dis- 
cussion of the block diagram (Fig. 
2) . The limiting action at the plate 
of the input triode is not exactly 
the same as at the plate of the out- 
put triode, but by means of a type 
IN34 germanium crystal diode it 
can be made very nearly the same. 
A second useful modification is ob- 
tained by connecting a capacitor 
C1 as shown. This addition makes 
the circuit regenerative without de- 
stroying its controllability and re- 
sults in an output square wave with 
edges of short rise and decay times 
limited only by stray capacitance. 

Elementary Circuit 

A simplified circuit diagram of 
a complete phase meter in Fig. 4 
shows close correspondence to the 
block diagram. Three cascaded 
limiter -amplifier stages are cathode - 
coupled types, the first stage being 
in the basic form, the second modi- 
fied to provide phase reversal if de- 
sired, and the third stage being re- 
generative so as to insure very 
steep square -wave edges. The fourth 
stage in each channel is a triode 
followed by an r -c differentiator. 
The triode has a high load resist- 
ance but a low plate resistance, so 
that it reacts rapidly only to the 
positive going square -wave edges- 
producing large negative pulses of 
0.5 -µsec duration at the differentia - 
tor output. 

These pulses mark the positive - 
going zero -axis crossings of the 
original signal (either channel X 
or channel Y), unless the phase -re- 
versing switch is in the 180 -deg 
position-in which case the pulses 
mark the negative crossings. The 
flip-flop circuit, triggered alter- 
nately by pulses from channels X 
and Y, is an Eccles -Jordan type. 
The average current through either 
half of the circuit is measured in 
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the cathode -to -ground lead; al- 
though two separate meters are 
shown for the sake of simplicity 
there is actually only one that can 
be switched into either side. A re- 
cording instrument may be con- 
nected in series with the meter if 
the phase angle is to be recorded 
continuously. 

The complete circuit diagram of a 
commercial phase meter is shown in 
Fig. 5. The meter -scale switch pro- 
vides four different full-scale 
ranges in addition to the test posi- 
tion in which the full-scale adjust- 
ment is made. An electrical zero 
adjustment is not required, since 
zero phase angle means no conduc- 
tion through the triode containing 
the meter. There is a small region 
of uncertainty in the immediate 
vicinity of 0 degree, because the two 
pulses coincide and confuse the 
trigger circuit. Changing the posi- 
tion of either phase -reversing 
switch remedies this condition. 

Practical Performance 

The performance of the com- 
mercial instrument is substantially 
independent of signal amplitude and 
frequency over wide ranges. With 
amplitudes between 1 and 170 peak 

volts and frequency between 20 cps 
and 100 kc, the error would not ex- 
ceed 3.5 degrees if the meter were 
perfectly linear. Since the meter is 
accurate only within 1 percent of 
full scale, the total maximum error 
is 3.5 degrees plus 1 percent of full 
scale. The instrument functions 
even with input amplitudes down to 
0.1 or 0.2 volt, and frequency as 
low as 3 to 5 cps. Decreasing the 
amplitudes generally reduces the 
stability rather than the accuracy 
while decreasing the frequency does 
cause a gradual reduction in accu- 
racy. At 10 cps, the maxium error 
is 6 degrees plus 1 percent of full 
scale. A similar gradual decrease in 
accuracy occurs at the high -fre- 
quency end, beginning at 20 kc, only 
if the two phase -reversing switches 
are in opposite positions, in which 
case the maximum error reaches 6 
degrees plus 1 percent of full scale 
at 40 kc. In normal operation, the 
switches are in identical positions 
and the accuracy does not change 
appreciably with increasing fre- 
quency up to more than 100 kc. 

Since the flip-flop method meas- 
ures the phase difference as the 
fractional time between zero -axis 
crossings, the measurement has a 

definite meaning, regarafess of the 
signal waveform. Exceptions may 
occur in extreme cases of distortion 
in which the signal crosses the zero 
axis more than twice during one 
period, but such cases are rare and 
unimportant. 

Asymmetrical Signals 

The zero axis, as a result of a -c 
coupling in the limiter -amplifier 
stages, is the average of the a -c 
component of the signal. Conse- 
quently, if a sinusoidal signal has 
either its positive peaks or its nega- 
tive peaks limited, the resulting 
signal is not only asymmetrical 
but its zero -axis crossings are no 
longer evenly spaced because the 
zero axis has been shifted. In such 
a case, changing the position of 
either phase -reversing switch will 
not alter the reading by 180 de- 
grees, inasmuch as opposite zero - 
axis crossings are not 180 degrees 
apart. The phase meter affords a 
means of detecting such asymmetry 
with greater sensitivity than a 
cathode-ray oscilloscope. For ex- 
ample, it is a simple matter to as- 
certain that the positive and nega- 
tive half -periods of the square 
waves produced by some commercial 
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square -wave generators are gener- 
ally unequal. The phase meter can 
readily be used to determine the 
duty factor of a train of pulses as 
well as the time delay between two 
pulse trains, provided that the 
repetition rate is not too high and 
the pulses are not too short. 

R -F Phase Measurements 

All methods of audio -frequency 
phase measurement can be used to 
measure the phase difference be- 
tween radio -frequency signals, as in 
the testing of broadcast antennas, 
by taking advantage of the hetero- 
dyne principle. If both signals are 
heterodyned into the audio fre- 
quency band by means of a common 
heat oscillator, their phase differ- 
ence will be preserved. The required 
converter stage could be added to 
each of the two channels with rela- 
tively little complication. A pre- 
ferable solution may be to precede 
the phase meter with a separate 
unit containing heterodyne stages 
and amplifiers. Both audio and r -f 
phase measurements can then be 
made at low (millivolt) input levels. 

Applying the Phase Meter 

A typical problem in which the 
direct -reading phase meter finds a 
useful application is that of phase 
shift in feedback amplifiers. Figure 
6 shows plots of phase shift versus 
frequency (from 10 cps to 100 kc) 
obtained in approximately ten 
minutes by means of the phase 
meter described. The three curves 
are for various degrees of feedback, 
ranging from zero to critical feed- 
back. The amplifier tested contains 
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two triode stages and a trans- 
former, resonance in the trans- 
former being responsible for the 
peculiar phase variation at 30 kc 

Another example is the measure- 
ment of phase shift resulting from 
screen -grid degeneration in a single 
pentode stage. Accurate computa- 
tion of this phase shift, even with a 
good knowledge of the tube charac- 
teristics, is not a simple matter, al- 
though the phase meter affords an 
easy way of measuring it. The 
phase shift plotted versus fre- 
quency, for various degrees of 
screen -grid bypassing, is shown in 
Fig. 7. Both the magnitude and 
phase angle of the gain can also be 
plotted on polar coordinates. 

A most interesting and important 
application of the direct -reading 
phase meter occurs in acoustics. 
Arrays of phased loudspeakers, 
used to simulate directive antenna 
arrays, contain hundreds of small 

speakers whose phase characteris- 
tic must be within certain toler- 
ances over a wide band of audio 
frequencies. The test setup for 
these loudspeakers is shown in Fig. 
8, together with a plot of phase shift 
versus frequency. It contains the 
speaker, an anechoic chamber, a dy- 
namic microphone, and two trans- 
formers whose resonances are 
evident in the plot. A linearly 
increasing component of phase shift 
results from the chamber whose 
length, expressed in wavelengths, 
is directly proportional to fre- 
quency. Practice has shown that, 
by cro methods, only 3 to 5 speakers 
can be tested in one day, while up 
to 60 can be tested per day by means 
of a direct -reading phase meter. 
Some applications require the test- 
ing of hundreds of speakers, so 
that, several months' work is re- 
duced to a week's work. 
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Receiver Noise Nomograph 
Over-all noise figure of radio or radar receiver is quickly found when noise 

factors of first two sections and gain or loss of first section are known 

ITHE DESIGN of radio and radar N 

receivers, it is often advanta- 
geous to determine quickly the 
feasibility of using components at 
hand. The following nomograph 
was developed for this purpose, and 
is based on two well-known formu- 
las',2 

NF 0+2) 2) _ Ñ1 + NF2 
{1', 

- (1) 

NF,.1,r = Lt (2) 

where NF,, is noise factor (in 
power) of overall receiver, NF, is 

noise factor of first network, NF, 
is noise factor of second network, 
NF,,,, is noise factor of mixer, W, 
is gain (or loss) of first network, 
L is loss of mixer and t is noise 
temperature (ratio) of mixer. 

The nomograph can be used with 
either a mixer followed by an i -f 
amplifier as the second network or 

By CHESTER W. YOUNG 
Electronic Engineering Designer 

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp. 
San Diego, Calif. 

with an r -f amplifier followed by a 

mixer -i -f amplifier combination 
whose overall noise factor can be 
worked prior to adding the r -f 
amplifier. Scale A is used if the first 
network has a gain (or loss) less 
than one and Scale B is used if it 
has a gain greater than one. 

How to Use Nomograph 

Place a straightedge on desired 
values on A and B scales to locate 
turning point on AB scale. Using 
this turning point and value on A 

scale (or B scale), read final value 
on adjacent A scale (or B Scale; use 
A scales together or B scales to- 
gether). The L and t scales are 
used to determine noise factor of 
the mixer. 

Example: If required range for 
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system with a given transmitted 
power requires over-all noise figure 
to be 13.65 db (noise factor of 
23.2), what is minimum noise figure 
which crystal mixer can have if it 
has a loss of 13 db, and can this be 
used with an existing 3 -db i -f 
amplifier? 

Starting on left side of nomo- 
graph, align straightedge with 
noise temperature of 1.0 and mixer 
loss of 20, and read NF m,x as 20. 

Using this and overall NFreee,ver 
value of 23.2, find turning point on 
AB. Using turning point and 13 -db 
(mixer gain of 0.05) loss point on 

slant A scale, read 0.65 db for NF, 
on vertical A scale, as maximum 
permissible noise figure. 

REFERENCES 

(1) S. N. Van Voorhis, "Microwave 
Receivers, Vol. 23 of MIT Radiation Lab 
Series, p 2. 

(2) Torrey and Whitmer, "Crystal Rec- 
tifiers," Vol. 15 of MIT Radiation Lab 
Series, p 30. 
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On Land, 
Sea, and Air 

Mallory Vibrators 
Are Relied Upon For 

Complete Dependability 

Whatever your vibrator application, the odds are that 
a standard Mallory Vibrator already is performing a 

similar job. The illustrations on this page are only a few 

of many examples where Mallory Vibrators are giving 

dependable service. 

Mallory engineering skill, long experience, and com- 

plete adherence to quality ideals mean that Mallory 

Vibrators will give you longer life and less trouble. 

More Mallory Vibrators are used in original equipment 

than all other makes combined. Why take a chance on 

anything less than this standard of excellence ? 

Send complete technical details of your 

problem. Mallory will supply the answer. 

Vibrators and Vibrapack* Power Supplies 

MA LLORY 
P. R. MALLORY 8t CO.. Inc. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH 

Capacitors Rectifiers 

Contacts Switches 

Controls Vibrators 

Power Supplies 

Resistance Welding Materials 

*Reg U..5 Pat Off. 
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Built-in Picture Tube Filter 

A CONTRAST RATIO of approximately 
35 to 1, highlight to darkest shade, 
is provided for picture tubes by a 
new glass called Teleglas when used 
as the tube face. 

Developed primarily as the tube 
face for metal -coned tubes, the glass 
is practically colorless. Certain 
metallic oxides are added to the 
glass in manufacture to produce 
uniform attenuation throughout the 
visible light range. The coefficient 
of expansion of the treated glass is 
the same as that of clear glass suit- 
able for sealing to the metal of 
metal -glass picture tubes. Light 
transmission of the treated glass is 
about 65 to 70 percent. Clear glass 
is about 90 percent. 

Teleglas was developed in the 
Creighton Research Laboratories of 
the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Com- 
pany and tubes containing face 
plates of the material are featured 
in the Zenith television receiver 

line. It is being used in 12 and 16 - 

inch metal tubes. Its use in all - 
glass tubes would be predicated 
upon agreement between all of the 
picture tube manufacturers. 

Under normal conditions, clear - 
glass picture tubes have a contrast 
ratio of about 35 to 1 only when 
operated in an otherwise dark room. 
Use of external room light falling 
on the tube face then causes the 
dark picture areas to appear lighter 
in tone or grey. To minimize this 
condition, many televiewers have 
installed the commercially available 
filters. These attenuate the external 
light, which has to pass twice 
through the filter: and although 
they attenuate light from the phos- 
phor as well, this passes only once 
through the filter, and the contrast 
ratio between the two is increased. 

The new glass operates in the 
same manner to reduce the effect 
of ambient light, and in addition it 

Picture tube at left has clear glass face that, although It transmits 90 percent of light 
from phosphor, has low contrast ratio because of room lighting and reflection of light 
from phosphor from front surface into dark areas. Tube at right has Teleglas face that 

transmits about 65 percent of light but shows contrast ratio of 35 to 1 

also helps reduce halation from the 
phosphor. In clear -glass tubes, 
light from bright picture areas of 
the phosphor that strikes the ex- 
terior tube face surface at angles 
greater than 48 degrees is com- 
pletely reflected over into the dark 
picture areas, reducing its apparent 
blackness. Teleglas attenuates this 
light both before and after reflec- 
tion from the front surface so that 
the dark picture areas seem blacker. 

Leak Detector Tests 
Welded Tanks 
WELDED FUEL TANKS for use in 
large transportation trucks have 
capacities ranging from 85 to 150 
gallons. To make certain there are 
no possible places for gasoline to 

Pistol -shaped pickup is passed along a 
welded seam in a fuel tank. Gas leaking 
through weld is indicated visually on the 
General Electric leak detector on trolley 
hook and audibly to inspector via head- 

phones 

seep out, all welds are checked by a 
portable leak detector before the fin- 
ished tanks pass from the assembly 
line at Lintern Corp., Berea, Ohio. 

Six welders and one inspector 
armed with the leak detector can 
turn out about 18 tanks in the aver- 
age day. Fabrication is in six 
stages. The tanks are placed on 
iron rails rather than positioners so 
that they can be pushed from one 
welding booth to another as they 
move along the assembly line. 

The top plates of the tanks are 
made of mild steel deck plate; the 
bottoms and ends are 12 -gage sheet 
steel. First the inner baffles and 
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)11 E 
DIP SOLDERING 

ON5 MPS 
Container-The Solder Pot should be 
made of fine grained non -porous cast 
iron or steel; free from defects. 

Size-The size of the solder pot is deter- 
mined by the overall size of the articles 
to be tinned and the depth to which they 
are to be submerged. 
The introduction of a large mass of cold 
metal into a solder pot causes a decided 
drop in the solder bath temperature and 
thought should be given to the size of 
the pot so that an adequate reserve of 
heat will be maintained. 
Excessive chilling due to the addition of 
niasses of solder may be avoided by con- 
tinuously feeding solder wire into the 
pot or by frequent addition of small 
lumps of solder. 

Temperature-The temperature of the 
solder bath will fall as each article is 
dipped into the solder so that it is neces- 
sary to keep the solder bath well above 
the liquefaction point of the alloy being 
used. Generally from 150° F. to 300° F. 
above the liquefaction point of the sol- 
der, before the immersion of the article, 
is satisfactory. For 50% tin 50% lead 
solder this would be from 364° F. to 
714° F. 
Too high temperatures will he inefficient 
due to excessive and rapid forming of 
oxides over the solder bath. 

Contamination-Solder baths will gradu- 
ally become contaminated due to the 
affinity between tin and copper, result- 
ing in the formation of sludge at the 
bottom of the pot and the gradual di- 
minishing of the tin content. Frequent 
stirrings will help to keep the alloy 
normal and as the solder bath becomes 
increasingly contaminated, the entire 
mixture should be changed. 
Adding new solder to a badly contami- 
nated solder bath is false economy and 
the use of floor sweepings should never 
be considered as they frequently contain 
metal filings. Use the correct flux, this 
will enable you to do a quicker, easier 
tinning job. Eliminate all doubts about 
the quality of your solder by purchasing 
virgin metal solder from a reliable manu- 
facturer. 
If you are in doubt about the corrosive 
qualities of the flux you are now using. 
send a sample assembly/or soldered 
parts to the Kester Solder Company, 
4204 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago 39, 
Illinois, and an accelerated humidity 
test as outlined in Army -Navy Aero- 
nautical Specifications will be made and 
you will be informed of the results. The 
test itself requires 72 hours; and since 
facilities are naturally limited, please 
allow plenty of time for your tests to 
he made. Of course, there is no charge. 
"Soldering Tips" will be pleased to 
answer all inquiries pertaining to solder, 
soldering fluxes, and soldering technique. 
Merely address "Soldering Tips," Kester 
Solder Co.. 4204 Wrightwood Ave., Chi- 
ca.e 39, III. 

NOW AVAILABLE . . . The New Manual 
-"SOLDER and Soldering Technique"! 

Send for this complete analysis of the 
properties of soft solder alloys and sol- 
dering fluxes .. , a comprehensive refer- 
ence book that you will want to retain. 
It's yours for the asking . . . request it 
NOW! 

ADVERTISEMENT 

KESTER SOLDER 
partner in 

Electronics 

Kester "Resin -Five" Core Solder is 
more active, more efficient, and 
faster than any rosin flux-yet is 
absolutely non -corrosive and non- 
conductive. The finest flux -core sol- 
der made for all television and 
radio work. Available in diameters 
as small as .010"... 5 different core 
openings for each diameter ... all 
practical alloys. 

FREE-TECHNICAL MANUAL 

Send for Kester's new manual, "SOLDER 
and Soldering Technique"- a complete 
analysis of the application and proper- 
ties of soft solder alloys and soldering 
fluxes. 

The TV tuner pictured above, manu- 
factured by Standard Coil Products 
Company, contains 210 soldered 
connections, all made with Kester 
"Resin -Five" Core Solder. 

Call in a Kester Technical Engi- 
neer today and have him show you 
how "Resin -Five" Core Solder in the 
proper size and alloy will increase 
your soldering efficiency. 

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY 
4204 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois 

Factories also at Newark, New Jersey Brantford, Canada 

r : 
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braces and the bottom sections are 
tacked together, the side panels 
are then tacked on, and final weld- 
ments are made after all the parts 
are assembled. Sixty feet of weld- 
ing electrode goes into each tank. 

An inspector checks all welded 
seams in finished tanks with the 
Type H leak detector. This elec- 
tronic instrument can detect leaks 
small enough to release only one 
ounce of gas per 100 years. Previ- 
ous leak -testing methods uncovered 
only the large leaks. 

Edsac 
CAPABLE of working out 15,000 op- 
erations in one minute, Edsac is the 
Electronic Delay Storage Auto- 
matic Calculator installed at the 
Mathematical Laboratory, Cam- 
bridge University, England. 

Problems are coded on ticker tape 
and fed into the brain which stores 
them and shows their presence on a 
cathode-ray tube. The instrument 

can store 512 numbers of ten figures 
each. The intricate operations are 
carried out by 3,500 tubes mounted 
on 120 panels in twelve racks. 

Maintenance requirements are al- 
most negligible and are met by one 
man working part time. Power con- 
sumption is about 10,000 watts. 

Circuits are provided that check 
the answers obtained. The machine 
takes only 0.005 second to multiply 
two ten -figure numbers but it can 
be fooled. When set to multiply a 
series of numbers by zero it con- 
tinues to try until it is turned off 
or a tube. ceases to function. 

Microwave TV Remote 
IN BRINGING a special broadcast 
from Winchester, Va. to Washing- 
ton, the WMAL-TV engineering de- 
partment employed its own micro- 
wave relay facilities to cover a 
course of approximately 74 miles. 

Two problems were encountered 

Convenience in replacing tubes is provided in the Edsac by its designers M. V. Wilkes 
and W. Renwick 

Timing monitor or counter tube, memory tube and sequence control tube are cathode-ray 
tubes in the Edsac 

View of 2,000 -mc four -foot reflector mounted 
on a scaffold below the cabin of the fire 

tower 

in setting up the relay. First, line - 
of -sight does not exist between 
these two points, and second, the 
distance involved is considerably 
greater than can normally be span- 
ned by a single microwave link. 

A convenient intermediate relay 
point was established atop Signal 
Mountain along the Blue Ridge near 
Linden. This point is 17 miles line - 
of -sight from the point of program 
origination in Winchester, and is 57 
miles line -of -sight to the WMAL- 
TV transmitter tower in Washing- 
ton. A conventional 100-milliwatt 
7,000 -me relay was used for the first 
leg of the circuit, and a 50 -watt 
2,000 -me relay was used over the 
57 -mile course. 

The transmitting and receiving 
equipment proper was housed in 
the cabin atop the fire tower, while 
the antennas were mounted on a 
specially constructed scaffold ap- 
proximately 20 feet below. A six- 
foot dish was on the receiving cir- 
cuit from Winchester, while a four - 
f oot reflector was used on the trans- 
mitting circuit to Washington. 
Power was provided by a gasoline - 
driven motor -generator set. 

The receiving point in Washing- 
ton is shown in one of the illustra- 
tions. An eight -foot parabolic re- 
flector is mounted on a platform at 
the 225 -foot level of the WMAL-TV 
tower at American University 
campus. The antenna and reflector 
assembly is oriented from the 
ground by a station -constructed 

(Continued on p 140) 
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THESE 
CURVES 
TELL A 
STRAIGHT 
STORY... 

...the story of PERMERON- 

t 

a 

I -T -E's new magnetic core material 
The curves on this performance chart show the static and dynamic 
(1000 cycle) magnetization characteristics of Permeron - I -T -E's 
new development in magnetic alloys. 

Examine the dynamic curve particularly, to see how Permeron acts 
tinder typical operating conditions. Note how magnetic saturation is 
achieved with only the slightest change in magnetizing current - 

how the knees of the saturation curve are consistently sharp --- even 
at higher frequencies. 

These characteristics of Permeron open up entirely new possibili- 
ties in the design and manufacture of core and coil assemblies. For 
instance, they make it possible to build smaller magnetic amplifiers of 
extreme reliability. 

And all Permeron cores have identical magnetization character- 
istics. With Permeron, you can predict performance accurately and 
positively! 

Permeron cores are available now in widths of 20 mm. and 30 mm.. 
in any specified inside and outside diameters. The cores are delivered 
heat -treated and insulated, in housings specially designed to protect 
the magnetic material against deformation. 

For complete information on Permeron, write Rectifier Divi- 
sion, I -I' -E, or ask your local I -T -E Representative. 
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Permeron . . another new product 
of l-T-E-where better designs and 

better equipment ore developed first. 

A product of Rectifier Division, I -T -E CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY, 
19th & Hamilton Streets, Philadelphia 30, Pa. 
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Tropospheric Measurements 
BY PETER HARBURY 

Crutt Laboratory, Harvard University 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

THEORETICAL STUDIES indicate that 
vertical incidence transmissions 
near 100 mc are likely to produce 
measurable reflections from air 
mass boundaries in the tropo- 
sphere. It is expected that data 
obtained from these transmissions 
will yield valuable information re- 
garding meteorological phenomena. 
In addition, it is expected that the 
use of a sharp beam will yield new 
information regarding meteoric 
ionization at higher elevations. 

The antenna and recording sys- 
tem described herein are part of a 
tropospheric research project car- 
ried on at the Harvard University 
Field Station in Concord, Massa- 
chusetts, under the auspices of the 

Armed Forces. It is a continuation 
and extension of work done at mi- 
crowave frequencies by A. W. 
Friend at Harvard University. 

The Antenna System 

The antenna system consists of 
a driven dipole with a disc -type 
parasitic reflector spaced a/4 and 
the entire assembly placed at the 
focus of a large parabolic reflector. 
The reflector recently completed is 
shown in the accompanying photo- 
graph. 

In order to minimize back radia- 
tion, as well as side lobes caused by 
currents flowing along the vertical 
stay wires, a series of wires is sol- 
dered to the vertical stays a guar - 
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FIG. 1-E -Plane field pattern using dipole 
and disc reflector in a scale model parallel - 
wire paraboloid at a frequency of 1,325 
mc. The H -plane pattern is similar except 

for slightly larger minor lobes 

ter -wavelength down from the sur- 
face of the parabola. A high 
impedance is accordingly presented 
to currents tending to flow along 
these vertical stays. 

Maximum gain and minimum side 
lobes are obtained for a focal length 
of 0.30 to 0.35 D (depending upon 
the type of radiating element used). 
A disc type of reflector was se- 
lected as a result of field pattern 
measurements of various scale - 
models. 

The E -plane field pattern shown 
in Fig. 1 is for a scale -model radi - 

The parabolic reflector shown is 62 feet in diameter and 13 feet deep. It has a power gain of 24 db over an isotropic radiator. 
Beam widths between half -power points are 12 and 11 degrees for the E and H planes respectively 
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Laboratory Instruments for TELEVISION 

.... (7, (7:`,, tr 
,. ,. o.«.. rc.r. ' 

...` .w ... 

_--'---- 

FM SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Type 202-B 

The Type 202-B FM Signal Generator is specifically 
designed to meet the exacting requirements of 
television and FM engineers working in the fre- 
quency range of 54 megacycles to 216 megacycles. 
Following are some of the outstanding features of 
this versatile instrument: 

RF RANGES: 54--108, 108-216 mc. 0.5% accuracy. 
Also covers 0.4 mc. to 25 mc. with accessory 203-B 
Univerter. 

VERNIER DIAL: 24:1 gear ratio with main frequency dial. 
FREQUENCY DEVIATION RANGES: 0-24 kc., 0-80 kc., 

0-240 kc. 
AMPLITUDE MODULATION: Continuously variable 

0-50%, calibrated at 30% and 50% points. 
MODULATING OSCILLATOR: Eight internal modulating 
frequencies from;50cycles to 15 kc. available for FM, AM. 
RF OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 0.2 volt to 0.1 microvolt. Out- 

put impedance 26.5 ohms. 
FM DISTORTION Less than 2% at 75 kc. deviation.. 
SPURIOUS RF OUTPUT: All spurious RF voltages 30 db 

or more below fundamental. 

If you have an FM or television instrument requirement, 
let us acquaint you with full particulars and technical 
data concerning the Type 202-B FM Signal Generator 
and Type 203-B Univerter. 

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE Q METER QX CHECKER 

FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL GENERATOR BEAT FREQUENCY 

GENERATOR AND OTHER DIRECT READING INSTRUMENTS 

Type 202-B 

FM SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

Frequency Range 

54-216 mc. 

Additional coverage from 

0.4 ;to 25 mc. with accessory 

UNIVERTER Type 203-B 

UNIVERTER 
Type 203-B 

AVAILABLE AS AN ACCESSORY is the 203-B 
Univerter, a unity gain frequency converter which, 
in combination with the 202-B instrument, provides 
the additional coverage of commonly used inter- 
mediate and radio frequencies. 

R. F. RANGE: 0.4 mc. to 25 mc. (0.1 mc. to 25 mc. with 
no carrier deviation). 

R. F. INCREMENT DIAL: 250 kc. in 10 kc. increments. 
R. F. OUTPUT: 0.1 microvolt to 0.1 volt, 1 db. Also 

approximately 2 volts maximum (uncalibrated). 
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: Approximately 60 ohms at 0.1 

volt jack, 470 ohms at 2 volt pin jack. 

BOONTO ciADIO 
BOONTONNJ U-S.A %L 
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Tropospheric receiving and recording equip- 
ment provides a wide variety of sweep 

ranges and range markers 

ator consisting of a half -wave- 
length dipole and a disc reflector 
spaced a quarter -wavelength above 
the driven element. 

Transmitter and Recorder 

The transmitter consists of SCR - 
270 radar having a peak power of 
100 kw operating at 106 me with 
a pulse repetition frequency of be- 
tween 300 and 400 cps. The pulse 
width is of the order of 10 µsec. 

The original 12 -inch A -scope, 
which is a part of the equipment, 
together with the associated sweep 
and marker circuit provides sweeps 
up to 200 miles, with five -mile 
markers injected when desired. 
However, since the area of interest 

for tropospheric measurements lies 
between the earth's surface and ap- 
proximately 15 km, sweeps of much 
shorter duration and of greater ac- 
curacy must be employed. 

The recorder for this project, a 
block diagram of which is shown in 
Fig. 2, was adapted from similar 
recorders used by the Wave Propa- 
gation group located at Cruft Labo- 
ratory. 

Two types of presentation are 
possible. The first permits inten- 
sity modulation of the baseline by 
the echo signal; the second is a 
regular A -scope presentation for 
wave -form analysis. There is a 
choice of five sweep ranges, between 
0-4 km and 0-220 km, with range 
markers spaced at 2 or 10 -kw inter- 
vals, as desired. 

The recording camera, which pho- 
tographs the crt face, makes use of 
a continuously -moving strip of pho- 
tographic paper capable of moving 
at speeds of 36, 24, 12, 6 and 4 
cm per hour. Single time -reference 
markers may be injected automati- 
cally every ten minutes and a double 
marker every hour ; or, if desired, 
reference markers may be injected 
manually. This is done by bright- 
ening the baseline of the cathode- 
ray tube momentarily which results 
in the recording of a black line on 
the photographic paper. 

The research program described 
in this paper was made possible 
through the support extended Cruft 
Laboratory jointly by the Navy De- 
partment Office of Naval Research 
and the Signal Corps, U. S. Army, 
under contract N5ori-76. 

Carrier -Type D -C Amplifier 
For Biological Research 

BY C. R. MADUELL, JR. 
Electronic Engineer 

Delta Electronic Equipment Co., Inc. 
New Orleans, La. 

AND H. MALCOLM OWEN 
Special Biologist 

Louisiana Dept. of Wildlife if Fisheries 
New Orleans. La. 

THE CONTINUOUS recording of 
small, slow, mechanical motions 
(below 0.1 min and 20 cps) has usu- 
ally been done with mechanical 

Pickup mechanism of instrument as posi- 
tioned for observing the heart beat of an 
oyster that is slowly dying in a salt -water 
environment simulating that produced by 
industrial pollution. Coils are held by 
clamp. For this usage, the instrument has 

been named an astreodynamometer 

amplifiers of motion and a clock - 
driven drum. At best, the system is 
far from being friction free, and 
usually contains quite a bit of 
inertia and mass which use up con - 

(continued on page 176) 
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FIG. 2-Block diagram of recorder used in conjunction with parabolic antenna for tropospheric measurements 
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Neu 
ELECTRICAL TUBING 

gives 
r2 

5 -WAYS 

Here's why... 
VARGLAS Tubing is now impregnated with G. E. PERMAFIL 

Here's how... D BETTER DIELECTRIC RETENTION 
... 7,000 volts - and keeps its high dielectric value under toughest service 

conditions. 

® BETTER FLEXIBILITY 
... twist it - tie it - bend it - wrap itl No crack - no peel - no dielectric loss. 

D BETTER HEAT 
2,000RESISTANCE . withstands more than110° C -1 oao hours at 125° 

C - extensive periods even at 150° C. 

AVAILABLE IN COILS 
... so that you can cut the length you need - no more, no less, no waste. 
Standard colors - wide range of sizes - meets or exceeds all A.S.T.M. 
specifications. 

113 CAN BE AFTER -TREATED 

CORPORATION 
Makers of 

Electrical Insulating 
Tubing and Sleeving 

in baking and varnishing operations. Reacts 
better than most oleoresinous materials and other 
synthetic coated tubing:. r____ IMO Mal Mil _ 

1 
VARFLEX Corporation, 308 Joy St., Rome, N. Y. 

Please send me full information as well as a free sample of your new ' Varglas Tubing impregnated with General Electric Permafil. I am particularly 
interested in samples suitable for 

' Name 

Company 

Street 

City Zone State 

Send for 

FREE 
Sample- 

Full 

Information 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
Edited by WILLIAM P. O'BRIEN 

Cross -Hatch Generator 
THE HICKOK ELECTRONIC IN- 
STRUMENT CO., Cleveland, Ohio, has 
developed the Model 620 cross- 
hatch generator which provides a 
stable video pattern at any time for 
alignment and trouble shooting. The 

instrument has output frequencies 
for 4 channels -2 through 5 inclu- 
sive; output voltage is 50 to 5,000 
µv, with all modulating frequencies 
crystal controlled. The unit oper- 
ates on 105-125 volts, 60 cycle a -c. 

Wideband Amplifier 
U. S. Electronic Co., 262 Canner St., 
New Haven 11, Conn. Model 100 
wideband amplifier is designed for 
application in the field of nuclear 
research or for general problems 
involving the study of transients. 

Bandwidth extends from 4,000 cy- 
cles to 22 mc. Voltage gain is 520 
on the high -impedance output con- 
nection and_ response is uniform 
within 3 db. 

Transmission Measuring Set 
THE DAVEN Co., Newark, N. J., 
Type 11A transmission measuring 
set is a single -meter instrument de- 
signed for specific use in checking 

frequency response, impedance 
matching characteristics and gain 
and loss measurements. The unit 
features a 1.0 -percent accuracy and 
a frequency range from 20 to 20,- 
000 cycles. Attenuation measure- 
ments can be made to 111 db in 0.1 - 
db steps. This instrument is appli- 
cable in telephone transmission 
work and as test equipment in audio 
laboratories and broadcast stations. 

Pocket VOM 
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS CORP., 
423 Broome St., New York 13, N. Y. 
Model 102, a light -weight 1,000 
ohms -per -volt meter, features a 3 - 
in. square meter. Exact specifica- 

tions, which include 5 a -c and 5 d -c 
voltage ranges, 4 d -c and 3 a -c cur- 
rent ranges and 2 resistance ranges, 
can be had by writing directly to 
the manufacturer. 

Disc Ceramic Capacitors 
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., North 
Adams, Mass. The new wafer-thin 
capacitors consist of a half -dime 
or dime -sized ceramic plate of very 
high dielectric constant with sil- 
vered electrodes fired on lot h faces 

of the disc. Unidirectional leads 
are soldered to the silvering and the 
capacitors are coated with a mois- 
ture -resistant insulating resin. The 
units fit across miniature tube 
sockets, and can be used for by- 
passing at high -frequencies. They 
are available in ratings up to 0.01 or 
2 x 0.004 µf., 500 volts d -c working. 

Aircraft Inverter 
EICOR, INC., Chicago, Ill., is produc- 
ing an aircraft inverter which elec- 
tronically controls output voltage 
within ±1.0 percent and output fre- 
quency within a 1.5 -percent range. 

It has a 26 to 29 volt d -c input, 115 - 
volt 400 -cycle output, rated at 1,500 
to 2,500 volt-amperes. 

Stable Audio Oscillator 
C. G. S. LABORATORIES, INC., 36 
Ludlow St., Stamford, Conn. The 
model 50 stable audio oscillator is 
intended for use as a secondary fre- 
quency standard for low -frequency 
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OPERA - 

SMALL SIZE -- 9)64" 

5 long 

SMALLER, 
MORE FLEXIBLE 

6 EASIER WIRING 

COMPLETELY 
INSULATED 

7 COMPACT 
ASSEMBLY 

251641 

LEADS, FOR 

BODY FOR 

Raytheon presents 
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CRYSTAL 

DIOD 
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OTHER FILLER 

ATUwth 
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I VACUUM -TIGHT SEALS 

WAX OR FILLER PERMITS 

2 TION UP TO 100'C 

3 DISTINCTIVE 
MARKING 

EXTREMELY 
SMALL CHANGE IN 

FOR- 

."' WARD RESISTANCE 
WITH TEMPERATURE 

The following types are now available in production quantities at Newton and Chicago, 
and in smaller quantities at our 310 Special Tube Distributors. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS (25°C) 

Maximum inverse current at -10 volts (ma) 

Maximum inverse current at -50 volts (ma) 

Maximum inverse current at -100 volts (ma) 

Forward current at plus 1 volt (ma) 

Shunt capacitance (mmf) 

:1"Ml/eIJPP in, effPClÌOOtlPS 

CK705 CK707 CK708 

0.05 

0.8 0.05 

5.0 to 10.0 4.0 (min.) 

Other types are available for special applications. 

We will be glad to discuss your requirements with you. 

0.625 

3.0 (min.) 
1.0 

RAYTHEON M. 
11E SECTION Ne' chusett 

SUAMIMATVRE TUM.SRECEAE PURPOSE ïu/ESMICROWAVE TU6E!SCATHOOF RAY TU8F5RF 
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applications. It covers the 2,500 to 
25,000 -cycle range. Guaranteed ac- 
curacy is -±-0.1 percent. Tube 
change and ±10 -percent line voltage 
change affect the frequency by less 
than ±0.03 percent. Temperature 
coefficient is of the order of 0.002 
percent per degree C. 

Cable Fault Detector 
CENTURY GEOPHYSICAL CORP., 1333 
North Utica, Tulsa, Oklahoma. The 
cable fault detector may be used for 
pin -point location of open or shorted 
circuits in all types of unshielded 

multiconductor cables. It is self- 
contained, complete with a double 
carrier, vacuum -tube oscillators, 
meter continuity test, detachable 
locating receiver and batteries. 

Portable Engine Analyzer 
SPERRY GYROSCOPE CO., Great Neck, 
N. Y., has developed a portable ver- 
sion of the airborne engine analyzer 
for use by ground crews servicing 
fleets not equipped with the flying 
model. It is applicable to engine 
test stands and engine and fuel re- 
search Projects. The unit detects 
vibration and detonation troubles as 
well as ignition troubles. Power re- 

quirements are 1 ampere, 115 volts, 
400 cycles, single-phase. Frequency 
range is 340 to 440 cps. Voltage 
range is from 105 to 126.5 volts. 

Vacuum Control 
THE SKANEATELES MFG. CO., INC., 
Dickerson and Clinton Sts., Syra- 
cuse 2, N. Y. Model SM -3 Skana- 
scope electronic vacuum control in- 
corporates automatic line voltage 
regulation, a meter to give an indi- 
cation of trend while the system is 

activated. It will accommodate one, 
two or three variable sensing tubes. 
Range is from 100 mm absolute to 
60 microns on stock model sensing 
tubes and down to 0.1 micron on 
special tube applications. 

X -Ray Measuring Device 
THE VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT CO., 
5806 Hough Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio. 
The new Integron IV for x-ray 
dosage measurement has a meter 

scale calibrated from OEtoo500 roent- 
gens and a portable floor pedestal. 
It solves the problem of lisakage 
caused by dirt, lint or humidity Ny 

use of an ionization chamber tube 
that is hermetically sealed. 7th 
instrument also incorporates elec- 
tronic principles which eliminate' 
rotating or moving components. 

Capacitor Assembly 
THE COMPTON CO., Bethesda, 314.. 
The Capaci -Ring is a capacitor as,- 
sembly designed to simplify thee 
problem of socket terminal r -f by- 
passing. It combines in a compact 
unit four separate mica capacitors 

isolated from one another. Each of 
the four sections of the standard 
unit, type 6MA, has the nominal 
capacitance of 500 µµf. The unit is 
designed for application to a stand- 
ard 7 -pin miniature tube socket. 

Klystron Power Supply 
POLYTECHNIC RESEARCH & DEVEL- 

OPMENT CO., INC., 202 Tillary St., 
Brooklyn 1, N. Y. Type 801 uni- 
versal klystron power supply pro- 
vides for c -w, square wave, saw - 

(Continued on p 202) 
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New Polyphase Reproducer System 
Incorporating principles which provide a simple and logical solution of today's 
problem of high quality reproduction of different types of records and transcriptions 

-at incredibly low cost 

DESIRE for music springs from 
the pleasure it can afford. How- 

ever, one could hardly expect much 
pleasure from a record that can be 
played only after changing and 
shifting of apparatus, back and 
forth. 

To enjoy today's discs (micro, 78 
rpm, etc.) requires a single pickup 
unit capable of delivering such 
quality performance as would be 
delivered by two or more separate 
high grade magnetic reproducers- 
each designed expressly for a given 
type of recording. 

The new AUDAX Reproducer,- 

presented herewith,-will do just 
that. 

This new AUDAX is perhaps the 
most important and revolutionary 
advance since the advent of the 
electronic pickup itself, - back in 
1926. Yet,-remember,-its cost to 
y ou is less than the cost of ordinary 
pickups. 

Your admiration will be aroused 
when you see and hear the way this 
remarkable instrument works. 

You will know,-this new AUDAX 
performs important functions that 
no other unit does. 

You will know,-this new AUDAX 

is the very type of instrument you 
so long wanted, but thought impos- 
sible of development. 

You will know,-this new AUDAX 
constitutes the complete answer to 
your reproducer problem. 

You will know,-this is the logi- 
cal instrument for YOU - whether 
you play one type or several types 
of discs. 

When you learn that, with all its 
unprecedented accomplishments, 
this new AUDAX costs less than 
ordinary pickups,-you too will say, 
"Yes, this is IT!" 

Wide range performance with any type disc Point pressure about 7 grams Genuine sapphire 
styli; (or diamonds if desired) Replaceable individually by the user himself Output about 
30. m.v. High or low impedance Needle radiation very, very low Ear quality par excellence 

Write for e pliment:u'- EDITORIAL. REPRINT describing polyplase principles 

There is an ADDAX model to suit every purpose 

Also available for Radio Stations:- 
This is the answer for which you waited so long. This remarkable reproducer, 

-one single unit,-will play ALL your discs,-superbly! 

There is no substitute for experience. When you are buying a motor car, washing machine or refrigera- 
tor, almost instinctively you evaluate the experience of the manufacturer behind the product. Has he 
the all-important KNOW-HOW to justify your implicit confidence? In no other field is this KNOW- 
HOW more important than in the field of Electronic Sound Apparatus, where AUDAX has set the pace 
for more than twenty-five years. 

Pats. Pend. 

Visit us at the N. Y. Audio Fair, Oct. 27-28-29 

AUDAK COMPANY 
500 Fifth Avenue New York 18, N. Y. 

"Creators of Fine Electro-Accoustical Apparatus Since 1915" 
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY 
Edited by WILLIAM P. O'BRIEN 

NEC Program 

THE NATIONAL ELECTRONICS CON- 

FERENCE, an annual forum on elec- 
tronic research, development and 
application, is being held at the 
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, 
on September 26, 27 and 28. The 
technical program is as follows: 

Monday, Sept. 26 

10:00 A. Aí.-Electronic Instrumentation 

Radio Link Telemetering for Recording 
during High Acceleration Phenomena, by 
Sidney Himmelstein of Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory. 

Closed Cycle Recording Oscillographs, 
by Ben Ciscel and Roman Ruhland of 
Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co. 

D -C Amplifier Techniques in Oscillog- 
raphy, by M. Macon of Allen B. DuMont 
Laboratories, Inc. 

Solid State Studies 1: 
Neutron Irradiated Rectifiers, by K. 

Lark-Horovitz of Purdue Univ., W. E. 
Johnson and J. C. Pigg of Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory. 

Low Frequency Noise in Transistors, by 
Howard T. Mooers of Univ. of Minnesota. 

Experimental Examination of Rectifier 
Theory as Applied to the Selenium Recti- 
fier, by Herbert W. Henkels of Univ. of 
Pennsylvania. 

Field Effects in Germanium and Their 
Relation to the Transistor Problem, by 
Ralph Bray of Purdue Univ. 

Computer Session I: 
The Photoformer in Anacom Calcula- 

tions, by H. W. Schultz and J. F. Calvert 
of Northwestern Univ. 

Linear Electronic Analog Computer De- 
sign, by C. A. Meneley and C. D. Morrill 
of Goodyear Aircraft Corp. 

Bone Density Computing Machine, by 
Walter N. Brown, Jr. of The Pennsylvania 
State College. 
2 :00 P. M.-Electronic Instrumentation II: 

A Pulse Length Sorter and Counter, by 
Robert J. Parent and Robert W. Schu- 
mann of University of Wisconsin. 

Thickness Gage for Non -Magnetic Ma- 
terials, by Irving W. Rozian and Stephen 
V. Hart of Industrial Electronics Inc. 

Multiple Channel Cathode Ray Instru- 
mentation of Non -Electrical Quantities, 
by G. F. Warnke of Armour Research 
Foundation of Illinois Institute of Tech- 
nology. 

Computer Session II: 
A Computer for Solving Secular Equa- 

tions, by John F. Storm of Univ. of Min- 
nesota. 

Coordinate Tubes for Use with Electro- 
static Storage Tubes, by R. S. Julian and 
A. L. Samuel of Univ. of Illinois. 

Electronic Analogue for Heating Sys- 
tem Analysis, by Ralph T. Squler, Ben 
Ciscel and Kimball C. Cummings of Min- 
neapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co. 

Television: 
A Universal -Application Cathode Ray 

Sweep Transformer with Ceramic Iron 
Core, by Charles E. Torsch of General 
Electric Co. 

Two New Image Orthicons, by R. B. 
Janes, R. E. Johnson and R. R. Handel, 
of RCA. 

Design of Printed -Circuit Television 
Tuner, by D. Mackey and E. J. Sass of 
RCA. 

Two New Television Tuners, by Myron 
F. Melvin of P. R. Mallory and Co. Inc. 

Tuesday, Sept. 27 

9:00 A. M.-Antennas I: 
End Loaded and Expanding Axial Mode 

Helices as Broadband Circularly Polar- 
ized Radiators, by Paul W. Springer of 
Wright -Patterson Air Fors Base. 

Impedance and Radiation Character- 
istics of Slotted Cylinder Antennas, by 
Robert E. Beam and Harold D. Ross, Jr., 
of Northwestern Univ. 

A Combination Slot Antenna and Reso- 
nant Tank Circuit, by Norman L. Harvey 
of Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 

The Channel Guide Antenna, by Walter 
Rotman of Cambridge Field Station, 
USAF. 

Measurements I: 
Theoretical Limit to Time Difference 

Measurements, by Donald Richman of 
Hazeltine Electronics Corp. 

Electronic Contour Mapping, by Richard 
C. Raymond of Haller, Raymond and 
Brown Inc. 

\Vaveguide Attenuation llearuren,ent 
by a Cavity Decrement el. l'y War- 
ren A. Tyrrell of Bell Telephone_ Labora- 
tories. 

Automatic Calibration of Oscillator 
Scales. by W. J. Means and 'I'. Sloncz,wski 
of hell Telephone Labs. 

Magnetic Amplifiers: 
Magnetic Amplifier Studies ou the Ana- 

log Computer, by E. L. Harder, \V. H. 
Hamilton, D. F. Aldrich, J. T. Carleton 
and F. N. McClure of Westinghouse Elec- 
tric Corp. 

On the Theory of Magnetic Amplifiers, 
by M. Liwchitz-Garik, E. Weber and E. J. 
Smith of Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. 

Audio Transformer with Frequency 
Range Extending below One Cycle Per 
Second, by Donald W. Kuester of Naval 
Ordnance Lab. 
2:00 P.M.-Research Management 

For the Government, by R. D. Bennet 
of Naval Ordnance Lab. 

For the Research Foundation, by H. A. 
Leedy of Armour Research Foundation of 
Illinois Institute of Technology. 

For the Universities, by F. A. Rohrman 
of Univ. of Colorado. 

For Industry. by Dudley E. Chambers 
of General Electric ('u. 

Antennas II: 
An Automatic Built -In Antenna for 

Television Receivers, by K. Schlesinger of 
Motorola Inc. 

The Electronically Driven Ripple -Tank 
as an Aide to Phase -Front Visualization. 
by Allen H. Schooley of Naval Research 
Lab. 

The Electromagnetic Field in the Vi- 
cinity of a Linear Conductor, by Paul II. 
Nelson of University of Florida. 

Correction of Spherical Aberration by a 
Phased Line Source, by Roy C. Spencer. 
Carl J. Sletten, and John E. Walsh of 
Cambridge Field Station, USAF. 

Theory of Communications: 
Application of Statistical Theory in 

Communications, by Jerome B. Wiesner 
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

Statistical Prediction of Noise, by Y. W. 
Lee and C. A. Stutt of Massachusetts In- 
stitute of Technology. 

Traffic Handling Capacity of Paired- 
I'ulse Coding for 100 Channel Distance 
Measuring Equipment (DME), by Charles 
J. Hirsch of Hazeltine Electronics Corp. 

Wednesday, Sent. 28 
9:00 A.M.-Vacuum Tubes I: 

The High Frequency Response of Cyl- 
indrical Diodes, by Edward H. Gamble of 
Curtiss-Wright Corp. 

Radial -Beam, Velocity -Modulated Mien - 
wave Tube, by Chester G. Lob, of Univ. 
of Illinois. 

The 6BN6 Gated Beam Tube, by Robert 
Adler of Zenith Radio Corp., and A. P. 
Haase of General Electric Co. 

Volume Deionization Processes at Iono- 
spheric Pressures, by O. T. Fundingstand 
and G. E. Austin of Cambridge Field Sta- 
tion, USAF. 

Electromagnetics: 
Electromagnetic Waves in Circula r 

Wave Guides Filled with Dielectrics, by 

Robert Teasdale of Illinois Institute of 
Technology, and Thomas J. Higgins of 
Univ. of Wisconsin. 

Small Surface Microwave Diffraction, 
by A. Applebaum and P. C. Fritsch of 
Naval Ordnance Lab, 

The Magnetic Cross Valve, by Harold J. 
McCreary of Automatic Electric Co. 

Coupling between Two Degenerate 
Cavity Modes through Slots cut in the 
Cavity Walls, by H. C. Hu of Univ. of 
I I linois. 

Supersonics: 
Application of Supersonic Energy to 

High Speed Electronic Recording, by 
Humer J. Dana and James L. Van Meter 
of State College of Washington. 

Supersonic Control of a Lantern Slide 
Projector, by S. G. Lutz and George Rand 
of New York University. 

Variable Resonant Frequency Crystal 
Systems, by William J. Fry and Wayne L. 
Ball of Univ. of Illinois. 
2:00 P.M-Vacuum Tubes II: 

A New Rectifier Tube for Extremely 
High Power and Voltage Levels, by T. H. 
Rogers of Machlett Laboratories Inc. 

A Progress Report on Development of 
the Travelling Wave Tube as a Power 
Amplifier, by Stanley E. Webber of Gen- 
eral Electric Co. 

Efficiency of Reflex Klystrons, by Wil- 
liam G. Shepherd of Univ. of Minnesota. 

Design Features and Some Applications 
of a New Photocell, by J. H. Crow and 
V. C. Rideout of Univ. of Wisconsin. 

Circuits: 
A Versatile Crystal Controlled Source of 

Angle Modulation, by James F. Gordon of 
endix Aviation Corp. 
The "D -C Transformer" as a Component 

in Electronic Circuits, by Otto H. Schmitt 
of Univ. of Minnesota. 

Transient Response of Filters, by M. S. 
Corrington of RCA. 

Audio Frequency: 
Continuously Adjustable Low and High - 

Pass Filters for Audio Frequencies, by 
Arnold Peterson of General Radio Co. 

A Variable Speed Turntable and Its 
Use in the Calibration of Disk Reproduc- 
ing I'ickups. by H. E. Haynes and H. E. 
Boys of RCA. 

Methods and Instruments for the Visual 
Analysis of Complex Audio Waveforms, 
by H. R. Foster and E. E. Crump of Kay 
Electric Co. 

Devices for Speech Analysis and Com- 
pression, by Dr. Ing. babil Friedrich Vil - 
big of Cambridge Field Station, USAF. 

New Operator Classification 
EFFECTIVE January 3, 1950, FCC 
will require that each aircraft 
radiotelegraph operator a pass an 
additional examination. (At pres- 
ent, radiotelegraph second or first 
class licenses suffice.) Exceptions to 
the new ruling are those who have 
acted as chief or sole radio operator 
of an aircraft employing radiotele- 
graph prior to that date. 

If the applicant does not hold a 
radiotelegraph first-class license, he 
must pass a code test of 20 code 
groups and 25 words of plain lan- 
guage per minute. In addition, he 
must be at least 18 years old. 

A written examination contain- 
ing 100 questions of the multiple 
choice type covers FCC Rules and 
Regulations, Civil Air Regulations, 
and ICAO procedures. Also in - 
chided are questions on theory and 
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Frames of movie film, taken with Kodak IIigh Speed Camera, show a desk - 
type calculating machine performing automatically at five hundred r.p.m. 

Now high speed movies 
with good depth of field 

TODAY high speed movies provide the research scientist with more 
detailed information than ever. For with the Kodak High Speed 

Camera, these pictures are sharp and clear and in addition have re- 
markably good depth of field. 

This is due both to the high intensity lighting now available and 
to the high -quality optical system which employs a rotating, accurately 
plane -parallel glass plate behind the lens to sweep the image in syn- 
chronism with the traveling film. 

In the example illustrated, the camera was operating at 2000 frames 
per second with a lens aperture of f/8. Illumination of 7 to 15 times the 
intensity of sunlight on a bright day was provided by the new General 
Electric 750R Reflector Photographic Lamp.* 

If you would like more information about the Kodak High Speed 
Camera, just mail the coupon. Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4, N. Y. 
*This land ivay be ordered horn your local Kodak thaler. 

the t'í'odakñ'4 eedGa niera 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: 
Please send me: your folder "Magnifying Time" which describes the 
High Speed Camera; D a lGnun. sample reel of high speed motion 
study which I may borrow. 

Name Firm 

Address 

City State TRADEMARK 



operation of radio communication 
and navigational systems, aircraft 
radio operating procedures, and 
radio navigation of aircraft. 

The Commission has issued Sup- 
plement 5 to its "Study Guide and 
reference Material for Commercial 
Radio Operator Examinations" 
which is available without cost at 
field examination offices of the FCC. 
The Study Guide is available from 
the Superintendent of Documents, 
U. S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington 25, D. C., at a cost of 
25¢. 

The new Supplement 5 comprises 
the entire new Element VII, 266 
questions that require not only a 
good grounding in electronic prin- 
ciples but also those of navigation. 

Audio Exhibit Scheduled 
THE AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 
will sponsor the nation's first 
"Audio Fair" at the Hotel New 
Yorker, New York City, on October 
27, 28 and 29. Rooms and suites 
comprising the entire sixth floor of 
the hotel have been reserved for 
exhibitors, assuring those in at- 
tendance an opportunity to see and 
hear new products and develop- 
ments with a minimum of interfer- 
ence. 

In association with the exhibit, 
the Society will hold technical ses- 
sions on each day of the meeting. 
Expected to be covered by exhibits 
and papers during the three-day 
meeting will be recording and re- 
production on tape, disc and film. 
Microphones, loudspeakers and am- 
plifying equipment will also be 
demonstrated and discussed. 

RMA Membership 
Committee Named 
AN EIGHT -MAN committee repre- 
senting all phases of the radio 
manufacturing industry was re- 
cently named by RMA president 
R .C. Cosgrove to serve on the Asso- 
ciation's Membership Committee. 
The complete committee member- 
ship for the 1949-50 term is as 
follows : 

J. J. Kahn of Standard Trans- 
former Corp., chairman; Virgil M. 
Graham of Sylvania Electric Prod - 

MEETINGS 

SEPT. 26-28: National Elec- 
tronics Conference, Edge- 
water Beach Hotel, Chicago, 
Ill. 

SEPT. 27-29: Twenty-sixth An- 
nual Session of the Commun- 
ications Section, Association 
of American Railroads, Went- 
worth Hotel, Portsmouth, 
N. H. 

SEPT. 28-OcT. 8: 16th National 
Radio Exhibition (Radiolym- 
pia), Olympia Exhibition 
Hall, London, England. 

OCT. 8-9: Annual Midwest 
ARRL Convention, Fontenelle 
Hotel, Omaha, Nebraska. 

OCT. 10-14: ASTM 1949 West 
Coast Meeting, Fairmount 
Hotel, San Francisco, Calif. 

OCT. 10-14: SMPE 66th Semi- 
annual Convention, Holly- 
wood -Roosevelt Hotel, Holly- 
wood, Calif. 

OCT. 12-15: Ninety -Sixth Con- 
vention of The Electrochemi- 

cal Society, LaSalle Hotel, 
Chicago, Ill. 

OCT. 17-21: Annual Meeting of 
the Society for Non -Destruc- 
tive Testing, Public Auditor- 
ium, Cleveland, Ohio. 

OCT. 27-29: Audio Engineering 
Society's "Audio Fair," Hotel 
New Yorker, New York City. 

OCT. 31 -Nov. 2: Second annual 
Conference on Electronic In- 
strumentation in Nucleonics 
and Medicine, Hotel Commo- 
dore, New York City. 

OCT. 31 -Nov. 2: 1949 Radio Fall 
Meeting of IRE and RMA 
engineering department, Hotel 
Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y. 

Oar. 31 -Nov. 2: Fall Meeting of 
the URSI and IRE, National 
Academy of Sciences and 
State Dept. Bldg., Washing- 
ton, D. C. 

Nov. 14-18: 23rd NEMA An- 
nual Meeting, Haddon Hall 
Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J. 

ucts Inc. ; H. L. Hoffman of Hoff- 
man Radio Corp. ; George Lewis of 
Federal Telephone and Radio Corp. ; 

A. Liberman of Talk -A -Phone Co.; 
Harry G. Sparks of the Sparks- 
Withington Co.; R. L. Triplett of 
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co. ; 

and Thomas A. White of Jensen 
Mfg. Co. 

Radio Fall Meeting 
MEMBERS of the RMA Engineering 
Department and the IRE will hold 
their Radio Fall Meeting at the 
Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y., on 
October 31, November 1 and 2, 1949. 
Scheduled technical sessions are as 
follows : 

Monday, Oct. 31 

10:00 A. M.-R. H. Williamson, Chairman 
Measurement of Transient Response of 

Television Receivers, by J. Van Duyne of 
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc. 

Television Transient Response Meas- 
urement, by Jerry Minter of Measurements 
Corp. 

Underwriters' Requirements for Televi- 
sion Receivers, by K. S. Geiges of Under- 
writers' Laboratories, Inc. 
2:00 P. M. J. R. Steen, Chairman 

Quality Control from the Producer and 
Consumer Viewpoints, by A. B. Mundel 
of Sonotone Corp. 

Quality Control Gets a Job in Television 
Manufacturing, by L. Lutzger of Allen 
B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc. 
8:00 P. M.-Joint Session with Technology 
Club of Syracuse sponsored by the Syra- 
cuse Section of IRE. 

The Atomic Bomb and National Secur- 
ity, by R. E. Lapp. 

Tuesday, Nov. 1 

9 :30 A. M.-R. A. Hackbusch, Chairman 
An Intercarrier Sound System for Tele- 

vision Receivers Using the 6BN6, by Wal- 
ter Stroh of Zenith Radio Corp. 

Simplification of Television Receivers, 
by W. B. Whalley of Sylvania Electric 
Products Inc. 

Came the Television Revolution, by 
Dorman D. Israel of Emerson Radio & 
Phonograph Corp. 
2:00 P. M. J. E. Brown, Chairman 

Universal Application - Cathode Ray 
Sweep Transformer with Ceramic Iron 
Core, by C. E. Torsch of General Electric 
Co. 

Characteristics of High -Efficiency De- 
flection and High -Voltage Supply Systems 
for Kinescopes, by O. H. Schade of RCA. 
6:30 P. M.-Radio Fall Meeting Dinner 

The Engineering Aspects of Sin, by Ken- 
neth W. Jarvis. 

Wednesday, Nov. 2 

9:30 A. M.-A. N. Curtiss, Chairman 
Pickup Tracking, by H. E. Roys of 

RCA Victor. 
New Audio Amplifier Circuit, by Frank 

H. Maclntosh, consulting engineer. 
The Safety -Vox, A Novel Continuous 

Tape Magnetic Recorder -Reproducer for 
Industrial Purposes, by R. A. York of 
General Electric Co. 

A New Type of Dual -Cone Loudspeaker, 
by Harry F. Olson and John Preston of 
RCA Laboratories, and D. H. Cunningham 
of RCA Victor. 
2:00 P. M.-H. C. Shreve, Chairman 

Design and Application of a New Minia- 
ture High -Frequency Transmitting Pen- 
tode, by Robert M. Cohen and George F. 
Elston of RCA. 

A VHF Remotely Tunable Receiver, by 
Leonard A. Mayberry of The Hallicrafters 
Co. 

The Advantages of Toroidal Transform- 
ers in Communication Systems, by H. W. 
Lamson of General Radio Co. 

Munitions Board's 
Coordinating Program 
THE MUNITIONS Board has reestab- 
lished its Communications and Elec- 
tronics Equipment Committee to 

(Continued on p 240) 
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FOR SUPER -HMI fi 

ylvania Electric now offers a family of fixed- 

fregs ency cavity magnetrons, including both 
"package" and external magnet types. All 

are designed to operate in the microwave reg ore" 

above 9,000 mc. Peak power outputs rangé from 7 to 

300kw- ¶LSylxania_Magnetrons are primarily 
designed for radar use, but also have potential 
applications as pulsed transmitting oscillators in 
other types of microwave equipment. ¶ New 

catalog includes section on magnetron 
operating theory; complete characteristics 
and ratings, presented both in tabular form 
and graphically; and general operating 
precautions and observations. 

SYLV 
ELE CfRI 

Electronic Division, 500 Fifth Avenue 
New York 18, N. Y. 

.a.. .--r.s_--s,.......a. 
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 
Electronics Division, Dept. E-2910 

500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: 
Please send me your new catalog on magnetrons and your new 

catalog index and technical digest of Sylvania electronic products. 

11.18.111,1M11111 

Name 

Position 

Company 

Street Address 

I City State 

ik_ELECTRONIC DEVICES: RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; PHOTOLAMPS: FLUORESCENT LAMPS. FIXTURES. WIRING DEVICES, SIGN TUBING: LIGHT BULBS 
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PICTURE OF A COMPLETE YEAR'S 

ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN IN .. . 
FOR MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC AND 

The 12 monthly issues of electronics and the 

Editorially, the 12 monthly issues of ELECTRONICS bring to its more than 30,000 subscribers 
authentic and complete reviews of technical developments and applications vital to all whose 
interests lie in any phase of the vast aspects of the electronic industry. Because this technical 
coverage is so complete and timely - because ELECTRONICS has been outstanding in its field 
for better than a decade and a half, design engineers of all types, and management, consider it 

essential to their work. 
Manufacturers have learned, either by observation or through conversation with their own 

engineers, of the industry -wide acceptance and coverage of ELECTRONICS. To them, as well as to 
engineers, its leadership has been, and is an accepted, proven fact. 

It follows, therefore, that there is no better place for a manufacturer to tell his product story 
- each month - than in the publication read by users of his products. Manufacturers are certain 
of reaching old customers and prospects or developing new ones. Inquiries from ELECTRONICS' 
advertising develop new applications and new markets in industries other than are presently 
utilizing a manufacturer's products. Advertising is certain of careful readership - where it will 
do the most good in terms of eventual sales. The reason, therefore, that more manufacturers 
names, both big and small, are regularly seen in the advertising pages of ELECTRONICS. 

electronics - úrQt iot RECOGNITION - 
A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION 330 WEST 42nd ST. NEW YORK 18, NEW YORK 



electron 
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

Mid -June issue of the BUYERS' GUIDE 

FOR THE 1950 

13 
ISSUES OF 

electronics 

The Buyers' Guide serves several distinctly different functions than those of the month- 

ly issues of ELECTRONICS. First: It is accepted and used as the only complete reference 
book in the industry. Secondly: It includes a "where -to -buy -it" function in the carefully 
compiled Directory Section. Thirdly: Its catalogue -type of advertising provides design engi- 

r.eers with technical data on ALL of the manufacturers' products. In this respect it serves 
c.s a condensed summary of the advertising in the 12 monthly issues and permits a manu- 
facturer to catalogue his entire line in one issue. Lastly: It saves valuable time for the busy 
engineer in locating data on a particular component he is designing into some equipment. 

These are only a few of the many exclusive features of this recognized reference book. 

They are, however, the basic reasons for the long and important list of 8 Guide 

advertisers and its wide use by both management and engineers. 
Plan now to use it in any campaign designed to sell electronic and industrial control 

equipment manufacturers. Keep in mind that this one issue is used throughout the y 
that it is the only complete reference book on product data and product source. As con 

sine proof a manufacturer can quickly determine its wide and valuable use by simp 

questioning his own engineering staff. 

.:-_,,,_"` , 
9A4e ús IMPORTANCE - 9e -ea úi PREFERENCE 



TUBES AT WORK 

HERE'S HOW TO SßI/C ON 

Special Selector S '._ hes! 

Shallcross can supply exactly the right precision - 
made selector switch for your application-at lower 
cost than you might expect for a "tailored" job. 

Hundreds of Shallcross selector switch types 
permit inexpensive adaptations for specific needs. 
And back of these are many years of precision 
switch "know how" that have enabled Shallcross 
engineers to meet unusual and exacting require- 
ments in hundreds of widely diverse applications. 

SHALLCROSS MFG. CO. 
Dept. E-109 Cohingdale, Pa. 

RESISTORS INSTRUMENTS SWITCHES ATTENUATORS 

140 

(continued on p 124) 

An eigh-foot parabola was mounted on 
a platform of the WMAL-TV tower in 

Washington 

drive mechanism allowing full 360 - 
degree rotation. The signal from 
the antenna is carried to the re- 
ceiver on the ground by means of 
a gas -filled 1:" -inch transmission 
line. 

Television broadcasters may be 
interested in a resume of the opera- 
tion schedule followed in setting up 
the project. A preliminary test was 
made several weeks in advance of 
the actual broadcast in order that 
no doubt would exist as to the abil- 
ity of the equipment to perform in 
a satisfactory manner. 

Two men took the relay equip- 
ment to Signal Mountain two days 
in advance of the scheduled 
program. The platform was con- 
structed, equipment was set up in 
the cabin, and communication over 
the 57 -mile leg of the circuit was 
established the first day. An off - 
the -air receiver was used to feed 
the WMAL-TV test pattern back 
through the system to check its 
performance under actual signal 
conditions. On the second day the 
same team set up the shorter leg of 
the system and tested through the 
complete circuit from Winchester 
to Washington. 

On the third day, the mobile unit 
and crew came up from Washington 
to do the actual pickup of the 
parade of the Shenandoah Apple 
Blossom Festival. The installation 
and operation of the microwave re- 
lay equipment for this broadcast 
was under the supervision of Earl 
D. Hilburn, Assistant Chief Engi- 
neer of the Evening Star Stations; 
and Frank W. Harvey, Chief Engi- 
neer, directed the broadcast opera- 
tion. 

A picture signal was transmitted 
over the 57 -mile leg of the circuit 
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INQUIRIES WILL 
BE PROMPTLY HANDLED 

es 
ecr, d 

e oh 

*TORCOFILTOWN, Tor -co - 
fil' -town - - n. Toroidal Coils 
and Filters of Outstanding 
Quality and Performance as 
produced by Burnell & Co., 
Exclusive. Manufacturers of 
Communication Network Com- 
ponents. 

Consistent with our claim that we are: spe- 
cialists in the held of audio fitters and 
related networks, we are continually 
expanding our range of products to satisfy 
nearly every application that requires fil- 
ters. Our intense development program has 
made it possible for us to lead the way in 
the manufacture of sub -miniature types as 
well as many others up to and including 
crystal filters. We have made great strides 
toward simplifying the design and manu- 
facturing problems of crystal filters which 
have formerly been the primary cause for 
their high cost. This has made them more 
readily available for applications which 
could not formerly afford them. 

We take pride in the assistance we have 
beer able to render our customers in sole. 
tion of their problems and can assure you 
that your inquiries will receive the same 
prompt and detailed attention as do your 
orders. 

iwtlKell a e.,paie 
YONKERS 2, MEW YORK 

CABLE 'ADDRESS 'UU9XElE 

ALL TYPES ARE AVAILABLE 
HERMETICALLY SEALED 

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK( COMPONENTS 



VULCAN 
FAT .. MELTER 

110 - 125 

OR 

230 - 250 

VOLTS 

60 CYCLES A C 

WITH OR 

WITHOUT 

THERMOSTAT 

CONTROL. 

r. - 

An electric immersion heater 
designed specifically for melt- 
ing fats, greases, waxes and 
similar compounds. 

Can be set at the top of a 55 

gallon drum and so arranged 
that it will sink into the mass 
as the melting progresses, right 
down to the bottom. 

MADE TO ORDER ONLY 

Give complete details-material 
,./e4 --) to be melted, size of drum. etc. 

VULCAN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
DANVERS, 10, MASS. 

By the expert makers of Vulcan Tubular, Cartridge, Flat, Immersion 
Band and Strip Electric Heating Elements, including the new Vulcan 
900 series: Electric Soldering Tools: Electric Glue Pots and Solder Pots: 
and Electric Branding Irons. 

"Feathers are all right on birds 
and even on Indians - on them 
they look good and serve a useful 
purpose. But feathers don't even 
look good on tracing cloth, and 
what's more they don't belong 
either. Thanks to my unique fibre 
surface, I am always free front 

feathers despite repeated erasures. Yes, sir, work 
is faster and cleaner when you're working on 
MICRO -WEAVE." 

MICRO -WEAVE exceeds all specifications 
in minute perfection of weave - in 
transparency - in better blueprints - 
in longer life. Test MICRO -WEAVE on 
your drawing board. Send for generous 
sample. 

THE HOLLISTON MILLS, INC. -_..._ ___.. 

NORWOOD, MASS. 
NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO hi lo ° * MICRO -WEAVE is backed by Holliston's 50 years of leadership and experience in 

developing special cloths for industry. 

MINIATURE SOCKETS 
AND SHIELDS 

National's 7 and 9 pin miniature tube 

sockets. Designed to meet rugged gov- 

ernment and commercial requirements. 

Also tube shields for both 7 and 9 pin 

sockets. Bases for shields available with 

either spade bolts or holes for flush 

mounting. 

MICA FILLED BAKELITE 

XOA-7 0 .50 XOR -7 (u .50 

CERAMIC 

XOAC-7 a .50 XORC-7 (l .50 

XOAC-9 ,çi .57 XORC-9 C` .57 

SHIELDS 7 -pin SOCKETS 

XOS- 1 fit 13/6" tube body i .48 

XOS-2 fit 11/2" tube body (ï .48 

XOS-3 fit 2" tube body (I .48 

SHIELDS 9 -pin 
XOS-4 flt 13/6" tube 

XOS-5 fit 11/2" tube 

XO5-6 fit 2" tube 

li ti * L o 

SOCKETS 

body (1 

body (1 

body (( 

[St. 1916 

NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc. 
MAIDEN. MASSACHUSETTS 

.5 1 

.51 

.5 1 
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another C -D development . , . 

a strong, lightweight, LOW-COST tubing 

for your electrical applications 

Spiral Tubing-one of the many developments that have helped bring television 
into the mass market. Recently introduced by Continental -Diamond laboratories, 
it is ideal for electrical, radio, and television applications where a good dielectric 
tubing with high strength and lightweight is needed. It is available in a variety 
of sizes and grades to meet requirements for low moisture absorption, forming, 
riveting, drilling, tapping, etc. 

It is another example of why it pays to see C -D first in your search for the 
right plastic. C -D Plastics provide practical combinations of mechanical, elec- 
trical, and chemical properties structural strength, lightweight, moisture, heat 
and corrosion resistance. For fast delivery, or help with material selection prob- 
lems, call your nearest C -D office, any time. 

DE -5-49 
BRANCH OFFICES: NEW YORK 17 CLEVELAND 14 CHICAGO 11 SPARTANBURG, S. C. SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES. 
WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE: MARWOOD LTD., SAN FRANCISCO 3 IN CANADA: DIAMOND STATE FIBRE CO. OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO 8 

O/1'ho%'liQr _- J)!íl1fl4fld FIBRE COMPANY 
Established 1895.. Manufacturers of Laminated Plastics since 1911- \ E1\ -1 R li III Il E LA W.-lIt E 
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THAT BEATS MANY SINGLE SCOPES 

IN WEIGHT ... SIZE ... COST 

pecej THESE ADDITIONAL FEATURES 

HIGH SENSITIVITY ON X OR Y AXIS 

DIFFERENTIAL OR SINGLE -ENDED INPUT 

INTERCHANGEABLE DEFLECTION CHANNELS 

TRIGGERED AND CONTINUOUS SWEEPS 

2 cps to 50 kc 

CONTINUOUS CALIBRATION VOLTAGE 
INDICATED ON PANEL VOLTMETER 

The new H21 Dual -Channel Oscilloscope enables you to observe 
two independent signals simultaneously ... without the frequency 
limitations of electronic switching or costly optical systems. Contain- 
ing two complete electron guns in a single tube, it enables you to 
compare speed and vibration, input and output signals of ampli- 
fiers, or even a complete signal with an expanded portion of the 
signal. Vertical sensitivity is better than 0.1 Vdc in. Weight with 
cabinet 65 lbs.; for rack mounting 75 lbs. Dimensions: 141/4 "wide, 
163/4" high, 21" deep. 

The new H21 Dual -Channel Oscilloscope is the result of years of 
experience E.T.C. has had as the pioneer manufacturer of multi -gun 
tubes and multi -channel oscilloscopes. If you have a problem which 
can be solved by utilizing 2, 4, 6, 8, or even 10 gun tubes, you'll 
find us ready, willing, and able to help. Write for full details. 

E. T. C. - THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER OF MULTI -GUN TUBES 

f.)J }[' 
PHILADELPHIA 18, PENNSYLVANIA 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

for three days and at no time was 
any fading observed. Careful com- 
parisons of the transmitted and the 
received test patterns showed no 
deterioration of the picture in any 
regard. The signal at the receiver 
was approximately five times that 
required for a minimum usable 
signal. 

A Voltage -Controlled 
Multivibrator 

JULIAN M. STURTEVANT 
Yule Ui,irersihi \'r rr /Ia een. 1'n En. 

REGENERATIVE FEEDBACK, which has 
been employed previously in im- 
proving the linearity of sawtooth 
generators, may be applied to multi - 
vibrators and blocking oscillators 
to give frequency characteristics 
showing linear dependence of fre- 
quency on the first or second power 
of an input direct voltage. 

The frequency of a free -running 
multivibrator is determined by the 
time constants in the grid circuits 
and the voltages to which the grid 
resistors are returned. If we repre- 
sent by E,,,,,,, the minimum voltage 
reached by the grid of V, (Fig. lA), 
by E,.,, the cutoff voltage of V,, and 

FIG. 1-Schematic diagrams of ordinary 
A) multivibrator, and one having a 
frequency which varies with a direct 

voltage E, 
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Tubular Ceramicons * 
1-15,000 MME 

Button Mica Condensers 
15-6,000 MME 

15 KV-.0005 mfd. 
=filter Condenser 

Cinch -Erie Plexicon Tube 
Socket with 1,000 MME 

built in bypass condensers 

THE special problems inherent in tele- 
vision receivers have been given careful atten- 
tion by Erie Resistor engineers in designing 
condensers for these applications. 

The components illustrated above have been 
correctly designed for efficient operation at 
high frequencies. The condensers have low 
series inductance and incorporate specially 
designed terminals and mounting arrange- 
ments. Of special interest is the high voltage 
Erie Double Cup condenser for power supply 

Custom Injection Molded 
Coil and Transformer Forms 

filtering circuits. Rated at 15 KV and having a 
capacity of .0005 mfd. these units are unusu- 
ally compact and economical. Plastic coil and 
transformer forms are custom injection molded 
to customer's specifications. 

We will be glad to send you technical data 
and samples on any of the condensers shown 
above. Our engineers are at your service to 
develop special ceramic or mica condensers 
for television applications. 

*"Ceeamicon" is a registered trade name and refers to ceramic dielectric condensers manufactured by Erie Resistor Corp. 

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA. 
LONDON, ENGLAND ... TORONTO, CANADA 
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l 
FORMVAR - FORMEX -ENAMEL 

INSULATION 
STRIPPED CLEAN 

IN SECONDS! 

1. Dip wire in X -VAR for 3 seconds, then withdraw. 

2. Expose to air and watch coating disintegrate. 

3. Wipe wire clean. Whole operation takes a matter of seconds. 

X -VAR is non -corrosive and does not creep. Now in use by leading 
manufacturers of electrical products. Write for FREE SAMPLE for testing. 

FIDELITY CHEMICAL PRODUCTS CORP. 
472 FRELINGHUYSEN AVE. NEWARK, 5, N. J. 

REDUCE ASSEMBLY 
REJECTS WITH S,tget«. "se 

10tMNA..... 

GENERAL 
...... 

... THAT WITHSTAND HIGH SOLDERING 
TEMPERATURES 

... ARE IMMUNE TO ROUGH SHOP 
HANDLING 

... HAVE TINNED SHOULDER FOR RAPID 
ASSEMBLY 

...FOR 200°C SERVICE ON SPECIAL 
ORDER 

A tinned surface, permanently bonded to the glazed 
body of these terminals permits rapid soldering to any 
metal enclosure. Exceptional strength of the steatite 
body practically eliminates assembly rejects that fre- 
quently result when other types of terminals are sub- 
jected to soldering temperatures or rough handling. 
Leads are brought out through an axial hole in the 
center of the bushing and terminated on the tinned lug. 
A drop of solder on the hole effects a complete hermetic 
seal. For complete information concerning tinned 

steatite terminals, call or write today. 

CERAMICS and STEATITE CORP. 

OFFICES and PLANT: CROW'S MILL ROAD, KEASBEY, N.J. 

M R TIT ANA IR AIN NA H - CTt, H TIN WARE 

301)71:17-mmilL9" 
7ITONES 
meet changing 
pickup needs! 

NOW a full line of Titone's amazing 
ceramic pick ups-made by famous 
Sonorone! All with these great basic features: Full frequency (response 
from 50 to 10,000 cycles.) Bell -like 
supertone makes new or old playera 
thrilling. Climate -proof, moisture - 
proof, fungus -proof! Lightest pressure 
saves needle wear, revives worn records. 
NO needle talk! NO crystals, magnets, 
filaments to fail. NO pre -amplifiers. 
Performs perfectly for years! 

Call your Jobber or write to 
SONOTON E, Box 5, Elmsford, N. Y. 
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atto,tagdefe 
POWER 

CONVERSION 

UNITS... THERMADOR 
TRANSFORMER 

for any Voltage and Amperage Rating 

VICKERS 

SELENIUM 

RECTIFIER 

Weights listed - contact 
freight agent for cheap- 
est means of shipment 
and include charge with 
remittance. 

All prices F.O.B. Los 
Angeles (California pur- 
chasers add 21/2% sales 
tax). Include 25% with 
orders-balance on de- 
livery. Foreign orders 
cash. Address corre- 
spondence Dept. Q-7. 

R.P. S. Power Conversion Units specially 

designed to convert any d -c Receiver, 
Transmitter, etc., into a -c use. No rewiring 
necessary; simple, easy, quick installation. 

No Tubes! Instant Warm-up! Cool Oper- 
ation! No Maintenance! Low Cost! 

Installation Diagram with each unit. 

When ordering-be sure the input rating of 
your dynamotor does not exceed the d -c output 
rating of the rectifier. For example, 12 V. 2 

amp. dynamotors require Rectifier No. S -295A 
and Transformer RPS-8883. 

ALL NEW-FULL WAVE VICKERS ALL NEW-THERMADOR TRANSFORMERS 
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 50/60 Cyc-117 Volt Primary Rating 

(For Taps, see Note A) 
Code No. d -c Output Ship. Amateurs Code No. Secondary Ship. Amateurs 

Rectifier Volts Amps. Wt. Lbs. Net Pr. Transformer Volts Amps. Wt. Lbs. Net Pr. 
S -295A 14 2 1.25 $ 6.95 RPS-8883 18 3 3.5 S 3.75 
S -458A 14 4.5 1.75 7.25 RPS-8884 18 5.2 5.5 4.25 
S -167A 14 10 3.75 10.95 RPS-8885 18 12 12 6.15 
S -292A 14 40 12 29.95 RPS-8886 18 46 35 19.65 
S -296A 28 1.8 1.25 5.75 RPS-8888 36 2 5 4.15 
S -344A 28 5 5.75 11.50 RPS-8889 36 6 12 6.75 
S -172A 28 10 6 16.50 RPS-8892 36 12 25 11.65 
S -291A 28 20 12 29.95 RPS-8890 36 23 32 19.25 
S -297A 28 40 23 52.25 

NOTE A: All transformers 
example: 20, 19, 18, 17,vol 

RPS-8891 36 46 
have 3 extra taps-for 

s and 38, 37, 36, 35 volts. 

78 51.25 

Distributed Nationally by 

y RADIO PRODUCTS SALES, INC. 
1501 SOUTH -tILL STREET LOS ANGELES 15, CALIFORNIA PHONE PROSPECT 7471 
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a Mighty Midget Built for 
Millions of Operations 

semi -knife-edge bearing 
reduces frictional wear 

This is Ward Leonard's new Bulletin 110 Midget 
Relay for long, trouble -free service, particularly in 
equipments subject to vibration. 

Exceptionally good vibration characteristics are due 
to proper proportioning of contact masses and spring- 
ing combined with heavy pressures on both normally 
open and normally closed contacts. 

Higher contact ratings than most midgets. Available 
up to 3 -pole, double throw. Contact finger leads are 
insulated with the new, impregnated glass -fiber tubing. 

Write for Bulletin 110. Ward Leonard Electric Co., 
31 South Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y. Offices in prin- 
cipal cities of U. S. and Canada. 

WARD LEONARD 
ELECTRIC 
gtc-Eny .u 
RESISTORS RHEOSTATS RELAYS CONTROL DEVICES 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

2,000 

1,500 

N 
a 
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980 -40 0 +40 
E2 IN VOLTS 

THEORY -, 
,` OBSERVED 

i 

i 
+80 

FIG. 2-Curve showing frequency varia- 
tion of multivibrator of Fig. 1B as a func- 

tion of voltage E. 

by E, the voltage to which R, is re- 
turned, then the recovery of the 
grid of V, follows the exponetial 
curve given by 

- (E, - E,ma) e trie; (1) 

provided R, >> R,,,, and the off 
time of this tube is 

- Ei 
= R,C, I "' " (2) 

E, - E, 
CO 

Similar expressions hold for V,. It 
is evident that the frequency of the 
multivibrator, given by 

(3) f tr + t, ' 

can be varied by varying E, and E,. 
The logarithmic dependence of f 

on E, and E, can be changed to a 
linear variation by employing re- 
generative feedback to convert the 
grid recovery curves to straight 
lines. This type of feedback has 
been very successfully employed in 
the design of accurately linear saw - 
tooth generators. 

In the circuit of Fig. 1B, the cur- 
rent which charges C. during the 
recovery of the grid of V, is held 
nearly constant by employing feed- 
back from the cathode follower V. 
to maintain a constant voltage drop 
across R,. The analysis of this cir- 
cuit is very simple if the imped- 
ances of the source of E2, the diode 
V, and the cathode follower are 
small enough so that the coupling 
capacitor C' can be charged to the 
required voltage in a time short 
compared to the off time of V,. If 
this condition is fulfilled, the initial 
voltage across R, will be E, - E2",,". 
This voltage will be maintained if 
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TYPE 1001-A 

Standard -Signal Generator 

MODERATE COST THROUGH 
SIMPLIFIED DESIGN 

UNUSUALLY LOW LEAKAGE 

Rear view, removed from metal cabinet. Sertiurit construction 
with power supply along top, completely enclosed shielded and 
filtered carrier oscillator in center, and attenuotar, carrier control, 
audio oscillator and modulation control at bottDm. 

Cover removed from oscillator compartment. Note two-piece 
construction of cover, each being insulated fron the other and 
making contact with both surfaces of the metal box housing the 
oscillator. All leads to this box are carefully fil Bred to prevent 
leakage. 

The complete oscillator plugs in and out of the metal box shown 
above, making testing and servicing particularly easy. The 
oscillator can be operated when removed from im shielding box. 
Extra precautions have been taken to insure excellent contact 
between the pre -loaded contact springs and the cylindrical 
contacts an the oscillator coil turret shown at extreme right. 

0 With many mechanical and electrical improvements, the Type 
1001-A Standard -Signal Generator replaces the once -popular 

Type 605. 

Ruggedly designed, with unique mechanical construction and 
simplified circuits, this generator has exceptionally low leakage. 
Through the elimination of a number of circuit frills it has been 
possible to keep its cost to a moderate figure. 

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATIONS 

CARRIER -FREQUENCY RANGE: 5 kc to 50 Mc in eight loga- 
rithmic, direct -reading ranges. 

FREQUENCY CALIBRATION: accurate to i.e/o. 

INCREMENTAL -FREQUENCY DIAL: indicates increments of 0.1 
per cent of frequency per division up to 15 Mc. 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE: open -circuit voltage adjustable from less 
than 0.1 microvolt to 200 millivolts. Two -volts output available 
from a second jack. 

AMPLITUDE MODULATION: adjustable from 0 to 80% either 
with 400 -cycle built-in source, or over 20 to 15,000 cycles from 
an external source. 

LEAKAGE: stray fields are substantially less than 
per meter two feet from the generator. 
INCIDENTAL FREQUENCY MODULATION: varies 
100 parts per million, at 80% a.m., over each range 
Mc where it may be three times this amount. 
ENVELOPE DISTORTION: about 6% at 80% modu 
NOISE LEVEL: carrier noise level corresponds to 
modulation. 

Fully 90 per cent of the needs for a standard -signal generator for 
general laboratory use are adequately met in this carefully designed 
G -R instrument, where the ultimate in accuracy and stability is not 
required. 

1 microvolt 

from 10 to 
except 15-50 

lation. 
about 0.1% 

TYPE 1001-A STANDARD -SIGNAL GENERATOR $595.00 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts 

CHICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES 



g NEW 

llAflDOOk 

DIRL[0 

... 192 PAGES of 
USEFUL INFORMATION 

Engineers. designers, purchasing agents 

GET YOUR COPY 
You will find complete data on the lamps used in pilot lights. 

And illustrations all full size of hundreds of items you will use. 

There is a table of resistors for operation of lamps on all voltage 

Compiete dimensional data on each unit. 

Moto than 2,000 Underwriters' Listed Assemblies.. 

S. 

The DIAL LIGHT COMPANY of AMERICA 
Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot Lights. 

900 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 3, N. Y. TELEPHONE SPRING 7.1300 

/r/u fUaP d D-149 

0p4AR Emulsions 

Waxes, 
ComPO°"ds 

and 

103 
1 EARS 

c 'n,t . 

Materials for potting, dipping or impreg- 

nating all types of radio components or all 

kinds of electrical units. Tropicalized 

fungus proofing waxes. Waterproofing 

finishes for wire jackets. Rubber finishes. 

Inquiries and problems invited by our 

engineering and development laboratories. 

Zophar Mills, Inc. has been known for Its dependable service and 

uniformity of product since 1846. 

ZOPHAR MILLS, Inc. 
ESTABLISHED 1846 

117 26th STREET, BROOKLYN 32, N.Y. 

DC Silicone (Life -time) 

Lubrication Pays Dividends 

The more progressive manufacturers of elec- 
trical equipment have found that DC Silicone 
(life -time) lubrication gives their customers long 
term, trouble -free service. That's true in motors 
ranging from industrial units to the "flea -power" 
synchronous motors used in the kilowatt demand 
meters and time switches made for electric utility 
companies by Sangamo. These devices must 
give several years of continuous and absolutely 
accurate service whether they're installed in the 
North where temperatures drop to -40°F. or 
in the South where internal temperatures 
reach 180°F. 

PHOTO COURTESY SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY 

DC 33 Silicone Grease retains its consistency to 
permit timing motors in demand meters and time 
switches to operate at constant speed in spite of 
varying climatic conditions. 

Sangamo engineers specified DC 33 Silicone 
Grease for the bronze sleeve bearings of these 
small synchronous motors after extensive com- 
parative testing. Their tests proved that DC 33 
was superior to any other lubricant for this 

application because it is practically non- 
volatile, heat -stable, and because it has low 
torque at low temperatures. Final proof is the 
fact that thousands of these little motors have 
given faultless service ever since Sangamo 
started to use DC 33 Silicone Grease over 3 

years ago. 
In oven and toaster timers, parking meters, 
wind velocity indicators and in the permanently 
sealed bearings of industrial motors, Dow 
Corning Silicone Oils and Greases have mode 
permanent lubrication a practical reality. You 

can obtain more information about Dow Corning 
Silicone Greases from our nearest branch office 
or by writing for data sheet No. Q-10. 

DOW CORNING CORPORATION 
MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 

Atlanta Chicago Cleveland Dallas 
Los Angeles New York 

In Canada: Fiberglas Canada, Ltd., Toronto - 
In England: Albright and Wilson, Ltd., London 

f1 
11111111 7 

FIRST IN SILICONES 
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Collins 17L-2 vhf transmitter a,d 
51R-2 vhf navigation -communica- 
tion receiver in dual shock -mount. 

the Collins 17L-2 

vhf aircraft transmitter 

Development of a full line of navigation and commu- 
nication equipment for aircraft use in the vhf and uhf 
bands is a continuing, first -line project at Collins Radio 
Company. The purpose is to make available to the avia- 
tion industry complete, integrated radio facilities ful- 
filling all requirements for navigation and communica- 
tions over the Federal Airways. This program is closely 
meshed with, and will progress with, the interim and 
long-range programs of the Radio Technical Commis- 
sion for Aeronautics. 

The new Collins 17L-2 shown above is a product of 
this Collins project. It provides transmitting facilities 
on all channels reserved for aircraft communications in 
the vhf band. 

The 17L-2 transmitter is intended as a companion 
equipment for either the Collins 51U vhf communica- 
tion receiver, or the Collins 51R vhfnavigation receiver 
now in almost universal use by the leading airlines of the 
United States. 

17L-2 Specifications 
Power Output: Eight watts or better into a 52 ohm load. 
Modulation Capability: Up to 90% on voice from a carbon 

microphone or on a 1000 cps tone for MCW. 
Modulation Fidelity: Within 3 db from 300 to 4000 cps. 

Distortion at 1000 cps, 90% modulation, less than 10%. 
Stability: 0.007% under all service conditions; i.e., from 

0-95% humidity; from -55 to +72 degrees C; and with 
supply voltage variations of ± 10%. 

Side Tone: Side tone output 100 milliwatts into a 500 ohm 
audio circuit. Side tone is derived from modulated r -f car 
rier,providing complete check on operation. 

Spurious Responses: All undesired signals radiated by the 
transmitter are at least 80 db below the r -f carrier. 

Power Requirements: Standby, transmitter only, 1.0 amps. 
at 26.5 v d -c or 2.0 amps. at 13.5 v d -c. Transmitting, 7.5 
amps. at 26.5 v d -c or 15.0 amps. at 13.G v d -c. 

Mechanical: The transmitter is housed in a standard I 

ATR size case (JAN A -1-d). All power and control con- 
nections are made through a rear mounted multi con- 
tact plug. Coaxial connectors for antenna and com- 
panion receiver connection are mounted on the front 
panel. Weight of the transmitter is 19 pounds. 

We shall be glad to send you more complete information 
about the Collins 17L-2 transmitter on request. 

IN RADIO COMMUNICATIONS, 1T5 . . 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
11 W. 42nd St. 2700 West Olive Ave. 
NEW YORK 18 BURBANK 

M & W Tower 
DALLAS 1 

Fountain City Bank Bldg. 
KNOXVILLE 
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TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

FOR 
SAFETY 
ECONOMY 
CAPACITY / I 

ECIFY.... 

CO MALITE* 
(left) 

For high voltage power supply circuits of television receivers, specify 
our ,:.102 COSMALITE COIL FORM. Note the sturdy, heavy -wall 
construction ... the clean-cut, accurate, punched holes and notches. 
Ask about the many other advantages of these outstanding 
Cosmalite Coil Forms. 

(right) 

COSMALITE COIL FORMS WITH COLLARS, made from our ,.96 
Cosmalite, are a fibre base phenolic tubing, also of the highest 
quality at the lowest production cost. Specify that the collars be 
included and positioned on the core and thus secure a snug fit and 
an electrically stronger assembly. 

COSMALITE is a proven prod u c t 
backed by over 25 years of experience. 

*Reg. U.S.Pat.Off. 

7hCLEVELAND CONTAINERó 
6201 BARBERTON AVE. CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 

c, ANTS AND SALES OFFICES at Plymouth, Wisc, Chicogo, Detroit, Ogdensburg, N.Y., Jomesburg, N.J. 

ABRASIVE DIVISION at Cleveland, Ohio 

CANADIAN PLANT: The Cleveland Container, Canoda, Ltd., Prescott, Ontario 

CANADA 
METROPOLITAN 

NEW YORK 

NEW ENGLAND E. P. PACK AND ASSOCIATES, 968 FARMINGTON AVE. 

WEST HARTFORD, CONN. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

WM. T. BARRON, EIGHTH LINE, RR el, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO 

R. T. MURRAY, 614 CENTRAL AVE., EAST ORANGE, N.J. 

C' >> C2, and the slope of the grid 
recovery line will then be (E. - 
E2,,,,,,) /R.,C.. Thus the off time of 
V, is given by 

E2 - E2 
42 = E2C2 E: - E2 

ai r, 

miu 

(-4) 

If RIC, << R.,C,, so that the off 
time of V, is negligible compared to 
that of V., the frequency is very 
nearly 

1 E2 -E, 
f 

R2C2 E2 -E2 
m i ro 

(5) 

Obviously E, must be less than 
E.,mi, to have the cathode follower 
function properly. 

The data plotted in Fig. 2 were 
obtained using the circuit para- 
meters indicated. The off time of V, 
was about 40 microseconds. The 
solid line is calculated using the 
characteristics of 6SN7 tubes given 

e 
0.1 

(A) 

o 

MEG 

510 
yPF 

POS. PULSE 
OUTPUT 

I JSEC 

2 

6SN7GT 

SAWTOOTH 
OUTPUT 

100,000, 

-150V 

0150V 

OD r I 

1000 
Aer 

RL 'Ì uyF -'yRl D 

6SN7 T'" ÿ6SN7 

-150V 

V3 

c' 

ÇREG 

Ra 

0.1 

( B ) Ep+E 

M 

0.1 

4 

-150V 

EO-E EO +7.7V 

FIG. 3-Blocking oscillator with feedback 
to provide linear frequency change with 
voltage change is shown in B. The cir- 
cuit in A shows how regenerative feedback 
on both multivibrator grids gives a fre- 
quency varying as the square of direct 

voltage E 

in the tube manual; the circles are 
frequencies measured by using the 
sawtooth waveform at the cathode 
of V, as sweep voltage for an oscil- 
loscope on the vertical plates of 
which the output of a Hewlett- 
Packard audio oscillator was im- 
pressed. The frequency -voltage re- 
lation is linear within an average 
deviation of - 4 cycles over a 20- 
f old range of frequency, and agrees 
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CLAFE Type "JMS" Relay with 

single arm armature, equipped 
with one snap -action switch. 

THIS SMALL, COMPACT CLARE RELAY 
WILL SWITCH 1250 WATTS WITH AN INPUT OF 1 WATT! 

This new CLARE Type "JMS" Relay is a sensitive relay for switching 
heavy a -c loads with small d -c controlling currents ... as high as 1250 
watts can be switched with a 1 -watt input. 
It combines the outstanding features of the larger CLARE Type "CMS" 
Relay with the small size and light weight of the CLARE Type "J" Relay 
and employs a new -type Micro precision switch of unusual efficiency 
and compact design. 
The CLARE Type `JMS" Relay is especially suitable to locations sub- 
ject to sudden jolts, constant vibration or tilting. It may be provided 
with either one or two Micro snap -action switches, or with one switch 
and a pileup of twin -contact springs. For installations where quick 
removal or replacement may be desirable, it may be fitted and wired to 
a standard radio type plug. 
This new relay is a development of CLARE's unceasing effort to keep 
pace with every industrial relay requirement. Our engineers and sales 
representatives are constantly at your service to provide just the relay to 
meet your specific need. 
For full information on the CLARE Type "JMS" Relay, look up the 
CLARE office in your classified telephone directory ... or write for 
Bulletin 102 to C. P. Clare, 4719 West Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago 30, 
Illinois. In Canada: Canadian Line Materials Ltd., Toronto 13. Cable 
Address CLARELAY. 

First in the Industrial Field 

Showing mounting of snap -action switch on 

CLARE Type "JMS" Relay with single armature. 

CLARE Type "JMS" Relay provided with dou 
ble armature and two snap -action switches. 

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 

Contacts: Snap -action, enclosed. Varying 
capacity: 10 amperes at 125 volts; 5 am- 
peres at 250 volts. 

Residual: Lock Screw (Adjustable). 
Mounting: May be mounted on relay 
bases or strips as well as mounting bars or 
individual mounting brackets. 

Dimensions: Overall length: 21/4"; width: 
11/4"; height: 2". 

Weight: Net: 4 oz. (approx.); Shipp;rg: 
t/z lb. (approx.) 

Write for Clare BULLETIN 102 



 

WANT TRUE 

ECONOMY IN 

MOLDED PLASTICS? 

5) CALL THE 

WATERTOWN 

MAN 

There are so mane plastics, so many design factors, so many angles 
involved in choosing from among the different molding methods 
that it pays to get the best, most experienced help with your custom 
molding jobs. 

This help is available from the Watertown man virtually on your 
doorstep. He's backed by our 34 years experience and complete 
facilities, including a laboratory second to none in the industry, to 
develop, produce and test your part or product to your satisfac- 
tion ... and your customers'. 

If you have a custom molded plastics srlob on 

llr write us 

nearest Watertown man today . . phone 

New York-H. A. Rankow, 175 Fifth Ave. 

Chicago-National Insulations Co., 

2808 W. Lake St. 
Farquhar 

G. W. Glaescher R. 

C. 

C. F 

F 

ararq 

her 
J. P. Bonnamy 

J. P. Greener 

Detroit -1. P. Greener from Chicago 

Cleveland-Carl F. Linn, 866 Hanna Bldg. 

Milwaukee-Roger L. Miller, 729 N. Broadway 

. , or merely in mind ... phone your 

directly. Here are the Watertown men . 

Seattle-John W. Witherow, 

National Vulcanized Fibre Co. 

1927 First Ave., South 

San frNncisco-G. W. Harmssen, 

ational Vulcanized Fibre Co. 

273 Seventh Ave. 

Los Angeles-Fred M. Foley, 

National Vulcanized Fibre Co. 

2325 East Eighth St. 

THE WATERTOWN MANUFACTURING CO. 

777 ECHO LAKE RD., WATERTOWN, CONN. 

STODDART NM -20A 
RADIO INTERFERENCE AND 

A portable unit that you can DEPEND 
upon! Designed especially to with- 
stand the rigors of all-weather field 
operation and yet provide reliable 
performance. 

Measures FIELD INTENSITIES of radio 
signals and r.f. disturbances using 
either a rod antenna or a retable 
loop antenna. 

May be used as a .two -terminal r.f. 
Write for complete technical data 

PonWie 
vomM,dt4e 

itevy 
5eteael' e 

FIELD INTENSITY METER 
voltmeter (balanced or unbalanced), 
frequency selective over the CON- 
TINUOUS RANGE 150 kc to 25 mc. 

ONE MICROVOLT SENSITIVITY as a 

two -terminal voltmeter; 2 microvolts - 
per -meter using rod antenna. 

Operates from self-contained dry bat- 
teries or external A.C. power unit 
providing well -regulated filament and 
plate supplies. 

STODDART AIRCRAFT RADIO CO. 
Main office and plant: 1346 Connecticut Ave. 

6644 Santa Monica Blvd. 8-247 General Motors Bldg. duPont Circle Bldg. 

Hollywood 38, Calif. Detroit 2, Michigan Washington 6, D. C. 

Phone: Hillside 9294 Phone: Trinity 1-9260 Phone: Hudson 7313 

r I I 

I' 

O,rl F-f.CrfL _,ei 7ì/ClillCF 

1 UsI $I.VER 
GRAPHAILOY*1 

I 
I 

I 

I I I 

I I I 

I I 

,, 

,. 

<GRA LoY> 
OF O 

A4°` teRlq 

CONTACTS 

in BRUSHES 
for high current density mini- 
mum wear low contact drop 
low electrical noise self -lubri- 
cation 

in CONTACTS 
for low resistance non -welding 
character 
GRAPHALLOY works where others won't! 
Specify GRAPHALLOY with confidence. 

°A special silver -impregnated grcphite 

GRAPHITE METALLIZING 

CORPORATION 

1055 NEPPERHAN AVENUE, YONKERS 3, NEW YORK 
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PRODUCTION FURNACES - MELTING AND CASTING 

High Vacuum Metallurgy is not new as labo- 

ratory technique. It is new as a pracrical indus- 

trial operation. 

For the first time, National Research Corpora- 

tion offers its services to design and build, to 

your requirements, furnaces which operate in 

the micron pressure range. Pressures run as low 

at 10-4 mm. Hg. absolute. 

Six years' experience in the engineering and 
construction of High Vacuum metallurgical 

equipment is at your disposal. Write National 
Research Corporation. 

HEAT TREATING 

TEERMAL REDUCTION 

MELTING and CASTING 

HEAT TR Eft -IN 3 - 
DEGASSÜNG FURNACE 

4 

VACUUM ENGINEERING DIVISION, 
Write to National Research Corporation, 

Cambridge 42, Massachusetts 

We supply a complete line of diffusion pumps, vacuum gauges, valves, seals, coating equip- 
ment, dehydration equipment and special high vacuum apparatus. 

HIGH VACUUM FOR INDUSTRY 

NATIONAL\\RESEARCH CORPORATION 
MilnErigaZA" 
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MOSINEE 
"Jilcite //taw eYalteyi " 

If you have a fabricating or processing 

problem involving paper ... if you re- 

quire definite technical characteristics 

and, above all, dependable uniformity, 

it may be worthwhile for you and 

MOSINEE technicians to get together. 

MOSINEE is not interested so much in 

terms of volume production as in our 

ability to render helpful service to man- 

ufacturers in the field of electronics 

and in the electrical goods industry. Our 

"paperologists" are at your service for 

consultation. Please write Dept. E. 

MOSINEE PAPER MILLS COMPANY MOSINEE, WIS. 

&4enI al Yafiet alcritalecrifete44 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

well with that predicted by Eq. 5. 
The circuit of Fig. 1B can be 

modified to serve as a moderately 
linear delay circuit by using direct 
coupling through a suitable resist- 
ive divider from the plate of V, to 
the grid of V,, the grid resistor of 
V, being returned to EK. A positive 
trigger applied to the grid of V or 
a negative trigger to the plate, will 

500 

ó 300 
W 
C 
LL 

Ôw 

')Zz 

W 

R 
LL 

E>0 

200 

I 

20°0 300 600 900 1,200 1,500 1,800 
62 

FIG. 4-Frequency of multivibrator shown 
in Fig. 3B as a function of the square of 

the voltage E 

initiate one cycle of operation. A 
delayed trigger, with delay time 
controlled by E can then be de- 
veloped in the usual way by differ- 
entiating the plate signal of V_ and 
inverting the negative pip, or by the 
use of a blocking oscillator. 

Regenerative feedback may be 
applied in a similar manner to a 
blocking oscillator, although, as 
might be expected, there is consid- 
erably more short time fluctuation, 
or jitter, than found with the multi - 
vibrator circuit. A typical schem- 
atic diagram is given in Fig. 3A. 
The observed frequency of this cir- 
cuit fits the equation f - 2,030 + 
34.4 E with an average deviation 
of about ± 16 cycles for E between 
-60 and +80 volts (frequency be- 
tween 2 and 4,800 cycles). 

A multivibrator whose frequency 
is linearly dependent on the square 
of a direct voltage is obtained by 
applying regenerative feedback to 
both grids. If the circuit is com- 
pletely symmetrical as shown in 
Fig. 3B, and El - E, + E, E, - 
E, - E, the frequency is given by 

I 

_ 
ti l t, 

(Eo - Emin)' - E2 

2RC (E,,, - Emin) (Eo - Emin) 

The control voltages can be sup- 
plied by a differential direct -coupled 

(6) 
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EE 

NO. 1110 INCREMENTAL 
INDUCTANCE BRIDGE 

Inductance range fron I MHY to 1000 H. Frequency range from 60 to 000 
cycles. D.C. range fcn, .EMA to 1 Amp. 

NO. 1010 COMPARISON 
BRIDGE 

For precision laboratory 
adjustment and incoming 
inspection of rotators, 
capacitors and ind actors. 
Entirely sell con ained, 
A.C. operated and in- 
cludes a three frequency 
oscillator, an A.C. ridge 
and a null detector 

ND. 1030 
"Q" NOICATOR 

Frequency range from 20 
cycles tc 50 kilocycles. 
"Q" range from .5 to 
500. "Q" of inductors can 
be measssed with up to 
50 volts across the coil. 

.- - STEPDOWN 
"S ANS FORMERS 

High efficiency Auto Trans. former can oe used as either Step Up or Step Down transformer equipped with etandard -eceptacle 
and lira cord. 

NO. 1020 
DIRECT READING 

MEC -CH METER 
Measurer insulation re 
ästances up to 2,000,000 
negohms. 500 volts D.C. 
Potential included in the isstrumeet. Entirely self 

contained end A.C. op- 
ated. 

lcNEs 1 

NO. 1150 UNIVERSAL 
BRIDGE 

For measurement of induc 
tors, capacitors, ano de- 
termination of resistive 
and reactive components 
of impedances. Frequency 
rang. 20 cycles - 10,000 
cycles 1% accuracy. 

HI.Q MINIATURE 
TOROIDAL INDUCTORS 
Sise TA" D. e Vs" - weight 

%4 ounce. Type TI.S Fre- 
quency range 1000 cycles 
- '5,000 cycles. Type TI -7 
Frequency range 10,000 cy 
les 100,000 cycles. 

Wound on molybdenum 
permalloy dust cores. 
Available in hermetically 
reeled cans, potted and 
cared or open units. 

'OA 

HIGH FIDELITY OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

High qualify output trans- former combines unusually wide frequency range 
to.gether with ret'y low phase shits and harmonic disto,. tion. Frequency range tl/ DB 20-30,000 cycles. 

NO. 1140 NULL 
DETECTOR 

High gain Null Detector 
for Bridge measurements. 
Contains selective circuits 
for 60-400.1000 cycles. Fre- 
quency range 30.20,000 
cycles. 

NO. 1210 NULL 
DETECTOR 

VACUUM TUBE 
VOLTMETER 

Vacuum Tube Volt 
meter: Sensitivity .I, 
I, 10, 100 volts. Input 
impedance 50 meg 
ohms shunted by 20 
mmfd. Frequency 
range 20 cycles 
20,000 cycles. 
NULL DETECTOR: 
Gain 94 DB. Selec. 
five circuits for 60, 
400, 1000 cycles. Fre- 
quency range 20. 
30,000 cycles. 

DISCRIMINATORS 
For felemetering 

and re- mote control application using audio and super- socarrienic 

rs.frequency sub. 

TOROIDAL INDUCTORS 
Hi Q toroidal coils 
wound on powdered 
molybdenum permalloy. 
Can be supplied for fre- 
quencies from 200 cycles 
to 200 KC Available in 
hermetically sealed con- 
struction potted and 

cased or open type 
its. 

FILTERS 
Narrow band pass filters 
for remote control and 
tetemetering applications. 
High pass, low pass, band 
pass and band elimination 
filters for communication 
and carrier systems. 

HERMETICALLY SEALED 
COMPONENTS 

Class A Grade I com- 
ponents to meet JAN -T- 
27 specifications. Made 
to customers require- 
ments where temperature 
and humidity are factor. 

NO. 1060 VACUUM 
TUBE VOLTMETER 

For use at audio, super- 
sonic and radio frequen- 
cies. Frequency range 
from 10 cycles to 1.6 
megacycles. Input im- 
pedance 50 megohms, 
input capacity 15 MMF. 
Voltage range from .001 
to 100 volts. Frequency 
range from 10 cycles to 

2 megacycles. 

NO. 1180 
A C. POWER 

SUPPLY 
A valuable 
laboratory in- 
strument with 
continuous 
variable out- 
put from .1 

volt to 100 
volts @ 60 
cycles. 

FRIED TRANSFORMER CO., Inch 
DEPT. E 0 1718-36 WEIRFIELD ST., (RIDGEWOOD) BROOKLYN 27, NEW YORK 
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TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

How ALLEN Q HEAD 
precision fastenings apply to... 

RADIO TELEVISION INSTRUMENT AND 
GENERAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING 
For greater strength: Allen O Head Screws 

permit the use of smaller sizes. For instance 
a No. 6 Allen O Head Cap Screw is equi- 
valent to a No. 8 conventional screw. 

For space economy: Allen O Head Screws 

permit closer spacing of screws, eliminate 
projecting heads. 

For greater holding power: Allen O Head 
Screws are insurance against avoidable 
costly service operations. 

In hard -to -reach places: Allen O Head 
Screws, plus Allen Hex Keys and Drivers 
start screws easily and save awkward 
"fingering in." 

For fine adjustments, close, snug fit between 
key and screw permits delicate adjustments 
that stay put. 

For tamper -proof settings in gauges and in- 
struments, Allen O Head Screws can be 
set below surface and wax sealed. 

If vibration is a factor, the precise Class 3 
fit of Allen O Head Screws will build 
longer trouble -free life into the product. 

For a ready-made threaded hole, the new 
Allenut offers greater holding power and 
positive anchor in soft metals. 

Allen Q Head Screws are available 
as standard items in a wide range 
of sizes ranging upward from No. 4 
x 1/8". NC and NF threads. Popu- 
lar sizes also available in 18-8 non- 
magnetic stainless steel. Set screws 
stocked in cup, oval, flat cone and 
half dog points (full dog, special) . 
Sold only through leading distribu- 
tors. Write the factory for technical 
information or regarding any spe- 
cial requirement. 

A 
R N I N 0 

Alice -Type 
screws 

fa 
enlde. 

6d 
9e.t ' sseriondi. 

AIIetOHed 
screwshas' 

u 

this black 
nad silver 

Allenut and Allen Flat Head 
Cap Screw used to hold thin 
metal plate to metal base. 
Allenut has been pressed into 
counterbored hole. Will not 
fall out or turn against driv- 
ing action. 

Allen O Head Cap Screws con- 
tribute to compact designing. 
Can be countersunk without 
allowing for wrench dearance. 

Allen O Heads permit dose 
spacing impossible with con- 
ventional heads. 

Firm grip without the use of 
weak slots or projecting heads. 

ALLEN * 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Hartford 2, Connecticut, U. S. A. 
NEW YORK, CLEVELAND. DETROIT, CHICAGO. LOS ANGELES 

FOR 40 YEARS THE BUY -WORD FOR SOCKET SCREWS 

amplifier having cathode -follower 
outputs. 

The behavior of this circut is 
illustrated by the data plotted in 
Fig. 4. For both E > 0 and E < 0, 

the square law relation 
f = 424 - 0.1153 E1 (7) 

holds with an average deviation of 
±3 cycles. 

Stability of Circuits 

The short time stability of the 
multivibrator circuits is quite good, 
there being very little observable 
jitter. However the stability with 
respect to supply voltages is such 
as to indicate that well -regulated 
power supplies should be used. Over 
the larger part of the frequency 
ranges in the data reported above, 
the frequency of either multivi- 
brator circuit changes by less than 
3 percent for a 10 -percent change 
in tube heater voltage; however, at 
the lower frequencies, where the 
grid voltages pass cutoff with rel- 
atively small slope, a frequency 
change of as much as 10 percent 
may result from a 10 -percent 
change in heater voltage. 

Two -Way Radio in Industry 
WHEN AN industrial aid can be 
made to pay for itself in a short 
time, it is considered to be a worth- 
while investment. Such has been 
the case with two-way radio sys- 
tems which have been adopted in 
so many phases of industry. 

According to reports from the 

Superintendent in charge of construction of 
Medicine Creek Dam, George Stiers uses 
two-way radio in his car to call for rein- 

forcements 
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The Tracerlab 

BETA GAUGE 
For PAPER . . . PLASTICS 
SHEET METAL... TEXTILES 

NON -CONTACTING THICKNESS GAUGE AUTOMATIC STANDARDIZING 
FEATURES EXTREMELY HIGH ACCURACY AND SENSITIVITY 
UNAFFECTED BY SHEET COMPOSITION REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 
UNNECESSARY REQUIRES A MINIMUM OF MAINTENANCE 

The Tracerlab Beta Gauge is a completely new and unique instrument for 
measuring and recording weight per unit area or thickness of various materials 
directly on the production line. It uses beta radiation from Oak Ridge pro- 
duced radioisotopes to achieve a high degree of accuracy and sensitivity and 
is unaffected by variations in chemical composition of the material being 
measured. This is a non -contacting type of gauge designed for the severe 
operating conditions usually encountered in production operations. In addi- 
tion to the recording type, a non -recording industrial model and a laboratory 
model of the Tracerlab Beta Gauge are also available. 

Let us know your gauging problems and we will gladly advise you how the 
Tracerlab Beta Gauge can help you. 

Write for Beta Gauge Bulletin 20. 

T 

A Tracerlab Beta Gauge in- 
stallation for measuring 
paper board at Continental 
Paper Co., Ridgefield Park, 

Nein Jersey,. 

e 

A FEW 

TYPICAL USES 

Measuring weight per 
unit area or thickness of the 
following: 

VINYL PLASTIC FILM 

SHEET RUBBER 

CELLOPHANE 

PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM 
BASE 

COATED TEXTILES 

WAX COATED PAPER 

GLASSINE PAPER 

CONDENSER PAPER 

CARDBOARD 

TEXTILE YARN AND 
ROVING 

ALUMINUM FOIL 

AUTOMOBILE BODY 
STEEL 

TINPLATE 

BRASS SHEET 

Western Division 
2295 San Pablo Ave., Berkeley 2, California 

New York Office 
General Motors Building, 1775 Broadway, New York 19 

Midwest Office 
LaSalle -Wacker Bldg., 221 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill. 

TRACERLAB INC., 130 HIGH STREET, BOSTON 10, MASS. 
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TUBES AT WORK (continued) There's a True Thrift Lesson in- 

The aie G' 

Office Manager: Guess I've thrown away a canceled check 

rn"."- 
I need badly to prove payment of a bill! 

Draftsman: We have similar trouble. Instead of using per- 
manent Arkwright Tracing Cloth for every drawing, we use 

temporary tracing paper. Then - when we happen to need 

it again, it has been discarded or has become brittle, 
opaque and useless in the file! 

If a drawing is worth keeping - it is worth making 
on dependable Arkwright Tracing Cloth. The trifling 
extra cost insures years of permanence - no chance of 
becoming dogeared and torn by use nor opaque and 
illegible by age, as perishable tracing paper is apt to 
do. Arkwright is woven, bonded and processed for 
enduring transparency. It is real economy - good 
business - to use Arkwright, always! 

Send for generous working samples of Arkwright and 
judge its superiority over any substitute. Arkwright 
is sold by leading drawing material dealers every- 
where. Arkwright Finishing Co., Providence, R. I. 

The Big Six Reasons Why 
Arkwright Tracing Cloths Excel 

1. Erasures re -ink without feathering. 

2. Prints are always sharp and clean. 

3. Tracings never discolor or go brittle. 
4. No surface oils, soaps or waxes to dry out. 

5. No pinholes or thick threads. 

6. Mechanical processing creates permanent 
transparency. 

ARKWRIGHT 
T RAC I NG C LOT H S 
AMERICA'S STANDARD FOR OVER 25 YEARS 

Timken Roller Bearing Company's 
Steel and Tube Division at Canton, 
Ohio, many operating hours a 
month are saved by the use of two- 
way radio between a central station 
and three dispatcher units-two in 
material -carrying straddle trucks, 
and one in a station ambulance. 
After the first 30 days of operation, 
two trucks handled 354 more bales 
than did three previously. 

Figures, according to plant offi- 

cials, fail to tell the whole story 
about savings introduced by the 
adoption of two-way radio. In many 
cases customers' orders may be 
speeded by as much as five days by 
the efficient movement of materials 
and finished products. The prompt 
arrival of a truck at the right time 
and place eliminates piling up of 
work, keeps machines operating by 
providing materials when needed. 

Effective coordination between 
overhead cranes and material 
trucks is made possible through the 
use of two-way radio communica- 
tions, and the result has been seen 
in the noticeable increase in 
smoothness of flow as materials and 
products pass systematically be- 
tween buildings and machines. 

The central station in the Tim- 
ken installation is a 30 -watt Motor- 
ola transmitter -receiver combina- 
tion, while the dispatcher trucks 
employ 10 -watt units. 

Pipe Line Communication. 

The Buckeye Pipe Line Company 
has also found two-way radio to be 

At maintenance, of construction job, Patty 
Campbell takes the superintendent's call 
and relays it to other via G -E two-way 

radio equipment 
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d -c capacitors for use 

in ambient temperatures 
up to 125°C 

General Electric announces a new line of Perma- 
fil d -e paper -dielectric capacitors designed 
especially for operation in high ambient tem- 
peratures. They require no derating for tem- 
peratures up to 100° C and can be used up to 
125° C. 

Hermetically sealed in metallic containers, 
thesç new units are available in case styles 61, 
63, 65 and 70, as covered by Joint Army -Navy 
Specifications JAN -25-C, in ratings of 0.10 to 
4.0 muf 600-, 1000- and 1500 -volts. Permanent - 

FOR 
Motors 
Luminous -tube 
transformers 
Fluorescent lamp 
bauasrs 

GENERAL 

Industrial control 

Radio filters 

odor 

Electronic equipment 

Communication 
systems 

Capacitor discharge 
welding 

l'cruialil capm_eitors are similar in appearance and con- 
struction to otter General Electric paper -dielectric capac- 
itors. Permaf_l, the impregnant, has excellent insulating 
properties at lig temperatures. 

ly sealed silicone bushings are provided on all 
types. 

Permafil capacitors were developed to provide 
suitable components for the many new applica- 
tions involving continual operation at ambient 
temperatures above 85°C-another example of 
capacitors "designed for the job" by G -E 
engineers. For further information on these or on 
capacitors for other applications, write Capaci- 
tor Sales Division, General Electric Company, 
Pittsfield, Mass. 

Flash photography 

Stroboscopic 
equipment 

Television 

Dust precipitators 

Radio interference 
suppression 

Impulse generators 

AND MANY OTHER APPLICATIONS 

ELECTRIC 
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TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

an asset, if not a necessity. Pre- 
viously, communication along the 
pipe lines was maintained by tele- 
phone and telegraph, but interrup- 
tions due to ice and wind storms 
made radio communication a vital 
necessity in an operation where in- 
terruptions increased the hazards 
of transmitting crude oil under ex- 
tremely high pressures. 

To cover the long distances and 
mountainous terrain involved, the 
Buckeye system employs frequen- 
cies in the 30 to 40 -mc band. As a 
beginning, 100 company vehicles 
will be Motorola equipped. In some 
instances central stations will be 
as far as 100 miles apart. Ulti- 
mately, two-way radio will cover 
the entire line. The company also 
expects the system to be invaluable 
in future line construction opera- 
tions. 

In practically all large cities, the 
sight of mobile transmitting an- 
tennas is already commonplace, 
with public utility trucks, police 
cars, fire department vehicles and 
taxicabs equipped with two-way 

The shift boss receives the call from head- 
quarters over the G -E radiophone in hip 
truck and prepares to call his crew into 

action 

radio equipment. The use of smaller 
units similar to the wartime walkie 
talkie is becoming more and more 
common among construction gangs 
and maintenance crews of all kinds. 

Loss of equipment which would 
have set back materially construc- 
tion of the Medicine Creek Dam 
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a simplified, outstandingly 
dependable LINE SWITCH 

for Stackpole Controls 

o 
Only .888" in diameter by .312" 
thick, this Type. A-10 double - 
pole, single -throw line switch 
fits even the smallest Stackpole 

controls. Rated 1 ampere at 250 volts AC -DC 
or 3 amperes at 125 volts AC -DC, it com- 
bines outstanding ruggedness of design 
with ample -sized contacts and positive con- 
tact wiping action. Stationary contacts are 

OPEN 
(Interior views approximately 
21/2 times actual size of switch) 

mounted on a fiber surfaced Bakelite base 
to reduce arc tracing. The base is held se- 
curely in the can. Throughout, the switch is 
constructed for long, trouble -free service 
and in suitable ratings for portable and auto 
radios and numerous other applications. A 
similar single -pole design (Type A-11) with 
dummy terminal is also available. 

Write for Stackpole Bulletin RC -7 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DIVISION 

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, ST. MARYS, PA. 

VARIABLE RESISTORS FOR MODERN RADIO AND TELEVISION NEEDS 
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Do you recognize these HOLTITE fastenings? 
Guess what industry uses each of them. 

Check yourself by the list below. 

CONTINENTAL makes them all and thousands more 
Of all the 400,000 varieties of fastenings that literally. hold our indus- 
tries together, Continental makes a large proportion marketed under 

the famous HOLTITE trade name. 4 Most of them are standard - screws, 
nuts, and bolts for every use in every industry. Others like the well-known 
HOLTITE-Sems and HOLTITE-Phillips screws are patented specialties and the 
famous HOLTITE-Thredlock, Locktite and Tap screws were first designed and 
produced by Continental. Sometimes a fastening engineered by ! HOLTITE 
for one industry finds an unexpected use in another. Often a 4 HOLTITE- 
Engineered fastening will replace several parts that a manufacturer is using. Why 
not discuss your fastening requirements with a Continental Sales -Engineer. He 
will focus on your requirements all the broad industrial -fastening experience and 
ingenuity of Continental. Remember Continental is constantly improving 
HOLTITE products, lowering their cost and broadening service. 

ENGINEERED FASTENINGS FOR PRODUCT ENGINEERS 

A. A typical flat head HOLTITE steel woodscrew. Con- 
tinental makes a complete range of sizes with either slotted or 
Phillips heads. 

gg,, Special Phillips "HOLTITE-Thredlock" door hinge screw 
eliminates lock washers and other locking devices giving im- 
proved performance when subjected to vibration. 

C. Dial adjusting screw specially designed for bathroom 
scales. Screw inserted in frame is swaged against square 
shoulder under head. Completed part engages scale leveling 
mechanism to allow screw driver adjustment. 

D. Beater drive shaft for a home electric mixer. Continental 
engineered this unusual part and produced it economically by 
cold heading process. Head end is welded to the beater unit. 
Knurled section provides grip for motor chuck. 

This Trademark 

T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

meant made by- CONTINENTAL ;, 

eeM SCREW COMPANYÇ' 
1904 NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U.S.A. 1949 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

of the U. S. Bureau of Reclama- 
tion's Missouri Valley Authority 
on the Republican River in Ne- 
braska, has been prevented by two- 
way radio. When a flash flood oc- 
curred, radio was used to direct 
emergency crews to vulnerable 
points in the temporary cofferdams 
and to move equipment when water 
came up to within 18 inches of the 
top of the cofferdams. 

One mobile unit was moved into 
a nearby town to keep residents 
there informed of the situation 
during the high-water period. Last 
year 13 residents of the town were 
drowned during a flash flood. The 
system consists of eight GE units 
located in the main office, general 
superintendent's car, excavation 
superintendent's pick-up, the con- 
crete superintendent's pick-up, in 
the field mechanic's truck, the serv- 
ice shop, at the quarry, and in the 
shift supervisor's pickups. 

Oxide -Coated Cathodes 
BY WILLIAM COUCH 

Machlett Laboratories, Inc. 
Springdale, Connecticut 

THE IMPORTANCE of oxide -coated 
'cathodes is probably not generally 
appreciated. All modern receiver 
tubes, except ballast and regulator 
tubes, have this type of cathode. 
Mercury vapor rectifiers and ca- 
thode-ray tubes have oxide -coated 
cathodes exclusively. In addition, 
they are used in many low -power 
transmitting tubes such as the 
2C-39. 

The choice of this type cathode 
over thoriated tungsten and pure 
tungsten is based on its high emis- 
sion efficiency and the fact that it 
is the only practical indirectly 
heated cathode. Cathodes of this 
type operate around temperatures 
of 825 C, giving an emission of 0.7 
ampere per square centimeter 
cathode area at an emission effic- 
iency of 100 ma per watt filament 
heating power. 

Pure tungsten filaments, which 
are used in the large power tubes 
because of their greater resistance 
to destruction by arcs and liberated 
gases, operate around temperatures 
of 2,250 C, giving emissions of 0.1 
ampere per square centimeter of 
cathode area at emission efficiencies 
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...First Choice 
of WISCONSIN CENTRAL AIRLINES 
W I S completely equips all ground stations 
and aircraft with WILCOX radio 

VHF AIR -BORNE COMMUNICATIONS 
WILCOX TYPE 361A-50 watt transmitter, high sensitivity receiver, and com- 
pact power supply-each contained in a separate 1/2 ATR chassis. Receiver and 
transmitter contain frequency selector with provisions for 70 channels...ample for 
both present and future needs. 

VHF GROUND STATION PACKAGED RADIO 
WILCOX TYPE 378A-Complete with Type 364A, 50 watt transmitter, 305A 
Receiver, common antenna, telephone handset and loudspeaker, desk front, mes- 
sage rack and typewriter well. Type 411A LF Transmitter may be installed in the 
same cabinet for radiobeacon facilities. 

MULTI -FREQUENCY GROUND STATION TRANSMITTER 
WILCOX TYPE 99A-Provides simultaneous transmission on LF, MHF, and VHF, 
frequencies. Housed in a single steel cabinet, the rectifier, modulator, remote con- 
trol, and 4 transmitting channels combine to make the most compact multi -frequency 
transmitter in the 400 watt field. 

WRITE TODAY...for complete information on all types of point-to-point, 
air -corne, ground station, or shore -to -ship communications equipment. 

WILCOX ELECTRIC COMPANY 
KANSAS CITY MISSOURI 
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Western Union's new Telefax Receiver, the Desk -Fax model, is a 

compact facsimile telegraph sending and receiving system for desk 
use. Accurate timing is one of the fundamentals of its ingenious 
operation and the new device is wired for dependable Haydon timing. 
A #1600 series motor is used to drive the scanning stylus from left to 
right by means of a drum and cord. The synchronous motor opera- 
tion permits constant speed stylus movement and both sending and 
receiving units run at the same speed. 

Western Union pioneers in communications, Haydon in the science of 
timing . . . developing devices and motors which make possible 
progress in all fields of industry. In addition to producing timing 
motors and a wide range of standard timers, Haydon also specializes 
in design engineering and production of custom-built timing devices 
for specific volume applications. Wherever timing is important, Haydon 
is ready to assist. 

Wire or write for a Haydon representative to call. If it's time for 
timing, it's time for Haydon. An Engineering Data Catalog is available. 
For quick reference, see Haydon Catalog, Sweet's File. 

WRITE 2422 ELM STREET, TORRINGTON, CONNECTICUT 

I 
I III 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 

TORRINGTON ! CONNECTICUT 
HARNESS TIME TO _ YOUR PRODUCTS 

SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL TIME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

of 5 ma per watt filament input. 
Oxide -coated cathodes are pre- 

pared by coating a base metal with 
the emitter material in the car- 
bonate form. The carbonates are 
converted to oxides on the vacuum 
pumps, and are then activated to 
high emission capabilities. 

Processing 

The nitrates of barium, stron- 
tium, and calcium are mixed in the 
dry crystalline form in such pro- 
portions as to give approximately 
60 -percent barium oxide, 37 -percent 
strontium oxide, and 3 -percent cal- 
cium oxide in the final converted 
state. Barium is the best emitter 
of the three, and calcium the poor- 
est. It has been found that a mix- 
ture is more successful in tube 
manufacture than any one oxide 
alone since a strontium oxide plus 
barium oxide mixture adheres bet- 
ter to the core metal. 

The nitrates are dissolved in dis- 
tilled water and then mixed with a 
water solution of sodium or ammon- 
ium carbonate. The rate at which 
these two solutions are poured to- 
gether and the temperatures at 
which they are maintained during 
the mixing are very critical in con- 
trolling the particle size. The two 
solutions react and form barium, 
strontium and calcium carbonates 
(which are insoluble in water), 
and sodium or arumonium nitrate 
(which is water soluble). 

The carbonates are filtered out 
and carefully washed, then mixed in 
a liquid organic medium. To this 
mixture is added nitrocellulose 
which acts as a binder, holding the 
material on the core metal until the 
cathodes are converted. 

Addition of diethyl oxalate re- 
duces the rate at which the material 
dries on the core metal, and in- 
creases its spreading properties so 
that a level coating may be ob- 
tained. Before applying the coat- 
ing material to the core metal it is 
thoroughly mixed so that the car- 
bonates and binder are uniformly 
distributed throughout the liquid. 

The emitter material may be 
coated on the core metal in a num- 
ber of ways, such as by spraying, 
dipping or electrolytic deposition 
(cataphoresis). Filamentary or di- 
rectly heated cathodes are usually 
coated by repeatedly dragging the 
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From this tiny 2'/2 -inch tube 

Norelco PROTELGRAM now offers 

Now, for the first time, NORELCO PROTELGRAM makes pos- 
sible a variety of picture sizes from 130 square inches to 
12 square feet ... from the same basic PROTELGRAM unit! 

Many of America's progressive TV manufacturers are 
already featuring the popular 192 -square -inch picture 
(16" x 12", 20" diagonal, square corners). Soon they will 
introduce two companion sizes -130 square inches with 
16" diagonal and rounded corners, and 234 square inches 
with 20" diagonal and rounded corners. 

The newest development of PROTELGRAM television, 
which projects a giant 3' x 4' picture on a home -movie 
screen, has already been announced by several well- 
known makers of quality television receivers. 

NOillHI MLII.KAl1 PPS 
coMPAMr, INC. 

etae 

Television 
. in a choice of picture sizes! 

PROTELGRAM provides life-size, more life -like television 
that is big, clear, bright, sharp, flicker -free, reflectionless, 
easier on the eyes ... at the lowest cost per square inch 
of viewing area. And the compactness of the PROTELGRAM 
unit makes possible a variety of cabinet designs to fit 
every home requirement. 

PROTELGRAM has been chosen by leading TV manufac- 
turers because it is the answer to the demand for bigger, 
better, more true-to-life television. PROTELGRAM is avail- 
able to all interested manufacturers. Its profit potentiali- 
ties are unlimited. For further information, write today 
to North American Philips Company, Inc., Dpt. PA -10, 
100 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

,,rebt e/xelet0iaae c%erae%frneAiltee 
ÏEGA1 NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS 



Here's a new way to 

end yoke spitting" 

TELEVISION TUBE 

T 
NO. 33 or NO. 22 
"SCOTCH" ELECTRICAL TAPE -PLASTIC BACKED 

SPITTING BY DEFLECTION 
YOKES on television tubes stops for 
good with this simple application of 
"SCOTCH" No. 33 Electrical Tape. 
Putting this thin, tough plastic tape 
on the television tube itself instead of 
on the yoke gives excellent results, 
eliminates expensive yoke replacements. 
And that's only one of the many 

ways in which "SCOTCH" No. 33 
Electrical Tape saves time-gives per- 
fect results. From antenna to set, it 
protects connections and wiring from 
moisture, corrosion and abrasion. 
TRY IT AT OUR EXPENSE-a 
free trial roll and complete details are 
yours for the asking. Address Dept. 
ES10. 

Quick Facts About "SCOTCH" No. 33 Electrical Tape 
TOUGH-plastic backing is abrasion resistant, unaffected by water ..r weather. 

STRETCHY-conforms snugly to uneven surfaces, odd shapes. 
HIGH DIELECTRIC-over 7,000 volts. 
THIN CALIPER-only .007 in. thick, insures neater work. 
QUICK-pressure-sensitive adhesive holds at a touch. Only one tap( and one operation needed for all common electrical jobs. 
P.S. For high -heat insulation use "SCOTCH" Electrical Tape No. 27 with Glass Cloth Backing-Thermo-setting adhesive. 

MADE IN U. S. A. BY 

MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., ST. PAUL 6,MINN., 
also makers of other "SCOTCH" Brand Pressure -Sensitive Tapes, "UNDERSEAL" Rubberized Coating, "SCOTCHLITE" Reflective Sheeting, "SAFETY -WALK" Non -Slip 

Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhesives. 
General Exporte DUREX ABRASIVES CORP., New Rochelle, N. Y. 

In Canada: CANADIAN DUREX ABRASIVES LTD., Brantford, Ontario 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

wire through a bath of the material, 
thence through an infrared drying 
oven until the coating has been built 
up to the specified thickness. Indi- 
rectly heated cathodes such as that 
in the 2C39 are usually coated by 
spraying the material on with an 
air gun. 

If the cathodes are too light or 
thin (below 6 milligrams per square 
centimeter cathode area); short life 
can be expected, as well as lower 
emission. If the cathodes are coated 
too heavily (above 15 milligrams 
per square centimeter), there is 
greater tendency for sparking and 
poor adhesion of the material to the 
core metal. The coating should dry 
with a smooth surface that is not 
coarse in texture and should be 
evenly distributed over the face of 
the core. 

Alloy Cores 

The core metal which supports 
the coating and reacts chemically 
with it to produce high emission is 
formed of a wide variety of metals. 
The choice is usually nickel alloy 
or tungsten alloy wire for filamen- 
tary cathodes, and nickel for indi- 
rectly heated cathodes. The core 
metal must not contain materials 
with low vapor pressures since the 
cathodes may run at temperatures 
above 900 C and it must have suffic- 
ient mechanical strength at these 
temperatures to maintain the elec- 
trode structure. It must chemically 
reduce the oxide coating, reacting 
with it to free metallic barium or 
strontium and, to a certain degree, 
match the expansion characteristics 
of the coating so that the bond be- 
tween the two is not disrupted. 

Extreme care is maintained to 
avoid contaminating the core metal 
before the emitter material is 
coated on. A degreasing and chem- 
ical cleaning is usually followed by 
hydrogen firing to prepare a sur- 
face entirely free of impurities. 

Any volatile material driven off 
other metal parts while the tube is 
being pumped or operated is liable 
to poison the cathode so that the 
emission is seriously reduced. It is 
probably true that most emission 
troubles are caused by contamina- 
tion from parts of the tube other 
than the cathode itself such as oil 
left on them from machining or 
drawing, or acid salts remaining 

, . 
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AT several famous watch factories 
hair springs and main springs 

emerge from the vacuum annealing 
furnace with a bright finish. Thus, 
cleaning operations that are costly 
to the manufacturer and tend to 
weaken the springs are eliminated. 

Jet engines impose terrific heats 
and stresses which quickly would 
melt or tear apart ordinary metals. 
The high vacuum furnace with its 
freedom from oxygen and other air 
gases is the invaluable tool of the 
metallurgist to produce the metals 
which help make possible the har- 
nessing of jet power. 

Uses for high vacuum seem un- 
limited. New high vacuum tech- 
niques are constantly finding their 

.. 

NACA Photo 

a auddJeGxgiK¢a 
IMPROVED BY HIGH VACUUM 

way from the laboratory into science 
and industry. 

Lenses, insulating paper, plastic 
forms, metal castings are beautifully, 
uniformly, and inexpensively coated 
by vaporizing gold, silver, chromium; 
and other metals in high vacuum 
chambers. 

Substances once thought undis= 
tillable are fractionated in high vacu4 
um stills. 

Precious biological cultures are 
dehydrated under high vacuum to 

multiply four -fold the length of time 
they keep their potency in storage. 

Manufacturers of refrigerators pro- 
duce more dependable products by 
employing high vacuum. Electronic 
tubes last longer the higher the 
vacuum achieved in them. 

It may pay you to look into high 
vacuum techniques. The experience 
of DPI research men and engineers 
and the DPI line of high vacuum 
equipment are available to all in- 
dustries. We invite inquiry. 

DISTILLATION PRODUCTS, INC. 
Subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company 

727 RIDGE ROAD WEST, ROCHESTER 13, N. Y. 
Distillers of Oil -Soluble Vitamins and Other Concentrates for Science and Industry; 

Manufacturers of High -Vacuum Equipment. 
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WEBSTER ELECTRIC 

tealberide 

CRYSTAL CARTRIDGES 
that meet the requirements for 

331/3, 45 and 78 RPM Records 

NEEDLE, 3 MIL PT. 

NEEDLE STOP 

,dom"'",-- /'" . 

The model F16 is an all-purpose crystal cartridge employing two sep- 
arate needles to permit playing both fine-cut and standard records ... 
with a single tone arm and three -speed turntable. The cartridge can 
be rotated 180° in the arm to bring the proper needle into playing 
position. The model F16 is a quality cartridge with ideal response 
characteristics. 

LOCATING a LOCKING SPRING 
the FOR 3 MIL PT NCCOLE 

NEEDLE STOP 

NEEDLE, I MIL PS 

SPECIFIC 
APPLICATION: 331/3 RPM, 45 

RPM and 78 RPM. 
TRACKING PRESSURE: 

7 grams for all speeds. 
CONSTRUCTION: Stamped 

aluminum half -shells. 
FRONT BRACKET: Extends 

through front of pick-up 
arm to permit rotating 
cartridge 180.° 

ATIONS 
STYLE: Osmium -tipped, re- 

placeable. 1 -mil point for 
331/3 and 45 RPM, 3 -mil 
pointforstandard 78 RPM. 

TERMINALS: Pin type, 
grounded or ungrounded. 

OUTPUT: 8 volt for 331/3 
and 45 RPM, 1.2 volts for 
standard 78 RPM. 

The Model A-1 crystal cartridge is newly developed 
... miniature in size and ideally adapted for tone 
arms of modern styling and function. It mounts 
either a 1 -mil or 3 -mil point stylus or both, making 
it applicable to all types of recordings in use today. 
Tracking pressure is only 7 grams ... meeting the 
requirements of 331/4 and 45 RPM as well as the 
standard 78 RPM records. Adaptor brackets sup- 
plied for mounting in arms originally designed for 
standard cartridges. 

WEBSTER ELECTRIC 
RACINE WISCONSIN 

Eot blished 1909 

Export Dept.: 13 E. 40th street, New York (16), N. Y. Cable Address 
"ARLAB" New York City 

"Where Quality is a Responsibility and Fair Dealing 
an Obligation" 

SPECIFICATIONS 

APPLICATION: 331, 45 and 78 

RPM recordings. 

CONSTRUCTION: Bakelite 
housing. 

TERMINALS: Pin type. 

STYLI: Osmium- or Sapphire - 
tipped. 

TRACKING PRESSURE: 7 grams. 

OUTPUT: 1 volt at 1000 cps. 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

after the cleaning operation. 
One serious source of trouble is 

caused by oxides left on the metal 
parts when they are heated during 
glassing or soldering operations. 
If they are not completely removed 
by acid cleaning or broken down on 
the pumps, during operation of the 
tube oxygen may be liberated, the 
slightest trace of which will destroy 
the emission. 

After spraying the cathode and 
assembling it into a tube, the next 
step in the process is conversion 
and activation on the exhaust 
pumps. When a sufficiently low 
vacuum is reached, the nitrocellu- 
lose binder is burned off by passing 
a current through the filament until 
the temperature of the cathode is 
raised to approximately 500 C. The 
carbonate mixture is then con- 
verted to the oxides of Ba, Sr and 
Ca, by slowly raising the tempera- 
ture of the cathode to around 1,110 
C, the carbon dioxide being removed 
by the pump. 

The electron emission is still low 
at this point and the actual activa- 
tion takes place by prolenged heat- 
ing of the cathode (b to 1 hour), 
and the application of gradually 
increasing anode voltage until the 
cathode emission is in the order of 
300 ma per square centimeter 
cathode surface. 

Twin Oscillator 
By TY KIRBY 

Radio Supervisor 
Detroit Street Railways 

Detroit, Michigan 

THE TWIN OSCILLATOR described 
here was designed primarily as a 
stable oscillator which would be 
variable over a narrow band of fre- 
quencies. The theory of the twin 
is simple. Two oscillators are built 
on the same chassis using identical 
parts. The physical arrangement 
is made such that both oscillators 
are subjected to identical variations 
in voltage, temperature, humidity 
and other conditions. Then if there 
is any drift both oscillators should 
drift the same amount in the same 
direction. 

One of these oscillators is padded 
with zero temperature coefficient 
capacitors to operate on a frequency 
slightly lower than the other. The 
feedback is then adjusted so both 
tubes operate on the same part of 
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NOW BRINGS BRINGS YOU 

OUTSTANDING IMPROVEMEÑTS 

IN PERMANENTMAGNET MATERIALS 

Now-the G -E Alnico 5 DG 
permanent magnet offers 

manufacturers greater available energy than ever before! 
Results of the continuing program of G -E research 
and development-a change in the manufacturing 
process which aligns the crystal structure of 
the magnet in the direction of magnetization-have 
been incorporated in the product of Alnico 5 DG. 

Available in cast form, Aln;.co 5 DG now offers 
manufacturers additional advantages: Use of 
smaller magnets to do the same job; reduction in 
the size of magnetic frame, -with a corresponding 
reduction in costs; reduction in equipment weight- 
opening new design possibilities and production savings. 

Available from production, cast Alnico 5 DG is 

ready to provide manufacturers of radio speakers, 
magnetic separators, meters, instruments, and 
other industrial products wúth the greatest external 
energy and residual induction of any permanent 
magnetic material known today. 

AND"' 

evexey~ 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 

ELECTRONICS-October, 1949 

Considerably smaller, this Alnico 5 DG 
permanent magnet has the same energy 
value as the Alnico 5. Note the directional 
grain growth which gives a higher energy 
value than can be obtained in the same size, 

random -crystal structure Alnico 5. 

Here is a new permanent magnet specifically devel- 
oped by G. E. for applications where a high demag- 
netization force is present. In such applications as 

motors, generators, and variable air gap devices, 
new Alnico 7 shows a higher coercive force than any 
other grade of Alnico. 

For more information 
on these magnets, 
and others in the G -E 
permanent magnet line, 
please write on your 
company letterhead 
to Section 14-10, 
Chemical Department, 
General Electric Co., 
Pittsfield, Mass. 
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Watch for the 

BIG NEWS in TRANSFORMERS 

Catalog No. 

BI -7 

Full Frequency Range INPUT and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Freq. Response, ± 0.5 db, 20 to 20,000 Cycles 

BI -7 INºUT: low impedance mike, pickup, or multiple line 
to grid(s). Pri: 50/150/250/600 ohms. Sec: 50,000 ohms CT. 
Unique in the field-has continuous, tapped primary winding 
that needs no series -parallel connections. Impedance changes 
are simple with rotary switch. Oper. level, + 15 dbm. Hum re- 
duction, -70 dbm. Sealed in compact, drawn steel case, 2'5ís" x 
2'4" x 2W List price, $23.00 

BO -9 OUTPUT: P -P plates to line or voice coil. Pri: 5000/3000 
ohms CT. Sec: 600/150/16/8/4 ohms. Ideal for use with 6AS7-G, 
6B4G's, 2A3's, etc. Stated freq. response measured at operating 
level of +40 dbm. In drawn steel case, 454"x 3"i(6"r35í6". 
List Price $22.00 

Get details on the whole CHICAGO New Equipment Line 

ex« LOW PASS FILTER AND SPLATTER CHOKES 
For limiting band width in low/high level speech applications 

LPF-1 FILTER, for attenuating frequencies above 3000 cycles in 
low level speech amplifiers for aircraft, police, amateur, and other 
communications use. Operates from a 15,000 -ohm source (plate 
of 6C5, 6J5, or triode 6SJ7) to a 100,000 -ohm grid (step-up 
ratio, 2.6 to 1) or to a 500 -ohm line. Has extremely sharp cut-off 
characteristics and negligible insertion loss. Operates efficiently 
at signal levels up to -8 db. A complete, self-contained filter in 
a compact, drawn steel case only 2W x 214" x 2W. 
List Price $10.00 

Catalog No. SR -300.5R-500. SPLATTER CHOKES, for use in high level "clip - 

SR -300 per" filters to reduce the band width of AM signals, while per- 
mitting heavier modulation and greater effective, radiated power 

in speech transmitters. Windings are tapped for an inductance range of .02 to 1.5 
hys. at relatively constant Q. Adequately insulated to withstand high peak volt- 
ages when heavy modulation is employed. Mounted in drawn steel cases with 
bushing -insulated terminals. 
SR -300, 300 ma. d -c, size 55. ís"x 5'/a"x 4'.(6" List price, $1 7.00 
SR -500, 500 ma. d -c, size 6'/6"x5777A"x55;6" List price, $22.00 

hew Catalog Line of HERMETICALLY SEALED TRANSFORMERS 
... Meet All JAN -T-27 Requirements! 

A complete range of power, bias, and filament transformers, and 
filter reactors, that meet all Grade I "JAN" tests for Class A 
operation. Famous CHICAGO "Sealed in Steel" constructions 
with bushing -gasket terminal seals. If you are in military re- 
search or development work, be sure to get complete details 
at once on this advanced line of hermetically sealed transformers. 

5 NEW CATALOGS NOW AVAILABLE 
CHICAGO New Equipment Transformers CHICAGO Vibrator Transformers 
CHICAGO Replacement Transformers CHICAGO Television Transformers 

CHICAGO Hermetically Sealed Transformers 

Ask for Them at Your Jobber, or Write Us Direct 

3501 ADDISON STREET CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 

TUBES AT WORK (continued) 

their curves and drift the same 
amount under varying conditions. 
The outputs of the two oscillators 
are combined and the difference 
between them used as our output 
frequency. Thus although any oscil- 
lator will drift slightly, as long as 
its twin drifts the same amount in 
the same direction at the same time, 
the output frequency is constant. 

It was decided to build a twin 
whose harmonics would cover the 
amateur bands. The two halves of 
a 6SN7 were used in Clapp circuits 
for the twin oscillators, followed 
by a 6SN7 mixer and a 6SJ7 dou- 
bler. The unit was adjusted for 
balance in the center of its range 
and a series of one hour runs made 
to determine the amount of drift. 
The resulting drifts after one hour: 

Low end of band, 16 cps per mc 
(negative) ; center of band, 0 cps 
per mc; and at the high end of band, 
15 cps per me (positive). The 
band in this case was 2 me to 1.75 
mc. Tests were run over a period 
of several weeks to determine at 
which frequency the drift would be 
the least. This was found to be 
1.850 mc. The oscillator was set at 
this frequency on Friday at 10 p.m. 
and left running until the following 
Monday at 8 p.m. at which time 
the frequency was measured and 
the drift found to be 12 cycles (6 
cps per mc approximate). 

The unit was built on a 10 X 14 

r ¡ ;6SN7 
VARIABLE OSC 182 

522 

FIXED OSO. 82 

C3C,1 

2 

25 
SET T 

LMIDSCALE' 

2.5 MH 

,000 

O.OIyF 

50,000 

+ 150 VOLTS 
j8IAS REGULATED 

MIXER 
6SN7 

100 100,000 

10,000 20,000 

C IN uuF 250V 

Schematic diagram of highly stable twin 
oscillator with output from 1.75 to 2 mc 
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reek" 

ç,tURACY IS ESSENTIAL 

DIRECT READING Dláì 

HIGH Q, TE011 MODE CAVITY 

LINEAR DRIVE 

TEMPERATURE 
COMPENSATION 

HERMETIC SEALING 

REACTION OR 
TRANSMISSION 

COUPLING 

202 TILLARY ST. 
BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. 

In keeping with the increasing demand for 
greater precision in microwave frequency 
measurement, PRD now offers a complete 
new line of cavity type frequency meters, 
covering the spectrum from 3950 to 39,000 
megacycles per second. These instruments 
feature for the first time direct reading dials 
of precisely linear frequency calibration, her. 
metic sealing to eliminate humidity effects 
and the use of low temperature coefficien 
alloys to provide P. Lr 
wide range of te - 

All unit. 
controllr 
maxim 
militr 
as in 
spe 
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FOR 

Cathode Ruy Tube 
PRODUCTION 

Kinescope manufacturing opera- 
tions at the RCA Tube Depart- 
ment plant, Lancaster. Pennsyl- 
vania. 

F CENCO-MEGAVAC PUMP 

-excellent mechanical unit for high speed 
ng in cathode-ray and television tube pro- 

4is pump is proved for fast initial evacua- 
lependable and trouble -free service. 

al unit for backing glass or metal diffu- 

,eed at 1 micron, 375 ml; vacuum, 0.1 

better. Specify No. 92015A Cenco- 

' with base and motor for 

$195.00 

'or 

A" 3 eha 
unn:cb, 
variabit, 
surplus Tt 
used with 
capacitor rr 
ture coe 

The 
through e tilt 
sis and a shield measuring 10 

X 6 inches covers both coils. The 
outside of this shield is covered 
with asbestos to keep external heat 
away from the coils and the inside 
cover of the shield is covered with 
asbestos to aid in keeping the tem- 
perature on both coils the same. 

The variable oscillator was 
padded to operate from 6.375 to 
6.5 mc. The fixed oscillator is 
padded to operate at 5.5 mc. Since 
padding the variable capacitor 
changes the feedback in this Clapp 
circuit, part of the padding was 
done from the grid end of the coil 
to ground (C2 in diagram) and 
these padding capacitors (C1 and 
C=) so proportioned that the plate 
current of the two oscillators was 
the same. 

Because one oscillator operates 
at a different frequency than the 
other and tends to drift the same 
percentage rather than the same 
amount (in cycles), a 25-µµf silver 
mica capacitor (0.002 positive 
drift) was connected in series with 
a 2-µµf zero temperature coefficient 
capacitor and placed in the fixed 
oscillator circuit (C3 in diagram). 
This brought the drift to zero in 
the center of the band chosen. 

If the twin is to be used as a 
VFO in a CW transmitter the mixer 
circuit should be keyed. Since 
the oscillators are not on the output 
frequency and not keyed there is 
neither backwave nor chirp. 

Although Clapp circuits were 
used for the twin oscillators any 
stable oscillator circuit would work. 
The less drift the individual oscilla- 
tor circuits have the easier it is to 
compensate for the difference in 
drifts due to the difference in 
frequencies. Standard parts were 
used but parts which were used in 
both oscillators were individually 
matched since commercial toler- 
ances are not close enough to serve 
the purpose. 
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DO YOUR MARKET RESEARCH... 

.c Band oeeáea7oueo we/rz 

ENGINEERS DESIGN 
NEW APPLICATIONS 
FOR YOUR PRODUCTS 

As the designs of existing equipment are simplified 
or improved for better end performance - as new 
equipment for tomorrow's production line is developed, 
design engineers find new, varied and strange uses for 
standard components, materials and allied products. 

Yes, it is the design engineers in countless laboratories throughout the 
world's manufacturing centers that develop new applications and new markets 
for old line products. They also create, by their new design requirements, the 
need for new products ... new tubes, components, new types of nuts or bolts; 
chemicals, metals and literally hundreds of others. 

1-6 Tien ttareetzuticeit". 
You can reach those design engineers through the advertising pages of 

ELECTRONICS - reach and influence their open and creative minds. And it 
will repay you ten -fold, for their creative talents will uncover unknown and 
profitable applications to enlarge the use and market for your products. They, 
more than 30,000 of them, through their own needs, will do a market research 
job for you in both known and heretofore unknown fields, provided you tell 
them your product story. Their inquiries and requests will provide the funda- 
mental basis for your market research and product development. 

WItt1 cilh--w. 



NEW 2z" INSTRUMENTS 

easier to read! 

orjeIiabhe!_ 

/ Here's a new 21/2 -inch instrument --styled to match the recently announced 

31/2 -inch line-and specially designed for quick, easy reading. 

Arc lines have been eliminated, leaving only the upright scale divi- 

sions, marked with legible vertical numerals. 

A new type of tapered pointer helps focus the eye directly on the 

reading being taken. 

And, the attractively styled case masks the lower part of the scale, 

covering all markings except those essential for reading. 

IMPROVED INTERNAL DESIGN-The mechanism is a single, self-con- 

tained unit, all parts of which are supported by a high -coercive Alnico 

magnet. This assures permanent alignment even under severe operating 

cnnd%';nn. 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued from p 128) 

siderable energy from the entity 

being measured. 
In biological applications the 

motions of small, soft membranes 

and tissues cannot exert much 

force, as undue strain would cause 

rupture as well as inaccuracy of 

measurements. The instrument de- 

scribed here was an attempt to keep 

this energy draw from biological 

entities at an absolute minimum. 

The mechanical motion is made to 

change the a -c impedance of two 

coils connected in a conventional 

Wheatstone bridge circuit, as shown 

in Fig. 1. Resulting variations in 

1,000 -cycle bridge output current 

are amplified and rectified for actu- 

ating a recorder. This instrument 
is now being used to study kinetic 

activities of bivalve mollusks. For 

the first time the encumbrances of 

the shell have been circumvented, 
permitting biological investiga- 

tions under natural environmental 
conditions. 

Probe Design 

A small, light probe of nonmag- 

netic material rests on the tissue 

being studied so that a movement 

of the membrane in an upward di- 

rection exerts a very small force 

against a very light weight. Upon 

relaxation in the downward direc- 

tion, gravity or surface tensions 

cause the probe to remain in con- 

tact with the tissue. Attached to 

the probe is a small piece of silicon 

steel of length equal to the cross- 

section thickness of one coil. Two 

coils are placed one atop the other 

and connected in a Wheatstone 

bridge circut. The coils are ad- 

justed so that the steel fragment 
lies halfway between them. A sim- 

COUNTER WEIGHTS 

LpiVOT 

-reA 
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number of them. 
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CURVES FOR ARMCO ORIENTED SILICON STEELS 

iX-XXX; Flux Transverse to Rolling Direction 
.0 ; Flux Parallel to Rolling Direction 

.or XX ; Flux Parallel to Rolling Direction 
n -Cor XXX; Flux Parallel to Rolling Direction 

G 

CORE LOSS CURVES 
ARMCO ORIENTED SILICON STEELS 

29 Gage (.014") 
Samples Strain Annealed Alter Shearing 

Assumed Density 7.65 grams per cv. cm. 
60 CYCLES 

Curve No. 4001 

Want lower core loss with higher permeability? 
These are the advantages you get when 
you specify Armco Oriented Electri- 
cal Steels for transformer"cores: 

1. Lower core loss in the rolling 
direction. 

2. Higher permeability in the 
rolling direction. 

3. Smaller cores that can be 
operated at higher inductions. 

4. Permanent insulation on both 
sides of strip. 

5. Improved ductility. 
Alined Oriented Steels were the 

first fully annealed cold -reduced 
grades of oriented steels on the mar- 
ket. They are known as Armco THAN - 
COR X. XX and XXX. 

The high permeability of Armco 
Oriented Steels is fully utilized in 
wound cores, where the magnetic flux 

is parallel to rolling direction of the 
sheet or coil. In stacked cores, any flux 
passage not in the rolling direction 
should be limited to small sections. 

Magnetic qualities of these grades 
are fully developed at the mill by a 
special high -temperature heat treat- 
ment. However, it usually is advisable 
to give the laminations or wound cores 
a moderate -temperature stress -reliev- 
ing anneal after fabricating. 

If a study of the core loss chart on 
this page interests you, write us for 
the booklet titled. "ARMCO Oriented 
Electrical Steels." With the data in 
this booklet, you can determine suit- 
able shapes and dimensions for wound 
cores of highest efficiency. Just write 
Armco Steel Corporation, 3359 Curtis 
Street, Middletown, Ohio. 

Orlerrtel Electrical Steels 

' GET 

YOUR 

COPY 
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COILS- 
\ C 
LSILICON - 

PROBE RESTIN 

STANDARD 
ADN AIRCRAFT 

CONDUIT FITTINGS 

AN3053 RIGID CONDUIT FERRULE is 
used with AN3054 Coupling Nut to 
couple a rigid conduit to straight 
and angle couplings. 

AN3056 CONDUIT COUPLING is used 
to connect rigid aluminum conduit 
to flexible aluminum conduit. 

AN3054 CONDUIT COUPLING NUT 

is used for holding ferrules to 
connectors or fittings. 

AN3064 BOX CONNECTOR is used 
with AN3066 Conduit Coupling 
Locknut to form a termination 
inside conduit boxes or panel. 

AN3068 CONDUIT COUPLING ADAPTER is 
used to make a coupling between any 
two male threaded conduit fittings. 

AN3060 ANGLE 45° CONDUIT COUPLING 
is used for connecting either flexible or 
rigid aluminum, brass or other conduit. 

ÁN3058 STRAIGHT CONDUIT COUPLING is 
used with rigid conduit, flexible alumi- 
num conduit, cable or loose wiring as a 
junction or with AN3066 Locknut as a 
feed-thru for panel or bulkhead. 

Other available Conduit Fittings: AN3055 
Adapter; AN3062 Angle 90° Conduit Cou- 
pling; AN3063 Conduit Coupling for 90° 

terminations; AN3066 Conduit Coupling 
Locknut. 

For descriptive Bulletin AN -C, address 
Department J-120. Prices and delivery 
will be quoted by factory. 

Cannon Electric Development Company, Division 
of Cannon Manufacturing Corporation, 3209 Hum- 
boldt St., Los Angeles 31, Calif. Canadian offices 
and plant: Toronto, Ontario. World Export (ex- 
cepting British Empire) Frazar & Hansen, San 
Francisco, Los Angeles and New York. 

JD - 
CANNON 
ELECTRIC 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

ilar device could be deigned to 
measure horizontal movements. 

As the probe moves upward, the 
upper coil will have a correspond- 
ing increase in impedance, and at 
the same time the lower coil will de- 
crease in impedance. Any coil 

changes due to temperature or to 
proximity of other objects affect 
both coils equally and cancel at the 
amplifier terminals. 

Detecting Bridge 

The bridge is operated in a 
slightly unbalanced state so that if 
the probe moves down, the bridge 
is moved further toward an electri- 
cal balance. Conversely, if the probe 
moves up, the bridge is further 
away from electrical balance. The 
balanced condition is to be avoided, 
since a passage through balance 
would result first in a voltage de- 
crease, then an increase. Since the 
coils contain a steel fragment, the 
frequency of the oscillator must be 
stable. A change in frequency 
could result in a corresponding 
change in amplitude at the detector 
due to the change in impedance of 
the coils, transformers, and other 
circuit elements of the amplifier 
system. 

A conventional 1,000 -cycle Wein 
bridge oscillator is used as a source 
for the detecting bridge. This oscil- 
lator has good frequency and ampli- 
tude stability, and its frequency is 

sufficiently high to act as a carrier 
for the low frequencies to be 

detected. 

Amplifier Circuit 

As the system was designed to 
make two measurements and com- 
parisons are often necessary, a 

buffer amplifier is used to decouple 
the bridges in each system from the 
oscillator. The circuit of this 

WEIN BRIDGE 
OSCILLATOR 

EIIIRIe 
R4 

BUFFER 
AMPLIFIER 

3 - 
STAGE 

R -C 
AMP. 

TO 
RECORDER 

(TO BUFFER AMPLIFIER 
OF SYSTEM NO.2 

FIG. 2-Block diagram of complete carrier - 
type d -c amplifier system 
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gea-ZZaDeZ ROSIN CORE SOLDER 

Look for the orange package ... the univer- 

sally popular solder for use in electrical 

applications where bonding must be 

secure and free from corrosion. 

The flux is in the solder ... all 

you need is heat! Federated Rosin 

Core Solder is available in 

1, 5, and 20 -pound sizes. 

Federated makes every 

commercial solder . . . 

Asarco Body Filler Metal, acid -core, solid 

wire, spray -gun, and bar ... purity and composition 

guaranteed by the world's leading supplier of solder. 

METALS 
Division of AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING COMPANY 

120 Broadway, New York 5, N. Y. 

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES ACROSS THE NATION 

aie.taed 
at0tyr t% 
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a4itiee 
ARM 

RLfl'IS 
Designed to give reliable service under the varying conditions en- 

countered in industrial applications. 

Compact for minimum space. Small power consumption. 

Multiple contact arrangements utilizing up to 18 arms, requiring no 

extra space. 

Available for surface mounting ... in hermetically sealed containers, 

o/ with octal plug-in base and cover. 

Contacts of silver or palladium, or special alloys, according to 

equirements. 
WRITE FOR BULLETIN No. 50-6 

y. 

A A A 

and MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
154 WEST 14th ST. NEW YORK 11, N. Y. 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

arfangement is shown in Fig. 2. 

The gain of the two systems is 
equalized by a potentiometer when 
making comparative measurements. 
An oscillator voltage control is 
adjustable for sensitivity purposes. 
The amplifier is a conventional 
three -stage high -gain pentode sys- 
tem utilizing an 11 -step degenera- 
tive feedback control for gain. The 
steps utilize selected resistors so 
that the feedback in both amplifiers 
is identical at the same setting of 
the control. 

Since the amplifier is of very 
high gain, a well -regulated power 
supply is essential. Although the 
complete system using both ampli- 
fiers draws only 85 ma at 285 volts, 
the transformer, rectifier and filter 
are capable of delivering 450 volts 
at 250 ma. By using such a high 
voltage at the input of the voltage 
regulator, stability of the output at 
a 285 -volt level is assured with the 
input varying between limits of 
90 and 135 volts. 

Operational Data 

Using two 9,000 -ohm coils (d -c 
resistance) in the detector system, 
a movement of 0.05 mm gave a de- 
flection of 17 mm on recorders hav- 
ing a sensitivity of 1 ma for 6 

inches (at 2 volts). 
In operation, the probe and coils 

are adjusted to fit the individual 
oyster. The probe is adjusted so 
that the balance is slightly in favor 
of that part resting on the mem- 
branes of the oyster. The lower 
portion of the probe is thinly coated 
with a cellulose nitrate plastic and 
treated with a wetting agent prior 
to its immersion in the running salt 
water of the aquarium. 

The pens of the recorders can be 
controlled by the balance units on 
the amplifiers. In this manner, a 
base line can be set in any position 
on the recorder. The amplitude of 
the recording can be regulated by 
varying the feedback in the ampli- 
fier or by varying the milliamper- 
age range of the recorder. 

The instrument can be set and 
the internal kinetic activities of the 
oyster determined for indefinite 
periods without the constant obser- 
vations of the operator. 

Other Applications 

The carrier -type d -c amplifier 
system described here can be used 
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sh re ñ ' e tZon 
...WITH AN 
ASSIST FROM 
TELECHRON TIMING MOTORS 

Preventing aircraft failures tomorrow depends 
on knowing exactly what causes them today. 
That's why so many modern planes carry a sure - 
to -survive witness that tells what mechanical 
malfunction betrayed the pilot's skill. It's the 
amazing new Flight Recorder that charts a contin- 
uous log of the variables that might cause a crash. 

THE FLIGHT RECORDER 
MUST STAY ON TIME 

The heart of this pilot's loyal supporter is a 
Telechron Timing Motor ... instantly, constantly 
synchronous. Only such an accurate, trouble -free 
motor could be trusted to time the chart that 
shows the aircraft industry's planners how to add 
ever-increasing safety to the age of flight. 

IS YOUR TIMING OFF? 
You, too, can control or record your variable 

factors with the ultimate in accuracy. Just call in 
a Telechron application engineer. Drawing on 
the broadest experience in the industry, he can 
probably show you how a standard Telechron 
motor can do your job. Consult him early in your 
planning for big savings in time and money. 
TELECHRON INC. A General Electric Affiliate. 

ALI. TELECHRON T % M I NG MOTORS 
ARE 

CNSTANTL' SYNCHRONOUS 

IIST ANT -Y 'C -- 
TELECHRON INC 
40 Union Street 
Ashland, Massachusetts 
Please send me information on sizes and types of Telechron 
Synchronous Motors. My possible application is: 

Instruments 
Timers 
Electric Appliances 
Cost Recorders 
Advertising, Display Items 
Juke Boxes 
Air Conditioning & 

Heating Controls 

Communications Equipment 
Other (please fill in) 

Please send new Catalog 

NAME 

COMPANY ......... . ..... 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE 

STATE 
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Regardless of the size, bulk or weight 
of units, mechanisms, instrument 
assemblies or electronic equipment, 
VIBRASHOCK mounts will safe- 
guard them from the costly ravages 
of vibration and shock. 

Experienced engineers, in all 
phases of manufacturing, have 
learned that when VIBRASHOCK 
equipment and Robinson experi- 
enced consulting services are used, 
the menace of vibration and shock 
is reduced to an absolute minimum. 

VIBRASHOCK mounting systems 
are now available with MET -L -FLEX, 
the new all -steel resilient material, 
impervious to extremes of tempera- 
ture. (VIBRASHOCK MET -L -FLEX 
mounts have been awarded the cov- 
eted "Yellow Dot" Approval for low 
temperature use by the Air Mate- 
riel Command.) 

These mounts are available in 

many forms and sizes, including 
standard form factors. Special de- 
signs are available to meet a wide 
variety of applications. 

VIBRASHOCK mounts insure new 
high standards of performance, dur- 
ability and load tolerance. Send for 
detailed literature and performance 
curves, or write us regarding your 
requirements. 

ROBI115O11 AVIATION, Inc. 
TETERBORO, NEW JERSEY 

VIBRATI011 CONTROL ENGINEERS 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

for many other types of measure- 
ments involving very small move- 
ments, biological or otherwise. 
Strain gage measurements are just 
one example. The only requirement 
is that it be possible to convert the 
variable into a change in impedance 
of some circuit element. 

Deposited -Carbon Resistors 
PRECISION deposited -carbon resis- 
tors, born of necessity during the 
war as a substitute for the bulky 
and then unobtainable wire -wound 
units, have the advantages of high 
accuracy and stability accompanied 
by smaller size and lower costs. 
These resistors, developed by Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, are im- 
proved versions of similar products 
made in Europe prior to the war. 

Pyrolytic carbon, which is carbon 
obtained by the thermal decomposi- 
tion of gaseous hydrocarbons at 
high temperatures, is deposited in 
the form of a thin film on the sur- 
face of ceramic cores of varying 
length and diameter in a process re- 
sembling that which deposits un- 
desired carbon in internal combus- 
tion engines. Films as thin as 1 x 
10-` to 5 x 10-8 inches can be deposi- 

ted, the lower limit being set by the 
thickness of the average crystallites 
of which the films are composed. 

By grinding helical grooves 
through the carbon film, the resis- 
tance of carbon deposited resistors 
can be increased from several thou- 
sands of ohms to a range of from 
about four to almost ten thousand 
times that value. 

After the carbon has been depos- 
ited on a typical resistor, and the 
resistance -increasing spiral ground, 
graphitic or special metallic paint 

Deposited carbon resistors in various stages 
of completion 
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ELECTRONIC 
FREQUENCY STANDARDS 

AND GENERATORS 

The basic unit of the frequency 

standards and generators presented 
here is an electrically driven tuning 
fork,-temperature-compensated and 
hermetically sealed against changes 
of humidity and barometric pressure. 

Through its use any frequency or 

multi -frequencies between 40 and 
10,000, fractional or otherwise, are 
obtainable. 

ANTEED ACCURATE TO 1/1000TH OF 1% 

_/Vrcc 2reeuertcy 

from 40 to 10, 000 

itz /rac1ion3 or othercvbe 

FOR plant operations, for product development, for tim- 

ing studies, wherever frequency generation or interval 

measurement is required, these instruments provide accuracy 

to 1 part in 100,000. 

Their reliability and stability have been proven through the 

years here and abroad in Government Departments, aviation, 

industry and laboratories where precision is imperative. 

The instruments with which the basic frequency standard 
unit is integrated are adaptable to an infinite number of 

uses. If you have a precision timing or frequency problem, 

we will be pleased to suggest a solution. 

American Time Products, lac. 
580 Fifth Avenue New York 19, N, Y, 

OPERATING UNDER PATENTS OF THE WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
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THESE THREE 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

ARE 

`Zeezeft, 
ASTATI C 

&tea 90t,e4,e 
IN THE 

MANUFACTURE OF 

PICKUP 
CARTRIDGES 

GC CERAMIC CARTRIDGE 
First major engineering stride in phonograph pickup cartridges employing 

ceramic elements since Astatic pioneered in this type unit last year. The GC is the 
first cartridge of its kind with replaceable needle. Takes the special new Astatic 
"Type G" needle-with either one or three -mil tip radius, precious metal or sapphire 
-which slips from its rubber chuck with a quarter turn sideways. Resistance of 

the ceramic element to high temperatures and humidity is not the only additional 
advantage of this new development. Output has been increased over that of any 
ceramic cartridge available. Its light weight and low minimum needle pressure 
make it ideal for a great variety of modern applications. 

2 CQ CRYSTAL CARTRIDGE 
An entirely new Astatic design, featuring miniature size and five -gram 

weight. Model CQ-J fits standard 1/2" mounting and RCA 45 RPM record changers. 
Model CQ-1J fits RMA No. 2 Specifications for top mounting .453" mounting centers. 
Needle pressure five grams. Output 0.7 volts at 1,000 c.p.s. Employs one -mil tip 
radius, Q-33 needle. Cast aluminum housing. 

3 LQD Double -Needle Crystal Cartridge 
The LQD Cartridge-for 45, 33-1/3 and 78 RPM Records-quickly became 

the first choice of 'many of the nation's largest users, on the basis of comparative 
listening tests, and is, today, the PROVED TOP PERFORMER for turnover type 
pickups. Outstanding for excellence of frequency response, particularly at low 
frequencies. A gentle pry with penknife removes ONE needle for replacement . . . 

without disturbing the other needle, without removing cartridge from tone arm. 
Gentle pressure snaps new needle into place. Available with or without needle 
guards. Stamped aluminum housing. 

CORPORATION 
In CANADA CANADIAN,Blau[ LTD 'MONWO ONTAMO 

Astatic 
Crystal 
Devices 

manufactured 
under 
Brush 

Development 
Co. patents 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

is applied to the ends as electrodes, 
connecting wires are attached, and 
the unit is treated with a coating 
of baking varnish. Several of the 
different stages of completion are 
shown in the accompanying pitop- 
graph. 

High -Frequency Applications 

Resistors of this type have been 
found to be highly suitable for 
many high -frequency applications. 
The usual fluctuations of effective 
resistance at high frequencies are 
minimized because of the small in- 
ductance and capacitance of the 
units. Skin effects are also mini- 
mized because of the thinness of 
the films used. In fact, computa- 
tions for the thickness of films on 
large -diameter cores show that the 
relative contribution of skin effect 
to resistance is negligible. 

Spiralling changes the distribu- 
ted capacitance only slightly, and it 
has been found that the alteration 
in high -frequency behavior of a 
resistor which is spiralled to a high - 
resistance value is largely that 
associated with the resistance in- 
crease alone. The inductance of a 
spiralled resistor is readily cal- 
culated by simple formulas. 

Greatest constancy of effective 
resistance at high frequencies is 
obtainable when a glass envelope is 
placed around the resistor instead 
of the usual organic protective coat- 
ing. This substitution reduces the 
effective distributed capacitance, 
which is a principal contributing 
factor in high frequency perform- 
ance of any component. 

Power -Handling Aspects 
In power rating these compon- 

ents, the usual precautions must be 
observed since carbon tends to oxi- 
dize at temperatures above 160 de- 
grees C. Even so, a unit with a 
suitable protective coating A -inch 
in diameter and i -inch long is cap- 
able of dissipating one watt con - 
t inuously. 

Many different forms of depos- 
ited -carbon resistors have been ex- 
perimented with, including special 
forms of tee and pi attenuators of 
relatively small reactance. Labora- 
tory tests show them to be reason- 
ably constant to frequencies as high 
as 100 mc. 

The power -dissipating ability of 
a given size of deposited -carbon re - 
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"Designed for Application" 
DELAY LINES and NETWORKS 

The James Millen Mfg. Co., Inc., has been producing 
continuous delay lines and lump constant delay net- 
works since the origination cf the demand for these com- 
ponents in pulse formation and other circuits requiring 
time delay. The most modern of these is the distributed 
constant delay line designed to comply with the most 
stringent electrical and mechanical requirements for 
military, commercial and laboratory equipment. 

Millen distributed constant line is available as bulk 
line for laboratory use and in either flexible or metallic 
hermetically sealed units adjusted to exact time delay 
for use in production equipment. Lump constant delay 
networks may be preferred for some specialized appli- 
cations and can be furnished in open or hermetically 
sealed construction. The above illustrates several typical 
lines of both types. Our engineers are available to assist 
you in your delay line problems. 

Millen delay lines are illustrated and described in the new 
printing of our Laboratory Equipment catalogue, a copy of 
which will be sent upon request. 

MALDEN, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A. 
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THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

NEW STEVENS THERMOSTAT 

200 

100 200 

close temperature control 

clean make and break 

fast response 

Compactly designed for use in 
communications equipment, elec- 

tronic devices and apparatus de- 
manding a high degree of tempera- 
ture stability, Stevens Type C* 

thermostats feature an electrically 
independent bi -metal that responds 
only to heat from controlled device. 

Typical temperature curve at left 
shows how this construction com- 
pletely eliminates artificial cycling 
or life -shortening "jitters." Current 
flows readily through stainless steel 
or alloy contact spring ... does not 
pass through high resistance bi- 

metal. Contacts open only when bi -metal overcomes 
spring pressure and friction of bi -metal strip against 
contact spring surface-for a clean, positive break. 

Components are perma- CONTACT SPRING 
BI-METAL STRIP 

nently riveted to dimen- 
sionally stable Alsimag base 
to further insure against 
erratic operation. Heavy- 
duty silver contacts assure long life. 

Standard and hermetically sealed Stevens Type C 

thermostats are carefully pre -calibrated in pots simu- 
lating actual service conditions; spot life -tests assure 
quality control. Specify Stevens Type C thermostats 
for closer temperature control-longer life. A-2299 

PATENT APPLIED FOR 

STEVE NS 

o 

CONTACTS 

manufacturing company, inc. 
MANSFIELD, OHIO 

sistor can be multiplied ten -fold by 
sealing the resistive element in a 
glass envelope containing a neutral 
gas. At their rated capacities, these 
units may be ojerated at red heat, 
the first limitation being imposed 
by the softening temperature of 
the glass envelope, if not otherwise 
limited by external conditions. 

Another method which has been 
tried in an effort to increase the 
power handling capacity of depos- 
ited -carbon resistors makes use of 
water cooling. Because the water 
is brought into direct contact with 
the carbon resistance element, only 
a -c can be used with this type of 
cooling device since anodic oxida- 
tion of the carbon film will occur 
if d -c is used. 

Microwave Secondary - 
Emission Switch 
USE OF SECONDARY EMISSION in a 
microwave cavity to give a high- 
speed, high -frequency switch has 
been proposed by B. D. Steinberg 
of the Research Laboratory of 
Electronics at MIT. 

A 10 -cm cavity has been de- 
signed and constructed as shown 
in Fig. 1. The gap distance, d, is 
nominally 0.03 inch and may be 
varied from 0.015 inch to 0.045 
inch by raising and lowering the 
diaphragm. The opposite faces of 
the gap consist of beryllium cop- 
per, a material whose secondary - 
emission ratio is approximately 
3.5. The remainder of the cavity 
is copper. The shunt resistance of 
the cavity is on the order of 500,- 
000 ohms, and the unloaded Q is 
about 3,000. 

The cavity is interposed between 
a QK-61 magnetron and a matched 
load. It is operated on a vacuum 

FIG. 1-Cross-sections of cavity and basic 
representation of secondary -emission switch 
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Cut Polishing Time 

Improve Surface Quality 

with "LINDE" FINE ALUIVIINA POWDERS 

Now, you can choose the type of finish you want, 

free from microscopic pits and scratches, on metallic and 

non-metallic surfaces. And you can get these superior 

results in a fraction of the usual polishing time by using 

ultra -fine LINDE abrasive powders. 

Because of extremely uniform particle size and form, 

smaller amounts of LINDE Fine Alumina Powders go 

further. You can use them directly from the container 

without expensive preparatory steps-or compound them 
with waxes and other vehicles to suit your need. 

Two types are available. Type A is a quick -acting 

powder of hexagonal structure and sapphire hardness. 

Type B produces a still finer polish, almost as quickly. 

LINDE Fine Alumina Powders may be the answer to 

your polishing problems. They have already gained 

acceptance in polishing metallographic specimens, gem- 

stones, and other materials. Call or write any LINDE 

office to find out how these powders can be used to 
advantage in your particular polishing applications. 

The term "Linde" is a trade -mark of The Linde Air Products Company 

Type A Type B 

Chemical Composition Alpha Al203 Gamma Al203 

Particle Size (approximate) ... ..0.3 Micron Less than 0.1 Micron 

Hardness (Mohs) 
(Equivalent to crystalline material) . 9 8 

Crystalline Structure .. .. Hexagonal Cubic 

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY 
t'ait of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 

30 l:aet 42nd St., :Net, York I 7. 5. Y. )nit ilíllces in Other i'rincipaI Cities 

In Canada: 1)OAiI\íU\ OXYGEN CONI I'A\Y, I,1A1I'l'EI), '['uroato 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

pump at a pressure of 5 X 10 
mm Hg. The actual pressure is 
probably not significant so long as 
it is below a yalue at which the 
mean -free -electrons path is several 
times greater than: the gap dis- 
tance. 

If R is the secondary -emission 
ratio and n is the number of 
successive emissions, the gain, or 
ratio of final current to initial cur- 
rent, is R". In electrostatic sec- 
ondary -emission multipliers, n is 
the number of emitting surfaces. 
However, if alternating fields are 
used, such that the electron stream 
returns m times to each of p sur- 
faces, then n = m X p. 

With only two surfaces, desig- 
nated A and B in Fig. 1, the gap 
distance d, the peak amplitude of 
the generator voltage V, and the 
frequency f = o/27c are so adjusted 
that an electron leaving one plate at 
time t = 0 with a small or zero ini- 
tial velocity strikes the opposite 
plate in cat = iv radians (as the field 
goes through zero). The secondaries 
produced by this electron will in 
turn be accelerated to the first plate, 
and will strike it approximately a 
radians later. These electrons will 
liberate secondaries which also will 
be directed by the field to the op- 
posite plate. Hence, if the second- 
ary -emission ratio is greater than 
unity, the current density in the 
space between the electrodes will in- 
crease. 

The conductance of the gap is de- 
fined as the ratio of the current in 
the gap to the gap voltage. Being 
linearly related to the current the 
conductance will increase as the 
current increases. 

Since electrons will successively 
strike the plates in wt a radians, 
the time per interval is a/o , which 

a.- z0.6 
280.4 a .0.2 

t 240 
2008 
160 

120 0)Ú 
80 
40 á 

o ratite O 
10 100 1,000 10,000 

INCIDENT POWER IN MILLI WATTS 

FIG. 2-Operating characteristics of cavity 
showing the electron current in the gap 
the gap voltage and the ratio of power 
transmitted to the load to the power in- 
cident upon the cavity as functions of the 

incident power 
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sorensen -The most ECONOMICAL line of 

Electronic Voltage Regulators 

AC REGULATORS 

GENERAL APPLICATION MEDIUM CAPACITY 

Model NOS. 150S 250S 5005 Model NOS. 
Load -Range (VA) 0-150 0-250 0-500 

HEAVY DUTY UNITS 

Model NOS. 
5000S 10000S 15000S 

Load -Range [VA] 
0-5000 0-10000 0-15000 

1000S 2000S 30005 
Load -Range (VA) 0-1000 0-2000 0-3000 

STANDARD AC SPECIFICATIONS 

MODEL IN VA 
CAPACITY 

1505 
ZOOS 

2505 
10005 

2,0005 
3,0005 

5,0005 
10,0005 
15.0005 

Harmonic 
Distortion 

3% 
Inox. 

2% 
max. 

3% 
max. 

3% 
max. 

Regulation 
Accuracy ±-0.1% against line or load 

Input Voltage 95-130 VAC; also available for 190-260 
VAC Single Phase 50-60 cycles 

Output Voltage Adjustable between 110-120; 220-240 in 
230 VAC models. 

Load Range 0 to full load 

P. F. Range 
Down to 0.7 P. F. All models temperature 

compensated. 
NOTE: REGULATORS CAN BE HERMETICALLY SEALED 

SORENSEN ELECTRONIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS are designed to 
meet the need for rugged, economical, low -maintenance -cost units. 
There is no need to buy extras - no need to buy more than you 
require when you purchase a SORENSEN regulator. Depend on 
SORENSEN - the FIRST line of STANDARD electronic voltage 
regulators. 

400 CYCLE LINE 

Model NOS. D 100, 
D 500, D 1200, D 2000 
Load -Range (VA) 
0-100, 0-500, 0-1200, 
0-2000 

Accuracy ± 0.5% 
against line and load. 
Maximum distortion 
5% 
Frequency Range 400 
cycles ± 10% 

3 - PHASE REGULATION 

All types of three-phase systems 
effectively handled. Sorensen En- 
gineers available to review your 
particular problems. 
Load range 450 VA to 15 KVA 

WRITE for FREE COPY 
of the *"SORENSEN 
REGULATOR PER- 
FORMANCE CHART" 

Copyright 1949 

The SORENSEN NOBATRON (DC 
REGULATION) in effect eliminates 
the need For Batteries without los- 
ing any battery features. It main- 
tains a constant voltage output 
against load variations, can be over 
compensated against line drop. It is 
a clean and self-sustaining source of 
DC power. 

STANDARD DC SPECIFICATIONS 
'Output Voltage 6 12 28 48 125 

Load in Amperes 5-15-40-100 5-15-S0 5-10-30 15 5-10 

Input Voltage 95-130 VAC single phone 50-60 cycles; 
adapter ovoilable for 230 VAC operation. 

Regulation 
Accuracy 0.2% from 0.1 to full load. 

Ripple Voltage 
RMS Maxi- 
mum 

1%. 

Recovery Time 
0.2 seconds -value includes charging time 
of filter circuit for the most change 
in load or input conditions. 

Adjustable -} 10% -25%. 
Individual models identified by indicoting output voltage 

first then ampere . 

Example: E-6.5 -= 6 VDC (a s amperes. 

SPECIAL REQU REMENTS can be met by employing the ORIGINAL 
SORENSEN CIRCUIT. Engineering Consultation available without 
cost. 

JAN SPECIFICATIONS met by all AC models. 

orensen and Company, Inc. 
375 Fairfield Ave., Stamford, Connecticut 
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ADC 

High quality, low cost transformers 
for a wide range of applications 
are provided by ADC in its new 
Yeoman transformer line. 

Many features of the ADC 
Quality Plus and Industrial series 
... widely known for their unvary- 
ing high standard of performance ... are incorporated in the Yeo- 
man line. 

The low prices of the new 
Yeoman line are made possible by 
improved production engineering 
methods, simplified types of con- 
struction and standardization of 
parts. 

Engineers, experimenters and 
amateurs will find in the Yeoman 
series the transformers for their 
needs. 

VISIT US AT 
THE AUDIO FAIR 

Äi 

Recent developments in new equipment 
will be displayed by Audio Development 
Co. at the Audio Engineering Society's 
"Audio Fair" in Hotel New Yorker, 
Oct. 27, 28 and 29. Walter E. Lehnert, 
noted design engineer and ADC vice 
president, will be there prepared to dis- 
cuss special transformer design problems 
with you. 

TRANSFORMERS 

PICTURED ITEMSe,', 

Type Description 

(I) 708A Band Pass Filter: 200-3000 cps 

(2) 517D Power: Pri. 38 VA 
Sec. #1, 240-0-240 ®40 ma DC 
Sec. #2,5V®tamp 
Sec. y3, 6.3 V ® 1.6 amp 

(3) 517H Power: Pri. 104 VA 
Sec. #1, 300.0.300 ®125 ma DC 
Sec. #2, 5 V ® 3 amp 
Sec. #3, 6.3 V ® 4.5 amp 

(4) 5171 Power: Pri. 109 VA 
Sec. #1, 350.0.350 ® 125 ma DC 
Sec. #2,5V®3amp 
Sec. #3, 6.3V®4.5amp 

(5) 517N Power: Pri. 174 VA 
Sec. #1, 400-0.400 ® 200 ma DC 
Sec. ,92, 5 V ® 3 amp 
Sec. #3, 6.3V®5.5amp 

(6) 516E Filament: Pri. 9 VA 
Sec. 6.3 V CT m 1 amp 

(7) 516C Filament: Pri. 19 VA 
Sec. 5.0VCT®3amp 

(8) 516B Filament: Pri. 31 VA 
Sec. 2.5VCT®10amp 

(9) 517A Filament: Pri. 72 VA 
Sec. 6.3VCT®10amp 

(10) 416C Choke: 8.5 by ® 50 ma DC 

(11) 416G Choke: 8.0 by ®85 ma DC 

(12) 516F Filament: Pri. 24 VA 
Sec. 6.3VCT®3amp 

(13) 208F Input: Microphone 
Pri. 50/200 
Sec. 62500/250000 

VeAt 

The new ADC catalog 
will be a convenience 
in selecting almost 
anÿtransformeryou 
may need. Send for 
your copy today. 

"Audio Develops the Finest" 

2847 13th Ave. South, Minneapolis 7, Minn. 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

decreases as the frequency is raised. 
Thus, at high frequencies only a 
relatively short time will be re- 
quired to effect a large change in 
gap conductance and the tube may 
operate á's a high-speed high -fre- 
quency switch. 

Figure 2 shows the gap voltage, 
gap current, and ratio of load power 
to incident power as functions of 
the incident power ; qualitatively, it 
shows that the ratio of load power 
to incident power decreases by a 
factor of five as the incident power 
is raised from 0 milliwatts to 3 

watts. In the absence of an electron 
current in the gap, the ratio would 
remain constant. Of further in- 
terest is the voltage -current char- 
acteristic of the gap, which is de- 
termined from standing -wave meas- 
urements at the input to the cavity. 

Measurements so far have been 
qualitative ; techniques have yet to 
be refined before data will be re- 
liable. However, it is fairly certain 
that the observed behavior of the 
cavity is due to secondary -electron 
current in the gap. When conclusive 
data is obtained at the present 
power levels, it is proposed. to make 
measurements at higher power by 
replacing the present power source 
with a pulsed magnetron. 

Oxide Cathode Theory 
BY WILLIAM COUCH 

Machlett Laboratories 
Springdale, Conn. 

AUTHORITIES disagree widely on 
the exact mechanism by which an 
oxide -coated cathode is activated. 
The following theory seems to have 
the widest acceptance :'" 

Metallic Ba, Sr, and Ca are liber- 
ated from the oxide by chemical re- 
action due to the reducing agents in 
the core metal, by positive ion bom- 
bardment of the cathode by residual 
gas which has become ionized by 
the electron flow, and by electrolysis 
caused by ion and electron flow 
through the body of the coating. 

Due to these processes, a layer 
of free barium accumulates on the 
cathode surface, its low work func- 
tion accounting for the copious sup- 
ply of electrons at the relative low 
temperature. There is no absolute 
evidence that a monomolecular layer 
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As this cableman runs his pickup coil 
along the cable, his ear tells him when 
he has hit the exact spot where unseen 
trouble is interfering with somebody's 
telephone service. 

Trouble develops when water enters 
a cable sheath cracked perhaps by a 
bullet or a flying stone. With insula- 
tion damaged, currents stray from one 
wire to another or to the sheath. At the 
telephone office, electrical tests on the 
faulty wires tell a repairman approxi- 
mately where to look for the damage. 

A special "tracer" current, sent over 
the faulty wires, generates a magnetic 
field. Held against the sheath, an ex- 
ploring coil picks up the distinctive 
tracer signal and sends it through an 
amplifier on the man's belt to head- 
phones. A change in signal strength 
along the cable tells the exact location 
of the "fault." 

Compact, light, simple to use, this 
test set makes it easier for repairmen 
to keep your line in order. It is another 
example of how Bell Laboratories re- 
search helps make Bell Telephone serv- 
ice the most dependable in the world. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 

Exploring and inventing, devising and 

perfecting, for continued improvements 

and economies in telephone service. 



How SPEED helped catch "bugs" 
In the lacquer 

Final finish on pianos mysteriously going "sour." Production halted. Lab needed 
X-ray diffraction camera to identify impurity. At 9 A.M., 10 -lb. camera Air Express- 
ed from 1100 miles away; delivered by 4 P.M. same day. Cost, only $3.58. Company 
uses Air Express as routine method to get supplies fast, keep inventory low. 

That low $3.58 figure was total cost 
for Air Express and included door-to- 
door service. That makes the world's 
fastest shipping method exceptionally 
convenient, complete, and easy to use. 

Scheduled Airlines carry Air Express 
on every flight. Speeds up to 5 milles a 
minute! Direct by air to 1300 cities; 
air -rail for 22,000 off -airline offices. 
Serves many foreign countries, too. 

FACTS oo low Air Express rates 
Package of blueprints (4 lbs.) goes 800 miles for $1.54. 
Special tools (21 lbs.) go 600 miles for $3.87. 
(Every kind of business finds Air Express pays.) 
Only Air Express gives you all these advantages: Special pick-up and delivery at no extra cost. You get a receipt for every shipment and delivery is proved by signature of consignee. One -carrier responsi- 
bility. Assured protection, too-valuation coverage up to $50 without extra charge. Practically no limitation on size or weight. For fast shipping action, phone Air Express Division, Railway Express Agency. And specify "Air Express delivery" on orders. 

Rotes include pick-up and delivery doer 
to door in all principal towns and cities 

ewe__ ß 
AIR EXPRESS, A SERVICE OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY AND WE 

SCHEDULED AIRLINES OF THE U.S. 
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of pure barium is formed but x-ray 
diffraction analysis indicates that 
a thin layer of strontium oxide is 
in the surface region, and that 
there is an absence of barium 
oxidë. The argument for the bar- 
ium layer is based once facts that 
a small amount of oxygen in the 
tube will poison the cathode emis- 
sion, presumably due to its reaction 
with the pure barium surface, and 
when metallic barium is deposited 
on an oxide -coated surface, the 
coating is activated. 

The x-ray diffraction analysis 
spoken of above also indicates that 
complicated compounds are formed 
at the core metal -oxide interface. 

Constant speed rotating work table insures 
uniform ceposits, and Raytheon electrc- 
static precipitator above table removes air- 

borne particles 

That this plays an important part 
in pulsed emission phenomena will 
be discussed later. That it is not the 
source of the copious emission has 
been shown by removing the body 
of the coating by means of mechan- 
ical shock, leaving only the inter- 
face. A recheck shows little or no 
emission remaining. In summary, 
the present state of the theory 
leaves us with a layer structure for 
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THE ADLAKE 

MIGHTY MIDGET 

RELAY (No. 1110) 

IS IDEAL FOR 

IT IS DEPENDABLE- 
REQUIRES NO MAINTENANCE 

The Adlake No. 1110 Relay is small enough to fit in 
one hand, yet it makes and breaks 30 amps. easily, 
and with low operating current. 

Like all Adlake Relays, No. 1110 is hermetically 
sealed against dust, dirt, moisture and oxidation; 
mercury -to -mercury contact prevents burning, pit- 
ting and sticking. It's absolutely safe, requires no 
maintenance, and is cushioned against impact and 
vibration. 

These qualities make the Adlake "Mighty Mid- 
get" ideal for use with flasher installations-as well 
as in power circuits, motor and heater controls, 
traffic signals and a host of other uses. 

WRITE TODAY for FREE illustrated catalog, 
with details on No. 1110 and other new Adlake 
Relays. The Adams & Westlake Company, 1107 
N. Michigan, Elkhart, Indiana. 

.- 
MS . WESTIAgEto. it K !!i ' 

SCA, 

The Adlake Mighty Midget Relay gives you long, 
trouble -free service on outdoor installations. It's 
weatherproof, shockproof and absolutely depend- 
able! Silent and chatterless! Equipped with com- 
pression -type terminals to simplify installations. 

THE Adams & Westlake COMPANY 

Established 1857 ELKHART, INDIANA New York Chicago 

Manufacturers of Adlake Hermetically Sealed Mercury Relays for Timing, Load and Control Circuits 
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that 
big question of 

GOOD 
INSULATION 

... was settled many years ago in the 

mica field, when engineers, specifi- 
cation writers and purchasing execu- 
tives began to connect the name 

MACALLEN with MICA that was 

supreme in the qualities that made 
this extraordinary insulation material 
do an even better job than nature 

intended. Qualities such as variety 
and adaptability of shape, uniform 
thickness, flexibility, dielectric or 
other wanted characteristics. So - 
to product planners who realize that 
the importance of good mica is way 
out of proportion to its low cost 
in an assembly, mica has to mean 
MACALLEN MICA not some 
of the time, but all of the time. 

DEPENDABILITY 

is just another reason 
why MACALLEN 
MICA is way out 
ahead . . you save 
time and trouble be- 
cause of uniformity, 
cut assembly costs, 
increase profits. 

MACALLEN MICA 
ALL FORMS, ALL QUANTITIES - ALL DEPENDABLE 

r ,,1 

when you think of MICA, think o f MACALLEN b 

THE MACALLEN COMPANY 16 MACALLEN ST., BOSTON 21, MASS. 

CHICAGO 565 W. WASHINGTON BLVD CLEVELAND 1231 SUPERIOR AVE. 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 
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INTERFACE/ BODY OF COATING 

FIG. 1-Theoretical layer structure of an 
oxide -coated cathode installation for spray- 

ing oxide coatings on cathodes 

the oxide -coated cathode, as pic- 
tured in Fig. 1. 

Peak Emission Properties 

During the war a great amount 
of study went into the properties 
of these cathodes due to their im- 
portance in pulse applications. Elec- 
trodes incapable of withstanding 
continuous dissipations of powers 
required could stand intermittent 
high peak powers providing cath- 
odes could be made which would 
deliver the required peak currents 
at relatively low emission efficien- 
cies. Classical emission laws of 
Richardson and Schottky yield in- 
formation of little value to the engi- 
neer studying the peak emission 
properties of oxide cathodes due to 
various phenomena such as patch 
emission, cathode temperature rise 
and sparking which will be dis- 
cussed. However, constants for 
Richardson's equation have been 
determined and are more or less 
agreed upon as A = 0.01 ampere per 
square centimeter per degree Kelvin 
squared, and b = 11,605 degrees 
Kelvin (since the work function is 
about 1 volt), giving an emission 
equation 

I = 0.01 Tee -im06/T ampere per sq cm 

Use of this formula is practically 
vitiated by the following difficulties 
and phenomena : 

(1) Inability to accurately de- 
termine T, since the thermal emis- 
sivity of cathodes varies a great 
deal among different ones as well as 
over the surface of any one. 

(2) Inability to determine the 
emitting area since microscopically 
the surface of the material Is very 
rough and since it appears that 
emission occurs preferentially in 
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Where calles can't go 

MULTIPLEX Cäfl 
Natural hazards are no longer obstacles to the telephone engineer. Standard 

Time-sharing Multiplex can provide a thoroughly reliable trunk system which is 

easy to instal; and maintain in the most difficult terrain. 
Each equipment deals with up to 24 channels, handling any kind of A.F. traffic 
in the 300-3400 c/s range, including teleprinter and automatic telephone signals. 
Time-sharing Multiplex ensures low crossta k and noise levels, and fading does 
not affect speech levels. 
A UHF carrier is used, and the normal line -of -sight range can be extended 
by automatic repeaters. 
Complete terminal equipment occupies a double cabinet 7' wide x 2'4" deep 
x 6'6" high, and aerials may be up to 100' from the main equipment. 

Write for Bulletin No. 511 which gives further lazts and figures. 

Standard Telephone5 and Cables Limited /i,ó DA lS1012 

A:sociates of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation 

OAKLEIGH ROAD, NEW SOUTHGATE, LONDON, N.11, ENGLAND 
R.D.6. 
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HARDWICK, HINDLE 

THESE FINE SLIDING contact rheostats are widely used in labora. 
tories. They serve as rheostats or potentiometers;-portable, 

easily mounted, with fine gradations of adjustment. 
These sturdy, improved tubular rheostats are used for accurate 

adjustment of voltage or current in meter -checking laboratories; 
-as field rheostats for generator and motor control;-as filament 
and plate control in radio and audio transmitting and amplifying 
apparatus;-for control of illumination and heat control in electric 
furnaces and ovens; as well as in general laboratory use. 

Available in 3 sizes: 200, 400 and 750 watts with any one of 3 

types of control. 
Hardwick, Hindle resistors and rheostats offer many exclusive 

advantages. We ask you to give our engineers an opportunity to 
discuss your specific requirements. 

HARDWICK, HINDLE, INC. 
Rheostats and Resistors 

Subsidiary of 

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY 

NEWARK 5, N. J. Established 1886 U. S. A. 

THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

varying patches over the cathode 
surface. 

(3) When current pulses are 
drawn at relatively high repetition 
rates these is a large rise in the 
cathode -temperature due to the PR 
losses at the interface 'and within 
the body of the material. 

(4) As the anode voltage is in- 
creased, the emission does not 
saturate, but the cathode will spark, 
transferring particles of oxide coat- 
ing from the cathode to the anode. 
One or several such sparks will pit 
the emitting surface so that spark- 
ing will subsequently take place at 
lower voltages. Early in the life of 
the cathode this sparking occurs 
while the voltage is still in the space 
charge region on the straight por- 
tion of an I vs E" curve., Spark- 
ing is dependent on pulse width, 
occurring at lower voltages for 
greater pulse widths. It is also de- 
pendent on the nature of the cath- 
ode and the general condition of 
the tube, smooth cathodes and high 
vacuums having less tendency to 
spark. Other causes are incomplete 
activation, cathode misalignment, 
lint and burrs on the electrodes. 

(5) For increased pulse widths 
it has been found that there is a 
tendency for emission decay, giving 
high emission on the leading edge 
of the pulse and low emission on the 
trailing edga. This phenomenon 
substantiates the theory of the 
blocking layer at the interface." 
However, recognition of the instan- 
taneous dissipation in the anode at 
high peak currents leads to con- 
sideration of liberated gases which 
would temporarily poison the emis- 
sion, be gettered, and the cathode 
become reactivated in time for the 
next pulse. 

From this brief discussion it can 
be gathered that there is little cor- 
relation between the operation of a 
cathode in a receiving tube under 
normal continuous emission and the 
operation of a cathode in a pulse 
transmitting tube. 

Life of Tubes 

The life that can be expected 
from an oxide -coated cathode de- 
pends, of course, on the service it 
gets. For low -power receiver tubes 
10,000 hours life is not unusual, 
as many home radio owners can 
attest. For pulsed emission tubes 
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SAVE TIME AND SKILLED LABOR 

In Laboratory Research ...Testing ... Standardization 
AND PRODUCTION OF 

Plastics, Liquids, Metals, Instruments, Chemicals, Etc. 

Bowser refrigeration units, producing temperatures as low as 
minus -1500 f., are designed to meet the rigid requirements of modern 
industry in testing, processing and laboratory procedure. They are the 
result of many years of research and development ... and are available 
in a number of standard models. Experienced Bowser engineers will 
design special units to meet specific requirements. 

1. LABORATORY UNITS ... for the user who 
requires varying conditions of temperature, 
altitude and relative humidity. A typical 
application .. complete testing of aircraft 
instruments under various conditions of 
flight. 

2. RELATIVE HUMIDITY UNITS ... for the 

user whose products are not affected by low 

temperature or high altitude, but by mois- 

ture only. A typical application ... testing 
for tie moisture content of paper as it is 

being processed. 

3. INDUSTRIAL UNITS ... for the user whose 

requirements do not call for conditions of 

high altitude or relative humidity, but low 

temperatures only. A typical application ... 
the expansion fitting of bushings. 

4. UTILITY UNITS . . . for the user who does 

not require the accuracy of our Laboratory 
Units. A typical application ... production 
line spot checking of radio components. 

5. ALTITUDE - VACUUM UNITS ... for the 

user whose products or testing requirements 
are not affected by temperature or humidity, 
but who is primarily interested in noting the 
effect of varying atmospheric pressures. A 
typical application ... testing and proving 
the advantages or limits of vacuum pack- 
aging, as well as standard aircraft testing. 

BOWSER, INC REFRIGERATION DIVISION -- 420 LEXINGTON AVE., N. Y. C. 

IN CANADA, S. F. ROWSER CO., LTD., 344 SHERMAN AVE., HAMILTON, ONTARIO 
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YOU CAN 6E SURE.. IF ITS 

\Msti nghouse 

14(4Y PROTECZVOW 
FOR LONG ELECTRICAL LIFE 

Give electrical apparatus the benefit of Tuffernell 4 -Way Protection: 
1. High dielectric strength 
2. Long life at Class B operating temperatures 
3. Excellent resistance to moisture, oil, acids and alkali 
4. High bonding strength 

These qualities are characteristic of the new Tuffernell Thermo- 
setting Varnishes. For example, Tuffernell B-161 is already a 
favorite with many users. It provides the extra protection needed 
for dependable operation under conditions where ordinary 
varnishes break down. 

A good illustration is the growing use of Tuffernell for mine 
electrical equipment. Below ground, and above, the service is 
unusually severe. Many progressive mine operators now use 
Tuffernell exclusively when rebuilding apparatus. 

Such proof of performance is assurance of dependability for 
your equipment, too. For data on the complete Tuffernell line, call 
your nearby Westinghouse office. Ask for Bulletins 65-120 and 
65-130. Or write Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Dept. 39, 
P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania. J-06433 

Westinghouse 
TUFFERNELL INSULATING VARNISHES 

-for every electrical need 

THE ELEC- .ON ART (continued) 

with cathodes operated at higher 
temperatures, such as tubes used in 
radar transmitters, the life is con- 
siderably shorter since the rate of 
evaporation of barium from the 
coating determines the life. For 
some pulsed operations 500 hours 
life may be all that is realized. 
Cathode heater ratings should be 
closely adhered to, both from the 
standpoint of overheating and re- 
sultant foreshortening of life and 
the standpoint of underheating re- 
sulting in reduced emission and 
tendency for cathode sparking. 

In summary, the chief troubles 
with oxide -coated cathodes are : (1) 
Poisoning of the emission by liber- 
ation of gases from within the tube, 
or from contamination of the coat- 
ing by impurities such as chemical 
salts; (2) disrupting the coating - 
core metal bond by overheating the 
cathode or too rapid evolution of 
gases during conversion on the 
pumps; (3) sparking of the cathode 
due to excessive voltage, rough coat- 
ing material, incomplete conversion, 
and scores of other reasons. 

REFERENCES 

(1) J. P. Blewett, Properties of Oxide - 
Coated Cathodes, Jour. Appl. Physics, 
Oct. 1939 and Dec. 1939. 

(2) L. R. Koller, "Physics of Electron 
Tubes," McGraw-Hill Book Co., p 41-51. 

(3) A. Eisenstein, A Study of Oxide 
Cathodes by X-ray Diffraction Methods, 
Jour. Apyl. Physics, June 1946 and July 
1946. 

(4) E. A. Coomes, The Pulsed Proper- 
ties of Oxide Cathodes, Jour. Appl. Phys- 
ics, p 647, 1946. 

SURVEY OF NEW TECHNIQUES 
IN THE MANUFACTURE of fluorescent 
lamps of uniform quality it is de- 
sirable to be able to control the 
thickness of the powder coating on 
the inside of the glass tube. A 
recently developed instrument, 
which quickly measures the light 
transmission of powders, permits 
rapid determination of the thick- 
ness of the powder layer, through 
the use of calibration curves de- 
rived from appropriate transmis- 
sion factors. A collimated beam of 
light from a filament lamp is passed 
down a narrow tube and directed 
onto a light-sensitive tube by means 
of a prism. The coated glass to be 
measured is passed between the 
prism and the phototube. By this 
arrangement the entire coated sur - 
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UNDER SEVERE CONDITIONS 
Three years ago Sangamo successfully pioneered the FIRST molded 
tubular capacitor. The experience gained in these three years is 
now applied by new effective manufacturing methods, and proven 
by special exhaustive tests which invariably exceed the requirements 
of actual service conditions. Thus, the Type 30 you purchase today 
offers positive promise of exceptional long life under severe conditions. 

85° C Performance: 

Humidity Resistance: 

Immersion Resistance: 

Exposure Resistance: 

Mechanical Strength: 

peo, .,a,oua,ance 

Excellent. Trouble -free long -life operation in spite of the 
high temperatures encountered in auto radios, television 
receivers, or any other application where high tempera- 
tures cause trouble. 

Excellent. Results show insulation resistance practically 
unchanged under severe conditions of humidity. 

Excellent. Far surpasses any existing specification require- 
ments. Insulation resistance not impaired. 

Excellent. Accelerated exposure test comparable to pro- 
longed field exposure, but more severe, results in no change 
in performance ability. 

Excellent. Leads resist breaking or pulling out, even when 
handling is extremely rough. 

Remember this about Sangamo Type 30 Tubulars: They are molded 
at low pressure. This means their elements are undamaged in 
fabrication. It also means longer life, greater dependability, and 
the absence of "hot spots." A trial of Sangamo Molded Tubulars 
will convince you! 

7e SANGAMO 

J 

_, e 
PAPERMICASILVERELECTROLYTIC 

CAPACITORS 

19be,e,da.« Peena,rce 

SANGAMO EttcThk;cnì1P1I 
SPRINGFIELD ILLINOIS 

IN CANADA: SANGAMO COMPANY LIMITED, LEAt 
5C4 911 
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THE ELECTRON ART (continued) 

ALL TN 
...in Me IMPROVED 

CARDIOID DYNAMIC 
MICROPHONE 

It Means: Better Performance! 

Finer Quality! Greater Value! 
Recessed Impedance Selector 

Dual -Type External Shock Mount 
Non-metallic Acoustalloy Diaphragm 

Built-in Cannon XL -3 Connector 
E -V Mechanophase* Cardioid 

High Output Level 
-50 db, Model 731 -53 db, Model 726 

Smooth Wide Range Response 
30-12,000 cps, Model 731 
40-10,000 cps, Model 726 

Enclosed Magnetic Assembly 
With or Without "On -Off" Switch 

Wider Stand Mounting Stud 
Highest Purity Cast Case 
Satin Chromium Finish 

Model 731. Broadcast Cardyne II 
List Price $80.00 

Model 726. Cardyne I. With MC -3 
connector and without external 
shock mount. List Price $59.50 

Try the Cardyne now! Send for Bulletin No.139 

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., BUCHANAN, MICH. 
Export: 13 East 40th St., New York 16, U.S.A. 

Cables: Arlab 

NO FINER CHOICE THAN 

gieCeWCZ 
'Patent Pend. 

face can be explored. Output from 
the phototube is measured on a 

meter scaled to show 100 -percent 
transmission when a clear glass 
tube is tested. 

EXCESSIVE SOLAR ENERGY outattrsts 
in the radio -frequency range are 
closely correlated with relay chatter 
in electric power distributing sys- 
tems, according to reports from a 
group of interested public utilities. 
A year's study of solar radiation 
intensity in the radio -frequency 
range indicates a slight degree of 
polarization in received signals. 
This information is considered to 
be of possible significance in inter- 
preting the structure of the earth's 
upper atmosphere. 

EXPERIMENTS HAVE SHOWN that 
the starting voltage of low-pressure 
positive -column discharge lamps is 
dependent on ambient atmospheric 
humidity, even though the lamps 
are completely sealed. Under humid 
conditions the necessary starting 
voltage for a mercury -argon -filled 
fluorescent lamp may rise by as 
much as 50 percent, It is believed 
that the phenomenon may be due 
to distortion of the electric field in 
the lamp caused by locally -charged 
areas on the wall of the glass tube. 
A cure for the abnormally high 
starting voltage is a narrow ground 
strip attached to the glass tube. 

RADIOACTIVE PHOSPHORUS mixed 
with the other components of ferti- 
lizer enables agriculturists to de- 
termine how much fertilizer a plant 
will use, how close to the plant the 
fertilizer should be placed and when 
it should be applied for maximum 
yield. A Geiger counter is used 
to determine the assimilation. 

Special clothing protects technician en- 
gaged in experiments with radioactive 

fertilizers 
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Little lamps bring new sales appeal 
-add extra features that make sales! 

WHEN the choice is between 
your product and a competi- 

tor's, it's often a little thing that 
swings the sale! 

Little lamps that warn when the 
current is on or off. "Tell -tale" 
lamps that check the operation of 
individual circuits. Built-in lamps 
to light up dark spots or to help in 
quick reading of instrument dials. 

General Electric miniature lamps 
have dozens of valuable appli- 

cations in electronic products. 
There's a type and size for every 
use-all voltages and wattages, fila- 
ment or neon glow. And every 
General Electric miniature lamp is 
made to the same high standards 
as its bigger brothers. 

For assistance in selecting the 
proper type for your particular 
problems or applications, consult 
your nearest G -E lamp district office. 
Or write General Electric, Nela 
Park, Cleveland 12, Ohio. 

GE LAMPS 

GENERAL() ELECTRIC 

Whatever lamps you need- 

makes 'em all! 
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Take the headaches out of 
Fall production rush 

Today's engineering goes beyond just getting something that will work. In 
the hectic days ahead-days of volume production and extremely short delivery 
schedules on component parts-COMPONENTS MUST BE TROUBLE -FREE 
OR PRODUCTION LINES WILL STOP. 

Alden hasn't been publication advertising recently, but has built up a whole 
series of products that are UNMATCHED for TROUBLE -FREE PERFORM- 
ANCE and QUICK DELIVERY. It holds a dominant position in kinescope 
socket assemblies. Its engineering has anticipated economic price trends. It is 
giving trouble -free performance on all kinds of speaker, hi -voltage, terminal and 
other connectors due primarily to the high standards of design calling for forward 
connected contacts that are trouble -free in production and service. 

Go down through the list of items here-items unmatched for engineer- 
ing, fast delivery and trouble -free performance. 

Get trouble -free performance - smooth assembly - fast delivery 

211, 212. 214 - Full 
line of cathode ray tube 
connectors - magnat, 
duo decal, di-heptal- 
meet highest standards 
for instrument work. 

212M I NC-Miniature 
duo -decal that incor- 
porates forward con- 
nected contacts, indi- 
vidual strain relief for 
each lead-hi-voltage 
h eakdown and 100% 
insulation fOr each 
lead. 

212.5C-Segment duo 
decal with same high 
engineering standards 
makes material and 
space savings. 

212.5M I NC - Minia- 
ture duo -decal seg- 
ment absolute mini- 
mum of material and 
yet has complete safe- 
ty-froward connected 
contacts give each lead 
individual strain re- 
lief and 100% lnsula- 

2/2-SM/RC tion of leads. 

S00 S!R/!5 

200 S!R/ 

U1'W 

/703ER/ES 11 

MUL T/BLADE 

270 SER/ES 

440F H-Complete line 
of fuseholde.a - pro- 
vide for noiseless fused 
circuits-quick fuse 
ejection. Uses stand- 
ard production tools- 
rivets, eyelets Or spot 
welds to chassis- New 
improvements - coin 
slut knobs-miniatur- 
iced indicator fuse - 
holders. 

200-500 - Engineers, 
pi eduction men and 
purchasing agents are 
now realizing that in 
our 200-500 series ran - 

sectors they've got the 
o.sly forward connected 
contacts that provide 
long protective insula- 
tion within the mold- 
ing for each lead-that 
snubs the wire tip for 
Insulation - and me- 
chanically holds wire 
tips so it cannot be 
imperfectly soldered. 

402AC - Convenience 
outlets with absolutely 
dependable contacts- 
that rivet or eyelet to 
chassis with no pos- 
sibility of breakage- 
and using an absolute 
minimum of space be- 
low panel. 

202F RAC - Detach- 
able line cords with 
sure grip plug - de- 
pendable snap -in con- 
nectors that take the smallest possible mounting space both 
above and below panel. 

Nunint. 100, 200, 400 
-Whole series of plugs 
and non -interchange- 
able bases for cables 
or plug in units (re- 
lays, coils, condensers, 
etc.). Strong stubby 
pins-no center boss to 
break-cannot be mis- 
takenly plugged in tube 
socket-mate only with 
proper socket. 

90 Series-Every con 
ceivable type of tube 
cap. Engineered to 
meet any requirements. 

201M&F,8101M&F - Hi -voltage discon- 
nects. 2000 VDC op- 
erating rating-bake- 
lite housing forward 
connected contacts. 
15000 VDC operating 
rating-lose loss poly- 
ethylene with leads. 

1 MRCS - Completely 
insulated pin jack pro- 
viding easy constant 
checking point for cir- 
cuits or tubes. 

81L-Pilot light sock- 
ets-Rugged, depend- 
able construction with 
the very minimum of 
parts and labor. Uses 
special Alden 'center 
file" contacts - pro- 
vides strain relief for 
each lead. 

402 AC SIR/!5 

202 FRAC SER/ES 

/00-200-300 
MON 

SERES 

90 SER/ES 

Q 
201 M...LF (1) )p= 

//0 BCS 

810/ MwGP 

-.)1 tD 

- and our very latest development: 
ALDEN MULTIBLADE CONNECTOR 
provides for first time multiblades with forward con- 
nected contacts-which give long protective molded 
insulation around each lead-strain relief for each 
individual lead. Completely housed in compact cover, 
attractive colors. 
Write, wire or phone for an immediate, thought -through 

response on any connector need. 

ALDEN PRODUCTS COMPANY 

BROCKTON 64E, MASS. 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued trim p 132) 

tooth, or external modulation of a 

wide variety of klystron oscillators. 
Beam supply is continuously vari- 
able in two steps from -800 to 
- 1,500 volts at 65 ma or -1,500 to 
- 3,600 volts at 25 ma. Repeller 
voltage may be continuously ad- 
justed over the range from -20 to 
-750 volts. 

Fiberglas Insulation 
BENTLEY, HARRIS MFG. CO., Consho- 
hocken, Pa., has announced BH649 
braided Fiberglas tubing and sleev- 
ing insulation. It can withstand 
potting temperatures of 450 F up 
to 60 minutes and exposure to 220 
F for 96 hours with little physical 

change or less dielectric strength. 
Resistance is 50,000 megohms when 
dry; 10,000 when wet. Sizes range 
from No. 20 to I in. inclusive. 

Industrial Rectifier Tube 
NATIONAL ELECTRONICS, INC., 
Geneva, Ill., has developed the NL - 
618P, a quick -heating xenon -filled 
rectifier tube with a 6.4 -ampere out- 
put current rating, for industrial 
rectifier and control applications. It 
may be used at any ambient temper - 
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THE football star who eludes the 
players of the rival team and sends 

the pigskin hurtling down the field to 
a goal has "the extra something that 
spells top performance." 

For outstanding service in every 
rectifier application specify Seletron 
Selenium Rectifiers. They have the 
"extra something" that spells top 
performance. 

From the large power stacks to the 
miniature units for radio and tele- 
vision, Seletron uniformity and pre- 
cision methods of manufacture in- 
sures user satisfaction. Efficient- 
dependable, durable under the sever- 
est service conditions. 

Furnished in a wide variety of volt- 
ages and currents to meet the indi- 
vidual requirements. 

Write today 

1Se1etronF' 
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 

MINIATURE SELETRON RECTIFIERS 

SPECIFY SELETRON 
MINIATURE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 

FOR RADIO AND TELEVISION APPLICATIONS 

The complete family of miniature Seletron Rectifiers is de- 
signed for use on a nominal 115 A -C line, to provide direct 
current for radio, television sets, amplifiers, and other low 

power applications. Instant starting, small size, long life and 
simplicity of installation are a few of many features of the 
Seletron Family. 

CODE NUMBER 5L1 5M1 5P1 5R1 5Q1 

Current Rating 75 ma. 100 ma. 150 ma. 200 ma. 250 ma. 
Plate Height 1" 1" 1 /." 11" 11/x" 
Plate Width 7e" 1" 1 i;" 11/4" 11/2" 

for catalog. Address Dept. ES -22 

S E L E T R O N D I V I I C N 

ee» ItA1/1// C411111'ANY, Im. e 
S. n., 1922'80 Rodeo ored N.r.s,ow.cs 

251 WEST 19TH STREET, NEW YORK 11. N. Y. 

s 

Illmolommommom«.= 
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INSTANTANEOUS 
.w. 

THE 

recordings from 12Cto 

Accurate recordings of 
voltages, pressures, strains, 

vibrations and countless 

other phenomena. 

Permanent ink on paper 
recordings by Brush 

Oscillographs make their use 

almost unlimited. 

Either A. C. or D. C. signals can 

be measured. Whenever 

desired, recordings may be stopped 

for notations on chart -paper. 

DEVELOPMENT CO. 

Investigate Brush 
measuring devices 
before you buy ... 
they offer more for 

your money .. Why 
not have a Brush 
field engineer call? 
At no obligation, of 

course. Just call or 
write.. today .. you 
will find it worth a 
few seconds' time! 

-3407eirkins Avenue Cleval 
MÁ6NETÌC RECORDING DIV. A000ST2111111111111. 

-.,à_. tNDUSTRIAt INSTRUMENTS DIV._, WA NE.= 
Canadian Representatives: A. C. Wickman, (Canada) Ltd., P.O. Box 9, Station N, Toronto 14 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

ature between -55 and +70C. Fila- 
ment voltage is 2.5 volts; filament 
current, 17 amperes; peak inverse 
voltage, 750 volts; d -c current out- 
put, 6.4 amperes. 

Disc -Noise Meter 
AUDIO INSTRUMENT Co., 1947 
Broadway, New York 23, N. Y. 
Model 140 Disc -noise Meter checks 
noise level of lacquer discs and test 
pressings. It consists of high -gain 

preamplifier, monitor amplifier, new 
logarithmic circuit and vacuum - 
tube voltmeter. Due to use of new 
inherently logarithmic material, the 
meter is overload proof and has a 
scale completely linear to 20 db. 

High -Voltage Resistor 
S. S. WHITE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION, 
10 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y. 
The 80X high -voltage resistor, 
rated at 4 watts, is offered in values 

from 100 to 100,000 megohms, es- 
tablished at 10,000 volts d -c at 75 
F and 50 -percent relative humidity. 
Standard tolerance is ±10 percent. 
Full details are contained in bulletin 
4906. 

H -V Rectifier Cells 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Schenec- 
tady 5, N. Y. The new high -voltage 
selenium rectifier cell is designed 
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SYLVANIA Q64ZI'LIKE 

COLONIAL SIR) 

WASHINGTON D.0 

IS NO ACCIDENT! 
MONTREAL 

r1E OP/ Á A` p SEN/ p+ATTSBURG 

LAKE PLACID 

SARANAC LAKE 

COLONIAL AIRLINES is now in its 20th year with a 

record of over 250,000,000 passenger miles without 

a single passenger or crew fatality-a result of the 

finest personnel and equipment. 

Colonial uses Sylvania Tubes 

in its communication system. 

There's not much that can he added to those two 

statements. On the one hand you have a wonderful 

safety record by one of America's outstanding air- 

lines. On the other you have this airline's entire 

communication system -a paramount factor in air 

safety-using Sylvania high quality tubes ... from 

the new miniatures to the famous Lock -Ins. 

Yes, like the safety of Colonial Airlines, Sylvania 

quality is no accident. We, too, insist on the best 

equipment - to make the finest small parts that go 

into Sylvania tubes. We, too, select our personnel with 

great care-for workmanship that is unsurpassed. 

If you wish full information on our complete tube 
lines, write Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Depart- 
ment R-1110, Emporium, Pa. 

AL.BANV 

pOÚGHKEEPSIE 

NEW fYORK 

dO BURLINGTON 

RUTLAND 

GLENS FALLS 

Sylvania miniature 
tubes play prominent 
part in Glide Path Re- 
ceiver that assists pilot 
in safe landing by in- 
struments alone. 

BERMUDA 

Colonial's pilot and 
nagivator are in con- 
stant communication 
Kith landing field over 
extensive radio equip- 
ment. 

SYLVA NIA 
ELE 'RIC 
RADIO TUBES: CATHODE RAY TUBES: ELECTRONIC DEVICES. FLUORESCENT 

LAMPS, FIXTURES, WIRING DEVICES, SIGN TUBING, LIGHT BULBS. PNOTOLAMPS 
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SPECIFY NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

AMPHENo 
"AN" CONNECTORS 
On sizes 20 and up, Am - 
phenol provides 70% thick- 
er inserts . . . stronger to 
withstand roughest handling. 

AMPHENOL - the assurance 
of absolutely dependable, 
weatherproof, vibration - 

proof service. 

Contacts are selected high con- 
ductivity bronze alloys, silver 
plated and with pockets pre - 
tinned for soldering. 

Non -rotating contacts with solder 
cups are uniformly aligned . . . 

saves 40% in assembling time, 
lowers cost. 

Both coupling rings and 
assembly screws are cross - 
drilled for safety wiring in 
accordance with Army -Navy 
specifications. 

Coupling rings are a screw 
machine part made from 
solid aluminum bar stock 
providing 80% greater ten- 
sile strength. 

FOR POWER, SIGNAL and CONTROL CIRCUITS 
in AIRCRAFT and ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

Amphenol engineers and technicians are available without 
obligation to assist in specifying the right type of "AN" connector 
for application in instrument, power and control problems. Amphenol 
"AN" Connectors are available in five major shell designs, each 
accommodating over 200 styles of contact inserts. 

COMPLETE LISTINGS OF "AN" CONNECTORS 
Irrite for your copy of Amphenol's 
comprehensive and illustrated catalog 
on "AN" and "97" Connectors. Please 
send request on company letterhead. 

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION 
1830 50. 54TH AVENUE CHICAGO 50, ILL N015 

to permit use of a smaller stack to 
achieve the same wattage output. 
Illustrated here are two selenium 
rectifier stacks, the top one assem- 
bled from low -voltage cells (12 volts 
each), and the bottom one assem- 
bled from the new high -voltage cells 
(18 volts each). Both provide 90 - 
volt output. 

Audio Amplifier 
THORDARSON, 500 West Huron, Chi- 
cago 10, Ill. The T -32W10 audio 
amplifier has a frequency response 
from 20 to 20,000 cycles. Hum level 
is -70 db below rated output. Out- 
put is 10 watts at less than 2 -per- 
cent distortion. The unit features 

adequate gain to obtain full output 
from the ordinary high -impedance 
pickup or tuner. It is available with 
or without a plug-in preamplifier. 

Four -Beam C -R Indicator 
ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES, 
INC., 1000 Main Ave., Clifton, N. J. 
The new cathode-ray indicator is 
capable of displaying simultane- 
ously four related or unrelated inde- 
pendent phenomena on a single crt 
screen. Equipped with the K1027 - 
P11 c -r tube containing four inde- 
pendent electron guns, the unit in- 
corporates its own power supply 
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PREPARE FOR 
UHF TESTING 

WITH SWEEPING OSCILLATORS .. . 

SCANNING REFLECTED ENERGY METERS .. . 

VISUAL VOLTMETERS and SPECTRUM ANALYZERS 

The UHF MEGALYZER 
The UHF MEGALYZER now incorporates increased sensitivity, 
broadened frequency range, and improved linearity. The fre- 
quency range now extends from 30 to 500 mc and is useful to 
1000 mc. The maximum sensitivity for linear operation is 100 
microvolts. The equivalent noise input is approximately 20 
microvolts. The frequency response from 30 to 500 mc is within 
4 db. The flatness of the frequency response and sensitivity are 
only slightly deteriorated between 500 and 1000 mc. The 
frequency resolution is still 100 kc. The UHF MEGALYZER 
contains a sweeping oscillator, (The MEGA -SWEEP) and an 
oscilloscope, both of which can be used separately. 

The UHF MEGALYZER contains a wavemeter for identifying the 
frequency of unknown signals. By use of an auxiliary calibrated 
signal generator, the level of any unknown signal may be 
determined. 

Price: $895.00 F. O. B. Factory 

4i 

The MEGALYZER JR. 
The MEGALYZER JR. is an accessory device for use with a 

MEGA -SWEEP sweeping oscillator and a standard oscilloscope. 
These three devices, when used together, comprise a Visual 
Voltmeter and Spectrum Analyzer system. The specifications of 
the system are the same as those for the MEGALYZER. Either 
the MEGALYZER JR. system or the MEGALYZER can be used for 
tuning circuits intended for selecting crystal harmonics, studying 
the spurious output of transmitters or generators, measuring C.W. 
oscillator radiation, observing the modulation on a carrier and 
many other applications at VHF or UHF. 

Price: $250.00 F. O. B. Factory 

THE UHF MEGA -MATCH 
The UHF MEGA -MATCH is an improved design of the widely 
used MEGA -MATCH which increases the useful frequency range 
from 10-250 mc up to 10 to 1000 mc. (VHF MEGA -MATCH still 
available.) The UHF MEGA -MATCH rapidly indicates reflected 
energy over a swept band width up to 30 mc through the VHF 
and UHF ranges. MEGA -MATCH units now in customers' hands 
may be converted to cover the wider frequency range at a price 
of $200.00. 

Price: VHF MEGA-MATCH-$695.00 F. O. B. Factory 

UHF MEGA-MATCH-$895.00 F. O. B. Factory 

THE CALIBRATED MEGA -SWEEP 
The CALIBRATED MEGA -SWEEP provides single dial tuning over 
the entire frequency range of the instrument. A calibrated dial 
is included which indicates the center frequency of the swept 
output to sufficient accuracy to place the wanted frequency 
within the swept range. After warm-up and one check of 
operation the CALIBRATED MEGA -SWEEP can be used for very 
long periods over a wide continuous frequency range (50 kc to 
1000 mc) by varying only the single tuning knob. Sweep widths 
up to 30 mc. 

MEGA -SWEEPS now in customers' hands can be changed to 
the CALIBRATED MEGA -SWEEP Model for $75.00. 

Price: $425.00 F. O. B. Factory 

The MEGA -NODE SR.-A NEW INSTRUMENT. Watch our next advertisement an- 
nouncing specifications and details on the MEGA -NODE SR., a UHF and Microwave 
Random Noise Source-Frequency Range 100-3000 mc, Read Noise Figures to 20 
db-Output impedance 50 ohms unbalanced, no tuning necessary. Price $895.00 F. O. B. 

Factory 

Prices outside U. S. A. and Canada 10% higher. FOR FURTHER DETAILS WRITE 

KAY ELECTRIC CO., 25 MAPLE AVE., PINE BROOK, N. J. 
Telephone CAldwell 6-4000 

Manufacturers of: Mega -Match, Mega -Node, Megaligrer, Mega -P ulser, Sonalater, Sona -Graph, Microwave Mega -Match, Micro -Pulser. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued 

FILEWORTHY FACTS 

on Superior Nickel 

& Nickel Alloy Tubing 

Engineering Data for the- 
DESIGNER 
MATERIALS ENGINEER 
METALLURGIST 
PRODUCTION MAN 
PURCHASING AGENT 
FABRICATOR 

G# 
NICKEL 

MONELr 
INCONELf 

"K" MONELt 
30% CUPRO-NICKEL 

36% NICKEL IRON (INVAR) 
42% NICKEL IRON 
52% NICKEL IRON 

Information on Nickel and Nickel Alloy 

Tubing conveniently arranged for quick, accurate reference: 

Comparative Physical and Chemical Properties 

Selection and Application 

Tolerance, Temper and Weight Data 

Design and "Use" Information 

Types of Superior Tubing (Seamless and WELDRAWN*) 

Time -Saving Ordering and' Specification Data 

FOR YOUR COPY, WRITE TODAY ON YOUR COMPANY LETTERHEAD. 

*Reg. U. S. Trademark. Superior Tube Company 

talg. U. S. Trademark. the International Nichel Co. 

See our tubing display booth #2527 at the 31st 
National Metal Exposition, October 17th to 21st, 
Cleveland. Ohio. 

SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY 
2500 Germantown Ave., Norristown, Pa. 

For Superior Tubing on the West Coast, call PACIFIC TUBE CO., 

5710 Smithway St., Los Angeles 22, Cal. Angeles 22151 

and a horizontal amplifier for each 
of the four channels. The instru- 
ment is intended for use with an 
oscillograph-record camera of the 
moving -film type. 

Silicone Resin 
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Pittsfield, 
Mass. The new Silicone resin No. 
9989-1 designed to enable electrical 
equipment to operate at tempera- 
tures as high as 180 C, can be used 
for impregnating spun glass and 
asbestos wire coverings and for 
binding coils, windings, and other 
motor, generator and transformer 
parts. 

H -F Amplifier Kit 
SUN RADIO AND ELECTRONICS CO., 
INC., 122-124 Duane St., New York 
7, N. Y. Model CR -10 all -triode, 
high-fidelity amplifier kit is a 10 - 
watt 7 -tube unit boasting flat fre- 

quency response (±1db) from 20 
to 15,000 cycles. Distortion is less 
than 2.5 percent; gain is 75 db on 
radio, and 97 db on phono. The 
unit is also available completely 
wired and tested. 

Disc Thermostat 
STEVENS MFG. CO., INC., Mansfield, 
Ohio. Type M midget thermostat 
features close temperature control 
of electronic devices, appliances and 
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TRANSFORMERS AT WORK-KENYON 

Predetermined Counters 

POTTER INSTRUMENT CO., 
INC. 138-56 Roosevelt Ave., 
Flushing, N. Y. The Potter 
Predetermined Electronic 

Counters have a counting rate 
up to 20,000 per second and a 
control rate up to 15,000 per 
minute. Input -sharp negative 
pulses, 30 to 80 volts ampli- 
tude, pulse rise time 10 micro- 
seconds maximum. 

The Potter Predetermined 
Counter for high speed count- 
ing, batching, sorting, packag- 
ing and for many other indus- 
trial uses, is typical of the 
varied applications KENYON 
"T" Line Transformers are 
called upon for rugged, de- 
pendable service. 

Leading manufacturers and 
engineers in all fields, specify 
KENYON "T" Line Trans- 
formers for many industrial, 
communication and electronic 
applications. 

For more than 20 years, the 
KENYON organization has 
been producing "specials" to 
specification, and size needs of 
individual applications, at cost 
approaching catalog items. 

The Potter Instrument Co., 
too, looks to KENYON for 
high quality, economy trans- 
formers! 

Here's the "Q" in Transformers 

irá Ki n v o flQuality 

e«,:ytoot-dade 

tioe0 S 

K E n v o n 
one of the oldest names in transformers, offers 
you high quality specification transformers cus- 

tom-built to your requirements - practically at catalog prices! For over 
20 years the KENYON "K" has been a sign of skillful engineering, 
progressive design and sound construction. 

Ku n v o n N.sfteciedi N,dAre Dedieted 7a( 
JAN APPLICATIONS 
BROADCAST 

INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY 

RADAR 

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS 

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 

EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORIES 

ATOMIC ENERGY EQUIPMENT 

Among many others 

Consult our engineering staff on any of your 
"special" problems at no obligation to you. 
Call or write now for our representative. 

"T's"- famous line of high 
KL n v o n quality, uniform transformers 

are ready for immediate delivery from stock. Our 
standard line can save you much time and expense. 
For a complete story about specific ratings on all 

transformers, send for your copy of the latest 
KENYON Catalog edition now! 

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO., Inc. 
840 BARRY STREET NEW YORK 59, 

SEND 

FOR 

LATEST 

CATALOG 

NOW! 

KENYON Transformer Co., Inc. 
840 Barry Street, New York 59, N. Y. 

Send me the latest edition of your new catalog without obligation. 

Name Address 

Position City Zone 

Company State 

We need "special" transformers - 
Please have your representative call 

Advertisement 
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This high - power version of 
Goodmans famous 12" T.2. is 

available as a Bass Unit for 
multi -speaker systems or gen- 

eral Public Address use. The 
last word in reliability, design 
and performance. 

coo 
CC 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

R22/1205/15 
Overall Diameter 12.5/16" 
Overall Depth 7" 
Fundamental Resonance 75 c.p.s. 
Voice Coil Impedance...15 ohms at 400 c.p.s. 
Maximum Power Capacity ..20 watts Peak A/C 
Total Flux 195000 Lines 
Nett Weight 18 lbs. 4 ozs. 

R22/1206/15 
Overall Diameter 12.5/16" 
Overall Depth 7" 
Fundamental Resonance 55 c.p.s. 
Voice Coil Impedance ...15 ohms at 400 c.p.s. 
Maximum Power Capacity ..20 watts Peak A/C 
Total Flux 195000 Lines 
Nett Weight 18 lbs. 4 ozs. 

N 0F FEo \ fIDEUTy f: 

G 
EffICIENCY 

20 -WATT 
12" P.M.FULLY 

DUSTPR00F 

Jeale 

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

Lancelot Road, WEMBLEY, Middlesex, ENGLAND 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

industrial apparatus. It employs a 
bi -metal thermal element of disc 
construction. Maximum operating 
temperature is 600 F; minimum, 
-60 C. The unit may be had with 
standard closure for normal opera- 
tion; hermetically sealed for special 
applications. 

Plate -to -Plate Servo 
THE TRANSICOIL CORP., 114 W. 
Worth St.,. New York 13, N. Y. 
Savings of weight and space in in- 
dustrial and military control sys- 
tems is made possible by servo 
motors featuring plate -to -plate 
operation. Use of an output trans- 

former in the servo -amplifier is 
eliminated through direct winding. 
Complete technical data is available 
on request. 

High -Fidelity Speaker 
UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, INC., 80 
S. Kensico Ave., White Plains, N. Y. 
Model 6201 lightweight, high-fidel- 
ity speaker covers a 50 to 15,000- 
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Mounting 

Seet.ifiet 
METALLIZED -PAPER CAPACITORS Here's a 150 volt 5 mfd. Aerolire metal- cased unit contrasted with the usual paper - and - foil capacitor of q nt rating. Its Aerolite hermetically-sealeda 

ul 
metallized -paper section means smaller size, lighter weight, performance relia- bility, plus the unique self -healing char- acteristic. Aerovox application engineer- ing assures satisfactory usage. 

S. c4&c 
BANTAM ELECTROLYTICS 

Type SIZE Bantams" are the smallest elec- 
trolytics yet! Especially suitable for cath- 
ode by-pass applications, screen filter 
circuits and similar functions. Improved 
processing and materials combined with 
more efficient space utilization, means 
smaller size and no reduction in life. 

WE MUST KNOW " 
1 Life ........................ 
2 Operating Voltage . .... . 

3 Maximum Surge Voltage 

4 Maximum Ambient Temperature ? 

5 Duty Cycle ................. 
6 Humidity ................... 
7 Altitude .................... . 

8 Shock .................. 
9 Terminals 

10 

SyAgeeet 
METALLIZED.PAPER 

TUBULARS Aerolire"' Type p- Aerolirs 82 (front) 
e further line 

bile 
of reductions. examples 

of 
gere paps tonal operating 

rangee rs and in performance, 
life, 

nd stability, j YVOL 
OIL-IMPME0.47E0 

OIL FtLLEO 

T 
CAPACITOR G 

SMALL SMALLER ... Smallest 

AER .., 

How small is small? The radio -electronic miniaturi- 
zation trend poses the question. And here's the Aerovox 
answer: 

Small in capacitors means the minimum size required 
to meet actual performance requirements. There must 
be no secrets as to the operating conditions. To give 
you a true miniature capacitor, we must know the facts 
called for by the accompanying questions. 

How small is small? Let Aerovox engineers, with their 
latest techniques and production processes, give you 
the practical answer. 

Submit your miniaturization or other capacitance re- 

quirements for engineering collaboration and quotations. 
Trade marks 

FOR RADIO -ELECTRONIC AND 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

AEROVOX CORPORATION, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U.S.A. 

SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL Carts Export: 13 E. 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 

Cable: 'ARLAB' In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT, d' 
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CHIEF ENGINEER FLEXY SAYS: 

HERE'S WHERE IT PAYS 
TO CONSIDER S. S. WH/7'F ( 

WAFTS 

"I'm referring, of course, to circuit elements- 
like this variable condenser-which have to be 
regulated during the operation of your equipment. 
When you use S.S.White flexible shafts to connect 
these parts to their control knobs you gain several 
important advantages. 

"First, you can develop chassis and cabinet 
designs to the maximum. You can locate the 
elements in any position, at any angle to meet 
space assembly or wiring requirements. You can 
group the controls as desired for full operating 
convenience and to suit the needs of any cabinet 
design. You can do this, because S.S.White flexi- 
ble shafts readily transmit control between any 
two parts regardless of their relative positions. 

"Second, S.S.White remote control flexible 
shafts provide a smooth turning, slip -proof method 
of control that maintains its sensitivity for the life 
of the equipment. Since they are especially built 
for this service, S.S.White shafts have minimum 
deflection underload and practically equal deflec- 
tion in either direction of rotation. 

"Start planning for S.S.White flexible shafts 
while your equipment is still in the drawing 
board stage. Ask S.S.White engineers for recom- 
mendations. Their cooperation is yours without 
obligation." 

FREE-FLEXIBLE SHAFT HANDBOOK 

This valuable flexible shaft handbook is full of 
useful information and data about how to select 
and apply flexible shafts. Copy sent free if you 
request it on your business letterhead and men- 
tion your position. 

SI WHITE 
THE S. S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO, /NDUSTR/I L DIVISION 

-DEPT. E 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y.- 
FLEXIBLE SHAFTS AND ACCESSORIES 
MOLDED PLASTICS PRODUCTS-MOLDED RESISTORS 

Ace od ltTmIILCCCLQ AA,4,Q TNcístsOtlRl F,alCQjbal4t4 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

cycle range, and has a built-in 
cobra -shaped tweeter for high -fre- 
quency which is installed coaxially 
with the cone. Input impedance is 
6 to 10 ohms; power, 20 watts; di- 
mensions, 12 -in. diameter x 71 -in. 
depth ; weight, 5 pounds. 

Sealed -Plunger Switch 
UNIMAX SWITCH DIVISION OF THE 
W. L. MAXSON CORP., 460 W. 34th 
St., New York 1, N. Y. Entrance of 
moisture or dust to the plunger 
mechanism of model KMXN-2A 
precision switch is stopped by a neo- 
prene boot sealed to the actuating 
plunger. The neoprene compound, 

besides being oil resistant, retains 
its flexibility at all temperatures 
from -65 to +160 F. Information 
on the suitability of the switch to 
specific services will be furnished 
on inquiry. 

TV and F -M Sweep Generator 
THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRU- 
MENT Co., Bluffton, Ohio. Model 
3434 television and f -m sweep gen- 
erator has two built-in markers : a 
19.5 to 40 -mc marker frequency for 
i -f; 57 to 240 /TIC for r -f and oscil- 
lator. Continuous tuning is pro- 
vided over all tv and f -m bands. 
Sweep width is 0 to 12 mc, continu- 

Ze- 6 
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(0g#'_R, Fcrsi 
UP-TO-DATE FEATURE 

Electronic View Finder 

Turret Lens Plate with Remote Iris Control 

Breakaway Chassis for Accessibility 

Automatic LaF Dissolve and Fade 

Single -Unit Sync Generator 

Single Jiffy Connectors 

White Peak Limiter 

or 

YOUR 
CAMERA 

Are your ca -eras up -/o -lofe? 
© Al LEN_6 DÚ M(N1 LA£fiJliAlt"RiGS ING 

DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC TELEVISION EQUIPMENT DIVISION, 42 HARDING AVE., CLIFTON, N. J. DU MONT NETWORK ANT) 

WABD, 515 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 22, N. Y. DU MONT'S JOHN WANAMAKER TELEVISION STUDIOS, NEW YORK 3, N. 1. 
WTTG, WASHINGTON, D. C. STATION WDTV, PITTSBURGH, PA. HOME OFFICES AND PLANTS, PASSAIC AND EAST PATERSON, N. J. 
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5841 

REGULATOR 
Regulated voltage 900 volts 
Starting voltage 930 volts 
Current 2 to 50 ua 
Regulation 1.5'5 

1685 

finer components 

provide the margin for 
finer instrnnlents 

1B87 

THYRODE 
Operating voltage 900 volts 
Plateau length 100 volts 
Max. slope 10%/100 V 
Wall (glass) 200 mg/cm2 

5799 

1688 

1688 

THYRODE 
Operating voltage 300 volts 
Plateau length 50 volts 
Max. slope 305/50 V 
Wall (glass) 200 mg/cm2 

5828 

5799 

RECTIFIER 
Filament current 10 ma 
Filament voltage 1.25 volts 
Inverse peak 3000 volts 
Insulation 10" ohms 

5828 

AMPLIFIER 
Filament current 10 ma 
Filament voltage 1.25 volts 
Amplification 18 
Transconductance 450 umho 

1685 

THYRODE 
Operating voltage 900 volts 
Plateau length 200 volts 
Max. slope 3%/100 V 
Wall (aluminum) 30 mg/cm2 

THE VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT CO. 

5806 HOUGH AVENUE 
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

ously variable. The unit also has 
crystal marker provision up to 216 
mc. 

High -Gain L -F Amplifier 
ELECTRO -MECHANICAL RESEARCH, 
INC., Ridgefield, Conn. Model 33A 
high -gain narrow -band amplifier is 
designed for operation at or near a 
frequency of 10 cycles. It is in- 
tended for use with photocells, 
thermistors, or other high imped- 

ance devices. A full-scale sensitivity 
of 1 microvolt makes it possible to 
work close to theoretical thermal 
noise levels. A calibrated attenu- 
ator permits the gain to be changed 
in convenient steps by a factor of 
up to 1,000. 

VU Multiplier 
SHALLCROSS MFG. Co., Collingdale, 
Pa. A new unit provides five -step 
straight -T performance in a control 
size normally limited to ladder and 
potentiometer circuits. A pair of 
extra terminals increases the utility 
of the unit because in the off posi- 
tion the vu multiplier network is 
automatically disconnected from the 
line which it normally bridges, and 
the vu meter, completely isolating 
both. Two standard attenuation 
ranges are available : 0 (1 milli - 
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(actual size) 

PLASTICON 
Br Transmitting 
CAPAC TORS 

Superior to mica capacitors because: 

Greater safety factor 
(3500 VDC Operating; 7500 VDC Test) 

Lower RF Losses 
(See current rating below) 

More conveniently mounted 
Less chassis space 
Smaller overall volume 
Impervious to moisture (The GLASSMIKE 

construction is 100% sealed) 
Silicone -fluid filled 
Can be operated at 750 C ambient 
The above advantages are possible by the use of the 

Type L film dielectric which has lower losses than mica. 

TYPE LSG-PLASTICON GLASSMIKES 

3500 VDC Operating -7500 VDC Test 

Cat. No. Cap. 
Mfd. 

Dimensions 
OD Length 

Current Rating in RF Amperes 

100 Kc 300 Kc 1 Mc 3 Mc 

LSG500 .00005 19/32" x 1-3/16" .02 .05 .16 .47 

LSG101 .0001 19/32" x 1-3/16" .03 .09 .31 .94 

LSG251 .00025 19/32" x 1-3,'16" .05 .25 .5 2.2 

LSG 501 .0005 19/32" x 1-3/16" .15 .5 1.6 3.0 

LSG102 .001 19/32" x 1-9/16" .31 .94 

1.9 

3.1 

3.5 

5.0 

2.5 4.5 

LSG202 .002 3/4" x 1-9/16" .62 

1.6 

1.9 

4.5 7.0 

LSG502 .005 3/4" x 1-3/4" 6.0 7.0 

LSG602 .006 29/32" x 1-9/16" 6.2 7.0 

LSG103 .01 29, 32" x 1-3 4" 3.1 7.0 7.0 

Condnsr Products Company 
375 NORTH BRANCH STREET CHICAGO 22, ILLINOIS 

Manufacturers of Plasticon Capacitors; Pulse Forming Network and Hi Volt Power Supplies 
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OSCILLOSYNCHROSCOPE 
Model OL -15B 

Designed for maximum usefulness in labora- 
tories doing a variety of research work, this 
instrument is suited to radar, television, com- 
munication, facsimile, and applications involv- 
ing extremely short pulses or transients. It 
provides a variety of time bases, triggers, 
phasing and delay circuits, and extended - 
range amplifiers in combination with all 
standard oscilloscope functions. 

THESE FEATURES ARE IMPORTANT TO YOU 

Extended - range amplifiers: vertical, 
flat within 3 db 5 cycles to 6 mega- 
cycles, full tube deflection; horizon- 
tal, flat within 1 db 5 cycles to 1 

megacycle. 
High sensitivity: vertical, 0.05 RMS 
volts per inch; horizontal 0.1 RMS 
volts per inch. 

Single -sweep triggered time base per - 

mils observation of transients or ir- 
regularly recurring phenomena. 
Variable delay circuit usable with 
external or internal trigger or sepa- 
rate from scope. 
Sawtooth sweep range covers 5 
cycles to 500 kilocycles per second. 
4,000 -volt acceleration gives superior 
intensity and definition. 

For complete data, request Bulletin MO -910 

SWEEP CALIBRATOR 

Model GL -22 A 
This versatile source of timing markers 
provides these requisites for accurate 
time and frequency measurements with 
an oscilloscope: 

Positive and negative markers at 
0.1, 1.0, 10, and 100 micro -seconds. 
Marker amplitude variable to 50 
volts. 
Gate having variable width and 
amplitude for blanking or timing. 
Trigger generator with positive 
and negative outputs. 
Further details are given in 
Bulletin MC -910. 

SQUARE -WAVE MODULATOR 
AND POWER SUPPLY 

Model TVN-7 

Here is the heart of a super high fre- 
quency signal generator with square - 
wave, FM, or pulse modulation. Pro- 
vides for grid pulse modulation to 60 
volts, reflector pulse modulation to 100 
volts, square -wave modulation from 
600 to 2,500 cycles. Voltage -regulated 
power supply continuously variable 
280.480 or 180-300 volts dc. For addi- 
tional data and application notes, see 
Bulletin MM -910. 

STANDING WAVE RATIO METER AND HIGH GAIN AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

Model TAA-16 

Ask for your FREE copy of 
our Brochure illustrating and 
describing all Browning Prod- 
ucts. 

In Canada, address Meas- 
urement Engineering Ltd., 
Arnprior, Ontario. 

EXPORT SALES 
9 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA 

Rm. 1422, New York 20, N.Y. 

Standing wave voltage ratios are read directly 
on the panel meter of this sensitive, accurate 
measuring instrument. 
Frequency range 500 to 5,000 cycles per second. 
Two input channels with separate gain control 
for each. 
"Wide -band" sensitivity 15 microvolts full scale. 
"Selective" sensitivity 10 microvolts full scale. 
Bolometer/crystal switch adjusts input circuit 
to signal source. 

Write for Bulletin MA -910 containing full details 
of this useful instrument. 

BROWNING 
Laboratories, I n c. 
Winchester. M a s s. 

ENGINEERED FOR E N G I N E C F' 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

watt) to plus 16 and off in 4 -vu 
steps; plus 5 to plus 20 vu and off 
in 4 -vu steps. Spacing between ad- 
jacent positions is 30 degrees. 

R -F Power Supply 
SPELLMAN TELEVISION CO., INC,. 
130 W. 24th St., New York 11, N. 
Y., has available a 30 -kv r -f power 
supply suitable for application in 
dust precipitation, electrostatic 
painting and insulation breakdown 
tests, as well as projection televis- 
ion. Power up to 500 µa may be 

drawn with good regulation. Volt- 
age is variable from 15 kv to 30 kv 
through a control on the front 
panel. 

H -V -Coupler Controls 
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC., Dover, 
N.H. Type 56-125 high -voltage 
coupler, for controls used in tv, 
oscillograph and other h -v circuits, 
uses a plastic straight -through 
shaft in place of the previous insu- 
lating strip joining separate sec- 
tions of the metal shaft. This 
eliminates backlash, providing more 
critical settings where necessary. 
An insulating tube isolates the con - 
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One of a series of messages to help you increase your understanding of business paper advertising, and its effect on your business. 

Why you and your 

advertising manager 

are partners 

UMW WHERE YOU SIT, advertising may look like r the "glamour department" of your company - 
necessary, of course, but pretty far removed from 
the hard-headed realities of the production line. 

But take a closer look. In one respect, the adver- 
tising manager's job bears a striking resemblance to 
your own. 

You're production -minded. You're concerned with 
anything that will improve plant procedures, speed 
up assembly time, prevent waste, and reduce the 
manufacturing cost per unit. 

And that is precisely where you walk arm -in -arm 
with your advertising manager. Because he thinks 
the same way about the manufacture of a sale. 

The whole process of selling and distribution are 
his assembly line. And every time he can reduce the 
unit cost of a sale by so much as a few cents, he 
increases your company's chance to show a profit. 

Ask him for a definition of advertising, and he will 
probably tell you that it is simply mechanized selling, 
a machine that multiplies the productive capacity of 
the sales force - seeking out prospects, arousing their 
interest, creating a preference for the things your 
company makes. 

And when it is concentrated among the hand- 
picked readers of business papers, advertising becomes 
the most efficient machine this partner of yours has 
found for lowering the cost of producing a sale. 

What are the ten ways to measure the results of your business paper 
advertising? You'll find the answers in a recent ABP folder, which we'll 
be glad to send you on request. Also, if you'd like reprints of this adver- 
tisement (or the entire series) to show to others in your organization, you 
may have them for the asking. 

THE ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS 

205 East 42nd Street, New York 11, N. Y. 
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CC>AX ARTICULATED R.F. CABLES 

We are specially organi73ed 
to handle direct enquiries 
from overseas and can give 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIEStoU.S.A. 

Cab/e your rush order for 
delivery 6y air. Settlement in 

dollars 6y check on your own hank. 

Tansactión as simple as any local 

purchase andddreryjus/asÁ.. 

NIGH POWER 
FLEXIBLE 

PHOTOCELL 
CABLE 

VERY LOW 
CAPACITANCE 

CABLES 

LOW 
ATTEN 
TYPES 

IMPED: ATTEN. LOADING 

OHMS áb100 it K..- 
ar /00 M/ 

A.1 74 1.7 0.11 
74 1.3 0.24 

A.34 73 0.6 1 5 

LOW 
CAPAC. 
TYPES 1 

CAPAC. 
mmi9l 

IMPED. 
OHMS 

ATTEN. 
JbIOOft. 
/6,04k4 

O.D 

C 1 7.3 150 2.5 0.36 
P.0 1 10.2 132 3.1 0.36 
C.11 6.3 173 3.2 0.36 
C.2 6.3 171 2.15 0:44 
C.22 5.5 184 2.8 0.44 
C.3 5.4 197 1.9 0.64 
C.33 4.8 220 2.4 0.64 
C.44 4.1 252 2.1 1.03 

T R AN S RA D I O LTD 138A CROMWELL ROAD 

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT... LONDON.S.W.I'ENGLAND. 

CABLES : TRANS RAD LONDON 

7áe SYMBOL of QUALITY for 62 YEARS 
WASHERS . . . Standard and Special, Every Type, Material, Purpose, 
Finish ... STAMPINGS of every Description . . . Blanking, Forming, 
Drawing, Extruding. 
Your most dependable source of supply - the world's largest manufac- 
turer of Washers, serving Industry since 1887. Over 22,000 sets of Dies. 

Submit your blueprints and quantity requirements for estimates. 

WROUGHT WASHER 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

The World's Largest Producer of Washers 

2118 S. BAY ST., MILWAUKEE 7, W 

---j: 
pY15lE 

31/s KW 
VACUUM TUBE 

BOMBARDER 
or 

INDUCTION 
HEATING UNIT 

Only $975 
Never before a value like this 31Y2 KW 

bombarder or high frequency induction 
heater ... for saving time and money in 

surface hardening, brazing, soldering, an- 
nealing and many other heat treating 
operations. Is 

Portable . . . mounted on four 
rubber coasters. Width 141/"; 
depth 27"; height 421/2"; weight 
300#. 

Operates from 220 volt line. Complete 
with foot switch and one heating coil 
made to customer's requirements. Send 

samples of work wanted. We will advise 
time cycle required for your particular 
job. Cost, complete, only $975. Imme- 
diate delivery. 

Scientific Electric Electronic Heaters are 
made in the following ranges of power: 
1 -2-3-5-71/2-10-121/2-15-18-25-40-60-80- 
100-250. KW. 

Division of 

"S" CORRUGATED QUENCHED GAP CO. 

105 - 119 Monroe St., Garfield, N. J. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

trol proper from its mounting bush- 
ing and protects the plastic shaft. 
Control -to -ground breakdown rat- 
ing is better than 10,000 volts. 

Vibration Pickup 
TELECOMPUTING CORP., 2901 Holly- 
wood Way, Burbank, Calif. The 
Vibratab is a vibration frequency 
pickup only in. in diameter, 
weighing less than a gram. The in- 
strument's light weight permits 
accurate testing of highly sensitive 
test struct, -es without danger of 
influencin vibration characteris- 

tics. It has a life expectancy of 100 
to 300 hours and will respond to 
acceleration frequencies from 3 to 
over 2,000 cps. 

Transmitter Capacitors 
CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC CORP., 

South Plainfield, N. J. The Fara- 
don NF series of transmitter mica 
capacitors with universal mount- 
ings are intended for use in low - 
power transmitters for plate or grid 
coupling, filament, and plate bypass 
applications. Dimensions are lib X 

x 137ff in. overall. Rating range 
is from 0.00005 µf with 2,500 d -c 
working volts to 0.03 µf with 600 
d -c working volts. 

Oscillograph Tube 
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, Harrison, 
N. J. A new, 3 -inch, oscillograph 
tube 3KP11 is intended particularly 

This Outstanding Reference Catalog 
Called by many users the "Bible of the Stainless Steel 
Fastening Industry', Anti -Corrosive's new catalog 
gives a complete listing of more than 7,000 items IN 
STOCK! Send us a note on your letterhead request 
ing Catalog 49C. 

din+i- Corrosive 
STAINLESS STEEL FASTENINGS 

DO THE JOB ße++er 

W 

Let Stainless 
Steel Fastenings Help 
Cut YOUR Costs for Both 
Production and Maintenance 
in the Field of Electronics! 

Every day, the electronus industry is discover- 
ing more specific ways in which stainless 
fastenings do the job better! They not only 
resist corrosion, vibration and changes in tem- 
perature, but also give you added strength, 
fine appearance, ease in cleaning or reuse and 
non-magnetic quality. Stainless gives you a 
lower ultimate cost through longer life and 
elimination of production interruptions. ¡ 

é 
A Note on Your Letterhead Brings YOU 

8 fie 

1000 ITEMS 

IN STOCK 

Nuts 

Bolts 

Cap Screws 

Machine Screws 

Nails 

Set Screws 

Pins 

Rivets 

Sheet Metal 
Screws 

Washers 

Wood Screws 

Aircraft 
Fastenings to 
A -N & Govt. 
Specifications 

Manufacturers of STAINLESS STEEL FASTENINGS 
CASTLETON-ON - HUDSON, NEW YORK 
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Cazt Be 
>r4TT,ACIIFD & SOLDERED 
in ONEi iatic 0' ! 

722 --1-r-7-` o 
® 

© J O n CC`)12 J1:1: 

fli=ftf: 

New Terminal Attaching Machine- 
attaches and solders various sizes and types of pre -soldered tandem 
terminals (supplied on reels) at rates up to 1200 per hour. Machine cuts 
off, clinches and solders terminals in one instantaneous operation. 
Eliminates handling of loose terminals, solder and flux to increase pro- 
duction and lower costs on long runs. Standard types available. Strong, 
perfectly soldered joints are assured, as absolute control of heat is 
maintained. Send for detailed information, enclose sample of wire and 
terminal now used. Address Dept. F. 

For ordinary runs in moderate quantity we continue to produce 

SEPARATE TERMINALS for ELECTRIC WIRES 

We also make SMALL METAL STAMPINGS, exact to Customer's 
Prints. Modern Plant, Equipment and Methods. Precision Work. 
Moderate Die Charges. Prompt, Dependable Service. 

PATTOIVMacGUYER COMPANY 
17 Virginia Avenue, Providence,R.I. 

TOLERANCE TO ± 0.1% 

.01 OHM TO 1.0 MÉGOHM 

HIGH OR LOW WATTAGE 

HERMETIC SEALED TYPES 

ALL TYPES OF MOUNTING.. 

INRESCO Resistors are a product of high- 
speed winding techniques that introduce a 
new measure of economy in precision wire 
wound resistors. 
They are available for IMMEDIATE DE- 
LIVERY, in diversified types that meet 
practically every circuit requirement of 
load, ohmic value, size, shape, and operat- 
ing condition. 

When planning a new circuit design, inves- 
tigate the advantage of INRESCO resistors 
for economy, dependability and perma- 
nently fixed characteristics. For complete 
details, call or write today for your copy of 
the INRESCO catalog. 

Manufacturers and designers of wire 
wound resistors-exclusively. Estimates on 
custom built resistors furnished. 

INSTRUMENT RESISTORS COMPANY 
1036 COMMERCE AVE'UE, UNION, NEW JERSEY O 

POLARAD 
TELEVISION E ment 
for studio laboratory manufacturer 

SYNCHRONIZING GENERATOR 
Model PT 101-Television 

FEATURES 
Built -In 3' oscilloscope with synchronized sweeps for 
viewing Timing and Video Output pulse wave forms. 
Synchronized marker system for checking pulse width 
and rise time. 
Extreme stability, insured by deriving all pulses from 
leading edge of master oscillator pulse. 
Means for checking synchronizing pulses In odd and 
even fields. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
i25 line, Interlocad, 60 fields, 30 frames, RMA Synchron- 
izing pulses held to tolerance specified In the NRTPB 
report of 1945. Output Pulses; Synchronizing. Video Ilanking, Camera Blanking, Horizontal Driving. Vertical 
Driving Pulses. 5 volts across 100 ohm termination. 
Dual output jacks. 115 volts 50/60 CDs. Complete with 
tubes. 

TELEVISION 
MONOSCOPE 
SIGNAL 
SOURCE 

Model PT 102 
Composite Video Signal 
Wide Band Video Ampli- 
fier, 6 DB down at IOMC 
Dual outputs for feeding 
two 75 or 100 lines 
Black positive or Black 
negative output 
Resolution greater than 
600 lines 

INPUT: Vertical and Hori- 
zontal Dr InIng 
Dulses. Camera 
and iii n es oo pe 
Blanking Pulses. 

OUTPUT:Compoelte Video 
Signal, 3 volts. 
100 ohm line 115 
volta 60/60 cps. Complete with 
tubes and Includ- 
ing high and low voltage power 
unite. 

9 FERRY STREET 
NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

Television engineers and consultants to 
the nation's great television stations. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

for photographic recording of elec- 
trical phenomena. The blue radia- 
tion of its fluorescent screen is 
highly actinic and has sufficiently 
short persistence for moving -film 
recording without blurring except 
where the film moves at high speed. 
The tube has electrostatic focus, 
electrostatic deflection, high deflec- 
tion sensitivity, and a zero current - 
to -first anode gun. 

D -C Timing Motor 
THE A. W. HAYDON Co., Waterbury, 
Conn., is producing series 5500 and 
5700 d -c motors with a specially de- 
signed marine -type clock escape- 
ment governor for uniform time 
drive on d -c. They will maintain an 
accuracy of 1 percent and 0.1 per- 
cent respectively under variations 

of input voltage of ±20 percent, 
load variations from 0 to 30 inch 
ounces (based on a 1 -rpm speed) 
and over a temperature range of 
-50 F to +150 F. 

1)-C Mieroammeter 
W. S. MACDONALD CO., INC., 33 Uni- 
versity Road, Cambridge 38, Mass. 
Type 100 microammeter is designed 
for measuring very small direct 

Cvt "Breadboard" Time 50% with 
UNICHASSIS 

THE ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION SET 

First advertised in the July 1949 issue of 

ELECTRONICS, the UNICHASSIS has been pur- 

chased by mail by hundreds of manufactur- 

ers, laboratories and schools. It has been 

found that, properly used, laboratory time 

for construction of experimental circuits can 

be cut in half. Thousands of different circuits 

have been created and tested on this device. 

Once completed the circuit can be stored, 

used as permanent equipment, or broken 

down for re -use. Complex circuits have been 

created using UNICHASSIS in gangs. 

HERE'S HOW IT'S MADE 

A. Brass trough busbar partly filled with solder. 

Stick wire in groove and touch with iron. 

B. Connector pins to plug in input or output. 

C. Ends of busbars fit UNILEADS-simply plug in. 

D. Socket holes take regular, snap -rim or lip 

mount sockets. Miniature adapters also fur- 
nished for up to 16 tubes total. 

E. Four 7 -pin socket holes and four 9 -pin socket 

holes, plus miniature adapters shown here. 

F. Access holes for grid cap leads and leads from 

components on lower shelf. 

G. Mounting holes for pots, switches, jacks, fuses, 

lights, condensers, etc. 

H. Lower shelf drilled for fixed mounting of 

heavier components. 

I. Tube -socket mounting holes tapped for screws. 

1. Holes for connection to two or more UNI- 

CHASSIS. Overall dimensions 11" x 7" x 81/4". 

UNILEAD SET 
Consisting of fittings and leads which plug into each other, allowing endless combination of 

short -proof connections. Assorted lengths of flexible, insulated conductors with terminals at each end. 

COMPLETE KIT 
UNICHASSIS plus 22 UNILEADS and 96 UNILEAD attachments consisting of probes, alligator clips, 

barano plugs, phone -tip plugs, Pee Wee Clips, spade lugs, large and small grid caps, Fahenstock 

clips and ample 1" and 1/2" connectors, solder -stub connectors, tee and X connectors. 

Everything Ready to go, on a "Breadboard" 

that can be used again and again 

SMALL CROSS-SECTION OF PURCHASERS 

Armour Research Foundation - Bell Telephone Labs. - E. I. Dupont - Douglas Aircraft - GE - 
Johns Hopkins - Monsanto - N.Y.U. - Bureau of Standards - University of Pennsylvania - Shell Oil 

- Fisher Pierce - Kimbery Clark - Brookhaven National Laboratory - Geophysical Service, Inc. - Fed- 

eral Telecommunication Labs. - and practically every government laboratory. 

PRICE $22 5 0 
f.o.b. Washington. See your local jobber or send your order 

complete direct to us. We pay postage if money order or check is advanced. 

UNI -PRODUCTS, INC. 
1048 POTOMAC STREET, N.W . WASHINGTON 7, D. C. 
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ENLARGED VIEW 

IF IT'S 

SPECIAL 

SEE 

PROGRESSIVE 

1 
KEEP YOUR COSTS DOWN 

Progressive specializes in manu- 
facturing special heads, threads 
and finishes on any metal or alloy 
adapted to cold upset. Please 
write for catalog showing many 
Progressive specials. Catalog in- 
cludes purchasing and engineer- 
ing helps. 

7%e PROGRESSIVE 

MANUFACTURING CO. 

50 NORWOOD ST. 

TORRINGTON, CONNECTICUT 

STANDARDIZED rtifsr- 
METAL EQUIPMENT 
ADAPTABLE FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT 
Par -Metal Equipment offers many features, including func- 
tional dreamlined design, rugged construction, beautiful 
finish . . . plus ADAPTABILITY. Eliminate need for special 
made-tc-order units on many jobs. 

r 

Engineers and manufacturers wi I 

effect ecanomies with Par-Metc I 

Products, which are available far 
every type of job from a sma I 
receiver to a deluxe broadcast 
transmitter. 

Proféssiord techniques and years 
of specialization are reflected ii 
the high quality of Par -Metal. . 

CABINETS CHASSIS 

PANELS RACKS 

Viet:.e eataPo9 

cPte 
ADAPTABLE 

anc( 
DEPENDABLE 

Adaptability and dependability are two 
of the most outstanding features in 

STERLING INDUSTRIAL RELAYS. 

STERLING RELAYS have won general 

acceptance as standard equipment by 

many users throughout industry. Among 

these satisfied customers are manufac- 

turers, military and naval services along 

with industrial and private laboratories. 

STERLING will engineer and design 
relays for your particular needs or 

requirements. 

TYPE GS illustrated. 

TYPE KS - for Aircraft, Long Form 

Telephone type Relays are standard 
manufacture at Sterling. 

Write today for your copy of BULLETIN 

110 on relays for industry. 

LACONIA 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

currents. Input resistance is 50 

ohms and sensitivity is 1 ua full 
scale. An output jack is provided 
so that the instrument can be used 
as a high -sensitivity d -c amplifier, 
and as such it will actuate a 1 -ma, 
1400 -ohm recorder directly. 

Terminal Structure 
VECTOR ELECTRONIC CO., 1101 

Riverside Drive, Los Angeles 31, 

Calif. The Socket -Turret is a new 
terminal structure on which the cir- 
cuit components associated with a 
vacuum tube may be neatly con- 
nected directly at the socket. The 

method is applicable to almost any 
electronic assembly whether for 
large or small production or for 
experimental work. Various mount- 
ings available are described and 
illustrated in a recent bulletin. 

Impedance Measuring Unit 
ELECTRODYNE CO., 899 Boylston St., 
Boston 15, Mass. Facilitating the 
measurement of impedances from 
0.1 to 100,000 ohms through a wide 
range of frequencies, the Impedom- 
eter, used in conjunction with a 

suitable oscillator and vtvm, pro- 
vides means for comparing the volt- 
age drop across a resistive standard 
when the same current is flowing in 
both circuits. The unit uses stand- 

IMPECSJMETER 

Wte 
T L-40C 

(OMP4$$1O4TO? 
TRANSMITTER 

by 

... for instrument landing 
systems and short 
range navigation. 

SPECIALLY designed for the 
standard CAA and ICAO in- 

strument landing systems. Enables 
the pilot to navigate to the ILS and 
line himself up on the localizer. Also suitable for installation in 
any location where a low powered homing facility is required. Can 
be used to locate fan markers and other important reference points. 

This transmitter is built for maximum accessibility. A feature 
of the equipment is simplified tuning, only two controls being 
required to tune the transmitter to the crystal frequency. Entire 
unit mounted on ball bearing wheels; can be rolled out of its cabinet 
on self-contained tracks. May be serviced from the front while in 

operation. 

A separate antenna tuning unit is supplied with the transmitter. 
It is contained in a totally enclosed aluminum housing; designed for 
mounting on any vertical surface. Includes an antenna tuning 
control and a current meter on the front panel. 25 feet of Trans- 
mission line is supplied to connect the tuning unit to the transmitter. 

Write for our New bulletin on the TL -40C 
Address Dept. ES -9 

Communications Division 

RADIO R1;1'I:I'TOR COMPANY. INC. 
Since 1922 in Radio and Electronics 

251 WEST 19th STREET NEW YORK 1 1 , N. Y. 
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Volume users 
of 

SA. caw' 9a4,ee, «a 
and allied devices 

turn first to 

UNITED-CARR 
for cost-cutting 

design engineering 
service 

Send us your specifications or 
requirements. Address Dept. 14 

UNITED-CARR FASTENER CORP. 
Cambridge 42, Mass. 

MASERS DOT STENERS 
af o 

MICROPOT 
\,PRECISION TEN -TURN POTENTIOMETER 
N You get permanent accuracy be- 

e cause the resistance wire is locked 
in place. It is precision positioned 
and moulded integrally with the 
housing. 

2 You get permanently accurate set- 
a tings, smooth action and low 

uniform torque provided by the 
stainless steel, precision ground, 
double thread lead screw guiding 
the moving contact. 

You get precise positioning of the 
moving contact because of the 
two bearings supporting the rotor 
assembly. 

You get good rigid terminals be- 
cause they are moulded integrally 
with the housing. 

Terminals soldered to ends of re- 
sistance element before moulding. 
Entire resistance circuit is an inte- 
gral part of the housing. 

GYou get accurate setting and re- 
e setting due to anti -backlash spring 

in contact guide. 

7 You get a fine resolution because 
e of the 431/2" length of resistance 

wire in the spiral element. 

9You get a resistance output directly 
e proportional to shaft rotation with- 

in ±0.1% of the total resistance. 
Every potentiometer is automatic- 
ally machine tested for linearity 
at 101 points. 

3. 

e 

Units for immediate shipment: 
1,000 to 30,000 ohm range. 
Special resistance values made to order. 

WRITE TODAY FOR 
ENGINEERING INFORMATION 

GIBBS DIVISION 
THE GEORGE W. BORG CORPORATION 

DELAVAN WISCONSIN 

INKLESS 
RECTILINEAR 

Direct Writing 

RECORDERS 

- with 
extremely high 

torque movement 
(200,000 dyne ems), rug- 

gedly built and producing 
clear, permanent records. 

Sanborn Direct Writing Recorders offer these 
advantages, plus performance characteristics 

(see table below) that make them outstandingly 
useful in a wide variety of industrial recording 
applications. 

Whenever a phenomenon or action lends it- 
self to transformation to an electrical quantity, 
and whether the variation is steady or of a pulse 
type, these Recorders (with associated amplifiers) 
can be used for immediate, direct, continuous 
registration. 

Typical applications, actual and potential, in- 
clude: temperature changes, automotive noise 
and vibration, varied output of strain gages and 
bridges, lightning and earthquake recording, 
pressure variations, audio frequency response, 
and many others. 

Recording paper (Sanborn Permapaper) is heat 
sensitive - eliminating ink - yet clear and perma- 
nent. Trace is rectilinear - no curvature, no nega- 
tive time intervals - yet with totally negligible 
tangent error. 

Sanborn Recorders are available in self-con- 
tained, portable recording outfits, complete with 
cases and controls, or in component form for 
integration with existing equipment. Associated 
amplifiers are also available. 

TABLE OF CONSTANTS 
Sensitivity 10 mo/I cm. 
Coil resistance . 3,000 ohms, center tapped for 

push-pull operation. 
Critical damping resistance 500 ohms. 
Undamped fundamental frequency . . 45 cycles/sec. 
Stylus heater requires from external source . 1.25 volts, 

3.5 amps, AC or DC. 
Maximum undistorted deflection . 2.5 cm. each way 

from center. 
Marker requires from external source . 1.25 volts, at 

1.5 amps, AC or DC. 
Paper speed 25 mm/sec. 
Chart ruling I mm intervals. 

t , oslonot 

tsaaend wdºh's. 
eener 

h 
depr`1plf 

en and phetogrep 

enteined in 'his Ws- 

lee fie 

Send Le 
leider 

(briefly 
stages prop^ppe 

eppitp'Mne) 
le 

DIVISION 
INDUSTRIAL 

"D u 5 Sanborn SQnb 
SSACHUSEtiS 

CAMBRIDGE 39' 
MA. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

and resistors accurate to 1 percent. 
No batteries are used. A descrip- 
tive bulletin with complete speci- 
fications and application data iF 

available on request. 

Crystal Microphone 
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Buchanan, 
Michigan. Model 911 Mercury 
microphone is a general-purpose 
crystal type with a frequency re- 
sponse which is substantially flat 
from 50 to 8,000 cps. Output level 

is -48 db. It is available with 
either 8 or 20 -ft cable. Further de- 
tails may be found in bulletin 154. 

Ultrasonic Analyzer 
PANORAMIC RADIO PRODUCTS, INC., 
10 South Second Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
N. Y. Typical uses of the SB -7 
ultrasonic analyzer include analysis 
of ultrasonic vibrations, monitoring 
telemetering subcarriers and com- 
munications carrier systems, and 

ino. 
. 

ElectMeter 
nic 

Fre1j'res 
20CYto 

100 
KC 

The Type 838 Frequency Meter is a direct reading in- 
strument designed to measure audio and supersonic 
frequencies from 20 to 100,000 cycles per second. The 
instrument has great laboratory and industrial utility in 
applications requiring either occasional or continuous 
frequency measurement in the above spectrum. A jack 
connection has been provided on the back of the instru- 
ment for the use of an external recording milliammeter 
for applications where a continuous graphic frequency 
record is required. 

-Features- 
Frequency range from 20 cycles to 100 KC. 

Seven ranges available with an accuracy of 2% of full scale on 
all ranges. 

Can operate on input voltage as low as 1/2 volt. 

Large easy -to -read meter with illuminated dial. 

Built-in voltage regulated power supply. 

Indication on meter is substantially independent of input wave form. 

May be used with an indicating recorder to make permanent 
records of frequency runs. 

Mounted on standard 51/4" relay rack panel. 

Write for additional information 
Dept. E-2 
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PEERLESS 20-20 

L,.r---- 

TRANSFORMER B 

TRANSFORMER C 

TRANSFORMER D 

TRANSFORMER E 

AGAIN! PEERLESS 
DEMONSTRATES SUPERIORITY 

OF ITS TRANSFORMERS 
BY SQUARE WAVE TEST 
AT WCEMA SHOW AND 

WEST COAST I.R.E. CONVENTION 
IN SAN FRANCISCO 

Photos show square wave response with 
11,000 cycle fundamental frequency 

Square waves provide the most rigorous test of an audio system 
and give indisputable evidence on transformer performance. These 
square wave tests were made under conditions simulating actual 
transformer operation. that is, square waves were fed from a bal- 
anced generator through resistors equivalent to the plate load of 
the tubes. A non -inductive resistance load was used on the sec- 
ondary. All transformers were demonstrated under identical con- 
ditions. No compensation of any kind was used. A switching 
mechanism was arranged to give an A -B comparison between any 
of the transformers. All competitive transformers (as well as the 
Peerless transformer used) were selected from jobber stock items 
of leading transformer manufacturers. Only the highest priced 
"high quality" transformer of each manufacturer was chosen. 
Equally decisive comparative results were obtained at all other 
frequencies from 20,000 down to 20 cycles. Let Peerless figure on 
all of YOUR transformer requirements. 

PEERLESS ELECTRICAL 

PRODUCTS DIVISION 
t 161 N. Vine St., Hollywood 38, C.I. 
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y. 

Frazar & Hansen Ltd., 301 Clay St.. San Francisco 11. Cal. 
Exclusive Export Agent 

COMPANY INC. 

2446 LAKESHORE DRIVE 
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MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN 

tiµbi, NNN1111V1AVI 

Have you examined 
these volumes 

in the 
M.I.T. RADIATION 

LABORATORY SERIES 
eet.%%%ei*.i.+vVeNNo%e,v%% %%%% 

COMPONENTS HANDBOOK 
Vol. 17. Edited by John F. Blackburn, M.I.T. 
613 pages, illustrated, $8.00 

This book codifies information on the properties 
and characteristics of most electronic components. 
The first part lists fixed components such as wires, 

cables, resistors, etc. The second deals with electro- 

mechanical devices and the third section is devoted 

to vacuum tubes and cathode ray tubes. 

VACUUM TUBE AMPLIFIERS 
Vol. 18. Edited by George E. Valley, Jr., 
M.I.T.; and Henry Wellman, M.I.T. 733 

pages, illustrated, $10.00 

Here is a complete analysis of important types of 

amplifiers together with their design principles and 
constructional techniques. The amplifiers dis- 

cussed provide special characteristics such as very 

high gain, large bandwidth, or precise response. 

WAVEFORMS 
Vol. 19. Edited by Britton Chance, E. F. 

MacNichol, University of Penn.; F. C. Wil- 
liams, Manchester University; V. W. Hughes, 
Columbia University; and D. Sayre, Ala- 
bama Polytechnic Institute. 776 pages, illus- 
trated, $10.00 

A detailed description of the generation and use 
of precisely controlled voltages and currents, in- 

troducing methods of wave shaping by linear 
circuit elements and negative feedback amplifiers. 
The properties of vacuum tubes as non-linear cir- 
cuit elements and their application to waveform 
manipulation are presented in detail. 

ELECTRONIC TIME 
MEASUREMENTS 

Vol. 20. Edited by Britton Chance and E. F. 
MacNichol, University of Penn.; and R. I. 
Hulsizer, M.I.T. 528 pages, $7.00 

This book opens with a survey of precision rang- 
ing circuits depending upon both manual and 
automatic control. The second part deals with 
circuits using supersonic delay elements for can- 
cellation of recurrent waveforms, and the third 
section presents precision methods for data trans- 
mission employing pulse timing techniques. 

SEE THEM 10 DAYS FREE 

- - - MAIL COUPON TODAY - --- 
McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., INC., 

330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C. 18 

Send me the volumes of the M.I.T. RADIATION LABO. 
RATORY SERIES indicated by the numbers encircled be- 
low for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days I 

will remit the price of the books I keep. plus a few 
cents for delivery, and return unwanted books postpaid. 
We pay for delivery if you remit with this coupon; same 
return privilege.) 

17 18 

Name 

Is 20 

Address 

e,ity zone State 

00m pang 

Position L-10-49 

This otter applies to U. S. only. 

Mlle MI« MIN MMI MI OM IM 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

other investigations requiring over- 
all observation of the ultrasonic 
spectrum. Frequency range is from 
2 to 300 kc. The unit also features 
a continuously variable scanning 
width from a 200-kc maximum to 
zero, full scale deflections for input 
voltages between 1 my and 50 volts. 
Signal amplitude ratios as high as 
300 to 1 are measurable. 

Ultrasonic Generator 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Schenectady 
5, N. Y., announces a new ultrasonic 
generator for use in research labor- 
atories to study the effect of ultra- 
sonic energy on various materials 
and processes. It converts h -f elec- 
trical power into h -f mechanical vi- 
brations in the form of sound waves 
pitched much higher than the range 

of human hearing. Four vibration 
frequencies are provided: 300, 500, 
750 and 1,000 kc. Power input is 
500 watts at 115 volts, 50 cycles, 
while power output is 200 to 250 
acoustical watts. 

Fuse Holder 
HUGH H. EBY, INC., 4703 Stenton 
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. Using the 
principle of a tube socket contact of 
proper diameter, a new fuse holder 
has been developed for in -the -line 
service in electrical and electronic 
equipment. Positive contact is as - 

x 
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Mr PRECISION 

Iransformers 

ENCLOSED CASE, compound filled, for 
h.gh moisture resistance. Standard 
cases up to 500 VA. Wide range of 
standard audio transformer units. 

HERMETICALLY SEALED and 
compound filled cases. Glass or 
ceramic sealed terminals. De 
signed to meet JAN salt water 
immersion tests. 

FOR TODAY'S 
MORE EXACTING 
REQUIREMENTS 

POWER - - AUDIO 

CHOKES - - FILTERS 

For Television and all other appli- 
cations where specifications are pre- 
cise and the emphasis is on qual- 
ity and performance, famous 
FERRANTI transformers offer 
superior value. 

Into each unit goes long years of 
specialized experience, plus up-to- 
the-minute knowledge of today's 
improved practices and latest ma- 
terials. Our large and varied stock 
of patterns, tools, and dies often 
permits us to supply "custom" 
requirements from standard parts, 
effecting worthwhile savings. We in- 
vite your inquiries. 

FERRANTI 
ELECTRIC, INC. 

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA 

New York 20, N.Y. 

OPEN FRAME TYPE for mass 
production, minimum cost and 
weight for enclosed equipment. 
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Prade Mark 

CUSTOM INSTRUMENTATION 

ACCELEROMETERS 

ALTIMETERS 

AIRSPEED TRANSMITTERS 

PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS 

MINIATURE 
ELECTRICAL 

TRANSMITTERS 
Fully temperature compensated 

The most RELIABLE precision instru- 

ments employing strain gage elements 

ever constructed for industrial and air- 

craft applications 

Specify Teleflight Instruments 

Write for descriptive bulletin 

ENGINEERING PHYSICS DIVISION 

3heclit e 3tatie b, 9,rirc. 
North Tonawanda, New York, U. S. A. 

+`caY(sct 

TUBE CHECKER 
KIT 

$2950 ; 

fearl4it 
TELEVISION 
GENERATOR 

KIT 

$3950 

CONDENSERV 
CHECKER KIT! 

;1950 

NEW 
.7tieatk4r 

T' IMPEDAN:i: 
\BRIDGE SET 

$695° 

NE W '4rat/r.e.et 
H A N D I T E S T E R 

KIT .. $13.50 

eleethbih beautiful beery n d 

quality senice instruments supplied' 
bl.d^lbe builder not onN ea 

l.bee m+ bu learns ea. deal .baut M 

end features dbtbe i - 

a4d.. aid. "M 
end .. al the Neils...Sy 

eeM. Ise leading sit4r 
eN,..leal.l6.ouybeut the United Stale.,beaF 

e.dl. n6 n. 110Y 60 . 
.ma N a.n. all tubes. 

J. ol b.otM Paeal .l,.ade coils 
d,l.`..d.n printed, 

«e ..Pd.dE 
vkN 

Per, 
r 

.blre.nd . video 
tee to the p.u.. Ñ .Be.e nR se. 

limited bedR.t. 
thee: Peer three instruments 

C equipment on 
en D..db..op. 

Peeve... Tube Yo6..l.. end S Bnal Ge 

complete la. .m E'l 
1/TWA 

W 

ces. o/ o lectoryAN elen.. 

' 'eatk4it 
R.F. SIGNAL 
GEN. KIT 

s19so 

7ieatáleré'' 
BATTERY 
ELIMINATOR 
KIT 

$225; 

%feat44a 

VACUUM TUBE 

VOLTMETER KIT 

HEATH COMPANY 
BENTON HARBOR,.14 

MICHIGAN EXPORT DEPARTMENT 
13 EAST 40.6 STREET 

NEW YORK 16. N Y 

[ABLE- ARIAS -N T 

r COVERING THE ENTIRE 

RANGE OF COMPONENTS... 
iffitagetainummaimmi 

CTC ALL -SET Boards 

Speed Up Work On 

Assembly Lines And 

In Laboratories 
L J 

CTC ALL -SET Boards are designed to 
save time and cut costs over a wide range 
of standard assembly operations. 

Boards with Type 1724 Turret Lugs 
come in four widths: %", 2", 2 %", 3"; and 
in thicknesses of 3,", %", 346". A Board 
with Type 1558 Turret Lugs, for miniature 
components, is 1146" wide, with thicknesses 
of ii6" and 342" only (Type X1401E). This 
new miniature Board completes the CTC 
ALL -SET group. 

Boards are all of laminated phenolic, in 
five -section units scribed for easy separa- 
tion. Each section is drilled for 14 lugs, 
with 10 mounted, except X1401A (%" 
wide), which is drilled for 7 lugs per sec- 
tion, with 5 mounted. All lugs are solidly 
and precisely swaged, and each whole board 
is ready for assembly. 

Custom -Built Boards 
are an important specialty at CTC. Avail 
yourself of our long experience in handling 
the widest range of materials and jobs - 
many of them requiring special tools - 
and in all types of work to commercial or 
government specifications. 

CTC ALL -SET Terminal Boards, Cus- 
tom -Built Boards and many other CTC 
Guaranteed Components are described and 
illustrated in our big new catalog #300. 
Send for your copy today. 

Turret Lugs 

Terminal 
Boards 

Split Lugs 

Double -End 
Lugs Swagers 

Cusfem eve Jf.ndald 
The Çvua amfeed 

Comhonew4 
CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORP. 
437 Concord Ave., Cambridge 38, Mass. 

I -1 
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(continued) 

e wire lead to 
w .ct by a solder - 

;11. After three 
úp-inch diameter 

ti w gximum voltage 
amperes when 

-o x.247 -inch - 

Trap 
.MERICA, Harrison, 

N. J., has developed the type 203L5 
video -circuit trap, designed for use 
in the plate circuit of the first video 
amplifier of television receivers to 

attenuate the 4.5 -mc intercarrier 
beat frequency. Its design uses a 
fixed, ceramic capacitor shunting a 
low -Q inductance tuned by an ad- 
justable iron core. 

Servo Analyzer 
FLIGHT RESEARCH ENGINEERING 
CORP., P. 0. Box 1-F, Richmond, Va. 
Type 6 servo analyzer is a portable 
instrument for measuring the dy- 
namic characteristics of servos or 
control systems employing 60 or 
400 -cycle electrical error measuring 

MICROSEN D. C. AMPLIFIER ---' 
HEAT RESISTANCE PRESSURE 

STRANI AND PIRANI IONIZATION 

GAUGES' GAUGE 

MOTOR RECORDER 

o 
PO ER MEASU 

LIGHT 

RELAY 

EMENT RESPONSE CONTROL 

Performance plus Versatility 
THE Microsen D. C. Amplifier provides stable and accurate 

amplification that is simple in operation, compact in de- 
sign, moderate in cost. Particularly adaptable to laboratory 
and field work, the Microsen Balance principle assures the 
advantages of high gain with stability and fast response. The 
versatility and scope of this electronic instrument opens new 
fields in engineering research and process development work. 

Line voltage variations of 15 per cent cause output changes 
of less than .5 per cent. There are no mechanical rectifiers or 
choppers. Tubes are standard. Time constant from .001 to .2 

seconds. Drift less than 5 microvolts per day. 

Models available include Voltage, Current and Potenti- 
ometer Type Amplifiers, Direct 
Current Converters, Direct 
Current Transformers and en- 
gineered designs to meet spe- 
cial requirements. 

For complete data including op- 
eration, applications, advantages 
and specifications-write for the 
Microsen D.C. Amplifier Bulletin. 

z 
z 

2 

o 

MAXWELL 
o, 

o 

TRADE MARK 

MICROSEN 
D. C. AMPLIFIER 

Product of 

MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE, INC. 
STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 

Makers of 'Microsen' Electrical and 'American' Industrial Instruments, 'Hancock' 
Valves, 'Ashcroft' Gouges, 'Consolidated' Safety and Relief Valves. Builders of 
'Shaw -Box' Cranes, 'Budgit' and 'Load Lifter' Hoists and other lifting specialties. 
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\Aside story 

of 

COMPACT 
Size 21/2" x 21/2" x 21/e" 

Series 3602 

o, 

A. W. HAYDON 

Pußtom 
gséS e-ted 

%i.-: naec 

jhis compact unit illustrates the internal' mechanism of a custom de- 
signed I). C. Repeat Cycle Timer. Photo shows the extreme simplicity 
and compactness of a three -circuit sequence timer with aircraft type 
connection for mounting in housing (not shown). 

Let Haydon apply more 
than Ifi years' experience and 
knowledge to the solution of 
your electrical timing and con- 
trol problems. Write: 

Qve HAl(DON 
COMPANY 

NORTH ELM STREET 

WATERBURY 32, CONNECTICUT 

D..ign a.d Menlaau.. N Electrical Timing e.rk.. 

PROVIDE DELAYS RANGING 

FROM 1 TO 120 SECONDS 

FEATURES: - Compensated for ambient tempera- 
ture changes from -40° to 110° F ... Hermetically 
sealed; not affected by altitude, moisture or other 
climate changes ... Explosion -proof ... Octal radio 
base ... Compact, light, rugged, inexpensive .. 
Circuits available: SPST Normally Open; 

SPST Normally Closed. 
PROBLEM? Send for "Special Problem Sheet" 

o 

ó 

3G -a 
20 

lp 
1 10 

áVOLTAGE Or 24V 

° BATTERY 6 CHARGER 

VARIES APPRO2. 

50% 

WITH AM PEE ITE 
VOLTAGE VARIES 
ONLY 

2% 

Amperite 
REGULATORS 
are the sim- 
plest, lightest, 

cheapest, and most compact method of obtaining 
current or voltage regulation ... For currents of .060 
to 6 Amps... . Hermetically sealed; not affected by 
altitude, ambient temperature, humidity. 

Write for 4 -page Illustrated Bulletin. 

HMPERITE CO., Inc., 561 Broadway, New York 12 , N. Y. 

In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King St., W. Toronto 

ELECTRIC SOLDERINL 

IRONS 

are sturdily built for the 

hard usage of industrial 

service. Have plug 
type tips and are con- 

structed on the unit 

system with each 

vital part, such as 

heating element, 

easily removable 

and replace- 
able. In 5 

sizes, from 50 

watts to 550 

watts. 

TEMPERATURE 
REGULATING 

STAND 

This is a thermo- 
statically con- 
trolled device for 
the regulation of 
the temperature 
of an electric soldering 
iron. When placed on 
and connected to this 
stand, iron may be main- 
tained at working tem- 
perature or through ad- 
justment on bottom of 
stand at low or warm 
temperatures. 

For descriptive literature write 

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL 

If ATER COMPANY 
DETROIT 2, MICH., U. S. A. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

devices, at frequencies from 0.2 to 
30 cps. It is designed for measure- 
ment accuracy of better than 5 per- 
cent in amplitude ratio and 2 deg 
in envelope phase. 

Pulse Generator 
POTTER INSTRUMENT CO., INC., 136- 
56 Roosevelt Ave., Flushing, N. Y., 
announces a 1,000 -cycle pulse gener- 
ator for exposing 0.001 -second tim- 
ing marks on film in the high-speed 
Fastax cameras. The timing marks 
are precisely controlled from a 
built-in 100,000 -cps crystal oscilla- 

tor. Output frequency is obtained 
by dividing the 100-kc frequency 
down to 1,000 cycles through the 
use of two counter decades. The 
power supply will operate from 50, 
60 and 400 cycles at 110 volts. 

Compact Kilovoltmeter 
THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRU- 
MENT Co., 10527 Dupont Ave., 
Cleveland 8, Ohio, has available a 
portable size d -c kilovoltmeter with 
a double range of 0 to 15,000 and 
0 to 30,000 volts d -c. The S44A 
meter is an aid in installing and 
servicing h -f induction heating 
equipment, and other h -f uses in- 
cluding lab testing. Sensitivity is 

Líen- .*;irfa4s:`srscrr.beii .iyAMPEX i ft,er the rat slzows in mdío 

Here's why... the new series 300 

IIfEX 

MAGNETIC 
TAPE RECORDER 

answers 
industry need ! 

Designed by 
engineers who had 
your engineering 

needs in mind! 
Console Model 300* $1,573.75 

Portable Model 300 $1,594.41 

Rack Mounted $1,491.75 
Meter panel extra 

F. O. B. Factory, San Carlos, Calif. 

* You can depend on Ampex 
Read what Frank Marx, Vice President in charge of Engineering, 
American Broadcasting Company, says: "For the past two years 
A.B.C. has successfully used magnetic tape for rebroadcast pur- 
poses...A.B.C. recorded on AMPEX in Chicago ...17 hours per 
day. For 2618 hours of playback time, the air time lost was less 
than 3 minutes: a truly remarkable record." 

* Original program quality preserved 
Use of independent reproduction facilities allows instantaneous 
monitoring and makes possible the most stringent comparisons 
between recordings and originals. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 
At 15"± 2 db. 50-15,000 cycles 
At 7.5"± 2 db. 50- 7;500 cycles 

FLUTTER AND WOW: At 15 
inches per second, well under 
0.1% r.m.s., measuring all flutter 
components from 0 to 300 cycles, 
using a tone of 3000 cycles. At 
7.5 inches, under .2%. 

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO: The 
overall unweighted system noise 
is 70 db. below tape saturation, 
and over 60 db. below 3% total 
harmonic distortion at 400 cycles. 

STARTING TIME: Instantaneous. 
(When starting in the Normal 
Play mode of operation, the tape 
is up to full speed in less than 
.1 second.) 

Manufactured by Ampex Electric Corporation, San Carlos, Calif. 
DISTRIBUTED BY 

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES * GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO. Inc. 
9028 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif. 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

AUDIO & VIDEO PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
1650 Broadway, New York, New York 
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This narrow -band filter 
for a carrier telephone 
system was cut in size to 
less than half by the use 
of Lenkurt Toroidal 
Coils as inductors. At the 
same time, performance 
capability was increased 
by 30 per cent. 

For you, Lenkurt Tor- 
oidal Coils may help by 
saving space, permitting 
closer mounting of parts, 
improving Q, simplifying 
shielding. Write: 

T --or,howto 
cut Space 

Requirements 

Lenkurt knows how 

LENKURT ELECTRIC CO. 
SAN CARLOS CALIFORNIA 

STANDARD... 

Stands for Quality 
Low Frequency Crystal Units 

A special process has been developed to 

overcome fragility and give sturdiness 
to this STANDARD unit. Range -200 
to 1200 kc. CT and DT cut. Hermetically 
sealed and filled with dry nitrogen. 
Good stability over wide temperature 
range. Meets government specifications. 

Write or wire for additional informa- 

tion. 

W'e are in a position to make prompt delivery. 

CARLISLE, PA. 

CONSTANT 
POWER 
ZONE 

DIAMOND G 

SPRING LOCK 

WASHERS 
Assure Longer 

Lasting Assemblies 
The life of the assembly is usually 
determined by the length of the 
Power Zone of the fastening de- 
vice. Diamond G Spring Lock 

Washers have been designed, 
developed and torture -tested to 
provide the maximum Constant 
Power Zone ... longer positive 
holding power. 

WASHER FOR EVERY NEED 

Whatever your needs in spring 
lock washers, there's a Diamond 
G to answer it-high carbon steel, 
bronze, aluminum, stainless steel 
and monel metal spring lock 
washers finished or plated with 
cadmium, nickel, brass, copper or 
other finishes ... plus the new 
Diamond G Aluminum Spring Lock 

Washer that combines lightness 
of aluminum with the strength and 
durability of steel. 

Garrett also manufacturers a 

complete line of flat washers, 
spring washers, springs, stamp- 
ings, hose clamps, snap and re- 
tainer rings. 

Write for your free 
copy of the technical 

booklet"Small Parts 

For Better Produc- 
tion." 

DIAMOND G PRODUCTS 
Manufactured by 

GEORGE K. GARRETT CO., INC. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

`ARRETT> 
MANUFACTURERS 
OF SMALL PARTS 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

10,000 ohms per volt; current drain, 
100 microamperes, full-scale de- 
flection. 

Isolation Transformers 
CHICAGO TRANSFORMER DIV., ESSEX 
WIRE CORP., 3501 W. Addison St., 
Chicago 18, Ill. Three new isola- 
tion transformers with 50, 150, and 
250-kva capacities have recently 
been announced for adjusting high 
or low line voltages, elimination of 
chassis grounds from line grounds, 
and reduction of shock hazard. 

Secondaries will supply 105, 115, or 
125 volts with 115 input to the 
primary. 

Literature 

Plugs and Switches. Switchcraft 
Inc., 1328-30 N. Halsted St., Chi- 
cago 22, Ill. Catalog S49 contains 
valuable engineering data and 
complete listing on many new 
products including jacks, plugs 
and switches for low -power appli- 
cations. Schematic circuits, de- 
tailed line drawings and prices are 
given. 

Electrical Measuring instruments. 
Simpson Electric Co., 5200-18 

West Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Ill., 
recently issued catalog No. 16, a 
50 -page spiral -bound publication 
in color, dealing with a line of 
electrical measuring instruments. 
Several new products are listed in- 
cluding the model 480 f-m/tv Gen- 
escope, which provides all of the 
necessary signal sources for align- 
ing and servicing receivers. Pro - 

AIRCRAFT 
RADIO 
CORPORATION 

Simplified 
v -Compact 

-Portable 
900-2100 megacycles, 
single band 
Directly calibrated, single 
dial frequency control 
Directly calibrated 
attenuator, 0 to -120 dbm 
CW or AM pulse modulation 
Internal pulse generator with controls for wid::2, 
delay, and rate. Provision for external pulsing 
Controls planned and grouped for ease of 
operation 
Weight: 42 lbs. Easily portable-ideal for air- 
borne installations 
Immediate delivery 

Built to 
Navy Specifications 

for research 
and production 

testing 

Write for specifications - investigate the 
advantages of this outstanding new instrument. 

DEPENDABLE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SINCE 1928 
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CUSTOM-BUILT 
FAIRCHILD 

PRECISION 

POTENTIOMETERS 

Typical of the solutions to special precision potentiometer problems 
submitted to Fairchild engineers by our customers is this custom-built 
combination of standard p -arts. It combines the extremely high resolu- 
tion, fine linearity, and large electrical angle of the 4 -gang Type 748 
linear windings (left) with the flexibility, high accuracy, and small size 

of the 3 -gang Type 736 non-linear potentiometer. 

Through our policy of custom -manufacturing these instruments to 

your order, the services of our Potentiometer Sample Laboratory engi- 
neers are available for the analysis of all special precision potenti- 
ometer applications submitted to us. Semple deliveries are currently on 

a 3 -week basis. Send us your precision potentiometer problems. For 

descriptive literature address: Dept. M, CE -06 Van Wyck Boulevard, 
Jamaica 1, New York. 

CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 

"DIE -FORMED TO GIVE 
YOU BETTER, MORE 

DEPENDABLE COILS!" 

4eigo /1/741- z 
- l 

4#-- \_p 
C 

PRECISION 
PAPER TUBES . 

Precision gives you the plus .. coil bases formed under 
heat and pressure. The result, a coil base of less weight 
-greater strength-more thorough insulation-more effec- 
tive resistance to moisture, oil and heat. All at the 
very minimum of cost. It's o better coil that has a 
Precision base. 

Precision Paper Tubes are available in the best quality, 
dielectric Kraft, Fish Paper, Cellulose Acetate, Asbestos 
or combinations. Round, square or rectangular. 

TODAY-WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE 
AND COMPLETE MANDREL LIST OF OVER 1,000 SIZES. 

110" 

LOOK AT THESE FEATURES: 

No need for coil, forming 
after winding. 

Automatic stacking. 

Wire saved by closer en- 
gineering of coil. 

No side bow. 

Charleston 

PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO. PlaStNot1 794Chlap I St. 

Hartford, Conn. 

STANDARD AND 
HEAVY DUTY 

g INVERTERS 

For Inverting D. C. to A. C. 

Specially Designed for operating A. C. 

Radios, Television Sets, Amplifiers, 

Address Systems, and Radio Test 

Equipment from D. C. Voltages in 

Vehicles, Ships, Trains, Planes and in 

D. C. Districts. 

yztz fz fzfzyz1 
NEW 

VIrRATOR 
ellIDE 

'Ast 

AUTO RADIO VIBRATORS 
A Complete Line of Vibrators ... 
Designed for Use in Standard VibratorOper 
eted Auto Radio Receivers. Built with Pre- 
cision Construction, featuring Ceramic Stack 
Spacers for Longer Lasting Life. 

e NEW MODELS 
y NEW DESIGNS 
NEW LITERATURE 

"A" Battery Eliminator. DC -AC . 

Inverters, Auto Radio Vibrators 
Sam tlet ,*Wc, et a.saa 

AMERICAN TELEVISION 8. RADIO CO. 

Qo írty Pzorouetl £irret /2.3/ 
SAINT PAUL 1 MINNESOtA-U. S.A 
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_,N PRODUCTS (continued) 

duction methods are also described 
with many illustrations. 

Wide -Range Oscillator. South- 
western Industrial Electronic Co., 
2831 Post Oak Road, Houston 19, 
Texas. A four -page folder for in- 
sertion in a looseleaf catalog cov- 
ers the model M oscillator which 
was designed as a source of power 
eovering the frequency range of 
0.25 to 120,000 cps. Description, 
specifications and circuit diagram 
of the low distortion unit are in- 
cluded. 

Soldering Guns. Weller Mfg. Co., 
808 Packer St., Easton, Pa., has 
released a catalog bulletin describ- 
ing a line of soldering guns, fea- 
turing the new model WD -250 
which is designed for heavy duty 
with a 250 -watt handling capacity. 
Specifications, characteristics, tip 
types and prices for each model 
are included. 

Technical Information. Radio 
Corp. of America, Harrison, N. J., 
recently published three new bul- 
letins of technical information. 
Items covered comprise the 3KP1 
and 3KP11, three-inch oscillograph 
tubes for photographic recording; 
the 203L5, a 4.5 -mc video -circuit 
trap; and the 203R2 horizontal 
blocking oscillator coil and fre- 
quency -stabilizing coil. 

Selenium Rectifier Brochure. The 
International Rectifier Corp., 6809 
South Victoria Ave., Los Angeles 
43, Calif., has announced a new 6 - 

page brochure, identified as C-349- 
848, dealing with a line of sele- 
nium rectifiers. Included in the 
booklet are operating characteris- 
tics, applications, circuit diagrams 
and design data. Price informa- 
tion on a standard line of full - 
wave, single-phase, bridge recti- 
fiers is also given. 

Bi -Metal Disc Thermostats. Stev- 
ens Mfg. Co., Inc., Mansfield, Ohio. 
Stressing the quick make and 
break operation of type M bi -metal 
disc thermostats, bulletin F-2001 
reproduces a schematic of thermo- 
stat operation, a typical response 
curve and construction data. It 

Designed for 

PULSE AMPLITUDE 

MEASUREMENTS 

MODEL 305 

The oLtstanding characteristic of the Model 305 Electronic 
Voltmeter is its ability to provide absolute indication of 
transient or pulse voltages of short duration. Reliable in- 
dication of pulses a few microseconds wide repeated only 
10 times per second is readily obtained with this instrument. 
The Voltmeter is pre -calibrated, compact, easy to operate 
and observe. Positive and negative peaks are registered 
over the range of .001 volt to 1000 volts, peak to peak. 
Decade ranges and a logarithmic scale output meter are 
characteristic features, along with a separately available 
high gain, wide -band amplifier. 

Send for Bulletin No. 12 

BLL1tTINi LAOItATOI1IE, INC. 

BOONTON, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A. 
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APPROX. 
1/3 SIZE 

WHERE SPACE IS A FACTOR 
and Accessibility a Must- 
USE R -B -M INDUSTRIAL CONTACTORS 

R -B -M Industrial Contactors, with interchangeable nor- 
mally open and normally closed contacts, can be mounted 
in minimum space without sacrificing accessibility. You 
will also find that the initial low cost of R -B -M, plus long 
and dependable performance, will save you money. 

Available in 10 and 15 ampere sizes, 600 volt A.C., 2 to 
8 pole non -reversing --2 to 4 pole reversing. Open and 
enclosed types. Write for Bulletin and Price List on your 
company letterhead. 

Dept. D-10, R -B -M DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORP, 
Logansport, Indiana 

MANUAL AND MAGNETIC ELECTRIC CONTROLS 
-FOR AUTOMOTIVE, INDUSTRIAL, COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRONIC USE 

NEW!THE CB AUTOMATIC 

AUDIO SWEEP GENERATOR 

25 CYCLES TO 32,000 CYCLES IN ONE CONTINU- 
OUS RANGE-WAVE FORM DISTORTION .005 (1/2%) 
OR LESS - MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC OPERATION 

Automatic Range ad- 
justable from a mini- 
mum spread of 500 
cycles to a maximum 
spread of 10,000 cycles. 
Sweep calibration is 

LINEAR and is adjust- 
able from 2 to 10 

sweeps per second. C8 MODEL 282A 

The new CB Model 282A is built to highest pre- 
cision instrument standards and has a wide appli- 
cation range. For complete construction details 
and performance data, write for Bulletin 22A. 

The CLOUGH BRENGLE CO. 
6012 Broadway Chicago 40, III. 

WANTED 

ELECTRICAL 

ENGINEER 
for 

DEAN 
of 

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 

of a 

SMALL 

MID -WESTERN 

COLLEGE 

An interesting and challeng- 
ing appointment is available to 
a man having the desire and ex- 
perience to enter or broaden his 
opportunities in the field of 
Education. 

The locality and facilities are 
the finest with good housing 
available on the campus and the 
position is one which can be per- 
manent and satisfy a desire for 
personal achievement. 

In applying for this appoint- 
ment outline in complete detail 
-teaching and administrative 
experience, scope of research 
work, educational background, 
degrees. Experience in electronics 
will be given extra consideration. 

An interview can be expedited 
if you will include personal in- 
formation such as family status, 
and salary desired. Our faculty 
knows of this staff opening and 
your reply will be held in full 
confidence. 

Write care 

Box 9937 
ELECTRON ICS 

520 N. MICHIGAN AVE. 

CHICAGO 11, ILL. 
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NNEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

also shows a variety of terminal 
arrangements available on regular 
or hermetically sealed models. 

Torque Controllers. Duncan & 

Bayley Inc., 785 Hertel Ave., Buf- 
falo 7, N. Y. Design features, in- 
stallation and performance data, 
and history of fluid magnetic tor- 
que controllers are contained in a 
recent brochure. Limitations of 
the fluid magnetic clutch are 
shown so that misapplication may 
be kept to a minimum. 

Radiation Counter Tubes. Amperex 
Electronic Corp., 25 Washington 
St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y. An 8 -page 
folder describes and illustrates 14 
types of self -quenching radiation 
counter tubes for research and in- 
dustry. The tubes covered feature 
unlimited life, low operating volt- 
age, uniform characteristics, small 
size and thin mica windows. 

Heterodyne Eliminator. J. L. A. 
McLaughlin, P. O. Box 529, La - 
Jolla, Calif. The MCL-4 Signal 
Splitter, an asymmetrical off -fre- 
quency inverter type heterodyne 
eliminator, is fully treated in a 4 - 
page reprint and also outlined 
briefly in a recent folder. Dia- 
grams, response curves and speci- 
fications are given. 

Low -Voltage Controls. Square D 
Co., Los Angeles, Calif. Bulletin 
1008R-1 is a 16 -page well -illus- 
trated manual treating of the low - 
voltage control system for elec- 
trical installations. Technical 
data, wiring diagrams and work- 
ing advantages are shown. The 
booklet introduces a new selector 
switch control and a redesigned 
master control contactor for use 
with the 24 -volt system. 

Electrolytic Listings. Aerovox 
Corp., New Bedford, Mass. Be- 
cause of the wide range of capaci- 
tance and voltage values, particu- 
larly in dual and triple units, 
additional listings in the type AF 
or twist -prong -base metal -can elec- 
trolytics have been published. The 
added listings, as well as listings 
of other types of capacitors, are 

"FARTS OFF" 
MANY 

MATERIALS 

All het and cold 
rolled rods 

Stainless steel 
Chrome Molyb- 

denum 
Aluminum Brass 
Copper Bi -metals 
Many types of 

plastics 
Fibre Rubber 

Wood 

with the New 

DI -ACRO ROD PARIER 
The DI -ACRO Rod Parter further increases the appli- 
cations of "DIE -LESS DUPLICATING" as a cost-cut- 
ting, time -saving production technique so well established 
by DI -ACRO Precision Benders, Brakes and Shears. 
Do you require precision?-The DI -ACRO Rod Parter holds 
tolerance to .001" on duplicated cuts. The ends are square, 
and roundness is maintained. 
Do you want speed?-The Rod Parter, exceeds output of 
other methods with equal accuracy, on rods and bars up 
to %". Torrington Roller Bearings incorporated in an 
exclusive multiple leverage arrangement proyide remark- 
able ease of operation in both heavy and ,light materials. 
GET "DIE -LESS DUPLICATING" CATALOG 
Shows parts produced without die expense by DI -ACRO 
Benders, Brakes, Shears, Rod Partera, Notchers, 
Punches. Send for your free copy. 

Pronounced "DIE-ACK-RO" 

Ö'nEIL-IRIIUIIl MFG. co. 
321 EIGHTH AVENUE LAKE CITY, MINNESOTA 

al»Ce7ACCURATELY. 
1O MICROSECONDS TO i SECOND 

AMER(GAN.vaCH"-+CPSGGPE 

THE AMERICAN 
HIGH SPEED CHRONOSCOPE 

Simple, Accurate and Reliable, the Chronoscope indicates signifi- 
cant time ineervals directly in milliseconds. Operation is complete 
(y automatic and the t me indicator does not drift. A few of the 
varied applications include-relay, contactor and fuse testing, shut- 
ter speed cud flash lamp timing, automatic system development 
and huma i reaction stt dies. PRICE: $375. Write for Bulletin 100A. 

Wien time is your problem-Consult us. 

MEItlf.1`" CII) f (lNlitiC!PE COU Pt)It:1TIU 
EFT FIRST STREET . MOUNT VERNON, N. Y, 

r ,-.PHONE: MOUNT VERNON 4-2030 
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NOTHELFERA 
Custom Built 

TRANSFORMERS 
t 

Proved by 

Past e 
e #1a 

Performance - 
, 

i - 

...,. 

eill3 
Over 25 years' experience in the manu- 4, 

facture of specials at cost that com- {r. '1 pares favorably with standard types. 
Built in quality proved by years of ac - 
tuai use. 

t From 10VA to 300 KVA Dry -Type 
74> I only. Both Open and Encased. 1, 2, 

and 3 Phase. 15 to 400 Cycles. 

NOTHELFER 
WINDING LABORATORIES 

& ' 9 ALBEMARLE AVE., TRENTON 3, N. J. 

L; AUTOMATIC LOCKING 

PLUGS, RECEPTACLES â CORD CONNECTORS 

FOR SAFE, DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE 

DUPLEX RECEPTACLE - 
FITS SINGLE GANG BOX 

1 0 ampere 
! 25 or 250 V. 
A.C. orD.C. 

83 

SINCE 
1902 

1. Spring hinged, gos 2. Plated steel housings fully 
keted covers close recep- protect the contacts. 
tacle when not in use. 

3. Adjustable Cord Grips 
eliminate strain on con- 
nections. .... 

5. Rigidly con- 
structed, all inte- 
riors of molded 
arc -resisting com- 
position. 

4. Contacts are preci- 
sion -made, self -wiping, 
and self aligning. 

6. Heat -treated be- 
ryllium copper con- 
tacts and terminals 

. an advanced 
EVER -LOK feature. 

7. Compact design pro- 
vides ample capacity, yet 
allows for easy wiring. 

For commercial and industrial applica- 
tions. 

All units are steel clad, fully grounded and are com- 
plete with the R&S Ever -Lok automatic feature that 
positively eliminates strain on contacts or connections. 

Sold Through Electric Wholesalers 
SALES OFFICES: IN PRI1iICIPAI CITIES 

Full details 
in catalog 
EL49-1 6 

RUSSELL & STOLI. COMPANY, INC. 
Precision -Built Electrical Equipment 

125 BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

contained in the new condensed 
supplement, Form SC -549. 

Vibration Testing and Control. 
The MB Mfg. Co., Inc., 1060 State 
St., New Haven 11, Conn. A new 
12 -page catalog presents data on 
vibration isolators and testing 
equipment. It features a chart for 
use by designers in locating the 
points on their products at which 
mountings provide the greatest de- 
gree of vibration isolation. De- 
tailed example shows how to use 
the chart. 

C -R Oscilloscope Application. Syl- 
vania Electric Products Inc., Radio 
Division, 500 Fifth Ave., New York 
18, N. Y., has published a 72 -page 
booklet entitled "How to Service 
Radios with an Oscilloscope," de- 
signed as a practical reference for 
radio, television and amplifier 
servicemen, radio operators, stud- 
ents and electronic technicians. 
The publication contains more 
than 90 diagrams, tables and sche- 
matic circuits including many 
waveform patterns as they appear 
on the face of an oscilloscope in 
actual service application. Price 
is one dollar per copy. 

Instruments Bulletin. Reiner Elec- 
tronics Co., Inc., 152 W. 25th St., 
New York 1, N. Y., has issued 
a four -page folder illustrating 
and describing technically the fol- 
lowing instruments: the model 
508 five -inch oscilloscope; model 
524 high -frequency oscilloscope; 
model 456 comprehensive master 
tester; model 530 square -wave 
generator; model 451 vtvm and 
model 101 amplifier. Price for 
each unit is given. 

Rotating Anode X -Ray Tube. 
Amperex Electronic Corp., 25 
Washington St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y., 
announces availability of a kit 
containing complete information 
and calculation charts for the new 
oil -immersed rotating -anode x-ray 
tube for all diagnostic applica- 
tions, such as mass chest radiog- 
raphy, rapid -sequence exposure, 
heavy intermittent loadings and 
sustained operation for fluoros- 
copy. 
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bm . 
'. 

to .00015" 
diameter and 
even smaller, 

ccurate, unifor 
and smooth 

Also available in 
Molybdenum arld 

other metals, 

SIGMUND COHN CORP. 

44 GOLD ST. NEW YORK 

SINCE 1901 

specialists in custom -4 , 

ELECTRON TUBE MACHIN 

KAHLE CUSTOM -BUILDS ma- 

chines to make the exact tubes 

you require-from big 20 -inch - 

ers to tiny sub-miniature-from 

laboratory types to those for 

high-speed production. Kahle 

puts each unit through exhaus- 

tive trial runs in our plant to 

assure trouble -free operation in 

yours. 

1405 Cathode Ray Tube s # Sealing Machine 311 

16 heads for sealing up to 121/2 

inch tubes; 12 heads for seal- 

ing up to 16 inch tubes. 

Adaptors for these sizes in- 

stantly interchangeable. 

Consultations invited 
Send for our new catalog 

We specialize in cost-cutting, production - 

boosting, labor-saving equipment for com- 

plete manufacture of cathode ray tubes, 

radio atubes,nsubtminiature 
tubes,nfluores- 

cent lamps, photocells, x-ray tubes, glass 

products. 

1309 Seventh Street, North Bergen, New Jersey 

* Factory -fitted to most Clarostat 
carbon and wire -wound controls. 

* Control -to -ground breakdown 
rating better than 10,000 

* New design eliminates 
troublesome backlash. 
Permits more critical settings. 

IMPROVED HIGH -VOLTAGE CONTROLS 
Improved design high -voltage con- 

trols for TV sets, oscillographs and 

other high -voltage electronic assem- 

blies. Safe operation up to 10,000 v. 

Straight -through plastic shaft simpli- 
fies and improves operation. No 

back -lash to throw off critical ad- 

justments. Cheaper. Better. Simpler. 

1949= 
Ask for Bulletin No. 120. 
Let us quote on your needs. 

atre4 
\YEAR 

. 
(/W:VH/ 

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC. DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI CO.. LTD. 
Montreal, P. O , and branches 
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 On 

Off 
Select 
Transfer 

PUSH-BUTTON 
is the way to do it 

Modern design means push-button 
switching ... placing at your finger- 
tips incomparable ease and versa- 
tility of control . . . with accurate 
selection and ever -visible indication 
of each selected function. Thus you 
gain functional appearance and 
added product acceptance. No other 
switching method will do it. 

MODEL MPB switches offer many 
advantages to the manufacturer 
who desires the modern features of 
push-button switching for electrical 
and electronic circuit control. 

How do these specifications 
fit your design? 

Handles five amperes non -inductive 
load at 125 volts a -c. 

Two to 12 push -buttons. 

Up to six circuits per button. 

Four actions: lock, non -lock, release - 

lock, accumulative lock with single - 
button release. 

Corrosion resistant. 

Phenolic insulation. 
Fine silver contacts riveted to nickeled 
phosphor bronze spring blades. 

Buttons on 3/4" centers; mounting holes 

1/4" from each end button. 

Depth behind panel, 47/16". 

Thickness (SPOT contacts) "/u". 

GENERAL 
CONTROL 
COMPANY 

1202 SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD 
BOSTON 34, MASSACHUSETTS 

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY 
(continued from page 136) 

take over military aspects of 
mobilization planning in electronics. 
The committee will work closely 
with the Munitions Board's Com- 
munications and Electronics Equip- 
ment Advisory Committee composed 
of 30 representative manufacturers 
and headed by Fred Lack, vice- 
president of Western Electric Com- 
pany. The new Electronics Com- 
mittee is headed by Major General 
Patrick W. Timberlake, U.S.A.F., 
Director for Military Programs, 
Munitions Board. One member and 
one alternate of general or flag rank 
will be designated by each of the 
three Military Departments, and 
the committee will have the assist- 
ance of a full-time staff of mili- 
tary and civilian personnel. 

One of the most important fea- 
tures of the new committee is the 
continuing secretariat. In the 
previous setup, which was under 
the Office of Production Planning of 
the Munitions Board, the chairman 
took over the burden of the work. 
Under the present plan, the secre- 
tariat will be headed by a $10,000- 
a -year man, preferably with indus- 
try and government experience. 

Various subcommittees of the 
committee will be: (a) Equipment 
Subcommittee under five panels: 
airborne, shipborne, and ground 
electronics, wire communications 
and special electronic devices. (b) 
Components Parts Subcommittee 
with three panels : Common compo- 
nents, special components, parts and 
vacuum tubes. (e) Material Sub- 
committee composed of two panels: 
Common materials and special 
materials. 

Since the formation of the first 
committee, there has been a heated 
controversy between some industry 
representatives and government 
representatives on the plan for 
mobilizing the electronics industry. 
(See ELECTRONICS, May 1949, p 60). 
This boils down to two plans 
known as the RMA and the Green - 
book or government plan, both of 
which have been up for consider- 
ation since last April. The Indus- 
try Advisory Committee, at its last 
meeting in February, proposed a 
compromise industrial mobilization 
plan which was a softer version of 
the RMA plan and worded in such a 
way that it allowed the Electronics 

WIND more 

i COILS faster 

WITH YOUR 
PRESENT 

COIL -WINDING 
MACHINE! 

_ use 

P11141111, 
Wire Belittling eeliÉg 

COILS for PERT 

Installation of these inexpensive 
PAMARCO tensions lcwers wind- 
ing costs because each machine 
will. accommodate more coils at 
higher winding speeds. In addition 
to increased production. PAMARCO 
tensions raise producton quality. 
Free running action practically 
eliminates wire breakage and 
shorted turns. Simple thumb screw 
setting quickly adjusts for any wire 
gauge. No tools or special skill are 

needed for operation. For 
complete data call or write. 

PAPER MACHINERY 

& RESEARCH, INC. 

1014 OAK STREET 
ROSELLE, NEW JERSEY 
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FUNCTION 

with 
ADVANCE 
RELAYS 
Engineers and Designers 
who insist on dependable 
components have adapted 
ADVANCE RELAYS into their 
control circuits. They are 
specifying ADVANCE 
products, and are sub- 
mitting their relay prob- 
lems to us. Our expanded 
engineering and plant 
facilities, plus the recog- 
nized dependability of 
ADVANCE RELAYS, make it 
possible for us to offer 
the most complete line of 
relays for light, interme- 
diate and heavy duty 
applications. Proved and 
Improved relay perform- 
ance through ENGINEERED 
adaptability. 

Follow the Engineers 
to ADVANCE 

ADVANCE ELECTRIC E4 RELAY CO. 
1200 WEST SECOND STREET 0 LOS ANGELES 20. CALwORNIA 

DUMONT 
TYPE p 6m 
World's Finest 
Moulded Paper 
CAPACITORS 

NOW USED IN 
World's Largest 
and Best Selling 
Television Sets 

Send for samples 
and literature. 

FOR DEPENDABifLITY 
ALWAYS SPECIFY DUMONT 

DUMONT 
ELECTRIC CORP. 

MFR'S OF 
CAPACITORS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT 

308 DYCKMAN ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Since '26, MINES has specialized in designing 

and manufacturing Molded Rubber Connec- 

tors to meet individual as well as standard 

electrical power requirements. During this 

period, thousands of styles and shapes rang- 

ing from "cartridge size" models to the mam- 

moth Biguns used in marine, mining and 

construction work have been developed. No 

question about it-this wealth of experience 

and know how deserves a "second look". 

Write now for full details on your needs. 

Single to five pin Connector. Parallel connection. 

Single to three pin Connector. Parallel connection 

Single Connector. Hes Single Male pin on both end,. 

Illustrated are three "cartridge size' Molded Rubber Connectors 

developed recently by MINES for business machinery. Overall 

length twelve inches. Pins are 3/32" in diameter. 

MINES EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
4265 CLAYTON AVE. <MINES> ST. LOUIS 10, MO. 

There is a 
SPECIALTY 
BATTERY 
For Your 
Special 
Needs 

Custom Built Dry Batteries Built to Exacting 

Industrial and Electronic Requirements 
If you need a battery that's completely new, one you've never heard of, 

or that's no longer available through normal channels, call on Specialty 

Battery Company. Specialty supplies hard -to -get batteries 

for every purpose, designs and manufactures dry batteries 

to your specifications. 

Send For This Free Catalog 
Gives complete specifications for industrial, laboratory, instrument 

and ignition batteries for every possible dry battery requirement. 
en.a.r.E 

SPECIALTY BATTERY COMPANY 
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE RAY -0 -VAC COMPANY 

MADISON 3, WISCONSIN 
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NOW! Modern, Comprehensive TV "Staging" plus 
NEW TV REVENUE from Pattern Time 

41.1i. with the G RAY 
TELOP 
This most versatile telecasting 
optical projector enables dual pro- 
jection with any desired optical 
dissolve under exact control. 

The accessory STAGE NUMBER I 

adds three functions separately or 
simultaneously: a) teletype news 
strip, b) vertical roll strip and c) 
revolving stage for small objects. 

The TELOP, used with TV film cam- 
eras, permits instant fading of one 
object to another, change by lap 
dissolve or by superimposing. 
Widest latitude is given program 
directors for maximum visual 
Interest and increased TV station 
income. 

For III derauls ..rile for Bullet ,n T 01 

GRAY RESEARCH 
and Development Co., Inc. 
16 Arbor St., Hartford 1, Conn. 

F. f 
Very tow frequencies covered by the ... 

STODDART NM -10A. 
RADIO INTERFERENCE AND FIELD INTENSITY METER 

MEASURES radiated aid conducted either balanced or unbalanced, one 
signals, including pulss or random microvolt to one volt. 
interference. 

RANGE -14 kc to 250 kc. 

SENSITIVITY - Field strength using 
rod antennas one microvolt -per -meter 
to 2 volts -per -meter. held strength 
using shielded loop zntennas 10 
microvolts -per -meter to 'DO volts -per - 
meter. As a two -terminal voltmeter, 

READS directly in microvolts and db. 

A.C. POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS 
105 to 125 volts or 210 to 250 
volts A.C. Single phase source may 
be ANY FREQUENCY BETWEEN 50 
CPS AND 1600 CPS. No shock hazard. 

GRAPHIC RECORDER included with 
versatile complement of accessories. 

Write for complete technical data 

STODDART AIRCRAFT RADIO CO. 
Main office and plant: 1346 Connecticut Ave. 
6644 Santa Monica Blvd. 8-247 General Motors Bldg. duPont Circle Bldg. 
Hollywood 38, Calif. Detroit 2, Michigan Washington 6. D. C. 
Phone: Hillside 9294 Phone: Trinity 1-9260 Phone: Hudsor 7313 

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY 

Committee to write it 
cedures to implement 
plan. The RMA piar 
contracts with ten maje 
who, in turn, could take 
companies by specially 
contracts. 

Government advisors cl. 
this arrangement was prin, 
peacetime contracts and th,. 
no justification for limiting tl. 
to ten companies. 

Among the announced assig. 
tasks for the new committe are ti. 
coordination of current peacetime 
procurement programs with plans 
for mobilization in an emergency; 
and also the development of com- 
bined requirements of the three 
military departments for end items, 
components and parts. 

BUSINESS NEWS 

SPEER CARBON CO., St. Mary's Pa., 
manufacturer of carbon and graph- 
ite products, has acquired sole own- 
ership of both the Speer Resistor 
Corp., of St. Mary's and Angelica, 
N. Y., and Jeffers Electronics, Inc., 
with plants at Dubois and Drift- 
wood, Pa. 

ALTEC LANSING CORP., Hollywood, 
Calif., manufacturers of audio 
equipment, recently entered the 
field of television receiver produc- 
tion. 

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS, INC., Ge- 
neva, Ill., has purchased the high - 
capacity resistance welding equip- 
ment formerly used by Liquid Car- 
bonic Corp., at Morrison, Ill. The 
equipment will be used in the pro- 
duction of industrial rectifier, thy- 
ratron and mercury pool tubes. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenec- 
tady, N. Y., is building a 70 -million 
volt x-ray synchrotron which will be 
placed in operation at the Univer- 
sity of California Medical School in 
San Francisco for research on high- 
energy radiation in the treatment 
of cancer. 

GERTSCH PRODUCTS INC., Los 
Angeles, Calif., is a recently organ- 
ized group in the electronic and 
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reer opportunity for 

,él and Electrical oo 

tJGINEERS 
Dalmo Victor, one of America's 
foremost manufacturers of air- 
borne radar equipment, has open- 
ings on the staff for engineers 
experienced in design of intri- 
cate mechanisms and microwave 
transmission lines. 

If you are an electrical or me- 
chanical engineer with high 
qualifications, interested in as- 
sociating yourself with a team of 
top-flight engineers and physi- 
cists, then here's a career oppor- 
tunity you should investigate. 
Mail details of education and techni- 
cal background to WILLIAM F. 
GATES, Chief Engineer 

IALMOc=OA 
Manufacturers of Airborne Radar 

Antennas 

SAN CARLOS, CALIFORNIA 

Flexible Shafts 

Wherever power drives or 
remote control are re- 
quired, you can depend 
upon us to produce the 
Flexible Shafts that will 
meet the exact specifica- 
tions. We have years of 
experience in manufactur- 
ing flexible shafting for 
all types of industry. If 
we do not have what you 
require in stock, we can 
make shafts to your speci- 
fications. Our engineers 
will be glad to work out 
your problems without 
obligation. 

WRITE FOR MANUAL D 

F. W. STEWART MFG. CORP. 
4311-13 RAVENSWOOD AVE. 

CHICAGO 13, ILL. 
WEST COAST BRANCH: 

431 VENICE BLVD. LOS ANGELES 15, CAL. 

SOCKET CAP SCREW 
WITH KNURLED HEAD 

. SLIP PROOF HEADS 

... EXTRA STRONG 

... MADE TO CLOSE 
TOLERANCES 

There is a definite saving of assembly time when 

you use "UNBRAKO" Socket Head Cap Screws 

with Knurled Heads. The exclusive knurled 
heads perform a triple duty: (1) the knurling 
provides a sure, slip -proof grip; (2) the knurling 
permits positive locking-a feature so often es- 
sential where there is excessive impact or 
vibration; (3) the knurling speeds assembly, be- 
cause it enables the "UNBRAKO" to be screwed 
in easier, faster, and further with the fingers- 
handiest of all wrenches-before a "key" be- 
comes necessary. 

As Always, the name "UNBRAKO" signifies extra 
strength and precision manufacture to close tol- 
erances. 

"UNBRAKO" Knurled Socket Head Cap Screws 
are available in sizes from #4 to 11/2" diameter, 
and it a full range of lengths. Write for your 
free copy of the "UNBRAKO" Catalog and the 
name of your nearest "UNBRAKO" Distributor. 

Knurling of Socket 
Screws originated with 
"Unbrako" years ago. 

Other "UNBRAKO" Products include: 
Socket Set Screws with Knurled Cup Points, 
Socket Set Screws with Knurled Threads, 
Square Head Set Screws with Knurled Cup 
Points-all patented, self-locking screws 
that won't shake loose! Socket Head 
Stripper Bolts. Precision -Ground Dowel 
Pins. Fully -Formed Pressure Plugs. 

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO. 

BOX 596 JENKINTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 

"Serving Industry continuously since 1903 through Industrial Distributors" 

Large or Small 
ROUND OR RECTANGULAR, 

sQUARER PAPER TUBES 
F 

SOUR v: 

OR COIL 
W,t . 

UST 
SEND FOR ARBOR 

OF OVER 100 

SIZES 

Inside Perimeters from .592° to 19' 
With specialized experience and automatic 
equipment, PARAMOUNT produces a 

wide range of spiral wound paper tubes 
to meet every need ... from %' to 30' long, 
from .592' to 19' inside perimeter, includ- 
ing many odd sizes of square and rectan- 
gular tubes. Used by leading manufacturers. 
Hi -Dielectric, Hi -Strength. Kraft, Fish 
Paper, Red Rope, or any combination, 
wound on automatic machines. Tolerances 
plus or minus .002'. Made to your specifi- 
cations or engineered for YOU. 

Paramount PAPER TUBE CORP. 
616 LAFAYETTE ST., FORT WAYNE 2, IND. 

Manufacturers of Paper Tubing for the Electrical Industry 
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INCREASED 
OVERAGE... 

ata LOWER 

ANTENNA 

SUPPORT 

COST... 

with the 
TRYLON 

V 
ANTENNA 
MAST #650 

At a surprisingly low 
cost per lineal foot, you 
can raise your present 
antenna height to 60 ft. 
with the new TRYLON 
#650 Antenna Mast. It 
weighs only 2 lbs. per 
foot, comes in handy 10 
ft. sections and is easy 
to erect and climb. It is 
double -welded for added 
safety and hot dip gal- 
vanized alter fabrication. 

All sections are stand- 
ard. Base plates and top 
fittings for mounting an- 
tenna support tube are 
available from stock. 

Write for complete 
details and specifications. 

Tower and Antenna Division 

WIND TURBINE CO. 
WEST CHESTER, PENNA. 

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY (continued) 

engineering manufacturing field. 
The new firm has purchased the 
assets of Kappler Engineering and 
Mfg. Corp. and has expanded into a 
new modern building with some 
5,000 sq ft of floor space. 

THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
and General Electric Co. have in- 
vited bids for construction of the 
first units of the experimental 
atomic power plant to be erected on 
a 4,000 -acre tract about 18 miles 
north of Schenectady, N. Y. The 
new plant will form part of the 
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory. 

MOTOROLA, INC., Chicago, III. re- 
cently expanded its manufacturing 
plant to permit a 40 -percent in- 
crease in television set production. 

PERSONNEL 

NEAL MCNAUGHTEN has been ap- 
pointed director of the NAB engi- 
neering department. He was previ- 
ously assistant director of the de- 
partment and prior to that had been 
with the FCC for seven years. 

J. W. HEAD, president and founder 
of Electronics Institute, Inc., De- 
troit, Mich., was recently elected 
president of the Detroit Section of 
the Instrument Society of America. 

JOHN REINARTZ, designer of the 
Reinartz tuner, has joined the field 
engineering department of Eitel - 
McCullough, Inc., San Bruno, Calif., 
to assist in directing the application 
of tubes for amateur use. 

J. Reinartz L. M. Hershey 

LLOYD M. HERSHEY, previously 
assistant to the chief engineer at 
the Hallicrafters Co., was recently 
appointed director of research for 
General Instrument Corp., Eliza- 
beth, N. J. 

ALFRED H. MASSALLEK, formerly 
design engineer for the Stewart - 

BY BARRY 

sPEflNY 

uses 

AIR -DAMPED 

BARRYMOUNTS 
to protect their new 

. the new a 

Sperry flight con- 
trol instrument 
which has stirred 
the air -craft world is mounted on air - 
damped BARRYMOUNTS. 

Literally a super -instrument, the ZERO 
READER promises to revolutionize instru- 
ment flying in that it presents, on a 
simple two -element indicator, information 
which is ordinarily supplied by five sepa- 
rate instruments, and directly tells the 
pilot how to move his controls. Its two 
coordinating cross -lines dictate the pre-set 
plan of flight to the pilot who merely acts 
as the "muscles" at the controls. 

To protect this sensitive electronic 
"nerve center" from aircraft shock 
and vibration, Sperry Gyroscope 
Company mounts the ZERO READER 
on a base equipped with air -damped 
BARRYMOUNTS. 

BARRY bases permit virtually instant in- 
stallation and removal of the instruments 
they hold. Unit air -damped BARRY - 
MOUNTS are also available for direct in- 
stallation to airborne instruments. 

Whatever your shock or vibration 
problem, Barry experience and con- 
sulting engineering facilities offer a 
sure solution. Write for our free cata- 
log listing stock BARRYMOUNTS; for 
special information, call our nearest 
office or write to 

THE BARRYCORP 
MAIN OFFICE 

177 SIDNEY ST.. 
CAMBRIDGE 39. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

New York t., 
Cleveland Dayton 

St. Louis 

Philadelphia p,on - 

chicse Mi ,h 
Le. Angeles 
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Weight -51/2 Ounces Watts- 
40 or 60 Tip Dia.-Both 1/e" and 1/4" Tips 

Furnished with Each Iron Price- $500 
So light its weight is hardly noticeable. Out- 
performs any iron of equal size. Hatchet de- 
sign makes it more comfortable and practical 
to use than a pencil iron. No transformer re- f quired. Write for complete catalog. 

J - - - - - - - - - ® a - -l+ 
THIS FEATHERWEIGHT WILL 

tiCKVERIIIG .0s 
THE NEW 

HEXAC!ON 
84#P4# - --- MODEL 30H e 

1 a 

HEXACON ELECTRIC CO. 
= 130 WEST CLAY AVE., ROSELLE PARK, N. I. -o------ ,.á 

le heie sca,diii. ease." 
SIXTH AND NEVIN AVE RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA 

This unique pack- 
aged component is easily built into 
your apparatus. It has true decimal 
reading, and simple binary circuit with 
reliable automatic interpolation. Min- 
iature size. Moderate price. Immedi- 
ate shipment. 

Send for Bulletin DCU-115 

Std ea49 ta T V cGtcultd weed 

GRACOIL 
"One Good Turn Ö or a Million" 

Vertical and Horizontal Blocking 
Oscillator. Below Chassis 

mounting 

Plate and Filament Transformer 
with and without Magnetic 

Shielding 

TELEVISION 

/Jtft4frigne)14- 
it Order these Gracoil TV Trans- 

formers and get identical physi- 
cal and electrical duplicates of 
original units used in all popular 
receivers. Used and endorsed 
by leading TV set manufacturers. 
Dependable. Trouble -free. We 
invite your inquiry. Write. 

Vertical Deflection Output 
Transformer 

Vertical and Horizontal Blocking 
Oscillator. Above Chassis 

mounting 

Filter Choke 

THE GRAMER COMPANY 
Electrical Coils and Transformers 

2734 N. PULASKI ROAD CHICAGO 39, ILL., U.S.A. 
ESTABLISHED IN 1935 

ID( -RANGE P II INE H 

OSCI[IHTOR 
Designed for measurements and tests in the 300 to 

2500 me range. The AIL Type 124A Power Oscil- 
lator unit consists of a grid separation coaxial 
oscillator employing a 2C38 disc seal triode, an 

audio oscillator and modulator section, and a self- 

contained power supply for operation from 115 

volts at 50-60 cps. 

300mc-lOw 
POWER 600mc-20w 
OUPUT 1200mc-10w 

1500 mc -2.5 w 

SEND FOR COMPLETE DATA 

-Web?, C/-1j11'La ent-tJ,_ .(ieiT.Lke INC. 

160 OLD COUNTRY ROAD MINEOLA, N.Y! v 
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TEKTRONIX ' 

DIRECT COUPLED OSCILLOSCOPE 

The Tektronix Type 512 is a com- 

pletely new direct coupled cathode 
ray oscilloscope which provides the 
sensitivity; band pass; sweep ronges; 

flexibility and dependability so neces- 

sary for precision applications. 

* * * 

Present users throughout the world- 
leading universities; industrial organi- 
zations; branches of armed services; 

physiologists; geophysicists; etc.-have 
come to consider the Type 512 an 
indispensible instrument by virtue of 
its full complement of outstanding 
characteristics. 

.iR.-edurs 

DC -2 mc. SWEEPS 3 sec -30 microsec. 5 Millivolt Sensitivity DC or AC 

Detailed Specifications on request. 

$950.00 
f.o.b. Portland, 

Oregon 

712 5. E. HAWTHORNE BLVD. PORTLAND 14, OREGON 

MODEL 202 WIDE BAND CHAIN AMPLIFIER 
Band Width: 100 KC to 200 MC. Gain: 20 db. 
Impedance: 200 ohms. Rise time: less than .003 usec. 
With the Model 202: very fast pulses, transients and other high frequency 
voltages can now be amplified. 
With the Model 202: vacuum tube voltmeters and oscilloscopes are ten 
times more sensitive. 
With the Model 202: the output voltage of signal, sweep and pulse genera- 
tórs is ten times greater. 
Other Wide Band Chain Amplifiers available: 
Model 200A - 10 db Gain. Model 204 - 40 db Gain. 
Makers of chain amplifiers, temperature controls, variable electronic filters 
and power supplies. 

S K L SPENCER 
-KENNEDY LABORATORIES, INC. 

187 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS. 

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY i' d) 

Warner Corp., has been appointed 
executive design engineer for Shure 
Bros., Inc., Chicago, Ill., manufac- 
turers of microphones, phonograph 
pickups and acoustic devices. 

H. B. FANCHER, formerly assistant 
section engineer in charge of tele- 
vision equipment, was recently 
named section engineer of broad- 
cast studio equipment for the trans- 
mitter division of General Electric 
Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

H. B. Fancher K. F. Kellerman 

KARL F. KELLERMAN has left the 
post of executive director of the 
Research and Development Board's 
committee on guided missiles to 
join The Brush Development Co., 
electronic designers and manufac- 
turers, as head of their recently 
opened Washington, D. C., office. 

JOHN RANKIN, formerly chief engi- 
neer for Belmont Radio, Chicago, 
and six years with the RCA License 
Laboratory in New York, has been 
appointed chief engineer of Hoff- 
man Radio Corp., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 

CHEN To TAI of Harvard's Cruft 
Laboratory has .been appointed 
senior research physicist in Stan- 
ford Research Institute's depart- 
ment of electrical engineering to 
head the theoretical section of the 
Aircraft Radio Systems Laboratory. 

H. P. CORWITH, formerly director of 
research, has been appointed vice- 
president in charge of development 
and research of the Western Union 
Telegraph Co., New York City. 

Louis G. PACENT, president and 
technical director of Pacent Engi- 
neering Corp., New York City, has 
been appointed consulting engineer 
by the Plessey International Ltd. of 
Ilford Essex, England. 
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MICO 
ENGRAVER 

Model 253 For LARGE PANELS 

A further adaptation of the already proven 
model 252 Mico Engraver. Permits accurate 
engraving on metal or plastic panels up to 
19 inches wide and of unlimited length. Maxi- 
mum height of work above table, 19 inches. 
Micrometer spindle and four reduction ratios 
are standard equipment. 

MICO INSTRUMENT CO. 
76E TROWBRIDGE STREET DEPT. I 

CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS. 

Speci GLASS 
JEWEL 

BEARINGS 
for ... Low Cost 

... Long Life 

Glass Jewel Bearings by Bird are 
highly accurate and surprisingly inexpen- 
sive. They're ideal for use in ammeters, 
volt meters, timing instruments, compasses 
and other instruments where large volume 
production and low cost must he 
maintained. 

Of special interest to instrument man- 
ufacturers is Bird's method of mounting 
jewels. There's a minimum of stress and 
strain on the bearing itself as a result 
of Bird's special mounting technique. It 
is this special mounting feature which 
adds so materially to the useful life of 
Bird Jewel Bearings. 

Whenever there's a need for jewel 
bearings - whether in glass or in sap- 
phire - Bird can supply the right bear- 
ing to your specifications. Write today for 
more information and a quotation. 

Sapphire Bearings available in 
all jeu'el styles and mountings 

Richard H. Bird & Co., Inc. 
1 Spruce Street 

Waltham 54, Mass. 
"Serving Industry with Fine /curls 

Since 1913" 

''s't T1., 1VÌÓDÉD 
RESISTe- 

Of particular interest to all who need 

resistors with inherent low noise level 

and good stability in all climates 

HIGH VALUE RANGE 
10 to 10,000,000 MEGOHMS 

This unusual range of high value resistors 
was developed to meet the needs of scien- 
tific and industrial control, measuring and 
laboratory equipment-and of high voltage 
applications. 

Actual Size 

STANDARD RANGE 
1000 OHMS TO 9 MEGOHMS 

Used extensively in commercial equipment 
including radio, telephone, telegraph, 
sound pictures, television, etc. Also in a 
variety of U. S. Navy equipment. 

SEND FOR 

BULLETIN 4906 

It gives details of both the 
Standard and High Value 
resistors, including con- 
struction, characteristics, 
dimensions, etc. Copy with 
Price List mailed on re- 
quest. 

S.S. 
THE S. S. WHITE DENTAL MFO. CO.HDUSTR/AL DIVISION 

-DEPT. R. 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS AND ACCESSORIES 
MOLDED PLASTICS PRODUCTS-MOLDED RESISTORS 

Ome ej r4me'rdeaá ,44,44 9Kda4êual Enteernaus 

You Are Invited To Attend The First Annual 

AUDIO FAIR 
Hotel New Yorker, New York City, October 21, 28, 29 
An event of utmost importance 
to Broadcast Engineers, Re- 
cordists, Sound -on -Film Men, 
Public Address Men, Audio 
Hobbyists and Distributors and 
Dealers. 

Presenting for the first time, 
under one roof, an industry- 
wide display of audio equip- 
ment, components and acces- 
sories. 

SPONSORED BY THE AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 

DANO COILS 

DANO COILS 

DANO COILS 

DANO COILS 

DANO COILS 

DANO COILS 

DANO COILS 

DANO COILS 

DANO COILS 

DANO COILS 

It's DANO for Specially Treated Coils 
DANO is completely set up to produce 
specially treated coils. If your require- 
ments demand coils that are deeply im- 
pregnated with wax or varnish in vacuum 
impregnation tanks and cured in heat con- 
trolled ovens, get in touch with DANO- 
makers of specially treated coils to YOUR 
specifications. 

ALSO TRANSFORMERS MADE TO ORDER 

THE DANO ELECTRIC CO. 
MAIN ST., WINSTED, CONN. 

Form Wound 
Paper Section 
Acetate Bobbin 
Bakelite Bobbin 
Cotton Interweave 
Coils for High Tem- 

perature Applications 
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FOR THE ELECTRONICS & 

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES 
TUNGSTEN 

Wire Rod for Contacts 
Rod for Valve Seals and Supports 

Electrodes for Therapeutic Apparatus 
Atomic Hydrogen Arc Welding Rods 
Rod and Wire for Metal Volatilization 

processes e Hammered Slabs 

Sheet, Strip and Foil 

MOLYBDENUM 
Rod for Contacts Valve Stems 

Grid and Mandrel Wire 
Support Wires and Rods 

Wire for Furnace Windings 
Hammered Slabs 

Sheet, Strip and Foil for all Purposes 
Sheet for Furnace Boats 

We also supply Tungsten, Molybdenum 
and Tantalum Metal Powders, Titanium 
Hydride, Zirconium Hydride and many 
other metallurgical products. 

"\ ,.., \ . . \ \h\\ \ o \.\\\\ ..\\\ \\\ \ .e\\ 
\ ' \Ò Ó\\\ \\``. 

Small physical size and high efficiency. 
Available in a wide range of sizes and 
shapes for the Electronics Industry. 

NEW BOOKS 

Magnetic Recording 
BY S. J. BEGUN, Murray Hill Books, 
Inc., New York, 1949, 242 pages, $5.00. 

THE RAPID progress and increas- 
ing importance of magnetic re- 
cording during the last decade al- 
most demanded that someone write 
a book that would review the sub- 
ject up to date, separate the chaff 
from the wheat in the literature 
and present an authoritative dis- 
cussion of the art. Mr. Begun has 
accomplished this and considerably 
more in an unusually readable and 
well organized text. Of particular 
interest is the excellent bibliog- 
raphy presented at the end of each 
chapter and the glossary defining 
magnetic recording terminology. 
The development of the informa- 
tion, through basic theory to a dis- 
cussion of specific equipment, appli- 
cations, problems and instrumenta- 
tion for their study, is logically 
ordered and clearly presented with 
a wealth of illustrations. 

It is always a difficult compromise 
to write a book intended to aid the 
"technically interested amateur" 
that will be worthwhile reading for 
the engineer. Mr. Begun has recog- 
nized this and coped with it in an 
unusually successful manner. The 
first few sentences of the preface 
express the problem involved in 
writing a book during an active 
period in a dynamically expanding 
art. The interval between the time 
of writing and the date of publica- 
tion has indeed produced a number 
of new and interesting develop- 
ments. However, this simply means 
that a revised edition will be neces- 
sary in the future and certainly 
should in no way deter current in- 
terest in the book. 

In many instances the author has 
recognized the logical path of 
research and development and 
prophesied the course that it would 
take. As an example of this he 
says, " fortunately it seems 
quite feasible to make a multitude 
of copies from one master recording 
at the same time A good 
deal of engineering ingenuity will 
have to go into the development of 
such equipment. None of the equip- 
ment is available today." Now, in 
the July 1949 issue of ELECTRONICS, 

Satisfaction is 
guaranteed 
when you use 

ATLAS 
SPEAKERS 

MIKE STANDS 
ACCESSORIES 

From professional microphone boom 
supports to a small microphone fit- 
ting, the Atlas line is complete. 
Atlas is your guarantee of quality 
engineering. Precision Built - Pre- 

tested ATLAS SOUND products are 
of the finest quality and give com- 
plete and lasting satisfaction. 

Specialists know that it is often the 
one little "finnigan pin" which holds 
up the final completion of a well 
engineered and constructed sound 
system. 

Atlas 
line 

411. 

produces not only a complete 
of speakers and accessories 

but also fittings, adaptors, 
parts and gadgets. Atlas 
stocks these small items 
for your convenience. This 
is just part of the "all 
around" service to users of 
ATLAS SOUND EQUIPMENT. 

ii Write for our new catalog 
t1 today. 

...,. ,' 
. g 

ATLAS SOUND CORP. 
1450 39th Street 

Brooklyn 18, Neal York 
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here's help for 
HIGH VACUUM 

problems 

Beach -Russ Type RP 

Single Stage Vacuum 
Pump. Capacity -17 
to 845 c.f.m. 

For vacuum exhausting and processing at low 
pressures in electronic or electrical operations, 
these pumps offer the advantages of positive 
rotary, automatically lubricated, noiseless op- 
eration. They are "tops" for producing high 
vacuum or for backing diffusion pumps. Test 
to absolute pressures as low as 4 microns. 

BEACH -RUSS 
high vacuum 

PUMPS 

Write 
for 

Catalog 
No. 84 

BEACH -RUSS COMPANY 
52 Church St. New York 7, N. Y. 

how to keep your 

PLUG -INS plugged in 
THE TOP HAT RETAINER 
Four standard sizes fit 
most tubes and components. 
Special types also 
available. 

New stainless steel clamp for plug- 

in units subject to vibration. 
Materials and finishes comply with 

Armed Forces specifications. 

Recommended for use in military 
electronic equipment. 

Please state in your inquiry the type of tube or 
component to which the retainer is to be ap- 
plied, or supply sample or outline drawings 
with pertinent dimensions. 

TIMES FACSIMILE CORPORATION 
A Subsidiary of The New York Times Company 

229 West 43 St., New York 18, N. Y. 

DETECT RF TROUBLE and its CAUSES 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Frequency Range 50 to over 500 MCS 
Impedance 51.5 ohms 
Connectors . Standard connectors supplied 

are type N to accept UG-21/U attached 
to RG -8/U and RG -9/U cable. 
The instrument is supplied on request, 
with UHF type connectors to accept 82- 
ISP attached to RG -8/U and RG -9/U 
cable. 
Adapters are available for attaching to 
7/e inch 51.5 ohm coaxial line. 

Power Ranges: 
Model MM 565 0 to 4 watts 

MM 560 0 to 12 watts 
MM 561 0 to 40 watts 
MM 562 0 to 120 watts 
MM 563 0 to 400 watts 
MM 564 0 to 1200 watts 

Accuracy ... Plus or minus 5% of full scale 
for RF power. 
Plus or minus 10% for V.S.W.R. 

Reflection Coefficient . . . Less than 0.01. 

MM 560 SERIES 
This new MicroMatch provides direct 
reading of incident power, reflected 

power, net power to load, and VSWR 

of load-without reversing coupler. 
You can detect trouble wherever it 
may be in the transmitter, transmis- 
sion line or antenna system. $97.00 

complete. 

M. C. JONES ELECTRONICS CO. 

BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT 
Distributed Outside of Continental U.S.A. by RCA International Div.. Radio Corporation of America 

STOCK MOLDED 

KNOBS 
For Every Requirement 

Rogan offers a large selec- 
tion of knobs from stock 
molds, supplied without tool 
charge. Wide variety of 
sizes, shapes and colors. 
Knobs can be branded to 
specifications. Low cost, fast 
delivery. 

Write For Free Catalog 

ROGAN BROTHERS 
2504 W. IRVING PK. BLVD. 

CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 

Pioneer in Radio Engineering Inslrncliorl Since 1927 

APITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
An Accredited Technical Institute 

ADVANCED HOME STUDY AND RESIDENCE 
COURSES IN PRACTICAL RADIO -ELECTRONICS 

AND TELEVISION ENGINEERING 

Request your tree home study or residanoe 
school catalog by writing to: 

REGISTRAR 
16TH AND PARK ROAD, N.W. 

WASHINGTON 10, D. C. 

dpprorrd tor Veteran Training í 
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NEW BOOKS (continued, 

VERSATILE VIBRATOR 
OPERATING COIL 2 to 120 

volts AC 

FREQUENCY 0 to 450 cycles 

POWER HANDLING CAPAC- 
ITY 0 to 30 WATTS 

NOISE LEVEL LESS THAN 1 

my 

VERY LONG LIFE 

These features make this "Chopper" Vibra- 
tor a "must"! Extremely versatile, its applica- 
tion is the amplification of minute d -c potentials 
such as the output of a thermocouple. Acting 
as a self -driven vibrator, the unit can goner - 
crate its own control signal or provide a signal 
for another chopper. Used to convert small 
d -c values to a -c, it can rectify the amplified 
signal to produce d -c again whose polarity 
and level vary directly as the source. 

AIRPAX PRODUCTS CO. 

WRITE TODAY 

FOR 

FULL DETAILS 

1024 Greenmount Ave., Baltitmoro 2, Md. 

USES 

Ultrasonic Vibration Measurements 
Harmonic Analysis 
Cross Modulation Studies 
Noise Investigations 
Determining Transmission Characteristics of 

Lines and Filters 
Monitoring Communications Carrier Systems 
Checking Interference, Spurious Modulation, 

Parasitics, Effects of load changes, shock, 
humidity, component variations, etc. upon 
frequency stability 

Telemetering 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Frequency Range: 2KC-300KC, stabilized linear 
scale 

Scanning Width: Continuously variable from 
200KC to zero 

Four Input Voltage Ranges: 0.05V. to 50V. Full 
scale readings from 1 millivolt to 50 volts 

Amplitude Scale: Linear and two decade log 
Amplitude Accuracy: Within 1db. Residual har- 

monics suppressed by at least 50db. 
Resolution: Continuously variable. 2KC at maxi- 

mum scanning width, 500c.p.s. for scanning 
widths below 8KC. 

WRITE NOW For Complete Information, Price 
and Delivery 

Available Now! 

Easy, Fast 

Ultrasonic Spectrum Analysis 

WITH 

MODEL SB -1 

PANORAMIC 

ULTRASONIC ANALYZER 

An invaluable new direct reading instrument 
for simplifying ultrasonic investigations, the 
SB -7 provides continuous high speed pano- 
ramic displays of the frequency, amplitude 
and characteristics of signals between 2KC 
and 300KC. The SB -7 allows simultaneous 
observation of many signals within a band 
up to 200KC wide. Special control features 
enable selection and highly detailed examina- 
tion of narrower bands which may contain 
signals separated by less than 500c.p.s. The 
instrument is unique In that it provides rapid 
indications of random changes in energy dis- 
tribution. 

PANORAMIC, 
r i 

10 SOUTH SfCOND Y{ MOUNT YfNON. N T 

RADIO PRODUCTS Inc 

the article describing the multiple 
magnetic tape recorder developed 
by Reynolds Marchant in the labor- 
atories of Minnesota Mining and 
Manufacturing Co. announces that 
this feat has already been accom- 
plished in practical form. 

It may be worthy of comment that 
introductory material relating to 
the general subjects of acoustics, 
hearing and fundamental electronic 
components is endlessly repetitive 
from one book to the next and 
represents a never completely suc- 
cessful effort to condense a 
thorough education in audio engi- 
neering in the space of a few pages. 
Although in this instance the 
author has done well with limited 
space, it is a moot question whether 
it would be better to eliminate the 
chapter on "Acoustic Factors" or 
to expand it. As it stands a good 
portion seems either inadequate or 
unnecessary, depending upon the 
status of the reader. 

Certainly it is true that the novice 
in the field will gain greatly through 
the reading of this book, and there 
are few engineers, even among 
those active in magnetic recording 
work, who will not profit from re- 
viewing the information and using 
this presentation as a means for 
collating their concepts. The book 
should be read, at least in part, by 
everyone in the industry.-JOHN D. 
GOODELL, The Minnesota Electron- 
ics Corp., St. Paul, Minn. 

Photoelectricity and 
Its Applications 
BY V. K. ZWORYKIN AND E. G RAM- 
BERG, John Wiley & Sons Inc., New 
York, 1949, 494 pages, $7.50. 

THIS BOOK covers virtually the en- 
tire field of photoelectricity from 
its historic beginning to its re- 
cent application in Ultrafax. The 
various photoelectric phenomena 
are described individually and the 
histories of their development pre- 
sented along with the general 
theories and characteristics of light- 
sensitive devices. 

A portion of the book is devoted 
to a detailed study of the different 
kinds of photosensitive surfaces, in- 
cluding advantages and disadvan- 
tages of using particular surfaces 
for certain applications. Each chap - 
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BIRTCHER 
STAINLESS STEEL - LOCKING TYPE 

TUBE 
CLAMPS 

Stainless 
Steel 

Corrosion 
Proof 

83 VARIATIONS 
Where vibration is a problem, Birtcher 

Locking TUBE CLAMPS offer a foolproof, 
practical solution. Recommended for all 
types of tubes and similar plug-in com- 

ponents. 

More than three million of these 
clamps In use. 

FREE CATALOG 

Send for samples of Birtcher stainless 

steel tube clamps and our standard cata- 
log listing tube base types, recommended 

clamp designs, and price list. 

THE BIRTCHER CORPORATION 
5087 HUNTINGTON DR. LOS ANGELES 32 

RAHM 

DIRECT WRITING 

MULTI -CHANNEL 

OSCILLOGRAPHS 
INSTANT DIRECT RECORDS WITH- 
OUT INK 

HIGH GAIN COMBINATION AC -DC 
AMPLIFIERS 

CONSTANT MESH MULTI -SPEED 
CHART DRIVE 

CUSTOM QUALITY AT MODERATE 
PRICE 

UNEQUALLED SENSITIVITY 

1-2-4-6 CHANNELS 

Write for Information 

RAHM INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
12 West Broadway New York 7, N. Y. 

LOGARITHMIC AC VOLTMETER 

WIDE BAND AMPLIFIER 

Advanced Design 
gives you a sensitivity 
and frequency response 

never before obtained. 

Also MODEL 47 
AUDIO FREQUENCY 

VOLTMETER 

15 Cycles to 30 Kc. 
Amplifier Gain 40000 

No other Voltmeter offers all these advantages 

Range .0005 to 500 volts 

Frequency 5 CPS to 1.6 MC 

Logarithmic voltage scale 

Input 2 Megohm 15 MMF 
Accuracy ±2% 
Stability -+-1% 105 to 125V. 
Linear DB scale 

Ideal for Audio, Supersonics, Lower Radio Frequency Spectrum. 
Measures Stage Gain, RF and IF Amplifiers on Broadcast Receivers. 

Write for Complete Information 

INSTRUMENT ELECTRONICS CORP. 
45-17 Glenwood Street Little Neck, L. I., N. Y. 

A VERSATILE FINE -WIRE 

WINDING MACHINE BY GEO. STEVENS 
The No. 25 shown is a combination of the Universal 
Winding Machine and the 6" Space Winding Machine. 
Handles wire from 24 to 40 gauge. Progressive Universal 
Coils may be up to 31/2 inches in length. 

Other models for winding Coils, Trans- 
formers, Resistors, and Solenoids 

Dial Counters also available sepa- 
rately 
We welcome the opportunity to con- 
sult with you on your needs and would 
like you to have our latest catalog 
. . . write! 

GEO. STEVENS MFG. CO. 
6022 N. ROGERS AVE. 

PULASKI & PETERSON 
CHICAGO 30, ILLINOIS 

Mc CRAW -HILL 
DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE 

If You Are Having Difficulty 

Maintaining Your Mailing Lists . . 

Probably no ether organization is as well equipped as 
McGraw-Hill to solve the complicated problem of list 
maintenance during this period of unparalleled change 
in industrial personnel. 

McGraw-Hill Mailing Lists cover most major indus- 
tries. They are compiled from exclusive sources, and 
are based on hundreds of thousands of mail question- 
naires and the reports of a nation-wide field staff. All 
names are guaranteed accurate within 2%. 

When planning your direct mail advertising and sales 
promotion, consider this unique and economical service 
in relation to your product. Details on request. 

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc. 
DIRECT MAIL DIVISION 

330 West 42nd Street New York, 18, New York 
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ONE-PIECE 

SELF-LOCKING 
NUTS 

Pat'd.& 
Pats. Pend. 

... Won't Shake Loose ... Reduce Maintenance 
Invariably, when nuts loosen, they cause shutdowns, loss of production, and bad tempers all 
around. All this can readily be eliminated by installing the one-piece, self-locking "FLEXLOC", 
because it positively will not shake loose and positively cuts cost of maintenance. 
The all -metal, one-piece resilient "FLEXLOC" is becoming increasingly popular, because it 
is processed to have an exceptionally uniform torque and, because it packs a stop, lock and 
plain nut all in one. "FLEXLOC" accommodates itself to a wide range of thread tolerances 
and can be used over and over again without losing much of its torque. And, being a stop 
nut, it stays locked in any position on a threaded member. It is not affected by temperatures 
commonly met within the industrial field of Mechanical Engineering. 
Available in "thin" and "regular" types-in sizes from #6 to 2" in diameter-in NC and NF 
thread series. Write for your copy of the "FLEXLOC" Catalog. 

OVER 46 YEARS IN BUSINESS 

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO. 

BOX 5 96 JENKINTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 
"Serving Industry continuously since 1903 through Industrial Distributors" 

all,,,b4/040 

MODEL 
TFR 

TWIN CHANNEL GRAPHIC RECORDER 

in RUGGED CASE 
for portable and 

bench use. 

And for RACK 
MOUNTING 

VERSATILE 

COMPACT 

ECONOMICAL 

THIS RECTANGULAR COORDINATE RECORDER 
features: 

TWO independent recording channels 
SERVO -CONTROLLED writing Systems 
INTERCHANGEABLE range potentiometers 
ALL operating controls on Front Panel 
SYNCHRONOUS, reversible and changeable chart drive for 
oscillator, analyzer and selsyn drives 

CALIBRATED charts available for general and specific 
purposes 
DEPENDABLE trouble -free operation 

Engineering Skill and 
this RECORDER which 
plicity, Compactness, 

Years of Experience have produced 
is truly unexcelled in combining Sim - 
Versatility and Ease of Operation. 

Descriptive literature mailed upon request. 

Designers and Manufacturers of Graphic Recorders 

SOUND APPARATUS COMPANY STIRLING, 

Instruments Engineered for individual Requirements 

NEW BOOKS (continued) 

ter concludes with a complete list 
of references. 

The materials and apparatus 
used in the manufacture of photo - 
tubes are discussed in detail, and 
separate chapters are devoted to 
descriptions of the vacuum, gas - 
filled and multiplier phototube prin- 
ciples and characteristics. Photo- 
conductive and photovoltaic cells 
are each presented in individual 
chapters. 

The last half of the book deals 
in specific applications for photo- 
electric devices. Numerous indus- 
trial circuits are shown. Photo- 
sensitive television camera tubes 
are discussed individually, and the 
complete electronic television sys- 
tem is studied in detail. 

The application portion of the 
book is completely illustrated with 
circuit diagrams, and wherever 
practical, design data are included. 
A complete appendix of material 
pertaining to photoelectric devices 
is furnished.-J. F. 

Books Received for Review 

AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER 
SERVICE MANUAL, Vol. 2, 1948. Howard 
W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., 
1949, 432 pages, $6.75. Covers 45 models 
of standard, LP, dual -speed record chang- 
ers plus wire and tape recorders. Ex- 
ploded diagrams show each individual part 
in approximately correct relationship to 
other parts, to speed identification of any 
part. 
THE CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPE. 
By George Zwick. Radcraft Publications, 
Inc., New York, 1949, 112 pages, paper - 
covered, $.75. Simple fundamentals of 
scopes and measuring techniques, for those 
lacking engineering training. 
ELECTRON TUBES. Vol. I-1935-1941 ; 

Vol. II -4942-1948. Published by RCA 
Review, Radio Corporation of America, 
Princeton, N. J., 1949, 475 and 454 pages 
respectively, $2.60 each. Collected papers 
published by RCA authors, arranged in 
four sections in each volume : general ; 

transmitting ; receiving ; special. Each 
book includes an electron tube bibliography 
for the period covered. 

ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS. 
By Stephen S. Attwood, Prof. of E. E., 
Univ. of Mich. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 
New York, 1949, Third Edition, 475 pages, 
$5.50. Advanced electrical engineering 
text for colleges, arranged in four parts to 
cover separately the electric field, magnetic 
field, ferromagnetic field, and interactions 
of electric and magnetic fields. Moderate 
revision of 1941 edition, with all formu- 
las recast to units of official mks system. 

A PROFESSIONAL GUIDE FOR JUNIOR 
ENGINEERS. By W. E. Wickenden ; 

Edited and Collated by G. Ross Henninger. 
Engineers' Council for Professional De- 
velopment, 29 W. 39th St., New York, 
N. Y., 56 pages, paper cover, $1.00. Pre- 
sentation of philosophy and engineering 
ethics for young engineers. Beginnings of 
engineering societies are traced, and 
engineering Is evaluated as a career. Ap- 
pendix includes a self -appraisal question- 
naire. 
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WHITEHEAD STAMPING CO. 
A preferred source of precision -made WASHERS and STAMPINGS. 46 years of ex- 
perience and up-to-the-minute facilities, assure highest quality and service. 

EST. 

1903 WHITEHEAD STAMPING CO. 
1691 W. Lafayette Blvd. Detroit 16, Michigan 

Little thought -of facts about capacitors 
The short time breakdown voltage of a well -made D.C. 
capacitor is not less than 5 to 6 times the actual working 
voltage at 20e- 

E = 5 X e min 
E - Breakdown voltage 
e = Rated d.c. working voltage 

INDUSTRIAL CAPACITORS are unvaryingly held to this 
formula. 

Designed for maximum safety factor and the smallest 
possible volume, INDUSTRIAL CAPACITORS are the most 
widely used capacitor in industrial applications. 

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILED CATALOG 

INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORP. 

Watch this 
space f o r other 
capacitor 
facts that 
will help 
you. 

Sales Offices in 
All Principal Cities 

3243 N. California Ave. 
Chicago 18, Illinois 

PHOTOVOLT 
VIDEO 

Brightness Tester 
MOD. 205 

A photoelectric instrument for 
measuring the brightness of 
television tubes and screens in 
foot -lamberts. 

Price, $68. 
Write for literature to 

PHOTOVOLT CORP. 
95 Madison Ave. New York 16, N. Y. 

Photoelectric and 
Electronic Measuring Instruments 

FREE! Send for it NOW! 

ALLIED'S NEW 

1950 CATALOG! 

196 PAGES- 
Everything in 
Radio and 
Electronics 

GET RADIO'S 
LEADING BUYING GUIDE 
Service Technicians and Engineers: Al. 
LIED's 1950 Buying Guide brings you all 
the new releases and money -saving val- 
ues-from the world's largest stocks of 
test instruments, amplifiers, P.A. sys- 
tems and equipment, tubes, parts, tools, 
books and accessories-ready for instant 
expert shipment. Send today for your 
FREE new 196 -page ALLIED Catalog. 

ALLIED RADIO CORP., DEPT. 11-K-9 
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III. 

Send FREE New ALLIED Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

ALLIED RADIO 

Now 
Best TV 

servicing 
practices 

HERE is an up-to-the-minute A -to -Z manual 
for everyone concerned with TV receiver 
installations and optimum signal output. It 

tells how the video and audio signals originate 
. . . how they are transmitted . how they are 
received. It gives a balanced and detailed pic- 
ture of both AM and FM circuits, operation and 
servicing. 

Covered in detail are such topics 
as oscilloscope operation, the ratio 
detector system and intercarrier 
sound receivers, deflection circuits, 
automatic synchronizing control and 
the synchroguide system, projection 
systems, sequential and simultaneous 
color television, etc. Simplified dia- 
grams, complete schematics and 
photographs supplement the text 
matter. 

A quick -reference chart gives you 
every important characteristic of all pic- 
ture tubes in common use, from the 
3NP4 to the 16AP4 and the 20BP4. 
Elaborate trouble -shooting charts show 
symptoms, causes and cures for more 
than 50 typical receiver problems. 

Just Published! 

BASIC TELEVISION 
Principles and Servicing 

By BERNARD GROB 
Instructor, RCA Institutes, Inc. 

592 pages 6 x 9 Over 400 Tables, 
charts, illustrations $6.50 

CONTENTS 
The Television System- 
Camera Tubes - The 
Electron Scanning 
Beam - Scanning and 
Synchronizing - The 
Composite Video Signal 
-The Picture Carrier 
Signal - Frequency 
Modulation -Television 
Receivers - Picture 
Tubes-Power Supplies - Video Amplification 
-Practical Design of Video Amplifiers - 
Brightness Control and 
D -C Reinsertion-Video 
Detector and Automatic 
Gain Control-Separa- 
tion of the Synchroniz- 
ing Signals-Deflection 
Generators -Deflection 
Circuits - Picture 1-F 
Stages-The R -F Tun- 
ing Section - Antennas 
and Transmission Lines 
-The Associated Sound 
Signal and FM Receiv- 
ers-Receiver Servicing 
-Television Broadcast- 
ing-Color Television- 
Light - Appendixes: 
Standards of Good En- 
gineering Practice Con- 
cerning TV Broadcast 
Stations, etc. 

This new hook combines 
well-rounded self in- 

struction in basin television 
principles with practical, 
ready -reference receiver 
trouble -shooting guidance. 

Full and careful explana- 
tions of every basic point like 
these are given-phase inver- 
sion, automatic volume con- 
trol, rectifier circuits, modu- 
lation and condenser action 
in a circuit. 

Circuit -Block Treatment 
Earls block of circuits in 

the receiver is given a separate 
chapter to cover details fully. 
Other chapters are devoted to 
camera tubes, scanning and 
synchronizing, power supplies, 
antennas and transmission 
lines and color television. 

This new manual gives 
you more than enough ma- 
terial to qualify for the FCC's 
added FM and TV require- 
ments for the 1st class license 
test. It also gives you the 
necessary background of 
theory to understand new TV 
developments, and work with 
them easily. 

Accept Thls Offer Now 

You can examine this 
book for 10 full days free of 
charge. Fill out and mall 
the free -examination coupon 
below now, while this maga- 
zine is handy. 

10 DAYS' » FREE EXAMINATION 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., N.Y.C. IB 

Send me Grab's Basic Television Principles & Serv- 
icing for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 
days I will remit 06.50, plus few cents for delivery. 
or return book. (We pay for delivery if you remit 
with this coupon: same return privilege.) 

Name 

Address 

city zone.... State 

Company 

Position F L-10-45 
Its - - - - - MI MI - - - - - - ea 411 
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WHERE TO BUY IT 

WHOLESALE RADIO 
of Baltimore 

('ew G.E. Television 
LAB INSTRUMENTS 

5" OSCILLOSCOPE 
Wide frequency 
response for T.V. 
Circuit work. 

$279.50 
EHigh sensitivity 
xceptional stabil- 

ity DC Amplifiers 
Excellent linear- 

ity Low capacity 
input probe Z Axis 
input Calibrated 
voltages provided Regulated Power 
supply 105-125 
volts AC, 50-60 cycles 
watts. Type 
ST -2A. 

MARKER GENERATOR 
For Television 
Applications 

All desired mark- 
er complete 
alignment are ob- 
tained by one ini- 
tial setting of the 
master dial on the 
marker generator. 
Separate crystal 
for each 
TV chan- 
nel selected by 
rotary switch. Pic- 
ture and audio car- 
rier marker available simultaneously. I.F. ranges 
continuously variable in three ranges from 19 to 
50 mc. Power supply - 105 to 125 volts, 50-00 
cycles, 60 watts, Power transformer has double 
primary and can be connected to 210-250 v. 
Type ST -5A. 

SWEEP GENERATOR 
wide linear 
sweep for 
Television 
Servicing. 

$379.50 
Cover. all 
broadcast TV 
channels, TV 
and FM-IF 
band.. Good attenuation 
nd extreme - 

1y low leakage. Entirely elec- tronic. Fre- quency range continuously 
variable from 4 to 110 me and 170 to 220 mc. 
Sweep width linear from 500 kc to greater than 
15 me. Output voltage - greater than o.1 from 
4 to 110 mc. Greater than 0.5 volts from 170 
to 220 me. Same power require- 
ments as marker generator. Marker 
generator and sweep generator are 
adequately shielded and have front 
p k mounting. for standard 197 relay 

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS 
PICTURES AND SPECIFICATIONS 

F.L.TRON ICS 
Geiger Muller RADIATION SURVEY 

INSTRUMENT 
A complete, lightweight port- 
able battery operated Instru- 
ment for the measurement of 
radiation Intensities. 
For: Locating radium, urani- 
um and other radio active 
ores; geological survey work; measuring radiation Intensity 
In planta, hospitals, laborato- 
ries. The instrument has three 
full scale ranges of .2, 2.0 
and 20 milli -roentgens per hr. 
Reading directly from scale 
of indicating meter located on top of instrument. 5225 Model SMa. 

MILLEN GRID DIP METER 
Accurate a Dependable 

Compact and completely 
self-contained. AC power 
supply Is of the trans- 
former type. The drum 
dial has 7 calibrated uni 
form length scales from 

1.5 to 270 me with generous overla e Dlu, an 
arbitray scale for use with special application 
inductors. Internal terminal strip per vita bat- 
tery operation for antenna measurement. $55 
Order Millen 00051. 

WRITE FOR FREE MONTHLY "FYI' BULLETIN 
Phone Mulberry 2134 

Address Orders to Dept. aR 90 

WHOLESALE 
Ur RADIO PARTS CO., Inc. 

311 W. Baltimore St. 

BALTIMORE 1, MD. 
Distributors for-Ohmite Centralab Millen Amphe 
noi Trlpplett Sola Superior Aerovos and many 

oilier famous makes. 

Backtalk 
This department is oper- 

ated as an open forum 

where our readers may 

discuss problems of the 

electronics industry or 

comment upon articles 

h i e h ELECTRONICS 

has published. 

Packaged Precision 
DEAR SIRS: 
READING THROUGH a series of your 
publication, ELECTRONICS, to which 
journal we have subscribed for 
many years, I have been interested 
to note the number of times the 
term "packaged" or "packeted" oc- 
curs when some concern wishes to 
draw attention to the size or qual- 
ity of a product. 

Size and quality do not always 
blend but when they do so, exten- 
sive advertisement is hardly neces- 
sary, the goods will usually sell 
themselves. 

One of the drawbacks of elec- 
tronics, so we have been told over 
a period of years, is the instability 
of such units when compared with 
mechanical units to perform the 
same office. We are told of a com- 
parator using the usual lever mag- 
nifying mechanism which is stable 
for weeks on end whilst the elec- 
tronic comparator can't possibly 
remain as stable owing to the vari- 
ations in tubes, coils, capacitors, re- 
sistors and what not. On the face 
of it, this argument appears sound. 
There is nothing in the electronic 
circuit which can give confidence 
to the mechanically minded engineer 
insofar as stability is concerned. 
As he says, he has to adjust his 
radio after it has been switched on 
for about ten minutes or it wanders 
off the station. 

I should be very interested to 
know the parallel condition in 
America where it would appear the 
engineer is much more electronic 
minded; or is he? 

As an example may I quote the 
following: 

We were requested to supply on 
approval a dimensional comparator 

STEATITE 

CERAMIC 

Design engineers and manufacturers in the 
radio, electrical and electronic fields are 
finding in LAVITE the precise qualities 
called for in their specifications . high 
compressive and dielectric strength, low 
moisture absorption and resistance to rot, 
fumes, acids, and high heat. The exceed- 
ingly low loss -factor of LAVITE plus its 
excellent workability makes it ideal for all 
high frequency applications. 

Complete details on request 

D. M. STEWARD MFG. COMPANY 
Main Office d Works: Chattanooga, Tenn. 

Needham, Mass. Chicago Los Angeles 
New York Philadelphia 

RAWSON 
ELECTROSTATIC 

VOLTMETERS 
Type 518 

Now available to 35,000 VOLTS 
Measure true R.M.S. values on A.C., no 
waveform or frequency errors. 

NO POWER CONSUMPTION 
Leakage resistance greater than one mil- 
lion megohms. These meters may be used 
to measure 

STATIC ELECTRICITY 
Ideal for measuring high voltage power 
supplies with zero current drain. Rugged, 
well -damped movement. All elements sur- 
rounded by metal shielding for accuracy 
and safety. 

Write for new bulletin 

RAWSON ELECTRICAL 
INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
111 POTTER ST. CAMBRIDGE, Mass. 

Representatives 
Chicago Los Angeles 
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maed 
GREATEST,SHOW ON EARTH! 

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE! 

EXCITING! EDUCATIONAL! 

ALWAYS NEW! 

If you are interested in new products .. . 

new services ... new industrial developments 
... you'll follow the parade of advertising 
pages that marches through each issue of all 
McGraw-Hill magazines. 

Alert executives and technical men 
eagerly scan these advertisements for infor- 
mation essential to their business. Few buyers 
feel that they can afford to miss them. Read- 

ing these pages regularly is a sure way of 
keeping right up-to-the-minute on the de- 
velopments in your field. 

Add this fact to the wealth of news and 
information provided by McGraw-Hill's staff 
of over two hundred editors and over four 
hundred field correspondents, and you know 
why men say: FOR THE FACTS OF INDUS- 
TRIAL LIFE, TURN TO McGRAW-HILL. 

----ir-----------MOD 
NFADOUOR INDUSrR1Al INfOlMA110N 

McGRAW-HILL : , r> 
Publishing Company, Inc., 330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 

The McGraw-Hill Network of Industrial Communication: American Machinist . Air Transport Aviation Aviation News Bus 
Transportation Business Week . Coal Age . Chemical Engineering Construction Methods Electrical Contracting Electrical 
Merchandising Electrical West Electrical Wholesaling Electrical World . Electronics Engineering & Mining Journal . 
E. & M. J. Metal and Mineral Markets . Engineering News -Record Factory Management & Maintenance Food Industries McGraw- 
Hill -Digest Mill Supplies Power . Product Engineering . Science Illustrated Textile World The Welding Engineer. 
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ANALYZE 
COMPLEX 
IMPEDANCES 

WITH THE 

Z -ANGLE 

METER 

Á 
w 

z 

II 

00 

APPLICATIONS... 
Loudspeakers 
Microphones 
Tranmission Lines 

Filters 
Amplifier Inputs and 

Outputs 
Resonant Circuits- 

series or parallel 
Transformers 
General Laboratory 

Measurements 

FOR MEASUREMENTS OF ... 
Impedance (Z) 

0.5 to 100,000 ohms 

Phase Angle (0) 
+90° (XL) thru 

0°(R) to -90°(X,.) 
D 01 to 10 
Q 10 .. 0.1 

Frequency....30 to 20,000 c.p.s. 

PRICE $425.00 
Write today for bulletins on other T.I.C. 
products: R.F. Z -Angle Meter . R -F 
Power Oscillator ... Translatory Variable 
Resistors ... Slide Wire Resistance Boxes 
... Phase Angle Meter. 

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORP. 
1058 Main Street, Waltham 54, Mass. 

L 
0. 

Engineering Representatives 

Chicago, 111.-STate 2.7444 
3Dallas. Tex.-LOgan 6-5597 

Cambridge, Mass.-Eliot 4-151 
Canaan, Conn.-Canaan 649 

Rochester, N. Y.-Charlotte 3193.1 
Hollywood, Cal.--H011ywood. 9.6305 

BACKTALK (continued) 

with a full scale deflection (4 -in. 
indicator movement) equal to 0.0001 
inch at the stylus. 

The movement over the scale was 
to be linear and guaranteed to be 
within 1 percent of the full scale 
value at any position. The move- 
ment was to provide accuracy to 
within 2 percent of the full scale 
value at any temperature between 
50 and 72 degrees F with the pro- 
viso that both work and instrument 
had been soaked at that tempera- 
ture for the normal ten hours nec- 
essary for temperature stabiliza- 
tion. 

The instrument was delivered 
and with the guarantee as above. 

It was then forwarded by the 
purchaser to the national Labora- 
tory for checking. 

On return with Laboratory O.K. 
certificate it was put into service. 

After six months use without one 
minute of trouble, the works super- 
intendent still complains that he's 
not quite certain of it but he doesn't 
know why. 

This instrument is crystal con- 
trolled, with an accuracy stability 
of two parts in one million. It re- 
peats consistently to inside one mil- 
lionth part of one inch 200 times 
every hour. On the static test the 
meter deviation is less than 0.000- 
001 inch over 720 hours at any tem- 
perature. 

And he's not quite certain of it. 
Can you believe it? 

JAMES R. CORNELIUS 

Cornelius Electronic Instruments Ltd. 
C'oventrri, England 

Electronic Organ 
DEAR SIRS: 

MESSRS. GOODELL AND SWEDIEN pre- 
sented an interesting description of 
their pipeless organ in the August 
issue of ELECTRONICS. I was sorry 
to notice, however, that they made 
no reference to the original electric 
organ based on the use of tooth and 
pole generators. More than 40 
years ago, Thaddeus Cahill de- 
signed and built such a machine. 
About the year 1906, I well remem- 
ber its furnishing music for an 
electrical show in old Madison 
Square Garden in New York City. 
At that time, of course, loudspeak- 
ers were unknown. Instead, 
hundreds of old-fashioned telephone 

LARGE ÁLLEST' SIZE 

I I I IIII 

R.M.C. 

DISCAPS 

Leading 

TV 

Makers 

Depend 

On 

Them 

Type CC Miniature Ceramic 
High Frequency By Pass Series 

1000 mmf and 1500 mmf DISCAPS measure only 
1/4" in diameter; 5000 mmf only 7/16" and 10,000 
mmf 9/16". 600 V.D.C. working voltage -1200 
V.D.C. test -3500 to 5000 V.D.C. breakdown. 
LOW LEAKAGE LOW SELF INDUCTANCE 

Type CC DISCAPS are impervious to moisture, 
have a low temperature coefficient and good 
power factor. DISCAPS are definitely better. 

SEND FOR DETAILS AND TEST SAMPLES 

Radio Materials Corporation 
1708 BELMONT AVE. CHICAGO 13, ILL. 

P -506 -CE 
Plug with Cap 

S -506-D8 
Socket with 

deep Bracket 

JONES 
PLUGS & 
SOCKETS 

500 SERIES 

Puvieet 
2Acai 

For 5,000 Volts, 
25 Amperes per 
Contact Alter- 
able by circuit 
Characteristics. 

Socket contacts phosphor bronze, knife -switch 
type, cadmium plated. Plug contacts hard brass, 
cadmium plated. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 contacts. 
Plugs and sockets polarized. Long leakage path 
from terminal, and terminal to ground. Caps and 
brackets, steel parkerized (rust -proofed). Plug 
and socket blocks interchangeable in caps and 
brackets. Terminal connections most accessible. 
Cap insulated with canvas bakelite. 

Write for Jones BULLETIN 500 for full details 
on line. 

.HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION 
Cinch Mfg. Corp. 

1026 SOUTH HOMAN AVE. CHICAGO 24, ILL. 
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ALLEN BRADLEY RESISTORS 

Immediate delivery 

;ESST 
RS" 

r11 9;f Al2 

5%-10% 
1/2W ., 1W., 2W. 

Write for Price Bulletin E-10 

RESISTORS, INCORPORATED 
71 MURRAY ST NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

TEL.: WORTH 2-7862 

EL-TRONICS, INC. 
Research, development, and manufacture 
of electronic equipment-a single model 
to large quantities. 

Specialists in Geiger -Muller equipment 
2647-67 N. Howard St., Phila. 33, Pa. 

Garfield S-2026 

PRINTED CELLOPHANE 
Colorful Self Adhesive - Cellophane, processed 
la Rolls. Easy to buy - Easy to apply - used for 
Packaging -Point of Sale advertisin g- Parts mark- 
ing and Aircraft Wire terminal identification. 

TOPFLIGHT TAPE - YORK. PA. 

This 

CONTACTS 

Section 

supplements other advertising in 

this issue with these additional an- 

nouncements of products essential 

to efficient and economical produc- 

tion and maintenance. Make a habit 

of checking this page, each issue. 

Classified Advertising Division 

ELECTRONICS 

FINE RIBBONS 
OF 

TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM 
uality and accuracy in our fabrica - 

ion of Tungsten & Molybdenum Rib- 
bons have characterized our service to 
the Electronic industry. 

A development of 

MI5 Beekman St.. Now York 7, N. Y 
H. CROSS Co 

MICROMETER 
FREQUENCY 
METER 

will 
monitor 

any number 
of frequencies, 

FM or AM. 100 KC to 175 MC 

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC. 
Bradenton, Fla., U. S. A. 

ELECTRONICS COMPANIES 

USE STENCILS .. . 
for marking stock bins, plant equipment, parts, 
as well as Shipping Containers. For sample 
stencil, Shippers Handbook, prices, pin this 
ad to business letterhead with your name. 

MARSH STENCIL MACHINE CO. 
46 Marsh Bldg. Belleville III., U. S. A. 

o \I 
4./-1 i ' se. 

PROBLEMS IN MANUFACTURING 
VACUUM TUBES? 

We build any and all kinds of equipment 
to your specification and design for the 
manufacture of tubes or associated prod- 
ucts. 

BUCK ENGINEERING CO. 
37-39 Marcy St. Freehold, N. J. 

ODERING 

flaxt . BRAZING & WELDING 

"4.-Ï 1.11. ALLLM (O. INC. (hinge 31,11!. 

4751 Bryn Mawr Ave. 

EISLER 
SPECIALIZES IN EQUIPMENT FOR THE 

COMPLETE MANUFACTURE O 
IncaFndescent 

and 
Fluorescent 

i_ïi + i Lamps, 
Luminous 

Neon Signs. 
Radio, Cathode 
Ray, Television 
and Electronic 
Tubes of All 

Sizes 

36 -Head Radio Tube Exhausting Machine. 

Transformers of All Types 
IN SIZES FROM t/ TO 300 KVA 

For 
Lighting 

Power 
Welding 
Phase 

Changing 
Auto 

Testing 

Special 
Transformers 
For Electronic 

Devices 

EISLER ENGINEERING CO. Ince 
751 So. 13th St. Newark 3, N. J. 
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176 Johnson St., UL ster 5.3196-7-8, Brooklyn I. N.Y. $ 
n,wewHstiwrwcees*<we $ 

0 

4 

Antenna Coils, Grid Clips, Dial Cord Springs and 
Precision Springs of all types pertaining to Radio 
and Television. 

Your Inquiries Invited 

WEBSTER SPRING CORPORATION 

EISLER- Manufactures Complete Equipment for: 
SPOT WELDERS. Electric, for ye to 250 KVA. 
A.C. ARC WELDERS from 100 to 400 Amos. 
TRANSFORMERS. Special and Standard Types. 
INCANDESCENT LAMP Manufacturing Equipment. 
FLUORESCENT TUBE Manufacturing Equipment. 
NEON SIGN MAKERS EQUIPMENT. 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, Vacuum Pumps. etc. 
WET GLASS SLICING and Cutting machines for Laboratory use. 
EISLER ENGINEERING CO., INC. 751 So. 13th St., Newark 3, N. J. 
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IN THE PROFESSION, AN HONORED NAME 

Night-The Altec Lansing 
A -323C Amplifier 

Left-Tice Altec Lansing 
ALC-101 FM -AM Tuner 

ENGINEERED FOk THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE 
PERFORMANCE REGARDLESS OF COST 
This superb two -unit 
Altec Lansing combina- 
tion was designed in ac- 
cordance with a single di- 
rective: "They are to be 
the finest. No component, 
no circuit, is to be chosen 
with price in mind. They 
must be able to realize 
the full resources of the 
finest AM and FM pro- 
grams; they must be 
capable of receiving and 
delivering these resources 
undisturbed to the finest 
loudspeaker in the world, 

the Altec Lansing 604B 
Duplex." The AM section 
is an improved tuned radio 
frequency circuit recog- 
nized as the best for high 
quality reception. The 
distortion -free circuits of 
the FM section re-create 
all of the life -like repro- 
duction possible with 
FM. The A -323C Ampli- 
fier transmits to the loud- 
speaker the signal deliv- 
ered by the tuner, 
changed only in power 
level. This two-unit-corn- 

bination is available with 
special accessories to per- 
mit rack mounting for 
professional monitoring. 
Phonograph and televi- 
sion inputs and required 
switching are provided. 

Technical folder describing 
ALC101 Tuner and A323C 
A.I11p1ifef' sent ont request. Write 
Altec Lansing Corporation, 1161 
North Vine Street, Hollywood 
38, Calif., 161 Sixth Avenue, 
New York 13, N. Y. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Sweep Circuit-Continuously Variable 
50,000 cps. 
Vertical Deflection Sensitivity 10 miv. r.m.s. per in. 
maxi.; direct connection 21 volts r.m.s. per in. 
Horizontal Deflection Sensitivity -500 miv. r.m.s. per 
in.; direct connection 22 volts r.m.s. per in. 
Frequency Range -2 cps to 100,000 cps sinusoidal 
for both horizontal and vertical. 
Input Impedance -5 megohms, 25 micromicrofarads 
for horizontal amplifier -2 megohms, 30 micromicro- 
farads for vertical amplifier. 
Finish: Black Hammertone tube hood and panel 
with characters, black wrinkle finish steel case with 
carrying handles. Size 1531- high z 8%" wide z 
204" deep. Weight 53 lbs. 

lb;ner OSCILLOSCOPE 

MODEL 508 
A highly desirable 5 inch oscilloscope that meets the 
requirements of industry for its laboratory operation as 
well as for production testing. A 5 inch economically 
replaceable type of cathode ray tube with four free 
deflection plates is used. This operates at a high accel- 
erating potential. Deflection sensitivity is high so that 
low potential input signals can be satisfactorily observed. 
The focus can be adjusted for a very sharp trace and 
there is no distortion introduced by the oscilloscope 
circuits. Net $26500 

from 2 to 

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 

square wave generator 
MODEL 530-Designed to meet the demand for ,.,nire wave generator suitable for production and 
general testing. 
Outstanding features of this model include, hand - 
calibrated frequency scale, 4 -step decade multiplier, 
synchronization with any standard generator, output 
voltage in steps or continuously variable. 
RANGES: Frequency Ranges: 10 cycles to 100 kilo- 
cycles. Each Instrument is individually hand calibrated. 
Output Voltage: The maximum variable output voltage 
available is 20 volts peak to peak. 
Output Impedance: 100.200-400.600-1.000-1.500- 
2,000 ohms in axed step.. 0.200 NET $0000 ohm. by means of variable voltage 
potentiometer. 

MODEL 451 
Model 451. when used alone 
has flat frequency charac- 
teristics up to 700 mega- 
cycles. 

Roth AC and DC voltage 
ranges can be easily read on 
a single long, linear scale. 
Ranges: 0-2.5-10-25-100- 
250-1000 volts AC and DC. 

A unique feature in an 
instrument of this type is 
a multirange milllammeter. 
Ranges: 0-2.5-10-25-100- 
250-1000 milliamperes DC. 

There is also a 6 range 
ohmmeter 0 -1000 - 10,000 - 
100,000-1 megolun-10 megohms-1000 megohms. A 
reading of 0.1 ohm can readily be made on the 
low range with center of scale Ner $115.00 10 ohms. 

THE MODEL 101 AMPLIFIER 
This unit togctlur kith the aboie instrument eues 
full scale deflection at 25 millivolts. 

Net $45.00 

1R eíner ELECTRONICS CO., Inc. 
152 WEST 25th STREET NEW YORK 1, N. Y. 

BACKTALK (continued) 

receivers equipped with horns we4'e 
used. The effect was quite impres- 
sive, for those days. 

Cahill was years ahead of his 
time. His voluminous patents indi- 
cate that he had .an excellent knowl-. 
edge of the fundamentals and prob- 
lems involved in electrical musical. 
instruments. . ,.. . 

To the best of my knowledge, he 
did not report his work in any 
technical publication, but popular 
types of articles were written. In 
the November, 1936, issue of the 
IRE Proceedings, B. F. Miessner 
devoted several pages to Cahill's 
work and showed pictures of parts 
of his equipment. One of the pic- 
tures shown was a pitch -wheel as- 
sembly bearing a striking resem- 
blance to that in your August issue, 
but having a length of about four 
feet and weighing hundreds of 
pounds. 

W. C. WHITE 
Schenectady, New York 

Electrocardiographs 
DEAR SIRS: 
I SHOULD LIKE to call your attention 
to some errors that were made in 
the February issue of ELECTRONICS 
in reporting on a paper I presented 
at the AIEE-IRE Conference on 
Electronic Instrumentation in Med- 
icine and Nucleonics. The paper 
in question is "Engineering Aspects 
of Biological Recorder Design." 

In outline, my paper presented 
some short general remarks about 
end instruments for general biolog- 
ical recorders. The remainder of 
the paper concerned itself with a 
special type of biological recorder, 
the electrocardiograph, as an ex- 
ample of the problems encountered 
in typical instrumentation for biol- 
ogy. All remarks as to frequency 
bandwidth, phase measurements 
and so on, were concerned with the 
electrocardiograph. 

The summary given in ELEC- 
TRONiCs made no mention at all of 
the electrocardiograph but gave the 
erroneous impression that the en- 
tire paper was concerned with gen- 
eral biological recorders. It is 
fairly well known that recorders 
having only a 200 -cps bandwidth, 
as stated in the summary, could not 
have satisfied the requirements of 
all biological recording. 

In addition, figures quoted for 

& 1 
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DReael 8323 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
Consulting-Patents-Design-Development-Measurement 

in 

Radio, Audio, Industrial Electronic Appliances 

THE BARRY CORPORATION 
Specialist in the Control of 

VIBRATION IMPACT NOISE 
Engineering Development 

Manufacturing 
185 Sidney Street Cambridge, Mass. 

Telephone: ELIot 0861-0140 

S. BERTRAND BARNARD, LL.B., M.E. 
1tEGISTERED PATENT ATTORNEY 

Mechanical, Electronic. 
Automotive and Aircraft Patents. 

PATENT ANALYSES and INVESTIGATION 
29-28 41st Avenue 

Long Island City 1, N. Y. STillwell 4-5428 

CROSBY LABORATORIES 
Murray G. Crosby & Staff 

FM, Communications, TV, 
Industrial Electronics, 

High -Frequency Heating 
Offices, Laboratory & Model Shop at: 
126 Old Country Rd., Mineola, N. Y. Garden City 7-0284 

EDGERTON, GERMESHAUSEN 
& GRIER, Inc. 

Consulting Engineers 
Research, Development and Manufacture 
of Electronic and Stroboscopic Equipment 

Specialists in High -Speed Photography 
160 Brookline Avenue, Boston 15, Mass. 

ELECTRO IMPULSE 
LABORATORY 

Consulting Physicists 
Radio Interference and Noise Meters; Interference Suppression Methods for Ignition Systems and Electrical Devices. 
P. O. Box 250 Red Bank, New Jersey Red Bank 6-4247 

ELECTRO -MECHANICAL RESEARCH INC. 
Specialized Research and Manufacture 

High and Low Frequency Circuit Development 
Electronic Measuring and Test Equipment 

Optical and Infra -Red Studies 
Special Geophysical Equipment 
Automatic Inspection Devices 

Ridgefield, Conn. 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
CO. of CALIFORNIA 

Radio and Electronic Consulting and 
Designing. 

2008 W. Seventh St. Los Angeles 
California 

ERCO RADIO 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

Radio Communications Equipment 
Engineering - Design - Development - Production 

Pioneers in Frequency Shift Telegraph 
Garden City Long Island New York 

PAUL GODLEY CO. 
Consulting Radio Engineers 

Est. 1926 

GREAT NOTCH. N. J. 

Little Falls 4-1000 

HANSON-GORRILL-BRIAN INC. 
Product e Mfg. Development 

ELECTRICAL - ELECTRONIC 
HYDRAULIC - MECHANICAL 

One Continental Hill Glen Cove. N. Y. 
Glen Cove 1922 

MEASUREMENTS CORP. 
Research & Manufacturing 

Engineers 
Specialists in the Design and 

Development of Electronic Test Instruments 
Boonton, N. J. 

MEASUREMENT ENGINEERING 
LIMITED 

Consultants on Special Equipment for measurements 
and production tests, communications and audio 
systems. 

Head Office and Plant 
Arnprior Canada 

CO Front Street West Montreal 
Toronto, Canada, Canada 

Eugene Mittelman, E.E., Ph.D. 
Consulting Engineer & Physicist 

High Frequency Heating - Industrial Electronics 
Applied Physics and Mathematics 

549 W. Washington Blvd. Chicago 6, Ill. 
State 2-8021 

NEWTON ENGINEERING SERVICE 

Transformers for Electronics 
Designs. prototypes and production quantities to 
individual requirements. We offer a highly per- 
sonal service and fast delivery on 'Breadboard 
models". 
84 Linden Park Street Highlands 2-1310 
Boston 20, Mass. Niyhts-Halidaya LA Salle 7-4959 

NIAGARA ELECTRON LABORATORIES 
1' 1 UNstiLTATI ON - DESIc1N - CONSTRUCTION 

MFG. - THE THEI1MOCAP RELAY 

Specializing in solution of problema of electronic 
and electro -physical instrumentation for the re- 
search or analytical laboratory. Industrial plant 
problems also invited. 

Andover, New York Cable Address: NIATRONLAII 

PICKARD AND BURNS, INC. 
Consulting Electronic Engineers 

Analysis and Evaluation 
of Radio Systems 

Research, Development & Design 
of Special Electronic Equipment 

240 Highland Ave., Needham 94. Mass. 

ALBERT PREISMAN 
Consulting Engineer 

Television, Pulse Techniques, Video 
Amplifiers, Phasing Networks, 

Industrial Appliances 
Affiliated with 

MANAGEMENT -TRAINING ASSOCIATES 
3308 -14th St.. N.W. Washington 10, D.C. 

BERNARD SACHS, B.E.E.,M.S. 
Registered Patent Agent 

Specialist in electronic cases 

11133 E 12th St. Brooklyn 30, N. Y. 
Cloverdale 2-6382 

A. F. SMUCKLER & CO., INC. 

Electronic and Communication 
Engineers and Manufacturers 

202-208 Tillery Street Brooklyn 1, N. Y. 

ULster 5-5141 

TECHNICAL 
MATERIEL CORPORATION 

Communications Consultants 
R:IDIOTELETYPE FREQUENT SHIFT 

INK SLIP RECORDING 
TELETYPE NETWORKS 

453 West 47th Street New York 19. N. Y. 

YARDENY LABORATORIES, INC. 

Research and Development 
Remote Controls and Electro Chemical 

Generators of Energy 

105 Chambers Street WO 2-3534, 35 
New York, N. Y. 

THE 
REAL 

VALUE 

of placing your unusual problem in the hands of a competent con- 

sultant is that it eliminates the elements of chance and uncertainty 

from the problem and provides real facts upon which to base decisions. 
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ECONOMY 

ACCURACY 

STABILITY 

COMPACTNESS 

IN PRECISION 

RESISTORS 

Have your Cake ... and Eat it, too, with 

JELLIFF ALLOY 1000 RESISTANCE WIRE 

The new high in Resistivity -1000 ohms/cmf- 
plus an impressive array of important electrical 
and physical characteristics, make our new 
ALLOY 1000 the most desirable material for 
windings in compact, precision resistors of all 
types. And the best thing about it is that you 
don't gain one characteristic at the cost of seri- 
ous losses elsewhere. Write today for Bulletin 
17, with the full story and technical data on 

JELLIFF ALLOY 1000 RESISTANCE WIRE 

14*}9'1(21Y 

Standard Signal Generators 

Pulse Generators 

FM Signal Generators 

Square Wave Generators 

Vacuum Tube Voltmeters 

UHF Radio Noise & Field 
Strength Meters 

Capacity Bridges 

Megohm Meters 

Grid -Dip Meters 

Television and FM Test 
Equipment 

THE C. O. 

JELLIFF 
MANUFACTURING 
CORPORATION 

SOUTHPORT, CONN. 

5TANAAen SIGNAL GENERATQº 

NEASURïNENTS 
CQ?PORAimN 

STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR 
MODEL 84-300-1000 Megacycles 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE: Continuously variable from 0.1 to 
100,000 microvolts. Output impedance, 50 ohms. 

MODULATION: Sine Wave: 0-30%, 400, 1000 or 2500 cycles. 
Pulse: Frequency, 60 to 100,000 cycles. Width, 1 to 50 
microseconds. Delay, 0 to 50 microseconds. Sync. output, 
up to 50 volts, either polarity. 

POWER SUPPLY: 117 volts, 60 cycles. (Also available for 
117 volts, 50 cycles; 220 volts, 60 cycles; 220 volts, 50 
cycles.) 

DIMENSIONS: 12" high x 26" wide x 10" deep, overall. 
WEIGHT: Approximately 135 pounds, including external line 

voltage regulator. 

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION 
BOONTON NEW JERSEY 

BACKTALK (continued) 

half -power response are incorrect 
by about a factor of two, as will be 
apparent from a study of the curves 
contained in the original paper. 

Finally, I made the statement 
that presently available electro- 
cardiographs were probably suit- 
able for clinical use, not as stated in 
the article that they are suitable. 
This distinction is important, and 
is one of the fundamentals for the 
study we have undertaken. 

The limitations of space and time 
under which a magazine like ELEC- 
TRONICS must operate are not en- 
tirely unappreciated; nevertheless, 
it is regrettable when accuracy 
must be sacrificed. 

The National Bureau of Stand- 
ards is always willing to cooperate 
in supplying copies of papers, or for 
that matter, abstracts of material, 
presented by members of its staff. 

S. R. GILFORD 
Electronics Division 

National Bureau of Standards 
Washington, D. C. 

Semitones 
DEAR SIRS: 

THE METHOD of establishing equally 
tempered semitone ratios in me- 
chanical or electronic frequency 
generators by individually tuning 
each oscillator might in certain 
cases be simplified by observing that 
the equally tempered semitone ratio, 
21rn, very nearly equals the integral 
ratio 196 to 185. The interval ob- 
tained after 12 successive applica- 
tions of the 196 to 185 ratio falls 
short of a true octave by less than 
0.001 of an equally tempered semi- 
tone, well within present tuning 
tolerances, and the error in a single 
semitone interval is much less. 

Thus for example, the twelve 
pitch wheel shafts of a mechanical 
organ (J. D. Goodell and E. Swed- 
ien, Design of a Pipeless Organ, 
ELECTRONICS, p 92, Aug. 1949) 
could be geared successively to- 
gether with a ratio of 196 to 185, 
necessitating tuning only one note 
of the scale to a standard frequency. 

Similarly, any two successive 
master oscillators of an electronic 
organ (such as that described on 
p 116 of Aug. 1949 ELECTRONICS) 
could be tuned by zero beating 
their respective 196th and 185th 
harmonics. 

EDWARD E. DODD 
Albany, California 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 
EMPLOYMENT BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES EQUIPME T -USED or RESALE 

UNDISPLAYED RATE: 

$1.20 a line, minimum 4 lines to figure ad- 
vance payment count 5 average words as a 
line. 
INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYMENT WANTED undis- 
played advertising rate is one-half of above 
rote, payable in advance. 
PROPOSALS $1.20 a line an insertion. 

NEW 

INFORMATION: 

BOX NUMBERS in care of any of our New 
York, Chicago or San Francisco offices count 
1 line additional in undisplayed ads. 

DISCOUNT of 10% if full payment is made 
in advance for four consecutive insertions of 
undisplayed ads (not including proposals). 

ADVERTISEMENTS received by September 29th will appear in the November issue, 

DISPLAYED -RATE PER INCH 

The advertising rate is $10.25 per inch for all 
advertising appearing on other than a con- 
tract basis. Contract rates quoted on request. 

AN ADVERTISING INCH is measured %g inch 
vertically on one column, 3 columns -30 inches -to a page. 

ELECT. 

subject to limitation of space available. 

REPLIES (Box No.): Address to odes nearest you 
NEW YORK: 330 W. 42nd St., (18) 

CHICAGO: 530 N. Michigan Ave. (11) 
BAN FRANCISCO: 68 Post St. (4) 

POSITION VACANT 
(Additional Positions Vacant ads on page 262) 

WANTED: ELECTRICAL or Electronic engi- neers with experience in magnetic recording techniques and or/systems, preferably In the computer field. P-9932, Electronics. 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES 

SALARIED POSITIONS $3,500-$35,000. If you 
are considering a new connection communi- cate with the undersigned. We offer the orig- inal personal employment service (39 years recognized standing and reputation). The pro- cedure, of highest ethical standards, is indi- vidualized to your personal requirements and develops overtures without initiative on your part. Your identity covered and present posi- tion protected. Send only name and address for details. R. W. Bixby Inc., 278 Dun Bldg., Buffalo 2, N. Y. 

POSITIONS WANTED 

APPLIED MATHEMATICIAN and Physicist 
MS recent Graduate desires permanent in- dustrial research position. PW-9872, Elec- tronics. 

SALES ENGINEER (B. S.) -Experienced in industrial market analysis and sales to elec- tronic and aircraft trade on eastern seaboard. Design background in electronic equipment. PW-9754, Electronics. 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC engineer desires position where know-how and iniative are essential. 7 years field engineer aircraft elec- tronics, interest and experience in audio sys- tems and industrial electronics. Personable, aggressive and resourceful. PW-9670, Elec- tronics. 

WANTED 

ANYTHING within reason that is wanted in the field served by Electronics can be quickly located through bringing it to the attention of thousands of men whose interest is assured because this is the business paper they read 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 
with recognized accomplishments in the electro- acoustie, electronic, and electrical branches, can bring ability and experience to a serious-minded organization, in which his qualifications can be mutually advantageous. Professional experience of 24 years. including 10 years responsible charge plan- ning, directing, estimating for engineering and manufacture. 
Accomplishments include origination, development, design for manufacture, a variety of successful ap- paratus and systems incorporating electronic ampli- fication and control, electro -magnetic devices, acoustical Instruments, film recording equipment, switching and timing devices, etc., both for com- mercial and government specifications. Accustomed 
to contract analysis and project breakdowns. 
Broad acquaintance in the industry and consider- able contact government technical bureaus. 
Licensed P.E., engineering societies: patents: tech- nical articles. Age over 45, sincere, principled, creative, tenacious. Wholesome hobbies. Home in N.Y. area. 
Your organization may require just this type of background and personality to direct practical and effective technical effort. This man will assume such responsibility in a position offering perman- ency. Please reply: 

PW-9873, Electronics 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVE 
Established firm with valuable experience In the electronics field interested in accepting sales repre- sentation for responsible manufacturer. Fully acquainted with the Industry in New York and New Jersey areas. Can give complete engineering sales service. 

RA -9878, Electronics 
330 W. 92nd St.. New York 18, N. Y. 

WANTED 
New Electronic Ideas Company with capi- tal and manufacturing facilities is seeking new electronic products, inventions, or ideas to expand commercial business. Liberal arrangements with inventors. 

BO -9843, Electronics 
330 W. 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 

OWNERS: Let factory -trained experts 
treat your ailing receiver 

HALLICRAFTERS, HAMMARLUND, COLLINS, NATIONAL, PIERSON, RME 
Communication and television receivers and transmitters 

Complete realignment 
Bandspread Calibration 
Sensitivity Measurements 

Image Rejection Ratios 
S Meter Calibration 
Rebuilding to factory standards 

Authorized Service Center 

RADIO LABORATORY 
11 WARREN STREET NEW YORK 7, N. Y. WO rth 2-7955 

MANUFACTURERS WHOLESALER'S DEALERS 
A service to save you TIME and MONEY by locating your "HARD TO FIND" items and selling your 'non -movable" surplus. 
Please write on company stationery, TELLING us your needs -SELL US YOUR SURPLUS. 

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS BROKERS 
3232 Broadway, N. Y. C. 27 

CONTRACT 
ENGINEERING -MANUFACTURING 
electronic and electro -mechanical devices 

developed to meet your specifications 
manufactured per sample or drawings 

TELETRONICS LABORATORY, Inc. 
Westbury, L. I., N. Y. -Westbury 7-1028 

Time is money. Save it by referring to our 
ACCUMULATIVE INDEX FOR 
ELECTRONICS BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Simple and dependable 

Write for descriptive literature 
TECHNICAL INDEX SERVICE 

Box 632 Asbury Park, New Jersey 

WANTED 
(Additional Wanted ads on page 284) 

WANT TO BUY 
MARINE and AIRCRAFT Receivers, 

Transmitters, Radar and Test 
Equipment 

All types and models, including 
SO-, SA-. SF-, SG-, SK-, SL-. Si-, SN-, SQ-, etc. 
MARINE RADAR, DIRECTION FINDERS, 
RADIOTELEPHONES 
AIRCRAFT -All AN/ARC-, AN/APN-, AN/APS-. 
AN/TPS-, AN/APR-, etc. 
TUBES -Magnetrons, klystrons. transmitting and special purpose. NEW, UNUSED, ONLY 
Send full details to 

AMBER COMPANY 
467 Greenwich St. New York, N. Y. 

WANTED 
Any Western Electric Parts: Relays, Cable 
Aircraft Radios, Radar Equip. Micro Wave 
Sonar Equip, Amphenol Plugs: Sockets, Tubes 
H.Y. Mica Condensers, Transformers 
We are interested In all types of Radio and Elec- tronic Equipment. State Quantity, Condition and 
Best Price. 

World Wilde Packing and Shipping Co. 
350 Pearl St. Brooklyn, N. Y. 

WANTED, AIRCRAFT RADIOS 
AN/ART-13, BC -348, RTA-IB. AN/APN-9, R5A/ 
ARN-7, AN;ARC-I, AN/ARC-3, BC -788-C, 1-152, 
MN -26, Test Sets with TS- or I- prefix, Dyne - 
motors, Control Boxes, Transmitters, Receivers, 
Power Supplies, etc. State quantity, condition and 
best price first letter. 

HI -MU ELECTRONICS 
Box 105, New Haven, Conn. 

WANTED 
WESTERN ELECTRIC VACUUM TUBES 

Types 101F, 
or B, 311A, 

102F, 
313C, 

272A, 
323A, 

274A 
328A, 

or B, 
329A, 

310A 
348A, 

349A, 352A, 373A, 
Ballast Lamps. 

374A, 393A, 394A, 121A 

W-6641, Electronics 
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 
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RADAR, 

COMMUNICATIONS 
and 

SONAR 

TECHNICIANS 

WANTED 
For Overseas Assignments 

Technical Qualifications: 
1. At least 3 years' practical experience 

in installation and maintenance. 
2. Navy veterans ETM 1/c or higher. 

3. Army veterans TECH/SGT or higher. 

Personal Qualifications: 
1. Age. over 22-must pass physical 

examination. 
2. Ability to assume responsibility. 
3. Must stand thorough character in- 

vestigation. 
4. Willing to go overseas for 1 year. 
Base pay, bonus, living allowance, 
vacation add up to $7,000.00 per year. 
Permanent connection with company 
possible. 

Apply by Writing to 

A-1, P. O. Box 3414 
Philadelphia 22, Pa. 

Men qualified in RADAR. COMMUNICA- 
TIONS or SONAR give complete history. 
Interview will be arranged for success- 
ful applicants. 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

and PHYSICISTS 
Canada's leading manufacturer of radio and elec- 
tronic equipment has openings for the following 
experienced personnel in an expanding research and 
development laboratory in Montreal, Quebec: 
(1) Engineer or Physicist, preferably with post- 

graduate degree, at least 5 year's experience 
advanced development or research on electrical 
circuits. Pulse experience preferred. Able to 
plan and direct an engineering group. 

(2) Graduates in electrical engineering or physics 
with at least 3 years' design and manufacturing 
experience on radio transmitters or radar equip- 
ment. Non -graduates having at least 6 years' 
similar practical experience will be considered 
also. 

(3) Graduate in mechanical engineering with at 
least three years' experience or non -graduate 
with at least six years' experience In mechanical 
design of radio transmitting or similar elec- 
trical equipment. 

Furnish particulars, age, education, experience, 
salary requirements to 

Personnel Manager, 
RCA Victor Company, Ltd., 

Montreal, Quebec 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 
PHYSICISTS 

"A leading Electronics Company in Los An- 
geles, California offers permanent employ- 
ment to persons experienced in advanced 
research and development. State qualifica- 
tions fully." 

P 6606 Electronics 
68 Poet Bt., San Francisco 4. Cal If 

WESTINGHOUSE 

RESEARCH 

in 

TELEVISION 

PHYSICISTS ENGINEERS 

Specialists in OPTICS, ELEC- 

TRON -OPTICS, PHOSPHORS, 
PHOTO SURFACES, SYSTEMS 

and CIRCUITS are needed for 

an expanding program at the 
Westinghouse Research Labora- 
tories, in East Pittsburgh, Penn- 
sylvania. 

For Information Write: 

Manager, Technical Empl. 

Westinghouse Elec. Corp. 

306 4th Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Lockheed 
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

has positions available 
for 

RESEARCH ENGINEERS 
in 

PHYSICS and 

ELECTRONICS 
These openings are for men who have 
achieved advance status as researchers in 
either of these fields and who possess the 
following qualifications: . Advanced degree (preferably Ph.D); 

7-10 years industrial or graduate 
research experience; 

3Ability to perform mathematical 
' analysis in field of specialization. 

Lockheed's research and development fa- 
cilities are among the most advanced in 
the aircraft field. The accomplishments of 
Lockheed's research staff have resulted in 
the acquisition of new far-reaching scien- 
tific studies. 

Immediate openings available. Salary 
commensurate with ability. 

If you are interested, and meet the qual- 
ifications listed above, send a resume of 
your training and experience to- 

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT 
CORPORATION 

Employment Manager, Post Office Box 551 

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 

SQieCpldKGC EKeiLBPJId 
PROJECT ENGINEERS 

Five or more years experience in 
the design and development, for 
production, of major components 
in radio and radar equipment. 
ASSISTANT PROJECT ENGINEERS 
Two or more years experience in 
the development, for production, 
of components in radio and radar 
equipment. 

Well equipped laboratories in 
modern radio plant ... Excellent 
opportunity ... advancement on 
individual merit. 

Baltimore Has Adequate Housing 

Send resume to Mr. John Siena: 

BENDIX RADIO DIVISION 
BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION 

Baltimore 4, Maryland 

WANTED FOR 

NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION FIELD 

Location, New York City 
Development engineers-all grades with degrees and 
experience in the design and development of high 
quality instruments for research in physics, chem- 
istry. etc. Applicant will be required to design and 
develop electrical, electronic, and mechanical in- 
struments for the nuclear field. Salary commensur- 
ate with ability to produce a final working model 
from the idea stage. 
Electronic technicians-for work in laboratory, as- 
sembling. wiring and testing of precision electronic 
design models. Applicants must have at least three 
years of similar experience and must be capable of 
producing the highest quality work. 
Submit resume to: 

P-9793, Electronics 
330 W. 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 

Positions Open for 

PHYSICISTS 

SR. ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 
Familiar with ultra high frequency and 

micro wave technique 
Experience with electronic digital and/or 

analog, computer research and develop- 
ment program 

Salaries commensurate with experience 
and ability. Excellent opportunities for 
qualified personnel. 

Contact: 
C. G. JONES, Personnel Department 
GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

Akron 15 Ohio 

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS 
Wanted for interesting and professionally challeng- 
ing research and advanced development In the 
fields of microwaves, radar, gyroscopes, servomech- 
anisms, instrumentation, computers and general 
electronics. Scientific or engineering degrees or ex- 
tensive technical experience required. Salary com- 
mensurate with experience and ability. Direct In- 
quiries to Mgr.. Engineering Personnel, Bell Air- 
craft Corporation, P. 0. Box I, Buffalo 5, N. Y. 

ELECTRONIC -PHYSICIST 
A leading radiochemical instrument manu- 
facturer requires departmental head. Ex- 
perienced electronic -physicist, PhD or 
equivalent required. 

RADIATION COUNTER LABORATORIES, 
Inc. 

1844 West 21st St., Chicago 8, Illinois 

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED 
Manufacturer of Electronic Heating Equip- 
ment desires representation on commission 
basis in several open territories. Experi- 
ence in electronic heating desirable. Write 
full details. 

RW-9792, Electronics 
330 W. 92nd St., New York 18. N. Y. 
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TOP TRANSFORMER BUYS! 
Power Transformers -115V/50-60 cps input 
Volta Out Amp Filaments Each 

770v 
550VCT 
2 x 200V 
2 x 110VCT 
2 x 110V 
550VCT 
580VCT 
100VCT 
2300V 
100VCT, 85V 

1500V 
1100V, 400V 

82 VCT 
800 V CT 
2 300 
585 
1080VCT 
600VCT 
1120V 

.0025 

.050 

.35 

.01 

.010 
.100 
.040 
.017 
.004 
.100 

.160 

.250 

.00 

.1 0 

.150 
.042 

.086 

.155 

.600 

215VCT .300 

2.5V/3A 
8.3V/.5, 2.5VCT/1.75 
2 x 20V/.01A 
6.3V/10, 2.5VCT/7 
6.3/2.5, 2 x 2.5V/7 
6.3V/1.8, 6.3/.6 
5VCT/3A 
5VCT/3A 
2.5/2A 
6.3VCT/10, 

18VCT/.1, 18-6/.11} 
6.3/.1 

2.5VCT/12, 30V/.01 
ß.3V/.6A 
ß.3V/2A 
ver/3A 

6V/3A, 2.5V/2 
55V/.125. 45/3.5 
5V/3, 6.3V/6 
6.3V/I.2, 6 3/1.2 
6.3VCT/5, 5VCT/3 
2 x 5VCT/6-2A, 

6.3VCT/3, 6.3/.300 
5VOT/6A 

$1.98 
2.49 
2.49 
2.75 
3.45 
2.29 
2.95 
2.25 
7.49 

3.49 

6.95 
6.95 
1.79 
3.95 
4.00 
3.95 
3.95 
5.95 
3.95 

14.95 
2.29 

Plate Transformers -115V/50-60 cps input 
Volts Amp Each Outs Amp Each 

85V 
506VCT, 
650V0T 
2 x 150V 
600VCT 
25oVCT 
690v 
1470VCT 

.500 
,150, 
.015 í 

2 x .940 
.01651 
.077 I 
.450 

1.2 

$1.49 
3.00 
4.25 
2 49 
4.95 

24.00 

70V 
100V 
1620VCT 
246VCT 
121V 
126.5V 
132V 

1 
3 

.400 

.880 
1.5 1 

1.5 1 

1.5 J 

$1.95 
1.95 

11.95 
3.95 

2.25 

filament Transformers -115V/50-60 cps in- 
put 

Ratiog Each Rating Each 
2.5V/5A HV Ins. 
0.3V/2A, 78/.300 
Z6V/1.1t 
5 V CT/20A 
4V/16A, 2.5V/1.75 

HV ins. 
5V/115A 
7.2V/7. 6.4/10, 6.4/ 

2, 2 x 26.2/2.5, 
16V/1 

6.3VCT/20, 6.3V/ 
1.8. 6.3V/.6 

6.3VCT/1, 
6.aVCT/7 

6 3/5, 6.3/1A 
6 3trCT/3.2, 

8.3VCT/1 f 
5V/6A 
6 3VCT/IA, 5V/2A 

$1.79 30VCT/.330. 1 
1.79 34VCT/.380 ) 
1.49 6.3V/2.5, 2 x 2.5/7 
5.49 2 x 2.5VCT/6.5A 
4.75 2.5V/1.75. 5V/3A, 

6.5V /8A. 6.5V/ 
12.95 .6A 

1 10VCT/13A, l 
5.95 10VCT/3.25 

5 13.5, 
2Cx 5VCT/6.75 J '5.25 1.3V/.0091 Kva 

6.3VCT/.6A, 
5V/2A 

.25 8. VC 
5.3VCT/2A f 2.25 6.3V/lA 6.3V/lA 

2.25 6.3/2.5, 1L.5/7A, 
f 
l 

$1.85 2.5V/7A 
6V/3A 

SPECIAL TYPES 

2.75 

1.95 
3.25 
3.25 

} 3.85 

6.95 

6.95 

2.95 

1.85 

2.45 
1.95 
3.25 
.98 

Input Output Each 
6, 12, 24 or 

115VDC, or 
230VAC 

230V 60 cy 
115V 60 cy 

f 

15/120/ L 

210/220/230 
2â0V 80 cy 
230V 60 cy 
221/440V 
220V 60 cy 
220V 60 cy 

45/78/90 
220V 60 cy 

220V 60 ny 
43/78/90/115/1 

180/230 f 
110/115/120/ 

125 
230V 60 cy 

200V 60 cy 

230V 60 cy 
50V 60 cy 
8V & 12V 
230V 60 cy 
220--440 
230V -115V 

440V/60 cy 3PH 

230V 60 cy { 
95-130V 60 ey 
220/440V 
220/440V 

420VCT/85M8, 6.3V/3A, 
Univ. Vibrator Xfmr 

230V/.05A 
115V/78V-.410A/.600MA 
13.5V /1.11A 
2.5VCT/4A 
2.5V,/6.5A 
200V /20A, 4 x 6.3/.900A 
286VCT/290MA 
260V/.03. 100/1, 6.3/4.2 
700 V CT,/.75. 40 V CT/.1 A, 1 

15/10/15V/.1A f 
Tapped 1V to 10V 
2 x 40V/.05, 2 x 5V/6A, 1 

12.6V/í A 
24V/13A. 5V/3, 2 x 6.3/1A 
2.5V/6.5A, 2.5/6 5, 8.3/4A 
6/12/18/24/75/100/ 1 

115V.150A f 
5V/9A MV INS 
700VCT'.08A, 110VCT/.08A 

24V/.08, 6.3V/.3, 6.3VCT/ 
1, 5V/3A, 5V/5A, 2.7V/5A 

400V/.03, 190V/.03A, 5/2.5. 
5V/2 5A, W/2-886 Sockets 

2 x 750V/.001A 
84V/.009, 51%7/.003, 1.4V/ 

500 Vibrator Transformer 
250V/.1Á 5V/2A, 5V /9A 
3 x 2.5V/5A. 2 5V/15A 

5 1bÁ/7.5. 
5V/7.5, 5VCT/ 

220v 3CW 3 Phase or 220V & 
8V 1 Phase 60 cy 

110V/400, 33V/200, 5V/10A, 
2.5-1.4/10A, 1500V/.160 

115V/3.6A, 40.9V/3/3A 
115V/6.52A 

$2.49 
1.10 
1.59 
1,49 
1.49 
1.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.39 
2.95 
2.95 
2.29 
3.95 

2.49 
4.25 

4.25 

4.25 
1.95 
1.95 
4.95 
5.95 

10.95 
5.95 

7.95 
10.95 
12.95 

115V/110/105/ -7A 13.95 
T.V. Transformer, 7 or 9 scope, 3000v 5MA. 720vct 
200MA. 6.4 8.7A. 6.4 .6A. 5.3A. 1.25 .3A. $6.95 Prire tif v 

(n 440/220/11Ov 60 cy 3kva out 115v 25kv ins. 12'812'87" $40.00 
ln 220v 60 cy .05kva out 5vct 34kv Test 524.50 
In 115v/230v 50.60 cy out 21000v 100 M A..$120.00 
ln 220v 60 cy out 220v/360M A, 382.5v/5A, 
2-5v/ 15A $6.75 

RA 

OMMUNI CATION S 
UIPMENT A(/ora mi§ 

OMPItNY JJ 

**+ SPECIALS *** 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS D.Y. TYPE 
TUBULAR, PRONG MOUNT. LUG TERM. 

18c ea. 10 For $1.75 
Mfd. 
30 
40 
40 
2 x 20 
20+10 
30+30 
40+40 
40 
50 
2 x 10 
2 x 20 
30+15 

Volt 
250 
200 

320 
150 
25 
25 

400 
200 
150 

25 
150 

Mfd. 
40+40 
20+20 

20 
10 
10 

40 
40 

40/20 
25/40 
2x40 

Volt 
150 
160 
450 

200 
450 
250 
150 
150 
25/200 

150 

29c each. 10 For $2,75 
2 s 10 

'>?5 
:2(-1»>0 
2d'3n 

x 30 20,20 
in '90 
10 '50/1m 
15-15/20 
15-15/40 
25-2.5,/10 
20-20/10 

2 x 20 
20/20 
10-20/20 
10-15/20 
15-15/26 
1n-10/20 

3 x 10 
3 x 8 

12 
15 
10 
20 
80 
40+20+20 
40/20 
40/25 
40/30 
10/50/100 
10/10-10 
16 
20 
15 

300 
15 

350/25 
250 
150 
150 
350/25 
450/160/50 
250/25 
150/25 
25/350 
5n/400 

40 /25 
350/25 
350/25 
250/25 
350/20 
156 
150 
525 
450 
450 
525 
150 
15n 
150/25 
200/25 
150 
350/1(Ní/50 
25/150-150 

350 
250 

MINICAPS PIGTAIL 
Mfd. Volt Price 
311 449 
30 30050 000 $.45 
3n 350 .48 

40 525 .700 
16 350 
16 525 .45 
16 450 .40 

2n 
6 

100 25 .200 
20 85 
0 450 .40 

24 350 .30 
88 400 .30 

150 
10 150 
10 50 

4 .n 
4 fro 

.15 

.205 

.10 

.14 

30-20/20 
20-16/10 
50-30 

22 x 5020 

16 450 .40 
20 150 .18 
20 

US OTHER 
.4050 

OTHER 
VALUES IN STOCK 

Mfd. Volt Price 
2 x 90/20 200/50 $.79 
150-20/6 25/50 ,49 
120-60-20 15n/25 .49 

2 x 20/20 450/25 .39 
20-R/25 450/25 .49 
40-20/20 450/25 .69 40+In+10 450 .98 
411/40/25 475/400/50 .59 40/90/25 450/50 .69 
40/40/16 450/400/350 .89 
4 x 20 450 1.10 
2 x 30-15/20 400/25 .89 30-15-10/20 450/25 .89 
3 x 10/10 450/25 .69 
3 x 10/20 400/25 .69 80/40/150 400/50 1.10 
2 x 80/60 250 .65 
150-50-25 150 .49 
20-10/50 450/50 .49 
2 x 20/20 400/25 .59 
40-20/20 400/25 .59 
40-40/25 400/25 .59 
40-10/80 450/150 .69 
40-40-10 450 .69 
40-30-10 450 .89 
3 x 15-20 300 .69 
2 x 30/20 x 10 450 1.10 
Dc TYPE CARDBOARD 

w/LONG PIGTAILS 

2 x 
Mfd. V4olt Price 

$.45 

20-201565 0 159 .34 
22-26 250 .45 
30-30 150 .40 
32-32 350 .49 
30-50 150 .42 
40-2? 150 .42 

40-40 
32-32 250 .49 

32-16 450 .55 
3 x 40/10 150 .98 

80-40-30/100 150/25 1.59 
8-8/25 450/75 1.40 

450/25 1.40 
200/25 .50 

150/25 .69 
450 .35 

TRANSTAT AMERTRAN 

Input: 0.115 v. 50-60 cycle. Max. 
output: 115 v. 100 amp. 
All units are new, guaranteed $95 
2 KVA: 90-130v input 50-60 Cy- 

cles, output 115v 2kva type RH 
Amertran $25.95 each 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

Basic TV 5" & 7" Pwr Supply ('ai,i.ts of sfmt 2300v/4MA, 2.5v 
2A, 1 condenser .1.1 mfd 7500v 

2x2 tube, socket 100K ohm resistor Price 88.95 
5BPI $1.95 5BP4 $4.95 5CPI $3.75 
Basic TV 3" & 5" Pwr Supply 
Consists of xfmr 1080v/55MA. 
2x6.3v/1.2A, 1 Cond. .1.1 mfd 
7500 Pyr., 2x2 tube, socket 100 
K ohm resistor. Price $6.95 
3BPI $2.25 3DPF $2.25 3EP1 $2.95 

3" Oscilloscope Kit 
BC929 uses 9 tubes 3BPI, CSN?, 
6H6, 6B6G, 6X5 2X2 (now 400 cy) 
easily converted to 115v 60 cy New 
Complete w/tubes & corner. inst. 

$22.50 

AN CONNECTORS AT 
80% OFF LIST 

3102- 14S- 2P&S 3102- 168- 3P 3102- 18- 3102- 18- 
3102- 18- 3102- 20- 3102- 20- 
3102- 22- 
3102- 28- 
3102- 28- 3102- 32- 
3106- 28- 
3102- 28- 3102- 32- 8S 3102- 36- 1S 3102- 36- 7S 3102- 40- IP 3102- 10SL- 4S 3106- 12- 5S 3106- 14S 2P&S 3106- 18- 5S 
3106- 14S 58 3106- 12S 3P 3106- 14S 9P 3106- 18- 4S 
3106- 18- 11S 3106- 20- 49 3106- 20- 27S 
3106- 22- 10S 
3106- 24- 5P&S 3106- 24- 7P 
3106- 28- 1P 3106- 28- 2P&S 
3106- 28- 4S 
3106- 28- 12P 
3106- 28- 16P 
3106- 28- 17S&P 3106- 28- 20P 3106- 36- 1P&S 

Rated Concerns Send P.O. 

3P 
4P 
1P 
4P&S 
17S 
2S 
48 

17P 
20S 

FREE FREE 
WRITE FOR OUR 

CATALOG TODAY 
ANI) SAVE 

Or Phone Mr, Rosen 
Digby 9-4124 

Potentiometers 

YOU'LL SAVE 

MANY DOLLARS 

WITH THIS 

FREE 
CATALOG 

Ohms Shaft Dia, Price 
1 Meg. 1/2' SD 1 1/4' 390 10 for $3.75 800 3/8" 1 7/16' 270 10 for 2.50 15,000 5/8' SD 1 1/2' 290 10 for 2.85 5,000 1/2' 1 1/4' 350 10 for 3.45 500,000 3/32' SD 1 1/8' 290 10 for 2.75 20,000 5/18' SL 1 1/8' 300 10 for 2.95 200 27/32' KN 1 1/4' 300 10 for 2.95 20,000 3/8' 1 1/4' 300 10 for 2.95 20,000 3/32' SD 1 1/4' 300 10 for 2.95 20,000 3/16' SD 1 1/2' 300 10 for 2.95 200 3/8' 1 1/4' 350 10 for 3.45 2,000 3/16' SD 1 1/2' 300 10 for 2.95 3,000 9/16' SD 1 1/4' 350 10 for 3.45 20 1 1/4' SL 1 1/2' 350 10 for 3.45 10,000 3/8° 1 7/16' 390 10 for 3.85 500,000 3/4' 7/8" 350 10 for 3.25 

500,000 1/8' SD 1 3/8" 00 10 tor 2.95 600 1/4' 1 7/16' 00 10 for 2.95 
20,000 5,/16'' SL 1 5/8' 45010 for 4 

10 for 
.25 45 750 1'2" 1 1/2' 350 10 for 3.25 

15 000 
15,000 

1" 
5,'16' 

1 5/8' 
5/8" 

390 10 for 3,85 
3901 ln ter a. RO 

SHOCK MOUNTS 
Lord 
bord 16 100 100 Lord #5 100 Lord #15 15 
Lord 112 150 

S 50Ú 

#3550-C 
5 

LoLord 1l 14d 
#4 

0 Lord f10 250 Lord #8 
200 l ord 0 

Lord 020 390 Lord 
Henrite 155 490 
Lord #15 350 

BarryB í#C2060 550 
Barry #C2090H 550 

DIAL LIGHTS 
1/2" Green Enclosed Tyoe Chrome Finish Min. 

bbe els 
1" Red 115V Bulb Remov- 

ble from front: Smooth Jewel bay base. Price 79e 
1" Red Shutter Type. 

115V. Removal,le From Front; Smooth Jewel 
Candelabra Base. Prie° 

ß9c 

B RTCHER 
TUBE CLAMPS 

926C 926A 
926-16 926C1, 
926 -BI 926 -All 
926-B2 926-C15 
926 -BS 92'6-C-13 
926B-16 926B 
926A-14 926C-19 
Each 150 10 For $1.40 

100 For 12.00 
CERAMICONS 

MMF. 
1 

3 
3.1 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8.5 50 150 

11 57 180 
15 58 200 

100 For $7.50 

20 60 
24 62 
25 67 
27 70 39 
30 115 
47 125 

220 
240 
250 
350 

1000 

Button Feed 
Thru 

40 100 50 
180 200 

470 
185 

100 For $9.50 

POWER EQUIPMENT 
Fil. Trans. 110v 60 cy in., 5vct/30A out 59.95 
In 110v 60 cy out 6.3vct/20A, 6.3v/1.8A, 
6.3v/600 MA $4.95 
In 110v 60 cy out 2x5vct/6.75A, 5vct/13.5A, 
3500 Test $6.95 
In 110e 60 cy out I0vct/13A, 10vet/6.5A, 6 3vct/ 
2A $7.95 
In 115v 60 cy out 760vct/500M A, 800vct/ 
40M A $10.95 
In 110v 60 cy out 690vct/400MA $6.95 
Tapped in. 107 to 127v out 160v to 200v/700MA 
12 Taos $12.95 

In 110v 60 cy out 4v/16A, 2.5v/.75A $4.75 
In 110v 60 cy out I7000v/144M A, w/choke 26" x 
29"x13" oil immersed $65.00 
In 115v 60 cy out 2x5v/5.5A 29kv inn $24.50 
In 115v 60 cy out Tapped to pive 2750/2470/2240/e 
750 MA 7000v ins $34.50 

115V 60 Cy/10,800 V or 21000 V Dblr. PRICE $19.95 

TV TRANSFORMER 
3000V/5Ma, 720VCT/200M a, 6.4V/8.7A, 6.4V/,6A. 
5V3A, .125/.3A $6.95 

FILTER CHOKES 
5 HY 40 Ma, 3 for 5.99; 20 HY 50 MA, 5.79 
30 HY 25 MA, .79: 11.5 HY 90 MA, 1.05 
25 HY .065A, 1.00:. 10 HY 150 MA, .99 
8.5 HY 125 MA 1.49; 25 HL 25 MA, 1.25 
1.75 HY 100 MA, .50; 980 HY 2A, 1.39 
30 HY 24 MA, .98: 5 1TY 150 MA, 1.45 
15 HY 100 MA, 1.39; Dual 7 HY 75 11(A. 11 HY 

60 MA, $1.39 
.2 HY 600 MA, 1.95 
Swing: 1.0-3.0 HY .225-.02A. 1.75 HY 225 MA, 2.25 
Dual: 1.52 HY .1670 1.95; .100 HY 1.4A, 1.75 
Dual: 1.52 HY .167A 1.95: 100 MY 1.4A, 1.95 
Dual: 120 HY 17 MA, 2.49:.333 HY 1.12A, 2.29 
Dual: 10 HY 200 SEA, 3.50: 1 HY 1 Amp, 3.95 
3.5 HY 5(10 MA, 4.95: 20 HY 300 MA, 7.95 
10 HY 500 MA, 12.95: 10 HY 450 MA, 12.95 
Swing: 9:20 HY 525/.075 MA, 14.95 
6 HY 175 MA 1.50; 2.5 HY 130 MA. 1.25 
.116 HY 150 MA, 4,25; .01 HY 2.5A, 1.45 
.35 HY 350 MA, 7.25: 5 HY 200 MA, 1.45 
Dual: 2.2 HY 550 MA, 9.95 
Write for list of many others. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

nia 

R. F. COMPONENTS -MICROWAVE -TEST EQUIPMENT 

10 CENTIMETER 
WAVEGUIDE TO W RIGID COAX "DOOR- 

KNOB" ADAPTER. CHOKE FLANGE. SIL- 
VER PLATED. BROAD BAND...49.50 EACH 

WAVEGUIDE DIRECTIONAL COUPLER. 27 db. 
Navy type CABV-47AAN, with 4 in. slotted 
section $42.50 

SQ. FLANGE to rd choke adapter 18 in. long 
OA 134 in. x 3 in. guide, type "N" output 
sampling probe $32.00 

Crystal Mixer with tunable output TR pick up loop. 
Type ';N" connectors. Type 62ABH $14.50 

Slotted line probe. Probe depth adjustable. Sperry 
connector, type CPR-14AAO $9.50 

Coaxial slotted section. %" rigid coax with carriage5 
and probe 

Waveguide Transition from 1%" x 3" to r 1"$45.00 
Right Angle Bend 6" radius E or H plain $27.50 
Right Angle Bend 3" radius E or H plain -Circular 
flanges 50 

A uipment consisting 
of Atwo 10 CM waveguide secPRA 

10 cm antenne 
tions, ns. each polarized. 

45 degrees $75.00 Per set 

APN-7 McNally Cavity for 707B, with tuning 
slugs $5.50 each 

PICKUP LOOP, Type "N" Output 
$2.75 TR BOX Pick-up Loop 

POWER SPLITTER: 726 Klystron input dual 
"N" output 

MAGNETRON TO WAVEGUIDE coupler with 
721-A duplexer cavity, gold plated $27.50 

10 CM WAVEGUIDE SWITCHING UNIT, switches 
1 input to any of 3 outputs. Standard 134' a 3" 
guide with square flanges. Complete with 115 
rae or de arranged switching motor. Mfg. Ray: 
theon. CRP-24AAS. New and complete $150.00 

10 CM END -FIRE ARRAY POLYRODS..$1.75 ea. 
"S" BAND Mixer Assembly, with crystal mount, 

pick-up loop, tunable output $3.00 
721-A TR CAVITY WITH TUBE. Complete with 

tuning plungers $12.50 
10 CM McNally CAVITY Type SG $3.50 
10 CM OSC, PICKUP LOOP, with male Homedell 

output 
10 CM DIPOLE WITH REFLECTOR in lucite 

ball, with type "N" or Sperry fittings $4.50 
I01te ball, for 8use with 

ANTENNAACK DIPOLE 
parabola v/a Rlgld Coax 

Input $8.00 
PHASE SHIFTER. 10 CM WAVEGUIDE WE 

TYPE ES -683816. E PLANE TO H PLANE. 
MATCHING SLUGS. MARK 8 RADAR..595.00 

72IA TR cavities, Heavy silver plated....$2.00 ea. 

IO cm, horn and rotating Joint assembly, 
gold 

plated 
a. 

%a" RIGID COAX -3/s" I.C. 

1.25 CENTIMETER 
"K" 

APS 
BAND 

20 DIRECTIONAL 
COUPLER 

19 50ea/ 
"K" BAND FEEDBACK TO PARABOLA HORN, 

with pressurized window $30.00 

MITRED ELBOW cover to cover $4.00 

TR/ATR SECTION choke to cover $4.00 

FLEXIBLE SECTION l' choke to choke $5.00 

ADAPTER, rd. cover to sq cover $5.00 
MITRED ELBOW and S sections choke to cover 

$4.50 

WAVE GUIDE %X % per ft $1.00 
K BAND CIRCULAR FLANGES 506 

3131 "K" BAND MAGNETRON $55.00 

r/e rigid coaxial tuning stubs with vernier stub ad- 
adjustment. Gold Plated $17.50 

7/e" RIGID COAX ROTARY JOINT. Pressurized. 
Sperry #810613. Gold Plated $27.50 

Dipole assembly. Part of SCR -584 $25.00 ea. 

Rotary joint. Part of SCR -584 $35.00 ea. 

RIGHT ANGLE BEND, with flexible coax outputsa 

pickup loop 
SHORT RIGHT ANGLE BEND, with pressurizing 

nipple 
RIGID COAX to flex coax connector $3.50 
STUB -SUPPORTED RIGID COAX, gold plated 

5' lengths. Per length $5.00 
RT. ANGLES for above $2.50 

RT. ANGLE BEND 15' L, OA $3.50 

FLEXIBLE SECTION, 15" L. Male tofe- 
male 5 

MAGNETRON COUPLINGS to v%" rigid coax. 
with TR pickup loop, gold plated $7.50 

FLE54/U--4 
foot section ion 34" IC 

$16.50 ft 
pres- 

surized 
s- 

surized $15.00 

7/e RIGID COAX. Bead Supported, per ft $1.20 
SHORT RIGHTio ANGLE BEND $2.50 

RIGID COAX'sllooi edcsect 
mounting 

o CU-60/AP 
$15.00 
$5 00 

WAVEGUIDE 
34" x W ID 
1^ x 34" OD 
%' x 1 W OD 

x 1 34^ OD Aluminum 
134"x3"OD 
2%' x 3" OD 
1" x34' OD Flexible 

rigid coax 36" IC 
(Available in 10FT to 15 ft. lengths or smaller. 
UG 65/U 10CM flanges $8.50 each 

UG 53/U Cover 4.00 each 

UG 54/U Choke 4.50 each 

$1.00 per toot 
1.50 per foot 
1.65 per foot 

.75 per toot 
3.00 per foot 
3.50 per foot 
4.00 per foot 
1.20 per foot 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Type "N" patching cord UG11/U female to 

1169/U using R05/U cable 12" long $2.25 ea. 
AN/TPS-1B flanged nipple and insert assembly 

for rotary coupling $3.75 ea. 

Pulse connector Navy type 49579 $1.50 ea. 

Transmission line pressure gauge. 2' 15 lbs. 
$1.85 ea. 

Pulse cable assembly Western Electric$4.50 type 
D163262, 10 feet long ea. 

Holmdell Jack Western Electric BO -1296 
$3.75D. ea.. #J-1028 

Adapter type "N" RGS/U to RG17/U oro 
1 /1 cable a. 

ADAPTER TYPE "N" TO RG -71/U CONNEC- 
TOR 

$5.50 

F-29/SPR-2 HIGH PASS FILTER P/O AN/ 
APR-5AX, TYPE "N" CONNECTORS...$12.50 

Magnetron coupling to % rigid coax $5.00 ea. 
Hand pumps for pressurizing transmission line 

with humidity indicator $12.50 ea. 

200 MC COAXIAL PLUMBING 

Right Angle Bend $35.00 
T Section $55.00 

T Section with Adapter to 1/2" in rigid coax 565.00 

3 CENTIMETER 
(STD. I" x %2' GUIDE UNLESS OTHERWISE 

SPECIFIED) 

723 A/B Klystron mixer section with crystal mount, 
choke Range and Iris flange output 

TR-ATR Section for above with 724 ATR Cavity 
$8.50 

90 degree twist, 6 inches long $8.00 
723 AB MIxer-Beacon Dual Oscillator Mount with 

crystal holder 
2 Way directional coupler, type N fitting 11$12.0 

%00 

a %" guide 26DB $18.50 
CG 98B/APQ 13, 12" flexible section 1 Vi" x %" 
TR-ATR Section. APS 15, for 1824, with 724 ATR 

Cavity with 1824 and 724 tubes. Complete $21.00 

Stabilizer Cavity with bellows 
Crystal mount $17.50$21.50 

3 cm. 180° bend with pressurizing nipple..$6 00 ea. 

3 cm. "S" curve 6" long 

3 cm. 90° bend, 14" long 90° twist with pressuriz- 
ing nipple $6.00 ea. 

3 cm. "S" curve 18" long $5.50 ea. 
$3.50 ea. 

3 cm. right angle bends. "E" plane 18" long cover 
to cover $6.50 ea, 

3 cm. Cutler feed dipole. 11" from parabola mount 
to feed back $8.50 ea. 

APS-31 mixer section for mounting two 2K25's 
Beacon, reference cavity 1B24 TR tube New and 
complete with attenuating slugs $42.50 ea. 

DUPLEXER SECTION Cor Iß24 $10.00 
CIRCULAR CHOKE FLANGES, solid brass.. .55 
SQ. FLANGES, FLAT BRASS ea. .55 
APS-I0 TR/ATR DUPLEXER section with addi- 

tional Iris flange $10.00 
FLEX. WAVEGUIDE $4.00/Ft. 
TRANSITION 1 a 34 to 136 x %. 14 in L..$8.00 
"X" BAND PREAMPLIFIER, consisting of 2-723 

60 
B local 

Cillator Duplexer sect. inc 
on 

l. ll. 
waveguideng 

pic and TR/ATR IF 
amp $67.50 

Random Lengths wavegd, 6" to 18" Lg....$1 10/Ft. 
WAVEGUIDE RUN, 1W' a 34' guide, consisting 

of 4 ft. section with Rt. angle bend on one end 
2" 45 deg. bend other end $8.00 

"X" BAND PRESSURIZING gauge section w/15 - 
lbs. gauge & Pressurizing Nipple $18.50 

45 DEG. TWIST 6' Long 
12" SECTION 45 deg twist, 90 deg bend 

$10.00 
56.00 

15 DEG BEND 10" choke to cover $4.50 
5 FT. SECTIONS choke to cover Silver 

$laed 
ed 

18' FLEXIBLE SECTION $17.50 
"E" PLANE BENDS $12.50 
BULKHEAD FEED THRU 

W 
$15.00 

"X" BAND WAVEGUIDE 1 x %" OD 1/16" 
wall Aluminum Per Foot $ .75 

WAVEGUIDE 1" x W' I.D Per Foot $1.50 
TR CAVITY For 724 A TR Tube 53.50 
3" FLEX SECT. sq. flange to Cire. Flange Adentt 

724 TR TUBE (41 TR 1) $2.50 
$7.50 

SWR MEAS. SECTION, with 2 type "N" output 
probes MTD full wave apart. ' Bell size guide. 
Silver plated $10.00 

ROTARY JOINT with slotted section and type "N" 
output pickup $17.50 

WAVEGUIDE SECTION, 12" long choke to coter 
45 deg. twist & 234" radius, 90 deg. bend $4.50 

SLUG TUNER/ATTENUATOR, W. E. guide, gold 
plated $6.50 

TWIST 90 deg. 5" choke to Cover w/press nip- 
ple $6.50 

,WAVEGUIDE SECTIONS 21/2 ft: long silver plate& 
with choke fiance $5.75 

ROTARY JOINT choke to choke $17.50 
ROTARY JOINT choke to choke with deck mount - 

Mg $17.50 
3 cm. mitred elbow "E" plane unplated $6 50 ea. 
2 Way Directional Coupler 26 DB To Type N. 11/2 

x % Guide 
12" Flexible Section, 1%$17.50 /' x %" $8.75 

THERMISTORS VARISTORS 

D-167332 (tube) ....5.95 D-170225 
D-170396 (bead) ...$.95 D-167176 
D-167613 (button) 5.95 D-168687 
D-164699 for MTG in D-171812 

"%" band Guide $2.50 D-171528 
D-167018 (tube) ....$.95 D-168549 

D-162482 
D-163298 
D-99428 
D -161871A 
D-171121 
3A(12-43) 
D-167020 

WRITE FOR 
C.E.C. MICRO- 

WAVE CATALOG 
NOW AVAILABLE 

$1.25 
95 

$ 95 
$ 95 

$3.00 
$1.25 
$2.00 
$2.85 

$ 95 
51.50 
$3.00 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
TS-117/GP 10 CM WAVEMETER TEST SET. 

Mfg. "Sperry" 2400-3400 MC. Micrometer Adj. 
Coaxial Cavity. Freq. Meas. by absorption or 
transmission method. Mounts Crystal Current 
Meter & Calib. Chart $175.00 

VSWR AMPLIFIER TS-12/AP. Unit 1 3 stages 
of Amplif. and Diode Rectifier w/direct VSWR. 
reading on meter. 115 volts 60 cyc. AC opera- 
tion w/Inst. BK and CCT diag. New $285.00 

SLOTTED LINE PROBE and Matched Termina- 
tion includ'g Accessories TS-12/AP Unit 2 incl. 
UG81/U, CG92/U, CG91/U, C089/U. UG79/U, 
C087/U, MX158/U, CG88/U. C090/U, UG80/U 
plus Tools. New $200.00 

COMPLETE TS-l2/AP UNITS I AND 2 $450.00 
3 CM Wave Mater, Ordnance Type, Micrometer 

Head. New. Absorption Type $85.00 
Transmision Type $92.50 

MODEL TS -268/U 

Test set designed to provide a 
means of rapid checking of 
crystal diodes IN21, IN21 A, 
IN21B, IN23, IN23A, IN23B, 
Operates on I'/ volt dry cell 
battery. 3x6x7. 

New $35.00 

ICCM ECHO BOX CABV 14ABA-1 of OBU-3, 
2890 MC to 3170 MCS, direct reading micro- 
meter head. Ring prediction scale plus 9% to 
minus 9%. Type "N" input. Resonance indi- 
cator meter. New and Comp. w/access. Box and 
10 CM Directional Coupler $35.00 

3 CM RECEIVER, SO -3. Complete with W.O. 
Mixer Assy. (723-A/B). Reg. Fil. Power Supply 
6 stages IF (6ÁC7) $99.50 

IO om, horn assembly consisting of two 5" dishes 
with dipoles feeding single type "N" output. In- 
cludes UG28/U type "N" "T" junction and type 
"N" pickup probe. Mf g. cable. New..$5.56 ea. 

IO cm. cavity type wavemeters 6 deep, 61/2" in 
diameter. Coax. output. Silver plated $64.50 ea. 

IO Cm. echo box part of 5 ft radar w/145 volt DC 
tuning Motor sub sig 1118A $47.50 

THERMISTOR BRIDGE: Power meter I -203-A 
10cm. mfg. W.E. Complete with meter, inter- 
polation chart, portable carrying ease 559.50 

W.E. I 138. Signal generator 2700 to 2900 Mc. 
range. Lighthouse tube oscillator with atten- 
uator & output meter. 115 VAC input reg. 
Pwr. supply. With circuit diagram $50.00 

3 cm. stabilizer cavity, transmission type 520.00 
TS-108A/P DUMMY LOAD $65.00 
3 CM. HORN AT-48/UP model 710. Type "N" 

input Hey. silver plated $6.50 
AT-68/UP 3 CM Horn with type N fitting.. 55.00 
SA -I, 20051e Bedspring Antenne with pedestal $4.50 

TUNABLE PKGD. "CW" MAGNETRONS 
QK 61 2975-3200 mc. QK 62 3150-3375 mc. 
QK 60 2806-3025 

915 
me. 

Raythoó $I559Ó675-2900 
mc. 

New Guaranteed Each $65.00 

MODULATOR 
UNIT BC 1203-B 

Provides 200-4,000 
PPS Sweeptime: 
100 to 2,500 micro - 
seo. in 4 steps, 
fixed mod. pulse. 
suppression pulse. 
sliding modulated 
sliding modulating 
voltage, marker 
pulse, sweep volt- 
ages, calibration voltages, fil. voltages. Operates 
115 vac. 50-60 cy. Provides various types of voltage 
pulse outputs for the modulation of a signal gen- 
erator such as General Radio #804B or #804C 
used in depot bench testing of SCR 695, SCR 595. 
and SCR 535. New as shown $125.00 

MASTER 
OSCILLATOR UNITS 

M. O. `unHesdesigned for 
Oper. 2-18 me TBK. Flex- 
ible plug in units using type 
860 tube in ECO circuit. 
Tunes 2000 to 4565 kc in 8 
bands. Freq. Determining 
elements are enclosed in 
shock mounted oven as- 
sembly and has frq monitor 
PU link coupled to output. 
Net Wt: 138 Lbs. Dim. 21 
in. d x 1434 in. W x 2534 in. 
H New (with tube) $100.00 

SUPER SONICS 
ac UwMagnets striction head RCA type CR 278225- 

$75.00 
Stainless Steel streamlining housings for above 

$16.50 
QBG Driver Amplifier. New $200.00 
QCU Magneto striction head oil plate assembly.$45 

new 0 

QCQ-2/QCB Magneto striction head coil plate tea 
assembly 

ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED. MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. ALL PRICES F.O.B. 

NEW YORK CITY. SEND MONEY ORDER OR CHECK ONLY. SHIPPING CHARGES SENT 

C.O.D. RATED CONCERNS SEND P. O. MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO. 
131 "El0" Liberty St., New York, N. Y. Att: P. J. Plishner Cable "Comsupo" Ph. Digby 9-4124 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

MAGNETRONS - RADAR - PULSE EQUIPMENT 
MAGNETRONS 

Tube Freq, Range Pk. Pwr. Out 
2231 2820-2860 mc. 265 KW. 
2J21 -A 9345-9105 me. 50 KW. 
2322 3267-3333 mc. 265 KW. 
2326 2992-3013 mc. 275 KW. 
2227 2955-2992 mc. 275 KW. 
2332 2780-2820 mc. 285 KW. 

22334 .137 
2709-2740 285 KW. 

2338 I'kg. 3249-3263 mc. 5 KW. 
2J39 Pkg. 3267-3333 mc. 87 KW. 
234.1 9305-9325 mc. 10 KW. 
2J49 9000-9160 mc. 58 KW. 
2361 3000-3100 mc. 35 KW. 
2J62 2914-3010 mc. 35 KW. 
3131 24,000 mc. 50 KW 
5.130 
714AY, A 
718DY 2725-2890 250 
720BY 2800 mc. 1000 KW. 
720CY 2860 1000 KW. 
725-A 9315-9405 mc. 50 KW. 
730-A 9345-9405 mc. 50 KW. 
728 -AY, BY, CY, DY, Ei', FY. GY @ 
700-A, B. C. D 680-710 50 KW. @ 
706 -AY. BY, DY, KY. FY, GY g Kiystrons:'723A/B $12.50; 

707B W/Cavlty 
4I7A $20.00 2 K41 $65.00 

MAGNETRON MAGNETS 

Price 
$25.00 
$25.00 
$25.90 
$25.00 
$25.00 
$25.00 
$55.00 
$45.00 
$35.00 
$35.00 
$65.00 
$85.10 
$65.00 
$65.00 
$55.00 
$39.50 
$20.00 
$25.00 
$511,00 
$50.00 
$25.00 
$25.00 
$50.00 
$50.00 
$50.00 

$20.09 

Gauss Pole Diem. Spacing Price 
4850 3/4 in. 5/8 in. $12.50 
4200 21/32 In, 3/4 in $17.50 
1300 1 5/8 in. 1 5/16 in. $12.50 
1860 1 5/8 in. 1 1/2 in. $14.50 
Elect romagnets for magnetrons 700A $24.50 ea 

R. F. EQUIPMENT 
LHTR. LIGHTHOUSE ASSEMBLY. Part of RT- 

30/APG-5 & APG-15. Receiver and Transmitter 
Lighthouse Cavities with assoc. Tr Cavity and 
Type N CI'LG. To Revr. Uses 2C40, 2C43, 1B27, 
Tuneable APX 2400-2700 MCS. Silver plated. 

$49.50 
Receiver transmitter its 39A/APG-5 '0 ^T. sun laying 11F package using 2040 and 2043, new. 

$150.00 
APS-2 I0CM RF HEAD COMPLETE WITH HARD 

TUBE (71511) Pulser. 714 Magnetron 417A 
Mixer all 7/" rigid coax. incl. rcvr. front end 

$210.00 
Beacon lighthouse cavity 10cm with miniature 28 

volt DC FM motor. Mfg. Bernard Rice $47.50 ea. 
T-128-/APN-19 10 ens. radar Beacon transmitter 

package, used, less tubes $59.50 ea. 
S0.3 "X" band 3cm RF package, new complete, 

including receiver unit as illustrated on Page 
237. Volume 23 RAD LAB Series $375.00 ea. 

Pre -Amplifier cavities type "M" 7410590GL to use 
446A. lighthouse tube. Completely tunable. Heavy 
silver plated construction $37.50 ea. 

RT32/APS 6A RF HEAD, Compl. with 725A 
Magnetron magnet pulse xtmr. TRA-ATR. 723 
A/I3 local ose. and beacon mount, pre amplifier. 
Used but exc. cond $97.50 

AN/APS-15A "X" Band eonl. RF head and 
modulator, incl. 725-A magnetron and magnet, 
two 723A/B klystrons (local osc. (k beacon), 
11324, TR. revr-ampl. duplexer. HV supply, 
blower, pulse xtnr. Peak l'wr (hit: 45 KW apx. 
Input: 115, 400 es. Modulator pulse duration .5-2 
mictosee. Al'X 13 KV. I'K. Pulse. with all tubes 
incl. 715B, 829B BKR 7:1. two 72's. Complete 
pkg. $210.00 

S BAND AN/APS2. Complete RF head and modu- 
lator, including magnetron and magnet, 417A 
mixer, TR receiver, duplexer, blower etc., and 
complete pulser. With tubes, used, fair condition. 

$75.00 
10 CM. RF Package, Consists of: SO Xmtr. re- 

ceiver using 2--27 magnetron oscillator, 250 KW 
peak input. 707-13 receiver -mixer $150.00 

ASB-500 Megacycles Radar Receiver with two 
111,446 lighthouse cavities, new less tubes 

$37.50 

1KW-FM STATION 
General Electric Kilowatt Amplifier 
Model 4BT2A1 Type BT2A 
Serial RC 25 
General Electric 250 Watt Exciter 
Model 4BT1A1 Type 3T1A 
Serial CC833 
General Electric Station Monitor 
Model 4BM1A1 Type BM1A 
Serial WC268 
General Electric Power Supply 
Model BP241 TYPe BF2A 
Serial WC547 
General Electric Transmitter Console 
Model 4BC3A1 Type BC3A 
Serial WC5 
Type BX-2A Tao Ray titular Antenna with Trans- 
mission Line, Elevators and Matchers. 
100 Feet of 1 % coax. transmission line including 
90' elbows. 
Dehydrator for transmission line. 
Desk and Chair for Transmitter Console. 

WRITE FOR PRICE AND INFO. 
INVERTERS 

PE 218-E: Input: 
25 28vdc. 92 amp. 
Output: 115 v. 
350-500 cy 1500 
volt - amperes. 
Dina: 17"x63¢"x 
10". New (as 
shown) ...$49.95 

PE 218-H: Same as 
above except size: 
161,6" x 6" x 10". New $49.95 

PE 218H, used, good cond $25.00 
PE 206: Input: 28 vde, 38 amps. Output: 80 v, 

800 cy, 500 volt -amps, Dim: 13" x 5%" x 10%". 
New $12.50 

GE 5D2INJ3A: Input: 28 vde. 35 amp. Output: 
115 v, 400 cy. 485 volt -amps. Dina: 9" x 434" 
diam. New $49.95 

MARINE RADAR 
SO -I AND SO -8 RADAR SETS. Complete, in Used 

but Excellent Condition. 10 CM Surface Search 
using 2J26 or 2227 Megnetron. 70711 Mixer. PPI 
Indicator. Input 115VDC. Used on Merchant 
Ships throughout the world. 
Guaranteed $1250.00 

SF -1 RADAR 
10 CM surface search using PPI and "A" Scope. 

115 VDC input, complete with spares. 14 eases 
$2800.00 

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS 
SO -3 RADAR 3 CM. SURFACE 

SEARCH ANTENNA. Complete 
wich 24 VDC Drive Motor, Selsyn, 
(tear Mechanism, "X" Band 
Slotted "Peel" Reflector Less 
Plumbing $135.00 

As shown 
APS-15 Antennas. New $99.50 
AN MPG -1 Antenna. Rotary feed 

type high speed scanner antenna 
..assembly, including horn para- 

bolic reflector. Less internal mechanisms. 10 
deg. sector scan. Approx. 12'L a 4'W x 3'H. Un- 
used. (Gov't Cost -$4500.00) $250.00 

APS-4 3 cm. antenna. Complete. 14% dish. Cut- 
ler feed dipole directional coupler, all standard 
N x 1" waveguide. Drive motor and gear 
mechanisms for horizontal and vertical scan. 
New, complete $65.00 

AN/TPS3. Parabolic dish type reflector approx. 
10' diam. Extremely lightweight construction 
New in 3 carrying cases $89.50 

RELAY SYSTEM PARABOLIC REFLECTORS: 
approx. range: 2000 to 600 mc. Dimensions: 
41111' x 3' rectangle, now $85.00 

TDY "JAM" RADAR ROTATING ANTENNA. 10 
elm. 30 deg. beam. 115 v,a.c. drive. New..$100.00 

SO 13 ANTENNA, 24" dish with feedback dipole 
300 deg. rotation, complete with drive motor and 
selsyn. New $128.00 
Used $45.00 

ASI25/APR Cone type receiving antenna, 1080 to 
3208 megaoyaleo. New $4.50 

140-600 MC, CONE type antenna, complete with 
25' sectional s"eel mast, guys, cables, carrying 
case, etc. New $49.50 

ASD 3 cm. antenna, used, ex. coed $49.50 
YAGI ANTENNA AS -46A. APG-1, 5 ele- 

ments $14.50 ea. 
TS-235/Up Dummy Load $75.00 
F29/SPR-2 High Pass Filter $12.50 

CPN--6 3CM RADAR 
BEACON EQUIPMENT 

Complete sets available in unused condition. 
Write for price and information. 

VOLTAGE 

REGULATORS 

Mfg. Raytheon : 

Navy CRP -301407: 
Pri: 92-138 v, 15 
amps, 57 to 63 cv. 
1 phase, Sec: 115 
v, 7.15 amp. .92 
KVA, .96 PF. Con- 
tains the following 
components: 
REGULATOR TRANSFORMER: Raytheon TIX- 
9545. l'ri: 92-138 v. 60 cy. 1 I'll. Sec: 200/580 V. 
5.5/5.20 amps, 4000 r. nits test. FILTERnits REACTOR:.156 by. 5 amps, 4000 v. test 

Raytheon UX 9547. 
TRANSFORMERS l'ri: 186 v. 5 amps: Sec: 115 v. 

7.2 aesos. Size 12" s 20" x 29". Net Wt. approx. 
250 Lbs. 
Entire unit enclosed in grey metal cabinet with 
mounting facilities. New, as shown $99.50 

WILCOX CS390 
CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

FOR AIRPORT CONTROL GROUND STA- 
TION -Standard relay reels housing, monitor 
loud speaker, dual channel recent): amplifier. 
Type 109 A control panel, microphone speech 
amplifier, etc., spare parts, new and com- 
plete $750.00 each 

TEST SET 159 TPX 
Measures frequency between 150 R 200 mc. b 
heterodyne method. Power of Xmtr can be direct]. 
measured. Measures DC voltages up to 500 Volts 
Original Operation on 110 V. 400 cy. but conversion 
kit makes it operable on 110 V. 60 cy. new, and 
complete with tubes, crystal, cal. chart, antenna, 
meter $29.95 

AIRCRAFT AUXILIARY 
POWER PLANT 

Navy take 1A, Lawrence Model 30 D, 10 horsepower. 
2 cylinder, 4 Stroke cycle air cooled engine. for 
use with 1.71 KWDC and 1.22 KWAC aircraft 
generator, new, in original cellophane parking 

$425.00 
CROSS POINTER INDICATOR 

ID 24-ARN-9 Duel. 0-200 microamp. movement in 3" 
case. Each movement brought out, to 6 -term recep- 
tacle at rear. Originally used in ILS equipment. 
New $3.95 

PULSE EQUIPMENT 
MIT. MOD. 3 HARD TUBE PULSER: Output 

Pulse l'ower 144 KW (12 KV at 12 amp). Duty 
Ratio: 001 max. Pulse duration: 5, 1.0, 2.0 
microsec. Input voltage: 115 v. 400 to 2400 cps. 
Uses 1-715-B, 1-829-B, 3-'72's, 1-'73. New 

$110.00 
APQ-13 PULSE MODULATOR, Pulse Width .5 to 

1.1 Micro Sec. Rep. rate 624 to 1348 l'ps. Pk 
pwr. out. 35 KW Energy 0.018 Joules $49.00 

TPS-3 PULSE MODULATOR. Pk. power 50 amp. 
24 KV (1200 KW ok): pulse rate 200 PPS. 1.5 
microsec. pulse line impedance 50 ohms. Cir- 
cuit -series charging version of DC Resonance 
type. Uses two 705 -A's as rectifiers. 115 v. 4011 
eyrie input. New with all tubes $49.50 

APS-10 MODULATOR DECK. Complete, less tubes 
00 

BC 12038 Loran pulse modulator $125.00 
BC 758A Pulse modulator $395.$75.00 
APS-10 LOU- voltage power supply, less tubes $18.50 
725A magnetron pulse transformers $18.50 ea. 

PULSE NETWORKS 
15A -I.400-50: 15 KV. "A" CKT. 1 microsec., 400 

PPS, 50 ohms imp $42.56 
G.E. #6E3-5-2000-50P2T, 6KV, "E" cirrtiit. :3 

sections, .5 microsecond, 2000 PI'S, 50 ohms 
impedance $6.50 

G.E. #'3F. (3-84-810: 8-2.24-405) 501'4T; 3 KV, 
"F" CKT Dual Unit: Unit 1, :; Sections, .84 
Microsec. 810PPS, 50 ohms into.: Il tit 2, 8 

Sections, 2.24 Microsec. 405 l'I'S, 50 clous imp. 

7.5E3 -1-200-67P, 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit. I uicroser$6.50. 
200 PPS. 67 ohms impedance, 3 sentimu $7.58 

7.5E4 -16-60-67P, 7.5 KV, "E" Circuit, it sell 11155. 
16 microsec. 60 PPS, 67 ohms impede tict-..515.00 

7.5E3-3-200-6T'T 7.5 KV, "K' Circuit, :; microsec. 
200 PPS, 67 ohms imp., 3 sections $12.50 

DELAY LINES 
1)-168184:.5 microsec. up to 2000 PPS. 1s00 ohm 

term $1.00 
D-170499: .25/.50/.75/, microsec. S KV, 56 ohms 

imp. $16.50 
D-165997: 1% microsec $7.50 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 
G.E.K.-2745 $39.50 
G.E.K.-2744-A, 115 KV high Voltage. 3.2 KV Low 

Voltage @ 200 KW oper. (270 KW mas.) I 

micro sec. or % microsec. @ 600 l'1'á $39.50 
W.E. #1)166173 Hi Volt input transformer W.I1. 

impedance ratio 50 ohms to 900 ohms. Freti. 
range: 10 kc to 2 me, 2 sections parallel con- 
nected, potted in oil $36.00 

W.E. KS 9800 Input transformer, \Viurling ratio 
between terminals 3-5 and 1-2 is 11:1. and be- 
tween terminals 6-7 and 1-2 is 2:1. Fregmnev 
range: 380-520 c.D.s. Permalloy core $6.00 

G.E. #1(2731 Repetition Rate: 635 l'PS, l'ri lutp: 
50 Ohms, Sec. Imp: 450 Ohms. Pulse Width: I 

Microsec. I'ri. Input: 9.5 KV PK, Sec. Output: 
28 KV PK. Peak Output: 800 KW ltililar 2.75 
Amp $64.50 

W.E. #1)169271 Hi Volt input pulse Transformer 
$27.50 

G.E. K2450A. Will receive 13KV, 4 104.10 second 
pulse on pri. secondary deliveries 14KV. Peak 
power out 100KW (LE. $4.50 

G.E. #K2748A Pulse Input, line to magnetron 
$36.60 

9280 Utah Pulse or Blocking Oscillator XFMIt 
Fred. limits 790-810 ey-3 windings turns ratio 
1:1:1 Dimensions 1 13/16 x 14^ 19/:32 $1.50 

Raytheon U X 8093 3x32 Turns T.V. 11(00 RM8 
$4.95 

G.E. 9318 Pulse Xfrmr 1:1.1 $1.50 
UX 1350 $5.95 

400 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS 
352.7273: Pri: 115V, 400 es. Sec: 6.3V 2.5 Atop 

6.3V, .06 Atop: 6.3V, .9 Amp: 5V, 6 Amp: 700 
VCT. 2-5U4's. For APS- 15. T201 $4.75 

352.7176: Pri: 115V. 400 cy. Sec: 6.3V, 20 Amp: 
6.3V, .5 Amp: 6.3V, .5 Amp: 320V 12-6x5's) Fer 
A PS- 15, T202 $5.25 

352.7278: Pri: 115V. 400 cy. Sec: 2.5V, 1.75 Amp. 
3500V (2x2), For APS-15. T203 (Anode #21 
5FP7 $5.85 

352-7070: Pri: 118V, 440 es. Sec. 2.5V, 2.5 Anap: 
2.5V, 2.5 Amp; (2000V, Ins.): 6.3V, 2.25 Amy: 
1200V. Tod at 1000 and 750V, I'/o AN/APS 15 

$4.95 
#7469105: l'ri: 115V, 400 cy. Sec: Tod. to give 

742.5V, 50 MIA; 709V, .0477 A, 671V, .045 A 

M-7474319: Pri: 115V, 400 cy. Sec. 6.3V, 2.7 Amp: 
6.5V, 66Amp; 6.3V, 21 Amp $2.95 

32332: Pri: 115V, 400-2400 cy. Sec: 400 Vet. 35 
MA: 6.4V, 2.5 Amp: 6.4V, .15 Amp 

332-7138M: Pri: 115V, 400-2400 cy Sec: 640 V$$2.25 .5 
MA: 2.5V, 1.75 Amp $3.85 

352-7179: Pri: 115V, 400-2400 cy. Sec: 6.5V. 12 
Amp. fit. 250V, 100 MA: 5V, 2 Amp $3.50 

=9069: Pri: 115/80V, 40(1-2600 ey. See: 650 Vct. 50 
MA: 6.:3 Vet, 2 Amp: 5 Vet, 2 Amp $2.45 
1.75 Amp. 3 Kv. Lis.: 5V, 3 Amp: 6.5V, 6.5 Amp: 
6.5V, 1.2 Amp $3.95 

KS 9607: l'ri: 115V. 400-2400 cy. Sec: 734 Vet. 177 
MA. 1710 Vct, 177 MA $5.95 

D-166333: Pri: 115V, 400-2400 cy. See: 6.3V, 0..9 
Amp. 7.7V, 0.365 Amp $2.79 

G.E. #7471957: Pri: 100/110/120/130V, 400-2490 
cy. Sec. 2.5V, 20 Amp. HV ins $4.85 

D-163254: Pri: 115V, 400 cy. See: 6.3V, 12 Amp: 
6.3V, 2A: 6.3V, 1A. P/0 AN/APQ5 $5.85 

KS -9685: Pri: 11.'íV, 400-2400 ev. Sec: 6.4 Vet, 7.ñ 
Amp; 6.4V, 3.8 Amp: 6.4V, 2.5 Amp $4.35 

ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED. MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. ALL PRICES F.O.B. 
NEW YORK CITY. SEND MONEY ORDER OR CHECK ONLY. SHIPPING CHARGES SENT 

C O.D. RATED CONCERNS SEND P. O. 
MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO. PRIOR SALE 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
131 "E10" Liberty St., New York, N.Y. ATT: P. J. Plishner Cable "Comsupo" Ph. Digby 9-4124 
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SE 
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LA 
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A.C. MOTORS 
5071930, Delco, 115 V., 60 Cycle, 7000 

r.p.m. Price $4.50 each net 
36938-2, Haydon Tim- 

ing Motor, 110 V., 60 
cycle, 2.2 w.; 4/5 
r. p. m. 

Price $3.00 ea. net. 

Haydon Timing Motor -110 V., 60 cycle, 
3.2 w., 4 r.p.m., with brake. 

Price $4.00 each net. 
45629R Haydon Timing Motor, 110 V., 

60 cycle, 2.2w., 1/240 r.p.m. 
Price $3.00 each net. 

1600 Haydon Timing Motor 110 V. 60 
cycle 2.3 W. 1 r.p.m. 

Price $2.70 each net. 
36938-3, Haydon Timing Motor, 110-V., 

60 cycle, 2.2 w., 1 1/5 r.p.m. 
Price $2.70 each net. 

36228 Haydon Timing Motor, 110 V., 
60 cycle, 2.2 w., 1/60 r.p.m. 

Price $2.70 each net. 
Eastern Air Devices Type J33 Synchron- 

ous Motor 115 V., 400 cycle, 3 phase, 
8,000 r.p.m. Price $8.50 each net. 

Telechron Synchronous Motor, Type B3, 
115 V., 60 cycle, 2 r.p.m., 4 w. 

Price $5.00 each net. 

SERVO MOTORS 
CK 1, Pioneer, 2 phase, 400 cycle. 

Price $10.00 each net. 
CK2, Pioneer, 2 phase, 400 cycle. 

Price $4.50 each net. 
10047-2-A Pioneer 2 phase, 400 cycle, 

with 40:1 reduction gear. 
Price $7.25 each net. 

FPE-25-11, Diehl, Low -Inertia, 75 to 
115 V., 60 cycle, 2 phase. 

Price $16.00 each net. 
FPE-49-7 Diehl, Low -Inertia, 115 V., 60 

cycle, 2 phase, 3.0 amps., 10 w., out- 
put. Price $34.50 each net. 

FP -25-2, Diehl, Low -Inertia, 20 V., 60 
cycle, 2 phase. Price $9.00 each net. 

FP -25-3, Diehl, Low -Inertia, 20 V., 60 
cycle, 2 phase. Price $9.00 each net. 

CK2, Pioneer, 2 phase, 400 cycle, with 
40:1 reduction gear. 

Price $6.70 each net. 
MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL TYPE B 

Part No. G303AY, 115 V., 400 cycle, 
2 phase, built-in gear reduction, 50 in. 
lbs. torque. Price $7.50 each net. 

REMOTE INDICATING 
MAGNESYN COMPASS SET 

Pioneer Type AN5730-2 Indicator and 
cator part No. 680k-03, 26 V., 400 
cycle. 

Price $40.00 per set new sealed boxes 
Kollsman Remote Indicating Compass 

Set Transmitter part No. 679-01, indi- 
cator part No. 680k-03, 26 V., 400 
cycle Price $12.50 each net. 

GYROS 

Schwein Free & Rate 
Gyro type 45600. 
Consists of two 28 
V. D.C. constant 
speed gyros. Size 
8" x 4.25" x 4.25". 

Price $10.00 ea. net. 

Schwein Free & Rate 
Gyro, type 46800. 
Same as above ex- 
cept later design. 

Price $11.00 each net. 

Sperry A5 Directional 
Gyro, Part No. 
656029, 115 volts, 
400 cycle, 3 phase. 

Price $17.50 each net. 
Sperry A5 Vertical Gyro, Part No. 

644841, 115 V., 400 cycle, 3 phase. 
Price $20.00 each net. 

Sperry A5 Amplier Rack Park No. 
644890. Contains Weston Frequency 
Meter. 350 to 450 cycle and 400 
cycle, 0 to 130 voltmeter. 

Price $10.00 each net. 
Sperry A5 Control Unit Part No. 

644836. Price $7.50 each net. 
Sperry A5 Azimuth Follow -Up Amplifier 

Part No. 656030. With tube. 
Price $5.50 each net. 

Pioneer Type 12800-1-D Gyro Servo 
Unit. 115 V., 400 cycle, 3 phase. 

Price $8.00 each net. 
Norden Type M7 Vertical Gyro. 26 V., 

D.C. Price $19.00 each net. 
Norden Type M7 Servo Motor. 26 V., 

D.C. Price $20.00 each net. 
Allen Calculator, Type C10 Bank and 

Turn Indicator, Part No. 21500, 28 
V. D.C. Contains 28 V. D.C. con- 
stant speed gyro. 

Price $10.00 each net. 

D.C. MOTORS 
Jaeger Watch Co. Type 44-K-2 Con- 

tactor Motor, Operates on 3 to 4.5 
volts D.C. Makes one contact per 
second. Price $2.00 each net. 

General Electric Type 5BA1OAJ52C, 27 
V. D. C., 0.65 amps., 14 oz. in. 
torque, 145 r.p.m. Shunt Wound, 4 
lead reversible. Price $4.70 each net. 

General Electric Type 5BA1OAJ37C, 27 
V. D. C., .5 amps., 8 oz., in. torque, 
250 r.p.m. Shunt Wound, 4 leads re- 
versible. Price $6.50 each net. 

5069625, Delco Constant Speed, 27 V., 
120 r.p.m. Built-in reduction gears 
and governor. Price $3.90 each net. 

A-7155, Delco Constant Speed Shunt 
Motor, 27 V., 2.4 amps., 3600 r.p.m., 
1 /30 h.p. Built-in governor. 

Price $6.25 each net. 

C -28P-1 A, John Oster Shunt Motor, 27 
V., 0.7 amps., 7000 r.p.m., 1/100 
h.p. Price $3.75 each net. 

D.C. ALNICO FIELD MOTORS 
5069456, Delco, 27.5 V., 10,000 r.p.m. 

Price $4.70 each net. 
5069600, Delco, 27 V., 250 r.p.m. 

Price $5.00 each net. 

5069466, Delco, 27 
V., 10,000 r.p.m. 

Price $3.50 each net. 

5069370, Delco, 27 V., 10,000 r.p.m. 
Price $4.70 each net. 

5069230, Delco, 27 V., 145 r.p.m. 
Price $5.00 each net. 

S. S. FD6-16, Diehl, 27 V., 10,000 r.p.m. 
Price $3.75 each net. 

S. S. FD6-18, Diehl, 27 V., 10,000 r.p.m. 
Price $3.75 each net. 

S. S. FD6-21, Diehl, 27 V., 10,000 r.p.m. 
Price $3.75 

Sampsel Time Control Inc. Alnico Field 
Motor, 27 V. D.C. Overall length 
3 5/16" by 13/3". Shaft s/8" long by 
3/16", 10,000 r.p.m. 

Price $4.50 each net. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC D.C. 
SELSYNS 

8TJ9-PDN Transmit- 
ter, 24 V. 

Price $3.75 each net. 

8DJ11-PCY Indicator, 24 V. Dial 
marked -10° to +65°. 

Price $4.50 each net. 

8DJ11-PCY Indicator, 24 V. Dial 
Marked 0 to 360°. 

Price $7.50 each net. 

AMPLIFIER 
Pioneer Gyro Flux Gate Amplifier, Type 

12076-1-A. 
Price $17.50 ea. net, with tubes. 

COMPLETE LINE OF 
AIRCRAFT THERMOCOUPLES 

37 EAST BAYVIEW AVE., GREAT NECK, N. Y. 

Telephone IMperial 7-1147 

Write for Complete Listings U. S. Export License -2140 
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INVERTERS 

Wincharger Corp. Dynamotor Unit. PE - 
101 -C. input 13, V.D.C. or 26 V.D.C. 
D.C. AT, 12.6 or 6.3 amps. Output 
400 V.D.C. AT. .135 amps., 800 
V.D.C. AT. .02 amps., 9 V.A.C. 80 
cycle at 1.12 amps. Price $10.00 
each net. 

I53F, Holtzer 
Cabot. Input, 24 
V.D.C. Output 
115 V., 400 
cycle, 3 phase, 
750 V.A. and 
26 V., 400 cycle, 1 phase, 250 V.A. 
Voltage and frequency regulated also 
built in radio filter. 

Price $115.00 each net. 

149H, Holtzer Cabot. Input 28 V. at 44 
amps. Output 26 V. at 250 V.A., 400 
cycle and 115 V. at 500 V A. 400 
cycle. Price $39.00 each net. 

149F, Holtzer Cabot. Input 28 V. at 36 
amps. Output 26 V. at 250 V.A., 400 
cycle and 115 V. at 500 V.A. 400 
cycle. Price $35.00 each net. 

72117, Pioneer. Input 12 V.D.C. Out- 
put 26 V., 400 cycle, 6 V.A. 

Price $22.50 each net. 

12117, Pioneer. Input 24 V.D.C. 
Output 26 V. 400 cycle, 6 V.A. 

Price $20.00 each net. 

5D21NJ3A General Electric. Input 24 
V.D.C. Output 115 V., 400 cycle at 
485 V.A. Price $12.00 each net. 

PIE218, Ballentine. Input 28 V.D.C. at 
90 amps. Output 115 V., 400 cycle 
at 1.5 K.V.A. Price $45.00 each net. 

WESTON FREQUENCY 
METER 

Model 637, 350-450 cycle, 115 V. 
Price $10.00 each net. 

WESTON VOLTMETER 

Model 833, 0 to 130 V. 400 cycle. 
Price $4.00 each net. 

VIBRATOR 

Rculand Corp. vibrator non-synchros type 
Stock No. 3H6694-11; 6, 12 or 24 
V.D.C., input frequency 200 cycle. 

$3.25 each net. 

PIONEER AUTOSYNS 
AY1, 26 V., 400 cycle. 

Price $5.50 each net. 
AY14D, 26 V., 400 cycle, new with 

calibration curve. 
Price $15.00 each net. 

AY20, 26 V., 400 cycle. 
Price $7.50 each net. 

AY31, 26 V., 400 cycle. 
Shaft extends from both 
ends. 

Price $10.00 ea. net. 

AY38, 26 V., 400 cycle. Shaft extends 
from both ends. Price $10.00 each net. 

PIONEER PRECISION 
AUTOSYNS 

AY101D, new with 
calibration curve, 

PRICE -WRITE OR CALL FOR 
SPECIAL QUANTITY PRICES 

AY131D, new with calibration curve. 
Price $35.00 each net. 

AY130D, new. Price $35.00 each net. 

PIONEER AUTOSYN 
POSITION INDICATORS 

Type 5907-17. Dial graduated 0 to 360 
26 V., 400 cycle. 

Price $15.50 each net. 
Type 6007-39, Dual, Dial graduated 0 

to 360°, 26 V., 400 cycle. 
Price $30.00 each net. 

PIONEER TORQUE UNIT 
Type 12602-1-A. 
Price $30.00 

each net. 
Type 12604-3-A. 

Price $30.00 each net. 
Type 12606-1-A. Price $40.00 each net. 
Type 2627-1-A. Price $80.00 each net. 

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER 
ASSEMBLY 

Pioneer Magnetic Amplifier Assembly 
Saturable Reactor type output trans- 
former. Designed to supply one phase 
of 400 cycle servo motor. 

Price $8.50 each net. 

PIONEER TORQUE UNIT 
AMPLIFIER 

Type 12073-1-A, 5 tube amplifier, Mag- 
nesyn input, 115 V., 400 cycle. 

Price $17.50 each net with tubes. 
Type 12077-1-A, single tube Amplifier, 

autesyn input, 115 V., 400 cycle. 
Price $49.50 each net, with tube. 

BLOWER ASSEMBLY 
MX-215/APG 

John Oster, 28 V.D.C., 7000 r.p.m. 
1 /100 h.p. Price $2.90 each net. 

Westinghouse Type FL Blower, 115 V., 
400 cycle, 67000 r.p.m., Airflow 17 
C.F.M. Price $4.50 each net. 

IrySTRUME 
NS 

RATE GENERATORS 

PM2, Electric Indicator Co., 0175 V. 
per r.p.m. Price $8.25 each net. 

F16, Electric Indicator Co., two-phase, 
22 V. per phase at 1800 r.p.m. 

Price $12.00 each net. 

J36A, Eastern Air Devices, .02 V. per 
r.p.m. Price $9.00 each net. 

B-68, Electric Indicator Co., Rotation 
Indicator, 110 V., 60 cycle, 1 phase. 

Price $14.00 each net, 

Weston Tachometer Generator (aircraft 
type) model 752-J4 single phase. A.C. 
output. Price $17.50 each net. 

SINE -COSINE GENERATORS 
(Resolvers) 

FPE 43-1, Diehl, 115 V., 400 cycle. 
Price $20.00 each net. 

FJE-43-9, Diehl, 115 V., 400 cycle. 
Price $20.00 each net. 

SYNCHROS 
1F Special Repeater, 

115 V., 400 cycle. 
Will operate on 60 
cycle at reduced 
voltage. 

Price $15.00 each net. 

7G Generator, 115 V., 60 cycle. 
Price $30.00 each net. 

6DG Differential Generator, 90-90 V., 
60 cycle. Price $15.00 each net. 

2J1M1 Control Transformer 105/63 V., 
60 cycle. Price $20.00 each net. 

2J1G1 Control Transformer, 57.5/57.5 
V., 400 cycle. Price $1.90 each net. 

2J1H1 Selsyn Differential Generator, 
57.5/57.5 V., 400 cycle. 

Price $3.25 each net. 

W. E. KS -5950-L2, Size 5 Generator, 
115 V., 400 cycle. 

Price $3.50 each net. 

5G Special, Generator 115/90 V., 400 
cycle. Price $15.50 each net. 

5SF Repeater, 115/90 V., 400 cycle. 
Price $19.00 each net. 

2J1F1 Selsyn Generator, 115 V., 400 
cycle. Price $3.50 each net. 

5SDG Differential Generator 90/90 V., 
400 cycle. Price $15.30 each net. 

ALL PRICES, F.O.B. GREAT NECK, N. Y. 

37 EAST BAYVIEW AVE., GREAT NECK, N. Y. 

Telephone IMperial 7-1147 

Write for complete listings Western Union address: 
WUX Great Neck, N. Y. 
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MORE TUBES - LOWER PRICES! 
Type Price Type Price 
11322 $4.95 24G .98 
1823 9.50 35T 

4.95 1B24 4.95 45SPEC .49 
IB25A 4.95 53A 24.95 
1026 7.95 75TL 3.95 
1027 4.95 100TH 12.95 
1B29 .89 100TS 3.00 
1832 4.95 101F 4.95 
Iß38 49.50 114A .69 
1B40 4.95 114B 1.25 
IB59 2.99 

14.95 
120 5.95 

1860 121A 2.65 
1N31 1.00 203A 16.95 
1N23 
IP23 

1.00 
1.95 

2Ó5B 

F 
4.50 
4.50 

2AP1 3.95 .98 
2C4 1.18 211 15A 3.00 
2C2I .98 218 49.50 
2C .39 221A 2.95 
2C26A 
2C34 

.28 

.59 249C231D 

1.49 
3.49 

2C40 3.98 7.95 
2C43 95 250TH 19.50 
2C4Á 1.75 252A 4.95 
2C46 7.50 259A 4.95 
2C51 6.50 2623/B 3.50 

274B 1.25 
2E22 1.50 275A 7.95 
2E24 4.95 282A/13 9.95 
2E25A 4.25 283A 10.95 
2E26 3.95 286A 10.95 
2E30 2.39 290A 4.95 
2221A 
2J26 

12.95 291A 
294A 

4.95 
495 

2327 14.958.95 300A 3.95 
2230 
2331 
2232 
2133 
2236 
2237 
2238 
2249 

19.95 
19.95 
24.95 
24.95 
75.00 
24.95 
24.95 
24.95 

30IA 
304B 
304TH 
304TL 
307A 
310A 
315A 

6.95 
5.95 
6.95 
1.49 
4.95 
7.95 
6.95 

9 

2J54ß 24.95 
327A 
338A 

4.95 
4.93 

2K23 24.95 348A 5.95 
24.95 350A/B 2.95 2K25 

K28 24.95 354C/D 19.95 
3ÁP1 4.95 357B 49.50 
3022 4.95 368AS 

4.93 3B23 4.95 371A/B .89 
3624 1.98 374A 2.50 
3ß24W 
3B26 

2.95 
1.89 

393A 
394A 

7.95 
7.50 

3B28 5.95 399A 2.50 
3131.1 3.95 400A 3.25 
3C23 4.95 

4ß3A/B 
1.955 

3C24 
1.50 417A 24.95 

3C31 4.95 434A 7.95 
3CPI 3.00 46A/13 2.95 
3DPI-A 3.95 450TH 24.95 
3EP1 3.95 450TL 45.00 
3E29 4.95 464A 9.50 
3FP7 3.95 527 12.95 
3GP1 4.95 531 24.50 
3JP7 9.95 532A 4.95 
4-65A 14.50 631PI 4.95 
4-125A 27.50 700B/D 49.50 
4-250A 37.50 701A 4.95 

703A 4.95 
4AP10 4.95 705A 2.95 

706AY 49.50 
42 6 110.00 706C 185 
5AP1 4.95 06G 49.50 
5AP4 4.95 707A/B 24.95 
5BPI 2.95 708A 7.95 
5BP4 4.95 7l0Á 2.95 
5C22 49.50 713A 1.65 

3.95 795 
9.95 5CP1 

CPIA 9.95 715/B 
5D21 29.95 715C 24.95 
5FP7 3.95 717A .99 
SGPI 9.95 720DY 34.95 
5HP4 9.95 721A/B 4.35 

10000 723AB 7.95 523 
29 100.00 724A/ß 4.95 

5JP2 11.95 725A 9.95 
5LPI 11.95 726A/B/C.. 23.50 
5MPI 4.95 728GY 24.95 
5NPI 1.98 730A 24.95 
6AF6G .88 750TL 49.50 
6C21 24.95 800 2.25 
6F4 5.95 801A .98 
624 4.95 802 4.25 
7BP1 4.95 803 8.95 
7BP7 4.95 804 12.95 
7C23 75.00 805 5.95 
7C24 80.00 807 1.25 
7C25 90.00 808 1.89 
7DP4 17.95 809 2.93 
9C23 250.00 810 7.95 
9GP7 15.00 811 2.45 
9JP1 7.95 812 2.95 
9LP7 15.00 812H 6.90 

1ÓI 
7.95 813 

14 
8.95 
3.95 

IOSPEC .69 815 2.95 
I0BP4 24.50 816 1.19 
10CP4 29.50 826 .69 
12DP7 
12DP8 

14.95 
14.95 

8829B% 
E29. 
B 

4.95 
12FP7 
12GP7 

14.95 
14.95 830B 

2.955 

12HP7 14.95 832/A 4.95 
12KP4 49.50 833A 34.50 
12LP4 49.50 834 5.95 
I5E 1.50 836 1.15 
15R .98 837 2.50 
2304......... .49 838 3.95 

ALL 
Type 

BRAND 
Price 

NEW STANDARD 
Type Price 

BRAND 
Type Price Type Price Type Price 

841 .69 GL559 5.35 1Q5GT 1.06 6N7 .96 12SJ7 .66 
843 .69 GL673 11.50 1R4 1.06 6N7GT .96 12SJ7GT .... .66 
845/W 4.95 GL697 150.00 1115 .80 .96 12SK7 .66 
849A/ H 69.50 HF100 3.95 1S4 .96 6Q6GT 1.06 12SK7GT.... .66 
850 22.50 HF200 17.95 1S5 .72 6Q7 .80 12SL7GT.... .88 
851 75.00 HF210 17.95 IT4 .80 6Q7GT .72 12SN7GT.... .80 
860 3.00 HF300 17.50 1T5GT 1.06 6R7 1.06 12SQ7 .60 
861 49.95 II1(254 19.95 1U4 .80 6R7GT 1.06 12SQ7GT .... .60 
864 .69 H V 18 12.95 lU5 .72 6S7 12ßR7 .39 
865 2.98 HY615 1.25 1V .88 61.28 1.28 .28 12SR7GT.... .39 

99 HYE1148 . . . . .48 2A3 1.28 6S8GT 1.06 12X3 .98 
866JR 1.19 KU23 15.00 2A4G 1.28 .66 12Z3 .88 
872A 2.95 KU610 9.95 2A5 .88 6SA7GT .66 14A7/12B7... 

7/XXD 
.88 

874 
876 
878 
884 
885 
889R 

2.49 
2.50 
2.49 
1.49 
.98 

140.00 

ML101 
MX408U 
PJ23 
R100 
R200 
R1130 

150.00 
.49 

1.35 
3.75 
7.95 

12.95 

2A6 

2B7 2V3G 
3A4 
2X2 

1.06 

I.88 
1.98 
.25 

1.39 

6SB7Y 

6SD GT 
6SF5 
6SF5GT 
6SF7 

.49 

.66 

.72 

.80 

88 
.88 
.88 

.72 

14AB 
14Bß 
14C5 
14C7 

891 110.00 RK20A 7.50 3A5 1.49 6SG .80 14E7 .88 
892 115.00 REL36 .98 3A8GT 1.98 6SH7 .39 14F7 .88 
902P1 7.95 14F8 1.06 
905 11.95 RK23 4.95 306 .36 J7 GT 65 .66 14117 .88 
907 
913 

11.95 
4.95 RK33I 3 KRK34 

2.98 3LF4 1.28 6S7 

K7GT 
66 

.66 
1427 
14N7 

1.06 
1.06 

917 1.59 .59 3Q5GT .96 6SL7GT .96 14Q7 .88 
918 
922 

1.50 
1.00 

RK39 
RK51 

1.75 
3.95 3V4 .80 6SQ7GT 

.88 

.60 
14R7 
1457 

.88 
1.06 

923 .98 RK52 4.50 5AZ4 .50 6SIo7GT. ... . . .60 14W7 1.06 
925 1.40 RK59 5.95 SR4GY 1.15 14X7 1.06 
930 
931A 

1.00 
4.95 RK62 1:9S 5T4 

5U4G 
1.28 
.60 

6SR7GT 
6SS7 

.72 

.66 
14X4 

19T8 

.88 

934GT 1.59 RK63........ 12.95 .96 6ST7 .88 1.56 
949A 69.50 RK65 24.95 5W4 1.06 6SV7 .88 22 1.28 
950 .98 RK72 1.95 5W4GT .66 6T7G 1.24 

RK73 3.95 SX4G .72 6U5/G5 .72 2536 1.06 
955 .75 RX21 3.95 6U6/GT .72 25A6G 1.06 
956 .75 RX120 10.00 5ÿ46T .60 6U7G .72 25ACSGT.... 1.16 

T20 1.50 5Z3 .72 
6V6GT 
6I.80 8 25L6GT .66 

9587 .75 T21 1.75 5Z4.....:.... 1.06 25Y5 1.16 
959 2.95 T55 3.95 A3 1.8 6W7G .88 2525 .60 
966A .99 P200 10.95 6A6 1.06 

6X4 
.60 25Z6GT .60 

972A 2.95 TZ20 1.50 6A7 .80 5GT .60 26 .72 
975A 14.95 TZ40 2.95 6A8 .80 6Y6G .96 27 .60 
991 .75 UH50 5.95 6A8GT .80 6Y7G .88 2807 .39 
1613 .75 UX200 .75 6AB5/6N5 . . . .88 6Z7G 1.28 30 .39 
1614 1.75 V700 7.50 6A87/1853... 1.06 6ZY5G .88 31 .39 
1616 1.39 VR75 .98 6AC5GT 1.16 7A4/XXL.... .72 32 1.28 
1619 .75 VR78 .75 6AC7/1852. . . 1.16 7A5 .72 32L7GT 1.28 
1620 4.95 VR90 .75 6AD6 .85 7A6 .72 33 .39 
1621 .98 VR91 1.49 6AD7G 1.25 7A7 .72 34 .38 
1622 1.75 VR105 .98 6AF6 1.28 7A8 .72 35/51 .89 
1624 1.75 VR150 .75 6AG5 1.06 7AD7 1.06 

3585 1625 .49 VTI27A 3.00 6AG7 1.28 7AF7 .72 .80 
1626 .49 VU111 1.19 6A116 1.56 7AG7 .88 35L6GT .66 
1628 4.95 WL460 14.95 6AJ5 .99 7AH7 .88 35W4 .46 
1629 .69 WL468 14.95 6AK5 1.56 7B4 .72 35Y4 .72 
1631 
1633 

1.50 
.89 

WL532A 
WL562 

4.95 
150.00 

6AK6 
6AL5 

.96 

.80 
7B5 
7B6 

.72 

.72 4GT 
35Z3 .72 

.60 
1634 
1636 

.79 
5.95 

WL616 
Z225 

105.00 
1.95 

6AL7GT 
6A05 

1.06 
.80 

7B7 

7138 

.72 

.72 
35Z5G1' 
36 

.50 

.39 
1638 .98 ZB120 6.95 6A Q6 .72 C4/1203A... .39 37 .39 
1641 
1642 
1644 

.79 
.98 

1.49 

ZB3200 
7.P477/120P8 
0A2 

150.00 
14.95 
1.69 

6AQ7GT 
63R5 
6AS7G 

.88 

.66 
4.95 

7C6 

7E5/1201 

.72 39/44 
41 

.39 

.39 

.66 
1645 
1649 
1665 
1851 

1.98 
1.25 
1.19 
1.25 

0A3/VR75... 
0A4G 
OB2 
0B3/VR90 

.98 
1.06 
2.05 
.75 

6AT6 
6AU6 
6AV6 
684G 

.60 

.80 

.60 
1.28 

7E6 
7E7 
7F7 

1.66 
.72 
.88 
.88 

42 
43 
45 
45Z3 

.66 

.66 

.66 

.60 
1852 
1853 

1.06 
1.06 

0C3/VR105... 
OD3/VR150... 

.98 

.75 
6B5 
6B6G 

1.56 
.88 

7F8 
7G7/1232 

1.06 
1.06 

45Z5GT 
46 

.72 
1.06 

1960 
2050 
2051 
5514 
5516 

.95 
1.19 
.98 

4.95 
5.95 

01-4 
OZ4 
OZ4G 
10A3 

.88 

.88 

.88 

.50 

.72 

607 
6B8 
6B8G 
6BA61A 

1.28 
1.28 
1.28 

80 
.72 

7H7 
727 
7K7 
7L7 7N7....., 

.80 
1.06 
1.06 
.88 
.88 

47 
49 
50 
50A5 
SOBS 

.96 

.88 
1.56 
.88 
.66 

5562 14.00 1A4 1.28 6BG6G 1.92 7Q7 .72 50L6GT .66 
7193 .39 IA4P 1.56 6B116 .80 7R7 .88 SOY6GT .72 
8005 4.95 IA5GT. .72 6BJ6 .80 7S7 1.06 53 1.06 
8011 
8012A 
8013A 
8014A 
8016 
8020 
8025A 
8026 
BR 

2.95 
4.95 
2.95 

24.95 
1.49 
3.95 
7.95 

12.95 
2.50 

1A6 
1A7GT 
IB3GT 
104 
1B5/25S 
IB7GT 
IC5GT 
IC6 
IC7G 

1.28 
.80 

1.49 
1.56 
1.28 
1.06 
.88 

1.28 
1.28 

6C4 
6C5 
6C5GT 
6C6 
6C7 
6C9G 
606 
6138G 
6E5 

.39 

.66 

.66 

.80 
1.28 
1.28 
.66 

1.28 
.85 

7V7 
7W7 
7X7/XXFM 
7Z4 
10 
12A 16 
1236GT 

1.06 
1.06 
1.06 

.4 72 
2 

.69 

.60 
39 

.29 

56 
57 
58 
59 
70L7GT 
71A 
75 
76 
77 

.72 

.80 

.80 
1.06 
1.56 

.80 

.66 

.66 
.66 

BH 4.95 1D5GP 1.55 6E6 1.06 1237 1.28 
79 CIA 

C1B 
C5B 
C6A 

4.95 
4.95 

12.95 
9.95 

.9562 

12.35 

107G 
ID8GT 
IE5GT 
1E7G 
1F4 

1.28 
1.56 
1.38 
1.56 
1.06 

6F5 
6F5GT 
6F6 
6F6GT 
6F7 

.66 

.66 

.80 

.66 
1.06 

12A8GT 
12AH7GT.. 
1231,5 
12AT6 
12AT7 

.80 

.88 

.80 

.60 
1.16 

80 
81 
82 
83 

.88 

.46 
1.56 
1.06 
1.06 

CK1005 1F5G 1.06 6F8G 1.28 12AU6 .80 83V 1.28 
CK1006 

90 
.69 

4.79 

1F6 
IF7G . . . . . . . 

1.56 
1.56 

6G6G 
6116 

1.06 12AU7 
12BA6 

.96 

.72 
84/6Z4 
85 

.72 

.88 
É 5Ó 
EL1C 
EL3C 
F123A 
F128A 
F660 
FG17 

4.95 
4.95 

12.95 
79.50 

150.00 
3.25 

1G4GT 
1G6GT 
IH4G 
1H5GT 
1H6G 
IH6GT 
1J6GT 

1.06 
1.06 
.88 
.66 

1.28 
1.28 
1.28 

6H6GT 
625 
6J5GT 
616 
627 
6J7GT 
628G 

.60 

.69 

.54 

.54 
1.16 
.80 
.80 

1.28 

12BE6 
12C8 
12F5GT 

12 5T 
1227G 
12J7GT 

.72 

.69 

.72 

.39 

.80 

.80 

89 
89Y . 

I I7L7GT 
I17M7GT 
117N7GT 
II7P7GT 
117Z3 

.72 

.39 
1.56 
1.56 
1.56 
1.56 
.69 FG27A5 1L4 .80 6K5GT .96 12K7GT .66 117Z4GT .... 1.16 

G32 5.95 1LA4 1.06 6K6GT .60 12K8 .88 117Z6GT .... .96 
FG33 
FG81A 
FG95 
FG105 

8.95 
6.95 
9.95 

19.95 

1LA6 
ILB4 
ILC5 
ILC6 

1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 

6K7 
6K7GT 
6K8 
6KSGT 

.66 

.66 

.96 

.96 

12K8GT 
12Q7GT 
12837 
12SA7GT. . . 

.96 

.72 

.66 

.66 

FM -I000 
11X120 
UX200 

1.26 
1.39 
1.28 

FG172A 32.50 1LD5 1.06 6L5G 1.06 12SC7 .72 9001 .89 
FG235 59.50 1I.F3 1.06 6L6 1.42 12SF5 .80 9002 .39 
FG238B 
GL146 

GL582A 
GL530 

160.00 
11.00 

61.98 
49.50 

ILG5 
ILH4 . . . 

1L"5 
1N5(. I 

1P5(. 'r 

1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
.80 

1.06 

6L6G 
6L6GA 
6L7 
6L7G 
6N6G 

1.16 
1.16 
.96 

1.16 
1.56 

12SF5GT . . . 

12SF7 
I2SF7GT . . . 

12SG7 
12SH7 .... 

.80 

.80 
.80 
.72 
.39 

9003...... 
9004 
9005... 
9006 

69 
49 
98 
49 

MINIMUM ORDER $5 

QUANTITY PRICES ON REQUEST 

All tube types in stock now -subject to prior 
sale. Prices subject to change without notice. 

20% DEPOSIT WITH ORDERS, UNLESS RATED 

All Prices F.O.B. N.Y.C. 
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T-47177 

SP -105 

511-T2 

475-T301 

466-T1R 

PO -110 

T-47168 

475-T302 
69125 

T-47164 

T-47167 

SP -100 
0161917 

510-T4 

475-T201 

BUY NOW! BUY NIAGARA! 

POWER TRANSFORMERS 
ALL 117V. 60 CYCLE PRI. 

40VDC @ 250 ma. 5V @ 3A. 
1600 V. ins. herm. sealed 
725-0-725V. @ 60 ma., 5V @ 
3A. 6.3V. @ 1.2A 
350V CT @ 150 ma. 6.3V @ 
6A herm. sealed 
245-0-245 @ 70 ma., 8.3V @ 
6.2A, 1600V. ins. herm. sealed 
110-0-110 @ 225 ma. 5V. @ 
3A herm. sealed 
600V. C.T. @ 125 ma. 6.3V 
@ 3.8A, 5V @ 3A. 1600V. 
ins. herm. sealed 

PLATE TRANSFORMERS 

540-0-540V. @ 650 ma. Berm. 
sealed 
2350-0-2350V. @ 300 ma. 
2100V. C.T. @ 500 ma. 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 

6.4V. @ 8A, 1600V. ins. herm. 
sealed 
5V. @ 9A. 3500V. ins. herm. 
sealed 
24V. @ 10A. 
6.3V. @ 3A., 2.5V. @ 2A., 
herm. sealed 
6.4V. @ 10A., 6.3V. @ 5A., 
1200V ins. herm. sealed 
5V C.T. @ 15A., 1600V ins. 
herm. sealed 

MISCELLANEOUS TRANSFORMERS 
All 117V 80 cycle 

unless otherwise indicated 
15266 Audio: pri: 600 ohm. C.T. 

balanced to 600 ohm sec. Re- 
sponse. 1 db from 100 to 400 
cps elect. shield, herm. sealed 

T-46255 Mod. output: pri: P.P. par. 
6N7 class B. to 8000 ohms, 
herm. sealed $2.50 

HI6 output: 6Y6 to 8 or 600 ohms 
unbal. line 1.95 

T-47369 mike to line: 30 ohm mike to 
600 ohm. C.T. bal. line, herm. 
sealed 1.50 

T-47368 Audio input: 600 ohm. C.T. to 
300 ohm mike or unbal. line, 
herm. sealed 1.50 

T-47171 modulation: class "A B" 807 
plates (3800 ohms. P to P) 
to Class "C". 425V. @ 240 ma. 
radio 145 to 1.3800 VDC ins. 
berm. sealed 3.00 

T-47165 Bias. Rectifier and filament: 
5V. (r0 3A.C.T., 5 V. @ 
3A.C.T, 55V. DC @ 250 ma. 
DC. herm. sealed 

510-T6 modulation: P.P. 809 to 2400 
ohms at 240 ma. DC., herm. 
sealed 

52332 Power: Pri. 115V. or 80V.- 
400 to 1200 cycle Sec. 6.4V. @ 
2,5A., 8.4V. @ 150 ma., 
400V.C.T. @ 35 ma. DC. 
berm. sealed 

L-930 Plate: PRI. 30 VAC -1020 
cycles Sec. 600 V.C.T. @ 25 
ma. DC. herm. sealed 5.25 

573 Comb, Rectifier plate: 300-0- 
330 bridge rectifier for 
500V.D.C. @ 600 ma. or (but 
not simultaneously) full wave 
rectifier for 250V.D.C. @ 200 
ma., 2000V. insul. herm. sealed 7.95 

CHOKES - REACTORS 
Cap, Current Res. maul. 

L-143 1.72 4A. 
L-554 20 125ma. 300 
475-013301 3.8 75 ma. 160 1800V. 
475-CH302 10 300ma. 100 7500V. 
14010 15 200ma. 150 2000V. 
15406 12 225ma. 200 
510-X2 15 200ma. 145 
S-16886 2.5-24 50/400ma. 53 
S-16885 .875 400ma. 45 
RC -92 15 125ma. 250 
L-218 45 90 
T-46356Á 12 210ma. 

*Herm, Sealed 

10,000V 

10,000V. 
10,000V. 
1.600V, 

$8.95 
*4,95 
*4,15 
*5,25 
*5.25 
*5.25 
5.25 
8.95 
8.95 

*4.15 
2.75 
5.25 

MINIMUM ORDER $5 

QUANTITY PRICES ON REQUEST 

All tube types in stock now -subject to prior 
wale. Prices subject to change without notice. 
20% DEPOSIT WITH ORDERS, UNLESS RATED. 

All Prices F.O.B. N.Y.C. 

$2.49 

2.95 

2.10 

2.75 

3.25 

2.85 

9.95 
23.50 
17.95 

2.49 

2.75 
4.95 

1.95 

2.95 

2.75 

BARGAINS IN 
NEW METERS 

N-197 2" Rd. G.E. 0-10 D.C. Amps $1.96 
N-198 3" Rd. G.E. 0-10 D.C. Amps. (Adapt. Flanged) 

2.25 
N-199 3" Rd. Weston 0-800 Ma. D.0 3.95 
N-200 3" Rd. Asst'd brands 0-4 00V. D.C. " 1.96 
N-231 2" Rd. Asst'd brands 0-1 R.F. Amps 1 96 
N-232 4" Rd. W.E. 50-0-50 Yds. per sec. 10-1 ma) 

3.95 
N-233 3" Rd. G.E. 0-30 KV. D.0 2.65 
N-234 3" Rd. -6 to +100 DB. (0-1 ma. basic), ilium. 

4.95 
N-235 3" Rd. McClintock 0-2.5 R.F. Amps 1.96 
N-236 3" Rd. McClintock 0-1 Ma. D.0 3.45 
"N-230 Shunt available at $1.00 each 

SELENIUM 
RECTIFIERS 

No. Volts In Volts Out Current Price 
N-241 18 
N-242 18 

10 
N-244 125* 

* Half wave. 
All others full wave. 

14 2 Amps. 
14 200 Ma. 

200 Ma. 
117 100 Ma 

$2.89 
9 

.89 
.65 

OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 111 B 

Quality output transformer made by DONGAN, 6V6 
to 2-4-8 ohm voice coil. Fully enclosed channel 
mounted. 2" between hole centers. 

1.49) CAT. NO. _N-2.1.', 
d 49 (SPECIAL 

, 2.5 Mhy. R.F. CHOKES 

Radio Prego,nvc chokes. Pie wound on 
ceramic bases. Pig -tailed Ica Excellent for receiver 
5r Into power trau.<mitter, 

1r:1 1,51 N ino 
$ 15 

10 for $1.25 

NATIONAL 
450-550 K.C. I.F. 
TRANSFORMER 

2.50 Niagara does it again! Genuine National 
450 - 550 KC I.F. transformers. Ideal 
for ham, experimenter or serviceman. Unit 7.95 consists of air gadder condensers isolated 
hum each other by an internal aluminum shield. Litz wound coils on moisture 
proofed ceramic base. Fully enclosed in shield can 454x2'%ax2. Fungus proofed 

9.00 and ant corrosion treated. 
No. N-120 

SI'I.:i IA l.f,Y PRICED AT $1.49 
3 for $3.95 

12 V. D.C. KEYING RELAY 

DPDT high speed keying relay. 300 ohm 
coil, in grey vacuum sealed metal shield, 
mounted on octal base. Will follow 100 
words per minute. Made by BETT & 
BETT. Brand new in original boxes. 
Cat. No. N-201 $2.00 Your Cost 

RCA 630 T.S. Power Transformer 
Exact Replacement Transformer for 
the RCA 21096, both physically and ' 
electrically. Primary 115 V. 60 cy. 

Sec. S 1325.0.325 V. @ 400 ma. 
Sec. =2 5 V. @ 3 amps. 
Sec. =3 12.6 V. CT @ 10 amps. 
Sec. 54 6.3 V. @ 7 amps. 

List price $40.00. Weight 18 lbs. Cat. 
No. N-229. 

Your cost - Special $13.95 

CONDENSERS 

e rci g 
Cat. No. Cap. Voltage Each 
N-146 500 12 $ .59 
N-147 1000-1000 15 1.95 
N-148 1000 25 .98 
N-149 6x.3 600 .89 
N-150 4 450 

300 .79 
N-151 1610-16 

250 .49 
N-152 3x.25 600 .71 
N-153 .1 3500 .98 
N-154 2x.6 25 .98 
N-155 2 330AC .69 
N-156 1 440AC .69 
N-157 2 440AC .69 
N-158 4 440 .95 
N-159 .1 7500 3.95 
N-160 2 600 .89 
N-161 1 1000 1.19 
N-175 4 600 .95 
N-162 6 600 .98 
N-163 .25 4000 3.95 
N-164 6 330AC .75 
N-165 2-4-8 400 .59 
N-166 10 400 .98 
N-167 2 1000 .98 
N-168 4 1000 1.95 
N-169 4 1500 2.10 
N-170 6 1500 2.89 
N-171 1 2500 2.25 
N-172 .5 3000 1.75 
N-173 1 3500 2.25 
N-174 .2 5000 2.95 

BEAT FREQ. OSCILLATOR 
Imagine! A completely prefabricated 

4 BFO, built to rigid government stand- 
ards, using close tolerance components. 
ceramic tube sockets, color coded wiring 

(including co -ax grid lead to prevent interstage 
coupling). Fully enclosed in metal box, with mount- 
ing brackets, all hardware, adjustable pitch control, 
circ. diagram and 6J5GT/G tulle. Easily padded 
to 456KC or any beat Freq. desired. Originally built 
as additional equipment for the BC680. will fit any 
receiver. Measures 21 X 3 x 454. Brand new in 
original cartons. 
CAT. NO. N-102 $2.39 YOUR COST with tube 
CAT. NO. N-103 $2.00 YOUR COST less tube 

. 

OVERLOAD RELAY 
Westinghouse overload relay. Adjustable 
front 250 ma. to 1 amp. D.C. Mauna) 
reset, heavy construction, coil and con- 
tacts fully enclosed in t/" glass shield. 
WORTIH PLENTY. 
CAT. NO. N-122 Q`12r1G 
YOUR COST JJ L ..TT aall 

SPST 6 V.D.G. RELAY 
Completely encased io e,Inipavt round can 
6 V.L.C. field. SPST contacts will take 
up to 50 amps. 
CAT. NO. N-120 
YOUR COST .9S 

COPPER BRUSH 11 -- 
Perfect Replacement copper brush for 2."J 
transtat or heavy duty motor t4x3iix 

0tug. "t"" shaped holder, P,b" phospher bronze 
flexible pigtail with spade lug attached. 
('A'l'. NO. N-117 
EX T11.1 11,5 SPECIAL $ 1 0 

12 for $1.00 
Quantity Prices Upon Request 

uJ 

PATCH CORD 
Don't be caught short! Niagara's 
shelves are bursting with U. 9. Navy 
2 conductor, neoprene jacketed headset 
extension cords 5 feet long, equipped 
with PL55 plug and 30026 Jack. Fully 
moisture and fungus proofed. In 
original overseas pack. 
CAT. NO. N-115 
YOUR COST .69 

PLAQUE RESISTOR 
1000 ohms, 25 watt wire 
non inductive. 
CAT. NO. N-108 
YOUR COST 59 

each 
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RADIO -ELECTRONIC 
Components by the Thousands! 

6 OUTSTANDING VALUES 
FROM WELLS' FAMOUS STOCK 

Heavy Duty Blower 
Centrifugal type blower for cooling your 
transmitter or dark room. Adjustable air 
control. Capacity 200 CFM. 115 VAC. Price 
only $12.95. 

Junior Centrifugal Blower with 75 CFM 

capacity -$6.95. 

S Meter 
Add an S meter to your receiver at low cost. 
High grade 5 mil movement. 2 inch barrel. 
Only $1.25. 

Servo Amplifier 
Beautiful 7 tube amplifier complete 
with 6 relays for servo system opera- 
tion. Parts alone worth several times 
our low price. New in original packing 
-only $11.95. 

Fractional H. P. Motor 
Perfectly built, silent running motor origi- 
nally built for ART/13 tuner. 3900 RPM. 
1/20 HP. Instructions for operating on 115 
VAC. Makes a fine sewing machine motor. 4, 

Priced very low at $7.95. 
rs 

Circuit Breaker 
25 Ampere circuit breaker protects your 

equipment in case of overload. Ideal 

for replacing household fuse boxes. 

Price only $1.95. 

Relay for 
Electronic Keyer 

Sensitive type relay, 3500 ohms, SPDT 

contact for use in electronic keyer de- 
scribed in QST October 1948. Our stock 
No. 110. Price only $1.50 each or $2.75 
per pair. 

WELLS 
TUBE DEPARTMENT 

Brand new, standard make tubes by the thousands are ready for 
immediate delivery at the lowest prices in our history. Check this 
list for exceptional values. 

Type Price 
O1A $0.45 
1822 4.35 
1N21 Xtal Diode .65 
1N21B " " .80 
1N23 " " .80 
1N23Á" " .85 
1N27 " .85 
1R4/1294 .65 
1R5 .95 
155 .95 
1521 1.10 
1T4 .95 
2C26 .35 
2C26A .45 
2C34 .55 
2J21A 11.45 
2J22 9.85 
2J26 8.45 
2J27 14.45 
2J31 9.95 
2J32 14.85 
2J33 19.95 
2J37 13.85 
2J38 12.95 
2J48 14.95 
2X2/879 .65 
3A4 .35 
3A5 1.05 
3AP1 CRT 3.85 
3B22 2.95 
3B24 1.75 
3BP1 CRT 3.75 
3CP1-S1 1.95 
3C24/24G .47 
306/1299 .65 
3FP7 CRT 2.95 
3HP7 CRT 2.95 
3GP1 CRT 3.75 
3Q5 .90 
REL-5 17.95 
5AP1 CRT 3.95 
SBP1 CRT 2.95 
5CP1 CRT 3.85 
5GP1 CRT 6.55 
5J23 14.25 
5J29 14.25 
5Y3G .40 
6A6 .90 
6AB7 .95 
6AC7 .90 
6AK6 .80 
687 .95 
68E6 .65 
6C4 .45 
6C6 .75 
6C21 19.75 
606 .60 
6E5 .70 
6H6 .50 
6J5/GT .50 
6J6 .90 
6N7/GT .80 
6R7G .80 
65F5 .65 
6SG7 .70 
6SH7 .40 
6SJ7/GT .65 
6SK7/GT .65 
6SL7/GT .65 
6SN7/GT .80 
6SQ7/GT .60 
7A4 .65 
747 .65 
7C4/1203 .40 
7C7 .65 
7E6 .65 
7F7 .75 
7H7 .75 
7N7 .75 
707 .65 
10/VT-25A .40 

Distributors: Our standard distributor arrangement applies on these items. 

Type 
10Y/VT-25 
12A6 
12K8 
125F7 
12SH7 
12SK7 
12SL7/GT 
12SR7 
12x825 2 amp. 
13-4 Ballast 
15R 
FG -17 
REL-21 
23D4 Ballast 
25Z6/GT 
28D7 
30/VT67 
33/VT-33 
RK -34 
34 
39/44 
45 Spec. 
46 
EF50/VT250 
CEQ 72 
72/3824 
V R-75 
76 
VR -78 
80 
FG -81-A 
83 
83V 
89Y 
V R-90 
V R-92 
100R 
FG -105 
VR -105 
VU111 
117Z3 
VT -127 English 
VT -127A 
VR -150 
VT -158 
FG -172 
205B 
211 (VT -4C) 
21SA 
231D 
282B 
304TH 
304TL 
307A 
316A 
350B 
371B 
388A 
417A 
434A 
446A 
450TH 
GL -471A 
527 
WL -530 
WL -531 
532A/1832 
GL -559 
KU -610 
HY-615 
7008 
700C 
700D 
702A 
703A 
705A 
707A 

Price 
$0.45 

.25 

.65 

.70 

.40 

.60 

.70 
.40 

2.25 
.35 

1.40 
2.85 
3.25 

.45 

.55 

.40 

.75 

.75 
.45 
.35 
.35 
.55 
.80 
.45 

1.50 
1.75 
.90 
.55 
.65 
.45 

3.95 
.85 
.95 
.40 
.70 
.65 

3.25 
9.95 

.85 

.65 

.55 

.25 
2.95 

.55 
9.85 

29.50 
L95 

.65 
1.95 
1.30 
4.25 
5.95 
L75 
4.25 

.75 
2.55 

.85 
4.95 

19.95 
7.45 
1.55 

19.95 
2.75 

11.25 
17.50 
:17.50 

3.55 
3.75 
7.45 
1.20 
9.95 
9.95 
9.95 
2.95 
4.85 
2.65 

19.50 

Type 
7078 
710A 
713A 
714AY 
RK715B 
717A 
721A 
724A 
7248 
725A 
726A 
730A 
801 
801A 
203 
804 
805 
803 
809 
810 
811 
813 
814 
815 
826 
829 
8306 
837 
838 
841 
843 
851 
WL -860 
861 
864 
865 
866A 
869 
8698 
8724 
874 
878 
930 
954 
955 
956 
957 
991 (NE -16) 
1005 
1143 
1201 
1616 
1619 
1624 
1625 
1626 
1629 
1635 
2051 
7193 
8011 
8012 
8020 
8025 
9001 
9002 
9003 
9004 
9006 

Price 
$23.25 

2.15 
L55 
9.95 
7.95 

.90 
3.95 
4.65 
4.25 

19.95 
19.95 
11.95 

.60 

.75 
6.95 
9.95 
5.45 
L75 
2.75 
7.95 
2.35 
7.85 
3.75 
2.85 

.49 
3.25 
3.95 
1.75 
3.25 

.55 

.55 
39.50 

2.55 
32.50 

.55 
2.55 
1.30 

26.50 
28.95 
$2.45 

2.15 
2.15 
2.20 

.50 

.55 

.55 

.55 

.30 

.35 

.40 

.75 
1.25 

.55 
1.25 

.45 

.45 

.45 

.95 
.95 
.35 

2.55 
4.25 
3.35 
730 

.70 

.45 

.65 

.45 

.45 

NEON BULBS FOR RADIO 
NE -2 
NE -15 
NE -16 
NE -20 
NE -21 
NE -48 
NE -51 

$0.06 
.06 
.24 
.06 
.24 
.24 
.06 

Brand new, complete catalogs for Manufac- 
turers, Distributors and Amateurs now ready. 
Write for your copy today. 

/WELLS/ Order directly from this ad or through your local Parts Jobber. 

SALES, INC. 320 N. LA SALLE ST., DEPT. SL, CHICAGO 10, ILL. 
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PERMALLOY SHIELDS 
for CATHODE RAY TUBES 

3" Shield $1.47 
5" Shield 1.97 

NOW AVAILABLE 
1000 KC Crystal $2.97 
Socket .07 

TUBES ! ! BRAND NEW! STANDARD BRANDS! NO SECONDS! COMPARE! TUBES ! ! 
1B21..... $2.87 
21322... . 3.95 
1 B23 

4.69 
11326 4.57 

B27 8.95 
2B29 3.49 
1B36 4.59 
11338 47.50 

N21 5.9 
5 
5 

1N21B 1.65 
2N23 .79 
111-23B 1.95 
11%734 85 
1P24 .79 
1821 3.95 
"API . . . 3.89 

2C22 .19 
2C26 .19 
2C34 .27 
21340 6.59 
2043 8.95 

46 8.95 
2051 8.25 
2E221 1.17 
2E22 1.29 
2E24 4.87 
2E26 3.49 
2121A 10.95 
3.222 8.95 
426 7.95 J27 13.95 
3230 49.50 
2131 9.75 3 3 19.95 
434 19.95 
?J37 17.50 
7338 12.95 
2139 34.50 
2340 49.50 
2346 89.50 
2348 39.50 
3:249 24.95 
3.350 42.50 
2353 14.95 
225413 39.50 
2161 39.50 
2362 39.50 
21K25 23.95 
RK28 14.95 
3API 4.85 
3822 2.69 
3623 4.85 
3624 1.59 

B26 1.79 3 
3627 
3ßP1.... 2.95 
;:C21 5.95 

31723 
2 

32.50 47 
31324 .45 
3C30 49 
3C31 3.49 
3CP1 2.67 
3D21A 1.49 
3DP1 1.97 

3EP1.... $2.87 
3E29 8.97 
3FP7 1.75 
3GP1 6.75 
4-65A 14.49 
4-125A 27.45 
4-250A 37.45 
4AP10 5.95 
4B24 3 
4035 19.50 
4E27 12.75 
4232 97.50 
5AP1 1.95 
5AP4 1.95 
5BP1 1.89 
5BP4 3.75 
5CP1 1.85 
5CP1A 9.95 
5CP7 9.95 
50 95 
5D21 27.95 
5FP7 1.35 
5GP1. 5.95 
5JPI 24.95 
5JP2 11.75 
5229 17.50 
5J30 49.50 
5LP1 13.95 
5NP1 2.89 
6021 19.69 
6F4 5.59 
6J4 5.95 
7BP7 4.65 
9GP7 12.50 
9JP1 6.95 
9LP7 2.25 
10BP4 24.95 
10Y .49 
12DP7 14.95 
12GP7 13.95 
1211P7 13.95 
15E 1.29 
1511 .79 229 4G4 .47 
30 Spec .35 
46 Spec .29 

10011 2.95 
100TH 11.50 
109TS 2.95 
204A 57.50 
205B 1.75 
211 .49 
215A 5 
217C 9.95 
218 
221A 

47.501.5 

225 8.70 
227A 2.95 
231D 15 
249B 2.49 
249C 2.89 
25011 7.45 
250TH 18.95 
250TL 18.95 
274B 1.19 
282B 9.75 
294A 4.57 
304TH 4.95 
304TL 1.39 

305A... ..$1 35 07A 3.95 
316A .54 
327A 2.75 
338A 3.95 
350A 

Ì89 
353A 

7.95 
362A 1.95 
368AS. 3.95 
371B .85 
388A 2.95 
393A 3.85 
34A 385 
417A 14.50 
434A 3.59 
446A 1.25 
450TH. . 17.95 
450TL . . 37.50 
527 9.95 
559 .85 
575A 12.95 
700A/B/0/D 

34.50 
701A 3.60 
702A 3.25 
703A 3.95 
705A 1.10 
706CY.. 18.75 
707B 14.95 
708A 95 
713A 3.95 
714A 12.95 
714AY 3.95 
7717Á 

24.59 
721A 2.95 
723A/B 24.95 
724A/B . 3.95 
725A 8.95 
726A 14.95 
730A 10.95 
750TL . . 45.00 
800 1.95 
801A .49 
802 4.25 
803 4.95 
804 8.95 

80 
4.95807 

808 1.39 
809 2.75 
810 6.95 
811 2.10 

81211 6.98 
813 7.75 

815 2.45 
816 1.10 
826 .42 
829B 7.45 
830B 3.49 
832A 4.25 
833A 

35.75 
836A .99 
837 1.69 83825 
841 3.49 

843 $.39 
845W 3333 4.25 
851 15.95 
86 2.4 
861 10.95 
864 .49 
865 2.95 
866A 1.05 
866JR 1.10 
869B 27.95 
872A 1.49 
874 .57 
876 .98 
878 1.98 
884 1.39 
885 1.39 
902P1 3.85 
905 3.98 

923 4.97 
930 .85 
931A 2.69 
953B 19.95 
954 .37 
955 .37 
956 .39 
957 4 
958A .35 
959 .37 

161 03 3.95 
1611 .97 

1614 
13 

1 45 
1616 .98 
1619 .24 

1624 .98 
25 .37 

126 3 
1629 .39 
1630 

1.45 

16332 .98 

1638 4.75 79 
1641 .69 

1642 .27 
65 1.10 

1851 .97 

20 0 ? 75 
2051 .43 
7193 .19 
8005 4.75 
8011 

012 1.47 
8013A 1.45 
8014A 22.50 

1.25 
3.25 
4.95 

8020 
8025 
9001 .37 
9002 .34 

9004 .37 

9006 
5 1.95 

C5B...., 7.95 
C6A 8.45 
C63 4.95 

010013... $1.95 
CK507AX 1.95 
0K1005.. .19 
CK1006.. .98 
CK1090. . 2.95 
EF50.... .45 
F123A... 12.95 
F125A... 14.95 
F127A... 27.50 
F128A... 69.50 
F606 22.50 
F660 125.00 
F862A . . 450.00 
FG17 2.89 
FG27A 9.75 
FG81A 3.85 
FG95 . . . 17.95 
FG105 9.95 
FG172 19.95 
FT210. . 13.95 
GL146 9.95 
GL451 3.25 
GL562 85.00 
GL697 69.50 
HY115 .85 
HY615 .79 
HYE1148. .39 
KC4 49.50 
KU610 9.75 
ML100 49.50 
ML101 139.50 
ML501 69.50 
ML502 149.50 
REL21 2.95 
REL36 .79 
RK21 .79 
RK23 4.85 
11K25 3.65 
RK33 .27 
R1134 .27 
11K59 1.95 
RK63 18.95 
111165 24.95 
RK72 .97 
RK73 .97 
11X21 3.19 
RX120 8.95 
8836 2.95 
TZ40 2.95 
V70D 6.95 
VR65A .98 
VR.75 .97 
VR78 .65 
VR90 .67 
VR105 .79 
VR150 .55 
VT127 2.25 
VU111 .59 
WL468 7.95 
WL530 17.50 
WL531 7.95 
WL532 3.50 
WL538 .69 
WL578 1.95 
WL616 87.50 
WL619 19.95 
WX3245 49.50 
0A2 1.57 
OA4G .95 
OB2 1.75 
OZ4 .57 

OlA 5.25 
lA3 .57 
1A4 1.09 
1A4P .97 
1A5GT. . .49 
1A6 .79 
lA7GT. .67 
lABb .49 

1B15/259. 41.89 
1C5GT .67 
106 .89 
1 C7G . . . .89 
1D5GP.. .97 
1D7G .89 
1D8GT.. .95 
1F4 .75 
1F5G .75 
1G4GT.. .69 
1G6GT.. .69 
1H40... .69 
1H5GT.. .54 
1H6GT.. .87 
1J6GT . . .89 
1L4 .55 
1LA4 .79 
1LA6 .89 
1LB4 .89 
1LC5 .79 
1LC6 .57 
1LD5 .79 
1LE3 .89 
ILG5 .89 
1LH4 .65 
1LN5 .67 
1N5GT .59 
1P5GT.. .67 
1Q5GT. . .67 
1R4 .69 
1115 .69 
1S4 .79 
1S5 .57 
1T4 
1T5GT... 

.79 59 
IV .69 
2A3 .97 
2A4G 1.07 
2A5 .69 
2A8 .79 
2A7 .89 
2V3G .99 
2X2 .39 
2X2A .69 
3A4 .37 
3A5 .99 

3D73 .35 
3Q4 .59 
3Q5GT. 67 
S34 .67 
R4GY 1.10 

5T4 .89 
5U4G .57 
5V4G .89 
5W4 .79 
5X4G .59 
5Y3GT.. .37 
5Y4G 49 

5Z4 79 

6A6 5.89 
6A7 .69 
6A8 .79 
6AB7 .79 
6AC7 .77 
6AF6G .79 
6AG5 .77 
6AG7 .98 
6AH6. . . 1.29 
6A35 .79 
6AK5. . . .85 
6AK6. . . .79 
6AL5 .65 
6AQ5 .59 
6AQ6 .59 
6AT6 .47 
6AU6 .59 
6AV6 .47 
8B4G .89 
6B6G .79 
6B7 .89 
6B8G .89 
6BA6 .55 
6BE6 .57 
6BF6 .57 
6B06G.. 1.47 
6BH6E16 

.59 
.57 

604 .25 
605 
606 .57 
6C8G .69 
6D6 .47 6128 
6E5G .69 
6F5 .47 

6F7 85 
6F8G .87 
606G .69 
6136 .47 
635 .49 
626 .77 
637 .67 
6K6GT.. .45 
6K7 .49 

6L5 .89 
6L6 1.17 
6L6GA .87 
8L7 .79 

6Q7 .59 
6117 .79 
687 .89 

6SC7 .59 
69D7GT .69 
6SF5 .49 
6SF7 .59 
6807 .59 
68117 .49 
6SJ7 .57 
6SK7GT .55 
6SL7GT .65 
6SN6GT .97 

SGT .65 
6SQ7 .45 

67GT .59 6887 
6T7G... .98 

6135 
6U770 

8V6GT.6X4 
6X5GT 
6Y6G... 
6Z7G 
6ZY5G 
7A4/XXL 
7A6 
7A7 

7B4 
7 

7B6 
787 
704 
7C5 
707 
7E5 

7E7 
7F7 

717 

707 

7W7 
7X7 
7Y4 
734 
12A 
12A6 
12A7 
12A8GT 
I2AH7GT 
12AT6.. 
12ÁU6.. 
12AÚ7 
12BA6 .. 
12BE6.. 
1208 
12F5GT 
12116 
1225 
12K7 
12K8 
1207 
128A7 
12SC7 
125F7 
12807 
12SH7.. 
12837 
12SK7.. 
12SL7 
128N7 .. 
12507- 
12811.7.. 
12Z3 
14A4 
14A7 
14B6 
14F7 
14F8 
14117 
14N7 
14Q7 
14117 
15 

4.65 
.55 

.63 

.59 

.49 

.67 
1.15 

.59 

.57 

.72 

.57 59 

.37 

.59 

.59 

.69 

.69 

.64 

.69 

.67 

.59 

.69 

.89 
.89 
.57 

57 
.19 
.98 
.59 
.85 
.45 
.67 

.57 

.49 

58 
.27 

.54 

.59 

.49 

.57 

.57 

.57 

.35 

.49 

59 
.52 
.49 
.49 
.79 

.79 

.69 

.65 

.89 

.57 

.89 

19 
24A 
25L6 
2535 
2526 
26 
27 
28D7 
30 

32 

32L7GT 
34 
35/51.... 
35A5 
35B5 
35C5 
35L6 
35W4 
35Y4 
35Z3 
35Z4 
353735 

38 
49/44 

42 
43 
45 
45Z3 
4535 
46 
47 
50A5 
50B5 
50L6 
50Y6 
53 
56 
57 
68 
59 
70L7 
71A 
75 
76 
77 
78 
80 
81 
82 
83 
83V 
84/6Z4 
85 
89Y 
117L7/M7 
117N7 
117P7 
117Z3 
11736 

$.98 .67 
.539 

.49 

.57 

.47 

.35 

.57 

.89 

.97 

.97 

.69 

.69 

.57 

.65 

.65 54 

.39 

.49 

.57 

.44 
.39 

29 
.27 
.52 
.49 
.49 
.52 
.57 
.49 
.69 
.69 
.69 
.55 
.52 
.57 
.87 
.45 
.38 
.49 
.89 

1.17 
.67 
.53 
.39 
.43 
.45 
.39 

1.29 
.87 
.72 
.89 
.63 
.69 
.39 

1.29 
1.37 
1.27 
.57 
.65 

OIL CONDENSERS 
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS 

All Ratings D. C. 
2x.lmfd. 600v $0.37 lmfd. 2000v $0.97 
.25mfd. 600v .37 2mfd. 2000v 1.27 

6mfd. 
600v .37 4mfd. 2000v 3.77 

mfd 800v .37 8mfd. 2000v 3,47 
2mfd. 600v .37 15mfd. 200v 4.97 
4mfd. 600v .57 4mfd. 2500v 3.97 
8mfd. 600v 1,07 2mfd. 2500v 2.37 

10mfd. 600v 1.17 1mfd. 2500v 1.27 
3x.lmfd. 1000v .47 .25mfd. 2500v 1.47 
.25mfd. 1000v .47 .5mfd. 2500v 1.77 

lmfd. 1000v .57 .05mfd. 3000v 1.97 
2mfd. 1000v .67 .25mfd. 3000v 2.67 
4mfd. 1000v .87 lmfd. 3000v 2.87 
8mfd. 1000v 1.97 12mfd. 3000v 6.97 

l0mfd. 1000v 2.07 2mfd. 4000v 4.87 
15mfd. 1000v 2.27 lmfd. 5000v 4.97 
20mfd. 1000v 2.97 .1mfd. 7000v 2.97 
24mfd. 1500v 5.27 3mfd. 4000v 5.37 
.1mfd. 1750v .87 2mfd. 3000v 3.47 
lmfd. 2000v .97 2x.lmfd. 7000v 3.27 

.25mfd. 2000v 1.07 .02mfd. 12000v 9.97 
.5mfd. 2000v 1.17 

HIGH CAPACITY CONDENSERS 
All Ratings D. C. 

2x3500mfd. 25v $3.47 200mfd. 35v 
2500mfd. 3v .37 100mfd. 50v 
3000mfd. 25v 2.47 4x10mfd. 400v 

2x1250mfd. 10v 1.27 4000mfd. i 18v 
L. 1000mfd. 15v .97 4000mfd. 30v 

.47 

.87 
1.97 
3.27 

TRANSFORMERS -115 V. 60 Cy. 
HI -VOLTAGE INSULATION 

6350v .025 arms $12.95 
2500v 4 ma; 6.3v @ 1A; 231v ® 2A 5.97 
2500v 15 ma... 4.29 2100v ® 10 ma 3.97 
1700v 4 ma: 6.3v (p lA; 235v ® 2A 4.98 
1600v 4 ma; 700v CT ® 150 ma; 6.3v ® 9A 5.97 
525-0-5 5v ® 60 ma; 925v ® 10 ma;2x5v (423A; 

6.3v ® 3.6A; 6.3v ® 2A; 6.3v ® lA 6.97 
500-0-500v ® 175ma 4.95 
500-0-500v ® 25 ma; 262-0-262v ® 55 ma; 6.3v 

® lA; 2x5v ® 2A 4.45 
425-0-425v ® 75 ma; 5v ® 3A; 6.3v ® 1.5A 3.98 
400-315-0-100-315v ® 200 ma; 2.5v ® 2A; 5v ® 3A; 2x6.3v ® 9A 5.95 
385-0-385-550v ® 200 ma; 2.5v ® 2A: 5v ® 3A; 

3x6.3v ® 6A-prl 110/220 6.27 
385-0-385v ® 70 ma; 2.5v ® 10A; 5v ® 6A; 5v 

®-03A -375v ® 240 ma;255-0-255v ® 12 ma 4.98 375 
340-0-340v e 300 ma; 1540v ® 5 ma 4.95 
300-0-300 ® 65 ma; 2x5v ® 2A; 6.3v ® 231A; 

6.3v ® lA 3.47 
120-0-120v @ 50 ma .97 
80-0-80v ® 225 ma; 5v ® 2A; 5v ® 4A 3.49 
36v ® 15A 9.95 24v C 10A 4.97 l8v ® 15A....... 8.95 13.5v CT ® 3.25A 2.47 
12.6v CT ® 10A; llv CT ® 6.5A 6.95 
12v CT (ñ 10A; 2x9v CT ® 10A 7.49 

8v CT C lO ® 7A 6:97 

6.3v ® 2135A; 6.3v ® 2A; 231v ® 2A 4.45 
6.3v ® 12A; 6.3v (d 2A; 115v ® .1 amps 3.45 
6.3v g 104; 6.3v (dy 6A 2.47 
6.3v CT ® 3.5A; 2x2.5v ® 3A 2.97 
6.5v ® 8A; 6.5v ® 5A; 5v ® 3A; 2.5v ® 1.75A 4.45 
6.3v ® 1A; 2.5v ® 2A 2.25 6.3v ® lA .77 
5v 20A; 10 KV Ins 9.97 
5v 3A 2.5v ® 2A 2.97 
2.5v ® l0A 2.95 

SELENIUM RECTIF ERS 
Full Wave Bridge Type 

INPUT 
up to 18v AC 
up to 18v AC 
up to 18v AC 
up to 18v AC 
up to 18v AC 
up to 18v AC 
up to 36v AC 
up to 36v AC 
up to 36v AC 
up to 38v AC 
up to 115v AC 
up to 115v AC 
up to 115v AC 
up to 115v AC 

OUTPUT 
up to 12v DC 34 Amp. 
up to 12v DC 1 Amp. 
up to 12v DC 5 Amp. 
up to 12v DC 10 Amp. 
up to 12v DC 15 Amp. 
up to 12v DC 30 Amp. 
up to 28v DC 1 Amp. 
up to 28v DC 5 Amp. 
up to 28v DC 10 Amp. 
up to 28v DC 15 Amp. 
up to 100v DC .25 Amp. 
up to 100v DC .6 Amp. 
up to 100v DC 5 Amp. 
up to 100v DC 3 Amp. 

$1.47 
1.97 
5.27 
8.97 

11.57 
22.57 
3.47 
8.57 

14.57 
22.27 

2.57 
6.27 

22.57 
17.97 

FILTER CHOKES 
HI -VOLTAGE INSULATION 

10 hy ® 400 ma.... $5.97 
15hy®70 ma 1.17 
12 by ® 150 ma 3.47 
5hy®85 ma 1.37 

.05 by ® 15 amps 7.97 
l by ®5 amps 6.97 

4hy®600 ma 6.97 
200 hy ® 10 ma 3.47 
600hy®1ma 3.17 
325hy®3ma 3.47 

1 hy (a} 800 ma $14.97 
10 hy ® 250 ma 2.47 
lO by ® 200 ma 1.98 
10/20 ®85 ma 1.67 
15hy®125ma 1.47 
15 by ® 100 ma 1.37 
3hy®50 ma .27 
30 hy Dual ®20 ma 1.47 

3/30 by®250ma 3.47 

PHONE DIGBY 9-0347 

RADIO HAM SHACK Inc. 
189 GREENWICH STREET . NEW YORK, N. Y. 

PRICES SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
All Merchandise Guaranteed 

F.O.B. New York City. Minimum 
Order $5.00 

20% Deposit Required 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

Finest of Surplus PEAK ELECTRONICS CO. Fraction of Cost 

HIGH CURRENT TRANSF. 820 Volts CT at 775 
Ma. Pri. 110/220 Volts 60 cycles. 
Fully Cased. Wt. 36 Lbs $5.95 

MALLORY TRANSFORMER & 534C Vibrator as 
used in above. Both for $5.95 

UTC type PA 5006 ohm plate to 500 ohm line and 
6 ohm voice coil. 10 watts. 60 to 10,000 cps +1 
DB. GREAT VALUE ea. $2.75 

TI ORADARSON PLATE TRANSF. 700 volts CT at 
145 MA 5V. 3 Amp. 6.3V. 4.5 Amp. CT Fully shielded 
110V. 60 Cy. Price $2.99 ea. 

CHOKE BARGAINS 
6 Henry 50 ma 303 ohms 3 for $0.99 
6 Henry 80 ma 220 o'ims 2 for .99 
8 Henry 160 ma 140 ohms .99 
1.5 Henry 250 ma 72 ohms .59 
6 Henry 300 ma 65 ohms 3.75 
4.3 Henry 620 ma 42 ohms 6.95 
Swing, Choke 1.6/12 Henry I Amp/l00 

ma IS ohm 17.95 

U. H. F. COAX. CONNECTORS 
831AP-UGI2U, UG-1411.831, R83)SP 35 ea. 

FEDERALANTI-CAPACITY 
SWITCH. Double Pole.ole.Double 
Throw ..85E each: IO for $7.50 

W. W. POWER RHEOSTATS 
25 Ohms 25 Watt .49 

150 Ohms 50 Watt .59 
250 Ohms 50 Watt .59 
300 Ohms 50 Watt .59 
Dual 200 Ohms 50 Watt .79 
8 Ohms 150 Watts 1.79 

WESTERN ELECTRIC MOTOR 
Input 110 volts 60 cycles. Il watts: Torque 75 oz. in. 
0.65 RPM. Ideal for driving H.F. Antenna, Con- 
denser. etc. 3" diam., 31/2" long. Complete with 
capacitor $3.75 each 

HIGH VOLTAGE -CURRENT MICAS 

MMF VDC Price MMF VDC Price 
D .001 600 $ .18 C .006 KV $1.50 
E .01 600 .26 D .002 KV .70 
E .02 600 .26 C .0001 KV .76 
E .027 600 .26 C .0005 KV .85 
D .039 600 .30 C .0015 KV 1.60 
C .01 1 KV .45 C .003 KV 1.90 
C .056 1 KV .50 C .005 KV 2.50 
C .07 1 KV .55 B .007 KV 2.75 
D .02 1200 .35 B .002 KV 3.50 
C .024 1500 .65 B .003 KV 3.75 
C .033 1500 .75 A .004 KV 4.95 
C .015 2 KV .80 B .006 KV 4.25 
C .02 2 KV .90 B .0005 KV 2.90 
D .002 2500 .45 B .001 KV 3.25 
E .005 2500 .55 B .002 KV 4.00 
C .025 2500 1.25 B .003 KV 4.75 
C .001 3 KV .90 B .004 KV 5.59 
C .002 3 KV .95 A .0098 15 KV 32.50 
D .005 3 KV .70 A .0059 18 KV 28.50 
C :005 3 KV 1.24 A .0013 30 KV 36.50 

OIL CONDENSERS 
20 mid 330 vac. -1.85 

5 mid 150 vac- .49 
I mfd 600 vdc- .29 
2 mfd 600 vdc- .39 
4 mfd 600 vdc- .59 
6 mfd 600 vdc- .79 

3/3 mfd 600 vdc--. 79 
10 mfd 600 vdc- .89 
2 mfd 1000 vdc- .79 
4 mfd 1000 vdc- .95 

15 mfd 1000 vdc-2.95 
2 mfd 1500 vdc-1.25 
6 mfd 1500 vdc-2.95 
I mfd 2000 vdc-I.45 
2 mfd 2000 vdc-2.25 

6 mid 2000 vdc-3.95 
2 mid 4000 vdc-4.95 
I mfd 5000 vdc-4.50 
.1/.1 mfd 7000 vdc-2.25 
.1 mfd 7500 vdc-1.95 
I mfd 7500 vdc-9.25 
.01/.01 mfd 12 kv 

dc -5.75 
.005/.01 mfd 12 kv 

dc -5.50 
.65 mfd 12,500 

vdc-12.95 
.75/.35 mfd 8/16 kv -7.95 
2 mfd 18 kv dc -59.50 

PANEL METERS -BRAND NEW 
2" WESTON .0-1 Ma Dc 26 ohms res $3.50 
2" GE 0.1 Ma DC (volt scale) 2.95 
2" GE 0-5 Ma DC (amp scale) 1.95 
2" WESTINGHOUSE 0-10 Ma DC 2.45 
2" GE 0-30 Volts DC 1000 ohm/v 2.50 
2" WESTON 0-250 Volts DC 2.50 
2" WESTON 150-0-150 Microamps DC 3.49 
2" GE 0-30 Amps DC 2.45 
2" GE 0.1 Amp RF (Internal Thermo) 2.45 
2" WESTON 0.1 Amps RF (Internal Therme) 2.00 
3" WESTINGHOUSE 0.2 Ma DC 3.95 
3" GE 0.15 Ma DC (Square Case) 3.95 
3" WESTON ELECTRIC 0.80 Ma DC 2.95 
3" DEJUR 0-100 Ma DC 2.95 
3" GE 0-200 Ma DC 3.95 
3" WESTON 0-50 Amps AC 4.95 
3" TRIPLETT 75 Amps AC 2.95 
3" WESTINGHOUSE 0.20 Ma DC 3.95 

ADVANCE 
D.P.D.T. 

ANTENNA RELAY 
110 V. 60 cycle coil Steatite 
insulation. Only $1.95 each. 

DUNCO- RELAY 6 volt 60 cycle coil DPST $1.39 

SCOPE TRANSFORMERS 
Pri 110V 60CY - Hermetically Sealed 

2500V @ 12Ma $3.95 
2300 @ 4 MA, 2.5 Volts @ 2 Amps 4.95 
1050V @ 2OMa, 20V 4.5A, 2.5V 5A 4.751 

PLATE AND FIL. TRANSF. PRI 110 e 60 cy. sec. 
1120 volts CT @ 600 ma. 6.3v CT 3A 2x5VCT 
@ 6A Hermetically sealed $9.95 ea. 

1500. 5000 Ohm 100 Watt Ferrule Resistors. 
20.000 Ohm 50 Watt Ferrule Resistors. 
Any Types only .10 each. Min. Order 50. 

HS 30 HEADPHONES 
250 ohms imp. Can be used for 
sound power Telephones 
Brand new .69 ea. 

LARGE QUANTITY AVAILABLE 

AT REDUCED PRICE 

PHASE SHIFT CAPACITOR 

4 Stator Single Rotor. 0.360 Degrees 
Rotation Only $2.95 each 

GENERAL PURPOSE TRANSFORMERS 
Ideal for Bias, Filament, Isolation, Stepdown, etc. 
2 isolated 110v pr. sec. 110v at 900 ma plus 6.3 @ 
2 amps. Folly cased Now $1.49 ea. 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 
110V COCy Pri. Fully Cased. 
5 Volt 15 Amp $2.75 
2.5 Volt 10 Amp 3.49 
2.5 Volt CT 21 Amp 4.75 
6.3 Volt 10 Amp 1.89 

MULTIPLE SECONDARIES 
5/4V CT 2IA, 7.5V 6A. 7.5V 6A $4.95 
6.3V 21 Amp, 6.3V 2A, 2.5V 2A 3.95 
5 Volt 4A, 6.3V, 3A 2.45 
2.5V CT 20A, 2.5V CT 20A 6.95 
2.5V CT IOA, IOV 3A, 5V 3A, 5V 3A 3.95 

MEGOHM METER 

Industrial Instruments model 
L2AU 110/220 volts 60 cycle 
input. Direct reading from 
0.100000 megohms on 4" 
meter can be extended 
to 500000 megohms 
with external supply. 
Sloping hardwood 
Cabinet 15"x8"xl0" 
Brand new with tubes 
plus running spare 
parts including extra 
tubes. Great value 
Only $69.50. 

Precision 15 Meg. 1%p Accuracy Resistor, 
Non -inductive, 1 watt, hermetically sealed 
in glass. 29 ea. IO for $2.50 

Tremendous stocks on hand. Please send 
requests for quotas. Special quantity dis- 
counts. Price f.o.b. N. Y. 20% with order 
unless rated, balance C. O. D. Minimum 
order $5.00. 

50 megohm 35 watt Resistor with 
mount. 51.95 each: IO for $15.00 

CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSF. 
Thordarson. Pri. 95-135/190-270 volts 60 cycle-. 
Output 115 volts, 350 VA $29.75 ea. 

SCOPE AND FIL. TRANSFORMER 

Pri. 115 volts 60 cycles. Sec. 

4400 volts RMS, 5 volts CT 3 

amps. Insulation 15 KV RMS 
test. Hermetically sealed. Has 
insulated plate cap for rectifier. 
Made by Raytheon. 41/2 x 5 x 

51/2 Only $6.75 

PLUG IN CAPACITOR 
8 x 8 Mfd 600 volts DC. Oil filled. Plugs into 
standard 4 prong socket. 33/4 h x 3(a w x 
FA d. $1.39 

ODDS AND ENDS BARGAINS 
1000 VDC 

.004 1000 VDC Micas 9 for .99 
.01 600 VDC Mica Cond 9 for .99 
GE 24V DC Relays 5 for .99 
.02 400 V DC Tubulars 15 for .99 
1000 MFD Volt Electrolytic 2 for .99 
25 MFD, 25 Volt Elect. Tubular 6 for .99 
JAN 60V Tubes. New, Boxed 4 for .99 
.05 600 VDC Oil Tubular 10 for .99 
10 MMF Midget Variable Cond 4 for .99 
Heineman 5 Amp 110 VAC CKT Breaker .99 
Heineman 25 Amp 110 VAC CKT Breaker 1.49 
2 MFD 250 VAC Oil Cond 5 for .99 
Solar .02 600 VDC Dominoes 9 for .99 
Erie .0005 N7501) Ceramicons 15 for .99 

1x.1 2 KV DC Oil -Condenser .79 
H&H SPST P.B. Switch N.0 5 for .99 
1/40 Amp (25 Ma) Littlefuses 15 for .99 
.25 MFD 600 V, Tubulars 6 for .99 
C.D. I MFD 400 V Oil Tubulars 9 for .99 
Butterfly Cond 2 -II MMF Ball Bearings 2 for .99 
50 MFD 50 Volt Elect. Tubulars 5 for .99 
.0015 5./4 Silver Micas 9 for .99 
Midget Closed CKT Jacks 7 for .99 
CD Type 4 .001 600 VDC Micas 50 for 4.99 

SELSYN MOTORS 

115 volts 60 cycles. Large 

size, high torque. Made by 

Diehl and Bendix. Ideal for 

rotating TV beam, etc. Great 

value at $6.75 per pair. 

WESTINGHOUSE 

Type MN Overcurrent 
Relay, Adjustable from 
250 ma. to 1 amp. Ex- 

ternal Push Button Re- 

set. Enclosed in glass 
case. Hand calibrated 
adjustments, only $5.95 

WIRE WOUND RESISTORS 
5 Watt type AA, 20-25-50.200-470.2500- 

4000 ohms .09 each 
IO watt type AB, 25-40-84.400-470-1325- 

1006-2000-4000 ohms .15 ea. 
20 watt type DG. 50-70.100.150.300.750- 

1000-1500-2500-2700-5000.7500 
10000-16000-20000-30000 ohms .20 ea. 

30 WATT WIRE WOUND RESISTORS 
Ohms: 100.150 -1500.2500.3k -4k -4500.5k -5300-10k 

15k -18k -40k ...15 ea. 8 for .99 

IIIMIZIP ADJUSTABLE RESISTORS 

20 Watt: I, 5. 50 Ohms .25 
50 Watt: 80, 100. 500 Ohms .35 
75 Watt: 40. 80. 100. 150, 200 Ohms .39 
100 Watt: 20, 50. 76. 120, 180 Ohms .49 
150 Watt: 50, 100 Ohms .59 

1 % PRECISION RESISTORS 
2000-2500.5000-8500-10.000 ohms ea. .25 
50000-95000 ehms ea. .29 
10000-750000.1 meg ea. .69 

PEAK ELECTRONICS CO. 
188 Washington St., New York 7, N. Y. 

PHONE CO -7-6443 
DEPARTMENT EA 

SEND FOR BULLETIN 
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SELEN/UM 
RECTIFIERS 

and 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

THREE PHASE FULL WAVE 
BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 

Input 
0-126VAC 
Type 
3B7-4 
3B7-6 
3B7-15 

Input 
0-234VAC 
Type 
3B13-4 
3813-6 
3B13-15 

Current 
4 AMP. 
6 AMP. 

15 AMP. 

Current 
4 AMP. 
6 AMP. 

15 AMP. 

Output 
0-130*VDC 

Price 
$32.95 

48.90 
70.00 

Output 
0-250*VDC 

Price 
$56.00 
81.50 

120.00 

SINGLE PHASE FULL WAVE 
CENTER TAPPED 

RECTIFIERS 
Input Output 

10-0-10VAC 2-8*VDC 
Type /.' Current Price 
C1-10 10 AMP. $6.95 
C1-20 20 AMP. 10.95 
C1-30 30 AMP. 14.95 
C1-40 40 AMP. 17.95 
C1-50 50 AMP. 20.95 
C1-80 80 AMP. 28.95 
C1-120 120 AMP. 36.95 

CUSTOM N POWER 
SUPPLIES 

Built to your 
For: 

INDUSTRY 
LABORATORIES 

AGENCIES 
GOVERNMENS 

We will be pleased 
to quote n 

ts. 
your requiremen 

SINGLE PHASE FULL WAVE 
BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 

Input Output 
O-I8VAC 0-12*VDC 
Type # Current Price 
1.1-250 250 MA. $ .98 
B1-500 500 MA. 1.95 
Bl-1 I AMP. 2.49 
B1 -1X5 1.5 AMP. 2.95 
B1 -3X5 3.5 AMP. 4.50 
B1-5 5 AMP. 5.95 
B1-10 10 AMP. 9.95 
B1-15 15 AMP. 13.95 
B1-20 20 AMP. 15.95 
B1-30 30 AMP. 24.95 
B1-40 40 AMP. 27.95 
B1-50 50 AMP. 32.95 
BI -60 60 AMP. 36.95 
B1-80 80 AMP. 44.95 

Input Output 
(-36VAC 0-26*VDC 
Type $ Current Price 
B2-150 150 MA. $.98 
B2-250 250 MA. 1.25 
B2-300 300 MA. 1.50 
132-450 450 MA. 1.95 
B2-1 1 AMP. 3.95 
B2-2 2 AMP. 4.95 
B2 -3x5 3.5 AMP. 6.95 
B2-5 5 AMP. 9.95 
132-10 10 AMP. 15 95 
B2-15 15 AMP. 24.95 
B2-20 20 AMP. 27.95 
B2-30 30 AMP. 36.95 
B2-40 40 AMP. 44.95 

Input Output 
e-54VAC 0-38*VDC 
Type / Current Price 
33-150 150 MA. $1.25 
33-250 250 MA. 1.95 
33-600 600 MA. 3.25 
33-5 5 AMP. 13.95 
33-10 10 AMP. 24.95 

Input Output 
e-72VAC 0-50*VDC 

Current Price 
3ype4-ó 0 600 MA. $3.95 
34-3 3 AMP. 14.95 
34-5 5 AMP. 17.95 
34-10 10 AMP. 27.95 

Input Output 
9-115VAC 0-90*VDC 
Type f Current Price 
36-150 150 MA. $1.95 
36-250 250 MA. 2.95 
36-600 600 MA. 5.95 
36-750 750 MA. 6.95 
B6 -1X5 1.5 AMP. 10.95 
86-3X5 3.5 AMP. 18.95 
86-5 5 AMP. 24.95 
86-10 10 AMP. 36.95 
86-15 15 AMP. 54.95 

Input Output 
1-234VAC 0-190*VDC 

Current Price 81 600 MA. $12.95 
B13 -1X5 1.5 AMP. 19.95 
B13-3 3 AMP. 35.95 
B13-5 5 AMP. 48.95 
1313-10 10 AMP. 69.95 

*Select Proper Capacitor to Obtain Higher VDC Than Indicated. 

VACUUM CAPACITORS 
Standard Brands 

12 Mmfd 
60 Mmfd 
50 Mmfd 

20 Kv. 
20 Kv. 
32 Kv. 

$1.91 
4.95 
5.95 

OIL CONDENSERS 
2 Mfd 200VDC Bathtub $ .20 
.5 Mfd 400VDC telephone type .20 
2 Mfd 400VDC Bathtub .30 
2X.1 Mfd 600VDC Bathtub .39 
6 Mfd 600VDC w/mtg. Clamp .79 
10 Mfd 440VAC/1500VD w/Brkts...1.55 
8 Mfd 660VAC/2000VDC w/Brkts 8.50 
15-.15 Mfd 8000VDC Voltage Doubler 

8.95 Type 26F381 w/Brkts 

SYNCHRO MOTORS 
Type 1F Special -KS -6949. L3 Western 
Electric 116/90 VAC -400 Cycles 
Brand new, boxed. $8,00 
Price Each 

ATTENTION!!! 
Bulletin #713, listing various government 
and commercial surplus items, is now 
available upon request. 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
These solenoid operated carbon pile reg- 
ulators will stabilize tLe output of 12-18 
VDC power supplies, simply by connect- 
ing the coil leads across the output of 
the rectifier, and the carbon element 
leads In serles with the load. 
Price each $2.49 

D -C POWER SUPPLY FTR 3377 -AS 
Rating 116 VAC to 116 VDC. .77 Am- 
peres. Operates fans, motors, magnetic 
chucks, business machines, relays, etc. 
Descriptive literature available. 
Complete, ready to operate $16.50 

D -C PANEL METERS 
Attractive, rugged, and reasonably 
priced. Moving vane solenoid type with 
accuracy within 5%. 
0-6 Amperes D -C Any range 
0-12 Amperes D -C $2.49 each 
0-15 Volts D -C 

Minimum order $3.00. No C.O.D.'. 
under $25.00. 25% deposit on 
C.O.D. Add 10% for Prepaid Par- 
cel Post and Handling. Terms: Net 
10 days in the presence of approved 
credit. 
All prices subject to change without notice. 

Orders Promptly Filled from Our Stocks 
All Prices F.O.B. our NYC Warehouse 

RECTIFIER CAPACITORS 
CF -14 3000 MFD 12VDC 1.69 
CF -15 6000 MFD 12VDC 2.95 
CF -1 1000 MFD 15VDC .98 
CF -2 2000 MFD 15VDC 1.69 
CF -20 2500 MFD 15VDC 1.95 
CF -3 1000 MFD 25VDC 1.25 
CF -4 2X3500 MFD 25VDC 3.45 
CF -5 1500 MFD 30VDC 2.49 
CF -6 4000 MFD 30VDC 3.25 
CF -7 3000 MFD 35VDC 3.25 
CF -8 100 MFD 50VDC .98 
CF -19 500 MFD 50VDC 1.95 
CF -16 2000 MFD 50VDC 3.25 
CF -21 1200 MFD 91VDC 3.25 
CF -9 200 MFD 150VDC 1.69 
CF -10 500 MFD 200VDC 3.25 
CF -12 125 MFD 350VDC 2.49 

RECTIFIER TRANSFORMERS 
All Primaries 115VAC 50/60 Cycles 

Type 6 
XF15-12 
TXF36-2 
TXF36-5 
T?CF38-10 
TXF36-15 
TXF36-20 
XFC18-14 

Volts Amps. Price 
15 12 $3.95 
36 2 3.95 
36 5 4.95 
38 10 7.95 
36 15 11.95 
36 20 17.95 
18 VCT 14 5.95 

All TXF Types are Tapped to Deliver 32, 
34, 36 Volts. XFC type is tapped to de- 
liver 16, 17, 18 Volta Center -Tapped. 

RECTIFIER CHOKES 
Type 
HY5 
HY8X5 
HY10 
HY12 
HY15 

.02 Hy 
.02 Hy 
.02 Hy 
.02 Hy 
.015 Hy 

Amps. 
5 
8.5 

10 
12 
15 

Price 
$3.25 
7.95 
9.95 

12.95 
13.95 

RECTIFIER SURGE PROTECTION 
When an inductive DC circuit is opened, 
a high voltage surge is produced that 
may damage a rectifier power supply. 
This danger can be reduced by the ap- 
plication of a non-linear resistance de- 
vice known as Thyrite. Further infor-, 
mation will be found in catalog #719. 

RECTIFIER MOUNTING BRACKETS 

For Types B1 through B6, and 
Type Cl .. $ .35 per set 

For Types B13 .70 per set 
For Types 3B 1.05 per set 

RECTIFIER KIT #612-10 
6 and 12 VDC at 10 Amps. 

This unit will deliver unfiltered direct 
current for operation of motors, dyna- 
motors, solenoids, electroplating, battery 
charging and similar equipment. 
The following components are supplied: 

1 ea. Full Wave Bridge Rectifier 
1 pr. Rectifier Mounting Brackets 
1 ea. Transformer 116 VAC 60/60 CPS 
3 ea. Silver -Plated Binding Posts 
1 ea. 4 -position Tap -Switch 
1 ea. Fuse and Fuse Holder 
1 ea. Line Cord and Plug 
1 ea. Pilot Light Assembly and Bulb 

The primary of the transformer Is multi - 
tapped permitting adjustment of the DC 
output voltages. 
Complete with schematic diagram; shpg. 
Wt., 12 lbs $15.95 

Filter Kits For #612-10 
1 Section choke input, 10% ripple. .$ 9.64 
2 Section choke Input, 2% ripple...19.28 

WRITE FOR SELENIUM RECTIFIER CATALOG 
#719 ON COMPANY LETTERHEAD 

OP4D -GREEN 
-s-- COMPANY 

71 Warren St. 
New York 7, N. Y. 

Phone: BEekmon 3.7385.6 
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RADAR TUBES 
2J62 Magnetron 

2914-3010 mc., 36 K.W $49.50 
4C35 Thyratron $22.50 
7BP7 Cathode Ray $7.50 

MODEL AN/APA 10 
PANORAMIC ADAPTER 

Provides 4 Types of Presentation: 
(1) Panoramic (2) Aural 

(3) Oscillographic (4) Oscilloscopic 
Designed for use with receiving equipment AN/ 
ARR-7, AN/ARR-5, AN/APR-4, SCR -587 or any 
receiver with I.F. of 455kc, 5.2mo, or 30mc. 
With 21 tubes including 3" scope tube. Converted 
for operation on 115 V. 60 cycle source. 
Includes 80 page T. M $195.00 

AN/APA-10 
POWER 
SUPPLY 

Input: 
80 or 115 volts, 
400 to 2600 cycles 

Output: 
1200 volts D.C. at 1.5 MA. 
400 volts D.C. at 130 MA. 
6.4 A.C. volts at 0.8A (ins. for 1500 v. D.C.) 
Includes tubes; 1-5R4GY, 1-2x2, 1-6AK5, 
cathode ray tube socket, resistance capacitance 
filter, two focus controls, an intensity control and 
6AK5 relnserter circuit. 

$B.95 Brand new. Complete 

VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR 

CHASSIS 
AN/APA-10 

Consists of 3 filter 
capacitors, choke, 2- 
VR150 tubes, etc. 
Can be used to regu- 
late any 300 volt. 
Dower supply and 
provides 300 and 150 
volt regulated taps. 
Complete as shown. 

Price $4.95 

NAVY 
MOTOR 

GENERA- 
TORS 

Allis Chalmers 115V. D.C. to 120V. 60 cy., 
1 Ph. 1.25 K.V.A., P.F., .80 Centrifugal starter. 
Fully enclosed. 

New $97.50 
Same as above 
D.C. input 
O'Keefe and Merritt, 115V. D.C. to 120V. 
A.C., 50 cycles, 2 K.V.A., Pf. .9. 

New $165.00 
Diehl 120V. D.C. to 120V. A.C., 60 cy., 1 Ph. 
2.5 K.V.A. Complete with magnetic controller, 
2 field rheostats and full set of spare parts in- 
cluding spare armatures for generator and 
motor. 

New $185.00 
Electrolux Dynamotor 105/130 V. D.C. at 6 
amps. to 26 or 13V. D.C. at 20 amps. or 40 
amps. respectively. Fully filtered for radio use 
and complete with Square "D" lineswitch. 
Navy type CAJO 211444. 

New $74.50 

but for 230 V. $125.00 

All prices indicated are 
F 0 B Tuckahoe, New 
York. Shipments will be 
made via Railway Ex- 
press unless other in- 
structions issued. 

MERCURY CONTACT 
RELAYS 

WESTERN ELECTRIC 
TYPE D-168479 

These relays are glass sealed, mercury - 
wetted contact switches surrounded by 
operating coils and encased in metal 
housings, mounted on an octal tube 
base. 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 
High speed keying 
Tabulating, sorting and computing machines 
Relay Amplifiers 
Vibrator Power Supplies 
Servo -mechanisms 

CHARACTERISTICS 
High speed of operation 
Constant operating characteristics 
Freedom from chatter 
High current capacity 
Long, trouble -free service 

Sin700 

gle ohmsland 3300 ohms. Operating currenti with coila connected in series 6.6 ma. Release current 5.2 ma. 

relayh has 
operated 

expectancy ofnder 

specified000 conditions 
atth60 operations per second. 

Overall length. -3.3/r. Overall dia. -1.5/15' 
Brand new 

Priced at a fraction 
of Government cost $4.75 

Send for 4 page Technical data 

THERMOSTATIC 
TIME DELAY RELAY 

Amperite type 115 No -45. 
Heater voltage 115V. Normally open SPST contacts. 45 seo. delay. Contact rating 115V -3A., A.C. (or 440V., A.C. 
2A.) max. voltage on contacts -1000. max voltage bet. contacts and heater - 
1500. Size 3 9/32 x 1 lt" overall. 
Made for U. S. Navy. 

New Surplus ... .. $1.10 

LINEAR SAWTOOTH 
POTENTIOMETER 

W.E. No. KS 15138 
Input 24 volts D.C. Output varies 
ln accordance with linear sawtooth 
wave. 
Brand New .... $5.75 

SELENIUM 
RECTIFIER 

Bridge Type 
Input: 36 V. AC. 
Output: 28 V. DC., 1.1 Amps. 

Brand New.. $2.75 

STEPDOWN 
TRANSFORMERS 
Input: 115 V. 60 cycles. 
Output: 20 V., at 10 amps. 
Also tapped at 8V., for pilot 
light. Ideal for Selenium Rec- 
tifier Applications, etc. 
Brand New.. $2.45 

RELAY 
Clare octal base Relay 
No. 30FMX 115V. 60 
cy. 0.140 amp. Bee. 75 
ohms. Makes two breaks 
one. 

SHOCK MOUNTS 
Lord 420, 3' x 3' x 13/4' .30 
U. S. Rubber #5150 C. 2s/¡ x 2Ve x I%á .20 Lord 15, 2%' x 2% x I /a .20 
Lord #10, 0/4" x I' x /' .10 
Lord #3, 11/4' x 11/4' x yes .10 

PARABOLOIDS 
17%" diameter, spun magnesium dishes, 4 Inches deep. Reinforced perimeter. Two seta of mounting brackets on rear. Opening at apex for waveguide 

dipole assembly 1%" x 

Brand new, per pair, $8.75 

SOUND POWERED 
FIELD SETS 

TYPE TP -3 
No batteries needed. 
Brand new ln Water- 
proof fabric carrying 
case with strap. 
Per Unit ..... $29.50 
Per Pair ..... 55.00 

W. E. CRYSTAL UNITS 
TYPE CR-1A/AR 

Available in quantity -following frequencies 
5910. 6350 - 6370 - 6470. 6510. 6610 
6670 - 6690 - 6940 - 7270 - 7350 - 7380 
7390 - 7480 - 7580 - 9720 - Kilocycles 

Brand New $1.00 each 

25,000 Volt 
Inerteen Filled 

1/2 MFD. Type FP 

CAPACITORS 

Brand New ..$23.50 
Shipping weight 35 lbs. 

t 
I=l 

SYNCHROS in Stock 
Navy Types, 5F, ODG, 5SF, 5SDG, 6DG 

Prices on request 

WESTERN ELECTRIC 
Type O # D173312 

SOUND POWERED 
CHEST SETS 

No Batteries Required 
Ideal for television Installers, or any antenna 
measurement work. Leaves hands free to make ad- 
justments. Consists of microphone and headset as 
Illustrated. 
Brand New Each $19.50 

RADAR COMPONENTS 
CRP-23AGC Load Dividers for use with 
S.G. Modernization Kits. New. 
CBM-50AFO Navy type Radar Repeater 
Adapters. New and complete with 14 
tubes, coax fittings, installation plans 
and wiring diagrams. 
SO Series Radar P.P.I. Units and accessory 
Control Panels. New. 
Syncho Amplifiers. New. 
Type CARD 23AEK Bearing Control Units. 
New. 
Type T.D.Y., SO -1, SO -13, SO -3 Radar 
Antenna Assemblies. New. 
Radar Crystals Raytheon 98.35 KC. 
Type SO -11 Radar Modulator. 
Type SO -1 and SO -13 Transmitter Receiv- 
ers. 

ELECTRONICRAFT 
INC. 

5 WAVERLY PLACE TUCKAHOE 7, N. Y. 
PHONE: TUCKAHOE 3-0044 

All merchandise guaran- 
teed. Immediate delivery, 
subject to prior sale. 

All Prices Subject to 
Change Without Notice 

i 
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A.C. VOLTMETERS 
0-15 G.E. AW-41, 2" B -B bl sc, Signal Corps IS -122 

0-15 G.E. AO -29, 3" R -B bl so 3.0050 

0-15 Weston 476, 3" R -B $4.50 
0-15 W.H. NA -35, 3" R -B $3.95 
0-40 Weston 517, 2" R -M 400 cycle $3.50 
0-40 W.H. NA -33, 2" B -B 400 cycle $3.50 
0-75 Weston 517, 2" R -M ring mtd $2.95 
0-150 Triplett 332 -JP, 3" R -M 00 
3-150 Triplett 331 -JP, 3' R -B 50 
0-150 Triplett 331 -JP, 3" R -B W/Resistor for 300 

volts $5.50 
0-300 Triplett 232-C, 2" R -M 00 
0-300 Burlington 22A. 2' R -M 6.00 

A.C. VOLTMETERS 
0-120 MASlmpson 25, 3" R -B $7.50 
0-1 G.E. DW-44, 2" R -B bl sc $2.95 
0-1 G.E. DW-44, 2" R -B $3.50 
0-1 G.E. DW-52, 2" R -B $3.00 
0-1.5 G.E. DW-52, 2" R -M bl so $2.95 
0-1.5 Weston 507, 2" R -M bi sc $2.50 
0-1.5 Weston 425, 3" R -B $8.25 
0-2 Simpson 135, 2" R -B $3.50 
0-2 Weston 425, 3" R -B $8.50 
0-2.5 Weston 507, 2" R -B 53.95 
0-2.5 McClintock, 3" R -B S.C. #IS -111 $4.50 
0-2.5 Simpson 35, 3" R -B $8.50 
0-2.5 Weston 425, 3" R -B $8.50 
0-2.5 W.H. NT -35, 3" R -B 55.50 
0-3 W.H. NT -35, 3' R -B $5.50 
0-3 Weston 425, 3" R -B $8.50 
0-3 Weston 425, 3" R -B W/Ext couple $9.50 
0-5 G.E. DO -44, 3 R -B W/Ext couple $8.50 
0-5 G.E. DO -44, 3" R -B $7.50 
0-6 G.E. DW-44, 2' R -B bl sc $2.50 

A.C. AMMETERS 
0-30 Triplett 331 -JP, 3" it It $4.00 
0-30 Triplett 332-W, 3" R -M $3.50 
0-50 G.E. AO -22. 3" R -B $4.50 
0-50 W.H. NA -35. 3" R -B $4.50 
0-60/120 Burl 32XC, 3^ R -B W/Ext Transformer 

$7.50 
0-80/120 Burl 32XC, 3" R -B without ext Trans- 

former $4.50 
0-150 G.E. AO -22, 3" R -B 5 Amp mvt, with ext 

Trans. $7.50 

D.C. MICROAMMETER 
0-200 W.H. N%-35, 3" R -B MR 35 W 200 DC UA 

$8.50 
0-500 De Jur Amoco, 2" R -B $3.00 
0-500 Simpson 6103, 2" R -B $3.50 
0-500 Triplett 0221-T, 2" R -B $3.50 

D.C. MILLIAMMETERS 
0-1 G.E. DO -41, 3" R -B $5.50 
0-1 W.H. N%-35, 3" R -B MR 35 W 00 1 DC MA 

$7.50 
0-3 Gruen 0W-580, 2" R -B $3.50 
5-0-5 W.E. 3" R -B Concentric style $3.00 
0-15 Simpson 26, 3" R -B $4.50 
0-20 G.E. DW-55, 2" R -B Black Scale $3.00 
0-30 G.E. DO -41, 3' R -B $3.50 
0-80 G.E. DO -41, 3" R -B $3.75 
0-150 Gruen 508. 2' R -B $3.00 
0-500 W.H. NR -33 2" R -B $3.95 

D.C. AMMETERS 
0-2 Simpson 25, 3" R -B $4.00 
0-5 Gruen 531, 2" R -B $3.50 
0-15 Sun AP -381, 3" R -B $3.50 
0-15 Triplett 8321-T, 3' R -B $4.00 
0-30 Hoyt 123, 2" R -M $2.50 
30-0-30 Beede, 2' B -M $2.95 
30-0-30 G.E. DW-51, 2" R -M $3.50 
0-150 Simpson 125, 2" R -M with shunt $5.50 
0-200 Weston 506. 2" R -B with shunt $7.50 
200-0-200 Weston 506. 2" S -B W/Ext 50 M.V. 

shunt $7.50 
0-300 G.E. DW-51, 2" R -B with shunt $7.50 
0-500 G.E. DW-51, 2" R -B less shunt $3.50 

D.C. VOLTMETERS 
0-3 Simpson 125, 2" R -M riz. mid $2.011 
0-5 W.H. Á7C-33, 2^ R -B 200 r/r $3.50 
0-10 Sun 2AP458, 2" R -B 100 r/v $2.50 
0-15 McClintock D -100-R-1, 2" R -B black scale 

1000 r/v $3.00 
0-30 Deiur Amsco 210, 2" R -B $2.50 
0-30 G.E. DW-41, 2" R -B 250 r/v $2.95 
0-150 Weston 301. 3" R -B Surf mtd 200 r/v $4.50 
0-150 G.E. DW-51, 2" R -B Special scale $3.95 
0-500 Sun. 3" R -B MR35W500DCVV $7.00 
0-1.5 RV W.H. NIC-35, 3" R -B 1 MA mvt, with 

resistor $7.50 

FREQUENCY METER, 55 to 65 cycles, James 
Biddle Co.. type MF -11, Frahm vibrating reed 
type. 11 reeds. 100 to 150 volt operation, 334" 

round Th.h.bakellte case $7.50 
FREQUENCY METER, JET 30-F, Dual Range 

covers frequency ranges from 48-52 cycles and 
58-82 cycles; Dual element, vibrating reed type, 
115 volt, 334" rd flush metal case $5.95 

FREQUENCY METER, Range 350 to 450 cycles, 
115 volt A.C. Iron core dynamometer type move- 
ment, 5 cycles per scale division, black scale 
luminous markings, Weston Model 637 3%' Air- 
craft style $4.95 

DECIBEL METER. Weston 301 type 61, minus 10 
to plus 6, 334" rd fl bake case, 8 MW 600 ohms, 
Zero DB equals 1.9 volt. High speed type .29-.35 
Seconds to final reading. Only 2-6% overthrow, 
5000 ohms at Zero DB. 18-50 Damping factor. 
Complete with external wire wound precision 
resistors to extend the range to any or all of the 
following ranges: 

-20 to plus 16 DB 
-30 to plus 28 DB 
-40 to plus 36 DB 

Ideal for sound and broadcasting applications. 
Total List Price $37.50 Your Cost Only $11.50 

DECIBEL METER, Weston 506, minus 10 to plus 
6 DB 234" round flush bakelte case, Black scale, 
luminous markings $4.50 

SIGNAL STRENGTH "S" METER, 5 M.A. 8 ohms 
Zero right movement. Scale calibrated minus 6 
to plus 100 DB above 1 microvolt, illuminated 
scale $4.50 

PORTABLE A.C. AMMETER 0-3 and 0-15 Amps 
A.C., Weston Model 528. Complete with leather 
carrying case and test leads $12.50 

PORTABLE D.C. MILLIAMMETER, Dual Range, 
0-25 and 0-250 M.A., Weston Model 264, mounted 
on vertical stand with test cord, Scale approxi- 
mately 45,4í" long $9.00 

PORTABLE D.C. VOLTMETER, 0-10 Volts, 
Weston Model 489, 125 ohms per volt, similar to 
Model 528 meters $9.50 

COMBINATION OFFER 
30 Amp A.C. Meter -150 Volt A.C. Meter -Triplett 

331 -JP 3" rd fl bake case. 

BOTH METERS FOR $7.95 

BC -1161-A RADIO RECEIVER 
150 to 210 Megacycles. Operates off 115 volt 60 
cycle Power supply. Inductance tuning for R. F. 
Antenna detector and oscillator. With a few mod- 
ifications this unit makes an ideal F.M. Receiver. 
Each set complete with circuit diagram and the 
14 following tubes: 1-6SN7 Cathode Follower; 
1-6110 second Detector: 2-6SH7 1st and 2nd R.F. 
Amp- 1-6S117 Video Amp: 3-8AC7/1852 1st, 2nd. 
3rd IF Amp: 2-6AB7/1853 4th, 5th IF Amp: 
1-9008 Mod.: 1-635 Osc.: 1-5Ú4G Rect.: 1-6E5 
Tuning Indicator, 
Complete in a metal cabinet 10" high 1634" wide 
and 15" deep $34.50 

BC -1160-A TRANSMITTER 
157 to 187 Megacycles. Operates off 117 volt 60 
cycle. Contains 115 volt, 1525 R.P.M. Blower. 
General Radio 200 B 1.5 Amp. Varian 10 tubes, 
0-5 Kilovolt 334" meter transformers, relays. cir- 
cuit breakers to numerous to list. Complete in 
metal cabinet 17%" x 1834" x 18" with circuit 
diagram $29.50 

THERMAL CIRCUIT BREAKER, D.P.S.T. 15 
Amp. 120 volt A.C., Curve D. Heineman #0322 

$1.50 
TERMINAL BOARD with barrier strips, 6 Ter- 

minals with 2 connection points each 434" long 
x 2" w x 134" H, minimum order 10 pieces $.60 
each 

STRIP HEATERS. 50 Watt, 115 volt, 250 ohms. 
1%7 x 34^ x 6" G.E. Catalog #2A301, minimum 
order 10 pieces 5 60 each 

GENERATOR VOLTAGE REGULATOR, Eclipse 
Pioneer Dwg #1317-2-A sets at 117 volt, Carbon 
pileunit regulator complete with selenium recttiifi$4.er 

CARBON PILE D.C. VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 20 
Amps max, 110 load volts max, 140 line volts 
MBA, Mfd. by Safety Car Heating & Lighting 
Co. Catalog No. 29540, Type S700 E-18 1/16' 

Wx163/8"Hx10"D $65.00 

A.C.-D.C. VOLTMETER 

WESTON 341 

0.150 Volts, Electrodynamometer type, r/s of 1% 
Accuracy on D.C. AND A.C. FROM 25 to 1200 
CYCLES. Indicates true r m s voltage. Shielded 
movement, 3.8 V.A. power consumption. Complete 
in mahogany carrying case with cover. Even though 
these instruments are Brand New Surplus. we had 
Weston check each and every unit and furnish a 
NEW Certificate to guarantee the accuracy of each 
instrument. Ideal for use in conjunction with Model 
311 Potential Transformer to extend the range to 
750 & 1500 volts. 

New in original manufacturers boxes. 

List Price $226.50 Your Cost Only $115.00 

PORTABLE TACHOMETERS 
0.20,000 RPM Range, Jaeger #43 A-6 Chronometric 

type $24.50 

300-1200, 1000.4000, 3000.12000 RPM, Jones Mo- 

toring 
la Co., Multiple Range, Continuous Indiccat- 

300-1500, 1000-5000, 3000-15000 RPM. Jones Mo- 
torola Co., Multiple Range, Continuous Indicat- 
ing 50 

GASOLINE HEATER -MOTOROLA 
MODEL GN -3-24 

An internal combustion type heater which will 
give 15.000 B.T.U. of heat per hour. Ideally suited 
for use with equipment, farms, boats, bungalows, 
cabins, trailers, work sheds. darkrooms, mobile 
equipment, transmitter stations, etc., and any place 
where a quick heat is required in volume. 

Very economical in operation -tank holds one 
gallon of gasoline which Is sufficient for 6 hours 
operation. Uses any grade gasoline. 

This unit is designed primarily for aircraft in- 
stallation, 24-28 volts d.c., but it can be readily 
adapted for a 115 or 230 volt 60 cycle power sup- 
ply by use of a transformer and rectifier. Simple 
circuit diagram for adaption to 115 or 230 volts 
60 cycle use supplied with each unit. Can be used 
on 32 volt farm or boat systems as is without the 
installation of additional transformers, etc. Power 
consumption approximately 75 to 100 watts. 

Approximately 12' long x 934" high x 934" wide. 
Complete with technical manual and parts list. 
Made by Galvin (Motorola) Mfg. Co. 

Your Cost Only $22.50 

BOWL INSULATORS 
Clear Glass. Corning Glass Works No. 67076. Type 
C Comprises flanged bowl, 4%' h x 6 15/16" O. D. 
at hase. Center lead-in pin ßá" dia. Overall dia. 
8%', All brass fittings. 
S. C. Stock #30-1830-67076.1 $6.00 

ALL ITEMS ARE BRAND NEW -SUR- 
PLUS -GUARANTEED UNLESS SPECIFIED 
OTHERWISE. Orders accepted from rated 
concerns, public institutions & agencies 
on open account, others please send 25% 
deposit, balance C.O.D. or check with 
order. All prices FOB our warehouse, 
N.Y.C. 

MARITIME SWITCHBOARD 

338 CANAL STREET 

NEW YORK, 13, N. Y. 
Worth 4-8217 

We carry a complete line of surplus new 
meters suitable for every requirement, such as 
portable, panel, switchboard, laboratory stand- 
ard, etc. 

Over 50,000 METERS in Stock 
We carry a wide assortment of aircraft type 
electrical meters, precision tubular multi- 
pliers and meter shunts. Your inquiries will 
receive our prompt attention. 
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83 -IT 

"UHF" COAXIAL CABLE 
CONNECTORS Price Each 

100 or 
No. AN No. Description 1-99 more 

83-1SP PL259 Plug .35 .28 
83-168 UG176U Adapter .15 .12 
83-185 UG175U Adapter .15 .13 
83-1SPN PL259A Plug .35 .28 
83-776 UG203U Plug .61 .55 
83-1R S0239 Receptacle .35 .28 
83-1RTY Receptacle .50 .45 
83-1H UG106U Hood .12 .10 
83-1HP Hood .27 .24 
83-765 UGI77U Hood .31 .25 
83-1AC Cap and chain .61 .50 
83-1BC Cap and chain .38 .34 
83-1T M358 "T" connector 1.12 .98 
83-1AP M359A Angle adapter .35 .28 
83-1J PL258 Junction .85 .70 
83-1F PL274 Feed thru 1.12 .98 
83-22SP UG102U Twin plug .50 .40 
83-22R UGIO3U Twin recept. .50 .40 

83.15PN 
83-22AP U0104Ú Twin ang. adapt. .98 .80 
83-22J UG105U Twin junction 1.25 1.12 
83-22T UG196U Twin "T" 1.65 1.50 
83-22F PL275 Twin feed thru 1.50 1.35 

UG TYPE CONNECTORS 
"AN No. Price ea. 
UG 10Ú ä1.56 

.45 
UG12UGII 1.95 
UG13/U 1.56 

UG1 5 1.45 

UG 30/U 13.018/U 1.56 

ÚG18 1.99 
UG18/AU 1.05 

Ú019/11 1.28 
UG19AU 1.38 
UG19BU . . .. 1.45 
13G20/U 1.17 
UG20AU 1.26 

ÚG21/1T7 1.99 
2A 1.05 

UG 88/U ÚG21BL 1.09 
13022/U 1.08 
UG22AU 1.38 
UG22BU 1.34 
UG23/U .99 
UG23AU 1.26 
UG23BU 1.29 
UG27AU 2.25 
U028/U 2.34 
UG29/U 1.22 
UG29AU 1.36 
UG30/U 1.75 
17032/U 20.00 

UG 290/U UG33/U 20.00 
IIG34/U 17.50 
UG35AU 16.00 
U 636/U 16.00 
UG37/U 16.00 

U057 
7 16.00/U 

16.99 

U659/13 2.75 
UG59AU 1.70 
11060/1.1 1.90 
UG60AU 1.30 
11061/U 2.05 
U 1.80 

UG 306/U UG62/U 28.Ó6 
UG83/U 1.50 
U G85/U 1.65 
U086/U 1.69 
1.1087/U 1.40 
13088/U 1.17 
U089/11 95 
U090/U 1.05 
U091/13 1.25 
UG91AU 1.05 
13092/U 1.10 
UG92AU 1.35 
17093/U 1.25 
UG93AU 1.45 
UG94/U 1.25 

UG 352/U UG94AU 1.05 
17G95/U 1.10 
UG95AU 1.35 
U096/U 1.25 

CALL 

AN No. Price ea. 
UG96AU $1.45 
UG97/U 3.50 
17098/U 1.55 
UGI00/U 2.34 
130101/U 2.95 
ÚG107/U 2.25 
UG108/17 L75 
ÚG109/U 1.75 
Ú0114/U 1.50 
Ú0115/U 1.33 
UG123/U .45 
130131/U 6.00 
UG146/U 2.25 
UG155/U .40 
130154/U 5.35 
10156/U 4,25 
UG157ï1: 4.25 
ÚG160/U 1.90 
UGI60AU 1.55 
130167/U 3.00 
130173/U .30 
110174/U 16.00 
UG188/U .95 
UG195/1J .75 
UG197/U 5.00 
130201/U 1.83 
UG202/U 2.75 
130204/U 2.25 
UG206/U 1.02 
UG208/U 28.00 
UG212/U 4.50 
1.10213/U 4.50 
U0215/13 3.35 
00216/U 8.70 
UG217/U 3.10 
ÚG218/11 6.50 
ÚG222/U 35.00 
UG231/U 2.00 
U0235/1.7 , 28.50 
ÚG236/U 11.75 
ÚG241/1: 2.20 
Ú0242/13 2.50 
UG243/U 2.75 
UG244 2.50 
10245/U 

\íl45 UG246/U 
UG252/U 4.50 
Ú0254/U 1.82 
UG255/U 1.85 
130259/13 4.10 
UG260/U .99 
ÚG261/U .95 
UG262/U 1.05 
130269/U 2.60 
ÚG270/ U 6.54 
110273/U 1.50 
ÚG274/U 1.98 
UG279/13 2.40 
11.0287/U 5.25 
130290/U .85 
Ú0.291/U 1.05 
130306/U 2.03 
UG333/U 4,70 
130334/U 5.75 
110352/U 6.00 

, , {'P < b oro 

Qo 

Send for FREE bulletin 1.700 

ALLEN BRADLEY POTENTIOMETERS 
No better pot at any 
price, no source more 
complete than Life Elec 
tronic Sales. 
Available in screw -driver and 
regular shafts locking and 
non -locking type bushings. 
When ordering locking type bushing potentiometers, locking nuts are available 

at 5.05 each. 
Allen Bradley type "J" pots available in the fol- 
lowing values from stock. 
Specify whether regular or screwdriver shaft is required. 

Single Pote Ohms Dual 
Pots. 

50 
60 

150 
200 
250 
400 
500 
600 

1300 
1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 
5000 
6500 

15000 
20000 
22000 
25000 
30000 
35000 
50000 

60000 3000 
70000 10000 

100000 25000 
200000 50000 
250000 100000 
500000 500000 
600000 1 Meg. 
1 Meg. 5 Meg 

Price each 
Single Pots 5.50 Dual Pots $1.50 

RESISTORS Ohms Ohms Ohms Ohms Megs 

Lire Electronic Sales Is the lead- 
ing source of "hard to get" Indus- 
trial electronic components, has 
available from stock a complete 
line of standard brand 135. 1 and 
2 Watt resistors in 5% and 10% 
tolerances. These resistors meet 
the following Jan specs: 

RC20-35 Watt RC30-1 Watt 
RC40-2 Watt 

100 or 
Watt Tol 1-99 more 
35 Watt 10% 5.06 5.04 
34 Watt 5% .12 .08 
1 Watt 10% .09 .06 
1 Watt 5% .18 .12 
2 Watt 10% .15 .10 
2 Watt 5% .30 .20 
Prices shown are "Per Value 

Megs Melts 

10 100 1000 10000 0.1 1.0 
11 110 1100 11000 0.11 1.1 
12 120 1200 12000 0.12 1.2 
13 130 1300 13000 0.13 1.3 
15 150 1500 15000 0.15 1.5 
16 160 1600 15000 0.16 1.8 
18 180 1800 18000 0.18 2.0 
20 200 2000 20000 0.20 2.2 
22 220 2200 22000 0.22 2.2 
24 240 2400 24000 0.24 2.4 
27 270 2700 27000 0.27 2.7 
30 300 3000 30000 0.30 3.0 
33 330 3300 33000 0.33 3.3 
36 360 3600 36000 0.36 3.8 
39 390 3900 39000 0.39 3.9 
43 430 4300 43000 0.43 4.3 
47 470 4700 47000 0.47 4.7 
51 510 5100 51000 0.51 5.1 
56 560 5600 56000 0.56 5.6 
62 620 6200 62000 0.62 8.2 
68 680 6800 68000 0.68 6.8 
75 750 7500 75000 0.75 7.5 
82 820 8200 82000 0.82 8.2 
91 910 9100 91000 0.91 9.1 

10.0 
11.0 
12.0 
13.0 
15.0 
16.0 
18.0 
20.0 
22.0 

CRYSTAL DIODES 
SILICON DIODES 

Design Max. Max. 
te Nreo. Conv. Output Burnout I. F. Imp. Price 

!Yt Type (mc) Loss(db) Noise Ratio Test (ohms) each 
IN21 3,000 8.5 4.0 Bs=0.3 erg 200-800 5 .50 IN21B 3,000 6.5 2.0 Bs=2.0 erg 200-800 1.00 IN23 10,000 10.0 3.0 13a=(1.3 erg 150-600 1.25 IN23A 10,000 8. 2.7 B1.0 erg 151-600 1.50 IN23B 10.000 6.5 2.7 Bs=0.3 erg 150-600' 2.00 

GERMANIUM DIODES 
Cont. Fwd. Av. Recurren Reverse Peak Curr. Anode Peak 
Work- Back at t Iv Current Anode Reverse 

ing Voit- (ma una Curr. Current Price Type Voltage age* min.) max.) (ma maz.) (µa maz.) each 
IN34,1 60v max. 75v min. .5.0 40 150 50 -lOv 5 .85 

800 -50v IN35 50v max. 75v min. 7.5 22.5 60 10 (191-10v 2.00 

COAXIAL CABLES 

Price per RG No. Impedance Thousand Ft. RG5U 52.5 ohms $70.00 R0612 76.0 ohms 150.00 
R0713 97.5 ohms 70.00 RG8U 52.0 ohms 55.00 
RG9U 51.0 ohms 135.00 
RG9AU 51.0 ohms 125.00 
RGIOU 52.0 ohms 125.00 
RG11U 75.0 ohms 100.00 
R012Ú 75.0 ohms 190.00 
RG13U 75.0 ohms 125.00 
3001813 52.0 ohms 450.00 
RG19U 52.0 ohms 350.00 
RG20U 52.0 ohms 450.00 R0221 95.0 ohms 120.00 R024Ú 125.0 ohms $240.00 

ó 6° aie 
=1 

=:74W 1, í,Ìilg7riii 
Price per 

RG No. Impedance Thousand Ft. 
RG25U 48.0 ohms 575.00 
RG27U 48.0 ohms 290.00 
R0291.1 53.5 ohms 50.00 
RG34U 71.0 ohms 175.00 
RG39U 72.5 ohms 180.00 
RG41U 67.5 ohms 575.00 
RG54U 58.0 ohms 65.00 
RG54AU 58.0 Ohms 75.00 
100571 95.0 Ohms 100.00 
R058Ú 53.5 ohms 50.00 
RG59U 73.0 ohms 45.00 
RG62U 93.0 ohms 50.00 
R0711 93.0 ohms 175.00 
R074Ú 52.0 ohms 250.00 ' - 

Prices based on a minimum euantity of 
500 ft. For cut lengths add 50% to 
prices shown. 

oLIFE 
ELECTRONICALES 
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY LOW PRICES FULLY GUARANTEED 

REMOTE INDICATING 
Compass System 

Type AN5730-2 Indicator and AN5730-3 
Transmitter 26 volts, 400 cycle. 

Stock =S.22 
Special Price $6.95 each s SPECIAL 

Pioneer Compass System with 12 V, D -C. 
Inverter, all cables, waterproof housing. 
ETC. Ready for Marine Installation. 
Price $19.50 Stock =SA -174 

D. C. MOTORS 
DELCO CONSTANT 

SPEED MOTOR 
A-7155 

1/30 hp. 3600 rpm. Cont. 
duty, 21" diam. x 51/2" 

lg. 71" shaft extension. 5/32" diam. 4 hole 
base mounting. Stock #SA -94. Price 4.75 
each. 

12V D. C. Motor 
John Oster B-9-2 

1.4 amps. 
5600 rpm. 

l;a" Uiuw. x 3 k," Lg. Spline shaft. C. W. 
rotation. Stock #SA -46. Price $1.95 each. 

SA -270 SA -272 
General Electric 2 RPM Motor. Type 
5BA10FJ228. 27 v. D -C @ 0.6 amps. 10 
lb/in torque at 2 rpm. Shunt wound. I -C 
noise filter. Stock #SA -272. Price 6.75 
each. 
General Electric % HP D -C Motor. Type 
6BA50LJ66. Armature voltage 60 v. max. 
field 27 v. Armature current 9.25 amps. 
field 2.3 amps. 4600 rpm. 7" lg. x 41" 
diam. with 21/2" worm gear shaft 5/8" 
diam. Stock #SA -270. Price $8.50 each. 

Universal Electric DC 
\V.E. KS -5603-L-02,28 v. DC 
0.6 amps. 1/100 hp. 4 lead 
shunt. Stock DSA-233. 
Price $1.95 ea. plus 156 p.p. 

SERVO MOTORS 
Pioneer Type CH -2. 
26 v. 400 cycles fixed 
phase, var. phase 49 v. 
max. 1.05 in/oz. Stall 
torque. Rotor moment 
of inertia 7 gm/cm: 
With 40: 1 gear reduc- 
tion. 
Stock #SA -97A. Price 
$6.50 each. Also avail- 

able less gear train as Stock #SA -97. 
Price 4.25 each. 

BLOWER ASSEMBLY 

WESTINGHOUSE 

FL BLOWER 

115 v. 400cy.17 c.f.m. 
Includes capacitor. 
Stock #SA -144. Price 
$3.75 each. 

MINIATURE DC SELSYN 
INDICATOR 

plug for 

:Miniature indi- 
cator. 24 v. d -c 
operation. Use 
with G.E. Posi- 
tion Transmitter 
or with Ohmite 
360' type potenti- 
ometer. Has iron 

zero dial adjustment. Stock 
SSA -24e. Price $6.75 each. 

INVERTER SPECIALS 
General Electric PE -218 D -Input 28 V. 
d -c @ 92 amps. Output 115 v. 400 cycles 
@ 1500 va. Power factor 0.90. Shipping 
wt. 100 lbs. New -Original Cartons. Stock 
#SA -1122. Price $29.50 each. 
Leland or Russel PE -218 E or PE -20.8H. Similar to PE -218D. Stock .$SA -1122A. 
Special Price $19.50 each. 
800 Cycle Inverter - Navy Type CRV- 
21AAR. G.E. 5AS121L.J2. Input 27 v. d -c e 45 amps. Output 120 v. 800 cycles @ 
750 va. Power factor 0.90. Net. wt. 22.5 
lbs. Stock =SA -192. Price $39.50 each. 

G. E. 

5D 21 NJ3A. 
Input 24 V. D -C. 
Output 115 V. 400 
cycles s/a 485 V.A. 

New in Original Cartons Stock =SA -41 
Price $9.95 each. 

DC SERVO MOTORS 
C-1 Autopilot Servo Unit- - _>l r. DC Shunt 
motor. 2250 rpm. 3 magnetic clutches, 
reduction gear, differential and 2 magnetic 
brakes. Output shaft 15 rpm. Torque 225 
in/lbs. 

Stock #SA -180. Price $19.50 each 
Elinco B-64 DC Servo Unit -80 v. DC max. 
armature voltage, 27.5 v. field. 1/165 h.p. 
3100 rpm. Field current 200 ma. Armature 
current 200 ma. at normal torque. 

Stock #SA -211 Price $12.50 each 
Synchro Cable -5 wire plastic jacket cable 
for synchro interconnection. Made espe- 
cially for Servo -Tek. Price $4.00 per 50 
feet. 

pNIC 
P.LECT MANU UR1NG 

NC; & 
QESlGN1 

FOR 
INDUSTRY. 

Prices F.O.B. Paterson 
Phone ARmory 4-3366 

Teletype PAT. 199 

GYROS 
Schwein Free & Rate 

Gyro type 45600. Con- 
sists of two 28 volt 
D. C. constant speed 
gyros. Size 8" x 4.25" 
x 4.25". Stock No. 
SA -146 

Price $8.75 each net. 
Pioneer Type 12800-1-D Gyro Servo Unit. 

115 volts, 400 cycle, 3 phase. 
Price $6.95 each net. 

ALSO IN STOCK 
Sperry A5 Vertical Gyro. Part No. 644841, 

115 volts, 400 cycle, 3 phase. 

Sperry A5 Directional Gyro Part No. 
656029, 115 volts, 400 cycle, 3 phase. 

MICROWAVE 
ANTENNA 

AS -217 AUG 15B, 12 
Cm dipole and 13 
inch Parabola housed 
in weatherproof Ra- 
dome 16" dia. 24 v. 
DC spinner motor for 
conic scan. Stock 
#SA -95. Shipping wt. 
70 lbs. 

Price $0.95 ea. 

Remote Position 
Indicating System 

6-12 v, 60 cycles 5 inch indicator with 0 to 360 dial. Heavy duty transmitter. Stock #SA -115. Price $9.95 per system 

SELSYN SPECIAL 
Type NNI 115 V. 60 cycle 
repeater. 21" diam. x 
21/2" lg. Use as trans- 
mitter or repeater. Stock 
#SA -42. Price $4.75 each 

DC GENERATOR 
Ford Instrument 
Co. Compound 
Wound. Bu. of 
Ordnance d w g. 
223128. 115 v. d -c 
@ 0.75 amperes. 

Cont. duty. Ideal 
for laboratory use. Special low price $2.95 
ea. Stock #SA -258. 

SIPC/We117eg 
products co. 

4 Godwin Ave. Paterson, N. J. 

WRITE FOR LISTING 

SPECIALISTS IN FRACTIONAL HORSE POWER MOTOR SPEED CONTROL 
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BE A "FORTY-NINER" IN '49 
THE "FORTY-NINER" GEIGER COUNTER 

Light weight uranium detector. 
Detects beta and gamma rays. 
Equipped with 36 inch search probe. 
Contains two 6711 volt Minimax batteries in the well-known type of 
relaxation oscillator supply. Weight 411 lbs. complete; size 4"x5"x6". 
Beautifully finished case with handle. 

Complete with four tubes, including Geiger tube, batteries, search probe 
and ear -phone. 

ALL-PURPOSE CHASSIS 
Contains 3 plugs, 2 vol. controls, 1 

25 wt. resistor 2600 ohms, 250,000 
ohms 10 wt. resistors, 13,500 ohms, 
10 wt. resistors, 3 i4 mmfds, 3 bath- 
tub condensors 600V, 3 sockets, 4 

shock mounts and many other parts 
in a blank top chassis. 95e 

$8950 

ü ¡:?f,vç:i:::. ...................... 

304TL 754 (c---) 
Just the tube for that 1KW 
final - typical operation 
2500 volts at 400 MA. An 
Ideal tube for that Induction 
heater or dielectric heater. 
Efficient operation at 1500V. 
to 3000V. 

TUBES 
815 $1.95 V19150 69 9006 .44 
3BP1 1.95 955 .65 5005 .89 
5FP7 .95 9002 .44 35W4 .69 
7 B P7 1.49 1253 .44 872A 1.95 
9LP7 2.95 9004 S .44 1H5 $ .69 

C E PHOTOCELL .. 95c 305 .69 
Type used in movie pro- _6L6GA .95 
lector.. burglar alarms. 5U4ß .44 
etc. 6SA7 .44 

HOOD 

RK60 $ .95 
1T4 ' .44 
304 .44 
3S4 .44 
INS .69 
VT25 

(210) 5.44 
5W4 .44 

2X2 .95 

COAXIAL FITTINGS 

25c 
SOCKET 
SO -239 
S3.IR' 

35c 
PLUG 

PL -259 
83-ISP 

20e 
ANGLE- 

ADAPTER 
M359 

83 -IAD 

T-17 
Carbon Mike 
Like 79C T l'11' 

30 MC -1F 
Silver 
Slugg'd 

35e 
Exide 

Aircraft 
Battery 

ii AN3151.24V 17AH a 
ii SHR. rate. Brand ne 
?In original cartons. 

Wt. 52 lbs. Filled 

$495o 

INTER -OFFICE 
COMMUNICATION 

SYSTEM 

MICA 
CAPACITATOR 

.002 MFD 
3000 MVDC ó9es 

TEST 
OSCILLATOR 

12 or 24 V DC. 
Vibrators, switches and 
many other parts used 
in 2A Equipment. 

95e 
CD501 A 

Cord and plug set used 
with BC654 between 
PE 103 Dynamotor anti 
Transmitter. 

Inter - Phone amplifier 
BC367 complete with 
cables 2BC 422 box, BC 
369 Box, 3C 370 Box, 
mounted on board com- 
plete with screws, 
clamps and everything 
needed for a Inter - 
Phone communication 
system. 

Write for Free Catalogue 
All orders F.O.B. Detroit -Minimum order 92.00-Michiga,i customers 

add 3% tales tax -20%: payment must accompany all ordere. 

5195 

Q ,... 
D - o' u 

:'8 ' s 
NEW BC 223 AX TRANSMITTER 

901 Oscillators and 801 power amplifier í39s95 2-46 modulators and 1-46 speech amplifier 
4 Xtal frequencies and master oscilla or on selector 
witch. 30 Watts output. Tone volre to (:.W. 

Mod. Ideal for 1:3 meter band. Comes with ; coils 
TU 17A 2000.3000 Kc. TU 25 3500.62.dí If.,t black 
crackle case. Includes two separate cases to store 
extra coils. Frequencies chart and luhrs Included. 
packed in original cases. less crystals at this low price. 

A-5 AUTOMATIC PILOT 
Serve1-100 pounds max., 95 S9í to use as a steering de 7 77 
vice. or compass control on ships. 

e Butterfly Condensers 
Oscillator assembly 76 to 300 MC with 

acorn tube socket mounted on 
condenser 93.95 

Type B Frequency range 300-1000 
megacycles 2.95 

BC4 Antenna condenser 105.330 MC 3.95 
Oscillator 105-330 M.C. ___. 3.95 

INDUSTRIAL PAPER (Ill. 
CAPACITATORS 

manyçç..2::i .ny 
BANK -CLIMB 

GYRO CONTROL 
For Mark 4 automatic pilot 

$995 

DIRECTIONAL 
GYRO 

M-1 
A-5 Automatic pilot Mfd. by A. 
C. Spark Plug under license of 
Sperry Gyroscope Co., Inc. 

5249 GRAND RIVER 
DETROIT 8, MICHIGAN ;< 

%...........>.. 
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6.682 
10.48 
10.84 
11.25 
11.74 

.2502 

.334 

.502 

.557 

.767 75.1 1.015 
1258 

2.04 180 
210 

RELIANCE SPECIALS 
COAXIAL CABLES 

RG 8/U 52 OHM 
10,000 ft. & over $47.50 per M 
1,000 ft. to 9,999 ft 50.00 per M 
Smaller quantities 6¢ per ft. 
RG 22/U 95 OHM (2 cond.) per 1,000 ft. $120.00 
RG 62/U 93 OHM per 1,000 ft. $40.00 

COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS 

Angle Adapter Plug Socket 
13c 28c 28c 

M-359 PL -259A SO -239 
83-IAP 83-ISPN 83 -IR 

Adaptor for PL -259 A for use on small coax. 
120 each $10.00 per 100 

Hood 
9c 

83-1 H 

83-1SP 
$.80 

UG 2I/U .60 UG 60/U 
83-1J 
83 -IT 
83-22AP 
83-222 

1.12 
.85 
.85 

UG 22/U 
UG 24/U 
UG 25/U 

.60 

.60 

.60 

UG 61/U 
UG 85/U 
UG 87/U 

.60 

.60 

.60 

.50 
83-2J 1.50 UG 27/U .60 UG 167/U 2.00 
UG 13/U $.60 UG 59/U .60 TUG 281/U .60 

CARBON RESISTORS 
1/2 Watt 

Resist. Tol. 
3,600 10 
12K 10 
30K 10 
39K2 10% 
75K 10 

1/2 Watt 
Resist. Tol. 
150K 10 

300K 6 

380K 10 

1.3 meg. 10 

1/2 Wait 
Resist. Tol. 
3 meg. 10% 
$3.00 Per C 

1 Watt 
2712 10 
43 5 
560 5 

1 Watt 
Resist. 
3,300e 
18K 

$4.00 Per 
2 Watt 

6.8 meg. 
$5.00 Per 

Tol. 
10'x, 

10 
C 

10 
C 

POWER RHEOSTATS 
25 WATT 50 WATT 

Resist. Mfg. Shaft Pr. 10 Ohmite 7' '69 102 Clarostat ;r' .49 12 Ohmite 69 
15 Ohmite TV .59 20 Ohmite .69 
25 Re S.D. .49 60 Ohmite35 ' .69 

e 
0 

.59 
50 Cllarrooetat 3/ .49 123 IRCt 34' .59 

145 Grimes Mfg. 3a' with 1,250 Ohmite 79 
200 

RsOwitch 
TY 

.49 2,000 Ward Leona, 
34' .79 

250 Ohmite ' .9 3,500 Ohmite W .59 370 
1,500 

ICRC 
larrostat 

.49 100 WATT 
2,000 Ohmite ÿr' .89 22 Ohmite W .59 
2,500 Ohmite S.D.* .69 10,000 Obmite S.D.f .79 
3,500 TV , .69 150 WATT 
5,000 Obmite S.D* .69 8Oiunite .% 1.99 

50 WATT 7552 Ohmite fir' 1.99 

2 Ohmite ÿr' .69 300 WATT 
6 Ohmite /Tr' .69 150 Ohmite 2' 3.75 
8 Ohmite S.D.* 69 S.D. Screw Driver Slot 

WW PRECISION RESISTORS 1% OR BETTER 
1/4 WATT -25c 

12.322 16.372 123.82 414.32 
13.02 20 147.5 705 
13.52 62.54 220.4 2193 
13.89 79.81 301.8 10,000 
14.98 105.8 366.6 59,148 

1/2 WATT -25c 
11.12 2352 4,4512 
13.15 260 5,000 
46 2 298.3 6,500 

7,000 
7,500 
8,000 
8,500 

14,825 

723.1 
2,500 
2,850 
3,427 
4,000 

15,0002 
15,750 
17,000 
30,000 

100,000 
150,000 

1 WATT -30e 
1.012 5.212 1,2502 9.0002 55,0002 2.58 10.1 3,300 18,000 55,000 3.39 10.9 7,000 50,000 70,000 5.05 270 

1 WATT -40e 
100,0002 128,0002 180,0002 522,0002 
120,000 130,000 320,000 600,000 
125,000 160,000 470,000 700,000 

1 Megohm-1 Watt 1%-65c; 50%-40e 
Orders for 100 pieces -10% off; 
Orders for 1,000 pieces-20%off. 

BC -1072-A TRANSMITTER 
115V., 60 Cyc.; 150-200mc. Power supply 
gives 0-6,000 .D.C. (Variac control). 312 
and 700 V.D.C., 6.3 V.A.C. also contains blower 
115 Y.A.C., 5 KV meter, condensers, tubes, relays and many other useful parts. Ship- 
ping Wt., 245 lb ONLY $22.50 

CAPACITORS 
POSTAGE STAMP MICAS 

8.2mmf 47mmf 350mm1 650mm1 .0026mfd 10 50 370 680 .0027 
18 56 400 .001mfd .003 20 60 470 .0012 .0039 22 
25 1100 
39 

160 

500 .0013 .005 
510 08 
560 .ÓÓ23b 

.01 

600 .0015 
Price Schedule 

8.2mmf to .001mfd 5$ .0026 mfd to .008mfd 12$ 
.012mfd to .002mfd 7$ .Olmfd I6$ 

SILVER MICAS 
10mmf 150mmf 400mmf 665mmf .0024mtd 
39 180 430 680 .0025 
50 200 466 700 .0027 
62 240 470 750 .003 
66 250 488 820 .0033 
100 300 500 .001mfd .0039 
110 

360 520 5 .0013 
12 

.0004 05 125 370 560 
.0025 

.00511 

Price Schedule 
IOmmf to .00Imfd 10$ 003mfd to .005Imfd 50e 
.0012mfd to .0027mfd 204 ,Olmfd 65$ 

OIL FILLED 
MFD V.D.C. Price 
.1 25,000 $14.95 
.03 
f.375@ 16.0ÓÓ 

0 
and 

4.50 

7,500 
.7564 8,000(dual) 

23.95 
.1 7.500 1.85 

2 mfd. 
4,000 

V. D. C. 
#23F47 
SPECIAL 

$4.50 

MFD V.D.C. Prie- 
. . ,000 $1.9% 
.1 7,000 1.7s 
02-.02 7,000 1.6` 

1 6,000 8.55 
.1 6,000 1.75 
03-.03 6,000 1.65 

2 4,000 4.50 
.25 3,000 1.75 
.2 750 V.A.C. 
(2,200 V.D.C.) .39 

2,000 .95 

3 1.000000 .90 80 
2 1.000 .65 
1 800 .40 
10 600 1.00 
4 600.69 
2 600 .39 

Wrapped -BALL BEARINGS -New 
Mfg. ID OD Width Price Fafnir 331(5 3/16' 1/2' 5/32' .25 

Fafnir K8A 1/28, 1 1/8' 58' /16' .60 
32' .45 

N.D. 3201 15/32' 1 1/4' 3/8' .60 
N.D. 5202C13M 1/2' 1 3/8' 1/8' 1.00 Fafnir 7308W 1 37/64' 3 9/16' 15/16' 2.00 
SKF 466430 6' 8' 1' 5.00 
SKF 170645 3 11/32' 4 1/8' 7/16' 1.50 

FFafnr nfnfr 545 
B 

2 1/16' 
3 

5/8'' 

16' 
15/32' 

2' 
1.00 

NEEDLE BEARINGS 
B108 1/2' wide 5/8' 13/16' 30* 
GB34X 1/4' wide 3/16' 11/32' 25$ 

TIME DELAY RELAY 
Raytheon CPX 24166 

HS 10193-60 Sec. 
115 V., 60 Cycle 
Adj. 50-70 Seconds 
2% seconde recycling time, 
spring return 
Micro Switch Contact, 10A 
Holds On as long as power 
le applied. Fully Cased 

ONLY $6.50 

UNIVERSAL JOINT 
ALUMINUM 

I.." long x Vs' 0. D. %a' ID 

ONLY 40c 
PRECISION 

6 WATT 
20,000e Muter 314A 
20,000 GR 314A 
6,000 GR 314A 
6,000 De jur 260 
6,000 Muter 314A 
5,000 Muter 314A 
5,000 GR 314A 
5,000 GR 214A 
2,000 De jur 260 

600 GR 314A 
200 Muter 314A 
40 GR 214A 

POTENTIOMETERS 
4 WATT 

$1.70 5002 Centralab 48-501 $.90 
2.50 50 De jur 292 .75 
2.50 50 GR 301 1.10 
1.70 25 GR 301 1.10 
1.70 20 De jur 292 .76 
2.50 20 GR 301 1.10 
2.50 12 GR 301 1.10 
1.40 
1.70 12 WATT 
2.25 10,0002 GR 471-AS15 3.60 
1.40 10,000 De jur 271T 2.00 
1.40 5,000 De jur 271T 2.00 

CARBON RESISTOR ASSORTMENT 
Color coded, insulated 100 only $1.19 

WE'RE BACK AT THE OLD 
STAND! -ARCH ST., COR. CROS - 
KEY. 

JONES BARRIER STRIPS 
Type Price I5 -140Y .59 4-142 .19 
2-140Y $.05 4-141 .16 5-142 .21 
3-140 .10 5-141 .19 7-142 .32 
3-140 .12 5-141 MW .27 8-142 .39 
4-140 .13 5-141V .25 9-142 .41 4-140Y .17 6-141 .23 10-142 .45 
5-140Y .21 7-141Y .37 11-142 .48 
6-140 .18 8-141)áW .38 11-142%W .57 
6-140Y .25 9-141 .37 12-142 .53 
7-140 .21 9-141Y .42 13-142 .57 
8-140 .23 10-141%W .47 13-142$áW .82 

10-140 .43 11-141 . .40 14-142 .61 
10-140Y .40 12-141 .43 15-1425 W .94 
11-140 .36 17-141Y .78 17-142 .97 

Any order for 100 pieces -10% off 

HAY DON 
TIMING 
MOTOR 

110V., 60 Cyc.,2/3 
R.P.M. Two mo- 
tors connected on 
one shaft to make 
the unit revers - 
able ONLY $1.95 

CHOKE 

400 MA 
12 H 

90 OHM 
6,000 

V. D. C. 
TEST 
$3.85 

10 FOR $34.00 
PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

X 124 T2, UTAH, marked 9262 or 9280, small gray case 174" high x 155" x %" with two 6-32 mtg. studs. Ratio 1:1:1, hypersil core...$1.50 D161310, 50 Xe to 4 Mc, 135" dia. v 1%" high, 
120 to 2350 ohms 

352 -7178 --Spec. 10, 111 Chicago Trans., equiv- alentv- to 9262 (above) $1.60 TR 1018, Dinlon Coil Co $1.25 TR 10 9, Dinion Coll Co $1.25 352-7250-2A, cased 16/16" dia. x. lys" high, DC 10 ohm, 3% ohm, 140 cy. to 175 KC $1.25 352-7251-2A, similar -shorter pulses $1.25 Kß9800, Ratio, 1.1:1, 2:1, Freq. range 380 to 520 C.P.S. .50 D106173, W. E. Freq. response 10KC3 
2 MC $9.S0 

300 EVA GE 7557296, 50 ohm pulse cable con- nection; 3,860 V. in., 17,300 V. out. (250 KVA 
fg. 3¡ microsecond) $11.75 

800 EVA G.E. K2731, 28,000 Volt pk, output: Binlar, pulse width; one-microsecond.$14.50 

SELSYNS 
115 V.. 60 Cyc. 

31/4' dia. x 4yr' body 
#C78248 

$7.25 Pair 

DIFFERENTIAL 
115 V., 60 Cyc. 

#C78249 
$2.25 ea. 

Used between two #C78248's as dampener. Can 
be converted to a 3600 RPM Motor in 10 Minutes. 
Conversion sheet supplied. 
Mounting Brackets -(Bakelite) for selsyns, and differentials shown above 25$ pair 

GLYPTAL CEMENT. 5 gal. $11.00, 1 gal. $2.50, 
1 qt. 754 HARDWARE ASST. (Mostly Brass) screws, nuts, washers, rivets 3 lb. $1.00 SPAGHETTI SLEEVING-Asst. sizes & col- ors. 3 ft. lengths, 99 ft ONLY $1.00 POWER TRANSFORMER. Pri. 110/220/440; 
60 Cyc., 2 Sec. Windings each 300V., 4 Amp SPECIAL $9.95 

ALLEN SET SCREWS 
4-40.x.1/8 6-32 x 1/8 8-32 x 5/16 
4-40 x 3/16 8-32 x 1/8 8-32 x 3/8 ALL SIZES (Cup Point) $1.50 per 100 

GEAR ASSORTMENT - Experimenter's 
dream. Approx. 100 pieces, many stain- 
less $6.50 

3A0 FUSES 3A0 
% Amp. $4.00 per 180 2 Amp. $2.50 per 100 
3/4. 4.00 3 2.50 
9/4 4.00 4 2.75 
1 2.50 10 3.00 
1% 2.50 15 3.00 

RANGE UNIT 
From AN/APS-15. Contains 11 Utah X -124- 
T2 (9280) Pulse Transformers, 12 Prec. Re- 
sistors, 28 V.D.C. Blower, metal cabinet, and other useful parts SPECIAL $10.95 
Minimum Orders $3. All orders f.o.b. PHILA., PA. 

$21.5 utu.urwie oc, 
Arch St. Cor. Croskey Phila. 3, Pa. Telephone Rittenhouse 6-4927 
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TEST EQUIPMENT 
X BAND SIGNAL GENERATOR, 8500- 

9600 mc, calibrated wavementer, power 
meter and attenuator, for 110 V 60 c.p.s. 
operation. 

X BAND WAVEMETER CAVITY, 
TRANSMISSION TYPE 9200-11000 me 

$15,00 
WAVEMETER CAVITY, 8500-9600 mc, 

TRANSMISSION TYPE $35.00 
TS-155B/UP S BAND SIGNAL GENERA- 

TOR, pulsed, calibrated output, 110 V, 
60 cy. NEW. 

X BAND PICK-UP HORN $10.00 
TS-62/AP ECHO BOX FOR X BAND 
TGS-5BL S BAND SIGNAL GENERA- 

TOR, 2600-3400 mc, pulsed, calibrated 
output 110 V, 60 Cps. 

S BAND STANDARD REFERENCE 
CAVITY, Type N input connector, crys- 
tal holder $15.00 

APR -1 RADAR SEARCH RECEIVER, 
complete with tuning units for range 
of 38-4000 mc, 30 mc I.F., 2 mc wide. 

TUNING UNITS for APR -1 or APR -4 RE- 
CEIVERS (can be used with any 30 me 
amplifier) : 

TN -16, range 30-90 mc 
TN -17, range 80-300 mc 

TN -19, range 1000-2000 mc 
TN -54, range 2000-4000 me 

X BAND VSWR TEST SET TS-12/AP, 
complete with linear amplifier, direct 
reading VSWR meter, slotted wave 
guide with gear drive traveling probe, 
matched termination and various adapt- 
ers, with carrying case, NEW. UNITS I 
AND II are available separately, or 
together as a test set. 

S BAND SIGNAL GENERATOR CAVITY 
with cut-off attenuator, 2300-2950 mc, 
2C49 tube, with modulator chassis $30.00 

UPN-1 S BAND BEACON RECEIVER 
TRANSMITTER $75.00 

S BAND TEST LOAD, TPS-55P/BT. 50 
ohms $8.00 

X BAND TEST LOAD, TS-108/AP, 150 
watts accessories $35.00 

LAE-2 SIGNAL GENERATOR, 520-1400 
mc, CW & pulse modulation, calibrated 
output 110 V, 60 cps, used, good condi- 
tion. 

LAF-1 SIGNAL GENERATOR, 100-600 
mc, CW & pulse modulation, calibrated 
output, good condition, 110 V, 60 cps 
operation. 

GENERAL RADIO SIGNAL GENERA- 
TOR MODEL 522, 250-1000 mc, good op- 
erating condition. 

FEDERAL RADIO SIGNAL GENERA- 
TOR MODEL 804C, 7.5-330 mc, good op- erating condition. 

MEASUREMENTS 78E, 50-75 mc. cali- brated output $100.00 
AUDIO OSCILLATOR, HICKOK 198. RC tuned, 20-20000 cps. $45.00 
RCA SCOPE, 5", MODEL 160B, NEW. 

export packed $125.00 
CLOUGH BRENGLE RESISTANCE CA- PACITY BRIDGE, model 230A, new 

00 FIXED ATTENUATOR PADS, 20 db$ + 0 - 2 db. DC -1000 mc, 50 ohms, VSWR 
1.3 or less, 2 watts average power $30.00 

MUTUAL INDUCTANCE ATTENUATOR, 
Calibrated; frequency range .1 to 1000 me by means of plug-in coils, attenua- 
tion range 120 db $100.00 

MUTUAL INDUCTANCE OR PISTON TYPE ATTENUATOR, type N con- nector's rack and pinion drive, attenua- tion variable 120 decibles, calibrated 
20-120 db. frequency range 300-2000 'mc 

32.00 MUTUAL INDUCTANCE OR PISTON TYPE ATTENUATOR, similar to above, except upper frequency limit is 3300 mc 
I.OSSY LINE ATTENUATOR, consisting 

of RG -21/U cable rolled in metal box with UG-10/U connectors, furnished in any attenuation up to 20 db at 3000 me 
$15.00 ('ONNECTORS: 

UG-10/U .80 UG-190/U 1.00 UG-12/U .80 UG-201/U 2.00 UG-21/U .80 UG-245/U ,60 UG-22/U .80 S0.239 .28 UG-24/U .80 PL -259 .28 UG-25/U .80 (for small cable) UG-27/U .50 M-359 .28 

UG- 0/U 11.0 0 0 
UG-266 1.00 

UG-30/U special 1.00 

UG8lU 0 -5 1.00 
UG-83/U 1.00 
UG-86/U 1.00 
UG-167/U 2.00 
METERS: 

0-350 VOLTS, WESTINGHOUSE NX- 
35 METER, 1000 ohms per volt, lye" 

$1.50 
0-8 AMPS R.F. SIMPSON 1S-89, 2% to 

10 mc $4.50 
0-10 AMPERES, TRIPLETT 327-A, 3" 

square $4.00 

PL 54 .10 
PL 81 .50 
AN -3102 -14S -5P .25 
AN -3102 -14S -2P .25 
RC -10066 -20 -IP .50 

B 

C 
CERAMIC FEED-THRU CAPACITORS 

Type A 300 mmf 10 for $2.00 
Type B 300 mmf 10 for $2.00 
Type C 55 mmf 10 for $1.00 

DM -43 DYNAMOTOR, G.E , 24 V. 515/ 
1030/2/8 volts at 250/280 ma, new, ex- 
port packed $5.00 

LOOP MN -20 E for MN -26, D.F., new $7.00 
TRANSFORMERS, 115 volts, 60 cps pri- 

maries: 
1. 6250, 3250 and 2000 volts, tapped pri- 

mary, voltage doubler, 12.5 kv ins 
$14,00 

2. 6250 volts 80 ma, ungrounded, G.E. 
voltage doubler, 12.5 kv ins...$12.00 

3. 2 secondaries at 500 volts 5 amps 
each, wt 210 pounds $50.00 

PULSE INPUT TRANSFORMER, permal- 
loy core, 50 to 4000 kc impedance ratio 
120 to 2350 ohms $3.00 

PULSE TRANSFORMER, UTAH 9280 
$1.50 

PULSE TRANSFORMER 132-AWP $8,00 
PULSE TRANSFORMER, GE 68G, 828G-1 

$5.00 
PULSE TRANSFORMER, Westinghouse 

145-EWP $10.00 
PULSE TRANSFORMER G.E. TYPE 

K-2478, 1 microsecond pulse, 350 pps, 
28.5 KV peak, impedance ratio 450/50 
ohms $25.00 

TRANSMITTING OIL -FILLED CAPACI- 
TORS: 

2 MFD 600 WVDC ROUND CAN 10 for $2. 
100 for $10.00 
2 Mfd 1000 WV 1.00 
1 mfd 2500 WV 1.50 
.15 mfd 4000 WV 1.00 
2 mfd 4000 WV 5,00 
.1 - .1 mfd.... 7000 WV 2.00 
.075 - .075 mfd 8000 WV 2.00 
1 mfd 15000 WV 25.00 
.2 mfd 10000 WV 5.00 

W. E. EQUALIZER D162118 $5.00 
HYPERSIL CORE CHOKE, 1 Henry, 

Westinghouse L-422031 or L-422032 
$3.00 

PULSE FORMING NETWORK, 20 kv. .92 
microsecond, 50 ohms, 800 p.p.s..$40.00 

3ám 
ANCHOR SCREWS from AB26CR Mast 

Equipment $2.00 each 

ELECTRO IMPULSE 
LABORATORY 

P. 0. Box 250 Red Bank, N. J. 
Eatontown 3-0768 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

A Select Offering Of Desirable Test Equip- 
ment, Each Unit Fully Guaranteed. 

GENERAL RADIO 
Wave Analyzer Type 736-A; freq. range 

20-16,000 cycles; 110 to 220 volt opera- 
tion, 40 to 60 cycles. 
Standard Signal Generator 605-B 9.5 
K.C. to 30 M.C. 115 to 230 v. operation, 
40 to 60 cycles. 

Impedance Bridge 650-A. 
Inductance Bridge 667-A. 
Megohm Bridge 544-B; battery operated. 

Range .1 megohm to 1 million megohms. 
Frequency Standard in 7 foot rack cabi- 

net; consisting of the following: 
A) Synchronometer G.R. 693-B. 
B) Heterodyne Detector G.R. 619-E. 
C) Coil Drawer G.R. 619-P-1; for the 

heterodyne detector; contains 21 coils 
covering the frequency range from 25 
K.C. to 25 M.C. 

D) Coupling Panel G.R. 612-K. 
E) Multivibrator G.R. 692-B, 1-K.C. 
F) Multivibrator G.R, 692-B, 10 K.0 
G) Multivibrator G.R. 692-B, 50 K.C. 
H) Piezo-electric Oscillator G.R. 675-N. 
I) Heterodyne Freq. Meter G.R. 616-D. 
Standard Resistors ± 1% accuracy 

G.R. type 663-B 2 ohms 
G.R. type 663-C 5 ohms 
G.R. type 663-D 10 ohms 
G.R. type 663 E 20 ohms 
G.R. type 663-F 50 ohms 

Recording Voltmeter, Esterlins Angus 
Model AW. 0-10 volts d.c. meter & re- 
corder. 1,000 ohms per volt. Drive 
motor 110 volts AC 60 cycles. 

Q) Meter, Boonton Radio type 170-A; freq. 
range 30 M.C. to 200 M.C. 110 to 240 
volts, 50 to 60 cycles. 

Audio Oscillator Hewlett-Packard type 
205-A. 20 to 20,000 cps Out. imped. 50- 
200-500-5,000 ohms. 

Signal Generator, Ferris type 22-A. Range 
86 K.C. to 25 M.C. in 6 bands. 

Standard Signal Generator, Measurements. 
Corp. Model 78 -FM. 
Freq. range 86 M.C. to 108 M.C. 
Accuracy i- .5%. 
Output voltage 1 to 100,000 uv. 
Modulation 0 to 300 K.C. 
117 volts, 50 to 60 cycles. 

Analyzer Weston Model 779. Sensitive 
volt/milliammeter/output meter. In oak 
carrying case. Brand New $87.50 

Tube Checker -Analyzer Weston 798 type 
3, mutual conductance type, in metal 
carrying case. Brand New $191.50 

Industrial Circuit Tester Weston 785 60 
micro -amp. movement, in oak carrying 
case. Brand new $94.50 

Tube & Set Tester Supreme 599-A. Brand 
new $49.50 

Tube & Battery Tester, Supreme 589-A. 
Brand new $39.95 

Set Tester Supreme 592 40 micro -amp 
movement. Brand new $46.75 

Tube & Set Tester Supreme 504-B. BRAD 
new $75N.00 

Audio Oscillator, Supreme 563 30-15,000 
cps. Brand new $49.95 

Signal Generator R.F. Supreme 576 65 K.C. 
to 20.5 K.C. Brand new $57.50 
Also available from stock a substantial 

selection of 3" round and square panel 
meters of standard manufacture. Send 
for list. 
Terms: 20% with order, balance C.O.D. 

unless satisfactorily rated. 
SHIPMENTS: from stock, subject to prior 

sale via Railway Express only, F.O.B. 
Ozone Park, N. Y. 

ATLANTIC INDUSTRIAL CO. 

101-38 91st St., 

Ozone Park, L .1., N. Y. 

Virginia 9-5051 
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83-lAP .09 
83-1H .10 
83-1J .68 
83-1R .28 
83-1RTY .45 
83-1SP .28 
83-ISPN .29 
83-1T 1.12 
83-22AP .48 
83-22F .88 
83-22R .52 
83-225P .48 
UG-7/AP 2.14 
UG-12/U .63 
UG-21/U .67 
UG-22/U .86 
UG-23/U .63 
UG-24/U .67 
UG-27/U .68 
UG-29/U .83 

RCA HI -VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMER 

Pri-I 15/230V. 6OCy 
Sec -6000 V-80 MA 

$11.80 
lnsuloted for 

Voltage Doubler Use 

GUARANTEED 
BRAND 
NEW 

RECEI VING 
TUBES 

5Y4G 
5Z3 

.46 

.59 
Ó24 

4G 
59 

.59 
5Z4 
6A6 

.79 

.87 
IA3 
lASGT 

.45 

.54 
6A6AB7/1853 

.99 
1A7GT .69 6ACSGT .94 

1 3GT/ .73 6AC7/1852 
6AD6G 

.79 

.79 88 6AD7G 1.13 
1B4P6 1.15 6AE6G .72 
1C5GT .69 6AF6G .96 
106 .94 6AG5 .89 
1 DSGP 1.04 6AG7 1.19 
1D8GT 1.04 6AJ5 .89 
11E5GP 1.16 6AK5 .89 
IE7G .66 6AK6 .82 
1G4GT .79 6AL .69 
]G6GT .79 6AQ5 .72 
1H4G .69 6AQ6 .65 
IH5GT .59 6AT6 .54 
1J6G 1.04 6AQ6 .72 
114 .66 6AV6 .55 
1LA4 .94 6B4G .94 
1LB4 .94 6B8 .79 

1LC .73 6B8G .79 
LD5 .94 6BA6 .65 

1LE3 .73 613E6 .65 
11,114 .94 6BG6G 1.72 
1LN5 .88 6BH6 .72 
1N5GT .69 6BJ6 .72 

IG P5GT .59 
6C4 
6CS 

.21 

.60 
iQ5GT .94 6C6 .69 
1R4 .29 6C8G .89 
IRS .69 606 .59 
1S5 .64 6D8G .87 
1T4 .64 6E5 .79 
IT5GT .94 6F5 .60 
1V .69 6F5GT .60 
2A3 .89 6F6 .69 
2B7 .79 6F7 .72 
2X2/879 .49 6F8G .89 
2X2A .79 6G6G .88 
3A4 .61 6H6 .49 
3A5 .96 6H6GT .48 
3B7/1291 .29 6J5 .49 
3C6 (XXII) 1.15 
306/1299 .29 6J5GT .48 
30 
3Q5GT .79 

6J6 
6J7 

.89 

.72 
3S4 .61 .71 
5AZ4 .48 6J8GT .96 
5R4GY 1.05 6K5GT .86 
5T4 .89 6K6GT .52 
5U4G .59 .54 
5X4G .59 6K7G .54 
5Y3GT .38 6K8 .83 

6K8GT 
6L6 
6L6G 
6L6GA 
6L7 

6P7G 

6R7 
6SA7GT 
6SB7Y 
6SC7 
6SC7GT 
6SD7GT 
6SF5 
6SF5GT 
6SF7 
6SG7 
6SG7GT 
6SH7 
6SH7GT 
6SJ7 
6SJ7GT 
6SK7 
6SL7GT 
6SN7GT 
6507 
6SQ7GT 
6SR7 
6SS7 
6ST7 
6T7G 
6U5/6G5 
6U7G 66 
6V6G 
6V6GT 
6W7G 
6X4 
6X5GT 
6Y6G 
6Z7G 
bZY5G 
7A4/XXL 
7A6 
7A7 
7AD7 
7AG7 
7A8 
7B4 
7B6 
7C4 
7C5 

C7 
7E5 
7E6 

7F8 

LECTRONIC RESEARCH 

TUBE SPECIALS 
.79 

1.22 
1.11 
.87 
.87 
.87 

1.28 
.69 
.89 
.52 

.66 

.61 

.79 
.59 
.59 
.72 
.69 

.68 44 

.43 

.59 

.59 

.69 

.64 

.53 

.53 

.59 

.65 

.79 
1.15 
.72 
.65 

1.07 
.59 
.59 
.79 
.59 
.59 
.88 

1.09 
.79 
.65 
.65 
.65 
.95 
.79 
.65 
.65 
.64 
.19 
.64 
.65 
.29 
.64 
.79 
.92 

9 
.79 
.89 
.89 
.96 
.96 

1.16 
22 1.16 
24A .66 
25L6GT .59 
25Z5 55 
25Z6GT .49 
26 .59 
27 .49 
28D7 .61 

7H7 .72 
7L7 .79 
7N7 .79 7S6 
7V .96 
7W7 .96 

7Z44 .65 .65 
IOY .19 
12A6 .24 
12A7 1.16 
I2A8GT .72 
12AH7GT .87 
12AT6 .59 
12AT7 .99 
12AU6 .72 
12AU7 .86 
12AX7 .86 
12BA6 .64 
12BE6 .64 
12C8 .59 
I2FSGT .65 

12J5GT6 
39 

.49 
69 

12Ó7GT .59 
12 A7 .59 
11SC7 .69 
125E5 .65 
15E7 69 
12SG7 .69 
12SH7 .49 
12SJ7 .49 
12SJ7GT .49 

121GT 

.59 
S .59 

12SL7GT .69 

12SQ7GT .59 
12SR7 .69 
14A4 .88 
14A7'12B7 .79 
14B8 .79 
I4C5 
14H7 

14Ñ7 
14W7 
14X7 
19 

30 
30 

Spec. 

32 
33 
34 
35/51 
35A5 
35L6GT 
35W4 
35Y4 
35Z3 
35Z5GT 
36 
37 

39/44 
41 
42 
43 
45 
45Z5GT 
46 
47 
50 
50A5 
50B5 
50L6GT 
55 
BK55B 
L55B 
56 
57 
58 
70L7GT 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84/6Z4 
89Y 
I I7L7GT 
117P7GT 
11723 
117Z6GT 
UV199 
FM -1000 

.48 

.99 

.99 

.99 

.72 

.65 

.59 

.45 

.65 

.65 

.44 

.69 

.59 

.69 

.49 

.59 

.59 

.59 

.59 

.65 

.84 
.86 

1.41 
.79 
.69 
.57 
.79 
.18 

.59 

.72 

.72 
1.24 
.59 
.59 
.59 
.59 

.45 
1.41 
.94 
.79 

.65 
1.24 
1.24 
.54 
.87 
.52 
.97 

Cathode Ray 
Tubes 

3AP4/ 
906P4 5.94 

3BP1 2.59 
3CP1 1.87 

2021 
3C23 
4C35 
EL -05B 
C6J 
FG -17 
FG -33 
FG -67/ 

1994 
FG -81A 
FG -172 
WE355A 
394A 
KU -610 
KU -634 
WL -652/ 

657 
884 
985 
1665 
1904 
2050 
2051 

3EP1 2.92 
3HP7 4.91 
4APIO 5.35 
5AP1 3.75 
5AP4 4.75 
5BP1 1.89 
5CPI 2.87 
5CP7 3.76 
5FP7 .57 
5HP4 2.90 
5JP4 9.55 
5MP1 10.65 
5MP5 10.65 
7BP1 12.87 
7BP14 14.95 
9LP'r 3.88 
905 4.47 
10FP4 29.95 
12GP7 12.85 

Photo Cells 
CE-IC/918 .88 
IP24 .29 
927 1.67 
1645 1.67 

Thyratrons 
OA4G .95 
EL -CIA 3.35 

1.18 
3.20 

19.77 
8.95 
4.41 
2.89 

11.95 

8.85 
4.95 

14.50 
14.15 
3.77 
6.35 

17.20 

38.00 
1.35 
.99 
.97 

8.85 
.83 
.49 

Transmitting 
& Special 

Purpose Tubes 
0A2 1.32 
1B24 4.90 

1626 4.50 
IB36 4.50 
IH20 .58 
2622 1.41 

2C26 .27 
2C34/RK-34 .28 
2C44 .79 
2E22 1.25 
2J21A 8.95 
2J22 8.95 
2JB51 3.89 
2K23 23.95 
2X2/879 .49 

3 22/EL- 
.79 

1C 1.12 
3B24 1.07 
3B27/836A 1.29 
3C24 .44 
3E29 
S 4/631- 

4.91 

P1 3.77 

4B24/EL- 
.58 

3C 
4B25/EI.- 

2.44 

6C8.70 
4C 8F 8.85 
5021 26.50 
5R4GY 1.05 
IOTI .58 
l0V .19 
11K -24G .44 
RK -25 2.11 
RK -34/ 

2C34 
REL-36 
RK -47 
VT-52 
53A 

.78 
4.92 

.36 
3.82 

RK -60/1641 .59 
RK -72 .92 
RK -73 .92 
VR -78 .34 
VR -90/0B3 .81 
C100E 2.30 
WE -101D 1.65 
WE-1O1F 3.62 
VR -105/ 

WE -113A 
WE -120A 
WE -121A 
WE -124A 
VT -127A 
VR -150/ 

OD3 

.72 
1.32 
1.47 
1.97 
3.80 
2.40 

.72 

ALLEN - BRADLEY 
TYPE "J" POTENTIOMETERS 

100 (SS) LIK 25K 
500 IOK SS) 25K (SS) 

1000 (SS) 15K (SS) 50K (SS) 
6500 (SS) 20K SS) 60K 

100K 250K (SS) 
100K (SS) 500K (SS) 
150K lmeg. (SS) 
200K (SS) 

All shaft lengths min. 3/8" except where marked (SS) 
-screw-slot 38* each 

COAXIAL CONNECTORS 
UG-30/U .94 
UG-33/U 14.80 
UG-34/U 12.80 
UG-36/U 12.40 
UG-37/U 12.40 
UG-58/11 .57 
1tG-85/U .62 
UG-86/U 1.22 
UG-87/U .68 
UG-171/U 1.33 
UG-176/U .16 
UG-180A/17 3.82 
UG-191/AP. . . .57 
MX -195/U .41 
UG-197-U 1.33 
UG-206í U .58 
UG-254 U .88 
UG-255ÍU .82 
UG-264/U 1.74 
MX -367/U .15 

GENERAL 
ELECTRIC 

FG -172 
THYRATRONS 

$ 
1 

450 EA. 

$1 000 EA. 

IN LOTS OF 10 
BRAND NEW 

ORIGINAL CA.RTONS 
FULLY 

GUARANTEED 

ASB 

ADJUSTABLE 
STUB 

TUNING 

YAGI ANTENNA 

5 ELEMENT ROTATABLE 
ARRAY- $700 

450 TO 560 MC 

SAME EXCEPT DOUBLE 
STACKED 6 ELEMENT 
450 TO 560 MC 

$127° 
Same Except 
Double Stacked 

6 Element 
370 to 430 MC 

$2940 

WESTINGHOUSE HYPERSIL 
TRANSFORMER 

PRI -115V. 60CY 34 KVA 
SEC #1 - 240V - 1.56A 
SEC #2 - 240V - 1.56A 

WT. 30 LBS. 

S1 1 50 EACH 

$1 000 ea. Lots of 10 

LECTRONIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
1021-23 CALLOWHILL ST. PHILA. 23, PA. 

Telephones - MARKET 7-6590 and 6591 

STAN DARD 
BRANDS 

ONLY 

203A 6.40 829 3.95 
4.33 832A 4.91 203B 

04A 27.99 836 .89 
WE -205F 2.85 836A/3B27 1.29 
CE -206 2.95 837 1.18 
211 .62 838 2.93 
WE -215A .24 841 .49 
WE-23ID 1.25 843 .59 
WE -245A 1.35 852 6.40 
WE -249C 1.88 860 2.44 
WE -257A 2.77 861 17.70 
WE -259A 4.22 864 .19 
WE -271A 6.75 866A .95 
WE -274B 1.06 872A 1.88 
WE -283A 1.27 874 1.65 
WE -293A 3.36 876 .39 
304TH 3.86 954 .39 
304TL .89 955 .39 
WE -311A 5.80 956 .49 
WE-313CD 1.65 957 .49 
316A .66 958A .49 
WE -328A 1.80 991 .29 
WE -329A 1.45 1005 .4 
WE -348A 2.69 1201A/7E5 .29 
350A 1.10 1203/7C4 .19 
WE -356B 4.45 1294/1R4 .29 
37IB .82 1299/306 .29 
417A 10.65 1602 .68 
446A .79 1611 .77 
446B 1.29 1613 .61 
SS -501 14.70 1616 .87 
507AX 1.47 1619 .19 
531 17.80 1624 .69 
561 1.45 1625 .19 
579B 5.85 1626 .29 
HY6I5 .29 1629 .29 
702B 3.87 1630 3.11 
705A 1.17 1636 3.77 
707A 5.22 1641/RK-60 .59 
707B 6.95 1644 .89 
708A 4.85 1960 1.21 
715A 6.75 UX-6653 .65 
715B 9.95 7193 .22 
717A .97 8012A 1.91 
721A 3.93 8013 .92 
724B 3.22 8013A 1.42 
WL -787 9.80 8016 1.18 
800 1.88 F020 1.39 
801A .48 8025 3.17 
803 4.87 9001 .42 
807 1.15 9002 .39 
808 2.19 9003 .39 
810 6.55 9004 .39 
811 1.71 9006 .29 
813 6.95 189048 (6A- 
814 3.79 Tungar) 3.15 
815 1.72 
826 .57 

FILTER CHOKES 
101i 65 111:1 460 ohm herm. sealed .79 
9H 85 11.1 260 ohm Thordarson 

T13C29 .76 
153 125 M,1 500 ohm strap. mtg. 1.22 
10 H 15) NIA 100 ohm herm. sealed 1.55 
15 2911 150 51.1 200 ohm swinging 1.89 

411 175 51.1 100 ohm Stancor C-1410 1.95 
10H 200 51.1 80 ohm 2.92 
10H 350 51 :1 65 ohm 3.95 
Dual 1H 4011 Á1L1 22 ohm herm. sealed 1.77 
101í 400 51.1 90 ohm Acme herm. 

sealed 3.77 
1.75/811 600 AMA 13 ohm RCA 5.76 
.2/.9H 3.45A 1.1 ohm Amertran 20KV 

insul. 16.95 
.0211 5A 0.2 ohm 1780 V Instil. 3.95 
.0311 SA 0.2 ohm 1780 V insul. 5.25 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 
(All 115V 60cy primary except where noted) 

UTC herm. sealed SV @ lA 1.22 
UTC herm. sealed 6.3V @ 0.6A 1.33 
UTC herm. sealed 6.3V @ 3.2A 2.21 
Raytheon herm. sealed 6.3VCT @ 0.6A 1.35 
Raytheon herm. sealed 6.3VCT @ 3A, 6.3V 

G.E.-6.3V @ 13A, 6.3V @ I.2A 
.5A 2.312 

Pri. 115/230V -Sec. 11V @ 15A-25KV Instil. 48.00 
Prí. 110/230V -Sec. 9VCT @ 35A 7.65 Amertran-5V @ 190A-35KV insul. 19.50 
6.3VCT @ 5A, 6.3VCT @ 2A, 6.3VCT @ 2A, 

255 VCT @ 5A, 235 VCT @ 5A 4.77 

Antennas for AN/APR-4 Receivers 
AT-38A/APT-(70 to 400 MC) $13.70 
AT-49/APR-4-(300 to 3300 MC) $13.70 

G. E. LIQUID LEVEL TRANSMITTER 
Consists of Model 8TJ13 position transmitter (360° 
wound potentiometer) coupled by means of a pair of 
Alnico magnets through a hermetically sealed dia- 
phragm to a cork float at the end of a linkage system. 
Gov't cost $76.00 

OUR PRICE $2.44 
TRANSFORMERS 

(All I15V 60cy pri. except where noted) 
2240VCT N .74 KVA -10KV insul $28.70 
Pd. 115/230 - Sec. 500/500V aye 4A, 400/400-300/300 

@ 5A 67.50 
1120 VCT @ 150 MA Thora. T191'54 4.91 
I000VCT ae 200 MA, 2000V (r' 1051..1. :11" N3A, 24,8V 

@ 2A, 0.3V @ lA, 12.6V('T et 4A 7.88 
800VCT @ 200 MA, 6.3V Ni 6A, 51" (.e 4A 4.18 
1040VCT (V 120 MA. 6.3VCT @ 5.1, 5V or 2A 4.90 
710VCT @ 85 MA, 6.3V @ 4A, 5V @ 2A 2.22 
Same as above except pri. 110/125/150/210/240V 50-6Oey 

2.72 

AT-48/UP 3 CM HORN 
$3.95 Ea., 10 for $35.00 

All material brand new and fully guaranteed. 
Terms 20% cash w/ order, balance C. O. D. 
unless rated. All prices F.O.B. our warehouse, 
Phila., Penna. 
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RADIO SHACK OCTOBER BARGAINS! 

ON BRAND NEW 

MINIMETERS! 
Boston's bargain -loving RADIO SHACK 
slashes dealer -net prices IN HALF with 
a special purchase of genuine SUPREME 
Minimeters, new (not surplus) and in 
original cartons! Save $$$-and-¢¢¢ on 
voltmeters, milliameters, microammeters and 
ohmmeters! Servicemen, hams, experi- 
mental, school and industrial users like 
their small size - 21/4 x 33/g x 11/2" - 
only slightly larger than ordinary meter 
movements alone! These precision -built test 
instruments have solid alnico sintered pole 
pieces and the same rugged SUPREME 
movement featured in all SUPREME testing 
equipment! Shipping wt. 1 lb. Order 
NOW. No more at THESE prices when 
our supply is gone! 

Model 402, DC volts: 0-5-50-500 $5.95 
Model 403, DC volts: 0-10-100-1000 6.95 
Model 404, DC volts: 0-2.5-25-250 4.95 
Model 410, DC mils: 0-25-250-2500 4.95 
Model 411, DC mils: 0-50-500-5000 4.95 
Model 420, DC amps: 0-.1, 0.1, 0-10 5.95 
Model 430, DC microamps: 50-0-50, 

500-0-500, 5000-0-5000, designed 
esp. for alignment of FM receivers 7.95 

Model 440, DC ohms: 0-2000-20000- 
200000, center scale low range 25 
ohms, complete with battery 6.95 

WAREHOUSE TUBE SALE! 
Type Net Each 
3C24/24G 25c 
RK72 75c 
12A6 
1616 
1625 

23c 
60c 
15c 

872A $1.15 
ELC5B $7.50 
FG27A $5.45 

85c 3B24 
Write for quantity discounts on above and 
other tubes you require. Radio Shack prices 
are generally 10-50% lower than industry 
average. All tubes inspected for mechanical 
breakage before shipment. 

SUPER - 
SPECIAL! 

FG27A 
THYRATRON 
In lots of 100 

$4.45 each 
In lots of 50 

$4.95 each 

SOLA CONSTANT 
VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMER 
Type 30864 
Stock No. RS -721 
only $17.50 
Designed to maintain their output voltage 
constant to within less than plus or minus 
1%. for a total primary variation of 30%. 
Input - 190-260 VAC. Output - 115VAC 
In 1.7 amps. t5x8x6". Nct 50 lbs. 

SENSATIONAL SPECIAL 
on TOBE CONDENSERS! 

ONLY $1.10 each 
$24.00 per carton 

Dual 5 mfd (a 400 WVDC - GUARAN- 
TEED FOR 600V OPERATION. A recent 
special -purchase of these solidly built TOBE 
Type RAL-300 rect. metal can oil condensers 
enables us to offer them at rock -bottom prices 
in almost unlimited quantities. Bottom mtg. 
through four 3/16^ dia. holes. Size 
31/ax33/4x2". Lug terminals. Packed 24 to 
carton. 
(Write for special discount on lots of 500 

to 1000) 

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY 

FREE 108 -PAGE CATALOG 
and SURPLUS BULLETIN! 

SAVE $80.50 NOW on STEPHENS TRU-SONIC 

HIGH FREQUENCY SPEAKER with electro- 

dynamic driver! 

List Price 
41-1-0700- 

X295nef0 
Modernize PM or dynamic speakers into 800 cycle 
cut-off (flat to 15,000 cps) dual tweeter -woofer 
systems of incomparable fidelity! True -Sonic horn 
J¡824H has 8 cells, each 4 x 4 x 11". True - 

Sonic 20 -watt electro -dynamic driver unit EIS 
has ti -ohm aluminum voice coil; 3 lb. 150 -ohm 
copper field coil ; field dissipation 15 watts. Ship- 
ping wt. 26 lbs. Perfect for hi-fi enthusiasts, small 
theatres, schools, labs, sound studios. WRITE, 
PHONE or WIRE your order today, because 
bargain -hunters will immediately recognize this 
as the most unusual audio "buy ' since the war! 
New (not surplus) ! Limited quantity! 

Lowest Price in the U.S.A. 
on Brand New 
TACHOMETER 

GENERATORS 
ROTATION GENERATOR (Elinco B-68), operates 
from 110V 60 cy source to provide constant frequency 
output whose amplitude varies lineal with speed. Use up 
to 6600 RPM. Voltage output at 1000 RPM is minimum 
of 1.2V. Size 2r/2x3". 

Stock No. RS -904 ONLY 59.50 
AC RATE GENERATOR (Elinco F-16), 2 phase AC, 
I.3V per 100 RPM. 60 cy output at 1800 RPM. 
Size 21/2x3". 

Stock No. RS -905 -ONLY $8.95 

10 CENTIMETER RADAR SCOPE R7/APS-2 
SPECIAL AT $49.50 
Here's a NEW 10 centimeter 
radar receiver scope for the price 
of the 42 tubes alone! 5FP7 and 
2AP1 scope tubes included. Com- 
plete with 60 mc i.f. strips, 
two 115V 400 cy power supplies, 
meters, DC blower, hundreds 
of small radio components. Orig- 
inally called "PPI ' unit. New. 
in export packing. Limited 
quantity! 

Industrial and Laboratory 
Heavy Duty 

OIL CONDENSERS 

I ofd @ 15,000 WVDC. Famous 
make. Type 14F63, and priced at a 
FRACTION or original cost. Brand 
new, Individually packed. Overall 
16" H, 12" W, 4" D. Net 36 lbs. Orig- 
inally Dart of RA -38 rectifier, thew 
giant capacitors have scores of appli- 
cations: capacitor - discharge spot 
welders, power -factor correctors, etc. 

Stock No. RS -703 ONLY $22.00 
1 ofd @ 10,000 WVDC, Type 10D20 (Famous Maker 
Overall 14x8x4". Net 27 lbs. 

Stock No. RS704 ONLY $15.00 
.25 ofd @ 20,000 WVDC. Type 20020-25. Famon- 
Maker. Overall 15ryax8x4". Net 28 lbs. 

Stock No. TA -601 ONLY $15.00 

BC -906D 
FREQUENCY 

METER 
RADIO SHACK 

SPECIAL AT 
$29.95 

Absorption -type, originally intended for use with BC -106615 
radio rcvr and sig. gen. I -196B utilizing dip of a 21/2" 
round 0-500 DC microammeter for frequency indication. 
Range 150-225 mc. Uses type 185 vac. tube. Power 
requirements: 2 batts., 1.5V and 45V, which are 
placed in box within meter. Uses friction -type vernier 
dial for freq. variation. Black wrinkle -finish metal cabinet 
fitted with door. NEW, in original boxes, and complete 
with tube, freq. charts, instruction book. 121/2x81,:,x61/" 
Net 18 lbs. 

71eIUUJIO 
K6 tr SNAC 

161E »SNINGION SI., BUSION, MASS., U.S.A. 

GRAIN of WHEAT LAMPS 
Used for illuminating meters, compass 
dials, airplane Instrumenta, etc. Sol- 
dering iron removes lamp from base to 
use in models, doll houses, miniature 
train,, Xmas trees, etc. 
Mazda G.E. 323 Mazda G.E. 328 

3V..I9.A 6V..2 A 
Photo actual size. Glass Bulb th'ts/s' 

EtrperdOz. $1.50,42r. 
MARKTIME 

5 HOUR SWITCH 
A 10 amp. timing device. 
Pointer moves back to zero 
after time elapses. Ideal 
for shutting off radios and 
TV sets when you go to bed. 
Limited supply at this spe- 
cial PRICE $3.90 

Also available in 15 min. -30 min. -1 hr. at $6.55 

ISOLATION 
TRANSFORMER 

Nat. known Mfgrs. 50 watt 
2 windings, 115 V. to 115 
V. 60 cy. Ideal to prevent 
shocks from small radios 
and medical and $1,95 electronicdevices, 
Shipping Weight 5 lbs. Other 
sizes and 220-110 in stock. 

D.P.S.T. LEACH RELAY 
Split coil 12 or 24 V.D.('. 
10 amp. 45c each, 3 for 
$1.00, 7 for $2.00. 15 for 
$4.00. Min. shipment. $1.0n 

GONIOMETER CFT -47263 
CFT -47372 

Kilowatt Demand Meter Totalizer containing 
heavy-duty TELECHRON B-7, 1 RPM motor and 
hundreds of watch size gears, clutches, springs, 
etc. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

for $10.00 $2.50 

WE are Authorized Wholesalers 
for Micro Switch Corporation 
and carry the largest stock of 

Allen-Bradley Solenoids 
Potter and Broomfield Relays 

Guardian Electric Co. Solenoids and Relays 
Haydon Clock Motors in all speeds 

EST. B LA N EST. 
1923 1923 

Experimenters and Inventors Supplies 

64 E Dey St., New York 7, N. Y. 

CLARE STEPPING SWITCHES 
Type SD -14 20 steps, 6 levels. Coil 12V, 
D.C. Lists at $40.26; our low price 
$13.07. All brand new in original boxes, 
not war surplus. 

NEOMATIC, INC. 
879 Wellesley Ave. Los Angeles 24, Cal. 

Phone: Arizone 3-4897 

SALE 
Telechron timing motor 

1 RPM, 115 V. 60 cy. Sale price $2.50 

Push button SPNO 
H & H #3391 Sale price 12e ea. 

Jones Plugs 
Part Terminal 
P -308 -CCT 
S -308 -AB 
2-142-Y 
7-142-Y 
17-142-Y 

8 
8 
2 
7 

17 

Price 
11c ea. 
9c ea. 
9c ea. 

25c ea. 
55c ea. 

HALLICRAFTER TRANSMITTERS 

BC -610 LIKE 
NEW 

also HT -9s in stock. 
VAN SICKLE RADIO SUPPLY CO. 

New Larger Location 
102 So. Penn. St. Indianapolis, Ind. 
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D-2 Converts 
to 110 V AC 
in ten min- 
utes,diagram included, 
contains in- 
tegral gear 
box having 
four r/a In. 
drive shafts 
turning si- 
multaneously 
at the fol - 
1 o w i n g 
speeds: 

4000 RPM -Grinders, buffers, flexible shaft tools, etc. 
150 RPM -Wrapping fishing rods, slow speed tools. 
25 RPM-Dev tray rocker for photo darkroom. 
5 RPM -Turning barbecue spits. Adv. Disp. Beams. 
A Thousand Other uses Around the $5°95 Work Shop. W 

Surplus Prices Slashed! 
DYNAMOTOR D-2 

DYNAMOTOR D-1 
D-1 Converts to 110 V AC in ten minutes, diagram 
Included. has shaft with squirrel cage blower, also 
gear reducer with 2 shafts and pulleys $4.95 
at the other end. 1001 uses. ONLY e 
RM -29 PORTABLE FIELD TELEPHONE 
C ee portable field telephone.s 

Y 
fCompleteye oinf a rugged steel cast l' 
Por years of wear. Ringer circuit 
Included. No leather case to de- 
teriorate. Compact 5"x6"x9"-also ' 'n ' 
used as remote control on SCR - 
284. Simple two wire operation. 
15 miles distance and upwards. 
Can be used for television installa- 
tion, intercom system, construc- 
tion companies outside and in- 
side work, etc. Light weight, 13 
lbs. Excellent condition. 
SPECIAL LOW PRICE EACH.. 2 for $18.95 

PLUGS AND CONNECTORS 
YOUR CHOICE for only each 49c 

For the SCR -522 PLO -167, PL -172 
For the BC -348 PLO -103 
For the BC -733 PLO -254 
For 269-F Radio Compass Inverter..PL-3108-22-4S 
For the SCR -274-N 

PL -147, 148, 151, 152 153, 154A, 156, 258 
For the BC -375 PL -59 -PL -61 -PL -84 
For the ART -13 U-811. U-1011, U -16V 
For the ARC -1 U-1511. U-1615 
MC -203A coupling Coax Fittings - 

PL -259A (83-1SP)-UG-2111-17G-22V 
PL -164 M-359 17-11/11 
AN -3108-28-19P 
AN -3108-125 Combination Male and 
AN -3100-128-33 f Female 
PL -63 80-44 PL -82 
PL -58 80-86 

BC -733 D 
A 10 -tube superhet receiver for lateral blind landing 
guidance (CAA type certificate) TC -1045. Excellent 
condition 108-110 MC. Tube complement: 1-12507: 
2-128117; 1-12A6: 1-12A1I7GT; 2-12567: 
3 -717R -tubes alone worth more than this low 
price. $4.95 SCHEMATIC FURNISHED. Each 

AN/CRW-2 V.H.F. RECEIVER 
8 tubes: 1-6SL7, 1-6SN7, 1-6SG7, 1-6J5 Dyna- 
motor, plug-in coils and sensitive relays. This was 
one of the Army's "Secret" V.H.F. remote control 
receivers Operating at about 110 MC. A thousand 
and one uses. Like new in a metal $4.95 
case. Each 

COMPLETE BEAM ROTATOR 
ASSEMBLY LP -21A AND 1-82A 

A large 5" indicator I -82A, brand new and an 
LP -21 loop (removed from aircraft). A complete 
perfect beam rotator system with indicator. 
Loop is low impedance -contains $7.95 selsyn transmitter, etc 
Loop alone $5.95. Indicator alone $4.25 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 
Fully shielded Prl. 100 V. Sec. (#1 winding 10.2 V 
@ 5 A. C. T. #2 winding 10.2 V @ 10 A. C. T.) 
Secondary winding can be connected in series to 
supply 25 V. with a line Voltage $2.49 of 115 Volts -60 CYO. New Each 

6 VOLT MOTOR 
A real beauty, removed from aircraft. $1.29 Type used for auto fan Each 

BC -433G 
15 -tube superhet radio compass receiver 200 to 

new. 
K 

Simar CWto -toice. ne 
Only $19.95 

TUBES 
1625....3 for $1.10 5BP1 Scope tubes @ $1.95 
6V6 @ .49 5BP4 Scope tubes @ $2.50 
3D6 @ .49 3525 @ .59 

6" PM SPEAKER 
Beautiful New Stock, Alnico Magnet- $1.95 

$9.95 

COMMAND SETS 
BC -454 -Receiver 3-6 M.C. Used. Good $5.95 
condition. 

DM -53A DYNAMOTOR 
24V, in., 220V-80 M.A. Out. Used, good $1,39 condition 

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG. 
Minimum order $2.00, F. O. B. Chicago. 20% de- 
posit required on all C. O. D. orders. 

NESCORP Electronics, Dept. E 
2635 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 12, III. 

WORTHWHILE SAVINGS TO YOU: 
INDUSTRIAL 
POWER SUPPLY 
EQUIPMENT 
T-102 - Filament Transformer. 
American Transformer Co. Spec. 
29106, Type WS .050 KVA 
50/80 eye. Single phase, 35 KVA 
test, 12 KV D.C. operating. Pri- 
mary 115 V., secondary 5 V., 10 
amps with integral standoff in- 
sulator and socket for 250 T, 371, 
872 and 5563. etc. rectifier tubes 
$12.50. Net Wt. 15% lbs. Dim. 
6W' W x 6" D x 12" H.O.A. 

MOTOR GENERATORS 
G.E. type CC -21991 Input 115 v d -c., @ 5.7 amps. 

Output 115 v a -c 60 cycle, single phase 350 VA 

G.E. 85% e CC -21990 Input 32 v d -c @ 22 amps. 
Output 115 y a -c 60 cycle, single phase, 350 VA 
@ 85% P.F $63.00 

Leland Type CLL-21985 Input 115 v d -c @ 4.2 
amps. Output 115 v a -c 60 cycle, single phase, 
240 VA @ 88% P,F $47.0C 

ASO 3cm Radar Transmitter & Modula- 
tor, N2 cond $110.00 

Also parts; details & prices on request. 

NEW CAPACITORS 
2 mid 800 v. d -e tubular..$.30; 10 for 

22.50; $20.00 per C. 
3.5/.5 mfd 1,000 v. d -c..$.90; 4 for $3.00. 
8 zz mid 1,200 v. d -c wk: isolatedns$se2- 

0 
1.26/1.25 mfd 7.5 kv d -c or .625 mid 15 kv 

d -c: Pyranol $12.50 
.25/.25 mfd 7.5 kv d -c or .125 mid 12 kv 

LO mid 25 kv d -c; Pyranol $366.00 50Lal 00 wv d -c electrolytic; insulated 
.95 

.001 mid 25 kv d -c mica; 25 A. @ 3,000 
ka, 18 A. @ 1,000 ke, 11 A. @ 300 
kc. $25.00 

50 mmfd 32 kv d -e tubular vacuum..$4.95 
9.12 mid 1265 v a -c, 4000 v d -c. New: 

GE. Pyranol $17.00 

METERS 
Weston or Westinghouse 

3" 5420 a.c amps, w/current transi.$ 8.50 
3" 0-20 kv d -c w/precision multiplier 18.00 
3" 0-4 kv d -c w/precision multiplier 9.50 

SPECIALS 
Westinghouse Meter Multiplier: 1 meg., 

1,4% tol., w.w. noninductive $1.25 
Filament Transformer: Constant current: 

110/220 v., 50/60 c; sec. 21.5 
40.5 A $17.50 

Tube WL 386/ML-3W; 125 KV X-ray oil 
immersion rect.: 10 v. 11.8 A. fil. $32.00 

CRAMER Time Delay Relay: TD2 120S; 
0-120 sec., 115 v. 80 c., syn. motor - 
driven; 10 A.. 115 v., S.P.N.O. con- 
tact $4.95 

Motor: 27 v. d -c, 0.7 A., 110 R.P M., 1 
oz -/ft. torque $3.50 

Solenoids: 115 v., 60 e; continuous, wt. 
5% lbs. $2.75 
Intermittent, wt. 9 lbs $2.75 

Indicator: I -81-A Radio Compass. New 
$3.85 

Indicator: ID-14/APN-1 Radio Altimeter. 
New $4.50 

L Npp: MN -20E, for MN -26 direction tinder. 
00 

Computer: CI'-14/APS-15A. New..$10.00 

NEW RA -38 RECTIFIERS 
115 v., 60 ci. 1 phase input, output 
0-15,000 v. d -c @ 500 ma. Write for 
detailed information. 

TUBES 
All Tubes are New. 
of Standard Mfg., in 
original boxes 
Type Price 
I B22 $5.75 
1823 9.75 
2162 47.50 
3822 2.75 
3624 1.75 
3C23 3.75 
4828 2.75 
15E 1.25 
VTI27A 2.95 
250R 7.50 
250TL 19.50 

304TL 7.50 
307A/R K75 4.50 

37ÌB 2.75 
388A 2.75 
450TH 22.50 
700A 37.50 
701 A 4.75 
702A 3.75 
703A 4.75 
704A 2.25 
705A 2.25 
706BY 17.50 
706EY 19.50 
707A 14.75 
707B 16.50 
703A 4.75 
713A 1.25 
714AY 5.75 
7I5A 3.50 
717A .75 
719A 11.75 

75 
722A 13A . 

730AA 19.50 
750T L 47.50 

8308 4.75 
872A 2.25 
921 1.25 
931 A 2.75 

C6Á 8.50 
C61 9.50 
FG81A 4.75 
W E -203A 4.75 
WL -531 17.50 
W L-533 17.50 

Includes 115 v 60 e. 

H. V. fil. trans. & 
socket. 

CONSTANT VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS 

95 to 125 volt 50 cycle single phase input: 
115 volt output: 
60 va $ 8.40 380 va $27.00 

125 va 13.20 500 va 34.00 
190 to 250 volt input: 220 volt output: 60 
va 58.40 

RAYTHEON 
198 to 242 volts 50/60 cycle single phase in - 
Dut: 220 volt 500 watt output $38.00 

TRANSTATS, 
AMERTRAN 

115 v. 50/60 e: 0-115 v. 100 amp 
output $95.00 

115 v. 50/60 c; 0-130 v. 10 aamp op 
115 v. 60 c; 103-126 v. 2.17 amp 

output $9.50 
115/230 v. 50/60 c; 0-260 v. 2.5 amp 

output $21.50 

TRANSFORMERS 
115 v. 60c. primaries 
Amoertran: 17,600 v. @ 10.4 K. V. 

Ant. . cAmertran: 
8,800-0-8,800 v. @ 10.4 

K. V. A. coot $75.00 
Westinghouse: 18,400-0-18,400 v. @ 

9 K.V.A., cont., plus 2 WL -531 rect. 
tubes, Ill. transf. & 50 h 575 ma 
choke $160.00 

24 v. @ 1 amp. uncased $1.60 

RELAYS 
Westinghouse: Type SC -M Overcurrent 

relay. 2 to 1 A., 8 A. cont. rating 
20-40% drop out ratio $12.95 

A -B 810 Overload Relay. 6.3-18.1 A.. 
600 v. max $7.95 

CHOKES 
Amertran: Swinging, 900 h @ 16 ma. 

25 h @ 525 ma, 35,000 v. test.$42.00 
Kenyon: 20 h @ 300 ma. 15,0$'02 

OÓ 

CONTACTORS 
I.T.E.: 115 v. 60 c. coil, Single pole 

115 A. 600 v. with barriers. adj. 
time delay & remote contact con- 
trol trip $10.95 

A -B #RC -3301; 115 v. 80 c coil. 
D.P.S.T. 15 amp contactor ...$4,95 

Monitor: 115 v. 60 c. coil. N.O.D.P. 
contactor, 100 A. 600 v. N. C. 15,000 
v. 1.0A, contact. One N. O. & one 
N. C. interlock w/150 A & 30 A. 
renewable fuses $8.95 

RESISTORS 
200 watt wire wound resistors, ferrule 

ends 160,000 ohm, 5,000 ohm, or 
1,000 ohm $1.00 

AUTO-DRYAIRE 
Model -2200, for pressurizing high alti- 

tude equipment $160.0 

APR -4 RECEIVER: 115 or 80 y 
a -c, 60 to 2600 c., includes: 
TN -17 tuning unit, 74 to 320 mc, plus 
TN -I8 tuning unit, 300 to 1.000 mc, plus 
TN -19 tuning unit, 950 to 2200 mc. 
Frequency is calibrated to 1% accuracy. Serv- 

ice conditions are: 
Temperature range, -87° to 182°F. Altitude 

range, 0 to 50,000 ft. Humidity range, 0 to 
95%. Nl cond $475.00 

All merchandise in "as new" condition. Add approx. 20% to net weights for estimated 
shipping weights. Terms are 30% with order, balance C. O. D. All prices f.o.b. Los 
Angeles Warehouse. Write for additional detail information on any of the above items 
and for special quantity discounts. Telephone MAdison 6-5391. 

1527 E. SEVENTH ST. EPCO LOS ANGELES 21, CALIF. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

ACORN 
OUR BIG 

NEW - 
CATALOGUE! 

Indispensable 
to Purchasing 

Agents, 
Industrials, 

Schools, Labs. 

SEND FOR IT 
TODAY! 

U.G. TYPE CONNECTORS 
p In Orders of 50 or More -Deduct 10% 

UG I /TT- $1.56 UG 26/U- $1.25 UG 88/U- $1.17 
UG 11/U- 1.45 UG 27/U- 1.75 UG 89/U- .95 
UG 12/U- 1.14 UG 27/AU- 2.25 UG 90/13- 1.05 

1.56 UG 29/U- 1.22 UG 115/U- 1.35 
1.25 UG 30/U- 1.75 UG 171/11- .90 
1.28 UG 34/U- 34.00 UG 175/13- .15 
.99 UG 58/13- .63 UG 176/U- .15 

1.08 UG 85/U- 1.65 UG 206/U- 1.02 
.99 UG 86/U- 1.69 UG 245/U- 1.25 

1.15 UG 87/U- 1.40 ' UG 255/U- 1.85 
UG 273/U 1.50 

UG WU- 
UG 18711- 
11G 10/U- 
UG 21/11 - 
LTG 22,/U- 
UG 23/U- 
UG 24/17- 

83-1SP 83-ISPN 83-1R 83-1AP 

"UHF" COAXIAL CONNECTORS 
No. AN Type Each 

83-1H UG-1Ó6U Hood .12 
83-1R SO -239 Rec. .35 
83-lAP M-359 Ang. Adap. .35 
83-1T M-358 Conn. 1.20 
83-1.1 PL -258 Junction .80 
83-22R UG-10313 Rec. .45 
83-22P UG-102U Plug .45 
83-18P PL -259 Plug .35 
83-1SPN PL -259A Plug .35 
83-168 UG-17613 Red Ida") .15 

Per 100 
.10 
.28 
.28 

1.19 
.70 
.40 
.40 
.28 
.28 
.12 

HIGH GAIN WIDE BAND * 5" SCOPE 
Nationally Advertised 

This scope is comparable to 
instruments selling at two 
to three times the price. Decade Attenuators 

(Frequency Compensat - 

ed) 
Push -Pull Deflection 
Identical Vertical and 
Horizontal Amplifiers 
Sensitivity .15 RMS 
Volts/Inch y 
Bandwidth 2 cycles to A 
450 KC. 
Z Axis Input Calibra- 
tion Test Signal 411 

List $119.50 

POr ce $99.50 

ALLEN -BRADLEY 
CONTROLS 

Ohmage Shaft Bushing 
50 5/8" reg. 3/8"L.B. 
00 3/8' 1/4' 

500 1/4' s.s. 3/8' 
1000 3/8' 3/8' 
1000 3/16' s.s. 1/2' L.B. 
2000 1/8' mill 1/4' 
2500 3/8' reg. 3/8" 
3000 1/2" m111 1/4" 
5000 2 13/16' 1/2' 
5000 1/8" s.s. 1/4' 
6500 1/8' s.s. 1/4' 
10,000 1/8" s.s. 1/2' L.B. 
15,000 1/8' 5.5. 1/4' 
20,000 1/8" s.s. 1/2' L.B. 
25,000 1/8" s.s. 1/2' L.B. 
40,00 1/8" s.s. 1/2' L.B. 
50,000 5/8' reg. 1/2' L.B. 
50.000 1/8" s.s. 1/2" L.B. 
50,000 1 3/16' mill 3/8' 
50,000 3/8" reg. 1/4' 
60,000 1/2" mill 1/4" 
100K 1/8" s.s. 1/2' 
250K 1/8" s.s. 1/4' 
50K 1/4" 1/2' 
50K 1/2' 1/4" 
1 meg. 1/8' s.s. 3/8' 
1 meg. 1/8" s.s. 1/2' 
6.25 meg. 3/8' 1/4' 

50e each 

Cap. Volt. 
1 1000 
05 1500 
075 1500 
00008 2000 
01 2000 

.00003 3000 

.000075 3000 
001 3000 
0002 3000 

STANDARD BRANDS 
OIL CONDENSERS 

Cap. Volt Each 
4 600 $.79 
5 600 .79 
6 600 .89 
7 99 
2 1000 .79 
4 1000 1.19 
8 1000 1.59 
8+1 1000 1.69 
10 1000 1.95 
15 1000 
2x4 160 2.25 
4 
.25 

2000Ó 
1.19 

1.0 3000 1.95 
0.1 3500 .79 
.15 4000 1.69 
0.5 5000 2.19 
2 5000 5.95 
30 90v AC 3.95 

3 Phase 

MICA TYPE F CONDENSERS 
CM 65 & CM 70 -Very Special Low Price 

Each 
$1.26 

1.32 
1.36 
.50 

1.08 
.58 
.58 
.58 
.73 

Cap. 
.00025 
.0004 

.Ó0O75 1 

.ÓÓ35 

.0002 

.00025 

.00032 

Volt. Each 
3000 9 .73 
3000 .73 
3000 

.79 
3000 1.08 
5000 .77 
5000 .77 

5000 .77 

Cap. 
.0004 
.0005 
.0006 
.0008 
.01 
.0012 
.001 
.O00Ó4 

Volt. 
5000 $ 

Each 
.77 

5000 .84 
5000 .84 

5000 .94 

6000 1.11 
5000 .9 

i 

FP CONDENSERS -STANDARD BRANDS 
SINGLE SECTION 

Cap. Volt. Each 
2,000 
1,000 25 $.74 

TRIPLE SECTION 
Cap. Volt. 

90-90-20 200-200-50 
30-15-10 350-300-25 
10-10-20 350-350-25 

Each 
$.89 

10 
20 
20 
30 

450 
450 
475 
450 

.34 

.39 

.47 

.49 

30-15-10 
15-10-10 
15-10-10 
40 10 20 

350-300-300 
400-400-350 
350-350-250 
400-300-250 

.51 

.69 
.62 
.64 
.89 

DUAL SECTION 
10-10-20 
15-15-10 

450-450-25 
450-400-350 

.69 

.73 
Cap. Volt. Each 30-10-10 450-450-350 
40-20 25 

$.39 
30-30-10 450-450-25 .89 

80-80 25 49 60-20-20 450-450-400 1.19 
20-20 250 .54 QUADRUPLE SECTION 
40-40 250 80-30-100-40 150-150-25-25 

$.79 10-40 300-25 .49 40-40-20-200 15n-150-50-10 
90-10 350 .69 40-50-20-20 3(0-250-250-25 .79 
40-20 460 .79 10-30-20-20 350-300-25-25 .69 

0 
0--20 

450 
450 

1.09 
.49 

40-20-10-40 
20-20-20-20 

300-300-300-250 
450-450-450-450 

.39 
1.29 

50-50 450 1.19 20-20-20-20 475-475-475-450 1.34 

PHONE WORTH 4-3270 

ACORN ELECTRONICS CORP. 
76 Vesey St., Dept. E-10, New York 7, N. Y. 

TERMS: 20% cash with order. Bal -I 
ante C.O.D. unless rated. All prices 
F.O.B. our warehouse in New York 
City. No orders under $2.50. 

TUBES 
Type Price 
1A3 $0.29 
1B22 3.95 
1B24 4.50 
1838 39.50 
1N23 0.79 
2040 3.75 
2044 0.75 
2021 1.08 
2026 8.75 
2127 9.75 
2031 9.75 
2032 9.75 
2249 24.54 
2250 24.50 
21(25 19.95 
21(28 24.95 
3C23 3.95 
3.131 39.50 

Type Price 
4C35 19.50 
5021 24.95 
5MP1 1.95 
6.14 4.95 
6C21 19.95 
7BP7 4.95 
15R 1.00 
10)TH 1).95 

BUYING 
COMPARE OUR PRICES 

Type Price 
217C 7.95 
304TH 3.95 
307A 3.95 
3508 2.40 
371B .79 
388A 1.80 
4178 19.95 
527 7.95 
575A 12.50 
703A 1.80 

Type 
714AY 
715A 
715C 
723A 
723A/B 
725A 
730A 

803 
804 

Price 
4.00 
6.00 

24.95 
7.95 

10.95 
9.95 
5.95 
3.75 
6.95 

10.95 

ONICS, INC. 
135 LIBERTY STREET NEW YORK 6, N. Y 

Po... WORT> 4.8262 

Type Price 
809 

6.95 
811 1.75 
813 7.95 
814 2.75 
832A 3.95 
833A 32.50 
834 5.75 
837 2.00 
838 2.75 
849 29.95 
851 29.95 
861 29.95 
869B 29.95 
872A 2.75 
874 0.69 
876 0.75 

THOUSANDS 

SELLING 

Type Price 
931A.... 3.95 
957 0.15 

050 0.90 
2051 0.69 
8012A..: 1.95 
8013A 1.95 
8025 3.50 
9001 0.59 
9002 0.49 
9003 0.49 
9004 9.59 
9006 0.29 
C5B 6.95 
C6A 6 9 
WL468 6.95 
RX21 2.50 
OF OTHERS 

RADAR EQUIPMENT 
SCR -717B 10cm search radar 
APS-3 & APS-4 3cm search sets complete 
SO -12 complete w/trailer & gas driven supply 
S0-9 10cm shipborne search set compi. 
w/spares 
APR -1 receivers 
QBF Sonar sets $750.00 
SO -9 pulse networks 1 microsec. 15 

Kwatt 15.00 
SO -9 pulse transformers 15.00 
AY -101D Autosyn w/calibration 30.00 
2J1G1 Selsyn motor 2.00 
Selenium rectifier, full -wave 115v, AC 

250 ma DC 1.20 
BD -77 Dynamotor 9.50 

TRANSFORMERS 
T-100 115r-400 cy 4580r. 2 ma 2.5v 

5 amperes 
T-118 G.E. K. 2745 pulse transformer 
T-117 WC -9202A pulse transformer 

4.00 
30.00 
30.00 

Write for listings of other surplus bargains. 

LERU LABORATORIES, INC. 
360 Bleecker St. New York 14, New York 

Large Quantity of CE -393A 
Grid Controlled Rectifier 
Tubes, Mercury Vapor and 
Gas Filled. These Tubes 
Available for Immediate 
Shipment at Special Low 

Price of Only $4.00 each. 
FS -9893, Electronics 

520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11. Ill. 

DYNAMOTOR DM -28-R 
For BC 348's $ 3 50 

Brand New Original Pack 
U. S. A. postpaid 

DRILLICK SALES CO. 
5453 Virginia Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. 

WANTED 

WANTED 

TN -1 8 -APR -4 
or TN -3 -APR -1 

TUNING UNITS 
RANGE 300 TO 1000 MC. 

IN ANY CONDITION 
W-8301, Electronics 

330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. 

WANTED 
Teletypewriters complete, components or 
parts. Any quantity and condition. 

W-8854, Electronics 
330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

Nobody but ARICO has: 
"hard -to -get" items - 

SPARE PARTS ARE HARD -TO -GET 

RADAR AN/APS-2C 
or 2E Spares including: 

1 ea B-201 Blower Motor, I ea ^ 
Blower Motor, 3 eaB-801 

Blower 
o CrystaÌ IN -21 

X"00 
and the following tubes: 3 ea 

VV 

6AC7, 2 ea 6H6. 3 ea 6SN7, 3 ea C""'ui`'i" c,' 
6L6GA, 2 ea 2API, 2 ea 5FP7. 2 ea VR -105-30, 
2 ea 5114G, 2 ea 6X5GT, 2 ea 2X2. 2 ea 829, 2 ea RKR72, 2 ea 715-B, 2 ea 2J-22, 2 ea 417-A, 2 ea 721-A, plus misc. fuses, brushes, valve core, de- hydrator, etc. Brand new, packed in grey chest with description list. 

AN/ARC-5 or SCR -274-N Spores Intl: 
í2K3 8. 12SF7, I2SR7,a. 

asst. tubesinl2A6,2 
215, .00 

VR -150, 1625. 1626. 1629. 24 ea. {V/ 
dyn. brushes, 25 ea. asst. capaci- Complete Set tars. 8 ea. asst. tube clips, 5 ea. shipping wt. 
asst. chokes, 20 ea. fuses, 35 ea. 75 lbs 
asst. resistors and 4 ea. transformers. Brand new, 
packed in gray hardwood chest with tray, hasp, 
handles and complete parts catalog including part number and electrical ratings. 

AIRCRAFT RADIO EQUIPMENT 
and TEST SETS 

BC -221 -AH Frequency Meter 85.00 ea AN/ARM-I Test Set for ARC -3 150.00 set 
A-27 Phantom Antenna 5.00 ea 
A-58 Phantom Antenna 100 w, 200 kc-I2 me 

15.00 ea A-98 Phantom Antenna with special R -F Meter. for 
testing Gibson Girls 15.00 ea 

1.100 Test Set for ARN-7 or 269 Compass 
850.00 set 

1-139 Test Meter for SCR -522 12.00 ea 
IE-19 Test Set for SCR -522 complete 200.00 set TS-10A/APN Altimeter nelay Line 40.00 set TS-I6/APN Altimeter Test Set 24-v AN/APN-t 

125.00 set TS-16X/APN Altimeter Test 12-v AN/APN-I 
150.00 set 

TS -80/U Test Meter for AN/ARC-I 12.00 ea 
TS -250/U Test Set for APN-I Altimeters 

150.00 set 
RC -54 Test Set for ARC -5 or 274-N Receivers 

150.00 set 
RC -55 Test Set for ARC -5 or 274-N Transmitters 

250.00 set 
RCA Type #158 Oscilloscope 85.00 ea Hallicrafters S -22-R Receiver (reconditioned) 

40.00 ea PP-29/CRN-2 Rectifier Power Supply for SCS-51 
ILS Glide Path Xmittr. (used) 200.00 ea 

W. E. Type 27B Marker Receivers 12-v (complete 
and reconditioned) 150.00 set 

Bendix RTA-IB Transmitter only (retend, L. N.) 
500.00 ea 

Some of the above Test Sets are one of a kind in 
stock. 

Also in stock: AN/ARC-I, AN/ARC-3, AN/ART- 
13, BC -348, AN/ARN-7, MN -26, SCR -269-G. 

LOWEST PRICE TUBE LIST 
2 API 5 3.00 2B7/14A7 .60 829 3.00 
2 x 2 .69 215 -GT .40 955 .35 
2122 8.50 2K8 .60 1625 .35 
2K28 12.95 2 S F 7 .59 1626 .35 
5FP7 1.25 2SK7 .60 1629 .20 
5U4G .65 2SH7 .35 2050 .70 
6AC7 .79 2SN7 .75 2051 .70 
6AG5 .75 2SR7 $ .40 9001 .39 
OAKS .90 4B6 .50 9002 .39 
OAG7 1.25 28D7 .40 9003 .39 
fiE5 .75 35Y4 .65 9004 .39 
0H6 .50 R K R-72 1.50 9006 .39 

61.6GA .75 417A 14.95 VT -25 .35 
6SL7GT .79 715-B 7.50 VT-52 .35 
OSN7GT .79 717-A .85 NE -I6 (991) 
EV6GT .75 721-A 3.50 .29 
6X5GT .65 826 .50 NE -48 .20 
12A6 .25 811 2.25 

AIRCRAFT RADIO INDUSTRIES 
780 State Street, New Haven, Conn. 

N.Y.C. Office -274 Madison Ave. 

Special Transformer Buy 
2400 v. each side of center at 1500 ma from 115 or 
230 v. 50 - 60 cycle primary. New post-war West- 
inghouse Hypersil core and coil construction. Ab- 
solutely guaranteed. 42 lbs. shipping weight. Net 
price $16.00 each f.o.b. 

Weston Laboratories 
Weston 93, Mass. 

good 
units, 
WILL 
84 or 
SELL. 

APR -4 RECEIVER 
working order, comp. all tuning 
freq. tunable 38-4000 mc. 
TRADE for good used Meas. Corp. 
equiv. stand. Signal Generator, OR 

JOE'S RADIO SHOP 
Evidgeton, N. J. Phone: 251 

BRAND NEW uSUR PLUS . GUARANTEED 
MANUFACTURERS JOBBERS - LABS 

M IC ROS W ITCH ES 

eso 
A-SPST 10a/12 4 ac MS Corp C YZ- 

RS13 type "S" Plunger, metal 
housing norm open circuit 490 

B -SPOT 10a/125rac MS Corp #B- 
RS30 type "S" plunger, 2 -cire :one 
norm op & one norm el 39t 

C-DPST 10a/110vac Snap -Action 
Switchette, GE #CR1070-C123- 
C3, 2 -cire: one norm open and one 
norm rinsed 290 

"UHF" Coax Cable Connectors 

g3-iR 83-iAP 83 -+SPA 

Cat. No. Army No. Type Price 100 
83-1AP M--359 Plug $.35 .28 
83-1D PL -271 ),dap 1.25 1.00 
83-1F PL -274 Feed 1.10 .90 
83-1R SO -239 Rec .35 .28 
83-1SPN PL -259A Plug .35 .28 
83-223P UG-102/U Plug .45 .43 
83-2213 SO -264 Rec .50 .49 

(Special Prices To Quantity Users) 

- LEVER 
SWITCH 

DPDT 10 -amp. standard heavy duty 
contacts-Mossman #9101 momen- 
tary lever action, norm open and 
norm closed circuits $1.98 

Many Other Types Available 

AMPHENOL "AN" 
CONNECTORS 

LARGE VARIETY AVAILABLE 
AT GREAT SAVINGS 

Send your specs and let us quote 

let NATIONALLY KNOWN 
MFRS. 

Total Total 
Poles Pos. Decks Type Price 

1 12 1 ceramic $0.55 
1 21 3 baketite .55 
2 11 2 bakellte .60 
4 11 4 bakclite 1.17 
6 Ill 6 bakelite 

18 5 9 ceramic 

SELECTOR SWITCHES 

1.90 
OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE 

MALLORY 

*PUSH SWITCH 
«2001 S.P. make cont. , non/L 29t #2003 S.P.D.T., non -lock 32f 
#20031. S.P.D.T., lock. 32$ 
#2004 D.P. make 2 non/L 364 
#20041- D.P. make 2 lock 350 
#2006 D.P.D.T., non -lock 45$ 

LORI) 

SHOCK MOUNTS 

150P -4/4f 18e 
150P-6/6( 241 
204P-112/112/451 
1000-1/is 10e 
1130P 2/27 10e 

100PR-2/2# 10e 
100P -3/3E 10c 
100P -4/4g 10r 
100P-6/6¢ 13e 
Barryp5203/7130¢ 

ALLEN -BRADLEY 
potentiometers 

- SCHOOLS - INDUSTRIALS 

TYPE ..3.. 

50 1300 10000 75000 
60 1500 11000 80000 
100 2000 12000 100.000 
150 2200 15000 150.000 
300 2500 16000 20°.000 
400 4000 20000 250.000 
500 4700 22000 300.090 
600 5000 25000 350.110 
1000 6000 30000 1.0 meg 
1200 8500 50000 5.0 meg 

Price 50c each 
TYPE "22" DUALS 

60-60 25K -10K 200K -200K 
100-100 35K- 5K 250K -250K 
200-200 35K -35K 300K -300K 
500-500 40K- 7K 350K- 5K 
600-600 40K -4(ií 355K- 25K 
2K -2K 50K -50K 350K -350K 
5K -5K 100K-100« 405K -400K 

10K -10K 130K -130K 700K -700K 
20K- 2K 150K -150K 800K- 75K 

5.0 meg/5.0 meg 
Price $1.25 each 

TYPE "222" TRIPLES 
20K-200K-I5K 700K -700K -700K 
20K -200K -20K 750K -750K -750K 
45K -27K-2500 800K -800K -800K 

1.0 meg-1.0 meg-1.0 meg 
Price $1.95 each 

Also Available at Surplus. Large 
Variety of Other Make Controls 

TAKE 'EM AWAY!! 
Dry Electrolytics in Cans 
Mfd Volt Price 

8 600 1 -section $.39 
8-16 475 2 -section .43 
8-8 

(4350 3 -section .24 20 @150 
40-40 fig 300.50 

3 -section .41 
80 @ 

JONES ele CONNECTORS 
S -304 -CCT. $0.19 P-324-FHT. $0.55 
P -306 -AB... .12 P -330 -SB... .76 
S -306 -CCT. . .22 S -330 -SB.. . . .80 
P -306 -CCT -L .25 P-333-FHT.. .89 
S-306-FHT.. .17 P -412 -SB... .21 
5 -308 -AB... .16 S -494 -.AB... .25 
P-308-FHT-L .23 S -406 -CCT.. 
S-308-FHT-L .25 P -408 -LAB.. 
P -312 -AB... .17 S -408-L43.. 
P -312 -CCT -L .32 S -438 -CCT.. 
P-315-FHT.. .30 S -2'08-L4ß. 
S-315-FHT. . .34 
P-315-EB... .23 P -538 -CE... 1.91 
P-315-CCE.. .36 P -510 -CE .. 2.28 
P-318-CCE.. .44 S -510 -CE... 2.28 
S -318 -CC E . . .47 P-510-53... 1.98 
P -321 -AB... .30 S -510-S3....1.98 
P-324-EB. . . .44 P -512 -CE.. . 264 
(Special Prices to Quantity Users) 

POWER RHEOSTATS 
(nationally known mfrs) 

ohms watt ea. ohms watt ea. 
5 5') $1.21 378 150 52.74 
5 150 2./4 400 25 .98 
6 25 .98 500 25 .98 
6 50 1.24 500 75 1.97 
7 25 .98 585 158 2.74 
7.5 100 2.25 750 25 .98 
8 50 1.24 750 150 2.74 
le 25 .98 1000 25 .98 
12 25 .98 1200 225 3.25 
15 25 .98 1250 50 1.24 
16 50 1.24 1250 150 2.74 
22 59 1.24 1500 50 1.24 
25 25 .96 2000 25 .98 
50 25 .98 2000 5) 1.24 
50 50 1.24 2540 103 2.25 
60 25 .98 3099 25 .98 
75 150 2.74 3000 100 2.25 
80 50 1.24 3500 50 1.24 
80 590 4.95 5009 25 .98 
100 50 1.24 5000 50 1,24 
125 25 .98 7500 50 1.24 
150 50 1.24 7500 100 2.25 
200 25 .98 10004 50 1.24 
250 25 .98 101100 100 2,25 
350 25 .98 20000 150 2.74 

(Discounts to Quantity Users.) 

BIRTCHER TUBE CLAMPS 

#926-A 
-926 Al 
=926-B 18c 
0926 -BI 

iea `926-622 
#926-C 
«926-05 

OIL CONDENSERS 

FAMOUS MAKES 

most with ceramic 
pillar insulators. 

$0.75 
1.15 
.28 
.35 
.35 
.39 
.59 
.69 
.75 
.79 
.98 

.21 14.0 Mfd- 600 vdcw 1.75 

23 
15.0 Mfd- 600 vdcw 1.98 
15.0 Mfd-1000 vdcw 2.25 

.52 4-4-4 Mfd 400 vdcw 3 enc. 4 prong 

.23 plugs in can 4 V high x 3" Dia. $1.49 
5-2498- 19... .40 

JONES 
BARRIER STRIPS 

Cat. No. Price 
4-140-Y... $0.17 

10-140-3/4W .40 
10-240-W ... .23 
4-141.... .16 
4-141-3/4W .22 
4-141-W... .22 
5-141 20 
5-141-Y.... 27 
6-141-Y.... 32 
7-141 26 
7-141-Y.... 37 
8-141-3/4W 42 
(Special Prices to 

Clt. No. 
11-141-Y. 
12-141 

Price 
. $0.57 

43 
12-141-Y.... .62 
13-141-Y.... .67 
14-141-Y.... .72 
15-141-Y.... .77 
8-142...... .36 

12-142 53 
2-150 28 
2-151 51 
4-151...... 98 
5-151 1 21 
4-152 1 42 
Quantity Users) 

.1 Mfd-3000 vdcw 
.25 Mfd-3500 vdcw 

1.0 Mfd- 500 vdcw 
1.0 Mfd- 600 vdcw 
2.0 Mfd- 400 vdcw 
2.0 Mfd- 800 vdcw 
4.0 Mfd- 500 vdcw 
4.0 Mfd- 600 vdcw 
6.0 Mfd- 400 vdcw 
6.0 Mfd- 600 vdcw 

10.0 Mfd- 600 vdcw 

.033/400V 

.05/230V. 

.05/400V 
05!6001. 
.1, 230V. 
.1.430V 
.1/6034 

.15/6034. 

.25/2301. 

.25/4301. 

.25/600V. 
.5/2)011. 
.5/4904. 
.5/6004. 

4.0/534. 
25/25V 
25/501 
25/7511 
50/25V 

BATHTUB 

CAPACITORS 
FAMOUS MAKERS 

17E 1.0/200V... 
.13E 1.0/600V... 
.11- 2A/600V... 
.21E 2(.05/1500V 
.171 2x.1/600V.. 
29e 2x.1/1000V. 
.22E 2(.18/1300V. 
.231 2x.25/600V. 
.13e 2x.5/600V.. 
.211 3x.05/600V. 
.23E 3x.1/600V.. 
.23e 3x.23/600V. 
.23e 3x1.0/1001. 
.25E 
.35E 200/12V.... 
.2/e 300/611 
23E 2x10/25V 

.330e 2x200/9V 

.291 

.35e 

.45e 

.33e 

.20e 
,31c 
.281 
.29E 
.34c 
.30e 
.33e 
.30e 
.351 

.251 

.351 

.251 
,431 

Open Accounts to Rated Concerns. 
Prices net FOB our whee NYC 

ALEXANDER MOGULL CO., INC. 
161 Washington St., N. Y. 6, N. Y. WOrth 4-0865 

ELECTRONIC TUBE -MAKING 
MACHINERY 

For manufacturing radio tubes, electronic 
tubes, cathoae-ray tubes, lamps. New and 
used. Reasonably priced, satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO. 
67 E. 8th St New York, N. Y. 

SHEET METAL MACHINERY 
NEW and Used - Brakes - Shears 

Forming Rolls - Folders - Punches - 
D, -Acro, Pesto, Niagara 8 Whitney Equip- 
ment 

R. D. BROOKS CO., INC. 
,,an. 5226 

361 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mas 
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GUARANTEED GOVT SURPLUS 
420-750 MC 
OSCILLATOR 

Compact, beautifully 
built line oscillator 
employing two W.E. 
368AS (703A) "door- 
knob" tubes in push- 
pull. Exceptionally 

stable. 5W output at 420mc, 2W at 700mc. 
Independent grid and plate tuning. Adjust- 
able output coupling and tuning assembly. 
Coaxial output connection. Built-in blower 
may be operated from 110VAC. Power re- 
quirements: 300VDC/150ma, 1.2V/4A, 1.2V/ 
4A. 51/2"x65"x11'A". 7 lb. Supplied com- 
plete with tubes. Ideal for 420mc amateur 
operation or for use in the 460-470mc citi- 
zens radio band. Stock No. APO -66....$8.95 
Spare 368AS/703A tubes $1.69 ea. 

WE CARRY A LARGE AND VARIED 
INVENTORY WHICH INCLUDES: 

AMPLIFIERS 
AN CONNECTORS 
CABLE 
CAPACITORS 
CHOKES 
CIRCUIT -BREAKERS 
COAX -CONNECTORS 

o COILS 
CORDS 

o CRYSTALS 
a DELAY LINES 
o FILTERS 

FUSES 
o HANDSETS 

1B24 
2C44 

$4.75 
1.75 

RKR-73 
304TH 

$0.95 
3.95 

2D21 1.19 304TL 1.95 
2J38 14.95 417A 19.95 
2248 14.95 705A 1.95 
2K28 24.95 715B 9.95 
2X2A 0.89 715C 24.95 
3D21A 1.95 723A/B 14.95 
5R4GY 1.09 724B 4.75 
6AC7* .79 725A 7.50 
6AG7 1.19 805 3.95 
6AK5 1.09 811 1.95 
6AL5 .75 814 3.95 
6J6 .95 815 1.95 
6SL7GT .69 829B 4.75 
6SIJ7GT/Y 1.29 872A 1.69 
6Y6G .88 902A 3.95 
72/3B24 .95 931A" 3.95 

JAN TUBES 
BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL CARTONS 

(Except as specified with ') 
954 $0.39 
955 .39 
956 .49 
957 .39 
958A .39 
959 .39 
991/NE16 .29 
2050 .79 
8013 1.49 
9001 .39 
9002 .39 
9003 .39 
9004 .39 

OB6/VR90 .89 6 .39 

0C3/VR105 .89 
OD3/VR150 .69 

Specify ¡AN tubes when rderina. 
Manufacturers bulk pa k JAN. 

INVERTERS 
JACKS 
KLYSTRONS 
KNOBS 
MAGNETRONS 
MAGNETS 
MICROPHONES 

METERS 
MOTORS 
POTENTIOMETERS 

o POWER PLANTS 
o POWER SUPPLIES 
o PROJECTION LAMPS 

RECORDERS 

Immediate delivery from stock (subj. to prior sale). Open acct. to rated 
organizations, others 20% with order balance COD. Prices FOB Corona, 
N. Y. and subject to change without notice. 

Wide Range Butterfly 
Wavemeter & Oscillator 

Elements 
Precision wide range butterfly cir- 
cuit elements. Sturdily construct- 
ed. Mounted in ball bearings. 
Suitable for motor drive. Ideal 
for use as wavemeters and oscilla- 
tors (See description below.) 
Stock No. Freq. (mc.) Notes* 
TN -20 105-330 1. 3 
TN2A 75-300 1, 4 
TN -30 135-485 2.3 
TN3A 300-1000 2, 5 

Unit Price 
S4.95 

4.95 
5.95 
6.95 

Brand new, in original packing. 
*NOTES: I) Aluminum construction 

2) Silver-plated brass 
3) Designed as oscillator element (955 

acorn triode) 
4) Has diode socket mounted on unit (955 

as diode) 
5) Has crystal diode mount for 1N21 

crystal 

RESISTORS TEST EQUIPMENT 
SELSYNS TRANSFORMERS 
SCOPE ACCES. TRANSMITTERS 
SHOCK MOUNTS TUBES 
SOCKETS WAVEGUIDE 
SWITCHES WAVEMETERS 
TELEPHONE EQUIP. WIRE 

A PENNY POST -CARD WILL PUT YOUR 
NAME ON OUR MAILING LIST. 

DUBIN ELECTRONICS CO. inc. 
TELEPHONES: HICKORY 6-3066-7-8 DEPT. E-10 103-02 NORTHERN BLVD., CORONA, N. Y. 

wEsTERKEIEcTRic 
BELOW MANUFACTURERS COST ! 

y~Hx 

'1., 
;. \ ' 

EXCELLENT FOR 
INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES 

CALL SYSTEMS WILL 
CONCESSIONS 
BALL PARKS 

DRIVER 
REFLEX 

ABlast-Proof, 
er 
for 
ELECTRIC 

Heavy 
out, 
gives 
blaring 

with 

including 

HANDLE 
WITH 

BRAND 

a 
use 

Gauge 

you 
or 

Projector 
with 
DRIVER 

peak 
blasting. 

NO 

PROJECTOR 
Blare 

the 

metal 
the 

UP 
DISTORTION 

N 

UNIT 

Proof 
especially 
famous 

UNIT. 
construction 

main 
performance 

TO 

E 

trumpet 

W 

Reflex 

50 

with 

Speak- 
designed 

WESTERN 

through - 
section, 
without 

WATTS 

SCHOOLS and 
P. A. WORK 

With Order 
25 % Deposit 95 

ANOTHER WESTERN ELECTRIC 

SPECIAL 
A fortunate purchase of genuine West- 
ern Electric Voice Coil and Diaphragm 
Assembly for the above unit at a close - 
out price. 

Unless Rated 
BALANCE 

C.O.D. 4 

mmmi 
F.O.B. 
N.Y.C. 

FOR $15.00 

BRAND NEW IN$ 95 
SEALED CARTONS 

MANUEL KLEIN 76 
CORTLANDT ST. 

NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 
BEEKMAN 3-9530 RECTOR 2-6608 

ONE-HALF MILLION 

BATHTUB CONDENSERS 
- OIL IMPREGNATED - 

.1 -400V 

.1 -600V 
2 x .l -400V 
2 x .1 -600v 
3 x .1 -400V 
3 x .1 -600V 
2 x .05-600V 

.25-600V 

.5 -400V 

.5 -600V 
1.0 -600v 
4.0 - 50V 

2 x .25-600V 
2 x .5 -230V 

PRICES ON REQUEST 

Many Others Not Listed Above, in Stock 
Manufacturers Only -Let Us Know Your Needs 

SHRIRO TRADING CORP. 
130 W. 42d St. N. Y. City 

D.C. MICROAMMETERS 
0-200 ua 3" sg G.E. DO 50 $ 8.00 
0-100 ua 3" eq. G.E. DO 50 10.00 
0-50 ua 3" sq. G.F.. DO 50 12.00 

R.F. MILLIAMMETERS 
0-115 Ma 31/2" Weston 425 $12.00 
0-100 Ma 31" Weston 425 12.00 

PRECISION 
PORTABLE INSTRUMENTS 

Single or multi -range 
D.C. Microammeters, from 5 ua full scale. 
Thermo -couple Milliammeters, from 1.5 
3(a. Thermo -couple voltmeters. 

Precision Electrical Instrument Co. 
146 Grand Street New York 13, N. Y. 
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SURPLUS BARGAINS - - NOW 1 1 

L & N MICROMAX MODELS 
REBUILT, RECONDITIONED 

ADJUSTED ELECTRICALLY AND 
MECHANICALLY 

Single Point, Curve Drawing, Contin- 
uous Line, One set HIGH, COMMON, 
LOW Contacts. 110V AC Motor. 

RANGES: 
0-1200°F C/A 1000-2000°F C/A 
0-1500°F C/A 1000-3000°F Plat./ 
0-1800°F C/A 10%R 

PRICE $210.00 
L & N MICROMAX 

MODEL R 
REBUILT, RECONDITIONED 

ADJUSTED ELECTRICALLY AND 
MECHANICALLY 

Single Point, Curve Drawing, Con- 
tinuous Line. Chart speed -1 RPM/ 
24 hrs. 1 set H.C.L. Contacts. 
110V AC Motor. 

RANGES: 
700-1400°F C/A PRICE 
21000-2400°F 

C/A $135.00 
STEP DOWN TRANSFORMERS SPECIAL 
Made by GE, heavy duty, considerable over - 
design, open frame, ideal for rectifier applica- 
tion, size: 3%" x 3%" x 4". 
PHI -115 Volts 60 Cycles 
SEC -15 V at 12 Amps $3.75 
GE TRANSFORMER TYPE M Cat. 61G5 
ISOLATION TYPE PRI. -230 V. SEC. 115 V 
60 
NetCWeìght2504Watts, 

8" x 5" x 41/2"NEW-$6.50 

A. T. R. INVERTER 
Model RSA Type 12 
Input -12V DC. Output -110V AC. 
50/60 cycles. 125 W Intermittent, 
100 W Cont. 81/2"x8"x41/2"-Net 15 lbs. 

New, $16.50 

POWERTRON 
117 LAFAYETTE STREET 

WESTON MODEL 622 -NEW! 
DC Portables 1/2 of 1% Accuracy 
High Sensitivity, Moulded bakelite case 
0- 20 Mics 260 ohms 127 87 
0- 30 Mics 1765 ohms 111.37 
0- 50 Mics 90 ohms 115.50 
0-100 Mics 37 ohms 115.50 
0-1.5/3/7.5/15/30/75/150/300/750 Volts 162.11 

QUANTITIES LIMITED! ACT NOW! 
WESTON MODEL 155 -NEW! 

AC PORTABLES... 1/2 of 1% Accuracy 
Hand calibrated mirror scale, black 
walnut case, leather handle 
0- 50 MA 41.25 0- 1 Amp 28.87 

0- 3 Amp... 28.87 
0- 10 Amp 28.87 
0- 25 Amp 32.17 

0-500 MA 41.25 0- 50 Amp 33.82 
0-150 Amp FS 5A 28.87 
0-200 Amp FS 5A 28.87 
0-300 Amp FS 28.87 
0-150 Volts 31.76 
0-300 Volts 32.17 

QUANTITIES LIMITED! ACT NOW! 
HIGH VOLTAGE CAPACITORS 

1 MFD 20 KV DC 18"x133 'x5" $25.00 
1 MFD 25 KV DC-13"x7"x4' 9.85 

.001 MFD 50 KV DC-514"x7H°x4" Insulators 
4' dia. x 7' high 12.50 

Cap Volts 
Mfd. D.C. Height Width Length Price 
10 1000 5-7/8 x 1-3/4 x 3-7/8' $1.85 

4 1000 5-7/8 x 2-3/4 x 1-1/4' .85 
1 1000 3-5/7 x 2 x 1-1/18' .50 
1 500 2" x 1-1/4° x 1-1/16' .25 

25 1000 1-1'2 x I" s 3/4" .25 

RACK PANEL CABINET 
42" H x 22" W x 161/2" D 

Heavy Gauge Metal, Black Wrinkle Finish, shipped 
knocked down, ready to assemble with rear door 
and hardware. Front Panel not included. Panel 
size 191/s" x 363/". Shipping weight 99 lbs. 
NEW! A REAL BUY $17.50 

ALL PRICES FOB OUR WAREHOUSE NYC. 
INCLUDE SUFFICIENT FOR POSTAGE 

0-100 MA 
0-250 MA 

41.25 
41.25 

WESTON MODEL 271 Microammeter 
Another of the fa- 
mous Weston fan 
shaped line. Very 
large scale 5.8" long. 
These meters were 
made by Weston to 
General Radio speci- 
fications, with spe- 
cial mirrored scale 
and knife edge point- 
er. Accuracy 1%. 

0-800 Mlcroampe 
170 M.V. 

Coil Res: 250 Ohms 
Your Price $22.50 

WHSE PORTABLE 
GALVANOMETER 

Type PX-12, Movement 7 
MA, special scale, solid con- 
necting terminals, contains 
a 1 Volt internal cell which 
can be easily removed for 
conversion to DC AMME- 
TERS & VOLTMETERS, 
with leather case and can- 
vas carrying strap. 

A BUY AT $4.95 

DUMONT Model 164-E 'SCOPE 
Used! Guaranteed 
3" CRT operates at 
acceleratingpotential 
of 1100 V -brilliant 
well - defined trace 
Vert amp voltage 
gain approx 43, harz 
amp voltage gain ap- 
prox 55, Freq. range 
vert. & hor, amp both 
uniform ±3 DB from 
5-100,000 CPS Input 
impedance 1 megohm 
vert, .8 megohm hor. 
Operates 115 V, 40-60 
cycle. 
Price New $115.00 
Your Cost $77.50 Electrical Equipment Co. 

Phone: WOrth 4-8610 NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

SAVE NOW! EL CTRONCS LOW PRICES 
MIXER ASSY. FOR SG RADAR 

W/W.E. 708A. Tube $111.00 

CONDENSERS -Standard Brands 
Vitamin Q. .05 16000V $1.49 
2 x .15 MFD 16000 V $1.95 
1 MFD 25000 V $19.95 Mica Type G-4 .0025 MFD 25 V EFF $14.95 
.1 x .1 7000 V 

K 
$1.95 5-5 MFD 400 WV Tube .89 8-8-8-8 MFD 600 WV $$1.79 

10 MFD 600 V 011 Filled .89 
1 MFD 10,000 V DC $$9.95 

LEACH RELAY #1154 DPST 110 V 80 Cy IOA $1.25 

XTALS IN 23 and IN 21 
Dumont Type 224 Oscilloscope Transformer 511.95 

SIGNAL GENERATOR MOD -78B 
Made by Measurements Corp. Calibrated from 1-100,000 Microvolts. 15-25 MC & 190-230 MC. 400 
Cy or 820 Cy Mod. Built in Vacuum Tube Volt - Meter for calibration. 110V AC 60 Cy Input $42.00 

R49/APS-2 INDICATOR RCVR 
With 42 Tubes & 30 MC If strip uses 5FP7 & 2AP1 Indicators. Less Case $45,00 
LM Freq. Meter New $79.50 Freq. Meter BC -221 AK Modulated $79.50 AT-49/APR-4 Ant. New $4.95 
APG-13A Radar Complete. Brand New $250.00 
RT-39/APG.5 Radar Xmltter-RCVR 2500 Meg w/ ANT $55.00 
Indicator ID-93/APG-13A $25.00 
RC -103 Complete. New. Export Pckd $35.00 
AN/ARN-S Complete. New. Export Pekd $17.58 
SCR -522 Used Excellent $32.50 
BC -348 Used Excellent $79.50 

APR. 2 -RECEIVER 
90-1000 MC. Has automatic scanning & recording 
device. Includes ANT Filter F-3/APR-2, Mounting 

Hach & Inst Loot. Brand new $175.00 
AS-2J/A1'1í-2 ANT. New $4.95 
AS-26/APR-2 ANT. New $4.95 

APR. 5 -RECEIVER 
1000.3000 MC & 3000.6000 MC continuously by use 
of interchangeable Tuners. If freq 30 MC 
New $195.00 Used $125.00 

BC -800 RADAR XMITTER RCVR 
5 stages RE ut 30 MC, 2 stages RF, 160-186 MC, 
Uses 2-2026. 19 tubes Total, has Blower. Brand 
new $24.95 Used $12.95 

MARK 16 RADAR TEST SCOPE 
CW-601BP, Type LN, 27n0-::333 MC. t:,etl, Excellent 
110 VAC 60 Cy input $59.50 

LD-4 FREQ. MEASURING 
Type CRB-74021, 100-5000 KCS 

VARIACS 
2KVA 0-130 V AC G.R $32.50 
SKVA 0-130 V AC G.il $60.00 

XFORMERS 
Auto IKVA 110-220 AC $12.50 
11 V 200A $18.95 

V 60 A New 58.00 
2.5V CT 10A 20KV Insul $4.00 Choke 20 Hy 300 MA 20KV Insul $9.00 Pulse Xformer for 721A Magnatron $4.95 

METERS 
0-10 A DC Tripplett 41/2" Mod 422-211, New $4.00 
0-110 V AC 3%" G.E. New $3.95 
0-1 MA 3%" G.E. New 
0-20 Micro Amps 3%' G.E. New $Ì4.0Ó 
0-110 V AC 23¢" Weston. New $2.95 0-7.5 V AC Square 3" Westinghouse, New $2.95 
0-110 V AC 400 Cyc Hickock 2". New $2.95 

UNIT 

We manufacture Pulse Forming Networks to your specifications, also Hi 

MONROE ADDING CALCULATORS 
Model 3L1 -3W 8 column. 11,0,1, completely over- hauled. Guaranteed $179.00 

MAGNETRONS 
725 A or 2222 or 2221 used Fil. Checked $5.95 5223 New $22.00 2226 New $12.00 British VR -90X Similar to 8011 $ .49 
Magnatron Magnets for 725A, 2222, 2221 $3.95 
Gen Radio Precision Pot. 100,000 ohm $4.95 
BC -1073 A Wave Meter Tunes 150-210 MC. Uses 
cavity tuner w/precision Millen gear drive tanning. 
Complete with 110V AC 60 cy Power Supply & 19 tubes $24.50 

TUBES 
5BP1 $1.95 872-A 1.95 240 65 
3EP1 1.95 8020 $2.9 I VU't'127A . 1.95 
12DP7 .... 9.91 717A 8 5040 .49 
836 .41 726 4.0f 61,6 .89 
815 2.9: 707B 8.0: 829B 3 95 

CONNECTORS 
PL -259 per 100 $18.00 
M-359 per 100 $ 9.00 
UG-27U per 10 $20.00 

3 CENTIMETER DUPLEXER, MIXER, 
DETECTOR OSC ASSY. 

Includes 2-723AB LOC OSC. 2-72413 DuDlexers In 
23 Mixer $14.00 

T-28/APT-1 RADIO JAMMER 
93-212 MC. Used $22.50 New $45.00 
MARK -16 FREQ. METER & SIG. GEN. 
CW-60AB0-1 Type LZ-2700-3300MC uses 707-B tube 
110VAC 60 eye. Used $69.00 

SCR-729-A-ORAZ RADAR 
Unit New w/tubes & cables $190.00 

1-139A TEST UNIT 
For SCR -522, complete w/cord 94.95 

Voltage Condensers or Filters 
Handie Talkies BC -611 Large Quantity Available. Price on request. 

RADIO & ELECTRONICS 
SUPPLY DEPT. E-1, 2033-37 W. VENICE BLVD. 

LOS ANGELES 6, CALIFORNIA 

Send 30% with order or full price. Save C. O. D. 
charge. Shipments made via Railway Express unless 
other instructions given. Prices subject to change 
without notice. Merchandise subject to prior sale. 
Quantity Prices on Request. WRITE FOR CATALOG. 
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Size 
#22 dcc 
/24 dcc 
/25 dcc 
#26 dcc 
/27 dee 
/28 <Mc 
/29 dcc 
#30 dcc 
/33 dcc 
/35 dcc 

/34 S.E. 
/35 8.E. 
/36 S.E. 
/39 S.E. 
/40 H.E. 

STEPDOWN 
Auto 
Trans- 
former 
220- 

110V, 
300 W., open frame, 

$4.25 ea. 
250 W., open frame, 

L. $3.75 e J 

HI-SPEED 
KEYING RELAY 
DPDT 24v DC. 300 ohm& 
Betts & Betts. Vacuum 
sealed, plug -In type. Rita 
standard octal socket. 

$1.95 
IL 

r 400 CYCLE POWER 7 
TRANSFORMER 

13 ermetically 
sealed - 400 to 
2400 cycle units. 
Type T%97-2000 
v. 4ma: 315-0- 
315V. looms. 115 
P prL with 80 
tap Type 96-1578 
ea. $3.25 

Type T%96-FIlament Trans- 
former 2.5v 1.25a; 5v. 3a; 
6.3v, 2a; 6.3v, 4a ea. $3.25A 

a_ 

EVERYTHING U WANT AT 50% LESS: 

CONNECTORS 

RG 8/U 
Coaxial Cable 

50 ft. $1.78 

AN -3106-40-9s.. 69c ea. 
AN -3108-36-15s. 69c ea. 
AN -3108-18-1P.. 39c ea. 

6.3V Filament 
Transformer 8 
Amp. 7000 V 
Ins'. G.E. Ship 

Wt. 6 lbs. No. T90 
51.95 

(JnL'verscA 5eneralcp 
365 Canal St., New York 13, N. Y. WAlker 5-9642 

`i't\i\\ß1iei:e h N ^ ''.itw'>:i22..u:ätiiti:v`:' :::::, .6á.'á 

ANTENNA 
Switching 

RELAY 
115 V. A.C. DPDT 10 amp contacts, manual release latch 200 ohms. Allied. 

98c ea. 

Clare Sensi- 
tive 3500 
ohms 6MA 
SPDT 3 amp 
contacta No. 
R30. 
$1.10 ea. 

W.E. 4850 ohms 6MA SPDT 1 amp contacts #R92 
$1.25 ea. 

CLARE 2000 ohms 3 PST N.O. 1 amp contacts #1194. 

89c ea. W.E. 1300 ohms 20MA SPDT & SPST N.O. 1 amp contacts #R91. 
89c ea. 

Min. Order $2.50 

_.....i ü 

TRANSMITTERS 
In all types of emmission from low to 
high power outputs made by Western 
Electric, RCA, Federal R. & Tel., West- 
inghouse, Collins. For land, airport 
& maritime use. 

SHIPBOARD EQUIPMENT 
Radio direction finders mfged by RCA and 

Bludworth for small and large craft. Also 

motor generators and accessories. 

RADAR 
Brand New, complete units made for US 

Navy in Western Electric & Raytheon Mfg 
Co. models. 

F.M. RADIOTELEPHONE 
The demand for the SCR -528 equip- 
ment still persists. And now we can 
supply an AC power supply for sta- 
tionary installations. Normally, 12 or 
24 Volt DC dynamotors are included 
with a host of accessories, plus a 

transmitter and receiver, weighing 207 
lbs gross export packed. Excellent for 
telephone input or radio broadcast 
relay for point-to-point communica- 
tion. 

PORTABLE EQUIPMENT 
Handy -Talkies (SCR -536); Walkie-Talkie 
(SCR -511 and others) plus test equipment 
(1-135); Antennas AN -130, AN -131, 
whips (for SCR -300); portable vibrapacks 
etc. 

Our bulletins describing above items and our other stock items sent on request. 

Commnnidev COMMUNICATION DEVICES CO. 
prior sale 

Tel FOB: 
AD.4-9277 2331 TWELFTH AVENUE NEW YORK 27, N. Y. WHSE 

PRECISION resistor WIRE 
Advance Copelc Cuproo 

Copper -nickel alloy -low temp. co-ef 00004 
Ohm. Ft. 
per ft. per lb. Price/lb. 

.459 (180 alloy) 515 $1.20 

.728 820 1.35 

.917 1,029 1.50 
1 163 1,305 1.58 
1.458 1.536 1.70 
1.852 2.078 1.93 
2.302 2.584 2.00 
2.040 3,300 2.20 
4.833 6.546 2.35 
9.375 10.522 3.90 

7.408 
9.375 

11.76 
24 00 
30 59 

8.314 
10.522 
13,200 
28.930 
34,330 

$3.25 
3.90 
4.60 
8.50 

10.50 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS Unless specified we 
will nhip ans of the types advertised above. 
MINIMUM ORDERS D.C.C. #22 to 35. 1 lb.+30% 
-15%, respooled from original 3 lb. ay. spools. 
ENAMELED #34-:15-36. min. order 1 Ib.. ±30%: 
sizes 39 h 40, r4 lb., ±30% min. Enameled wire 
fa spooled on mfgr's precision spools. All guart'd. 

ATLANTIC INDUSTRIAL CO. 
101-38 91st St. Ozone Park, New York 

Dynamotor DM -33A: 28 V-5 A: 575V -16A 150 
Dynamotor AD -2: 14 V-3 A: 220 V. -06A 2 50 
Dynamotor RL -24A; 28 V -1.3A; 240 V -.08A....2 85 
Drop Line & Relay: WE#D161895B: Tele 38 
BELL RINGERS: MC -131: also 50 115 V. AC 35 
BATHTUB COND. 3X.1 mfd-400VDC; also .IX.1 14 
DUAL COIL. SET: F -range 2040-3000 KC: 

N -range 6000-9050 KC: for RU -17 Aircraft...1.25 
COIL SET & HAND CALI. CHART: 16 steps; 

2500-3200 KC: for GF Eq. WE#47136 130 
FUSES; Bussman 4AG5 (5 amps.) Price per 

1000 500 
FUSES; Littlefuse, non-renuable Cart.; per M..I6 00 

304 -TH 9LP7 371E 70 

5CP1 3DPI 371A 75 

5API 8013 800 65 
5AP4 878 8013-A 1.50 

4APIO 3B24 9GP7 3 50 
864 per 100... .4.85 

$1.95 954 2X2A 75 

GOULD GREEN 254 Greenwich St. N. Y. C 7 

LARGE STOCK 

A N CONNECTORS 
Priced Right -Immediate Delivery 

HAROLD H. POWELL 
632 Arch St. Phone 
Phila. 6, Pa. MA. 7-5650 

SONAR EQUIPMENT 
TYPE QCJ-QCO 

rrr 
d eha p 

o® 

o 

one 20 
RO®O®O 

$195" 

Type QCJ-QCO. Consists of 
indicator, hoist remote con- 
trol unit and receiver am- 
plifier. Frequency range 13 

to 37 KCS. Range 0-1000 
yards and 0-5000 yards. 
Requires 440 volt 3 phase 
60 cycle current. OD 52 x 
22 a 22 wt. 500 lbs. Geod 
used at 

DRIVER 
RECTIFIER 

Driver rectifier. Frequency 
17-26 KCS. 600 watts power 
output. Input 440 volts 3 
phase 60 cycles at 3.8 amps. 
This and above unit mfg. 
by Submarine Signal Co. 
OD 52 x 22 a 17", wt. 600 
lbs. Good used at 

$19500 

0 ® °oöo e 

,® 

RECEIVER 
INDICATOR 

OSCILLATOR 
elver Indii-ator Oscilla- 

tor. Type CITY. Consists 
of receiver indicator oscil- 
lator 43013, remote train- 
ing control unit 23264 and 
driver amplifier 50093. Fre- 
quency range 17-27 KCS. 
Range 0-1000 yards; 0-3000 
yards. Output 200 Watts. 
Mfg. by RCA. OD 30 x 34 
x 48", wt. 500 lbs. Good 
used at 

$17500 

DRIVER 
CONTROL 

UNIT 
Driver Control Unit. Type 
CBM. 17-25.5 KCS. In- 
put 220/440 volts 3 phase 
60 cycle. Mfg. by Subma- 
rine Signal Co. OD 17 x 
23 x 34", wt. 350 lbs. Good 
used at 

$12500 
200 SURPLUS ELECTRONIC ITEMS 
on our new list. Rush your name today for the 
HOTTEST LIST IN THE LAND. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back. 

DICK ROSE ERECO 
2912 Hewitt Ave. Everett 20. Wash. 

FOR SALE 
Stem & sealing machines 

Vacuum pumps, 
Button Stem, Flare, 

and 
Exhaust machines, 

many others. 

HAYDU BROTHERS 
Plainfield New Jersey 

FACSIMILE 
For sale, 2 #FRS -140C Finch Duplex Facsimile 
Machines. New Condition. $1000.00 Each, 
FOB Cleveland. Literature upon request. 

PERRY -BRIGGS COMPANY 
1220 Huron Rd. Cleveland 15, Ohio 
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WRITE FOR YOUR FREE "TABOGRAM" 

CONDENSER SPECIALS! 
Vacuum 50nrmf/7500v $ .98 
Vacuum 55mm1/20000v 4.89 
Ceramicon 50mmf Button Cent lab..10/.98 
Mica .01mí/600wv Tobe DP 12 for .98 
Mica .01m1/1000vt CD 4LS 4 for .98 
Electlytic 6000mId/15vac .98 
Elect 15mí/300vdc 7 for .98 
Elect 50mf/350vdc FP 5/.98 
Elect 30-15-10mf/250v 5/.98 
Elect 40mí/250v & 20mf/25vde 6/.98 
Elect 30mí/450v & 2x2Omf/25vdc FP 4/.98 
Elect lOmi'/450v & 2x2Omf/25vdc FP 5/.98 
Tubular Paper 009mí/600vdc 20/.98 
Tubular Paper .05mf/150wv 30/.98 
Tubular Paper .05mf/600wv 15/.98 
Tubular Paper .1m1/150wv 25/.98 
1000ft HookupWire 100ft asstd rolls ONLY $2.49 Plug&CordSets 6ft UL appvd. 10 for 1.20 
Intercom&SDkrWireTwisted 500 Pt 3.49 
161tSJ Ext Cord HvyDty Male&FemalePlugs...98 
Wire #10, 1000ft 12.95 
Wire 818,I000ft AN 4.50 
RG -8U Coax, 100ft 4.98 
CARLF Std HiV Rubber HvyDty 25 ft .49 "SI" HvyDty 2-cond Std. Ft. 34; 100 ft 2.49 

4 
Heineman Magn Ckt Bkrs for AC/DC Oper 
AMPS: .01. .22, 2, 3, 7, 7.9, 15, 20, 30, 
35, 40. 80, 180&220 Amps. 
SPECIAL Ea. $1.49; 10/312.98: 100/5120 
Klaxon Thermal Push Button C'Bkrs 

AMPS: 5. 10. 15, 30, 35 Amps. Ea. 794: 10/ 
$5.98; 100/345.00 
Square -D TogoleSw ANtype C'Bkrs AMPS: 
10. 20. 25 Amps. Ea. 894: 10/37.98: 100/$69.00. 

CIRCULAR Slide Rule. Equis 
12" -Only 2-%" Radius. LAMI- 
NATED -Print Stays On! Mult, 
Div, Ses, Cubes & Roots, Log 
& Dec Scales Data&Case 984: 
Parallel Rules. Precision Draft- 
ing Tool Mfr. BRUNING 6" 
wide. For Radiomen, Engineers, 
Students -Unsurpassed forQuick 

CktDiagrams. SPECIAL 394 

XTAL HEATER OVEN Terrific Buy! 
Takes Any FT243 Xtal. ONLY...98g 
CRYSTALS-Mtd FT243 S.C. Specs. 
3525Kc 4190Kc 5235Kc 
3735Kc 4780Kc 5485Kc 
3980Kc 5030Kc ea. 984; 2/53 

2 TO 4 WATT AMPLIFIER BUY! 
8 -Inch Heavy Duty Speaker. Works 110 Volts 
AC or DC. Removed From Hi -11 Demonstrator. 
Includes 3 Tubes, Volume & Tone Controls, 
Mike Or Phone Jack. Black Crackle Panel For 
Case Or Cabinet. Ready To Operate. w/Data 
$4.98. 
MOTOR 1/40141', lor3ph, 115V 60 cy/3450 RPM 
GE/Delco/Diehl w/cndsr Cont Dty 5/8" 
shaft $3.98 
GE2JIG1 SELSYNS w/data 24 Vor110V/60cy 
oper Used Tested 2 for $1.49 
MICROSWITCH ES Mu, Toggle, Rotary 
MU leafSw 31/2"DCNO&NC/15A 984 
MicroSw PinPlungerSPDT/10A 544 
MicroSw PlungerSl'DTx10 or SPNO/IOA 694 
Arrowll&H Plunger SPNO/6A 394 
MicroSwRoller SPNC/10A 894 
All&HToggle DPDT/6A 304; 4/51.00 
MicroSw PlungerSPNO/NC 594 
Mu&MicroSw SPOT W/reset 654 
MicroSw PlungerButtonSPDT 694 
MicroSw SPNC/30A/Cased 984 
Switchette DPNO&NC 304; SPND 254 
SQ'D/B30/Start&Stop PushButton 984 
RotarySw 6Deck5Pos(2-SposSw/eaDeck) ...$1.49 
RotarySw 4Deck7Pos,5ckt&ON-OFFckt $1.29 
MTRorNAM CERAMIC Sw7Deck5posH1V 81.49 
VOM SwitchSP 21pos. SBvPICont 364 

FUSES -FUSE HOLDERS 
3AG: 1/8, u, 1Amp. Ea. 50: 100/3.98 
3AG: 1, 11/2, 2. 3, 4, 15, 20 Amp. Ea 34; 100/2.49 
3AG: Slo-1)10; 10, 20 Amp. Ea. 94; 100 for 7.98 
4AB: BUSS 10 Amp. Ea. 74 100 for 5.98 
4AG: U., 1,5 Amp. Ea. 74; 100 for 5.98 
4AG: 3, 5, 10. 15 Amp. Ea. 54; 100 for 3.98 
4AG Slo-BIo: 3,10,15,20 Amp. Ea. 94; 100/7.98 
5AB: BUSS, Littelfuse, 5 Amp. Ea. 44; 100/3.00 
5AG: 35,80 Amp. Ea. 54; 100 for 3.98 
7AG: 0.2 Amp Littelfuse, Ea. 94: 100 for 7.98 
8AG: 1/32, 2/10, Vh Amp. Ea. 84; 100 for 6.98 
Non -Renewable Ferrule Mtd Fuses 
Size Amperes EACH IO for 
11x13/32"dia. 0.8.1,3,4. 
250 volts 6,10,15 54 354 
2x9/16dia. 2.2.5,3,5,6, 
250 volts 10,12,20,25 74 504 
5x13/16"dia. 11/2,2,5,8 204 $1.49 
600 volts Fusetrons 
3x13/32"dia. 1/,1 GE & 150 1.25 
1000 volts BUSS HVA 
41/2x13/32"dia. /A BUSS & 254 1.98 
2500 volts Littelfuse 
NonRenew 35A BUSS ACL Fusetron 354: 10/2.49 
NonRenew 65.100A. KnifeBladeEe.. 350: 10/2.49 
NonRenew IA Window -Plug. EA. 5$: 10/354 
NonRenew 40Á,80A Littelfuse 1235 or BUSS 
HBR Ea. 44; 10 for 350 
Telephone Grasshopper Fuses-90Volts W.E. 
350/3Amp. Ea. 94; 10 for 754 
Renewable 3A Monarch F23/250V. Ea. 254; 10/$2 
Renewable 6A G.E. 1020/250V. Ea. 254: 10/52 
Renewable 60A BUSS "Super-Lag"/250V 454 
1/2A Littelfuse 3024C/5000V. Ea. 254; 10/2.00 
HOLDER 1075 Littelfuse. Ea. 204: 10 for 31.75 
HOLDER 4AG/HCM BUSS. Ea. 300; 10 for 2.50 
3AG-4AG Clip Mtg. 10 for 1.00 
3AG-4AG Dual Clip. Ea. 204; 6 for 1.00 
DUAL 21íz"x21h" Cartridge Mtg. Ea. 354; 5/1.50 

C "TAB" for ALL Fuses Any QTY. 

CRYSTAL DIODES 
THERMISTORS-VARISTOR 4 

Type Each IO For D167019 Vol Limitr ..$2.95 
1N21 5.39 $2.98 D168391 Therm Comp .90 1N21A 1.00 8.30 D188392 Therm Comp 2.00 1N22ß 1.75 14.98 
IN22 1.50 14.00 D170396 HF Pwr Meas .90 
1N23 1.50 14.00 IC Bulb Time Delay.. .90 
1523A 1.50 14.00 CW20259 Varistor 38C 2.95 
1N23B 3.00 27.50 
1N26 3.00 27.50 Xtal Frei' Standards 
1N27 1.75 14.98 200Kc 3 98 
1N34 .84 7.98 
1N35 2.79 25.98 
1N48 1.15 10.49 
INS! 1.08 9.48 

500Kc - 3.98 
1000Kc/FT243 Mtd... 2.95 
4700Kc .98 

BASIC PHOTOFLASH 
KIT CompletePwr Sup- 
ply w/cndsrs, lamp, etc. 
&data 115VAC..329.95 
STUDIO KIT - Air 
Corps1169set 115VAC 
orBATw/2 lamps $53.95 
1169 Air Corps P'Flash 
Pwr Pack NEW incl 
Data $19.95 

FLASH CONDENSERS 7mfd/2500vdc/21 9 W - 
Secs, $2.75; 5/312.50 
15mí/330vac/1800vdclNT 3 98 
25mf/330vac/1800vdcINT 6.49 
IGmf/600vac/2800vdc1NT 6.95 
16mmPAN5OfilmGSA1'camera 54 rolls 5.49 
' SUNFLASH" SPECIAL: 100to300W-sec Inpt 
NON -DARKENING. ShockMtd 100,000orMore 
Flashes 4-I'rgBase lnt-chgable 5804X 
w/date $10.98 
SYLVANIA R4330 12 million lumens 
100W -Sec $14.98 
X.400 Air Corps Lamp $11.98 

Precision Feeler Gauge TL147 
Ideal Teletype&RelayWork Set- 
ting ContPts,SparkGap, Individ 
Removable Gauges 012/.018/ 
.025/.035/.037/.055" NEW orig 
Container 984 
RELAY Spring Adjuster & 
SwitchBd Tool SlotTakesUDTO 
.022 WE8293 984 

XTRA SPECIAL -New TV Parts 
Width Control Sim 201R4 394 
Focus Coil Sim 2021)2 4 98 
HV-Horiz&Deft Outpt Sim 211T5&ckt Data 2.98 
UTAH9318 HBO Xfmr H'Sld 890 
UTC 88662 VBOXfrur H'Sld 894 
TV Yoke SPECIAL $2.49 
Focus Coil Magn Kinescps 2.98 
ERIE HIV Cndsr 500mmf/SOKV 394 
JEFFERS Cndsr 50Ornmf/20KV 694 
IonTrapMagnetRCA203D 1 984 
RCA HiV DeflXfmr211T1 $4.98 
V'OutptXfmrSinrltCA204T2 2 69 
TWINEX TV 300ohmCable 100 ft 1.10 
TV TWINE% TACKER 2.98 
500HvyDtyStaplesBoxed 2.98 

AMPLIFIER KIT -10W Hi-Fi 
Self -Balancing, Cathode Foll. 
Perfect Response Phase Inv 2- 
2A3/6B4G PP Outpt. All parts. 
data, less Outpt Xfmr, Inc! RCA 
Chassis $14.95 

SUPER HIGH-FIDELITY KIT Incorporates 
ALL -ELECTRONIC stage for use with GE/ 
Pickering, etc. Var. Reluctance Magnetic&Xtal 
Pickups & Mike PLUS ELECTRONIC BASS & 
HI-FREQ TONE BOOST TUBE CKT. Self - 
balancing oath foll.phase inv. 2A3/6B4G PP,4 
other stages plus all power & RCA Chassis, less 
outpt xfmr $24.95 

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT 
LIGHTHOUSE Xmlt - Receive 
Assy, p/oRT39 /APG5 & 15. Os- 
cillator Cavities & TRcavity & rrs TypeN RcvrCoupling Uses 2C43, 
2C4O, 11127. TunesAPX 2400- 
2700Mc SilvPLthruout $29.95 
MAGUIRE 3CmX-BandWAVE- 

Mh'r1.x $16.95 
PARALLEL TunableCoaxCavity300-400mc w/Adj 
HatLN $4.95 

DualCkx- Mercurt,105°F. Reirl for 
tremelySensitiv&Accurate 

-forMost Exacting Re- 
qu'ments - RESEARCH,FIRE PREV,FREEZE 
PT CONTROL, or MAX -MIN TEMP Control. 
BrandNew. Individ Boxed w/data & ckt List 
OVER $20. "TAB" SPECIAL 984; 12 for 510 

METER SPECIALS-Cased0-120131a31/2"5MaTuning2V,4"GE 
$.98 RF Mtr 0-120131a31/2" 

PáMaDC Miniature WestonAccyTo 
Dipper Mtr 3.49 65Me 12.95 

DC AMMETERS DC VOLTMETERS 
15A,21"Hovt . 2.95 30V,258"Wstg 2.49 
30A,21h"WE/Wstg 2.49 100V,3Va"WE 4.95 
60A,21 "Wstg .... 2.98 SOOV,31WE 4.95 
120A,21Wstg .... 3.98 2OKV,31hWeston 10.98 
240A,2V2"w/o AC VOLTMETERS Shunt 2.49 71V,3"Wstg 3.98 
S Á,3"w/o 
Shunt 15V,3"SgWstn ..-.4.95 
Many 49 Others- W' Writel 150V2Wstg/GE 3.49 

- - 

y7.,` 

Precision Resistors -Over 2,500,000 In Stock 
"Tab" -Specialists in Precision Resistors 

We Ship Types in Stock -Accuracy up to 0.1 Percent 
0.116 74 330 684 1740 2200 5300 13000 28500 
0.42 75 340 689 1770 2250 5500 13100 29000 
0.425 80 350 697 1800 23110 5600 13500 29500 
0.607 81.4 360 699 1818 2400 5730 13560 29990 
0.7 88 366.6 700 1830 2450 5779 13600 30000 
1.03 89.8 370 711 1865 2463 5910 14000 31900 
1.3 90 375 733 1892 2485 6000 14250 31500 
1.75 95 380 740 1894 2490 6100 14400 32000 
2.5 100 389 750 1895 2500 6125 14500 33000 
3 101 390 800 1896 2525 6140 14550 35000 
3.83 105 400 806 1897 2600 6200 14600 37000 
3.95 105.7 410 85J 1898 2625 15000 38140 
1 107 414.3 854 1899 2635 649 16000 38500 
4.35 120 418.8 899 1900 2700 65 16500 33000 
5 121.2 425 900 1901 275) 6840 16800 39500 
5.025 125 426.9 910 1902 2850 6990 17000 40000 
8.25 135 427 917 1903 2860 7000 17500 42000 
6.5 140 440 946 1904 28.0 7320 17977 43000 
7 147.5 450 978 1905 2900 7500 18000 45000 
7.8 150 452 1000 1906 3000 7700 18300 47000 
7.9 180 460 1030 1907 3100 7717 18380 47500 
8 165 470 1058 1908 3183 7900 18500 48000 
10.38 170 475 1067 1909 3259 7930 18800 48660 
11.25 175 478 1100 1910 3290 7950 19000 49000 
12 179 480 1110 1911 3300 8000 19500 50000 
13.52 182 487 1150 1912 3333 8094 20000 52000 
14.2 182.4 500 1155 1913 3384 8250 20441 55000 
14.25 200 518 1162 1914 3500 8500 20500 56000 
14.5 209.4 520 1175 1915 3509 8700 21000 57065 
15 216 525 1200 1916 3700 8770 21500 58333 
16 220 540 1225 1917 3730 9000 22000 60000 
17 220.4 550 1250 1918 3760 9100 22500 61430 
19 225 575 1260 1919 4000 9445 22990 62000 
20 230 580 1300 1920 4030 9500 23000 64000 
22 235 588 1322 1922 4200 9710 23150 65000 
23 240 600 1350 1924 4220 9800 23325 66600 
25 245 612 1355 1926 4280 9900 23400 86650 
26 245. 625 1400 1960 4300 9902 23500 67500 
28 250 633 1488 1980 4314 10000 24000 68000 
30 260 640 1495 2000 4440 10430 24600 70000 
31.5 271 641 1500 2045 4444 10500 25000 72000 
37 275 645 1510 2080 4500 10600 25200 73500 
48 280 649 1518 2095 4720 10900 25400 75000 
49 286 650 1600 2141 4750 10936 25833 80000 
50 289 657 1640 2142 4850 11000 26000 82000 
51.78 299 665 1646 2145 4885 11400 28500 84000 
55 300 670 1650 2150 4900 11500 26600 85000 
56.7 310 673 1670 2160 5000 11690 27000 85750 
60 311.5 675 1680 2180 5100 12000 27500 88000 
63 320 680 1710 2187 5210 12500 28000 90000 
68 325 681 1712 2195 5235 12600 28430 91000 

5270 95000 93300 
Any Size Above, Each 25c. Ten for $1.98 

.-00000 147000 185000 229000 294000 353500 478000 654000 
10000 150000 186600 230000 300000 375000 500000 660000 
15000 155000 190000 235500 307500 380000 520000 690000 

116667 160000 198000 238000 311000 400000 521000 700000 
120000 165300 200000 240000 314000 402000 525000 716300 
125000 166750 201000 245000 316000 420000 543000 750000 
130000 167000 205000 250000 325000 422000 550000 761300 
135000 169200 210000 265000 330000 425000 570000 800000 
140000 175000 215000 268000 330000 450000 575000 813000 
141000 180000 220000 270000 333500 458000 600000 850000 
145000 180600 225000 275000 350000 470000650 

62ÓÓÓ0 90Ó0ÓÓ 
Any Size Above. Each 35e. Ten for $2.98 

Megohma 1.579 2 2.75 3.673 4.5 6.5 7.74 11.55 
1 1.35 1.6 2.11 2.8 3.75 4.7 6.6 8 12 
1.1 1.39 1.65 2.2 2.855 3.9 5 6.7 8.02 12.83 
1.2 1.4 1.75 2.25 3 4 5.5 7 8.5 13 
1.25 1.5 1.8 2.5 3.3 4.23 6 7.5 9.05 13.85 
1.3 1.57 1.9 2.7 3.5 4.25 6.3 7.62 9.5 15 

1 20 
Any Size Above, Each 70e, Ten for $5.98 

VACUUM PRECISION HIVOLTAGE RESISTORS 
Megohms-.12,.25,.6,.75,.83,.99.1,1.5,2,3,3.75-3¢ %accy,Ea$ I : 10/57.50 
HIGH VOLTAGE PRECISION RESISTORS 
JAN -R29 MFC105 IMeg/1KV/1/2%.accy$1.98; 6 for $10 
WW 20Meg/20KV/VA%accy 515.95 
High Voltage High Frequency Resistors Standard Brands 
MVT 2Meg/5W/7.5KVwkg $1.08 10 for $8.98 
MITT 2Meg/5W/7.5KVwkg 1.08 10 for 8.98 
MVP 5Meg/lOW/10KVwkg 1.49 8 for 10.00 
MVP 7Meg/lOW/10KVwkg 1.49 8 for 10.00 
MVP 10ll1eg./lOW/10KVwkg 1.49 8 for 10.00 
12Meg/lOW/1OKVwkg 1.49 8 for 10.00 
MVZ 30Meg/20W/25KVwkg 1.98 6 for 10.00 
MVE 50Meg/25W/4OKVwkg 1.98 6 for 10.00 

R A Y D O N CLOCK 
MOTOR & SWITCH Syn- 
chronous 6tolOVAC/60gccy/ 
24R y PM & Switch 

129$49 
SYNC 1 RPM/115V60 
cyc 2 49 

POWER PACK KITS 
250VDC/5OMa&Filter $2.98 
350VDC/125Ma&Fil's 4.49 
550VDC/200Ma&Fil's 9.98 
1200VDC/300Ma&Fil's .. 21.95 
1500V'Dblr/35Ma&Filter 39.95 

DAVEN ATTENUATORS 
Brand New! 
5000ohms/20pos $1.98 
200,000ohms/20pos 1.98 
S000ohms/30pos 2.49 
"TEE" Dua11500ohms/20pos 2.98 
IRC 100,000ohms/20pos 1.98 
IRC 250.000ohms/20pos 2.49 
Rheostat 20ohm/50Watt w/knob 
& Dial Plate 694 
Rheostats 25Watt IRC&Ohmite 
Slotted Shaft 350,500,1500,5000 
ohms 3 for 980 
FireExting PYRENE UL Appvd 
1Gal CarbonTet Self -Pressurizing 
w/pump & meter UsedTested Gtd. 
Shipped Dry $10.98 
RELAY RBM 115 vac/60 eye/ 
SPN0/8A 980 

36 28 .32 
36 28 3.5 
36 28 5. 

135 115 3.57 
90 75 .15 

Selen FEDERAL 100ma 
20ma 98 
Sel Cr 18V/12V/11/2A ....$I.49 
USN Sound Powered Phones! 
Headset & Microphone NEWI 
Ready to Operate Each....56.95; 
Per Pair $12.95 

STORAGE BATTERIES 
G -E PortableRadioBatty 2V/25AH 
Perfect Subst RADIO 25-2. Fits 
IdentioalSpace(6x21/2x21%") Leads 
Readily Adapted. 
A Seven$$Buy 
2V/11ÁH Willard BB206U..$1.89 
2V/97A41 Willard BB54 1.89 
4V/40AB WillardTBY Used 3.95 
8V/6AM WlllardNT6/BB214U 

1.75 
6V/25AH Willard 3.98 
6V/40AH Willard ER40-6 6.98 
36Vm)nBR18/BB52 814 
USN HydrometerKit&Box .. 1.98 
BatAcid (R'ExpOnly) 1 pt 590: 
2 

984 RECTIFIERS, BRIDGE 
IN Out Amps EACH 
18V 14V 1.35 $2.49 

18 14 3.5 3.98 
4.98 
1.49 
6.49 
8.49 

17.49 
1.49 
720 

TAB MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
33 MIN. ORDER F.O.B. N.Y.( 
ADD SHIPPING CHARGES AND 
25% DEPOSIT. PHONE WO. 2.7230 

THAT'S 
A 
BUY "TAB THAT'S 

A 
BUY 

DEPT. 10E SIX CHURCH ST. NEW YORK 6 N.Y. U.S.A.-CORNER 
CHURCH &200 LIBERTY STS. 

ROOM 

TAB' MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

53 MIN. ORDER F.O.B. N.Y. C. 

ADD SHIPPING CHARGES AND 
25 DEPOSIT. PHONE WO. 2-7230 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

1.98 
1.25 
1.08 
.86 

1.05 

1.93 
.83 

2B22/GL559 .73 
202//1642 .81 
2C22/7193 .18 

2C34/RK34 .55 
2039 18.00 
2040 2.88 

2J25 

2327 
2.731 
2132 

2J4 
237 

38 
2239 
2J47 
2248 

249 
50 

2153 
2256 
2261 
2262 
2K28 
2K29..... 24.95 
2K39 54.00 
2V3G 1.05 
2X2 

.36 
SAS 1.20 
3B7/1291 .95 
3622 2.69 
3B24 1.85 
3B25 4.95 
3628 5.89 
3023 2.48 
3031/C1ß 1.98 
3045 24.95 
3D6/1299 .85 
3D21Á 1.37 
3D22 7.49 
3E29/829B 4.89 

3V 4 
4A1 

.69 

B27/201 2.49 
4631 18.95 
4033 81.00 
4035 22.95 
41332 7.98 
4.131 95.00 
4232 95.00 
4J42/700A 29.85 
4247 45.00 
4T4/2 . . 9.95 
5C22 29.95 
5C30/CSB 9.95 
5D21 25.95 
5223 14.25 
5229 17.39 
5230 49.27 
5R4GY 1.12 
ST4 .96 

5V 4G 
.52 
.95 

5W4 .87 

.59 

.24 

6C6G .55 
6C8G 1.05 

613 61 
23:95r 

6E5 .81 
6E6 0 
6F6G 1.59 
6F7 1.00 
6F8G 1.04 
6G6G 1.05 
6116 .43 
6H6GT. . .38 
C6J . 4.75 
624 5.75 
625GT .48 
626 .78 
627 .75 
6K5GT. . .86 
6K6GT. . .45 
6K7G .55 

6LSG .98 
98 

6L7 
66 

.83 6N790 
6PSGGT " .81 
6QG/884. 

1.75 
6R7G.. . . . 1.05 
6S7G .81 
6S8GT.. . .79 

Television Pwr Supply Transformers 
HI -VOLTAGE for CR Tubes 5" to 20" 
& Plate Volts for ALL Tubes & ALL Fils, Complete w/data for 5000 to 
20000 Volt Circuits; also Full Wave 
Output 300VDC/ 275Ma R-. 8.4V/10.3A. 
5.4V/8A, 2.5V/3A. Inpt 105-125VAC/50-400cyc h yper- 
silCore OU Impreg. W.E. for USN SPECIAL 59.95 
1800V 'SCOPE PWR SUPPLY Ideal CRT Xfmr1800V 
DblrCkt; 115VACinDt; Outpt-900V/35Ma, 232.5V/2A 
eaSect 4KVinsSigC Spec, HermSld. Two 2x2tubes&ALL 
FltrParts&Data S5.98 

.. 11TABr" Tested & Guaranteed 
6SA7GT.. .45 
6SB7Y.... .81 
6SC7 .65 
6SD7GT... .45 
6SF5 .55 

6SG 7 .63 
6SH7 .38 
6S.17GT .55 
6SK7GT .45 
6SL7GT .55 
6SN7GT .55 
6SO7GT .47 
6511.7 .56 

6T7G 1.19 
6T8 .98 
6U5/6G5 .72 
6U6GT .69 
6U7G .54 
6V6GT .65 
6W7G .87 
6X4 .49 
6X5GT .55 
6Y6 .87 
6Z7G 1.23 
6ZYSG .67 
7A4/XXL .57 

7A6 .69 
7A7 .56 
73.8 .69 
7AG7 .85 
7B4 .55 
785 .70 
B7 .60 

7C4/1203A .36 
705 .55 

706 
69 

C7 .65 
7C23 69.00 
7E5/1201 .89 

77E6 .85 

7G7 1.03 
7H7 .65 

7LK7 1.05 86 
7N7 .85 
707 .72 
7V7 1.04 

í70Y .69 60 
1216 .18 
1217 .96 
12A8GT .56 
12AH7GT. .84 
12AT6 .45 
12AT7 .79 
12AU6 .59 
12AU7 .69 
12AX7 .89 
12BA6 .56 
12BA7 .89 

1208 
6 

.35 
12116 .34 
1225GT .35 

12J7GT... .78 
12K8 .75 
121.8 
12Q7GT 1.49 .55 
12S8GT .79 
12SA7GT .55 
12SC7 .55 
12SF7 .56 
12SG7 .55 
125117 .34 
12SJ7GT .46 
12SK7GT .55 
12SL7GT .63 
12SN7GT .54 
12SO7GT .54 
12SR7GT .37 

127,3 
14B6 
14R7 
15E 
I5R 
FG17 
19 
19T8 
20 

.72 

.81 

.85 
1.44 
.75 

2.87 
1.49 
.98 

1.17 
P-121 4.98 
REL21 4.85 
RX21 3.20 
PJ22 CEIC 1.49 
24G/3024. .45 
25A6 1.04 
25B6 1.49 
25L6GT.. .55 
25YS 1.08 
25Z5 .46 
25Z6GT.. .55 
FG27A . . 9.50 
28127 .36 3036 

.36 
32 .89 
FG32 4.98 
32L7GT .95 
FG33 8.49 
35A5 

.59 
3505 .60 

35W4 
T 

.54 42 
35Y4 .55 
35Z5GT.. .41 
REL36/614 .75 
37 .36 

39/44 .25 
C1RC40 . . .54 

45S/VT52. .27 
46 .65 
48 1.20 
50 49 
EF50 1.40 
5065 .54 
5005 9 50L6.56 
53A .89 
RK65... . 22.98 
FG67 12.75 

11Y69 2.29 

71L7GT.. 1.75 
72 .95 
CRD72 1.85 
CRP72 1.37 
73.. 1.67 
NR74 .29 
V5 56 

R75 .95 
76 .45 
77 .45 

80 .36 
81 1.29 
FG81A 4.45 
82 .85 

83V 1.05 
84/6Z4 .57 
85 .57 
89 .36 
VR90 .67 
VR92 .23 
FG104 14.98 
FG105 10.75 
VR105 .63 
HY114B .81 
HY115/145 .80 
117N7GT . 1.36 
117Z3 .49 
117Z6GT .77 
117Z7GT 1.49 
F127A 16.95 
VR150 .49 
VT158 9.85 
FG166 49.00 
FG172 29.50 
FG190 12.98 
205B/VT2 1.98 
207......110.00 
211/VT4C. .45 
RX215 9.95 
WE215A .25 
217A 3.98 
GL227A.. 2.90 
231 1.20 
250TH 18.49 
250TL.. . 18.90 
282B 8.49 
304TH 5.95 
304TL 1.39 
307A/RK75 3.90 

323A 19.98 
327A 2.90 
350 1.23 
350B 1.98 
371B .84 
C376 2.98 
388Á . 
393A 3.80 
394A 3.75 
FP400 7.98 
417A 19.95 
GL434... . 3.45 
44468/2040 

1.80 
450TH.. . . 17.75 

450TI 39.95 
GL451 1.90 
460/ 

1I8200 11.98 
WL468 7.49 
RH507 9.98 
527 7.49 
530 4.90 
531 1.80 

GL534/WL531 

1.95 
534 2.45 

1S21 1.95 
544 4.98 
GLS46 1.69 
550P1 19.95 
575A/975 12.75 
6 .19 
KV01B610 9.50 
HY615 .27 
WL619. . 20.00 
KU627 7.49 
631P1 ,SN4 3.98 
WL632A. . 8.98 

7701A 
3.50 

703A/702B 3.75 
704A . . . . . 1.08 
705A/8021 1.05 
707B . . . . . 7.98 
7101/8011 .65 

1.49 

717A 7.29 61 
1.89 

722A/721A.287A 9.95 
723A 6.95 
723A/B. 14.95 
724A/ß. . 3.90 

726C 29 98 
730A 10.90 

884 6.99 
805 3.80 
807 1.10 
808 1.35 
809 2.40 
810 6.45 

812811 

1.67 
2.605 

814 2.61 
815 1.39 
816 .98 
826 .42 
SD828 3.98 
829B 7.29 
832 3.98 
832A 4.20 
836 .95 
837 2.35 
838 2.79 
842 2.75843 .9 
845 5 
851 14.95 
860 

10.26 
864 .45 

.89 

.18 
4.95 
1.75 
1.69 
.37 
.35 

.89 

.90 
1641/RK60 .68 
2050 .63 
2051 .42 
UX6653 .69 
8012A 1.45 
8013A 2.50 
8020 1.90 
9001 .34 
9002 .30 
9003 .35 
9004 
9006 .18 
Tungar Bulbs 
12X825 2.25 
20X672 2.95 
189048GE 3.49 
199698 2.95 
289881 2.50 
859483 3.98 
Mazda Pilots 

44 Box 10. .50 
49 Box 10. .60 
55 Box 10. .50 
64 Each .07 
S6/T4 Ea .15 
100W /20V. 25 
313/28V .15 
323/3V .10 
Sylvania S6/ I' 
6W/120V .15 
W/tghs C7/ 
7W/120V .09 

11.95 
10.95 
1.800 
1.800 

5MP1.... 3.95 
7BP7 4.65 
7081 12.95 
7HP7 5.95 
9GP7 12.33 
9LP7 2.21 
12DP7 12.49 
12GP1 49.98 
12GP7 12.80 
12LP4 34.00 
16AP4 55.00 
902 

3.89 
912 89.98 
Dialco typeIPI 

.49 
6-11 .49 
7H12 .49 
9-3 .49 
10-4B .49 
13-4 .49 
20-4 .49 

36 
K55ß .36 
MSSB .39 
L62A 49 
K8OB .36 

NE5I/ A " 
2.61 

NE20 .07 
Tel Slidelamps 
6 12 24, 48. 
515V Each. .18 
Tubes Gtd Exc 

t, 
I I,IIi 

.5 
4.85 
4.50 
4.75 
3.39 
3.24 

45.00 
37.09 
29.95 
49.95 
49.95 
49.95 
29.95 

1.26 

6 
1C7G..... 1.27 
1 D5GP . . . 1.25 
lES 1.38 
IE7G 1.17 
184G 1.05 
I F7GV . . 1.55 
IG4GT. . 1.05 
1G6GT .98 
1H4G .87 
1115G .65 
1H6G 1.27 
1J6G 1.27 
1L4 .69 
1 LA4GT. 1.05 

1LC6 1.85 
1 LE3GT. .96 
ILH4 1.05 
1LN5 .75 
IN5GT . . .69 
1p5GT . . .69 
1P24 .85 
1QQQQSGT . . .96 
11R4/1294 675.98 
IRS .59 
1S4 .49 
1S5 .54 

11S21 
3.7554T4 3:75 

1T5GT . . . 1.05 
1U4 .69 
IV 
1Z2 
2A3 
2A4G 
2AS 
2A6 

2B4 
2B7 

-Iumemmo** * SPECIALS*** 
6 VOLT DYNAMOTOR SCOOP! 

CARTER "MAGMOTORS" PermMagnets 
Hi -Eft Compact 51x3 -3/4x23¢"Lo-TempRise. 
XMTG "MAG MOTOR" Inpt 5.5VDC; 
Outpt 400V/150Ma 5734%Ef. 6500RPM. 

RCVNG "MAGMOTOR" lint 6VDC; Outpt 250V/100 
Ma 52% Ef. 4800RPM 41 lbs. ONLY $4.98 
Both Units above SPECIAL $12.49 
011 Cndsr Special DUAL 2x0.1mfd/2000WV Common 
Term Off Ond.TOBE Mfr. $1.08; 2 for $2.00 
2x5mfd (10mfd) OILMITE to W.E. specifKS8976 
400WVDC-65-to+85°C. OTO Uoable600WVDC 2/98$ 

Mr WI 
MI Write for Your FREE "Tabogram' 

OB2 $1.69 

OCl1 995 
lOA3 .59 
1A4 1.26 
IA5GT. .70 
1A6 1.26 
1 A7GT . .69 
1B3/8016 .81 
1621/471A 2.95 
1B22 
1B24 
1626 
1627 
1529 
1B32 
1B37 
1133 
16480 
1541 
11354 
1556 
1B60105 

106 

2C43/464A 8.91 
2044 1.69 
2051 7.98 
2D21 .90 
2E5 .86 
2E22 1.34 

2E25/HY65 2.98 
2221 11.98 
2J21A 11.98 
2222 29.95 

34.95 
8.89 
8.85 
9.95 

39.95 
14.50 
23.98 
17.25 
13.89 
34.00 
39.95 
45.00 
24.00 
40.00 
40.00 
81.00 
39.00 
39.00 

TUBES . 
5X4G .71 
5Y3GT . . .38 
5Z3 .81 
5Z4 .88 
C6A 8.35 
6A3 .98 
6A4 1.29 

6ÁB7/1853 1.84 
6ACS 1.08 
6AC7 .75 
6AD6 .81 
6AD7 1.17 
6AF6G .87 
6AG5 .75 

6AH6 1.98 

6AK5 .78 
6AK6 .81 
6AL5 .63 
6ALo7 1.08 
6A 6 
6A55 .59 
6AS6 3.49 
6AS7G 4.68 
6AT6 
6AU6 .63 
6B4G .96 
6B7 .89 
6B8G 6 1.05 

6BE6 .59 
6BF66BG6 .59 

G." 1.49 
6BH6 .79 
6826 

866A Kit. 2Tubes&Xfmr 
115v6Ocyc Outpt: 2.5vct/ 
161/10KVina w/Sckts $5.95 
872A Kit TubesSckts & 
12KVinsXfmr $12.95 
BLOWERS. 

4940 CFM 28vacdc 3.49 
70 CFM 115V400cy 4.49 

28vacdc 100 CFM 28vatxlc d.95 
100 CFM 12vacdc 5.95 
Xfmr 12 or 28e to 115vac, 

250 CFM 28vacdc 9.95 
250 CFM & 28/115vac Xtmr 11.95 
100 CFM 115vacdc Hvy Dty 7.98 
OIL CNDSRS--NEW--Famous Makes 
Mfd WVDC Each Mfd WVDC Each 
00025 25000 $4.95 1 4000 $3.75 
0016 15000 4.98 1 7500 7.98 
.0112 7000 .88 1 25000 95.00 
0075 7000 1.29 2 1000/330AC .49 

.012 25000 3.98 2 1500 1.00 
.025 1500 .58 2 2000 1.98 
.03 7500 1.98 2 3000 3.98 
.05 1500 .39 2 4000 4.79 
.05 4008 1.89 2 5000 9.98 
.1 1000 .39 2 5500 10.98 
.1 1500 .59 2 6000 12.98 
2x.1 1500 .79 2 12500 19.98 
.1 2000 .89 3 2000 3.49 
.1 3000 1.90 4 600 .54 
.1 7500 2.89 4 1000/330ÁC .95 
.2 5000 2.25 4 1500 2.39 
.25 1000 .59 4 2000 3.98 
.25 2500 .74 4 3000 5.95 
.5 1500 .98 4 5000 16.00 
.5 3000 2.49 5 600 .69 
.65 12500 14.89 5 1000 1.98 
1 1000 .45 5 1500 2.49 
1 1500 1.09 5 2000 4.98 
1 2000 1.27 8 2000 8.98 
1 3600 3.25 8 3000 9.98 

XFMRS-115V 60 Cyc Input 
Plate 8. Filament Xfmrs 

1000VCP/200Ma, 6V/5A, 5V/6A, 18V/ 
55A, 90VbiasTaDCSD $6.95 

900V/35Ma, 232.5V/2A SigC Spec $3.98 
880VCT/125Ma, 6.3VCT/3A, 5VCT/3A. 
6.3VCT/2A Csd HVinsHermSld Dlvrs 
250maUSN $3.98 
700VCT/120Ma, 115V/100Ma, 2x6.3V/ 
1A, 5V2A, Csd. HVins $2.98 
650VCT/175Ma, 6.3V/1.2A, 5V/SA Csd 
IlVins Jeff/Stancor $3.29 
500VCT/6OMa, 6.3V/4A H'SIdB1V $1.29 
420/VCT/85Ma, 6.3V/1.9A also Pri 6- 
12-24-115VDC&230VAC UnivVibXfmr 
Csd 2.39 2/4 30 10/19.98 

PLATE.TRANSFORMERS 
6800VorVCT/1A/17KV104-12OVin $59.50 
3400VorVCT/1A/17KV208-251Vin $59.50 
10800VCTor21000V' Dblr/95MaCsd $19.95 
7500ori5000V'Dblr/35Ma $18.95 
5000V/IOMa (for2x21 Cad $7.95 
3000V/IOMa Cad HiVins $4.50 
1800V/4Ma Csd Altec/GE 11V 33.29 
I200VCT/300Ma & 18V/1A Cod. 56.95 
2x330V CT/ IOMa(or66UVCT/10Ma. $1.49 

Filament Transformers 
2.5V/1.75A, 4V/16A 20KV ins, Csd $4.95 
2.5V/2A HVins2x2, 69$; 10 for 55.98 
5VCT/130A Kenyon HVins $6.95 
5V/115A Kenyon HVins $12.95 
6.3VCT/.7A USN CsdHVins $1.39 
6.3VCT/4A(gud8.5A) Csd USN 31.39 
6.4V/12A, 6.4V/10.6A, 3x5V/3A, 2.5V/ 
1.75A Stancor CsdlVins UsableAsAuto 
Former $4.98 
12.6VCT/2A HVins $1.49; 2 for $2.79 
I -F XFMRS 456Kc Double Slug Tuned. 
Shielded Ea. 39$; 3 for $1.00 
Telev & FM I -F Xfmr 10 to 14Me 
Double Slug Tuned Adjustable "Q" 

RCA UNIV Output Xfmr- 
10W, to 10KC. Matches 
ANY Line orSpkrs w/VC's 
3to4or150ohms toANYLoad& 
TubeIMP bet50&10240obms. 
Over1000combinationsl Acts 
as EXC BandPassFltr or 
Fre9AttnUnit for DynMlke. 
Cuts HI's orLOWS.IDEAL 

I azy Q-5actionCWorPhone. 
GetsONLY Signal youWANT to hear. 
W/data $1.39 
Hi Gain Dynamic Mike & Xfmr Buy! 
Comb hl -gain DynMikeXfmr 
UTC/Super Elec 3wdg,600otun 
CT&4000obms Tapped 250x150 
ohms. Fully$hlelded Wald 
PLUS ExcFidelityDynMlke.Both 
for ONLY $1.49 

Modulation & Audio 
MODULATION StancorUSN H'Sld PP 
parallel 807'stoPP807's RF/2000 ohm Load 
240WattPeak $4.95 
PP807's to829RCA5500to2600ohms 54.50 
Amertran USN 3600 or 500 to 30 or 60 
ohms/500W $12.95 
UTAH 12W UnivOutDt5999 $1.39 
WE 308WattPP805to90ohmVC 12.98 
UTC LVM-11 IlneAutoformer 30W $3.49 
UTC 0-14"ouater"50.1Mike orLineTo 
Grid 200 ohms to 34Megohm$13LIst: 
SPECIAL ...$3.98;... .10/535 PULSE TRANSFORMER Pri&3Sec 
wndgs-imped ratio 50:1000 ohmsElectro- 
staticShleld.Permalloy Core,MfrWE Pri 
4000V,Sec 17500V $14.98 

ANTENNA UHF 12"/30cm 
ATS/ARR1 

UsableCitz&HamBand CoaxTerm Insltd 
Insltd SIlvPlCont wpf gask Fiona 

931A 
954 
955 

957 
958 
SD968.... 4.98 
991 .25 
1000UHF 59.95 
CKI005 .18 
1603/606 . 2.90 109 
1613/6F6X 5.55 
1614 1.42 
1616 
1619 
1620 
1622 
1624 
1625 
1626 
1629 
1632 
1633 
1635 

865 .95 
866A .99 
866JR 1.00 
868/P323 1.90 
869 30.00 
872A 1.49 
874 .55 
876 .36 
878 1.95 
884/6Q5G 1.35 
885 .95 
920 2.70 

923 
1.19 

927/0E2S 1.26 
930 .75 

3.95 
.14 
.16 
.27 

Neon Bulbs 
NE2/100.. 3.98 
NE16/991. .25 

NE45/}W, 
.354 

NR51/NE 20.07 
Bull's Eye Pilot 
Lite Complete 
w/S6 115V bulb 
or aeon bulb 
chrome 2/980 

Ballast 
C'Ray Tubes 

2AP1 3.79 
2APIA 4.85 
3AP1 4.75 
3BP1 2.98 
3BP1A 7.98 
3CP1 2.65 
3CP1-S1 1.95 
3DP1 1.87 
3EP1 2.75 
3881 1.49 
3FP7 .98 
3GP1 4.95 
3HP7 3.49 
4APIO 5.90 
5BP1 1.85 

SCP7 1.75 
5CP7 7.50 
5FP5 6.49 
5FP7 1.26 
5FP14 18.95 
SHP1 4.95 
5JP1 
5282 
5LPI 
SLPS 
5LP7 

FILTER CHOKES 
13.5Ry/lAmp/42ohm/17KV $54.00 
15-29Hy/150Ma Csd $2.95 
1273y/300Ma 3 95 
SHY/4OMa 3 for $1.00 
15Hy/400Maor20Hy/300Ma/12KV. $7.95 
8Hy/150MaNewUTC C'cked TBd 2/2.25 
Const V'Reg New Raytheon Inpt 

95-130V /60cyc : Out: 11SV/80Wcsd$ 10.95 
RAYTHEON ConstV'Reg Inlet: 198 to 
242V/50-6ocyc; Outpt: 220V/500Watts/' 
0.5% Regltn Rack Mtg $36.00 
SOLA ConstV'Reg USN Csd Inpt:95 to 
190V/50-80cyc ;Outpt 115V/2KW/17.4A 
ConstDty 1%Reg LN $130; Same New 
USN Cost $369. Yours for $162.00 
SOLA ConstV'Reg Inpt:92to138V; Outpt: 
115V/26.1A/3KVA,NEW $185.00 
GEN ELEC ConstV'Reg Inpt: 95to13OV, 
50-60cyc;Outpt 113/115/117V .78KVA at 
.80PF. Used Gtd...$43. NEW....563. 

Sig Corps Dry Batteries-Gtd 
BRAND NEW Shelf Dated -Tested 
BA34 71/6/41/3/1 Neg Volts 39$ 
BA35 134Vs1mBURG 4F11 39$ 
BA. 36 45,2214V BURG5303 89$ 
BA 37 114V Walke -Talky 290 
BA 38 10334V Walky-Talky $1.49 
BA39 150/734 VBurgFSA 100 169 
BA40 90/134VBurg4GB60 1.19 
BA41 60/2534/436V 890 
BA43 90/45/134V 
BA51 6736V MiniMax 896 
BA70 90/60/414V $2.50 
11Á20511 3V Burg F2BP 8 for $1.00 
WESTON STANDARD CELL 1.0194 
Volts Average Cnìttd $3.98 
Mast Base MP22 $3.95 
Mast Base MP48 $3.98 

98$ 

TAB MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

S3 MIN. ORDER F.O.B. N.Y. C. 

ADD SHIPPING CHARGES AND 
25 DEPOSIT. PHONE WO. 2-7230 

T H A.T' S 
A 
BUY "TAB If TAHAT'S 

BUY 
DEPT. 10E SIX CHURCH ST. NEW YORK 6, N.Y. U.S.A.-CORNER 

CHURCH 
&LIBERTY 

STS. 

TAB MONEY BACK 'Aft .ANTEE 
S3 MIN. ORDER F.0.13. N.Y. C. 

ADD SHIPPING CHARGES AND 
25% DEPOSIT. PHONE WO. 2-7230 
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20 Millivolts i.),À 

Vertical Sensitivity 

PRECISION 
SERIES ES -500 74, 

5" OSCILLOSCOPE ry 

NET PRICE $1495° 
Complete with light shield, calibrating screen 
and operating manual. Size 8I/4 x 141, x 18". 

IMPORTANT FEATURES 
* Wide Range High Sensitivity Vert. Amplifier 

Response to 1 Megacycle 
2 Megohms input resistance 

* Vertical Input Step Attenuator, xl, x10, x100. 
Additional continuous vernier control 
Cathode follower input circuit 

* Extended Range Horizontal Amplifier 
Response to .5MC. ''i meg. input resistance 

* Linear Multi -Vibrator Sweep Circuit 
10 cycles to 30 KC. Improved circuits 
assure unusual linearity thruout range 

* Amplitude Controlled Synch. Selection 
* "Z" Axis Modulation terminals 
* Phasing Control 
* Audio Monitoring phone jacks plus direct 

access to Hor. and Vert, plates 
* Light Shield and Calibrating Screen 

Removable and rotatable 
* Tube Complement 1 each type 6J5, 6AK5, 7N7, 

6X5, 2X2. 2 each type 7W7, 5CPI/A CR tube. 
* Fully Licensed under patents of A.T.&T. & W.E. 
* PLUS many "Precision" refinements that must be 

seen to be appreciated. 

See the new Precision 5" Oscilloscope and Series 
E-400 Sweep Signal Generator on display at lead- 
ing radio equipment distributors. Write for catalog 
fully describing the complete line of selected test 
instruments for all phases of AM, FM, and TV. 

PRECISION 
APPARATUS CO., Inc. 
92-27 Horace Harding Blvd. 

Elmher,t 10, N. Y 

Export Division: 458 Broadway, N. Y. City, U. 5. A. 
Cables: MORHANEX 
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HIGH CAPACITY 
TO SPACE RATIO 

vitti ,9o`icdo« 

Pledda c ed & geitoed 

JOHNSON Pressurized Capacitors 
are so carefully engineered that they 
provide the desired capacity and 
voltage rating with minimum pressure 
and condenser height. Because of their 
efficient electrical and mechanical 
design, they also provide the utmost 
in stable operating conditions. 

Available as "standard" are variable, 
fixed and fixed -variable units - in a 

wide variety of capacitance and current 
rating. In addition, JOHNSON can 
build any pressure condenser to in- 
dividual specifications. 

FEATURES 
Low Loss 

*High KVA Rating 

Shielded From External Electro- 
static Fields 

Low Internal Distributed induc- 
tance 

Complete Dependability 

Write For Illustrated 
JOHNSON Catalog and 

Prices 

E. F. JOHNSON CO. WASECA, MINN. 
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4-125-A 
TETRODE 

AX4-250-A 
TETROD 

AX -9900 
TRIODE 

AX -9901 
TRIOD 

AX' 902 
TRIODE 

ER TRANSMITTING TUBES 

"ALL -GLAS " types 11h MAGNISORB ANODES 

or AM, FM,LEVISION, INDUSTRIAL, and ELECTRO -MEDICAL APPLICATIONS 

FEATURES 
MAGNISORB* is a graphite base material specially 

processed by AMPEREX for g-eatly increased gettering action 
and heat dissipation characteristics. 

POWDER GLASS TECHNIQUES resulting in STURDY 

CONSTRUCTION and COMPACT SIZE through the elimination 
of external bases, make these tubes desirable where space 
limitations and ruggedness are factors. 

COOLER TUBE OPERATION is effected through efficient 
internal shielding and elimination of the external base. 

INCREASED ANODE SURFACE AREA is obtained by 
virtue of the fact that the heavy walls are deeply milled with 
circumferential rings. 

EXCELLENT INTER -ELECTRODE SHIELDING reduces 
filament -plate capacity to a minimum in the triodes, for applica- 
tion 'n grounded grid amplifiers. 

re -tube with AMPEREX 
Data sneets available on request 

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP. 

TETRODES 
Type AX4-125-A and Type AX4-250-A are completely inter- 
changeable, electrically and mechanically, with standard 
RMA equivalents. 

TRIODES 
(Electrical Data) 

AX -9900 AX -9901 AX -9902 

Filament - Thoriated Tungsten 

Voltage 6.3 5 10 

Current (Amps.) 5.4 15 9.7 

Amplification Factor 25 25 27 

Maximum Ratings - 
Class "C" Telegraphy 

Plate Voltage 2500 3000 4000 

Plate Current (Ma) 200 400 550 

Plate Dissipation (Watts) 135 250 450 

Frequencies (MC) 1501200 301 120 100 

Typical Power Output (Watts) 390 1200 820 1520 1450 

Inter -electrode Capacitances 
(mmf) 

Grid -Plate 5.5 8.0 8.0 

Grid -Filament 5.8 8.0 11.0 

Plate -Filament 0.1 0.3 0.3 

25 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. 

In Canada and Newfoundland: Rogers Majestic Limited 
11-19 Brentcliffe Road, Leaside, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 


